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Art. L—WNotice of Meteoric Iron near Lion River, Great 

._ Namaqualand, South Africa ; and of the detection of Potas- 
sium in Meteoric Iron: by Cuartes Upuam Sueparp, M.D. 

1. Tue meteoric mass now described, was brought from the 
Cape of Good Hope to London in July, by Mr. Gill, for Mr. John 
Gibbs; with instructions to dispose of it there on his account. 
Prof. J. Tennant, mineralogist to her majesty, having become 
the purchaser, transferred it to me in a very obliging manner ; 
and it is now deposited in my meteoric collection in Amherst 

Szconp Series, Vol. XV, No. 48.—Jan,, 1853. 



2 C. U. Shepard on Meteorie Iron from South Africa. 

compact and hard marl, penetrated by seams of iron-pyrites, 
which appear to fill spaces once occupied by fossil shells. It may 
be presumed therefore, that it belongs to the tertiary series in 
geology; and inasmuch as the iron-mass presents a perfectly 
clean, and nearly an unoxydated surface, it is possible that its fall 
has either been very recentgor that it has until lately been im- 
bedded in this formation, and thus preserved from rusting. On 
the latter supposition, its descent will date back to the geological: 
period of the tertiary. 

It is certainly remarkable in the history of these bodies, that 
their external figure has so often resembled the heads of various 
animals. The present mass, as figure | will show, is another 
instance of the same fact, It resembles the head of the horse, 
not only in shape but also in size. Nor is the similarity con- 
fined to a single position, but exists whether the mass is viewed 
on either side, as well as from above, or below; inasmuch as it 

ssesses a wonderful degree of bi-lateral symmetry, having 
the depressions to a certain extent, repeated on both its sides 
when in the position of the figure. And what is remarkable 

convexity to the top, and a corresponding concavity to the base. 
It measures 194 inches in length, 12 in depth, and 134 in breadth. 

The depressions are every where shallow; and their borders, 
where they are contiguous to each other, or where they connect 
with the general surfaces, are softly rounded off; so that there 
is not a sharp angle or edge upon the mass. Gentle curves and 
flowing outlines every where prevail, throughout the mass. It 
can scarcely be said to possess any crust whatever. Its color is 
blackish iron-gray, mixed with patches of an ochrey brown, 
through which, a submetallic Justre is rarely visible. 

On being struck with a cane, or the handle of a common ham- 
mer, a peculiar ringing sound is produced, a circumstance which 
I have noticed on some other considerable lumps of meteoric iron. 

Having sawn a fragment of 120 grains from a projecting ridge, 
at the larger end, where the natives had chiseled off the piece 
above referred to, it became apparent that this iron was soft, ho- 

connected with the main mass, was, when etched, destitute of 
these curved lines, and presented on the whole, a very close re- 
semblance to the Widmannstattian figures of the Lenarto and the 
Elbogen irons. . 

NNN NERS: «mera ome w 
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C. U. Shepard on Meteorie Fron Jrom South Africa. 3 

This iron does not exhibit the passivity observed by Wohler m1 the Green county, Tenn. meteorite and some others; but on the contrary, promptly precipitates copper from a solution of the sulphate of this metal. 

fie 
fj, 
YP 



4 C. U. Shepard on Meteoric Iron from South Africa. 

browning, on being held for some time in the current of the gas. 
It dissolved without any remainder whatever, in nitro-hydrochlo- 
ric acid. 

The solution in hydrochloric acid was treated for some time 
with a current of sulphuretted hydrogen. The next day, a feeble 
cloudiness, of a yellowish brown color appeared in the liquid. It 
was transferred to a filter; and what remained upon it, after a 
thorough washing, was treated with strong nitric acid. A heavy 
powder was formed, and the clear liquid gave no blue color on 
the addition of ammonia. The powder was heated with carbon- 
ate of soda on charcoal before the blowpipe, and the charcoal 
crushed in a mortar. It gave globules which resembled tin. 
Twenty-five grs. of the iron were dissolved in nitro-hydrochloric 
acid, and precipitated by excess of ammonia. A deep blue liquid 
was obtained on filtration, This was — to the boiling 
point, and precipitated by excess of potassa. ‘The green hydrated 
oxyd of nickel, after Ee well washed and ignited, weighed 
2°04 grs., which equals 1-65 grs. of metallic nickel. It was tested 
for cobalt before the blowpipe, without affording any indication 
of its presence. 

The peroxyd of iron was ignited for half an hour in a plati- 
num crucible, with its weight of carbonate of soda. Water w 
boiled upon the fused mass, and after filtration and neutralization 
with nitric acid, the clear liquid was treated with solutions of 
hydrochlorate of ammonia and of sulphate of magnesia. An 
immediate precipitate of the phosphate of ammonia and magnesia 
was produced, proving that the peroxyd of iron had contained 
phosphoric acid. 

Having observed that the polished face on the mass gathered 
rust freely, i in one spot, though kept in a situation quite free from 
moisture, I was led to apply a piece of moistened turmeric paper 
to the oxydated region, when it immediately gave an alkaline 
reaction. ‘That this effect is not wholly ascribable to ammonia 
will I think appear from an experiment described at the end of 
this notice, upon meteoric iron from another locality. 

The following therefore is a summary of oat ewe obtained 
on a single apaiyes, of the Lion river meteoric 

Nickel, i 
Iron, with tr : ee 
Phosphor YS a te 
Sulphur, = “ be 93-30 
Tin, and 
Potassium ? 

6:70 

100-00 



C. U. Shepard on Potassium in Meteoric Iron. 5 

2. Potassium in the Meteoric Iron of Ruff’s Mountain, South 
Carolina.—This iron, it should here be mentioned, was. not 
found on that part of the mountain situated in Newberry, as for- 
merly supposed ; but in the contiguous county of Lexington. 

Having noticed a peculiarity in the manner in which this iron 
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gathers moisture, while the rest of thie sdrface retains its dryness 
and polish. Turmeric c paper a to the moistened spots were 
cea a wned. Foie led me to subject two ounces of 

alkali was present. The Parcteboe heared renders it prob- 
able, that it was owing to the carbonate of potassa, rather than to 

the carbonate of soda, although there is nothing to disprove the : 
Presence of the latter alkali also. 

€ condition in which > gal is present is of course only 
conjectural. It probably exists as an alloy with some of 
other metals, which is not uniformly distributed throughout t the eee Tee 

* The mass measures 8% inches in height, and 74 inches horizontally across the 
polished face. od 
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mass. Indeed the artisan who superintended the division of the 
—_ informed me that he detected a marked difference in the soft- 

and malleability of the nts in particular portions of the mass. 
“i may also be mentioned, indicative of the occasional, 

localized occurrence, of meres elements in meteoric irons, that 
in cutting a slice from the very compact Burlington, N. Y. iron, 
a single, very symmetrical, drop- daael cavity more than half an 
inch in diameter was disclosed, which communicated by a minute — 
opening with the surface. Its walls are almost perfectly smooth, 
and coated by a brownish black powder, not yet examined. 
Lenarto iron, also a compact one, contained three empty cavities; 

and a third iron of the same character, that from Murfreesboro’, 

Rutherford Co., Tenn., had two small cavities, the one two-tenths 
and the other one-tenth of an inch in diameter. [s it probable 
that these cavilies were i as empty? or if not, with what 
boner sae they occupied ? 

If n rites are, as Baron Reichenbach supposes, san 
repeacninines of the larger planetary bodies, differing fr 
only in magnitudes, the chemical constitution now det out for 
the former, saad perhaps be thought to have a bearing upon the 
views, put forth by Sir Humphrey Davy, in his explanations of 
volcanoes, falative to the condition of the elements in the interior 
of our earth, where, as he van they may still exist to a large 
extent, — an unoxydated st We may at the present moment 
perhaps be said to have found the following metals in our me- 
iets in an unoxydated (and in an unchlotidized) condition: viz, 
Fe, Mn, Ni, Co, Sn, Cr, Co, Ar, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, ©. 
Farther researches will doubtless, soon augment the number. 

3. Figure of the Iowa Meteoric Stone, which was seen to fall 
Feb. 25, 1847.—This stone was particularly described by me 
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in my report on meteorites published in vol. vi, new series, of 
the Amer. Journal of Science and Arts, p. 404. The drawings 
in fig. 3 (as well as those of the two preceding ones) were made 
by Mr. R. Bakewell. The uncommon completeness and perfec- 
tion of form in this stone, seemed to render it worthy of being 
accurately figured. Its greatest diameter is four inches: from 
the fractured apex of the four-sided pyramid to the centre of the 

* opposite side, measures 34 inches. It weighs 2 lbs. 84 oz. 

Art. Il.—WNotice of Professor Clark's Thesis on Metallic 
8 eteorites.* 

Pror. Wa. S. Ciarx of the Scientific Department in Amherst 
College has presented a valuable contribution to the science of 
Astrolithology, in an Inaugural Dissertation on his promotion to 
the rank of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Gottingen. 
The following extracts from the dissertation, are intended to giv 
a general view of such facts and observations as are either new, 
or at least have not been presented in the pages of this Journal. 

The color of meteoric metal varies from silver-white to dull 
gray, and the hardness from that of the hardest steel to that of 
metallic copper. The specific gravity is usually between 7 and 8, 
though rarely as low as 6. It varies exceedingly on different 
parts of the same mass. The metal is generally very malleable, 
both hot and cold ; and of course difficultly fusible. _Wohler bas 
observed that the metal of some meteorites is in a passive, an 
that of others in an active condition ; so that specimens of some 
precipitate copper from a solution of the sulphate, while those of 
others, do not. He infers from his experiments, that all meteoric 
metal is probably passive at the time of its fall, and becomes ac- 
tive after long exposure on the earth. Besides the chrysolite 
found in the masses of Krasnojarsk, Atacama, etc. ; almost micro- 
Scopic grains of a mineral harder than glass and resembling the 
Hest quartz sand, are often to be seen in the insoluble residue 

obtained by digesting pieces of meteoric metal in hydrochloric 
acid. Stromeyer made a series of experiments upon chrysolite 
of terrestrial and of meteoric origin; and came to the astonish- 
Ing conclusion, that the former usually contains nickel, while the 
latter though imbedded in nickeliferous iron, contains none. Ga 

. Rumler first discovered arsenic to belong to the meteoric ele- 

ments, while testing the Atacama chrysolite for water. When 
meteoric metal is dissolved in an acid, the solution almost inva- 

Eighty pages 8vo, with 3 lithographic plates. Printed by W. F. Kaestn sali er; 
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riably <span phosphoric acid, formed by the oxydation of the 
phosphurets. Jt seems indeed, as if phosphorus were as charac- 
teristic an iietaien of meteoric masses as nickel; and it isa 
singular fact, as Wohler has remarked, that there are no mineral 
phosphurets of terrestrial origin. The meteoric phosphurets are 
nearly insoluble in hydrochloric acid; and constitute from 0°5 to 
‘5 p.c. of most metallic masses. They. form either a black, 

flocky residue (dyslytite of Shepard); thin, elastic, bronze-yellow 
plates (schreibersite of Patera); or brilliant four-sided prismatic 
ph amen They consist of iron, nickel and phosphorus, with 
perhaps, occasionally, carbon and magnesium. 

Prof. Clark observes that he aims to give in his thesis a concise 
yet complete history of the characteristics and literature of every 
metallic mass of undoubted meteoric origin, observiug that his 
best thanks are due to his highly honored instructor, Prof. Woh- 
ler, for his kindness in furnishing him with specimens for analy- 
sis, and in allowing him free access to his library and cabinet. 
The classification adopted is to describe first, those containing 
chrysolite, secondly, such as inclose large quantities of pyrites, 
thirdly, those rich i in nickel, and finally, such as are composed of 
nearly pure iron. 

rasnojarsk. According to Bignlety the chrysolite “2 this 
and of all Atacama iron contains arsen . Atacama, 
chrysolite forms, in bulk, about half the mass. Acids Ao 3 
attack that part of the metal next to the chrysolite, which con- 
sequently retains its lustre, while the central portions of the an- 
gular masses, when acted on by acids, become dull gray, the 
whole presenting to view dark areas surrounded by a bright bor- 
der, which separates them from the chrysolite. These dark 
areas are often intersected by brilliant lines. —3. Potosi, cade. 
S.A. Partsch believes it to be from Atacama. According to 
Morren the metallic part consists of iron 90241 and nickel 9: 759. 
The mass is now in the museum at Angers, France.—4. Stein- 
bach, Saxony. The mass was found preserved in the cabinet of 
von Schénberg of Gotha, with this label, “a curious piece of na- 
tive iron so discovered in the field.” The color of the metal in- 
clines more to gray than that of the masses of Atacama and Si- 
beria. The olivenoid mineral is brownish green, granular, some- 
what cleavable, and according to Stromeyer isa tersilicate of 
magnesia, while the chrysolite of other meteorites is a simple sil- 
icate.—5. Fort Singhur, near Pouna in the Deccan, India. 
Described by Giraud in 1849. This mass had the form of an 
irregular 3-sided prism with conical terminations, and weighed 
314 Ibs. It was found upon a basaltic mountain 4500 feet above 

_ the sea. It is exceedingly vesicular, the cavities being filled with 
an olivenoid substance of a yellowish white color, in opaque, 
earthy massess of the size of a pea. The metallic portion con- 
tains several per cent. of nickel. Sp. gr. =4-72—4-90, Giraud. 
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—6. Brahin, Russia. Discovered in 1810. Two masses, weigh- 
ing together 200 lbs., now at the cabinet of University at Kiew. 
The chrysolite forms more than half the mass. Analysis by 

ugier, 
Iron, - - - - 87:35 
Nickel, - - - : 2 
Chromium, - - - - 0:50 
Magnesium, - - - - 2°10 

ilica, - - eit - 6:30 
Sulphur, - - - - 1:85 

100-60 : 
7. Hommoney Creek, Buncombe Co., N.C. Prof. Clark has 

analyzed this somewhat peculiar iron anew, and finds 
Tron, - - - 93°225 
Nickel : “ 
Cobalt; Mae y oe eit 
Copper i : Tie : : 0-099 
Manganese, - s k 
Silicon, - - : - 0-501 
Magnesium, - : = > ? 
Phosphorus, - t : ? 
Sulphur, - - : re ee 
Graphite ‘ A765 
Schreibersite,* at ix 

The metal, which is somewhat malleable, exhibits when 

and being conducted through a solution of silver produced a 
slight precipitate of sulphuret. The insoluble residue retained 
the form of the original fragment, and consisted of brilliant scales 
of graphite, a black, flocky substance and a magnetic portion, 
which under the microscope appeared to be a network of erys- 
talline plates, intersecting each other at angles of about 60° and 
120°, exactly resembling the figures, exhibited by an etched sur- 
ace of the mass at this place. The magnetic portion was fused 
with carbonate and nitrate of soda. The mass, which was col- 

_ * The name Schreibersite, here applied to the difficultly soluble compound of 

iron, nickel and phosphorus, refers to the substance which was previously designated 

dyslytite by Shepar 
Szoonn Seems, Vol. XV, No. 43—Jan, 1853. 2 
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ored by manganese, was then digested in water, and the colorless 
fluid filtered from the metallic oxyds. This was tested in the 
usual way with a solution of magnesia and with molybdate of 
ammouia, and found to contain “phosphoric acid. The oxyds 
were dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and the iron precipitated by 
ammonia. The filtrate was treated with hydrosulphuret of am- 
monia, which threw down a black sulphuret, insoluble in dilute 
hydrochloric acid. ‘The quantity was too small for nearer exam- + 
ination. The plates which appear to produce the figures in this 
meteorite are therefore in all probability, the phosphuret of iron 
and nickel, though present in small quantity and very uneqnally 
disseminated through the mass. A number of brownish particles, 
harder than glass, and resembling the granular chrysolite of the 
Atacama iron, were also observed in the insoluble residue. The 
solution filtered from the insoluble portion was saturated with 
sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and the light brown precipitate formed 
was collected on a filter, washed, roasted and weighed. It was 
then reduced with soda before the blowpipe, and yielded a mal- 
leable globule of a reddish white color, containing copper and 
tin. The sour solution, filtered from the sulphurets, was boiled 
to expel the excess of sulphuretted hydrogen, and the iron oxyd- 
ized with chlorine gas and precipitated by means of succinate of 
ammonia. After weighing, the oxyd of iron was fused with car- 
bonate of soda and found to contain phosphoric acid and silica. 
The filtrate from the iron was concentrated by evaporation, and 
treated with a slight excess of sulphuret of hydrogen and ammo- 
nia, by which a few milligrams of the sulphurets of co 
nickel were precipitated. After the fluid became clear ad color- 
less, it was filtered, and the sulphurets roasted and weighed. 
Tested before the blowpipe, the oxyds obtained appeared to con- 
tain much more cobalt than nickel. The solution filtered from 
the sulphurets was evaporated to dryness, the ammoniacal salts 
driven off, and a small quantity of magnesia thus detected. 

8. Bitbure, in the Eifel. Found in 1805. Described by Col. 
Gibbs. Weight 3300 to 3400 lbs. This enormous mass was dis- 
covered in repairing a road and was heated and hammered at an 
iron furnace with the exception of a few ounces. It contains a 
light green olivenoid substance in eas quantity, irregularly scat- 

8 tered through its mass. Sp. gr.= 6:52, Rumler. Analyanets 
a Jobn. 

Tron, - - 818 - 78°32 
Nickel, - a SS “ri «g 1 
Cobalt, - - * 1:0 - 3°00 
Manganese, - - 0-2 
ilicon, - - - 0:05 

; - - - - § 660" 
Sulphur, oe ee es ee 

| 
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9. Rasgata, New Grenada. Discovered in 1810. Described 
by Rivero and Boussingault in 1823. Weight of smaller mass 
45 |bs., of larger bs. A vesicular mass containing cavities of 
various sizes which are partly filled with pyrites. Metal hard, 
but quite malleable. Sp. gr.=7-3—7:7, Rumler. Analyses: 

Wohler, Riv. and Bouss. 
Tron, - - 92°35 - 90°76 
Nickel, = - . 671 - ae OT 
Cobalt, - 0:25 —- 
Phosphorus, - 0:25 98:63 
Schreibersite,  - 0-08 
Chrysolite ? - O11 
Copper, “ : 
Tin, - - ? 
Sulphur, - ? 

99/85 - 

10. Santa Rosa, 60 miles northeast of Bogota, New Grenada. 
Found in 1810 by Cecelia Corridor. Described by Rivero and 
Boussingault in 1823. Weight 1575 Ibs., besides which several 
smaller masses were found iu the same vicinity. Malleable, ves- 
cicular, resembling that from Rasgata. Sp. gr.=7:'30. Analysis 
by Riv. and Bouss. ; 

Ir on, - -. -. — 92-23 
Nickel, - - >. - - 8:21 
Insoluble, - - an - 0-28 

99°72 

figures are not to be detected: Sp. gr.=7°55, Rumler. Analy- 
sis by Bergemann, 

Iron, = si 85-094 | Nickeliferous iron, 93°77 
Nickel, - © = © 9-895 | Magnetic pyrites, 227 
Cobalt, - - 0-668 |.Chrom. iron, - 1:48 
Copper, -. - 0-030 | Schreibersite, - 1-65 
Magnesium, - 0-187 | Carbon, - - 0:49 
Carbon, - - 0-164 99-66 

~~ Graphite, = 0334). 3 
Schreibersite, -. 1646 
Chrom. iron, - 1-482 

~ Sulphur, +) - 0-845 
Manganese, - ? 

EWE a: 99-348 
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12. Bohumilitz. Found in 1829. Described in 1830. Weight 
103 lbs. Preserved in the National Museum at Prague. Was 
covered with a thick crust of limonite. It is composed of a me- 
tallic mass, a large quantity of magnetic pyrites and an unknown 
substance, which is black, not very hard and not graphite. 
black mineral occurs in the interior as well as at the surface of 
the mass, sometimes in portions nearly an inch in length, and is 
intimately mixed with finely divided metal and pyrites. These ~ 
black masses are enclosed in a coating of magnetic pyrites. Anal- 
ysis by Berzelius. . 

Iron, - 92473 - 94-775 
Nickel, - - 5667 - - 3812 
Cobalt, _ ae 0-235 - 0-203 
Insoluble, - 1725 —- - 2-200 

100-000 100-000 
Berzelius dissolved 60 grammes of filings from the mass in 

nitric acid, and found, of insoluble carbonaceous matter, 0°672 
grammes, and of crystalline magnetic scales, 0-777 grammes. 
The first contained carbon, alumina, silica, iron, nickel, phosphate 
and chromate of iron. The second consisted of 

Iron, - - - 65-987 
Nickel, - - ~ * 
Silicon, - - : - 2-037 
Carbon, - - - Pa 1-422 
Phosphorus, - - - 14-023 

98-467 
This is the substance which is now regarded as a phosphuret 

of iron and nickel called Schreibersite by Patera, after von 
Schreibers.* : 

13. Bahia, Brazil, 10° 30/ 8. lat., 33° 15’ W. long. from San 
Salvador. Discovered by Bernardus da Mota Botelho in 1784. 
Described by A. F. Mornay in 1816. ‘This mass was seven feet 
long, four wide and two thick, and weighed 17,300 Ibs. Ex- 
hibits imperfect Widmannstattian figures and contains small 
quantities of magnetic pyrites. Analysis by Wollaston. 

Iron, = Bite i - - 94 
Nickel, - = - . 4 

100- 
15. Black Mountain, North Carolina.—16. Crosby’s Creek, 

Tenn. According to Prof. Wohler, the specimens of this mete- 
orite bear a striking resemblance to those of the mass from Szla- 
nicza.—17. Tucuman, Argentine Republic. Described by 

* Rnt Fd le pn lind cette ee ee i Sonat: Ct gee pees 
= ; ~ oe Ci "* ie i 4 

7s ee 
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Miguel Rubin de Celis in 1783. Weight 30,000 Ibs. A mass 
weighing 1400 Ibs. in the British Museum is believed to be from 
the same locality. This mass was covered with a crust of oxyds 
four to six inches thick, on the under side. It has cavities of va- 
rious sizes, which are more or less filled with magnetic-pyrites. 
Structure highly crystalline, and when etched presents surfaces 
resembling erystalline masses of antimony and bismuth. It is 
very malleable. G.=7:54-7-6, Rumler. Analysis by Howard. 

fron, . - - - - 90 
Nickel, . - - - 10 

100 
18. Senegal, the Upper Senegal, Africa. Made known by 

Compaguon in 1717. Vast quantities are said to be scattered 
over the countries in the Bumbuk and Siratik countries, several 
et of which have been brought by the negroes to Fort St. 

wis at the mouth of the Senegal. Compact, with a very 
slight admixture of magnetic pyrites. By etching, short raised 
lines appear, which are parallel or intersect each other at varions 
angles presenting like the ‘Tucuman iron, a striped or plumous 
appearance. When deeply etched the surface becomes granular. 
G.=7:72, Rumler. Analysis by Howard. 

Iron, - ~ - 95 
Nickel, - - - * 5 

100 
_ 19. Cape of Good Hope, between Sunday and Boschesman’s 

tivers, Cape Colony, Africa. Discovered in 1793. Described by 

arrow in 1801, and by van Marum in 1804. The original mass 

Weighed over 300 lbs., of which 171 Ibs. are now in the cab- 
inet of Natural History at Haarlem in Holland. : Capt. Alexan- 

discovered in 1837 great numbers of metallic masses, sup- 
to be meteoric, over a large extent of country along the 

Great Fish River in Cape Colony, which are supposed to belong 
to the same fall with the above. Compact, with a small quantity 
of finely divided magnetic pyrites. When etched exhibits no 
Wa maunstittian figures. G.=663-7'94, Rumler. Analysis by 

ehrle. 
Tron, ss " : - 85:608 
Nickel, “i i - - 12275 
Cobalt, - wn AER - 0:887 

98-770 
20. Lenarto, Hungary. Found in 1814. Weight 194 Ibs., 

(Austrian,) of which 134 are now in the National Museum at 
Pesth. It possessed an irregular, tabular form, and was highly 
crystalline. It was covered with a crust of dark brown metallic 
oxyds, and contained three empty cavities. It contains magnetic 
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pyrites in the form of small grains and lines, as well as in larger, 
reniform and cylindrical masses. Widmannstattian figures very 
distinct, which are mostly isosceles triangles, the bands crossing 
at angles of about 77° and 26°. Gr.=7-73, Rumler. Analyses: 

Clark. Wehrle. 

Iron, - 90:°153 - 90883 
Nickel, - ~ 1 6-563 - 8-450 
Cobalt, - 0-502 - 0-665 
Manganese, - 0145 
Copper, - 0-080 99-998 

in, - 0-682 
Sulphur, - 0-482 
Phosphorus, = ear 
Insoluble phosphurets, 1:226 

99-223 

grms. were taken, and for the other 2-074 grms. The method 
employed was, in general, like that adopted in the analysis of the 
Hommoney Creek meteorite. ‘The sulphur was determined as 
sulphuret of silver, and sulphate of baryta. The tin and copper 
were precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen, roasted, reduced 
with carbonate of soda and borax, and tested, both in the wet 
and in the dry way. The iron was precipitated as succinate. 
In washing the precipitate, a small quantity was dissolved, al- 
though the solution had been rendered exceedingly basic before 
the addition of the neutral succinate of ammonia, and then 
heated to boiling before filtration. This was probably owing to 
the presence of phosphoric acid, which appears almost invariably 
to be formed by the solntion of meteoric metal in hydrochlori¢ 
acid. The nickel, cobalt and manganese were thrown down by 
hydrosulphuret of ammonia, and the solution allowed to stand 
till it became colorless and clear, when it was filtered off, and 
evaporated almost to dryness. A few drops of hydrosulphuret 
of ammonia now precipitated a small quantity of nickel. The 
sulphurets were then dissolved in aqua regia, and thrown down 
by potassa. After weighing, the oxyds were redissolved in hy- 
drochlorie acid, reprecipitated by potassa, brought upoma filter 
and washed. The moist oxyds of nickel and cobalt were then 
dissolved upon the filter by a mixture of solutions of potassa and 
prussic acid, the manganese remaining undissolved. The solution 
was boiled to expel the excess of prussic acid, and to change the | 
cyanid of cobalt and potassium, to sesquieyanid. The nickel 
was then precipitated by boiling with freshly prepared oxyd of 
mercury. The cobalt was determined qualitatively by neutral- 
izing the alkaline. filtrate with nitric acid, _ throwing down 
the cobalt by means of nitrate of suboxyd of. mercury ; and 
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have been chrysolite; though perhaps only quartz mixed with 

21. Agram, (Hraschina) Croatia. This most interesting mete- 
orite, which fell May 26, 1751, and for nearly 100 years was the 
only one of the metallic class positively known to have fallen 
from the heavens, was first seen asa brilliant fire-ball passing 
from west to east through a cloudless sky at 6 p.m, attended 
with a noise like that produced by heavy wagons rapidly pass- 
ing over a paved road. When almost directly over the village 
of Hraschina, it burst with a tremendous explosion into two 
pieces, and at the same moment became enveloped in a cloud 
of smoke, which was at first black, and then presented a va- 
riety of colors. The fall was followed by a terrible crash, and 
a trembling as from an earthquake. The larger fragment, which 
weighed 71 lbs., (Austrian,) made an opening in the earth 18 feet 
deep and 2 feet wide, while the smaller of 16 Ibs. weight buried 
itself in a meadow 2000 paces distant. The large mass was 
presented to the Emperor Francis I, and the Empress, Maria The- 
tesa, by the Bishop of Agram, and is preserved in the Imperial 
Museum at Vienna: the smaller mass is missing. The m 
a triangular, tabular form, with ove side convex and the other 
slightly concave. It has a complete crust, in which is enclosed 
ho gravel or earthy matter, as must have been the case had it 

been in a liquid condition. It undoubtedly came to the earth in 
a glowing state, and revolving rapidly like a circular saw, so as 
to strike the ground edgewise, and thus penetrate to such an as- 
tonishing depth. The surface presents the usual concavities. 
The crust is brownish-black and without lustre, with a thickness 

of about three-fourths of a.line, thongh varying on different 
parts. It is somewhat fibrous in structure, and readily separated 
from the metal beneath, which. then appears smooth and polished. 

the convex side of the mass, the crust contains numerous 
fissures, usually about one-half inch long, though rarely from one 
to two inches, and from two-twelfths to three-twelfths of a line 
eep. The mass contains occasional intermixtures of magnetic 

pyrites, and displayed on fractured surfaces a crystalline structure. 
When etched, it exhibits most perfectly those characteristic fig- 
ures which were first discovered in this iron, by Widmannstatt 

in Vienna in 1808. Gr.=7:72 —7'82, Rumler. Analyses: 
WMaproth. Wehrle. 

Tron, - « 96°6 - 
Nickel, — - — Bb - 8886 

astahy gy fbaltoresa! siac ms 0-667 ‘ . 

i001 ar = = 
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22. E'lbogen, near Carlsbad in Bohemia. 

served in the town-house at Elbogen under the name of “the 

enchanted Burgrave,” and therefore probably fell about the close 
of the 14th century, when for a few years 

It weighed 191 |bs., 141 lbs. of which are now by burggraves. 
in Vienna and 114 in Prague. 

Elbogen was governed 

It was described by Chladni as 
having resembled a horse’s head. It contains here and there, 
small masses or veins of magnetic pyrites. When etched, it ex- 
hibits the Widmannstattian figures. Gr. =7-74, Rumler. Analysis 
by Berzelius. 

Metal. Insoluble, 

on, - 88-231 - 14:17 
* Nickel, - 8:517 - 17-72 
Cobalt, - 0:762 
Magnesium, - 0-279 : ? 
Phosphurets, - 2211 Phosphorus, 14:17 
Sulphur, - ? — 
Manganese, - ? 

100-00 
23. Otsego County, N. Y.—24. Ruff's Mountain, S. Car.— 

25. Szlanica, near Arva, Hungary. Found in 1843. Described 
by Haidinger in 1844. Discovered in digging for iron-ore, and 
was invested by a thick erust of hydrated oxyd of iron, in which 
were observed a few crystals of vivianite. 
a multitude of small, ellipsoidal globules of metal, apparently 
cemented together by thin veins of pyrites and crystalline plates 
of schreibersite. The pyrites occurs also, in small, compact masses. 
When etched on polished surfaces, it displays no Widmannstattian 

The edges 

ons, sometimes being half an inch in length, and one- 
Lo twelfth in thickness. Analysis by Patera and Lowe. 

1-41 

Copper, 
Sulpher. 

ee 

‘44 

~ 89-42 

8-91 

- . 90-471 

- - 7321 

Cobalt, 
Schreibersite, 
Silicon, ‘404 
Carbon, 
Sulphur, 

aie 99 99-169 
The schreibersite, Patera. Magnetic, elastic, bronze-yellow plates- 
H. = 6:6.: Gr. 701-722 

Described by Nen- 
mann in Prague in 18Lt. This mass was for many years pre- 

The mass consists of — 

12 a EROS SS 
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Iron, - - - - - 87-20 
Nickel, = i “ ‘ 4-24 
Phosphorus, - - - - 7:26 
Carbon, - - . ‘ ? 

98:7 
26. Seelisgen, near Schwiebus in Silesia, Austria. Described 

by Géppert in 1847. Found in ditching a meadow among boul- 
ders of primitive rocks, fourteen feet beneath the top of the 
ground; and was sold for old iron to a blacksmith. Weight 
218 lbs. It was covered with a dark brown crust of oxyds from 
one-fourth to three-fourths of a line in thickness. The indenta- 
tions upon its surface were quite striking. The metal is mallea- 
ble, homogeneous, of a light steel gray color, and contains an 
unusual quantity of a very insoluble pyrites, which is dissemi- 
nated through the mass in irregular veins, in long, cylindrical 
portions, and in minute spherical globules. This pyrites is of a 
grayish brown color, inclining to bronze-yellow, rarely tarnished 
pinchbeck brown or bluish, with a dull metallic lustre. The 
small globules are darker colored and more compact than the rest, 
SO as to be capable of taking a polish. ‘The streak is grayish 
black, and the cleavage, octahedral. Multitudes of zigzag seams 
run through the mass, sometimes forming cells, the surfaces of 
which are scoriaceous and jagged, and coated with an earthy sub- 
Stance of a blackish brown color. These cells also contain nu- 
merous spherical globules of pyrites, and according to, Partsch, 
small isolated masses of metal. Where the cells open on the sur- 
ace of the mass, may be seen numerous arborescent, metallic 
points, and the black earthy mineral is appareutly changed to 
hydrated oxyd of iron. The fracture is lamellar in one direction, 
bnt otherwise grannlar. Etched surfaces appear rough and gran- 
ular, exhibiting only a few short fine, parallel, depressed, lines, 
utno Widmannstattian figures. H.=4, Gr.=7°63-7-73. Gr. of 

pyrites =4-787, Rammelsberg. Analyses: 
Duflos. Rammelsberg. 

Tron, - 90-000 - 92-307 
Nickel, “ 5308 - 6 228 
Cobalt, - 0-434 - 0-667 
Manganese, - 0-912 Tin, ? 

0 i 0°103 - 0-049 
Silicon, - 1:157 - 0-026 
Schreibersite, 0-834 : 183 
Graphite, ‘ Carbon, 0-520 

mium, - ? ? 

98°749 100-000 

Szcoxp Sznims, Vol, XV, No. 43.—Jan, 1853. 3 
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Rammelsberg infers from his analysis that the pyrites is a 
simple sulphuret, Fe 8. Its composition is, 

Sulphur, - - - - 28°155 
Tron, - - - - 65°816 
Nickel, - - - - 1-371 
Cobalt, - - - - 1371 
Copper, - - - - 0:566 
Protox. iron, - - - 0874 
Chrom. iron, - - . 0-858 

100-011 

The insoluble portion after the separation of the silica and 
carbon, contains, according to Rammelsberg, 

(a) () 
Tron, - 59-23 - 61-13 
Nickel, - 26:78 - 28°90 
Copper, - 0-78 - ? 

in, - - 0:20 - ? 
Phosphorus, = - 6°13 - 7:93 
Sulphur, - ? - 0:26 

* 93:12 98-22 

27, Hauptmannsdorf, near Braunau in Bohemia. Fell July 
14th, 1847. Described by Beinert in 1847. At break of day, 
the inhabitants of Braunau and vicinity were startled by a vio-’ 
lent, roaring sound, which continued for some minutes. A small, 
black cloud was observed over the village, which suddenly 
glowed as if on fire, and sent out flashes of light in all direction. 
Two fireballs fell from the cloud attended by two explosions, 
like the report of cannon. It having been reported that lightning 
had struck in a neighboring field, the place was visited, and a 
metallic mass found, which had buried itself to the depth of three 
feet in the earth, and which six hours after the fall was so warm, 
that it was impossible to bear the hand upon it. It was subse- 
quently found also that a dwelling-house, half a mile from Brau- 
nau had been struck, and that another fragment of the meteor 
had broken through the roof, passed through the chamber in 
which persons were sleeping and buried itself in the side of the 
house. ‘The larger mass weighed 42 lbs. 3 oz. (Austrian), the 
smaller, 30 lbs. 8 oz. The former was cut up for furnishing spe- 
cimens to cabinets, the latter is still entire, and in the possession 
of the abbot of the monastery of Braunau. he larger fragment 
had the form of an irregular rhomboid; while the smaller re- 
sembles a huge oyster shell. Both were covered with more or 
less regular hexagonal concavities. ‘The color is iron-gray, 
in the concavities, reddish brown, from a small quantity of me- 
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tallic oxyds. It is highly crystalline within, so that it may be 
cleaved in three directions, parallel to the faces of a cube almost 
as easily as galena. A piece from the larger mass in the Imperial 
Museum at Vienna weighs about 4 lbs., and is described by Hai- 
dinger as being apparently an individual crystal. The metal is 
remarkably homogeneous, and presents to view on etched sur- 
faces, three series of fine parallel lines, which intersect each other 
in the usual manner. It is malleable, very hard, and of light 
steel-gray color. Gr. =7-71. Analysis by Duflos and Fischer. 

- . - - 91:882 

“ eet 

Silicon, . - - 2072 

Chlorine, 

100-000 
28. Asheville, N. C.=29. Caille, near Grasse, Dept. du Var 

France. Discovered to be meteoric by Brard in 1828, though it 
had served as a bench before the parish church for more than 

years. It is crystalline and cleavable ; and contains a small quan- 
tity of magnetic pytites. The figures brought to view by etch- 

Ing are bounded not by straight, but by sinuous, raised lines. 
Gr. = 7-64, Aualysis by De Luynes. 

Iron, - in 82°63 
Nickel, - in - . iad 

Copper - : - + : 
Manganese, 7 . : : 

100-00 

_ 30. Durango, Mexico. Described by A. von Humboldt in 1811. 
Weight 30,000 to 40,000 lbs. The mass lies in the city of Du- 
Tango ; only a few small specimens having been detached from it. 
It is compact, but exceedingly cleavable; and incloses a small 
quantity of magnetic pyrites. Very perfect Widmannstattian 
figures are visible on etched faces. ‘The bands are often so wide 

and so near together as to have scarcely any intervening spaces. 

Gr. = 7-88, Rumler.—31. Claiborne, Ala.—32. Schwetz, on the 
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river Weichsel, Prussia. Found in 1850. Described by G. Rose 
in 1851. Weight 43 lbs. 40z. Discovered in excavating a sand- 
hill on the line of the East Railroad, at the depth of four feet. 
It had the form of a right rectangular prism, with rounded edges. 
It was inclosed ina thin crust of hydrated oxyds, and intersected 
by two or three seams, so that by means of chisels and hammers, 

it was easily divided into three pieces. ‘The most of it is pre- 
served in the Royal Museum at Berlin. The metal incloses a 
few small masses of magnetic pyrites. It exhibits when etched, 
the Widmannstattian figures very perfectly, the whole surface 
being ornamented by two sets of very long, straight bands one- 
eighth of an inch wide, which cut each other at angles of 60 and 
120°, while a third set much wider and shorter, intersect these 
somewhat irregularly. Gr. = 7°77, Clark. Analysis by Ram- 
melsberg. 

Metallic portion. Insoluble part. 

Tron, - 93°18 os 22:59 
Nickel, * 577 - 34:77 
Cobalt, = - 1:05 Copper, 4-74 
Insoluble, - 0:96 Chromium, _ 3:90 

——— Phosphorus, 34:13 
99:98 - 

100-13 

33. Teras.—34. Carthage, Tenn.—35. Guildford, N. Car.— 
36. Burlington, N. Y.—Prof. Clark gives a new analysis of this 
very beautiful meteorite, so remarkable for the white color of its’ 
metal and the peculiar pattern of its etched surfaces. 

Iron, - - - - 89-752 
Nickel, - . - 8 897 
Cobalt, - - - - 0625 
Copper, - - - - ? 
Manganese, - - - - ? 
Insoluble phosphurets,  - - 0-703 

99:977 

Iron, : - - - 91:38 
Nickel, - pe re ‘ie 8-62 

100-00 
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According to Manross, it contains cobalt.—38. Sierra Blanca, 
exico. Mentioued in the Gazeta de Mexico in 1784, where it 

is stated that masses of native iron weighing 2000 Ibs., 3000 lbs., 
and even more, had been found among these mountains. When 
etched, exhibits Widmannstattian figures, similar to those on the 
Durango mass.—39. San José del Sitio, Mexico. Discovered 
by Sonnesehmidt in the corner of a charch-yard in Chareas, par- 
tially buried in the earth. The projecting portion was 24 feet 
long and one foot in diameter. It was said to have been brought 
from the estate of San José del Sitio, where several masses had 
been found imbedded in a limestone, probably of tufaceous ori- 
gin.—40). Jackson County, Tenn.—41. Babb’s Mill, Tenn. 
Prof. Clark reanalyzed this iron, detecting 2037 p. c. of cobalt, 
and making the proportion of nickel as high as 17-1 p. e.—42. 
Chesterville, Chester county, $. Car.—43. Murfreesboro’, 'Tenn. 
a De Kalb county, Tenn.—45. Charlotte, Tenn.—46, 
Smithland, Tenn.—A7. Grayson county, Va.—48. Roanoake 

county, Va.—49. Oaraca, Mexico. Described by Partsch. Brought 
from Mexico by Baron Karawinsky of Munich. The metal is 
compact, and exhibits on etched surfaces crooked bands, the erys- 
talline structure having been apparently distorted by hammering. 

Gr.=7:38, Rumler.—50. Greenland. Described by Capt. Ross 
in 1819. The attention of the Captain was attracted to it by 
the fact that the Esquimaux of the coast used implements of iron. 
Upon inquiry he learned that they procured the material from a 
large mass of native metal lying thirty miles inland, near which 

they informed him was a huge stone containing globules of me- 
tallic iron. It is very malleable, silver-white, and not easily ox- 
ydized. It contains nickel, pyrites, and a black unknown mine- 
tal, and when etched, exhibits fine crooked bands, the original 
Structure having been distorted by hammering. Gr.=7-23, Rum- 
ler, According to Brande contains 3 p. c. of nickel. id 

_, 51. Petropawlowsk, Altai, Siberia. Described by Sokolowskji 
n 1841. Several small specimens of meteoric metal were found 
at the depth of 314 feet below the surface. The largest mass 
Was of irregular form, and coated with a crust of hydrated oxyds. 
Its weight was 174 lbs. Gr.=7-76. Analysis by Sokolowskji. 

Tron, er Fs - - 97:29 

Nickel, a ws - - 207 

3 99:36 
_ 52. Alasej mountains, Siberia. Large quantities of excellent 
iron are said to be found among these mountains and to be em- 

oyed by the natives in the manufacture of knives, wedges, ete. 
—53, County Down, Ireland ?—54. Scriba, N. Y.—55. Walker 
County, Ala—56. Randolph county, N. Car.—57. Bedford county, 
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Penn.—58. Pitisburg, Penn.—59. Salt River, Kentucky.—60. 
Locality unknown. A specimen weighing two ounces, and found 
among the minerals of Prof. Stromeyer, by Prof. Wahler of Gat 
tingen. Gr.==7 547, han by Manross. 

i I ay =e) < BRBB 
Cobalt : ; : - ili: 
Tin, - - - - 0-03 

Tron dnd Nickel, ¢ Sine spend 

100-16 
Prof. Clark has omitted to mention the. St. Augustine’s Bay, 

Madagascar, locality of meteoric iron, where the quantity is re- 
ported to be immense ;* and since the publication of his paper 
has appeared in the proceedings of the 6th meeting of the Amer. 
Association published the present year, the notice (p. 188) by 
Dr. Le Conte of two large pieces of meteoric iron seen by him 
while passing through the village of Tucson, a frontier town of 
Sonora, near the Gila. 

Arr. I1L.—Remarks on the Distortion of the Achenium in cer- 
tain species of Carex; by Joun Carey. 

Some time ago, when preparing an arrangement of the genus 
Carex, for Dr. Gray’s Manual of the Botany of the Northern 

i * ited oo I observed that the specimens, in his perhanaye 

recalled to it by some specimens received from Northern New 
York. Finding in these the same anomaly, I have since care- 
fully examined such specimens as have fallen under my notice, 
and I now submit the result of my observations, which, as I 
have not met with any allusion to the subject, may be of some 
interest botanists. 
The normal shape of the achenium, in C. crinita is lenticulat 

and slightly obovate (fig. 1); but t this I have scarcely ever ob- 
served in the var. paleacea, the most common form in the North- 
ern and Eastern States, distinguished by the very long awn of the 
scales. In this variety I find the achenia to exhibit almost every 
gradation from the nearly perfect type, to the most distorted form. 

ase See Paces of Amer. Association of the Geologists, at New Haven, April, 
+P. eee uh 3 

SRE ESSE ET 
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The deformity appears, most generally, to consist in an imperfect 
development of the albumen, on one side; causing an indenta- 
tion, which, at maturity, bends down the apex of the achenium, 
rounding, proportionably, the perfect side. (Fig. 2, in the young 
state, fig. 3, at maturity.) But this, though the most common, is by 
no means the constant appearance presented, as I notice that the 
achenium is sometimes indented on both sides, and it is then 

%-: 4. 5. 

i. 6 Sees 

’ th us, Kunth, (Cyp. Synopt.) under C. maritima, says, 
‘Achenium immaturum oblique obovato-oblongum,” and this Stan reat 

.~ + Seems to have ipal reference to the latter, it being described as tristig- 
matic, by the author, Sige oy notices its resemblance to his C. Grayana, correctly 
referred, I conceive, to C.livida. The “staminate spikes 1-3,” and possibly some 
ther parts of the character of G, lanceata, belong to C. salina, a 
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was, probably, the early appearance of the distortion; but he 
does not seem to have seen ripe specimens. He also describes a 
Brazilian species, C. procera, with a ‘ mucronate-subaristate” 
scale, of which he says, “Ovarium oblongum, triangulare, ad 
unum latus versus medium emarginato-incisum. Achenium ob- 
lique oblongum, triangulare, ad angulum rectilineum versus me- 
dium emarginato-incisum (semper 2).” This species is altogether 
unknown to me, and Lam indebted to my friend, Dr. Boott, of 
London, for the reference—but, it belongs to a very different 
group from’ those to which I have referred, being tristigmatic, 
and described as “C. riparize et C. paludose similis et affinis.” 

It is not my intention, in these remarks, to speculate upon the 
cause of this malformation, but merely to call the attention of 
botanists to the subject, more especially with reference to C. cri- 
nita, which is so universally diffused thronghout the United 
States. Assuming that the plants with shorter awns, bearing 
perfect and regular achenia, are to be taken as the type of the 
species, | conceive that the very prolonged awn is an irregular 
(morbid?) appearance, consequent, probably, upon the disturbing 
causes, whatever these may be, to which the distorted achenia 
are attributable. Ihave imagined that the lengthened awn might 
be somewhat analogous to the irregular hairs found upon various 
galls, on the leaves and branches of plants. I have not, however, 
been able to detect any appearance of injury from insects, or 
otherwise, in the variety paleacea, which, as I have remarked, 
seems to be the more common form in the Northern States, sand 
is equally robust and vigorous in growth with the regular type 0 
the species. It would be interesting to find a specimen in which 
one or two of the fertile spikes should present the long-awned 
scales, accompanied by the distorted achenia, whilst the remain- 
er were in the normal condition; but this I have never observed ; 

nor yet a regular spike on the paleaceous form of the species. In 
C. stricta, Lam., a species of this group, it is not uncommon to 

find both perigynium and achenium tumid and enlarged, but 
without distortion in the shape of the latter, or prolongation of 
the scale, so far as I have observed. : 

I learn from Dr. Boott, who has seen an authentic specimen, 
that C. paleacea, Wahl. is referable to C. maritima, and it will 

of C. crinita, which, if my views should be confirmed by the 
observation of botanists, may be distinguished as C. crinita, vat. 
morbida. 
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Arr. IV.—On the Reproduction and supposed Existence of 
Serual Organs in the Higher Cryptogamous Plants; by 
Artuur Henrrey, F.L.S. 

[Concluded from vol. xiv, p. 889.] 

Lyeopodiacee.—T he fructification of this family consists, as is 
well known, of spikes clothed with fruit-leaves, bearing on their 
inner faces sporangia containing spores. These spores are of two 
kinds. One sort occur in large numbers in their sporangium, and 
are very small; the others are much larger, and only four are met 
with in a sporangium. Spring,* who has devoted great attention 
to the general characters of the Lycopodiacex, has given especial 
hames to the two kinds of sporangia; those with the four large 
spores he calls oophoridia, those with the small spores antheridia ; 
yet he did not mean to attribute a sexual antithesis, merely a 
morphological one, as he expressly states. 

The general impression, however, with regard to the import of 
the two kinds of spores has long been, that the large spores alone 
are capable of producing new plants; and five years ago Dr. 
Miller published an elaborate account of the development of the 
Lycopodiacex,+ in which the germination of the large spores was 
described at length. ‘The following are the essential results of 
his investigations. : 

The large spores are more or less globular bodies, usually flat- 
tened on the surfaces by which they are iu contact in the oopho- 
ridium ; thus, while the outer side has a spherical surface, the 
inner side has three cr four triangular surfaces, as in L. selagi- 

noides, and L. denticulatum. They possess two coats, the outer 
very thick and composed of numerous cells, the cavities of which 
are almost completely filled up by deposits of secondary layers. 
This outer coat exhibits various forms of raised markings on its 
outer surface, and in some cases these seem to form a distinct 
layer, a kind of cuticle, capable of being separated from the sub- 

t cells. The inner coat of the spore is usually perfectly 
structureless, and not very firmly attached to the outer coat. In 

L. gracillium, Dr. Miiller observed below the outer coat a struc- 
ture composed of a layer of rather large parenchymatous cells, 
Which could be easily isolated; and as there was no structureless 

membrane within this, he regarded the layer as the proper inner 
Coat. This observation is important in relation to the discrepan- 
Cies between Dr. Miiller’s statements and those of Mettenius, to 

be spoken of presenily. ‘The cavity of the spore is filled with 

granular mucilage. ~~ 
Sens, ema LT ow 

Q 

* Flor. Brasiliensis, 106-108. : 
+ Botanische Zeitung, July 81, 1846, ef seg. num. Ann. of Nat. Hist., vol. xix, 1847. 
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When the spore is placed in favorable circumstances for germ- 
ination it begins to swell up, and if the contents be examined 
with the microscope, a few minute cells will soon be found to 
have become developed in the mucilage. This cell-formation 
commences at a determinate spot upon the inner coat of the spore, 
the cells being so firmly applied that they appear blended with 
this inner membrane. ‘The cell-formation goes on till an obtuse 
conical process is developed, which breaks through the outer 
tough coat of the spore, and this process is recognized as the 
germinal body, or keim-kérper, corresponding to the pro-embryo 
of the other Cryptogams. From this, which at this period does 
not by any means fill the cavity of the spore with its lower por- 
tion, an ovate process is produced, at first obliquely directed up- 

the nanan direction representing the radicle. On the ascending 
process a distinction can soon be observed between the terminal 
ag a aut oval body, and a short thread-like stem on which it 
is sipported ; as the bud opens, the leaves appear in pairs 

At the soak of the paper, Dr. Miller offers some remarks 
on the evidence with respect to the import of the spores, the sub- 
stance of which may be transcribed. ‘ Up to the present time it 
remains doubtful what purpose is served by the antheridium-spore. 

me persons maintain one opinion, others another. One author 
declares he has seen it germinate, another that he has never been 
able to ig so. Kaulfuss* relates that Fox sowed Lyc. elago, and 
Lindsa ernuum with success, and that L. clavatum sprung 
up ecie with Willdenow. With himself it did not succeed; 
but the garden-inspector, Otto of Berlin, raised L. pygmaeum 
several years in succession from seed. The last case however is 
mandy explicable, since L.pygmaum. possesses oophoridia.” 

rift however states that he has seen the development of 
te iste from autheridium-spores in L. denticulatwm. Dr. 
Miller expresses some doubt as to whether the observation was 
absolutely exact, since GoOppert never mentions seeing a young 
plant actually adherent to an antheridium-spore, neither does he 
give the structure of the leaf, and the young plant he figures 
closely resembles a Fissidens, frequently springing up in flowere 
pots in green-houses. In his own attempts to raise plants from 
antheridium-spores, Dr. Miller in every case failed. He does not 
deny, however, that they may be capable of germination, espe- 

cially as some Lycopodiaces: appear to be devoid of oophoridia. 
u 1849 appeared M. Hofmeister’s notice on the fructification 

and germination of the higher Cryptogamia,t in which he indica 
ted the existence on the pro-embryo of Selaginella, of a number 

as Wesen Farrenkriiuter. Leipzig, 1827. 
. bere der stale und + Verind. der schlesischen Geselisch. ftir vaterl. Kultur, 

1 und 1845 - $ Bot, Zeitung, Nov. 9, 1849. 
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of peculiar organs, composed of four papilliform cells, enclosing 
a large globular cell in the centre. In one of these large spherical 
cells the young plant is produced. The nature of the structure 
was ouly briefly described in this paper for the purpose of show- 
ing its analogy with what occurs in Salvinia. 

In 1850, Dr. Mettenius* published an essay on the Propagation. 
of the Vascular Cryptogams, and in this is to be found a full de- 
scription of the organs mentioned by Hofineister and altogether 
overlooked by Dr. ©. Miller. According to this author, the large 
spores of Seluginella involvens possess two coats, each composed 
of two layers; and in an early stage of the germination, the inner 
layer of the outer coat, together with the inner coat, form the 
walls of a globular body which does not wholly fill the cavity 
enclosed by the outermost membrane. This globular body is 
firmly attached to the outer membrane immediately under the 
point of junction of the three ridges separating the flattened sur- 
faces.of the inner side of the spore. The globule enlarges until 
us walls come to be applied closely to the outer layer, completely 
filling up the large cavity. Then between the two layers of the 
inner coat, ata point immediately beneath the point of junction 
of the three external ridges, a process of cell-formation commen- 
ces, producing a flattened plate of tissue interposed between the 
two layers; this structure is the pro-embryo. ‘The cells are at 

* Beitrige zur Botanik. Heidelberg, 1850. 
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The first change in this sac is the appearance of a nucleus} 
from this cells are developed representing the suspensor of the 
embryo. The cells of the suspensor multiply and form the pro- 
cess which penetrates down into the parenchyma of the cavity of 
the spore; at the lower end may be detected the embryo, a mi 
nutely celiular body. Dr. Mettenins never saw the embryo pro- 
duced in the embryo-sac before the suspensor had broken through 
the bottom of it to penetrate the parenchyma of the spore-cell; 
it was always within this parenchyma and attached to the end of 
the suspensor. In this point he is decidedly opposed to Hofmeis- 
ter, who states that the embryo originates in the embryo-sae, 
whence a young embryo attached to its suspensor may easily be 
extracted from the spore. 

The part of the embryo opposite to the point of attachment of 
the suspensor corresponds to the first axis of the Rhizocarpee, 
which never breaks out from the spore-cell in Selaginella ; it 
pushes back the loose parenchyma of the spore-cell as it becomes 
developed, and when completely formed, is surrounded by a thin 
coat composed of several layers of the parenchymatous cells much 
compressed, enclosed in the still existing inner coat of the spore. 
On one side of the point of attachment of the suspensor the em- 
bryo grows out towards the point where the spore-cell has been 
ruptured, thus apparently in a direction completely opposite to the 
end of the axis. As it enlarges it produces in this situation the 
leafy stem growing upwards, and the adventitious root turnin 
downwards. The pro-embryo is at first distended like a sac, and 
finally broken through on the one side by the first leaf, on the 
other by the adventitious root; upon it may be observed the nu- 
merous abortive ovules, with their embryo-sacs filled with yellow 
contents; part of its cells grow out into radical hairs: 3 
tenius several times saw two young plants produced from one 
spore; the ends of their axes lay close together, and separa 
inside the cavity of the spore. No account is here given of the 
characters exhibited by the small spores, or of anything like @ 
process of fertilization; yet we have indicated in the foregoing 
description of the so-called ovules, a clear analogy between these 
bodies and the so-called ovules of the Ferns and Rhizocarpe®: 
These points will be referred to again at the close of the repor 

In a review of Dr. Mercklin’s essay on the reproduction of the 
Ferns, in the Flora,* Hofineister states that spiral filaments are 
produced from the small spores of Selaginella, but does not st@ 
that he has seen them, or give any authority. . 

Isottacee.—The spores of the [soétes lacustris are of two kinds, 
analogous to those of the Lycopodiacee ; both kinds being pro 
duced in sporangia imbedded in the bases of the leaves, but the 

ee 

* Flora, 1850, p. 700. 
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large spores are found in great numbers, not merely four ina 
Sporangium as in the Lycopodiacew. The development of the 
Spores was little known until the publication of an essay on the 
subject in 1848, by Dr. C. Miiller,* forming a sequel to his re- 
searches on the Lycopodiaceee. Here, as in the other case, his 
observations on the earlier stages were imperfect ; but he indica- 
ted the existence of the structures which have since been recog- 
nized as the so-called ovules; as also did Mr. Valentinet in his 
essay on Pilularia. 
‘In his essay Dr. C. Miiller compares the complete large spore, 

as discharged from the sporangium, with the ovule of flowering 
plants; and he describes it asa globular sac enclosed by three 
coats, which he names the primine, secundine, and the nucleus. 
The outermost coat, or primine, is stated to be composed of a 
thick cellular membrane exhibiting a raised network of lines, 
which give it the aspect of acellular structure, but are-in reality 
aualogous to the markings on pollen-grains. The outer surface 
exhibits the lines indicating the tetrahedral arrangement of the 
Spores in the parent cell, as in Sedaginella, and it is at the point 
of intersection of these that the membrane gives way in germina- 
tion. The next coat, or secundine, is another simple membrane 
lining the first. The nucleus is a coat composed of delicate par- 
enchymatous cells, but among these are found groups of a pecu- 
liar character. These are described as consisting of a large cell 
divided by two septa crossing each other at right angles, project- 
Ing from the general surface, being either oval in the general out- 
line, or having four indentations opposite the cross septa, so as to 
Sive the appearance of the structure being composed of four spher- 
leal cells. The cells surrou nding them are of irregular form, dif- 
ferent from the generally six-sided cells of the rest of the nucleus. 
any of these groups occur on the nucleus, always at the surface 

of the coat where the primine and secundine afterwards give way, 
Scattered without apparent order over it, but one always near the 
Point of the opening. ‘To these structures Dr. Miller did not 
attribute any important function, explaining them merely as pro- 
duced by peculiar thickenings of the tissues to protect the pro- 

embryo during germination. The contents of the nucleus were 
Stated to resemble those of the cavity of the spore of Selanginella, 

In these contents, which become dense and mucilaginous, a 

Sree cell is developed near the ppper part of the cavity; this is 
the rudiment of the embryo, and by cell-multiplication becomes 

@ cellular mass, which soon begins to exhibit growth in two direc- 
Hons, producing the first leaf and the first rootlet, projecting from 
4 lateral cellular mass, which the author calls the “reservoir 0 

i ‘toatttiate Zeitung, April and May, : 848; Annals of Nat. bape pea ser. vol. 
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nutriment.””. The embryo then breaks through the coats; the 
first leaf above and the first root below, the coats remaining  at+ 
tached over the central mass of the embryo. The subsequent 
changes need not be mentioued here, further than to state that 
the leaves succeed each other alternately, and are not opposite as 
in the Lycopodiaceze ; moreover no internodes are developed. be- 
tween them, so that the stem is represented by a flat rhizome; 
like the base of the bulb of many Monocotyledons. 

In the paper by Dr. Mettenius,* already alluded to, we find, 
some very important modifications of, and additions to, this his- 

tory of development of the spores of Jsoées, bringing them into ~ 
more immediate relation with the other vascular Cryptogams. © 

s author describes the spore-cell as a thick structure com- 
sed of several layers; in some cases he counted four. It com- 

pletely invests the pro-embryo, which is a globular cellular body 
filling the spore-cell. Among the cells of the outermost layer 
the pro-embryo (which layer forms the naecleus of Dr. Miller), 
on the upper part, are produced the ovules, fewer in number than 
in Selaginelia, arranged i in three rows converging upon the sum- 
mit of the spore, these rows corresponding to the: slits between 
the lobes of the outer coat of the spore. The four superficial. 
cells of the ovules (which are evidently the peculiar groups men- 
tioned by Miller and previously noticed by Valentine)t grow 
much in the same way asin the Rhizocarpee and in Selaginella, 
into short papille. The embryo is developed in the substance of 
the pre-embryo, displacing and destroying its cells, and a globular 
portion (corresponding to the “reservoir of nutrition” of Miller) 
remains within the spore after the first leaf and rootlet have made — 
their way out. ‘This body is the analogue of that portion.of the” 
embryo of Selaginella which penetrates into the cavity of er: 
spore, and to the end of the first axis in the Rhizocar 
‘The most important point, however, of Dr. Mettenius’s. re- 

to trace all the stages of. development of these spiral filaments 
from the small spores, but he obtained nearly all the evidence 
relating to their origin which Nageli has done in reference to the 
similar organs in the Pilularia.{ In the small ann minute 
vesicles are produced of varying size aud number, se 
the outer coat. The inner coat or spore-cell breaks pene the 
outer coat either in the middle or at both ends at the projecting 
ridges, by which they are originally in contact with the other 
spore-cells. Its contents are expelled, as is proved by finding 

numerous empty meimbranes. The expelled vesicles are met with 

* Beitrige zur Botanik. Heidelberg, 1850. + Linnean Transactions, netions, vol. x7 xvii 
¢ Zeitschrift fir r Wiss, Botanik, Heft 8. Zurich, 1846, 
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in considerable number in the water, and contain one large or 
several small granules, and in them the spiral filaments are ap- 
parently produced ; but the actual course of development was not 
observed. In one case a spiral filament was seen half way out of 
the spore-cell in active rotation, finally emerging completely, so 
that the moving spiral filaments are probably developed in the 
vesicles, while these are still contained within the spore-cell. 

o actual connection of these moving spiral filaments or sper- 
matozoa with the so-called ovules has yet been traced. 
Riizocarpee.—Almost from the earliest period of the study of 

Cryptogamons plants, attempts have been made to prove the ex- 
istence of distinct sexes in the Rhizocarpex, various parts of the 
structure being regarded by different authors as analogues of the 
stamens and pistils of flowering plants. Bernard de Jussien* went 
so far as to class them ( Piludaria glob. and Marsilea quad.) with 
the Monocotyledons, with Lemna, considering the large spore- 
sacs as pistils and the small ones as stameus. 
~ Others have sought the male organs in the hairs upon the leaves 
or les ;+ but the rest of the numerous authors who have 
Written on the subject, have either denied the distinction of sexu- 
ality altogether, or are agreed in considering the large spores as 
either ovaries or ovules, the small spores as pollen-grains. Ex- 

periments have frequently been made upon the generative powers 

‘the two kinds of spores. Paolo Savi found that the large 
spores of Salvinia would not germinate alone, and therefore he 
regarded the small ones as anthers. Duvernoy,§ on the contrary, 
States that he saw the large spores of Salvinia germinate when 
separated from the small ones, and therefore he did not regard the 
latter as anthers, but only rudiments. Bischoff, || who minutely 

described the structure of the European species, said that in his 
experiments the large spores of Salvinéa germinated as well with- 
out the small granules as with them. Agardh{ saw the large 
Spores of Piluluria germinate separately, but later than those 
united with the anthers. Pietro Savi** made careful observations 

Marsilea Fabri, The separated large spores did not germinate ; 
they did not even produce the stationary green papilla observed 
W Salvinia by Pietro Savi. Dr. ©. Millert{t found that the large 

* Hist. de Acad, Roy, des Se, 1739.andJ740. +. Micheli, Linnwus and Hedwig. 
Biblioth. Italian, xx. : § Dis. de Salv. nat. d&c., 1825. 
Ova Acta xiy, and C togam Gew, 2, 1828, i 

a ieee > Past 4 Ann, des Sci Nat, 1837. 
tt Ann, des Sci. Nat,, 1837. tt Flora, 1840. 
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The development of the spores and the germination of the 
larger kind in Piludaria appear to have been first accurately de+ 

Mr. Valentine,* in a paper read before the Linnean 
Society in March, 1839. It is unnecessary to enter into the par- 
ticulars of this paper, which gives accurate statements in most 
points, and mentions for the first time the occurrence of the cellu- 
lar papilla upon the pro-embryo which has since been regarded 
as the “ovule,” analogous to that found on the pro-embryo of the 
other vascular Cryptogams. 1a 

Dr. C. Miiller’st essay appeared in 1840, and agrees in some 
points; but he appears to have mistaken the mode of origin of 
the pro-embryo, In 1843, Schleident announced that he had 
observed a process of impregnation in Péludaria, in which the 
small spores acted the part of pollen-grains, producing tubes which 
entered into a cavity on the surface of the large spore or “ ovule,” 
aud, in accordance with his views of impregnation in general, 
became the embryo. igewe B 3 ot ef 
-- The next paper on the subject was an essay published by Dr. 
Mettenius$ in 1846, in which the anatomy and development of 
Saivinia is treated at length; that of Pilularia and Marsilea less 
perfectly. He did not observe the process of impregnation de- 
scribed by Schleiden, yet from the want of organic continuity 
between the embryo and the “ovule,” he inclined to adopt the 
‘heory of fertilization propounded by Schleiden, both for the 
Phanerogamia and the Rhizocarpex, namely, that the end of the 
pollen-tube penetrated into the so-called ovule and became the 
embryo; nevertheless he had some doubts, since he conld not 
reconcile the production of ‘pollen-tubes” from the smallspores 
of Salvinia with the facts he had observed, and never saw the 
“tube” penetrate the “ovule” in Palularia. Moar aaa 
In 1846, Prof. Nageli published some new and important obser= 

vations on Pilularia.|| in which he stated that the observations 
of Schleiden were altogether incorrect, and that the bodies whi 
that author had described as three or four “ pollen-tubes,” pro- 
uced by the small spores and adherent to the summit of the 

large spore, were in fact parts of this, constituting a papilliform 
structure, forming a part of the pro-embryo developed by the 
large spore itself. Moreover he discovered a totally unexpected 
fact in regard to the small spore or “pollen grains.” He found 
that these, without coming in contact with the large spores at all, 
became elongated by the inner coat protruding like a short pouch- 
like process through the outer. This contained starch-granules; 
and some he found burst and surrounded by starch-grains exactly 

| sais 

* Linnwan Transactions, vol. xvii, -+ Flora, 1840. 
— der Wiss. Botanik, 1843. 
3eitriige zur Kenntniss der Rhizocarpese. Frankfort, 1846. 

Zeitschrift fiir Wiss. Botanik. Heft 3, 4, 188, a Ae ee 
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like those inside the others; and in addition to these, minute 
cellules which seem to have been expelled from the small spores. 
In these cellules were developed spiral filaments exhibiting active 
movement, just like those of Chara, the Mosses, &c. 'These 
filaments finally make their way out and swim about freely in 
the water. They were constantly met with in the gelatinous 
mass in which the spores were enveloped. 

In 1849, M. Hofmeister* published an essay on the higher Cryp- 
togams already alluded to, and there briefly described his own 
critical observations, referring to the points of difference from his 
predecessors. His statements are as follows :— 

the 
least trace of the cellular body (the pro-embryo, papilla of 

_ the nucleus of Schleiden) is to be seen at this point at the time 
when the Spores are j : just ripe. ; : . 

“After the ripe spores have lain a longer or shorter time in 

' * Botanische Zeitung, vol. vii, 1849; Botanical Gazette, vol. vii, 1850. © ; Stconp Seems, Vol. XV, No, 43,—Jan., 1853. gece 
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layer of smaller ones. The smaller cells covering ‘the apex of 
this large cell, four in number, elongate into a papilla before the 
pro-embryo bursts through the exine, which splits regularly into 
twelve to sixteen teeth ;—subsequently they become divided by 
horizontal walls, and then appear as the organ which Schleiden, 
and after him Mettenius, supposed to be ‘ pollen-tubes’ produced 
from some of the small spores. These papilliform cells mostcet- 
tainly originate from the pro-embryo, a fact which takes away 
all material ground from Schleiden’s theory. 

he four papilliform cells separate from each other and. leave 
a passage leading to the large central cell. In this cell the young 
plant origitistes shortly after the smaller spores, which never pro- 
duce ‘pollen-tubes,’ begin to emit the onluick santana spiral 
filaments discovered by Nageli. 1 observed a sected out an 
embryo consisting of only four cells. It cpa filled me 
large central sil and there was not the least trace of a pol 
tube attache 

“ The ane of Salvinia is somewhat different from this. 
On every pro-embryo, several, as many as eight, cells of the outer 
surface of the cellular layer next but two to the obtuse triangular 
cellular body, acquire a considerable size, a spherical form, and 
become filled with protoplasm; the four cells covering each 0 
these larger cells lose the greater part of their chlorophyll oa 
separate from each other to leave a passage leading down to the 
large central cell, In this large cell the young plant originates, 
The number of these organs in Salvinia allows the possibilit ty of 
the occurrence of pol y-embryony in this genus; I observed ‘ee 
embryos on one pro-embryo i In one case. 

“It is out of the question to talk of a ‘larger pollen-tube?.in 
Salvinia. Mettenius has already shown that the structure of the 
small spores renders such a product from them impossible.” 9 | 

Dr. Mettenius’s Essay on the Vascular Cryptogams,* already 
frequently referred to, confirms the preceding account in all essen- 
tial points, some slight criticisms relating only to the structure: of 
the coats of the spore ; and it adds a description of the develop- 
ment of the ‘ovules’: in the pro-embryo of Marsilea Fabri, which 
agrees closely with that in Pilularia. Hofmeister} has recently 
announced the discovery of the production of cellules containing 
spiral filaments a oe small spores in Salvinia, just as Nagel 
saw them in 

i oelees Conclusions. 
In the facts of which I have given confessedly a very sa 

fect resumé in the preceding pages, we have two important points 
to consider. In the first place, we have to determine how fat 

Ph a 

* Beitrige sur Botatile Heidelberg, 1850. 
Br Ties tg Pp. 700 (in a note to a review of Mercklin’s Bssay on the Reprodue 

4 
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they suffice to warrant the belief in the existence of a distinction 
of sexes in these families. In the second place, we have to e 
deavor to trace the analogies which exist between the different 

ent families. These considerations, if we adopt the hypothesis 
of sexuality, lead to some very interesting questions in reference 
0 the process of reproduction generally. 
In regard to the first question, that of the existence of two sexes 

and the necessity of a process of fertilization, we have several 
kinds of evidence. nt Ey 

he inferences to be deduced from the universality of the 
existence of two kinds of organs in connection with the repro- 
ductive process. We have seen that these exist in all the families 
at some period or other of the life of the representative of the 
species. In the Mosses and the Hepatice they occur in the fully 
developed plant. In the Ferns and Equisetaceze they oecur upon 
cellular structures of frondose character developed from all the 
Spores, which frondose bodies or pro-embryos have an existence. 
of some permanence, especially in the Equisetacee. In the Ly- 
Copodiaceae, the Isoétacee and Rhizocarpez, the pistillidia occur 

Upon very transitory cellular structures produced from one kind 
of spore, the larger; while the smaller spores at once develop in 
their interior cellules containing moving spiral filaments, such as 
occur in the antheridia of the other families 
2. The inferences to be deduced from the observations on the 

development of those plants in which the two kinds of organs, 
eecurring in distinct places, can be separated. Strong evidence 
has been brought forward that the dicecious Mosses, as they are 

ed, do not produce sporangia when the pistillidia are kept apart 
ftom the antheridia by natural accident. ‘The majority of ob- 

Nigeli Hofmeister and Mettenius to have been based on very im- 
Perfect observation. 
|The Circumstantial evidence furnished under the first head 
MS to me very strong, so much so that I am inclined to adopt 

bad idea of sexuality on this ground as the legitimate provisional 
hypothesis arising out of our present kno wledge, especially 
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supported so strongly as it is by the negative evidence indicated 
under the second head. e 

he positive evidence of the third head is certainly very in- 
sufficient as yet, considering the extreme delicacy of the investi- 
gation. Suminski’s other observations on the details have been 
contested in many particulars; and Mercklin, the only other ob- 
server who asserts that he has seen the spiral filaments within 
the so-called ovules, describes the conditions differently, and states 
that he has only been able to observe them positively there three 
times. At the same time the difficulty of the investigation should 
make us hesitate in attaching too much weight to the failure of 
the other observers in tracing a process of fertilization ; moreover 
it is quite possible that actual entry of the spiral filaments into the 
canal of the ovules or pistillidia is not always, if ever, necessary. 

The facts before us, then, appear to me strong enough to wal- 
rant the adoption of the views propounded by the latest anthors 
on this subject, and the acceptance of the hypothesis of sexuality 
in the Vascular Cryptogams as the most satisfactory explanation 
of the phenomena as yet observed. The question lies now much 
in the same condition as that of the sexuality of flowering plants 
before the actual contact of the pollen-tubes with the ovules had 
been satisfactorily demonstrated. teh 

urther arguments may be adduced from grounds lying out of 
the preceding statements, viz. 1. The late discovery of two forms 
of organs in the Algz, Lichens and Fungi, which, although im- 
perfect at present, lead to the expectation that the analogues of 
the antheridia and _pistillidia of the Mosses, so long known, will 
be found in all Cryptogamous plants. 2. The analogies between 
the processes of animal and vegetable reproduction which a 
to be offered by these new views of the nature of the phenomena 
inthe Vascular Cryptogams. 'To this last argument I shall merely 
allude, as it may be considered to lie beyond the special provinee 
of the vegetable physiologist; yet when we recollect the impet> 
ceptible character of the gradations of the lower forms of the two 
kingdoms, there seems far sounder ground than is allowed by 
Schleiden for arguing from apparent analogies between the phe 
nomena occurring in the two great kingdoms of nature. cs 

Under the second point of view mentioned above, the facts of 
structure may soow be disposed of, so far as the analogies of form 

“ovules” of the Ferns, Equisetacee, Lycopodiacee, Isoétace®, . ; 1M general structure and in the presen of the 
central large cell from which the new form of structure originates- 
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The great differences depend on the position in time and space 
of the organs, in the different classes, and the nature of the im- 
mediate product of the so-called “embryo-sac,’” the large central 
cell of the pistillidia and * ovules.” Fee 

Iu the Mosses and Hepatic the pistillidia occur upon the plant 
when the vegetative structure is perfect,—and the immediate pro- 
duct of the great cell is a sporangium. If a process of fertiliza- 
tion takes place here, we may regard the antheridia and pistillidia 
as analogues of the anthers and pistils of flowering plauts; the 
sporangias of their fruits; or with Hofmeister we may regard the 
phenomena as an instance of an “alteration of generations,” 
where the pistillidium would be looked upon as an ovule, 
ducing (in the sporangium) a new individual of totally different 
character from that developed from the spore (the leafy moss plant 
in the usual acceptation of the term 

In the Ferns and Eyuistaceee, we find the spores producing a 
frondose structure of definite form, upon which are developed 
antheridia and pistillidia or “ovules.” Here then we seem to 
ave one generation complete, and the new development from 

the pistillidiam or “ovule” appears in a totally new form, produe- 
ing stem and leaves which have a distinct individual form and 
existence, and produce the spores after a long period upon tempo- 
Tary parts of the structure, on the leaves; and by no means cease 
to exist when those are matured. Here we seem to havea real 
“alternation of generations,” and Hofmeister compares the whole 
permanent plant of the Fern or L'quisetum to the sporangium of 
the Mosses and Hepatic. In all the other families, the Lycopo- 
diacee, Isoétacee, the Rhizocarpee, the pro-embryo is a very 
transitory production, and is developed from a different spore from 
the spiral filaments. ‘This pro-embryo is clearly analogous to 
that of the Ferns and Equisetacee ; and if the existence of sexes 
be a fact, we have here a decious condition as contrasted with a 
Monecions condition in the two Jast-named families. Hofmeis- 
ter here again assumes that the pro-embryo developed from the 
large spore is an intermediate generation between the two perfect 
forms of the plant. 

It is rather difficult to decide upon the real analogies of these 
Structures with those of the flowering plants. The resemblance 
of strueture is so close between the pistillidia of the Mosses and 
1epatices, and the “ovules” of the other Vascular Cryptogams, 

that they must be regarded as analogues, and then the former 
Could not well be conceived to be analogous to the pistils of flow- 
ering plants, but rather fo ovules; if this be the case, the sporan- 
8'um must be considered the analogue of the perfect plant in the 
ern, &c., and the leafy stem as the analogue of the pro-em 
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as in that case the spores would be ovules produced long after 
fertilization ; and on the other hand, if we consider the pistillidia 
of the Moss as an ovule, which it might be, analogous to that. 
the Coniferee,—in which a large number of embryonal vesicles 
or rudiments of embryos are produced after fertilization on the 
ranched extremities of the suspensors,—then we seem to lose 

the analogy between the produet of the vistiitidiam of the Moss 
and that of the ovule of the Fern, unless we would regard the 
entire plant of a perfect Fern as analogous to the ovule of a Conifer. 

~ Perhaps the time has hardly come for-us to arrive at any con 
clusion on these points. ‘The phenomena in the Ferns and Equi 
setace#, as well as in the Rhizocarpee, Lycopodiaceee, and [so€- 
taceze less strikingly. seem to preseut a series of conditions anal 

us to those which have been described under the n 
“alternation of generations” in'the animal kingdom, ft seeing 
the resemblance which the pistillidia of the Mosses have to the 
ovules of the other families, we can hardly help extending the 
saime views to them; in which case we should have the remark- 
le phenomenon of a compound érganism, in which a new in 

dividual forming a second generation, developed after a tome 
of fertilization, remains attached organically to the parent, from 
whieh it differs totally in all eae tt and physiological char- 
acters. {t is almost needless to a o the essential pital 
between stich a case and that of i occurrence of flower-buds 
and leaf-buds on one stem in the Phanerogamia, as parts of a sin- 
gle plant, yet possessing a certain amount of independent indi+ 
viduality. “These are produced from each other by simple exten 
sion, a kind of gemmation; while the Moss capsule, if the _ xual 
theory be correct, is the result of a true reproductive process.* 
In conelusion, T may tab aut these anomalous conditions 

lose their remarkable characte a great extent if we refuse. to 
accept the evidence of enriairi which has been brought forward 
here. If the structures are all products of mere extension or 
gemmation, the analogies which have been stipposed to exist be- 
tween them and the organs of flowering plants all fall to the 
par Bur believing that the hypothesis of sexuality is based 

solid grounds, I am by no means inclined to allow the diffi- 

ont of the explanation of these relations to be urged as a 
argument against their existence, and I trust that this imperfect 
report may be the means of attracting new investigators to a sub- 
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ject which presents so many points of interest and importance.— 
July 3rd, 1851. 

Postscript.—Since the above Report has been in print, Dr. 
W. Hofmeister has published his promised work upon the higher 
Cryptogams,* which contains an elaborate series of researches. 
upon this subject. He there confirms all his previous statements, 
and all the essential particulars given by Suminski, Nageli, Met- 
tenius, &c., excepting the facts of the impregnation by means of 
t iral filaments or spermatozoids, which however he considers 
it warrantable to assume. His speculations as to the relation of 
the Conifers to the Lycopodiacez, as shown by the deveiopment 
of the embryo, are very interesting. We can only claim space 
to indicate the general results of his work as given in the con- 
cluding summary :—“'The comparison of the course of develop- 
ment of the Mosses and Liverworts on the one hand, with the 
Ferns, Eguisetacee, Rhizocarpee and Lycopediacee on the other, 
reveals the most complete agreement between the development 
of the fruit of the former and the development of the embryo of 
the others. The archegonium of the Mosses, the organ within 
which the rudiment of its fruit is formed, resembles perfectly in 
Structure the archegonium of the Filicoids, (in the widest sense,) 

of the frondescent plant originates. In the two great groups of . 
the higher Cryptogams, one large central cell originating free in 
the archegonium, gives origin by repeated subdivision to the fruit 
in the Mosses, and to the leafy plant in the Filicoids. In neither 
of them does the subdivision of this cell go on, in both does the 
archegonium become abort ive, if spermatic filaments do not reach 
itatthe epoch when it bursts open at the apex. 3 
_“ Mosses and Filicoids thns afford one of the most striking ex- 
amples of a regular alternation of two generations widely differ- 
eut in their organization. ‘The first of these, produced by the 
germinating spore, develops antheridia and archegonia, sometimes 
-eW, sometimes many. In the central cell of the archegonium, 
IM Consequence of a fertilization through the spermatozoids emit- 
ted from the antheridia, becomes developed ihe second generation, 
destined to produce spores, which are always formed in a number 
Much greater than that of the rudimentary fruits of the first gen- 
erat ton. 

“In the Mosses the vegetative life is exclusively committed to 
the first, the production of fruit to the second generation. Only 

leafy stem possesses roots ; the spore-producing generation 

ry Vv ‘gleichende Untersuchungen der Keimung, Enifaltupg: und Fruchtbildung 
oher F Rrvptogamen (Moose, Farrn, Equisetaceen, Rhizoearpeen und Lycopodia- 
ead Samenbildung der Coniferen. 1851, Leipsic, Hofmeister, 4to, pp. 180, 
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its sustenance from the foregoing. The fruit is usually of 
iester duration than the leaf-bearing plant. In the Filicoids the 
opposite condition obtains. It is true the prothallia send out cap- 
illary rootlets ; those of the Polypodiaceze and Equisetaceze under 
all circumstances, those of the Rhizocarpee# and Selaginelle fre- 
quently. But the prothallium has a much briefer existence than 
the frondescent plant which in most cases must vegetate for seve- 
ral years before it comes to bear fruit. Yet the contrast is not so 
strong as it appears to be at first sight. ‘The seemingly unlimited 
duration of the leaf-bearing moss-plant depends upon constant 
renovation (verjingung ). “Phenomena essentially similar occur 
in proliferous prothallia of the Polypodiacee and Equisetacee. 
The structure of the lowest Mosses (Anthoceros, Pellia) is less 
complex, and the duration of the fruit-bearing shoots is little ]on- 
ger than that of the fruit itself. On the other hand, the ramifi- 
cation of the prothallium of the Equisetacez is exceedingly com- 
plicated ; its duration is even equal to that of a single shoot. 

“It is a circumstance worthy of notice, that in the. second gen- 
eration of Mosses, as of the Filicoids, destined to produce spores, 
more complex thickenings of the cell-walls regularly oceur feoetlt 
of the peristome of Mosses, wall of capsule and elaters of Liver- 
worts, vessels of Filicoids, &c.,) while in the first generation, 
springing from the iti % such structures are found only ae 
and as exceptions 

"lhe manuer in which the second generation arises from the 
first, varies much more in the Filicoids than in the Mosses. ‘The 
Polypodiaceze and Equisetaceee are hermaphrodite; the Rhizo- 
carpee and Selaginella monecious. All the Filicoids agree in 
the fact that the first axis of their embryo possesses but.a very 
limited longitudinal development ; that it is an axis of the second 
rank which breaks throngh the prothallinm and becomes the main 
axis; further, in the end of the axis of the first rank never be- 
coming elongated in the direction opposite to the summit... All 
Filigoids are devoid of a tap-root, and possess only seni 

ts. 

converted into a sporangium, in the latter into an ovule. In the 
Conifers the embryo-sac also very early becomes detached from 
the cellular tissue MR it. The filling-up of the embryo 
sac with the albumen may be compared with the origin of the 
Serene ae in the: Rhizocarpes and Selaginella. The structure 

the ‘corpuscula’ bears the most striking resemblance to that of 
ihe archegonia of Salvinia, still more to that of the Selaginell- — 

) 
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If we leave out of view the different nature of the impregnation, 
in the Rhizocarpex and Selaginelle by free-swimming spermatic 
filaments, in the Coniferse by a pollen-tube (which perhaps de- 
velops spermatic filaments in its interior), the metamorphosis of 
the embryonal vesicle into the primary parent-cell of the new 
plant in the Conifers and Filicoids is solely distinguished, by the 
latter possessing only a single embryonal vesicle which completely 
fills the cavity of the central cell of the archegonium, while the 
former exhibits very numerous embryonal vesicles swimming in 
it, of which only one pressed into the lower end of the ‘corpus- 
culum’ becomes impregnated. The embryo-sac of the Conifers 
may be regarded as a spore which remains enclosed in its sporan- 
gium; the prothalliam which it forms never comes to light. The 
fertilizing matter must make a way for itself through the tissue 
of the Sporangium, to reach the archegonia of this protallium. 
“Two of the phenomena which led me to compare the embryo- 

sac of the Conifers with the large spores of the higher Crypto- 
gams, are common also to the embryo-sac of the Phanerogams: 
the origin from an axile cell of the shoot, and the independence 
of the surrounding cellular tissue (so striking, for example, in the 
Rhinanthacee, through the independent growth of the embryo- 
sac). By their pollen-grains producing tubes the Conifers are 
closely connected with the Phanerogams, from which they differ 
somuch in the course of development of their embryo-sac and 
the embryonal vesicles. The separation of the prothallium of 
the Conifers into a number of independent spensors, is a phe- 
homenon of a most peculiar kind, having no analogue throughout 
the vegetable kingdom.”—{ Loc. cit. pp. 139-41.)—A. H. De- 
cember 16, 1851 

a oes 

Anr. V.— Review of Phillips's Mineralogy by Brooke and 
Miller.* 

Tuts new edition of Phillips’s Mineralogy has for several years 
Past been looked for with ce interest. ‘The name of Phillips 
5 deservedly distinguished in British mineralogical science ; and 
the addition of the labors of Brooke and Miller has seemed to 

ise a work of unusual merit. The copartnership proves 
however to be one in which the older author has no concern or 

nightful title ; for scarcely a trace of the original labors of Phillips 
Fs en ee ee aT zs 

~ Au Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy, by the late Wm. Phillips. New 
Giition, with extensive slterstiops, god Ho 6 tat ALS leseke, F.RS, F.G.S., and 
isnt Miller, MA, F.RS. FGS. Professor Min, Univ. of Cambridge. 700 pp. 
*mo. London, 1852, Longman, Brown, Green aud 
Szcoxp Szeizs, Vol, XV, No, 43,~—Jan, 1853. 
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remains: and even his figures of crystals and measurements, in 
which department he was especially eminent, have disappeared. 
The work has certainly lost in value by this rejection of all that 
Phillips could call his own, while at the same time it has gained 
a new importance from the able crystallographic labors of its 
present authors. There was also some ground for supposing that 
the work would be especially adapted for this continent as well 
as the other, in the fact that an edition of Phillips had been 
issued here by Alger. But Mr. Alger’s name and book are 
hardly noticed through the volume. 

The work has many peculiarities and certain defects, the men- 
tion of which is of some interest to American mineralogists 
to the science. We propose therefore to run through its pages, 
briefly touching os oe, such a as will exhibit its character i in 
a just light. 

The first 50 pages are devoted to Crystallography. The sys- 
tem adopted is that of Prof. Miller. The subject is presented in 
an abstract mathematical form, with few explanations of the gen- 
eral principles and laws for the occurrence of secondary planes, 
and without any illustration of the distortions to which erystals 
are subject. ‘The names adopted for the six systems: of. aye 
tallization, are the cubic, pyramidal, rhombohedra 
oblique, and anorthic. Figures are given in the descriptive part 
of the work, illustrating the crystallization of the 
figures, however, with rare exceptions, are simply bbe or views 
in the direction of one of the axes, usually the vertical. They are 
drawn with precision and are excellent as far as they go. Bt 
they are not portraitures of crystals, and give no sufficient idea of 
the prevailing forms. Augite, zircon, anatase, for example, have 
each a crystallographic physiognomy easily recognized. 
from these plans, the student has no way of arriving at a knowl- 
edge of this physiognomy or of ascertaining the actual character 
of a crystal, since the length cannot by any powers of concep- 
tion or study be deduced. An octahedron thus represented 18 
not distinguishable from an elongated prism with pyramidal ter- 
minations, nor a scalenohedron or a rhombohedron from a tet 
minated sis poise prism. ‘The figures under cale spar are exatn- 

e plans, which are seldom more than two to a spe- 
cies, thei ‘s a large circle marked with dots, which exhibits i2 
an ingenious manner the positions of the faces of all known crys 
tals of the species. These circles, however, hardly convey any 
information not implied in the mathematical a aie of os 
planes, which to some extent are also given. T 
system of letters, not for the figures, os for Aeaigiagine and de- 
scribing secondary forms. For example, under Realgar (p. 177) 
the occurring combinations of: secondary: planes are page oO 
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follows: em, cmrl, erm, crmle, crmleb, ermltzab, nreeq{mwlvab, 
tnezucrfmwvab. <A key to these letters is given in the earlier 
part of the work. Thus there are three modes of designating 
planes; one, by numbers, corresponding mainly in form, wit 
Weiss’s system, omitting the ratio sign, as 111, 012, 212, &e. ; 
another, the system of letters, just alluded to; and the third, the 
dots. . The first strikes us as the best, and, if slightly modified, 
as the only one required or needed, The others are perplexing 
to the student. 

‘The authors have added very much to our knowledge of 
the crystals of species by their measurements and calculations, 
and in this, the great merit and value of the work mainly 
consist. With each species, a large number of angles is men- 
tioned ; these angles are those between normals (perpendic- 
i to the faces, instead of those between the faces them- 
selves, 
_ The chapters on Refraction and Pleochroism are well drawn 
up, and the others on the Physical characters, though brief, are 
sufficient for the purposes of the Mineralogist. 

Under the head of Chemical Constitution, a classification of 
ne elements is given, in which, we judge, no attempt was 

made to present a view of the true chemical relations of the 
elements, 

_ Tu the chapter on Isomorphism, a 
as stated, ro Frankenheim’s “System der Krystalle,” presents 
alist of various isomorphous groups. This table might have 
been much extended by the results of later researches. For ex- 

have afforded additional facts bearing upon a branch of Iso- 

Morphism, not alluded to, : 

ee : * Vol, ix, 2nd Ser., p. 220. 
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A good chapter on the Chemical reactions of Minerals occu- 
pies from pages 85 to 100. 

The descriptive part of the Treatise commences with the 
“ Metalloids,” sulphur, selenium, carbon ; then follow the Metals ; 
next the T'ellurides ; then in order the Antimonides—Arsenides 
—Selenides—Sulphides—Oryds, earths and acids—Hydrous 
oryds, earths and acids—NSilicates—Hydrous silicates— Tanta- 
lates, niobates, scheelates, molybdates— Arseniates, phosphates— 
Hydrous arseniates, phosphates—Sulphates—Hydrous sulphates 
—Chromates— Vanadiates—Sulphates with Carbonates—Car- 
bonates—Hydrous carbonates— Nitrates — Borates—F luorides, 
Chlorides, Bromides, Iodides—Resins, Coal. 
The descriptions are given with precision and sufficient brevity. 

The lists of localities are mostly mere lists of names, with sel- 
dom any mention of the associations of the species. As is nat- 
ural, American localities are given less definitely than those of 
Britain or Europe, when not altogether forgotten. Of Rutile, it 
is said that it occurs in North America, certainly an important 
fact to the mineralogists of England, as well as to those of North 
America itself. 

The analyses introduced are rather numerous, but no referen- 
ces are added to the Journals in which they were originally pub- 
lished; neither is there more than a single chemical formula 
given, although a species may be of doubtful composition, or, a8 
in the case of Scapolite, it may actually include several com- 
pounds, 

Along with the names of species in the heading preceding the 
descriptions, the names of certain mineralogists are usually mef- 
tioned. But it is remarkable that the old rule of giving an author 
eredit for his work is set aside. Since the enactments of certain 
laws relating to nomenclature by the British Association, it has 
been supposed that in Britain at least, there was a high sense of 
delicacy on this point. But the authorities mentioned by Messrs. 
Brooke and Miller are often only the names of certain authors of 
Treatises, to the exclusion of those of original observers. 'Turn- 
ing to Gibbsite, we find with some surprise, that the species is at- 
tributed to Phillips, and Gibbsit to Mohs, Hausmann;and Haidin 
ger, and our friend Dr. Torrey is forgotten. Cancrinite of Rose 
is y a same _ attributed to Hausmann ; Scherlomite of Shep- 
ard to Hhammelsberg; Diaspore is followed by “ Phillips, Haiiy; 
instead of “ Haiiy, Phillips,” in their proper aasiie Hornblende is 
attended by the name of Phillips alone; Apatite is attributed to 
Phillips, and then Apadit to Hausmann, Haidinger, again. Such 
a use of names \is calculated to mislead, unless understood 10 
mean simply that this or that author has the name in his book, 
which is all that the authors could have intended, and which 
principle should have been somewhere announced. 
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Some species that were already abundantly supplied with 
names have been here supplied anew. Thus Copper pyrites, 
called also Chalcopyrite by Haidinger, passes under the new 
name Towanite. No reason is given for the change. Chaleo- 
lite (or Lime-Uranite) is named Torberite. Uranite (or Copper- 
Uranite) is Autunite. Atacamite or chlorid of copper appears as 
Remolinite; Azurite or Blue Malachite as Chessylite. These 
will suffice as examples. 

Again, some German names are adopted in their German dress, 
and look queer enough in an English work. Such are Antimon- 
silber, in place of Antimonsilver, or Antimonial Silver ; Kupfer- 
nickel, instead of Copper-Nickel, the thing in plain English. 
ames consisting of two words are repudiated by some mineral- 

ogists, and various are the shifts to avoid them :—just the reverse 
of the fact in other branches of Natural Science. Hence it is, 
apparently, that the word Kupfernickel, in which the two parts 
can be written together without a hyphen, is deemed preferable 
to Copper-nickel. It is probably on the same principle that Red 
Zine Ore must give way, according to our authors, for Sparta- 
lite ; and Copper Glance (from the German Kupferglanz) or Vit- 
reous Copper, for Redruthite, a name, by the way, proposed by 
Nicol in his reeent valuable work, although not so acknowl- 
edged in this edition of Phillips. So Magnetic Pyrites is made 
to yield to Pyrrhotine ; Spathic Iron to Chalybite ; Schiller Spar 
to Bastite; Specular Iron to Hematite, a word of most ambigu- 
OUS signification in the science. For ourselves, we see no reason 
for this abhorrence of such names. 

Hisennickelkies is another example of a foreign name accepted 
by our authors; and how is it better than iron-nickel-pyrites, 
Which it signifies? or Porzellanspath than Porcelain-spar, a 
name already in use? Let the reader examine these words and 

prononnee each syllable considerately, and then judge how far 
Sclence, sense, or taste, is benefitted by retaining in an English 

the German orthography. Quite as good reason might 
be found, for a general substitution in Britain of the German 

the English language. So also Feuerblende (p. 216); which 
Ne mineralogist, without a knowledge of German, would be 
likely to pronounce F'ewerblende, while Freblende represents 
closely, in fact, its pronunciation as well as meaning. Even 
Py rites has lost an s, (after Haidinger,) and it stands Pyrite, a 

name hardly distinguishable from Pyrrhite, the designation of 
another Species. The whims of authors thus tend to keep the 

synonymy of: Mineralogy in a state of constant ferment. 
_ The work of Messrs. Brooke and Miller has also its deficien- 

cles. We should at least expect to find a full list of known spe- 
tiles and known varieties, and also of current synonyms. T 
deficiency in the latter might be extensively illustrated. Thus 
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Heavy spar is not mentioned as a synonym of Baryte, (another 
new name,) and of course Heavy spar is not in the Index; 
Bromiite is not given as a synonym of Alstonite; yenite of Ilva 
ite; manganese spar of Rhodonite, ete. fn 

are also omissions of species and facts that are some- 
what difficult of explanation. It will be of most interest to 
American mineralogists to learn of those that pertain to Ameri- 
can minerals. 

The species Gibbsite, found at Richmond, Mass., was first cor- 
rectly analyzed and described, years ago, by Dr. Torrey. Her 
mann recently analyzed certain specimens from Richmond and 
reported their containing a large amount of phosphoric acid. 
This led to some careful analyses by Silliman, Jr., who prov: 
that Dr. Torrey was right, no phosphoric acid, or but a trace, be- 
ing detected. These results are published in Dana’s Mineralogy, 

and in this Journal, volume vii, p. 411, (1849). Brooke and 
Miller mention only the analyses of Hermann, not even intimating 
that any different view is held by others, although Hermann’s 
own results vary in the phosphoric acid from 37-6 to 11-9 pet 

Moreover, to add to the confusion, the Gibbsite locality, 
Richmond, is referred to as a locality of Hydrargillite as well as 
of Gibbsite, although it is well known that but one of these spe- 
cies occurs there. 

Emerylite of Dr. J. Lawrence Smith has been found within 
the past three or four years to be a very common mineral, occur 
ring with corundum in Asia Minor and Siberia, as well as in the 
United States, in North Carolina and Pennsylvania. There have 
been sz analyses of American specimens by three different 
chemists ;* also eight by Dr. Smith of the Asia Minor mineral, 
and one, by the same chemist, of a Siberian specimen. ; 
Smith’s analyses are published in this Journal, Jan., 1851. All 
agree very closely. ‘lhe authors of this new edition of Phillips 
throw the species into their Appendix, give a single analyses, 
mention only the Pennsylvania and Asia Minor localities, But 
this is not all. 

old erroneous analysis of Margarite, and does not recognize this 
new fact respecting Emerylite. sce | 

* See Dana’s Mineralogy, 3d edition, 1850, p, 362. + Vol. lili, p.1. 
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Corundellite is another Appendix species; and a little more at- 
tention to published results would have banished it altogether. 
Both in this Journal two years since, and in Dana’s Mineralogy, 
its identity with Emerylite is announced and a new analysis pub- 
lished. Huphyllite is in the same Appendix; but instead of 
giving the later results, published two years since in the works 
just alluded to—both certainly accessible works to the scientific 
enquirer—only the first incorrect analysis is introduced. The 
hew analyses were made in the same laboratory with the first, 
an error in the early results having been suspected. 

Warwickite, another Appendix species, is published with an 
analysis by Mr. T. S. Hunt, made in 1846, and no notice is 
taken of his new results published in this Journal in May, 1851, 
(xi, 352,) where the author gives a very different composition as 
to the proportions of the ingredients, and shows that the crystals 
before examined, although of the prevailing kind, had undergone 
alteration. 

The greater part of American species are black-balled or have 
a place in the Appendix. ‘The following are among the latter. 
Boltonite, Danburite, Emerylite, Euphyllite, Warwickite, Lie- 
bigite, Emerald Nickel, which are believed to be well established 
Species, besides also others that are less well understood. Other 
Species are rejected without any mention even among synonyms. 
Such are Pennite, Phyllite, Williamsite, Microlite, Vermiculite, 
Chesterlite, Melanolite, Tungstic Ochre, Clinochlore, Melaconite, 

aras- 

even supposing the species bad, which is undoubtedly true of 

appreciation of the wants of mineralogists either in Europe, Brit- 
ain, or America. 

Again we observe that the important results of Dr. J. Law- 
tence Sinith respecting Corundum, a paper read before the Acad- 
emy of Sciences at Paris and published in this Journal (January, 
1851,) are unnoticed. ‘The species Phlogopite is not mentioned, 
hor the name alluded to. It is evidently referred to the species 

* Mica,” by which is meant that kind of Mica sometimes called 
Oblique mica, and latterly by Dana, Muscovite, a name not re- 
Cognized by Messrs. Brooke and Miller, nor admitted among 
Synonyms. : 
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We might pursue farther the list of delinquencies and extend 
it also to foreign species. As to the latter, there is less reason for 
complaint, although the work contains very little of what ap- 
peared in Europe in 1851. With regard to the former we think 
that American mineralogists have already been sufficiently amused 
and will appreciate their obligations to the authors, without more 
details. The book was probably intended for a certain class of 
English readers that do not consider American rocks or science 
within the range of British interests, and viewed in this light, its 
errors or deficiencies, are not more perhaps than were to be ex- 

Art. VI.—Description of the interior of the Cranium and of 
the form of the Brain of Mastodon giganteus ; by JerrRrizs 
Wrman, M.D. 

Tue external configuration of the cranium of the Mastodon has 
been described by so many naturalists, especially by Cuvier, 
De Blainville, Godman, Hayes, Owen, and more recently by 
Warren, that little remains to be added to its descriptive anatomy. 
Its internal structure has however attracted but little notice com- 
paratively, and in all probability but few instances, favorable for 
observation have occurred, the crania of Mastodons having been 
generally looked upon as too rare and valuable to warrant the risk 
of making sections or the necessary dismemberment of parts. In 
the collection of Mastodon bones discovered in Warren Co., New. 
Jersey, in 1845, and now belonging to Harvard College, is the 
section of a cranium made under the direction of Dr. Warren and 
noticed in his recent memoir* on this extinct animal. From the 
perfect preservation of the bones and the care with which the 
section has béen accomplished, an unusually good opportunity is 
afforded for studying its internal structure. In the memoir j 
referred to, Dr. Warren has for the first time given the diameters 
of the cranial cavity and described the fossee in the base of the 
skull; the vast development of the diploic cells, and some of the 
foramina for the transmission of nerves, especially the foramen 
ovale, and Vidian canal, are also noticed. In plate 17 of his 
memoir is an excellent representation of the section of the cra~ 
nium and face. The individual to which the skull above referred 
to belonged was obviously immature, as the ossification of some 
of the bones is not yet quite complete. The molar teeth are tw 
in number on each side in each jaw and have each three ridges, 

ae Giganteus of North America; by John C. Warren, MD. byeot 
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and were probably the third and the fourth of the dental series 
—the empty socket in front corresponding in size with the wesond 
two-ridged tooth 

mong the anatomical points of interest which have not as 
yet been especially described, are the number and proportional 
size of the foramina in the base of the sknil; and the form of 
the brain as indicated by the configuration of the cranial cavity. 

Olfactory Joramina.—The eribriform: plate on either side of 
the median lines is of a pyriform shape; it is about two and’ 
six-eighths inches in length by one and six-eighths in breadth, 
and is perforated by a large number of minute holes for the trans 
mission of the filaments of the olfactory nerves. Of these open- 
ings one hundred and seventy-five were counted on one side. 
An a larger than the rest exists at the upper part and serves 

xit of the nasal branch of the fifth pair of nerves. 
The Optic foramen is vertically depressed having an elongated 
oval form ; but as the optic canal recedes from the cranial cavity 
it becomes more hearly cylindrical, having a diameter of about 
three-sixteenths of an inch; the canal is directed upwards for the 
distance of os inches when it reaches ~ orbit in the bottom 
of a deep ch annel. 

The Foramen lacerum of the orbit is —_- small, Nes ‘eon: 
cealed beneath the anterior clinoid process, and is so mach out 
of view that it would easily escape notice’: it enters the orbit 
. same harmel with tne —_ nerve, but some erage be-" 
OW it. 

{o the cranium of in -adnlt: Affican elephant belonging to ‘he 
ty of Natural History, and which has served for the 

comparisons given in this notice, the ple -lacerum is more 
€xposed within the cranium, and its ou re oN § is separated 

only by ree ‘septum of bone from that of the optic pomp 

canal is last being much shorter than in the Masto 

Sarinees rotundum which transmits the second aoe of 

ona Tigemninus nerve, is about one half of an inch in diameter, 

very nearly the position of the foramen lacernm of 
the heres in other avimals it is only separated from this last by a 

thi bridge of bone; and this even no longer exists in some Ru- 

whlly bi so that in these the foramen lacerum and rotundum are 

rman ovale measures an inch and a quarter in length 
and half an inch in breadth, but is partially divided, by slight 
Projections of bone on each “sides into a double opening. It is 

formed main ‘mainly by the edge of the great wing of the sphenoid, 
cumference posteriorly i is completed by the petrous bone. 

‘inner part of this foramen transmits the third branch of the 
rigeminas, while the outer portion is continuous with a channel 

‘D Series, Vol. XV, No, 43.—Jan., 1853. 7 
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in the cranial walls which lodges one of the meningeal vessels 
and corresponds with the foramen spinale of human anatomy. 

In the African elephant the separation is carried still farther, 
the one of bone on opposite sides approaching very near to 
each other. 
The Curolid foramen is situated behind the petrous bone, but 

is formed equally (when seen from below) by an indentation 
into the petrous and basilar bones; it is at first of an oval form, 
its long diameter being three-fourths of an inch, but soon be- 
comes round and diminishes to a half of an inch ; as it ascends: 
vertically, it becomes more completely imbedded in the petrous 
bone, and as it enters the cranial cavity as seen from within, 
it is wholly contained in it; at this point it becomes continuous: 
with a groove, which runs forwards on the sides of the sella 
turcica and terminates just within the anterior clinoid process. 
From ps carotid canal a small opening transmits probably a me- 

ning 
In bath the African and Asiatic cliphonte this foramen exists 

: milar connection with a groove on each side of the 
sella neat in the former species it is wholly imbedded at its 
commencement in the petrous bone. ‘This foramen is not. men- 
tioned by Cuvier, neither in his Ossemens Fossiles nor in his 
Anatomie Comparée ; he describes the foramen ovale en that 
which transmits the carotid artery as forming one opening.* 
stated above, the foramen spinale and foramen ovale are united 
together, but the first obviously serves only to transmit menim- 
geal vessels. 

The Internal Auditory foramen is much i and fovea a 
fissure on the upper surface of the petrous bon 

Between the petrous bone and the basilar ahasrint of the occiptt, 
more external than the carotid foramen, is a fissure three inc! 
in length, which serves to transmit the hypoglossus. nerve, and 
is therefore the representative of the anterior Condyloid fora- 
men; the external part of the same fissure is more narrow and 

is continuons with the lateral sinuses, and is in consequence t0 
be regarded as the jugular fossa, tho ough the jugular vein must 
become very much flattened in order to escape from the he eranial 
cavity. 

The Stylo-mastoid foramen is one-fourth of an inch in diameter 
The Euasoeiians 

which last is prolonged into a spine. ‘The Vidian canal is sf 
great size, forates the pterygoid process near t | 
of an oval form and has a diameter of about tossdaie of an 
inch; the posterior gh ne in close proximity to the foramen — 
ovale and the anterior the foramen rotundum, which it nearly 

od 

* Lecons d’ Anat, Comp. Tome i, . 
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equals in size. The vidian canal it would seem contained some- 
thing else than the vidian nerve, its size being wholly out of pro- 
portion to a filament comparatively so small, he foramen 
tncisivum is much smaller than in Elephants, and is prolonged 
as in them into a canal which in the Mastodon measures ten 
inches in length. 
_ The foramen magnum is nearly oval, being three inches in 
its transverse and two and a half in its vertical diameter. 

The openings between the nasal fossee and the diploic cells 
are very much larger than in the African elephant, and establish 
a free communication between these cells and the nasal orifices 
as far back as the occiput. 

Leaving out of view other resemblances between the skeletons 
of Mastodons and Elephants, an examination of the bones of the 
face, especially those in the neighborhood of the nasal openings, 
would afford satisfactory evidence that Mastodons like the Ele- 
Phants were provided with a nose elongated into a proboscis. 
Other evidence equally conclusive is found in a comparison of 
Some of the foramina in the base of the skull of these two genera. 
In Elephants the existence of a trunk, gives rise to the necessity 
for a corresponding development of the motor and sensitive nerves 
of the face and these in turn toa proportional enlargement of the 
Openings for their exit from the cranial cavity. ‘The foramen 
rotundum and foramen lacerum transmit the sensitive nerves, 
branches of the trigeminus, and the stylo-mastoid foramen trans- 
Mits the portio dura or motory nerve—and the two supply the 
hecessary filaments to the muscles and skin. In both Mastodon 
and Elephant these foramina present similar proportional sizes— 
but in neither is the stylomastoid foramen which transmits the 
motory nerve or portio dura, as largely developed as the foramen rotundum—the latter having a diameter of a half of an inch in the 
astodon and of seven-eighths in the Elephant, while the latter 

does not exceed one-fourth of an inch in either. Cuvier describes 
the great size of the orbitar and superior maxillary branches of 
the trizeminus and of the portio dura in Elephants,* and more 
recently Mayer has more fully described and figured the same 
herves, from a recent dissection of the parts.+ The complete 
Correspondence of these foramina in Mastodon and Elephant, 
Would have enabled the comparative anatomist to determine the 
pro existence of a trunk in the former, even if the bones of 
the base of the skull only had been brought to light, the rest of 
the skeleton being unknown. 
be acryey ge RC Ee 

.* Lecons @’ Anat, iii, pp. 199, 218. Paris, 1845. 
‘t Beitrige z A ia ei ‘Bighaniens und der iibrigen Pachydermen, von Dr. 
©. Mayer Noy. Act, Nat. Curios, T. xx, p.1. 1847. 
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There is no peculiarity of the interior of the cranium of the 
Mastodon which more forcibly presses itself nn the notice of 
the comparative anatomist than its form; in this we have Te- 

vealed to us the general outline and some of ~ details of the 
surface of the brain of which the cranial walls are on an accurate 
mould; and in this too we have additional means of making com- 
parisons between the genera of Mastodon and Elephant and of 
determining another important element in their affinit 

The following measurements vary but little from those green 
by Dr. Warren in his memoir already cited.* 

Inches. 
Greatest length of cranial cavity on median line from 

crista galli, to inner edge of foramen magnum 93 
Greatest length from anterior part of ba fs fossa 

to edge of foramen magnum, - 10 
ene height on median line 5t 
Transverse diameter at posterior bee of opie etait 7t 
mT eaiibeetse? diameter at anterior edge of occipital fossa, 57 

ransverse diameter through the centre of middle fossa, 104 

As however the cranium under consideration belonged to an 
immature Mastodon, but little of moment was deduced from 
its measurements or capacity merely. It is to the form of the 
whole and of its subdivisions that the principal interest attaches 
—and these next present themselves for description 

The Olfactory lobes are quite large in both the Mastodon and 
Elephant, when compared with the sensitive surface over which 
they preside, the index of this last being the turbinated portion ¢ of 
the ethmoid bone. The olfactory fossa i in Mastodon is of a pyle 
form shape 28 inches long by 12 in the broadest part, and is seve 
times longer in actual extent than the corresponding fossa in the 
ox or the horse; in the former the fossa measuring 1} inch by 
Sth of an inch. On the other hand the sensitive surface of bo 
these last mentioned animals is actually much longer than the cor 

The Cer oral A Pea as an inspection of the eer 
nying figures, 1 and 2, will at once indicate, are the parts of all 
pees which present the most characteristic feature of the et 

halon. ‘The anterior lobes are contracted to a most extfa — 
ordinary degree, each having the fim of a sottaat mass with the 

* Page 119. | 
| 
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apex directed forwards and in a great measure overlapping the 
olfactory lobes. This conical portion terminates at the posterior 
edge of the wing of the sphenoid, which forms the boundary be- 
tween the orbitar and middle cranial fosse. Behind this division 
the brain becomes suddenly increased in breadth from 7} inches, 
which it is at the division, to 104, which is its diameter through 
its broadest part. , , 

i 

r MASTODON. 

Explanation —, Olfactory lobes.—II. Cerebral Hemispheres.—llI. Cerebellum.—IV- 
Medulla oblongata.—The game numbers refer to the same parts in all the figures. 
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In Mastodon then as in Elephant the transvere diameter of the 
brain exceeds the longitudinal, though to a less extent in the 
former than in the latter; this condition of things exists only in 
a few instances in the Mammiferous group, and is found princi- 
pally if not wholly in Cetaceans and Proboscidean Pachyderms.* 
In Cetaceans the transverse diameter is in still greater excess over 
the longitudinal, but the cerebral lobes together form a regularly 
oval mass; in which circumstance it makes a striking contrast 
with the same parts in Elephants and Mastodons. Fig. 3 repre- 

peculiarity which Camper seems to have entirely overlooked. 

: 8. 
I 

ELEPHANT. 

ion.— s.—Il. Ce i é —IV. thedota ena cc eer sisal lobes —II. Cerebral Hemispheres.—III. Cerebellum. 

The cerebellar fossa is well defined, and shows a considerable 
elevation of the cerebellum, which it appears must have beet 
more uncovered by the cerebral lobes than in Elephants. 

The resemblance between the forms of the brain in Mastodons 
and Elephants, is also of great interest in a zoological point of 
view. ‘I'he general conformation of the skeletons of these tw? 

* Soe Cuvier Oss, Foss, T.i,p.481. sdeedition aoa 
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genera is so similar, that they have always been approximated in 
zoological systems, their generic distinctions resting mainly on 
the difference in the structure and form of the teeth. But after 
the discovery in Barmah of Mastodon elephantoides, this distine- 
tion in some measure lost its vale, aud more recently the won- 
derful discoveries of Falconer and Cantley in the Sivalik bills of 
India, seem to have established an almost imperceptible gradation 
from E. nomadicus and Africanus, through E. planifrous, E. in- 
signis, and KE. canesa, in which last the transverse ridges are des- 
uttite of cement, to the different species of Mastodon.* 

The determination of the similarity of form in the brains of 
Se two genera, gives us another important character in which 

they approximate each other, and may suggest the probability 
that future discoveries may result in the breaking down of all 
absolute distinction between them ; though as yet however the 
Seneric boundary is sufficiently well defined in the external forms 
of the heads and some of the details of the skeleton. 

nothing to indicate the precise size of the medulla oblongata ; 
the figure of this portion is therefore ideal. Some indications of 
cerebral and cerebellar convolutions were visible in the ivterior 
of the cranial walls, but too ill defined to warrant any attempt at 
laying them down in the figures. The figures of the Mastodon 
fain are drawn on the scale of one-fourth of an inch to an inch; 

the figure of the Elephant’s brain is reduced from one by Mayer 
in the memoir before referred to. 

cic ee 

= VIL—On the Auroral Bow of June 11th, 1852; by Rev. 

Cuester S. Lyman. 

Observations made upon Auroral Bows by independent ob- 

Servers so situated geographically as to afford reliable data for de- 
termining the height of the phenomenon above the earth, are 
Somewhat rare. And as there exist different opinions among phi- 

ets respecting its usual height, it seems desirable than any 
observations that ‘may throw light on the question should be 
Siven to the public in full. : 
Puan Lo —. 

auna Antiqua Sivalensis, being t logy of the Sivalik Hills in the North of India, by Hugh Faved. de, a0! yt Cestien, F.RS, de. 
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The position in the heavens of the bow of June Lith, 1852, 
was noted quite definitely by Mr. E. ©. Herrick at New Haven, 
and by Mr. Sereno Watson at East Windsor, Conn. It was also 
observed independently by Prof. Olmsted at New Haven, Mr. 
spe at East Windsor, and Prof. Brocklesby at Hartford; and 
as also seen at — Springfield, and numerous other places, 

bet “8 carefully obse ved. 
m the fact that pals a single bow was noticed at any place, 

shite ects rest of the sky was comparatively free from auroral 
light, it is safe to presume that the several observers saw the 
same identical bow. This presumption is strengthened by the 
fact that it was seen by all the observers at about the same time, 
and by some of them with certain similar characteristic features, 
particularly its manner of disappearance. On the supposition of 
identity also, the observations at New Haven, Hartford, and East 
Windsor give an unequivocal parallax, and a parallax that gives 
an altitude corresponding with the determinations of Dalton, 
Professors Olmsted and Twining, Prof. Challis and many others, 

who have made similar computations respecting different bows. 
These observatious have usually given an altitude ranging from 
100 up to 200 or 300 miles. Mr. Herrick from his own observa- 
tions at New Haven, and those of Mr. Watson at E. Windsor, 
computed the height of the bow of June 11th to be not less 
than 150 miles, as stated in this Journal, vol. xiv, p. 131. 

That others may judge of the soundness of this coneliidion 
as well as of some other inferences which the facts in this case 
seem to justify, the original observations are here given in ‘full 
as put in writing by those who made them. Those by Mr. Her- 
rick at New Haven are as follows. ; 

“ Friday, June 11th, 1852.—Evening: sky clear and pure. 
As early as 90 "clock, there was a strong general Auroral light in 

the north, through an amplitude of 120°+, with indistinct streaming 
20° or 30° high. 
coking out again about 9» 50™ N. H. m.s. time, I saw stretching 

from the easterly to the westerly part of the heavens, and passing the 
meridian a little south of the zenith, a continuous luminous streak of 
bow, about two degrees in breadth, (as Ms judged,) and having a bend 
southwardly near the meridian. There was. at this time only a bright 
general light along the N. horizon, witoge — The sky was 
exceedingly clear, and there was no other a indication which 
could be confounded with this bow. There was ~— one bow visibley 
and this, one was distinct, and moderately bright. The margins 
were tolerably well defined, and so far as I remember, either margia — 
could in most parts be determined within one-third or psi a of @ 
degree. The bow showed no fringe, nor any fibrousness of text 
ee when disappearing exhibited none of the usual internal oblique 

beams, or segments of streamers. It appeared to be simply luminous 
vapor. I did not at the Tntnbie- 203 asd sho Sack baption 0 of te west 

ae | wertrles Gosek! ee adie 
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erly end, but if I remember correctly it was near gamma Leonis; and 
atan earlier period it probably reached a lower point. The easterly 
part below the altitude of about 35° was hidden from my view by trees 
and buildings. 
At 95 52™, the bow is central on the star alpha Corone Borealis. 
“ * 53 405, the southern edge touches epsilon Bootis, (Mirac.) 
“ © 54 20, the bow is fading, and is now central at a point mid- 

way between Arcturus and Mirac: its breadth here 
is about one-fifih of that distance. 

“ © 57 0,the bow has now disappeared, except a segment 
about 80° long in the northwest. This extends from 
a point about one-third of the distance from zeta to 

amma Leonis in a gentle curve, convex towards the 
north, expanding to a breadth of 3 or 4 degrees at 

the upper part, and terminating at a point midway 

between beta Leonis and Cor Caroli. This segmeut 
remained visible about a minute without much change 

position 
* * 59 0, no trace of the bow can be seen. 

The meridional part of the bow, while I saw it, had a motion south- 
ward, but at what rate could not be well determined from so brief an 
observation. Moreover, the changing character of the sinuosity near 

the meridional part of the bow embarrassed the observation on the 

motion towards the south.” 

Mr. Watson’s observations are thus detailed in a letter to Mr. 
Herrick, dated East Windsor Hill, June 15, 1852. 

auroral light, fading from the horizon to an altitude of 30°, the stream- 
ers becoming less and less frequent. At 9h. 4m. a bright streamer 
Covers 3-and 7 of the Bear, and at 9m. waves of light are distinctly 

Seen in the north, 
‘The arch commenced at 9h. 23m. with a bright ray to the S. of E, 

. 

pi 

Behiabs: 
the arch having jth of its width below the southernmost. This, if I 

ley ber . . . 
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its place, not as a whole, but first the portion _ and then that east of 

the zenith, and in such a manner as to form curves at — points, 

while the lane portions remained nearly ecient At 9h. 34m., 

Arcturus is in its centre, and at 36m. the east portion has also moved 

south its half. At 42m., Arcturus is upon its north edge and the whole 
has apparemy meg south its width, forming again a regular arch. 

At is yet entire but fainter and fades gradually away, 
from the ole ed. At 463m. a vestige yet remains in the west 14° or 
2° wide, its north edge well defined upon § Leonis. It moves north its 
width and is wholly gone at 9h. 51m. The arch in the north horizon 

continued with few or no streamers till after 1] p.m. My watch had 
probably an error of some minutes.’ 

In a subsequent letter Mr. Watson remarks, “TI enclose you 
another set of observations made entirely independent of mine, 
by Mr. T. C. P. Hyde, a student of the Seminary.” Mr. Hyde's 
notes are as follows: . 

* Auroral streamere-—wisible early in the evening pore and con- 
tinued most of the time till 103. Direction paige heed om an arch low 
in the north toward a point 15° or 20° south of the zenith. Length 
varying from 6° or 8° to 380° or more. Slight coronal appearances, 
not far ae 8 Pp. M. Rhaewarte a column or belt appeared from 
E.N.E. to W.S.W., through a point south of the zenith. oy 
(time sat eae} the northern border of the light passed through. the 
south edge of the Northern Crown and its southern was near Arcturus. 
It was slowly drifting south : left the Northern Crown about 9-40, had 
Arcturus near its centre at 9°50 and in its northern margin by 10. 
About 9°50 the’ southward motion of the western end of the belt was 
accelerated, so that the belt became concave to the south. At 10°10, 
the west end ‘was perhaps 3° or 4° farther south than it would have 
been by a motion uniform with the central and east portion. I did not 
observe its subsequent return to the northward. At 10-15, a faint line 
of light could be traced, marking the original position of the belt, sep 
arated from the larger belt which had moved south, by a dark interval 
of perhaps 4° or 6° in width.” 

Professor ee ene of Trinity College, Hartford, ina _ letter 
to Professor Olmsted, which he has kindly permitted the writer 
to use, describes the bow as having its southern limit, at a quarter 
to ten, mean time, not more than a degree distant from Arcturts. 

“T noticed,” he remarks, ‘that the southern margin was quite 
near to Arcturus, and immediately obtained the time from a wate 
belonging to” Mr. Bushnell, a divinity student. The time was @ 
quarter to ten. For two or three minutes, at least, there was 10 
perceptible motion in the arch southward, near Arcturns, Mr. 
Bushnell is confident that no portion of the arch reached as 
north as the crown, that the northern limit was clearly south af 
it.” “We are agreed that the distance of Arcturus from the 
(at the time specified. peeie could n not t have exceeded one-f 
part of the width of the bel 
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Unfortunately for the purposes of comparison, the times indi- 
cated in the observations given above, with the exception of Mr. 
Herrick’s, are uncertain to a considerable amount. Those for 
Windsor may be in error ten or fifteen minutes. Professor Brock- 
lesby, from subsequent comparison with a church clock in the 
city, supposes his time to be not far from correct. In respect to 

indsor, this uncertainty is much diminished by the fact, that 
both at that place, and at New Haven, the bow was observed till 
it finally vanished. Its disappearance at both places was rapid, 
and in circumstances somewhat similar. It will perhaps be allow- 
able, therefore, to correct Mr. Watson’s time from that at New 
Haven. If eleven minutes, (which is about what Mr. Watson 
Supposed his. watch may have been too slow,) be added to the 
former, the appearances of the bow at the two places are very 
readily comparable with each other. It may be remarked also, 
that the more definite observations at these places were made 
within a few minutes of the disappearance of the bow. ‘The 
times noted by Mr. Hyde appear to be given in round numbers, 
and are consequently of less value than those of Mr. Watson. — 

From the observations at New Haven and East Windsor, it is 
easy to lay down on a celestial globe the position of the belt as 

Seen at very nearly the same time from each of these places. 
This cannot be done however as definitely as is desirable, on ac- 
Count of the rapid southerly motion of the belt, and the varying 
veXtres in some parts of it. ‘The position of a part of the bow 
hear the meridian, as observed by Mr. Herrick, changed as much 
as four or five degrees in less than a minute. As seen from 
Windsor the average motion appears to have been much slower, 
at. least in that part of the belt near Arcturus. Nine minutes after 

at star was in the southern border of the belt, it is meritioned 
as being in the center-of it, and eight minutes afterwards, in the 
horthern border. ; ogee Poe 
. Ou thus laying down the positions of the bow on’a globe ad- 
Justed to the hour of the day, its parallax, as seen from the two 

named, is very obvious. Even if we allow an uncertainty 
of several minutes in the times, avd compare Mr. Herrick’s latest, 
or Most southerly position, with Mr. Watson’s earliest, or most 
northerly, there is still left a parallax, though quite small. And 
if, on the other hand, we compare Mr. Herrick’s earliest with Mr. 
Watson’s latest position, the parallax, for the center of the belt, 
cannot be made to exceed fourteen or fifteen degrees at most. 
_ Making the most probable correction for the times, and obtain- 
mga ean position of the belt on the globe for each place, we 
&stimate the altitude of the bow, ina plane perpendicular to its 
8eneral. direction across the heavens, to be 72° for its southern 
edge, as seen from New Haven, and 74° for its northern; at the : 

chee = aby, ‘ 

j 

. 
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e time, as seen from East Windsor, the lower edge had an 
aitinide of 61° and the upper of 67° 

The plane (perpendicular the direction of the belt) in which 
these altitudes are taken, lies in a direction S. 8° or 9° W. of the 
true meridian, which angle is on the opposite side of the meridian 
from the maguetic variation. The bow, therefore, instead of 
crossing the magnetic meridian at right angles, made an angle 

With itabout 15° less than a right angle 
n like manner, Professor Twining, (Am. Jour., vol. xxxily pp 

223, 227,) found the meridian of the Auroral bows of May and 
August, 1836, to lie on the opposite side of the true meridian itr 
stead of on the same side with the magnetic variation 

East Windsor bears from Nev v Haven, according ‘to the best 
maps, about N. 23° 30’ E., certo forty English enrites: The dis 

tance reckoned in the direction of the plane in which the altitudes 
are estimated, is thirty-eight and a half miles. 

Before making further use of these data, it may be well to div 
rect attention more particularly to the apparent width of the belt. 
This, at New Haven, is clearly defined by Mr. Herrick to be not 
far from 2°. He could hardly be much mistaken in estimating 
one-fifth of the distance between Arcturus and Mirac. This dis- 
tance is 10° 17’. As seen from East Windsor, the width could 
not have been less than 6 or 7 degrees. On this point Mr. Wat- 
son remarks in a stibsequent letter. ‘For some minutes the belt 
was nearly stationary over the head of Serpens, and its width 
for some distance from the meridian very nearly uniform. I 
then, before any marked motion oceurred, noted its breadth 
pretty accurately by the stars mentioned, the five stars plainly 
discernible in the head of Serpens, the two westernmost in @ 
line with, and a little east of south of « Corone. The north 
ern star was then nearly upon, or a litle within, the northerm 
edge of the belt, and the greatest north and sonth distance of 
the stars was nine-tenths of the width of the belt. The widt 
was rather greater than less than that I have indicated. » The 
distance between @ and ¢ Serpentis, the northernmost and south — 
ernmost of the stars referred to, is 5° 42’... This would make 
the width of the belt not less than 69. Mr. Hyde’s observa 
tions confirm this estimate. Prof. Brocklesby’s idleness a siti 
ilar width as seen from Hartford. 

If now, with a base of 38} miles, and the altitudes are 
above for New Haven and East Windsor, (viz.: 72° and 7 
the lower and upper edges respectively, as seen at the ‘it 
place, and 61° and 67° for the same at the latter place,) we draw 
a diagram like the one on the opposite page, it is manifest that 
a section of the atrroral belt must lie within the elongated trape- 
zium A, B,C, D. And as each of the four sides of the trapeai- 
um is tangent to the belt, its position must be somewhat that of 
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the broad line in the figure. Hence, 
if both observers saw the same belt, 
and the apparent width was, at each 
place, that stated above, the belt could 
hot possibly have been either of a cyl- 
indrical form, or a flat band lying hor- 
zontally. The only possible form to 
meet the observed conditions, must be 
that of a curtain or thin sheet of auro- 
ral light, seen more or less edgewise 
by the different observers, and making 
an angle with the perpendicular as rep- 
resented in the diagram. ‘This angle, 
in the case before us, must, as is ob- 
vious from the fignre, be nearly equal 

id 18°. Now this so nearly coincides 
With the inclination of the dipping nee- 
dle, (73° with the horizon at New Ha- 
ven,) that it may fairly be presumed 
the belt is under the same magnetic 
conditions as the ordinary streamers 
whic ide in di are known to coincide in di- —N, New dei 
fection with the lines of magnetic Angle SNA, 72° ei: sad 1 « -SNC,74°. } indicated by a freely sts- « SWA,6I°. _— needle. On this presumption, Nhigtatoe. = viets 

sec : o 1 ¥ Base N . i ¥ “Tagiee © Section of the bow, represented by Scale, 120 miles to an inch. 
® heavy line in the figure, is drawn 

With an inclination of 73° to the horizon. Of course, at N 
faven it must have been seen edgewise, and the visual lines 

tou ung what appeared to be its northern and southern edges, 
“Ned, More properly speaking, its northern and southern Jaces, 

and thus limited not its width but its thickness. Supposing 
this to be the true form and position of the belt, and that the co- 

not far from 150 miles, the perpendicular distance of its 

lower edge above the earth being about 140 miles, and that of 
"S Upper edge about 280 miles. — 
ra The conelnsion of Dalton respecting auroral beams, (Meteor- 

ology, 1834, p. 165, Prop. 5,) is interesting in this connection, Viz.: 

that, “The distance of the beams of the aurora from the earth’s 

Surface, is eqnal to the length of the beams, nearly.” He appears 
‘9 have considered the rainbow-like arches or belts, as a distinet 

‘etomenon from the ordinary beams; though in some manner 
Connected with them. He it is very probable they are 
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either at the top or bottom of the beams, and is inclined to think 
they are at the top. But if the view of the subject taken above 
is correct, the auroral bow may be regarded as nothing more than 
a curtain or sheet made up of contiguous beams, and seen more 
orlessedgewise. Such curtains, seen at such an angle as to ren- 
der their curtain-like character manifest, are occasionally noticed, — 
during an aurora, and some striking examples have been figured by 
travellers as seen in high northern latitudes, particularly at Bosse- 
kop in Finland, 1838-40, by MM. Lottin, Bravais, &c., of the Scan- 
dinavian Scientific Expedition. If we imagine such a curtain, cros 
sing the meridian nearly at right angles, and having an inclination 
equal to that of the dipping needle, to be moving slowly towards 
the south, at a height above the earth nearly equal to its vertical — 

idth, it might present successively, to a particular observer, the 
following differeut aspects. When first seen comparatively low in 
the north, and at a great distance, with other similar sheets of 
beams before or behind it in the same direction, it would help 
form the low dense arch of auroral light so often visible a few 
degrees above the northern horizon. Such a curtain, on moving 
further south, would, by the effect of perspective, appear to rise 
in altitude, and become separated from the mass of beams beyond, 
covering the northern sky with streamers more or less near to 

each other, or with a diffused auroral light. As it approached 
the zenith of the observer, the length of the beams would seem 
to shorten from being seen in perspective, while the light would 
become more condensed, and the whole assume the form of @ 

broad arch, or diffuse belt, more or Jess irregular and feathery; 
spanning the heavens. On passing to the south of the zenith, — 
its apparent width would dimiuish, and the intensity of its light 
increase, until it reached the direction of the dipping. needle, 
when being seen edgewise, its apparent breadth would be re 
duced to a minimum, and its margin become better defined. 
it passed still further south, it would again increase in width, apg 
Jiminish in brightness, until it finally vanished, or resolved itse 
into ordinary streamers. This change in the apparent width of 
the belt as it passed southwardly from the zenith, has been oftet 
noticed. [It is mentioned particularly by the observer at Edin- 
burgh, of the aurora of March, 1826, discussed by Dalton in the 
Phil. Trans. for 1828. sh le q 

Whether this be the true theory of the form and position of | 

. 

the belt or not, the fact that the observations before us seem 0 — 
require such a theory, should direct the attention of observers 
more particularly to the precise width of the belt, as well as 10 | 

its altitude or position among the stars. 
The numbers given above for the height of the bow of June | 

11th above the earth can be regarded only as an approximation, 
owing to the difficulty before mentioned of deciding upon the 
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precise parallax. Taking the largest parallax possible in the ease 
without regard to coincidence of time, no part of the arch could 

ve been less than 100 miles above the earth. While if we use 
the smallest parallax that might be thus made out, we should 
place the phenomenon ata height of three or four hundred miles. 
But such a use of the data is unwarranted. The most probable 
result is that which we have given. It may be remarked further, 
that at the height of 200 miles, the angle of 2° subtended by 
the belt at New Haven, would give for its actual thickness about 
seven miles, 

If the segment of the arch remaining in the west after the rest 
of it had vanished, be laid down on the celestial globe as seen 
both from New Haven and East Windsor, the difference in the 

apparent positions will show a similar parallax to that determined 
ftom observations near the meridian. The altitude of the low- 
est point in the west as seen by Mr. Herrick was about 24°. If 
the real height of this point was 140 miles, its distance from the 
observer was less than 300 miles, which in the direction N. 
W. would make it perpendicular over western New York. 

Agr. VIL—WNotes on Kilauea and the recent Eruption of 
re auna Loa ; by Rev. Trrus Coan.* oe 

~ Tave but recently returned from a tour of nearly two hundred 
miles—embracing the shores of Puna, a visit to old Kilauea, and 
an'ascent to the seat of the late eruption on Mauna Loa. On this’ 
expedition I was accompanied by two sons of Mr. Alexander, oue of 
Mrs. Chamberlain ‘s, three of Mr. Lymaii’s, and one of my own. Our 
route through Puna you will remember with all its “Wous.” You 
recollect the limpid lake, full of mullet, at Kean ; the green lake 
i'a crater at Kapolo; the hot pool in the cavernfat Opihikao; the 
tepid lake at Kalepena ; the fissure bath at Kahaualea; the salt- 
orks at Kealakomo, &c. From the last named place, which is 

the farthest point you visited, we ascended a precipice of 100U feet 
and'in one day reached Kilauea. Here we spent one night, and 
Were cheered and entertained’ by the brilliant fireworks of old 
Mother Pele. I had visited this scene in March, and found the ac- 
tion in the crater much increased. On this occasion the action was 
Still more intense. The great dome, one mile and a-half in circuit, 
and several hundred feet high, has now lost its key stone, and the’ 

massive arch is fallen in. ‘The orifice on the summit is some two 
hundred eet in diameter, and down this opening you look directly 
Upon the raging lake below. On one side the dome is rent from 
the base to the summit, aud through this fissure, smoke and lavas 

* From a Letter addressed to 0. 8, Lyman, dated Hilo, Hawaii, July 31, 1952. 
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pass off from the boiling chaldron. ‘This fiery lake, so long com 
cealed by the ponderous dome, is gradually rising and lifting and 
rending the superincumbent strata of which the great dome is 
co mposed, and threatening at no distant day to engulf the whole 
overhanging mass within its burning bowels.* Crag after crag, 
and mass after mass, are being loosened from the walls of this 
fiery orifice and precipitated like an avalanche into the abyss be 
low. Thus the conflict will go on, until the old furnace of Vul- 
can opens to view in all its original dimensions, and beens 

we took a northwest course toward the seat of the late eruption. — 
For three miles we had a good path and passed through immense — 
fields of Ohelo, a variety “ee whortleberry. bapa then entered2 — 
thick forest, about four miles deep. From this we issued into al — 
open field of lava, sprinkled rie shrubbery, seit inhabited by — 
wild goats, wild geese and wild birds. On, on we went, clit 
ing and still climbing, until the crater and the bpateified river, for 
which we were toiling, came into view, and at night we encamped 
within five miles of the cone whose awful thunderings and glaring 
fires spread such consternation in February and Mare 
Taking an early start the next morning, at eight, A. M., We 

stood on the summit of this cone and surveyed it with perfect ) 
composure. It is now extinct, with the exception of some 
and steam from some of the crevices. We went round it, overit 

and into it. It is seventy-four chains in circumference at its hase, 
nearly five hundred feet high, and has a erater four: hundred oF 
five hundred feet deep. It is an irregular, hollow, truncate coue 
I found its symmit to be a little higher above the sea than Hale — 
kala on Maui, which is 10,000 feet, and which was in pe view: 

Mauna Kea was also standing tindoveieel-3 in bold relief, t 

in sublime grandeur to the heavens. 
"rom this summit, we could also survey t the cooled stream 

down the mountain side, over the blackened scoria plains, fat 
into the forests of Hilo. Byron’s Bay, also, and the shores of 
Hilo, lay like a map at our feet. 
At several points at the base of the mountain, yr in ihe forests; 

the lava was still smoking, but for the most part it was facet 
and the atmosphere was so pure and so free from soak that we 
enjoyed a most grand panoramic scene. W here the molten stream 
issued from the crater it made an opening in the rim, throug! 
which it Hoveng with great rapidity. From the erater seve 

* The reader will thictbae that this lake is in the crater of Kilauea, at its 
southernmost extremity, and covers but a small part of its whole although 
enh dome which has covered it is 1800 to 2400 feet in diameter at at base. ya? 
hen fully open, measures 1000 feet by 1500 in a diameter. 

H 
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miles down the mountain the stream is half a mile wide, but at 
the base of the mountain it spreads to the breadth of three or four 
miles. In some places it formed a multitude of channels, and en- 
closed numerous islands of ancient lava and scathed and charred 
forest trees. The whole length of the stream, including its wind- 
ings, may be forty or fifty miles, and it approached within about 
ten miles of Hilo. 

T engaged men to cut through the forest from Hilo, find the 
terminus of the stream, trace it through the woods, meet me on 
the mountain, and lead me down the channel to Hilo. But the 
men did not commence in season, so that we had left the moun- 
tain by another route before they came up. This was a disappoint- 
ment, as | had intended to measure and know definitely how 
hear the eruption approached us, and whether its direction would, 
probably, have brought it to our station. These facts I have yet 
to determine. 
Had the flow been direct, and had it been confined toa channel 

of half a mile in breadth, it would have reached the shore in less 
than two days. But its consistency was so great, its windings so 
humerous, and the obstacles in its track so many, that, although 

€ great fountain played furiously for twenty days, still the 
stream spent itself in the inland regions. And there it now lies 
like a petrified serpent, stiffened in death in the forests behind us. 

ut to return to our point of view onthe cone. What acontrast ! 
This Whole frowning pile on which we stood was but recently a 
glaring pyramid of fire, and from this dark throat, down which we 
how calmly gazed, ascended a fiery column a thousand feet in di- 
ameter and seven hundred feet high, with mutterings and roarings 

at might make the stoutest heart “fear and quake.” ‘This 

and feeling its hot flashes on my very cheek ; and the place 
Where I then kept vigils through the live-long night, and saw, 
aud heard, and felt things unutterable. Now, all was calm as 
death—all still as the grave—all wild and desolate as chaos. _ 

I found sulphur and gypsum in small quantities, but I noticed 
Its, 

abundant till we reached the cone where it covers the whole 
TeZion to the depth of five or ten feet. 

ND Serizs, Vol, XV, No, 43,—Jan., 1853. 9 



66 Meteorological Observations from Samoa to Valparaiso. 

Arr. IX.— Temperature of the air and surface water of the Sea, 
taken on a voyage from Samoa to Valparaiso, in 1841; by 
W. C. CunnincHam.* 

1. FROM THE HARBOR OF APIA, ISLAND OF UPOLU, TO TAHITI. 

Date. | Latitude. | Longimde. | Winds. Sea.t | Air.t Weather. 

May 11 15° 2’S| 172° W. N.E. 71e30- | 77 e. 
12 15 02 172 °37’ SS.E. 184 78 |showery. : 
13 16 04 - E. by S. 78°10 78 j\do, heavy rains. 
14 17-27 174. °48 SE. 18° 78 |dark. 
15 17 58 174 ‘16 E. 78° 77 fine but cloudy. 
16 18 “50 178 41 SE. 18° 76 0. do. 
be 19 °47 178 -28 S.E. 18 76 \clear. 
18 19 °37 172 41 8. TT 71 clear and fine. 
1 19°67 170 47 Ss. 76° 75 \clondy. 
20°]. 90-21. *). tee S by E. | 764 74 cloudy. 
2] 20 "16 167 °21 S.by E. | 764 72 \cloudy. 
22 20 -18 167 -03 Var. 76° 74 clear. 
25 21 -09 166 °37 Ss. 74-3 76 \dark. 
24 2) 46 164 29 8. 15° 75 ‘eloudy 
25 26 °30 163 33 S. 16° 744 ‘fine. 
26 19 “52 163 “01 S. vb 75 dark, 
27 19 -23 161 53 S.E. 73° 75 | do. 
28 7 162 22 S.E 13° 76 |fine. 
29 | 21-04 162 54 S.S.E. 2 76 |cloudy 
30 | 21-16 162 -46 E.S.E. 71 76 \cloudy. 

‘00 162 “45 72 76 «clear, 
June 1 22 06 160 “48 Var. 4 76 fine. 

2 46 161 °19 S.S.W. 14: 74 \clear. 
PAE S.. 160 00 44: _15 _ |fine,at Rarotonga 

11 | 22 21 160 -20 E 3 72 fine. 
12 22 -24 160 25 E q3° 72 | do. 
13 22 “49 159 33 Var. 13° 72 | do. 
14 22 2 158 “54 E.by S| 72 42.) do. 
15 22 +25 159 87 NINE. "1: 714 | do. 
16 22 37 159 05 Var 71 71 \at Mangaia. | 

17 Var. | 70 71 fine. 
18 : S.S.E. 68° 42 | do. 
19 | 21-39 156 “42 S.E. 68° 72 \dark. 
20 | 21 -06 155 47 S.S.E 68 78 | do. 
21 | 20 53 154 20 SS.E 68 74 fine. 

20°38) 152 “34 S.S.E. 68 76 | do. 
23° | 20 21 151 S.E. 70 76 | do. 

19 -10 151 “11 S.E. 71 76 | do. 
25 : ‘ E. 5 Tahiti. 

* The above table of meteorological observations were received by the writer 
long since, with a letter dated Taleuhuano, Chili. Mr. dling 8 1840, was 
a Coneul at the Samoan or Navigator Islands in the Pacific, where the 
wri i leagure of making his acquaintan peculiar interest since the route travelled is FE ehiscn oleeed ote ve by veel . 

ean temperature. + Mean 
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2. FROM TAHITI TO VALPARAISO. 

Date. | Latitude. | Longitude.| Winds. | Sea.* | Air.* | Remarks, | 

Aug. 26 189-77’ | 151° 01 S.E 73 fine. . 
27 20 10 | 151 °33 S.E. 72 75 clear. 
28 22 -02 | 152 -06 BH, 1" Fe "5 | do. 
29 22-18 | 152 -45 S.E. 45 73 | do. 

22 -30 | 151 °38 Var. 76 72 | do. 
23-15 | 152 -47 S.E. 68 72 | do. 

Sept. 1 24-24 | 152 -51 S.S.E 68 72 | do. 
2 25 14 | 152 -12 N.N.E. 69 72 cloudy, 
3 26-13 | 151 ‘41 S.W. 69 70 Iel 
4 27-18 | 150 -47 S.W. 65 66 {fine 
5 28 -46 | 149 -49 S.W. 63 68 |elear. 
6 28 -40 | 149 -49 S.W. 62 66 | do 
7 29 “21 150 -21 W. 61 65 |rains. 
8 30 19 | 151 -40 8.E. 60 65 |cloudy. 
9 31°30 152 -48 S.E 58 60 |squally; dark. 

10 | 32-30 | 152 -46 S.E. 58 6 do. do. 
11 33 45 | 151 56 Var 58 574 ‘cloudy. 
12 | 34-42 | 150 -27 Var 56 58 ‘thick and cloudy. 
3 5 43 | 148 53 N.E. 56 56 ‘cloudy. 
4 36 ‘50 | 147 +15 N.E. 56 56 clear. 
5 9 | 146 87 Var. 554 | 55 cloudy. 
6 39 -23 | 145 -38 N.E.E. 53 52 | : 
7 40 -18 | 148 -48 .E. 51 rain; dark 
8 | 40-01 | 141 19 N.E. 52 52 | do. squally 
9 89 -05 | 139 ‘11 N.N.E. 55 54 
0 | 38 24 | 136 58 | N.by W.] 56 55 ft 
1 09 | 134-08 | N.IN.W.| 56 | 54 | d 

22 | 37-42 | 180 N.N.E. 56 55 cloudy. 
23 | 37-23 | 197-22 | N.N.W.| 55 54 rains. 
24 | 36-52 | 124 v6 | N.N.W. 54 | do. 
‘ 37 ‘05 | 121 -00 N.W. 58 57 ‘clear. 
26 87-05 | 117 -32 WwW. 56 55 | do. 
27 37 +11 114 +18 NW. 56 54  squally. 
28 | 37-03 | 112 -19 Var. 58 | 57 | do. 
29 386-47 | 108 58 NW. 57 55 clondy. 
380 36-48 | 106 -31 W. 57 55 | do. mild. 

Oct. 86-29 | 104 +12 Var. 58 | 57  ‘squally 
2 36 -22 | 103 -30 ar. 55 56 | do. 

3 | 86-42 | 101 ov | NNW. | 58 56 cloudy. 
4 |} 3712 97 06 W. 58 57 | d 
5 | 86 58 94-30 | W.N.W. | 58 56 dd 
6 87-11 90 -20 W.N W. 56 54 clear 

7 | 86-18 | 88-11 | WNW. | 57 | 55° d 
8 35 -28 84 -5d NW. 56 56 soda 

9 ‘14 | 82-08 | NW. 54 | 56 | do 
10 34 -06 q4 9 Var 57 57 | do 
11 0 43-06 S.W eas 56 ne 

12 84 -48 42 +10 NN.E 57 57 | do. 
13 33. -89 72 +40 N. 56 57 | do. 
14 33 °33 42 -5U NW. 56 57 do. 

fe 7° 38°40 72-04 Ss. 56 56 | do. 
16 55 54 | do. 

nee a OE aK: at Valparaiso. 

* Mean temperature. 
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68 On a Binocular Microscope. 

Art. X.—WNotice of a Binocular Microscope; by J. L. Rippett. 

I pevisEp last year, and have lately constructed and used, a 
combination of glass prisms, to. render both eyes simultaneously 
serviceable in microscopic observation. 

Behind the objective, and as near thereto as econ epcy “ 
light is equally divided, and bent at right angles, and m 
travel in opposite directions, by means of two rectangular mien 
which are in contact by their edges somewhat ground away. 
reflected rays are received at a proper distance for binocular vision, 
upon two other rectangular prisms, and again bent at right angles; 
being thus either completely inverted, for an inverted microscope} 
or restored to their first direction, for the direct microscope. 
outer prisms may be cemented to the inner, by Canada balsam; 
or left free, to admit of adjustment to suit different observers. 
Prisms of other form, with due arrangement, may be substituted. 

I find the method is applicable with equal advantage, to every 
grade of good lens, from Spencer’s best sixteenth, to a common 
three inch magnifier; with or without oculars or erecting eye 

died 
Ereniith and depth, whatever power hemay employ. Objects ate 
seen holding their true relative positions, and Wearing their 
shapes. A curious exception must be made. In viewing opake 
solid bodies, with one eye-piece to each eye, depression appears 
as elevation, and elevation as depression, forming a singular illu- 
ion. For instance, a metal spherule appears as a glass 

silvered on the under side ; anda crystal of galena, like an empty 
box. By the additional use of erecting eye-pieces, the images 
become normal and natural. Match “drawings of any solid ob- 
ject, made from each eye-piece, by the aid of the camera Jucida, 
when properly placed in the common stereoscope, appear to stand 
out in natural relief. hese, if engraved and printed in the propet 
position with respect to each other, might find an appropriate 
place in books on the arts and sciences. 

In constructing binocular eye-glasses, I use, for lightness and 
economy, four pieces of common looking-glass, instead of prisms: 

With these instraments, the microscopic: dissecting knife cat 
be exactly guided. The watch-maker and artist can work undef 
the binocular eye-glass, with certainty and satisfaction. In look- 

jutervening spaces, the thickness of which can be correctly est 
mated. Blood corpuscles, usually seei as flat disks, loom out a8 
oblate spheroids. In brief, the whole microscopic world, as thus 
displayed, ss a tenfold greater interest, in every phase eX 
hibiting, in a new light, beauty — symmetry indescribable. 

University of La, New Orleans, Oct, 1, 185 
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Arr. XI.—On a new Method of Illuminating Opake Obj 
for the high powers of the Microscope:—and on a 
Achromatic Condenser ; by J... Rippeut. 

ects, 
new 

Tne front or terminal combination of the objective, is made to 
condense light upon the opake object, by sending rays of light 
from behind, through the marginal border of the lens. 
To accomplish this, a circular disk of fine plate glass, say near 

a fourth or fifth part as thick as the diameter of the lens, is bevel- 
ed on its outer margin, by grinding and polishing to an angle of 
45°, A hole is drilled through the center of the disk, of a diame- 
ter, say two-thirds, three-fourths or four-fifths (dependent upon 
the angle of aperture,) as great as that of the lens. The margin 
of this hole is also bevelled at an angle of 45°, down to a clean 
sharp edge. Both rings of bevels are on the same side of the 
glass, so that if considered as projected, the lines would cross each 
other at right angles. 

I find no insurmountable difficulty, in giving an exquisite form 
and finish to these disks. I mount and revolve the disk on a 
good rose lathe ; at the same time the grinding or polishing tool 
is revolved by an overhead motion, the spindle carrying the tool 
being mounted upon a slide rest, and admitting of a protrusive 

he. 

being thrown upon the disk, in the direction of the axis of the 
objective, from below in the direct, from above in the inverted 
Microscope, a ring of parallel rays is sent, by two successive in- 
ternal reflections from the bevelled surfaces, so that, with direc- 
ton reversed, the light traverses the outer margin of the object- 
ive, and by it is condensed upon the object in focus. ' 

I tested this method of illumination in March last, sufficiently 

to be satisfied of its great value; more especially where the ob- 
Jéctive is of very short focal distance, and where consequently, 
other means of illuminating opake objects, cannot, on account of 
the nearness of the objective to the object, be resorted to. 

New kind of Achromatic Condenser suggested. 

A larger, thicker, ‘similarly bevelled disk, with the bevels on 
pposite sides of the plate glass, and their lines of inclination co- 
Incident, would probably serve ‘as an efficient achromatic con- 
denser of parallel rays. By attaching centrally, on the side op- 

te the bevel, achromatic lenses of proper size, or a good 
doublet combination, a most valuable form of achromatic conden- 
Ser, would I think be produced, useful for general microscopic 

uination. { have not yet put the plan in practice. 
University of La, New Orleans, Oct. 4, 1852. 



70 On the Paramecium aurelia. 

Art. XII.—On the Paramecium aurelia; by Ocpen Roop, A.B. 

[Read before the Berzelian Society of Yale College, Nov. 30.] 

vine accidentally produced a large crop of the Paramecinm 
aurelia in an infusion of hay, I was tempted from their very 
abundance to make some observations. One of the most re- 
markable features of this animalcule is the possession of two 
or more star-like contractile vesicles. Ehrenberg, according to 
Pritchard, ‘considers the rays of the star-like vesicle as a ductus 
spermatici, which is long and enters the ovarium at many points.” 

It will be seen by an attentive examination 
that the said duct discharges into, and not from, 
the vesicle a quantity a liguid which distends 
and fills it in about a minute, when the vesicle 
contracts ejecting the laid from the body by a 
small opening: then the ducts empty into the 
vesicle their immediate contents and afterwards 

from water ; the most natural conclusion then 
is that it is water. On placing a number of 
these animalcules in water mixed with indigo 1g 
and compressing the drop so that they shall be held nearly star 
tionary, but by no means crushed, the action is apparent; the 
indigo with the water is seen to enter by the mouth near the 
middle of the body, and at the bottom of the mouth the pigment 
is rolled around till it forms a ball: meanwhile the ducts are seet 
to distend conveying the water from the mouth into the respect 
ive cavities. If this view of the matter be correct, the P. aurelia 
is not, as was formerly supposed, possessed of male organs. I 
have not been able, except in two or three doubtful cases, to trace 
“ ducts completely to the mouth. The vesicles with the duets 

situated near the surface and immediately under the investing 
reidaiioceae being thus out of the way of foreign bodies intro- 
duced into the interior of the animalcule. It is to be remar 
that the cavity into which the ducts empty is not one fortuitously 
formed in the mobile substance of the body, but is lined with @ 
distinct membrane. This can be observed by cautiously erush- 
ing an individual so as merely to rupture the integument, whet 
the contents peur out: the vesicle with the water contained in it 
will then pass out without breaking up and mixing with the 
surrounding particles, The action of the cilia Rsroanans the 
body would seem to be involuntary, for when the body is 

é 
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broken and the contents pouring out, they continue their motion 
with unabated vigor, differing in this respect from those of the 
mouth. . 5 
When a number of these animalcules are dried on a plate of 

thin glass and afterwards heated to redness, an inorganic residue 
temaits corresponding to each individual. This residue although 
not differing materially in shape from the original, yet has = 2 
been so much shrunk that it is not more than one-fourth 
of its size. On treating it with hydrochloric acid it is 

Di 
0 passing a feeble galvanic current through water containing 

these animalcules, on the circuit being completed, a streak o 
organic matter begins to form between the poles, but nearer the 
hegative ; animalcules in the neighborhood and those touching 

move no more. Examined with a high 
power, neither mouth nor body cilia are 
seen to be in action; the body may be ob- 

aay those which approach near the poles, 
Cischarging their entire contents; these Ee. 

duced, but in no case could it have been larger than ;3,th of an 
Inch, even after the lapse of several minutes. 

0 the application of different reagents these effects followed : 
alcohol soon caused the action of the mouth to cease which was 
shortly followed by the cessation of the action of the body cilia 
—deat of course ensuing; often the soft contents contracted 
leaving a portion of the integument unoccupied. Phosphate of 
Soda caused death in a few minutes; sulphate of magnesia, chlo- 

o ammonium, acetate of lead, and perchlorid of mercury 
Catlsed death immediately. Cyanid of potassium the same, 
attended by instant rupture of membrane and violent discharge 
of Contents. When a quantity of oxalate of ammonia is added 
0 the water in which they are swimming, its immediate effect is 
‘0 stupefy ; the action of the mouth and of the cilia cease and 
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Neither ferricyanid of potassium nor neutral chromate of potash 
cause death, at least not under several hours. his last fact sug- 
gests the possibility of chemically injecting, even while living, 
these and other species of infusoria, by the mixture of proper re- 
agents causing colored precipitates. The precipitation would 
probably take place not only in the surrounding fluid but also in 
the body of the animalcule, thus demonstrating its structure. 

Art. XIII.—On the Causes which may have produced Changes 
in the Earth’s Superficial Temperature; by W. Hoprxtys, 
Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Pres. G.S., and Pres. Cambridge Phil. Soc.* 

Havine discussed the operation of internal and external causes 
on the temperature of the surface of the earth, I now proceed to 
the consideration of the influences of superficial causes depend- 
ing on the configuration of land and sea, and on the oceanic cul 
rents which result from such configuration, or are greatly modi- 
fied by it. The admirable map of isothermal lines by Humboldt 
and Dove, embodying, as it does, all the best-established observa 
tions on temperature in all the accessible regions of the earth, 
affords us data for this investigation far superior to all we have 
hitherto possessed. Every geologist is aware how long and ably © 
Sir Charles Lyell bas advocated the efficiency of the above-met- — 
tioned causes of change of climatal conditions; but before the — 
publication of this isothermal map, the geologist had no adequate — 
means of estimating numerically the effects which these causes 
were capable of producing. The want of this quantitative eval- | 
uation of the intensity of assigned causes has hitherto necessarily _ 
given to the theoretical views founded upon them much of 4 — 
conjectural character, which it is my object with the improved 
means we possess, as far as possible to remove. | 

very separate configuration of land and sea which we may — 
suppose to have existed at any assigned geological period would | 

strict myself to the examination of those hypothetical case’ 
which, according to the general views of different geologists 
may have been actual cases during the later periods of geological 
history ; and my more especial object will be, moreover, to ascel- | 
tain whether any of these supposed configurations will enable "S — 
to account for the cold of the glacial period in our own region of 
western Europe ; and, if so, which of them must be regarded ® _ 
most effective for this purpose. ai | 

* From the Quarterly Jour. Geol, Soc., viii, p. 56.—In citing this memoir, we omit | 
Part I, which treats of the Siang gg Barth's jotaale Heat and of the Het 
radiating from external bodies on the Earth’s superficial temperature 
gument is mentioned in this Journal, [2], vol. xiv, p. 282.—Eps. 
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tose parts of the ocean through which they pass, and conse- 
Wently also that of the superincumbent atmosphere, and thus 
cailses the isothermals to deviate to the north of their normal po- sitions, . “Thus an examination of all the principal deviations of 

Hents are the principal general causes which produce irregularities 

in the forms of those lines; and, moreover, a know | 
catises enables us to: assign to. the isothermals their approximate 

land and ‘sea should be different from that which obtains 
‘he different hypothetical cases for which I shall endeavor to 
1) ne the isothermal lines are'the following :— ot 
rhe configuration of land and sea the same as at present, y 
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3. ) The basin of the Atlantic from the Tropic to the North 
Sea converted into land, uniting the old and new continents. ~~ 

rge portions of the continents of Euro Nor 
Ametica submerged beneath the surface oe the ocean, and 7 
Gulf-stream diverted into some other cour 

e consideration of st eases will siniaey the first Sect 
of this part of the mem 

10. The snow-line, or pone line on the side of a mountain abe 
which the snow never disappears at any season of the year, bears 
aft important relation to glaciers, since it divides that higher re- 
gion, in which productive agencies prevail in augmenting super- 
ficially the mass of a glacier, from the lower region, in whi 
the destructive agencies predominate. It is essential to our in- 
vestigations to know the vertical distance which existing glaciers 
usually descend beneath the snow-line, that we may be able to 
judge by analogy of the selacars distances to which ancient gle 
ciers may have descend i 

As Ke heorw from the surface of the earth, the mea 
temperature decreases according to laws which have ber approx: — 
imately dodaci’ by observation. If this temperature, there 
fore, at any proposed place be greater than 32° F., we shall arrit® 
at this latter temperature only at a certain elevation above the 
earth’s surface. A line on the side of a erie, or an imagiu- 
ary line in space, along which the mean annual temperature 8 — 
32° F., I define as the dine of 32° F. Its height can be approx 
imately calculated for any place at which the mean annual tear 
perature is known. In sufficiently low latitudes it will be ata 
considerable height above the earth’s surface, but will descend 
the surface along the mean annual isothermal of 32° F. as | 
proceed into higher latitudes. The relative heights of this line 
and of the snow-line at the present time depend on ciret 
ces. It is essential to ascertain these circumstances and their in- 
fluence, that we may be the better able to estimate the height of f 
the snow-line in the hypothetical cases which I purpose to com — 
sider. We shall then be able, as intimated in the preceding par 
agraphh, to estimate the height above the level of the a to which 
the ancient glaciers may have descended. ©The seco 
of this Part will be vs Rae with the consideration of | a 
seo 22 dn Soe dbg third he caine Section I shall offer some * 

ive claims of the different | peng 
fire sae Seathien ms to form tt ation of geological ra thearies 

§ I. On the Positions of tl the 5 Weineeeba Lines in the above: 
mentioned hypothetical cases. _ 

UL. Taking the first ease; that of the absence of the Gul 
sired, lot os tate 4 bable cot January isother 
mal of 32° F oceedit 
it aftains its these ay see 
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eastern Asia, proceeding thence with a little inclination. towards 
the north until it has passed the Black Sea and arrived at the 
longitude of 20° E. As far as this point we may assume its 
sition to be unaffected by the influence of the Atlantic waters 
warmed by the Gulf-stream. This influence, however, begins 
to show itself immediately to the west of the point above-men- 
tioned, in the irregular and extensive deflection to the northward, 
which there begins to characterize this isothermal. ‘Ilhis deflec- 
tion is not entirely attributable to the Gult-stream, for the Atlan- 
tic Ocean, independently of any warming currents, would un- 

western Europe, and therefore produce northern inflections of the 
Winter isothermals, Another reason for the more northern posi- 
tion of this line in western Europe than in southeastern Asia is 
the absence of that high table-land in the former region which 
characterizes the latter. To represent these influences, I have 
drawa the isothermal for our supposed case so as tu continue to 
the coast the general northward direction which the actual line 
acquires about the 20th degree of longitude. ‘This canses it to 
meet the Atlantic on the extreme western coast of Brittany. If 
We should draw the. isothermal directly west from the meridian 
of 20° of long., it would cause the isothermal of about 24° F, 

80 pass through that point of the coast through which the line of 
=~ fF. passes as | have drawn it, so that S° is thus allowed for 

the influence of the Atlantic Ocean, independently of the Gulf- 
“ain, on the mean January temperature about these parts of the 

Coast of western Europe. The actual temperature of the west, 
Coast of Brittany for January is about 42° F., instead of 32° F., 
%it would be in the absence of the Gulf-stream, according to 

'@ Position of my imaginary isothermal for that case. I am, 
“relore, thus assigning an amount of 10° F. for the influence 

of the Gulfstream on. the January temperature of the coast of 
igh i The whole effect, therefore, of the Atlantic with the 

Gulf-stieam on that coast is thus estimated at 18° F. 

towards the north on the coast of Europe, and to the south on 

the. Oast of America, as is required by the continuity of its eur- 
"Ss AaCross America, and to the west of it, the isot : 
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must manifestly be beyond the influence of the Gulf-stream, and 
our hypothetical line must consequently coincide with it. etd 

It would appear from the existing isothermals, that the Gulf 
stream produces little effect on the temperature, even in winter, 
on the eastern coast of America, as compared with its effect/on 
the western coast of Europe. There are several causes which 
may be assigned for this difference. After the stream has 
the straits of Bahama, it passes into an ocean of which the tem- 
perature is not much inferior to its own, and more norther:y its 
influence must be in some degree counteracted by the cold cut. 
rent proceeding southward throngh Davis’s Straits. Too the in- 
fluence of these causes may be ‘added that of the west winds 
which appear to prevail on the eastern coast of America as well 
as on the western coast of Europe. These, coming from the 
land in the former case, and from the ocean in the latter, tend to 
lower the winter nits eg on the American, while they raise 
it on the European coast. 

The deflection of the actual January isothermal of 32° to the 
northward on the westetn coast of N. America is considerably 
more rapid than that of my hypothetical line on the western 
coast of Europe. It also exceeds that of the lines of 41° and 
50° more than any mere law of continuity would seem to re 
quire. A considerable portion of the deflection is attributable, I 
doubt not, to loeal causes. In fact, a considerable current is 
scribed as setting northward along that coast from about the 45th 
degree of latitude, which may probably account for this extra 
deviation. The rernuinidees must be attributed to the influence of 

the Pacific Ocean, and would probably aecord with the sim 
deflection which I have given to my hypothetical line as arising 
from a similar cause on the western coast of Euro 

Supposing the isothermal we have been cousidering to be cor 
rectly drawn for our hypothetical case, there ean be no doubt, I 
conceive, of the approximate accuracy of the neighboring Jant 
ary isothermals as I have drawn them. In southern Asia t 
are compressed near to each other by the region of maximom 
cold which lies in the northeastern portion of Asia. As they ap 
proach the coast of western Europe they will necessarily bees 
more dilated, as I have represented them. 

12. Let us now examine the probable position of the isothet- 
mals for July in the hypothetical case of the non-existence of 
the Gulf-stream. These lines, it will be observed, as they now 
exist, have an alone a inflection to the north in northeast 
ern Asia. As we proceed westward from that region, they take 
a direction considerably south of west, until they eome under 
the influence of the anomalous temperatures of westert’ Europe 
This influence, however, does not sensibly extend so far south- 
ward in summer as in urs on account of the higher temper 
ture of the northern Atlantic in summer. The July isother 

| SSE ERO ee ee ee ee eee ee 
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of 639-5 F., which passes immediately south of London, seems 
not to feel it in any sensible degree. ‘This isothermal, therefore, 
and all those to the south of it may be considered to have the 
same positions in our hypothetical ease as in the existing one. 
Those immediately on the north of the isothermal of 63°-5 must 
necessarily be approximately parallel to it. We observe also, as 
these lines approach the coast of America, they suffer an anoma- 
lous deflection to the south, due, I imagine, to the polar current 
setting. southwards along that coast from Davis’s Straits, the 
warm season being that in which this cold current would be 
most felt. 1 have drawn the isothermals for our supposed case, 
as independent of these anomalous deviations, and such as their 
actual positions on the east and west of the region of these irreg- 
ular influences obviously indicate. It would hence appear, that 
the Gulf-stream has no sensible influence on the July temperature 
of Loudon, or of places in western Europe further to the south. 
13. We are now prepared to estimate the effect produced by the 

Gulfstream on the mean annual temperature of any assigned 
place. The following are the approximate numerical values of 
the temperatures for January and July, and the mean annnal tem- 
Perature, considered as the mean of those two temperatures, for 

"Me Alps, Snowdon, the northern extremity of Scotland, and cen- 
terof Iceland ; both for the present time, and for our hypothetical 
case, in which, it will be recollected, the configaration of land and 
Sea IS Supposed to be the same as at present, but the Gulf-stream not 
to exist. The temperatures are all determined by Dove’s map. 
: At present, | ~ 4 Without i ets 

H ut in Difference. ee eile eo 
‘! @)\ THE ALPS. Rn CE Cree ey. : 

F ¥ °o " 
Temperature for January $3 38 st gee “4 F. t 39 
Pete. Siete” uly gt, 1S re 
Mean annual temperature, . , 555 ae 53:5 

es ea eNOWnEN... ~ ; | 

Temperature for January, . ; | 38 Ft © 23 F. di 
M OPS ides Ne HR Vy: ae es 61. i ba ° annual temperature, .  , 495 , 42 
NORTHERN EXTREMITY OF BOOTLAND. }}) 2) 

Temperature ¢ for January, . | 868 -F. 12 3 ii 
Mas a dele, coociiact eh aoe Lid 56 
j- "Annual temperature, . . | 46-25 34 

Re ; OF ICELAND, 

Temperature for January, . . | 30 i 92 —4 vo 50 
Vean, ee eer 52 46 
Mean a pti . . . . . 41 pai 

a" smnual temperature,* | 2 | 39 
er cone eat * SGA? RES ada om the f the monthly temperatures. TI an annus 

from tho nes above ivan foe the cihier cases is almost identical with those deduced 
be ae Monthly temperatures, ‘The discrepancy of 3° in the ease of Iceland may 

attributed to local li ray 
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. 14. The next case I have proposed for discussion is that in 
which the Gulf-stream should exist, with a barrier of land con- 
necting Scotland with Iceland, and that island with Greenland. 
Since this barrier would intercept the influx of the Gulf-stream 
into the North Sea, it would very much reduce the temperature 
there, and in all the northern parts of Scandinavia. On_ the 
other hand, the waters of the Gulf-stream, being now confined 
to the northern part of the Atlantic, would considerably raise the 
temperature of that region. According to our preceding esl 
mate, the present increase of mean annual temperature due to the 

Gulf-stream is as follows :— Hi 

18°F. _ in Iceland ; 7°-5 F. at Snowdon ;__ 
~ 129-25 F. in the north of Scotland; 3° F. atthe Alps. _ 

. The mean annual temperature on the south coast of Iceland is 

now about 402. It is, I think, probable that this might be raised 
by 4° or 5° in the case supposed, which would make it approxi 
mate to the mean annual temperature of the English Channel. 
‘This effect on the mean temperature would be due principally to 
the effect on the winter temperature. If this latter were increa 
6° or 7°, and the summer temperature 2° or 3°, the January tem 
perature would be nearly uniform (or the January isothermal - 
would run nearly north and south) from Iceland to the latitude 

of the Alps or central France. The January isothermal of 32° 
now runs north and south through an equal extent of latitude 
rom a point several degrees north of the Arctic circle to the south= 

ern shore of the German Ocean. On the north of the barrier, 01 
the contrary, the variation of temperature would be more rapid 

than at present. | 
15, The next supposed case is that in which the whole Atlan-_ 

tic, from the equator northward to Greenland, Iceland and the 

North Cape, should be converted into land. In this case the! 
would be no reason why the isothermals should not preserve theif 
parallelism, with the exception of merely local deviations, from 
points near the east coast of Asia to corresponding points near the 
west coast of North America. Let us first consider the January 
isothermal of 32° FP. in the northern hemisphere. "os 
_ If we take this line as drawn independently of the disturbing 
influence of the Galf-stream, but supposing the Atlantic still 10 
exist, it is characterized by a northward inflection as it approaches 
the Atlantic, due to the influence of that ocean. In the present 
case there Is ho reason for that inflection, and we may assume 
isothermal to pass nearly in a straight line from the Black Sea 10 
the point where the actual isothermal of 32° F’. meets the coast 
of America. This will render its course nearly a straight line be- 
tween the opposite coast.of the single continent into which the 
two existing continents would be united in the case we are con- 
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sidering. Its course would be very nearly, but not exactly, east 
and west, reaching a rather lower attitude in Asia thamin America, 
in consequence of the high tablelands of southeastern Asia, 9) 

three succeeding existing isothermals to the north on 
Dove’s map (those for 23°, 14°, and 5° F’.) are very nearly paral- 
lel to that of 32°, and equidistant from each other through about 

of long. in Asia, and through 30° of long. in N. America. In 
the intermediate space they are inflected to the north by the 
Atlantic. Their position in our present hypothetical ease would 
doubtless be approximately determined by substituting straight 
ines across this intermediate space, for the actual inflected lines. 
~The present winter isothermals, north of those just mentioned, 

ie more irregular in their course in eastern Asia, as well as 
in North America. In the former region the distance of sneces- 

north pole, inclines considerably towards north-eastern Asia. 
This position must be due, in great measure, I conceive, to the 
influence of the North Sea, warmed as it is by the Gulf-stream. 
i our hypothetical case this cause would be removed, and we 
May conclude that the region of maximum.cold would be situ- 
ated nearly symmetrically with reference to our one great conti- 
nent, but inclined from the pole towards that continent, and from 

great Pacific Ocean situated on the opposite side of the pole. 
The probable longitude of its central poiut would be nearly that 
of the present western coast of Europe. This would bring the 
'sothermals in our hypothetical case, lying on the north of those 
already traced, into approximate. parallelism with the equator be- 
tween the eastern coast of Asia and the western coast of America. 
The distances between them (for such, at least, as should not be 
too far to the north) would necessarily be much the same as be- 
tween those of which the positions have been previously discus- 

tan isothermals of 32°, and the three succeeding it to the 
orth, 

_ The approximate positions of the winter isothermals on the 
South of that of 32°, and in the northern hemisphere, may 
easily inferred in like manner. It is not necessary here to discuss 

tem in detail. z se 
| Let us now take the July isothermals for the northern hemis- 
Phete. In Asia there would seem to be no reason why they 

ould differ materially iv the present case from the actually ex- 
Sting lines. West of the meridian of 60° E. the two lines of 
9 and 41°, delineated on Dove’s map, are manifestly affected 

by the Gulfstream, ‘The next to the south, that of 45°-5, to- 
ssther with the two succeeding lines, follow the inflection of the 
northern coast of Scandinavia, and must be considered as influ- 

Peas: 
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enced ina small degree by the same cause. If we place them a 
little more southward, but still allowing for the tendency of the 
slight northern projection of the continent in that region to inflect 
these summer isothermals to the north, their positions will be ap- 
proximately correct for our supposed ease. Further west we must 
destroy the southward inflections produced by the Atlantic, and 
continue the isothermals almost directly west to the most n north- 
ern points through which the existing ones pass respectively 7 
the northwestern part of N. America, about the meridian of Li 
or 140° of W. long. Se 

_ Again, the isothermal still more to the south may be comeidenll 
as unaffected by the filling up of the Atlantic, at the points at 
which they meet the meridians of 60° E. long. (that of the Ural 
Mountains, ) and at those of 100° to 120° W. long. Straight lines 
joining these respectively would represent the isothermals of the 
— space independently of merely local variations. | 

king the same places as before, we have the sp eperenn ye 
salts i in ae case sagen us fos their spared res -— 

i oo 
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| Mean annual temperature, ne. 555 445 
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| Temperature for Jauuary, . .« 38 F. as a 
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Mean annual temperature, . . A9°5 29-75 
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Mean annual temperature, oh 46 25 
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stream. I shall consider hereafter the manner in which this great 
current may have been arrested, or diverted from its present course. 

In discussing the positions of the isothermal lines for the north- 
ern hemisphere in this case, we may again commence with the 
January line of 32°F. 'There appears no cause for any material 
alteration in its position in southern Asia east of the meridian of 
about the 70th degree of longitude. 'To the west of that meri- 

and probably somewhat more than I have supposed it to be 
ia by the Atlantic, independently of the effect of the Gulf 
Strea 

tn the region of North America the isothermal would depend on 
tie manner in which the Gulf-stream should be diverted from its 
Present course. The neighboring isothermals would follow the 
~ “tse of that of 32° with approximate parallelism. The July 
‘sothermals, which should traverse the sea that we are now sup- 
Pesing to extend nearly as far east as the Ural Mountains, would 
be deflected southward as they are at present on approaching the 
shores of western Europe. It will be observed that the July iso- 

thermal of 63¢-5 intersects the January one of 32° (as I have drawn 
“em for the case previously considered of the absence of the Gulf- 

Stream ) at a point very near the extreme western coast of Brittany 
($ U1, P- 74.) Between this point and the meridian of the Ural 
July tains, the January line would lie more to the north and the 
“Y Ohe more to the south, by the influence of the extended 

ocean. The effect, therefore, would be to equalize in a greater 
me than at present the summer and winter temperatures of 

eased In the Vicinity of the European portions of these lines, 
Sly without producing any material changes in its mean 

Senus, Vol. XV, No, 43—Jan., 1853. 11 
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annual temperature. This tract may be considered as compris 
ing the whole of Central Europe, together with its western pot 
tion from the Pyrenees to the southern shores of the Baltic. It 
is the region in which the geologist is more especially interested 
in tracing the climatal influences of changes in the configuration 
of the earth’s surfacc. I shall therefore endeavor to ascertain from 
more general considerations the probable effect of an extended 
ocean on the winter, the summer, andthe mean annual = 
tures of the region in question. 

17. For this purpose I have deduced from Dove’s map the fol 
lowing results respecting these temperatures for the 20th, 30th, 
40th and 50th parallels of latitude in both hemispheres. 
result given for January is the mean of the January tem 
for all places situated under the corresponding parallel of latithil 
and each result for July is a similar mean for the July temperatures. 
The mean of these is assumed to be the approximate value of 
mean annual temperature of the different parallels respectively : 

ae 

Mean Annual Temperatures of different Parallels of Latitude. 

Diff. Lat.=20° N Lat.=20° 8. Dif, 
cata mean temp. ‘ 08 F. t 14° aay mean temp. 2 U F. t 9? 

"oe annual temp. . . 5b Mean annual temp. . 445 oe 

Lat.=30° N. Lat.=30° 8. s 
cota mean temp. . F. i 20° January mean temp... ‘ F, } 49° 

Mean annual temp. . 68 Mean a temp. . 69 ie 

Lat=40° N. Iat=40°S. 
Jay mean temp. af F, i 35° JanUAEy mean temp. 3 F. b 9° 

Mean wide temp. 545 Mean annual temp. . cee 
Lat.=50° N. Farxianp Istanps.* Lat=50° 8. ; 

ja mean temp. a8 F. } 46° fanny mean temp. a% ' 18° 

Mean nell temp. . 39 Men siding temp. . rae 

We may first remark the striking equality of mean tem peratt ures 
in correspondin g par 
the 40th ts of latitude. 
the above 

rallels north and south of the equ 
The small differences indicated by 

mbers are not to be regarded, ete they lie within 

uator as far as 

the limits of error to which the numbers themselves must neces 
sarily be subject. In the latitude of 50° N. the severe wintereud 
of Eastern Asia and that of the central portions of the North 
American continent reduce the mean Rice to more than 4 

sane 
that tho te 
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lower than that of the Falkland Islands in 50° S. latitude. But 
there are only a few observations recorded either of the January 
or the July temperatures along that southern parallel. 

- There is, on the contrary, a striking contrast between the north- 
ern and southern hemispheres with respect to the difference of 
summer and winter temperatures. 'These differences are iv all 
cases considerably greater, and in the higher latitudes much 
greater, in the northern than in the southern hemisphere. 

rom these results it would appear, that the greater or less ex- 
tent of land or sea has very little effect upon the mean annual 
temperature of an entire parallel of latitudes from the equator to 
about 45° degrees of latitude ; and that beyond that parallel the 
predominance of land diminishes, while that of sea increases the 
mean annual temperature. Also, that a predominance of sea, in 

cases, but especially in the higher latitudes, produces a greater 
equality of summer and winter temperatures. 
18. Again, let us compare the temperatures of different stations 

along the same parallel of latitude, some of these stations being 
Centrally situated as regards the continents, and others as regards 
the sea, » It should here be remarked that the temperatures of the 
Stations in the Atlantic for the 4Uth and 50th degrees of latitude 
must be regarded as partly hypothetical, because I have estimated 
them independently of the influence of the Gulf-stream. e 
following table embodies the results, deduced from Dove’s map, 
for different stations on six parallels from that of 20°'S lat. to that 
of 50°.N. Jat. inclusive : 

Hot eer | j ‘Teniperature. 

Latitud poreetnds | January July. | Difference. | Mean. 

= ° 

vB Tend, .. | RO | TR | TR | 45 F. 
ce es 4 iad ee aor | bly en a 

" é ni rane i : 

-/140 W. Sea, . V7 14 3 165 
re. 

PORra Ute Gia scclae ct weed 5 | fe 
Bo ( M40 W. veg 78 "7 1 175 - Sea, Gd 

" . bike 65 91 26 78 
a. See { 40 W. aa j "1 5 135 
Wee miu. § 100 We Sea, 71 785 75 74°75 
He: : 81: 25:5 68°75 
jena. f io W ad a sé - Te 95 
jo Ci s0-wisea, ! 62 725 | 108 67-25 

© Raat ae 48 FE. Land. 32 79 44 555 
| 0° ; ~e Red oe _ a 24 86 

. 90 W. / 
170 W. os 54 59 5 56:5 
8 ; 0 m1 71 355 

Oe Ml... 30 w. a 26 61 35 43°5 
1) ObWitend |. | (0 61 61. 305 
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On examining this table, we remark that in latitude 20° N, ot 
20° S., the mean of the temperatures of the land stations exceeds 
the mean of the sea stations ; and in latitude 30° N, there is asim- 
ilar small excess. In latitude 40° N. there is no-sensible excess, 
aud in latitude 50° N. the mean of the two land stations is about 
10° less than that of the sea stations. It would thus appear that 
the effect of continents within the first 40° of latitude. has the 
effect of increasing slightly the mean annual temperature of the 
most central parts of such continents, although it would appeat 
from the previous table ($ L7, p. 82) that the existence of such 

stations, compared with that of the sea station, in latitude 50°, is 
large. We might hence be led to conclude that a diminution of 
land and increase of sea along that parallel, such as would result 
from the depression of Europe beneath the ocean, would be at- 

tended with a considerable increase in mean annual temperature 
in the region thus become sea. This effect however would be very 
different in different continental regions along the same parallel. 
The effect would be greatest in the most central parts of the con- 

rope (long. 30° E.) The temperatures of these stations (assum 
ing always the absence of the Gulf-stream) will be— 
Ai jLong 10°R. Dif.) Long. 30° E.| Dit | 

° 
January temperature, 5 dn 4 40 14 B4 
July temperatue, . 654 | 68 
BO ee i 45 | 41 

The mean of 45° and 41° is 43°, which is not 1° less than the 
mean of the two sea stations of the same latitude. This tends to 
prove that the conversion of Europe into sea would have little 
effect on the mean annual temperature of those portions of It 
which lie contiguous to the parallel of 50° latitude, and especially . 
in western Europe, the region, for instance, lying between the 
parallels of the Alps and the southern shores of the Baltic. At 
the same time the winter temperature would be increased and that 
of summer diminished to an equal amouut, since their mean re 

mains the same. If we suppose the change in each of these tem 
peratures to be 4° for the station above-mentioned (long. 10° E.); 
we shall have for that Station,— 

January temperature, . . . . 29°2 20 
July cf on i 7 

45 

Lad ° > - . . 
Mean, -.~.-4 

i 
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At Snowdon, from its greater proximity to the ocean, this 
change in the summer and winter temperatures will be less. If 
we suppose it to be 2°, we shall then have for Snowdon (see 
Table, § 13, p. 77,)— : 

Diff, 
January temperature, . . . . 25° } 
July oa he: cay all 5 3 
UB s. 5: vi set:  dnrial coer ae 

18° or 20° only. This actnal case, however, presents a good 
standard of comparison for our hypothetical case. The Falkland 
Islands, situated in lat. 50° S., and the island of S. Georgia, in 
lat. 54°'S., furnish also good standards of comparison. The con- 
ditions of the station above mentioned in western Europe (long. 
10° E.), and Snowdon, of which the latitude is 53° N., would, 
In'the ease we are discussing (that of the absence of the Gulf- 
stream, and the submersion of Europe), far more resemble the ac- 
tual “conditions of all the above places than they do at the 
present time. We have for the Falkland Islauds,— 

: Diff. 
January temperature, . . . . 52° mr 

ly Benet = 
Ment: sdrenier gamete ¢ . 43 

en the winter and summer temperatures is here less by 16° 
In the other case, Again, we have for the island of 8. 

Diff. 
Jannary temperature, . . + - ee 14° 
July* “ ove i 31 

a Mees S Sige get se ene Ss 

Here the mean temperature is 4° less than the estimated mean 
temperature of Snowdon; and the approximation to uniformity 
of temperature throughont the year much greater. 
~The table given above ($ 17, p. 82) shows the tendency, as I 

have already remarked, of the predominance of sea to equalize the 
simmer and winter temperatures ; and this is in accordance with 
ine fact that there is a greater equality of those temperatures in the 
“alkland Islands and §. Georgia, than in the corresponding north- a ey 

* This tem 3 : ‘eee 
i  “™Mperature is not certain, even should the map be exact, since there 

Geese? isothermal given z “the southern hemisphere quite so far south as South 
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ern latitudes. It also appears from the table just referred to, that 
for the latitudes there given above 40°, the mean temperature fora 
whole parallel of latitude is higher in the south than for the cor 
responding parallel in north latitude. Now if this be due to the 
predominance of sea in the southern, and of land in the northem 
hemisphere, it would appear that the mean annual temperature of 
a sea station on the parallel of 50° N. latitude, would not ex 
that of a similar sea station in equal 8S. latitude, unless the tem 
peratures should be materially influenced by local causes. 
the lower temperature of the Falkland Islands, as compared with 
that of the corresponding northern parallel, must be due either t 
local influences, or to too high an estimate of the mean annual 
temperature in western Europe in the hypothetical case of the 
absence of the Gulf-stream. I am disposed to attribute it to the 
latter reason. The temperature of the Falkland Islands may be 
depressed by a southern continent not very distant from thet), 
and by consequent acenmulations of ice ; but it would seem that 
the region of western Europe about the parallel of 50° would, 1 
the absence of the Gulf-stream, be liable to an equal similar ir 
fluence from the Scandinavian region. 1 am disposed, therefote, 
to think that the isothermal lines for this case, represented on the 

map, ought to meet the coast of western Europe at points ralf 
more southerly, so as to indicate temperatures for each Joeality 
about 2° or 3° lower than those now indicated. I might have — 
made this correction on the map, but, as the determination of the — 
positions assigned to these isothermals was entirely independe? 
of any comparison with places in the southern hemisphere, 

have thought it better to allow them to remain, as a proof 
approximate accordance of results arrived at by independent col 
siderations. These corrected positions of the isothermals wow 
assign to Snowdon, in the absence of the Gulf-stream, a mea 
annual temperature of 39° or 40°. 

9. In more northern latitudes than that of Snowdon, our fore- 

going reasoning would lead us to conclude that the mean anni 
h 

but only in a comparatively small degree for insular stations and 

re is 
and of Iceland, under our present hy pothesis, may be taken some 
what greater than those given in the table of ¢ 13, p. 91, 
the case in which the absence of the Gulf-stream was a 
The temperature of the Alps would probably differ little: from | 
that given in the same table. The correction mentioned 10 pe 
preceding paragraph, if adopted, must, of course, be applied 
to these temperatures. 

(To be continued.) 
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Arr. XIV.—T'he Relations of Cells to the Physical and Teleo- 
logical views of Organization; by W. I. Buryett, M.D., 
Boston. ; 

Tue cell is the fundamental unity of organized forms. It is 
the chosen material form throngh which organization gains its 
first expression. T'o use a meta hor, it is the only altar on which 
life and matter are married, to pursue together a common an 
definite end. 

These premises being true, as all modern inquiry clearly proves, 
We can justly seek froma study of this cell, a manifestation of 
‘the conditions of organization, as far as they are capable of 

being made evident through material forms. We can also ex- 
pect, by a consideration of these conditions, to be able to com- 

prehend the higher and ulterior relations of organization as oc- 
curring in permanent individual forms. 
_ Two dissimilar views of the real nature of organization have 
been urged in modern times. 

That the bearings of the subject in question may be fully un- 
derstood, a brief description of both of these views is here re- 
quired. The first is, that every individual organism exists in 
virtue of a predominant idea: this idea, therefore, preceded the 
organism, of which this last is the true material manifestation. 

Simply a colligation of molecules of plastic matter occurring 
under the direction of a determinate idea or force. Th 

tween them a broad distinction can be drawn. 
_ Thus, onr. idea of life is necessarily connected with, and de- 
Pendent upon, that of organization; becanse, from the limitations 
of experience, Wwe have not, and cannot conceive of it as a dis- 
tinet and separate entity. On the other hand, our conception of 

"Ss determinate idea, or that of the individuality of organiza- 
: although. involving some of the same data as that of life, 
occurs from relations ‘sufficiently dissimilar, to show well its dis- 

Thus, while our idea of life is only coéxistent with 
es of organization ; our idea of this individuality is not only 

fent, but necessarily preéxistent to it. We do not compre- 
hend life except in conjunction with matter under peculiar forms : 
Me the other hand we conceive of this determinate idea or 

"ality, a8 existing before a trace of organization appears. 
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This view of organization, which widely separates the organic 
from the inorganic world, as we can comprehend each through 
the expression of their forces ;—which gives an inherent dignity 
to individual existence, because there is always an end in view,— 
this view of organization, I repeat, is called the teleological one. — 

The other and second view is fundamentally different. Adopt- 
ing it, one does not recognize that the forces of organized are 
more in number, or different in character from those of unorgall 

ized matter;—the fact of organization being due to a certain 
combination of powers possessed by all material forms. And 
when this combination has once taken place, there necessarily — 
results, in virtue of it and the forces impressed on matter in Its 

beginning, a certain end which is called individual existence. 
The common: phenomena of organization, therefore, are due t0 
the blind working of the laws of necessity, and which are irre — 
spective of any purpose; they also involve no conditions excepr 

~ = 

ing those properly belonging to Chemistry and Physics. 
According to this view also, the so-called “ individual adapta 

tion” does not result from a determinate idea seeking an expre 
sion, but rather ensues from a combination of blind forces, which 
the Deity impressed upon matter in the beginning. “Design 
nature, therefore, is only another set of terms for necessity of 
physical condition, Again, when we see the habits and col 
formation of an animal svited to the circumstances under which 
it is found, we are not to attribute this to an idea preéxisting all, 
and thus seeking its material expression; but are to regard 
waole in the light of a necessity; for the very fact of the exist 
ing state of conditions implies that, were they different, the ani | 
mal would not exist ; and therefore the very data we reason from; 
determine the idea of necessity as far as justly applicable © + 
works of an almighty power. si 

This view of nature which ranges all its phenomena under the — 
domain of physical forces, thus giving, in one sense, the same — 
dignity to inorganic as to organic forms,—this view of organize — 
tion, I repeat, is called the physical one. 1 fae ES 
~_ In this brief description of these two widely dissimilar views 
of organization, I may have failed to express clearly the grounds 
—— distinction; for nothing is more difficult than the 

We will how turn to the arguments for and against each of 

these views, at least as far as dependent upon cell-studies. 
The first question is, does the adaptation perceived in the oF 

ganic, differ in character from that perceived in the i 
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world? An affirmative answer must, I think, be given to this 
question. The adaptation seen in the inorganie world has refer- 
euce only to existing circumstances, and the only surety of its 
continuation is in the persistence of the forces on which it de- 
] - Such, for instance, is that of the planetary system. It 
4s properly called an adaptation only in virtue of the existing har- 
Mony found. But this harmony, however perfect, indicates no 
definite end, which is the final reason of its existence. 
On the other hand, with organic nature, other and different re- 

tations are seen. For besides the adaptation just spoken of, and 
which conduces to its general harmony with matter, there is su- 
peradded an individual adaptation of the whole, for an end, 
Seemingly in view from the beginning. Indeed, we can truly say 
with Kant, that this end constitutes the very definition of an or- 
ganized form. 
Ib all our investigations into the structure of animals and » 
Plants, we involuntarily (in one sense) proceed upon the princi- 

nothing was made in vain. If at any time we have 
even a misgiving of the whole truth of this principle, our scien- 
tific ardor, as hopeful of real results, is immediately relaxed, not 
to say harmed. This. involunta mission of a doctrine, shows 
how Secretly yet how firmly is our mind, iu its study of natu 
Phenomena, linked with the teleological view of organization.* 
We cannot free ourselves from it, any more than we can free 

ves from the silent yet constant admission of the truth of 

ale great physical doctrine that nothing comes by chance. 'This 
‘Westion, therefore, which I have put, might well seem not only 
Stperfluous, but highly unphilosophical. Bat I was led to com- 
Meuce with it from the fact. that a very sagacious mind,} thinks 

. Meorrectly answered in the negative. We will, however, pur- 
Sue this subject a little farther. I have said that the adaptation 
the inorganic world has reference to existing circumstances 

only, while that of the organic world beside being individual, 
has always reference to events or contingencies of the future. 
This point is well illustrated in the phenomena of reproduction. 

animals were first created, the footing on which they 
_, enced life, was the same in each. But why, accepting the 
Physical view of organization, were their powers of reproduction 
formed exactly in accordance with their probabilities and hiabili- 
ties of €Xistence, as all zoological experience constantly shows 

this prin le in the 
hat t 

be tr i the strength and ever-constant presence of 

Lad of evvat Hetiralists, has been the grand secret of their 
is so the insta f many notable men, might be adduc , 

ieee of Cuvier this was riatmaientie aie and it served as an ever-faithful in- 
to to him domains of knowledge hitherto untrodden. There is an- 

based y, ist now living, whose splendid labors, as I know personally, have been 
i Upon this same principle. 

Schwann, Mikroscop. a é&c., or Sydenham Soc, Ed, p: 187. — 

Stooxn Serius, Vol, XV, No, 43,—Jan, 1853. 12 

a 

- this 
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is true? It is the characteristic of physical forces that they act 

on the probability of future contingencies. The amount of ant 
mal and vegetable life on the earth’s surface, in localities not dis 
turbed byehuman or other agencies of an accidental nature, has 

the mutual relations of animals and vegetables exist now as we 
have reason to believe they did in the beginning. 

There is no evidence that there has hitherto been a bonsai 
oscillation, and that the present rest and harmony is one ulti 
mately and neenanent yg gained. Now in all these animals and 
patiang we find their reproduetive powers, the capacity of theit 
organs of generation, exactly in accordance with their liabilities 
to destruction. Were this the place, the truth of this remark 
might be illustrated by many special instances. But it is evi 
dent that by this almost prescient adaptation, the numerical rela- 
tions of species are preserved unchanged ; and those who are 
miliar with the leading results of zoological research at the pres: 
ent day, can scarcely entertain this subject in the light of a 
question 

The next point of discussion is, whether, admitting organization 
to exist always in virtue of determinate ideas, it is not unphys 
and unphilosophical to assert,,as we must, that these ideas or pe- 
culiar forces exist previous to the material forms in which they 
are ultimately expressed? This question is so specious that at 
first an affirmative answer appears to be the only correct one. 
But a little consideration will, T think, show its error. _ Our 
knowledge of physical phenomena is derivable from observation 
only ; and when points are urged upon us which we have not 
observed, and which also do not seem compatible with hbithert? 
existing observation, they are liable to be pronounced unphys! 
But the history of any of the inductive sciences has shown that the 
singularity of any hypothesis or opinion, concerning physical phe 
nomena, is no a priori epee against its truth. ‘This remark 's 

pane on the os alone of As xi Pg ; ale much more 
will it be admissible if its singularity can be. dispr roved.. ed 
disproval may be found, I think, in the numerous sanaloggn a 
nomena of generation. Here we are driven to the admission. n of 
the existence of forces, long before the fora tion. of es male 
rial organs, in which they ultimately find their expressi 

Take, for instance, the cicatricula of a robin, and chat it also of 
asi baw physically they resemble each other exactly, and ” 

scopical analysis can sce, between ther ge aif 

Tope on erent 
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ference. Yet no one will pretend to deny that in the one li 
concealed all that belonging to a robin, and in the other all that 

longing to. a hawk. This will bear no other interpretation. 
ere you have very dissimilar powers and forces in apparently 

identical material forms; and unless we declare that these differ- 
ent powers and forces existed before aud aside from the material 
form, instead of gradually accruing to it, as a particular charac- 
ter was assumed, we shall be at a loss to account for the certainty 
and uniformity of result in every case. Again, the primordial 
material condition of every animal isa nucleated cell, which in 
every case has exactly the same physical aspect. Now in its 
growth to the perfect form, the new material constantly added is 
's extraneous, and there would appear no reason why it should 
always suit the conditions of the case, were there not an underly- 
ig, preéxisting idea. Indeed we might expect an occasional 
blending of dissimilar forms. But this never occurs, and few 
Poluts connected with organization have been more positively 

tmined, than the distinct, unchanging individuality of animal 
and vegetable types. vice 

Mi this point needs further illustration, or even that which 1s 

better, we can find such in the male phenomena of generation. 
it tay be well to discuss briefly a few of these points. 

fivient to-fecundate a single ovum. 3rd. That the physical 
homena of fecundation are those of simple contact alone, of the 

Spermhatic. particle with the ovum; there being no material loss 
00 the part of the former. ie wat Ae 
~ We know very well how important and active a part the male 
Plays in the production of the new being, and I scarcely need 
oye the offspring partakes equally of the physical peculiari- tes 
father except through the medium of the spermatic particles, 

'S Irresistible that a single spermatic particle must contain, con- 
Cealed within it, not only shereeditil physical peculiarities of the 
father, but mental dispositions. also, and_as is too often true of 

our own Species, morbid taints swperadded to all. bactal 3 

_*he third and Jast point in the discussion of this subject, is 

7, vection to the teleological view of organization urged by 
Schwana,* and that ‘too, concerning the general phenomena of 
the Subject we have just left—generation. I will quote the en- 
_* Passage that there may be no misapprehension of the idea in- 

* Loe. citat., Syd. Soc. 2d., p. 189. 
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tended to be conveyed. He says: “If we assume each organ- 
ism to be formed by a power which acts according to a certain 
predominant idea, a portion of this power may certainly reside in 
the ovum during generation; but then we must ascribe to this 
subdivision of the original power, at the separation of the ovum 
rom the body of the mother, the capability of producing an ot- 
ganism similar to that which the power, of which it is but a por- 
tion, produced: that is, we must assume that this power is infinitely 

divisible, and yet that each part may perform the same actions as 
the whole power. If on the other hand the power of organized 
bodies resides, like the physical powers, in matter as such, and 

be set free only by a certain combination of molecules, as for 
instance electricity is set free by the combination of a zine and 
copper plate, then also by the conjunction of molecules to form 
an ovum the power may be set free, by which the ovum is capa- 
ble of appropriating to itself fresh wecoheionta and these newly- 
conjoined molecules again by this mode of combination acquire 
the same power to assimilate fresh molecules. of Schwann is here 
evidently urging the doctrine of catalysis in organic forms. This 
same doctrine nee lately been pushed to its limit for similar rea- 
sons, by Mulder 

And thus it wuld appear that some, in the study of organic 
phenomena, are willing, rather than appear what they call ‘“un- 
physical,” to summon to their aid the blindest physical forces, 
instead of admitting the existence of those which are —~ 
distinct, and constantly urged upon them. The prominent ob- 
jection Schwann urges, is the physical absurdity that ae division 
of a power or force does not decrease it. 

But this is falling back upon the properties of physical forms 
only, in which the mathematical axiom that a part is less than 
the whole is true. But it is the peculiarity of immaterial agents 
that they aa be subject to the same definitions as those of @ 
material nature. We have yet to escape from a strange confi 
sion of ilate on these points, and when considering these — 
forces, we must not tacitly deuy their higher and imma 
=— by subjecting them to material definitions. For, of 

the very existence of that of which we feel most 
corti namely, thought, might well be denied. In fact, I think 
many of us have yet to learn that the a ee axiom 
Lae holds true of the immaterial 
a ~ this remark is true even of ec bbaty: for in the pe 

of catalysis, we witness the transference of foree 
quality without an. ae t loss from the body, from which te 

of Ve P Trans. Edinb, vito me 28, meee egetable and Animal hysiology. English 

penne acer 

15:29: SN Se Sener 
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transference takes place.* 'To urge that that only which is sub- 
stantial can be transferred, is to reason on the ground that a phe- 
homenon in nature is impossible because it eludes our observation 
and analysis. 

In the phenomena of generation we certainly have proved to 
us that there may be a division of power or quality without a 

wus; have before said, the spermatic particle is the po- 
tential representative of the whole male being. It contains with- 
mit the totality of the peculiarities of the individual in which 
ithas been formed. These spermatic particles are constantly 
formed, and in the case of any of the higher animals, literally 

‘ons are yearly evolved ; yet each possesses the powers of the 
other, and of the whole animal: and the animal certainly loses 
hone of its individuality by such a constant division. 
ei € objections of Schwann, to the teleological view of organ- 

'0n, are therefore, more specious than valid, because the reality 
of the very conditions objected to has an expression in quite com- 
mon phenomena. 

ee cell studies connected with the subject of generation, 

Most t, as we have seen, these doctrines of teleology find their 

_ Nequivocal ‘support.t : bi Megs 3 

we Underlying determinate idea of organization. 

to this point, Mulder (Loe. cit.) takes a different view. He thinks 
: i re is no transmission 

out sim ply 
if this makes the matter any more clear? Yon are obliged on this suppo- 

scoring 

an ease of a magnet magnetizing a piece of iron, there 2 
"fore, bu ply an poets of Cheabcrine forces in the iron. It might well 
asked 

“on to admi t the existence of latent forces in the iron, and this is “ unphysical ” 
his own admissi ulder says, “A weak force is strengthened ; it is 

from i : 

Awe. 

that in the 

in all cases it much more to the object of sei- 
explanation 

‘ s in physical forms. This objec 
Tt must | liability to error in interpreting natural phenomena, than upon real grounds, 
of our pe® Tegarded in the “tend tag nal Copnectol ats tik on 

be strictly. .. There is, however, as we have seen, a danger, that in endeavoring to 

we may become highly “unphysical,” not’ to say unphilosophical. 
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In conclusion, I think it may be truly said that one of the 
i of the most intimate physiological, microscopical stud- 
es of the present day, is to show the inadequacy of microscopic 
ae chemical investigations to detect physical differences in struc 
tures essentially dissimilar. Once appreciating this fully, we are 
prepared for the ulterior doctrine, that in organization, matter 1s 
but the vehicle for the phenomenal manifestation of determinate 
ideas, which last only, therefore, have an objective reality. 

a 

Art. XV.—A Method of getting rid of Sal-ammoniac in 
Analysis ; by Dr. J. Lawrence Smiru. 

Tuere is nothing in mineral analyses more embarrassing than 
the accumulation of sal-ammoniac towards the end of an analysis, 
especially where potash and soda are to be estimated. oul 
method now adopted to get rid of this ammoniacal salt, is to 
volatilize it by heat, which, if the quantity be considerable, 1s 
attended with no little annoyance, and a certain loss of more of 
less of the fixed alkalies which may be abeate I have. within 
the last twelve months discovered a met overcoming that 
difficulty, and much experience during that time has. proved 
that it is of considerable value. The method is simply to add 
nitric acid to the solution containing the sal-ammoniae and alka 
lies, and heat it gently over a lamp or sandbath in a glass flask or 
porcelain capsule. The nitric acid may be added either before 
the liquid is concentrated or after concentration ; a most quiet 
decomposition ensues, and the liquid readily evaporates to dryness 
leaving nothing but the fixed alkalies if they be present. [am 
in the habit of | using a little more than three grammes of pure 
nitric acid of ordinary strength to every gramme of sal-ammoniac 
supposed to be present in the liquid. The exact nature of the 
decomposition which ensues cannot now be stated, but there is 
doubtless formed besides other things—chlorine, hyponitrie 
and nitrogen. 1 shall not enter more into detail about this 
method, as [ intend at a future time to do this; only wishing a 
present to take precedent in what I presume a method of some 
importance in analytical chemistry and never to have been 
before for this end. ey 
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Arr, XVI.— Description of a Brown Coal Deposit in Brandon, 
Vermont, with an attempt to determine the Geological Age of 
the principal Hematite Ore Beds in the United States ; by 
Epwarp Hircucock, D.D., LL.D., President of Amherst Col- 
lege, and Professor of Geology. 

In the autumn of 1851, Professor Shedd of Burlington, pre- 
sented me with a few specimens of beautifully preserved fruits 
from Brandon, Vermont. They were converted into Brown Coal, 
and retained exactly their original shape and markings. Early in 
the spring of 1852, I visited Brandon, and found that the fruits 
Were obtained from a bed of Brown Coal connected with the white 
clays and brown hematite of that place. I perceived at once 
that an interesting field was open before me; and ever since I 
have been endeavoring to explore it. Great difficulties presented 
themselves; and I have resorted to several gentlemen, both in 
this country and in Hurope, for aid. Their opinion has yet been 
obtained only in part. But there are several points of much 
interest to American geology, cleared up by what I have already 
ascertained. I have concluded, therefore, to give a brief account 
of this case ; hoping hereafter to make additions to it. 
, would here acknowledge my deep indebtedness to John 
Howe, Jt., the proprietor of this deposit of iron, clay, and brown 
Coal. Not only did he do all in his power to aid my investi- 
8atious upon the spot last spring; but since then he has sent 

» free of expense, numerous specimens of the frnits and the 
Coal ; especially at one time two barrels of the coal containing 

Net of Amherst College. de int ~ T shall first give a description of the topography and geo os. 
ssociations of this carbonaceous deposit: next an account of 

the lignites and fossil fruits; and finally deduce from the facts 
on Seologieal inferences of importance. : 

~ £°pography and Geological Associations. 
Geologists sea that along the west base of the Green 

Aud Hoosac Mountains from Canada to New York occur numer- 
ous beds of brown compact and fibrous hematite iron ore. "That 
0 Brandon lies between two and three miles east of the village. 
“ltg easterly from the village, the surface rises slightly, and 

exhibits clay, drift, and limestone rock in place. According to 
my me irements with the aneroid barometer, Brandon village 

is 165 feet above the ocean, and the iron mine 520 feet above the 
Swe. A short distance east of the mine, the Green Mountains 
"ise rapidly. 
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At this wae we find the following varieties of substances in 
juxtaposition nh 

1. Beautiful kaolin and clays colored aah by ochre, rose- 
color by manganese, (?) and dark by carbor 

2. Brown reiaawiing and emia ochre. 
3. Ores of manganese 
4. Brown coa 
5. Beds of gravel connected with the clays. 
6. Drift, overlying the whole. 
7. Yellowish limestone, underlying the whole. 
The position of the clays it is difficult to determine exactly, 

as there seems to have been a good deal of disturbance of the 
strata, perhaps only the result of slides. The iron is generally 
found beneath the clay, as is also the manganese. ‘T'he coal ina 
few places shows itself at the surface. In one spot a shaft has 
been carried through it, only a few feet below the surface, and 
the same has been done to the same bed nearly 100 feet below 
the surface. In both places it is about twenty feet thick. I 
found it to be the conviction of the miners that this mass of co 
forms a square column of that thickness, descending almost pet 
pendicularly into the earth, in the midst of the clay. My owl 
impression was, that it is a portion. of an extensive bed, having 4 
dip very large towards the northwest; perhaps separated from 
other portious of the bed by some disturbance of the strata, But 
I found great difficulty in tracing out its exact position 

It ought to be mentioned that no. unstratified or igneous rocks 
are known to exist in the vicinity of these deposits; nor do said 

exhibit any marks of the metamor PME action of heat. 
Coal, Lignite and Fossil Fri 

The greater part of the carbon of this deposit is in a condition 
intermediate between that of peat and bituminous coal. It. is of 
a deep brown color, and nearly every trace of organic structie 
save in the lignite and the fruits, is obliterated. Dissem inated 
through it are numerous angular grains, mostly of white quart, 
rarely exceeding a pea in size. It burns with great facility with 
a moderate draught, and emits a bright yellow flame, but without 
bituminous odor. After the flame has subsided, the ignited 

coals gradually consume away, serine of course, a quantity é 
ashes. It is employed to great advantage in driving the stea® 
engine at the works; and I should think it might be used advan . 
tageously for fuel in a region where wood is scarce, which ® 
not the case at Bra 

Interspersed. through. the carbonaceous mass aboye described, 
occur numerous masses of lignite. In all cases which have far 
len under my aeration, they are broken portions of the stems 
or branches of shrubs and trees, varying in size frome that of # 
few lines to a foot and a half in diameter. They al all appear t? 
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me to have been drift wood. he largest mass which I have — 
| seen, and to which I have already referred as sent me by Mr. 

Howe, resembles exceedingly a battered piece of flood-wood ; 
which led Mr. Howe humourously to inscribe upon the box in 
which it was sent, ‘A piece of flood-wood from Noah’s Ark.” 

This lignite in all cases retains and exhibits upon a fresh frac- 
ture, its organic structure. Yet generally it is quite brittle, and 
when broken across the fibres it has the aspect of very compact 
coal, which admits of a good polish. In some specimens the 
original toughness of the wood is not quite lost, and the aspect 

| of the wood remains. 
2 rhe large mass of which I have already spoken, as now in the 

cabinet of Amherst College, is four feet long and sixteen inches 
in its largest diameter. It is considerably flattened, but seems 
to have been so originally. In the peaty matter that adheres to 
it, [noticed several specimens of fruit, and more than one species. 
With perhaps one or two exceptions, all the lignite of this de- 

posit belongs to the exogenous or dicotyledonous class of plants. 
| In general the texture is close, and some of the wood is very fine 

grained and heavy. The bark is often quite distinct. I have 
been inclined to refer some of the wood to the maple ; yet prob- 
au'Y @ good deal of it is coniferous: but my microscopic exami- 
Hations on this point have not been as satisfactory as I could wish. Ido not think much of the wood belongs to the pine tribe now 
common in this latitude. I have placed specimens in the hands 
of several distinguished vegetable physiologists, and had hoped 
ete this to learn their opinion ; but they have not yet given it. 
The fruits and seeds of this deposit are the most interesting of 

~ relics found in it. But they are even more perplexing than 
he lignite. As yet I hardly dare venture to refer any of them to 
“8 or fossil genera known to me. I shall, therefore, merely 

“sent figures of the principal distinet forms which I have ob- 
tained, and leave a minute description to some future occasion. 

i. Ne Mi 
Hu 

ee ee ee eee eT eee ee ee 

f 

if ff 

ty 
J 

vi Pig, l exhibits the most common fruit, both flatwisefand edge- 
* It is always thus flattened; and when dried, the two 

mond Sentes, Vol XV, No, 43,—Jan, 1853. 13 
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valves exhibit the dehiscence in the figure. "These valves are 
made up of fibrous matter; the fibres lying perpendicular to the 
surface. ‘The seed is always wanting, but the thin membranous 
integument once enclosing the seed, often remains. There is 
considerable diversity in the size and form of these fruits. The 
figures represent one of middle size and one of maximum size, 
as well as one placed edgewise. Of this variety I have obtained 
several hundred specimens. 

Fig. 2. This is a rare variety of fruit, differing from the last m 
being more acuminate, in being ridged upon its lower side, and 
in opening more or less by three valves; yet two of them ale 
more distinct than the other. I have found only two or three 
specimens ; but they are certainly specifically, and most likely 8° 
nerically, different from the last. The figures show both the Ur 
per and under side as well as the edge. 

df 3. \ \ 

Fig. 3. This species differs from the last in being less ei 
nate, more distinctly ridged on both sides, much thicker att 
upper end, when seen edgewise, and rarely dehiscent. I bavé 
found only a few specimens, and those of variable size. : 

All the preceding pericarps are fibrous perpendicular to the sut 

face, and destitute of a seed. bl 
ig. 4 represents a not unusual form which was most proba o 

a berry: for on breaking it, it appears nearly homogene™ 

throughout, and the outer integument is quite thin: yet It sho » 
seven quite distinct meridional lines in distinct relief, sutures 
I suppose, though indehiscent. It bears a good deal of rese™ 
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blance to some species of walnut, but there is no nut within, Its surface is considerably rough and pitted. 

le from fig. 4, except that it is smoother, 
istinet, and form grooves rather than ridges, 

and the divisions are usually six. It evidently belongs to the 
. 4, and perhaps it is only a variety. 
hat common. I think I have found 

the same internal character. All have the same thin outer cover- 
ae and (with an exception mentioned below) retain the precise 
om which they had when hanging upon the plant or tree, on h 

the fruit is usually homogeneous ; but I can not discover s at 
all, tor much evidence of cells, The meridional lines on this 
Species are usually six. 
bly 4. mens of the last three varieties are sometimes considera- 
"Y flattened, but in no case have I noticed that the carboniza- 
oe firiniebed the size, 

exhibits a section of a single carpel, which is sometimes 
reveloped by breaking open a ie pl or putt similar externally 

8. 4, except that the sutures are wanting. But in fig. 7 the 

“picatp is quite thick. ‘The carpel very much resembles that of 

Fj ‘cinus communis, or castor oil plant. 
88.8 and 9 weretaken 8. 9, 10. 

leon... Stem, in fact, that I am in doubt w : 
*suminons seeds, But I find examples of almost every inter- 

ct. 
There 18 a strong resemblance between these distorted fruits, 

~~ “908e of many species of palms, as figured in Von Martius’s 
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great work on that family. And had I been able to detect any 
monocotyledonous wood among the lignites of this deposit, I 
should be inclined to refer some of the fruits to that family. _ 

In fig. 10, the longitudinal ridges are more prominent than i 
those specimens hitherto described, and the fruit is acuminate at 
its apex. It a good deal resembles certain species of walnut, dis 
engaged from the epicarp. But the fossil fruit has no hard endo- 
carp. It does not in this respect resemble the Juglandites rostrata, 
of which I have a specimen from the brown coal of Germany. 

In fig. 11 the longitudinal ridges are very prominent, and 4 
little oblique to the axis. I think it distinct from the other spe 
cies that have been described. But as I have found only one o 
two specimens, I am not very confident. 

41, 

Fig. 12 represents a very distinct species of a triquetrous form. 
Some of the specimens a good deal resemble the Brazil nut, 

(Bertholletia excelsa,) others have the form rather of a large 
beech nut, (Fagus ferruginea.) Fruit dehiscent at the ape% 
with two, and probably three valves. Outside rough and some 
what ridged lengthwise. I have but a few specimens, it beimg 

_ one of the rarest species, and have not been able to satisfy my- 
self as to its internal structure. 

Fig. 13 may be a smaller species of the 13. 2 age 
same genus, as it is somewhat three-sided. gar 
But it is more deeply striated, and the largest f} 
side, shown in the drawing, is nearly flat. A \Y 
very rare variety. cs 
_Fig. 14 exhibits an elongated fruit, slightly striated longit 

dinally, and having an epicarp of considerable thickness. A thi? 
endocarp is contained within ; but the seed has disappeared, @ 
frequently, as a consequence, the fruit is compressed, and appea$ 
as if two-lobed. This is not an uncommon species. _ I have pe 
haps a hundred specimens. ‘ , a 

ig. 15 is probably only a smaller specimen of the last, having * 
form nearly spherical, It is rare. & 

Figs. 16, 17, and 18 are undoubtedly 1° oe 
leguminous seeds ; though I am not sure igo) 0 ( 
in respect to the first, which is somewhat ‘ 
uneven on the outside, and the base, or point of attachment, 18 
circle. But the ier two resemble peas, or small beans, ae 

. 

hilum is very manifest. They are perfectly smooth on the © 

w 
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side, and as I have found only one or two specimens, I have not 
examined the inside. I have never seen anything like a pod. 

Fig. 19 is an exceedingly beautiful seed, with a hard though 
thin and frail shell, elegantly striated longitudinally, by waving 
lines, and corresponding ridges, too fine to be represented on the 
rawing. This is jet black ; but on breaking through it, we find 

a soft light-colored lining membrane, which evidently once en- 
closed the kernel. But that has disappeared. ‘The point of at- 
tachment is not at either extremity, but near one of them, ex- 
tending a third of the length of the seed, as shown upon the 
drawing, It is not an uncommon species, though apt to be over- 
looked from its minuteness. I- have probably obtained thirty 
specimens. 

ing the envelop of a pulpy fruit. It is still 
quite elastic, and less changed than any of the 
rest of the fruits, But no signs of what it once 
Contained remain. 

heabove descriptions, [am aware, are quite 
Ineagre and defective. Probably a sagacious 
botanist, skilled in fossils, would detect more species among my 
Specimens. Some of them resemble a good deal drawings of 
the fossil fruit and seeds of the London clay, as figured by 
Mr. Werbank, in the first number of his work on that subject. 
But have thought it unwise, without seeing his specimens, to 
Institute any comparisons. General considerations make it very 
Probable, that fossil fruits from Vermont, will differ specifically 

even generically from those of Europe, even of the same ge- 
Ological period. 

‘he only other fossil fruits that I have known to be found in 
var country, are a few from the tertiary strata at Richmond, Va. 

respect to these, Prof. Jeffries Wyman has kindly furnished 
me with the following description : 

. 20 My examinations at Richmond I have frequently found 
lignite, and occasionally fruits; but as I was more anxious for 

“ues, I gave them but little attention. I have identified a spe- 
rica Carya, ( walnut) which was so pronounced by Mr. Tesche- 

macher, Prof. r. Gray. I have also found one 
Species of pine cone, in company with pine lignite. The latter 

hdition of rotten wood, soft enough to yield to the tip of 
the finger, into lignite of the usual hardness and having the coal- 
like fracture, T %, 
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is said to be well known to geologists. The piece of wood just 
referred to, had been bored by the Teredo 

“The above are the only instances about which I would speak 
with any confidence. I have, also, from the same locality, a 
large mass of fossil resin. The vegetable fossils there found, 
with the teeth of Phyllodus, Cetacea, reptiles, sharks, &c., show 
a close resemblance of the Richmond formations to the London 
clay. Ihave in preparation a short notice in which the animal 
fossils of the two are to be compared.” 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Although the specific character of the Brandon fossils are thus 
imperfectly known, the facts detailed will warrant several infer- 
ences of importance in American geology. 

L. The Brandon feos belongs to a tertiary formation. The 
in are the pro 

. It lies below ie ari, and for the most part, is not consoli- 
Fi Its position as to the drift is seen at the openings made 
near the carbonaceous deposit ; and the degree of induration,—or 
rather in general the want of induration »—corresponds to that of 
most tertiary deposits. 

2. It contains all the important varieties of rock found in ter- 
tiary deposits. We have here white and variegated clays—water- 
worn beds of sand and gravel, beds of CTT matter not 
bag sg and deposits of iron and mangane 

I e carbonaceous matter in this depagil as Ye di anal- 
ogous to that of the brown coal formation in Europe. 

1. The lignite has the deep brown nits and coal-like irate 
of the brown coal deposits that hav t been affected b 
proximity of igneous rocks, as is hy case at Meisner in eh 
Yet the woody texture usually remains distinct. 

2. While this coal is distinguished from peat by burning wit 
a bright flame, it does not give off a bituminous odor, an 
it differs from ‘bituminous coal. 

3. The degree of carbonization of the fruits, corresponds 0 
Pa in the brown coal formation, as a comparison of specimens 
show 

4.. The sand and clays, associated with the brown coal of the 
Rhine valley, oceur also at Brandon. 

HL The fruits and lignite of this deposit, appear to have been 
transported by water, and probably the accumulation took place 
in an ancient estu 

1. No example has occured in which these fruits have been 
found in cous or attached to the branches on which they grew, 
or to their nvelops. Nor have I found more than a sing 
imperfect example of a leaf. 

2. The lignite is in broken and usually bruised masses, a8 if bat- 
tered by contact with one another when floating down stream. 

SERIE tag 
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3. The numerous places in other parts of the United States 
where an analogous deposit occurs,—as will be shown below,— 
render it probable that this was formed in an ocean, rather than 
a lake. ; 
IV. The Brandon deposit is the type of a tertiary formation 
oda unrecognized as such, extending from Canada to Ala- 

ma 

This formation is identified by the following characters: I. The most prominent and well known substance in this for- 

necticut, New York, New’ Jersey, Pennsylvania, and North and 
South Carolina, this ore is described by Adams, Shepard, Percival, 
Mather, Henry D. and William B. Rogers, Olmsted, and Tuomey. 
Throughout this whole distance of 1200 miles, there is a striking 
Tesemblance in the character of the ore. It is compact, fibrous, 
and stalactitical ; and much of it is in a state of ochre. 
2. t is always more or less enveloped in clay of various colors. 

- [tis almost invariably found lying upon, or near, a certain 
sort of limestone, or its associated and interstratified mica slate. 
This limestone is usually highly crystalline, and when disinte- 
stated, it shows a large proportion of iron in its composition ; 
and the general opinion of the geologists above named, is, that 
the iron originated from it. Indeed, Prof. Adams, in his first re- 
Port on the Vermont Survey, has described a true vein of iron 
Ochre in the limestone, which I have also examined. I have 
likewise some reason to suppose that Foss’s bed of hematite in 
Dover, N. Y., may once have constituted a bed in mica slate. 

In all the northern states, the beds of this ore occur along the 
Western base of high mountains. And from the description of 
the gentleman above named, I .understand this to be the case im 
the middle and southern states. Prof. Henry D. Rogers imputes 
this fact to the southern direction of the currents in the great 

hose waters the iron and the clay were deposited, and 

ly of the deposition of this ore from the ocean. By this suppo- 
Siton he comes so 
that it would have needed only a bed of carbonaceous matter, 

enable us to add to American geology a tertiary formation nearly 
1200 miles long, which may appropriately be placed upon our 
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V. This deposit probably belongs to the Pliocene, or Newer 
Tertiary. 

1. So far as we know, it lies immediately beneath the drift. 
2, It is destitute of any consolidated beds, save the nodules of 

hematite; which is not true of any of our miocene or eocene de- 
posits, 

3. The brown coal of continental Europe, to which ours cor 
responds closely in appearance, belongs to the newer tertiary. 

I confess that these arguments are not sufficient to remove all 
doubts from my mind as to the part of the tertiary group to 
which this formation should be referred. All geologists, however, 
I think, will say that it has marked peculiarities, which distin- 
guish it from all the tertiary deposits of our country hitherto de- 
scribed; and we may at least say, that the presumption is strong- 
ly in favor of its being pliocene. It is rather remarkable if it 
was an oceanic deposit, that no marine remains have been found 
in it. I believe, however, that this is very much the case 1 
Germany ; though, unfortunately, the papers of Horner, Von De- 
chan, and others, on the brown coal are not within my reach. 

Arr. XVIL—On a New Kind of Electro-magnet; by 
Jerome Nicxk.is. 

5 

In the beautiful researches on magnetism of MM. Lenz and 

Jacobi, these authors have admitted that the magnetism devel- 
oped in an electro-magnet does not depend on the length of the 
arms, but that this power is subordinate to the number of turns 
of the spiral which compose the helix.* 

The valuable report published by Professor Muller of Friburg, 

this opinion. M. Muller deduces from his experiments the for 
lowing conclusions: ‘Other things being equal, the length of the 
arms of 
raised.” 

M. Dub has arrived at a different opinion, from recent expert 
ments,t which have satisfied him that, under like circumstances, 

researches of M. Dub were published. ; 
I have pursued for this purpose two different methods, the 

details of which I will give in a future communication. One * 
pede Ea os cae ee 

* Poggendorff’s Annalen, Ix, p. 464. 
+ Berichte iiber die Fortschritte der Physik, 1 . 521. 
+ Poggendorff’s Annalen, lxxx, oe a ee aa 

—— — os —_ — 

a 
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founded on the well known process of oscillation, the other on 
contact attraction. This latter method I will briefly explain. 

made the experiment more to satisfy my own mind than to 
verify the influence which the length of the arms of an electro- 
magnet exercises on the weight sustained: for it always seemed 
to me that the fact of this influence was evident a priori; be- 
cause by increasing the length of a bar magnet we widen the 
distance between the opposite poles and diminish the neutraliz- 
ing effect which these poles exert between themselves. 

Yet as the contrary opinion has been sustained by the au- 
thorities above cited, I could not give as much weight to this 
reasoning as I should have done had it been experimentally 

proved. 'The fact in question is however put beyond doubt by 
my researches, and without giving full details, I can demonstrate 
it by a simple trial, easily repeated even as a common lecture- 
room experiment. I take a bar of iron surrounded by a helix 
of copper wire, which 1 place in the galvanic circuit; I select 

attracted without resting suspended: at this moment I place on 
the superior pole of the electro-magnet a cylinder of iron and 
immediately the armature suspends itself to the magnet and 
adheres there more or less energetically, to fall back when the 
added cylinder is withdrawn. tintin “hq gle : 

_ This experiment has been varied in many ways and has always 
8iven the results above stated. This addition of a cylinder to 
& Sar magnet obviously lengthens it a corresponding quantity, and 
removes farther off the opposite pole, whose disturbing action 1s 

iS Weakened, ; : 
Suppose a bar sufficiently long provided with a helix at one 

of its extremities; bend this into the form of a horse-shoe, we 

& Species of electro-magnet of which one pole only is cov- 
ered with wire, and which will not less exert a more considrea- 
ble attractive force when its two poles act at the same time on 

an armature; and this effect will evidently be obtained without 
” hecessity of augmenting the electric current. : 

_ But if, for illustration, we suppose a straight electro-magnet slit 
n the line of the axis for a sufficient distance, and then if each part 
of the divided portion be bent back parallel with the other portion, 

last, the middle portion, being the pole wound with wire, we 
‘ean electro-magnet, (see figures, next page) like a double horse- 

Magnet, with a single pole wound (7), and two outer arms 
(m) Which are naked : and when these two are made to act simul- 
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without, and my reasoning with reference to it was dictated to 
some extent by an observation which will be the subject of a 
future communication. As the experiments are not finished, I 
will make but a few remarks. 
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Fig. 1, a section from v to z (see fig. 3); fig.2, a section from z to y; fig. 3, an upper view: 

I have for some time tried to increase the adhesion of the mo- 
tor wheels of locomotive engines by the aid of electro-magnet 

_ism, and have made a preliminary trial in connection wit 

Amberger, a mechanic. The apparatus used consisted essentially 
of a helix lodged in a spool of brass and made to cone 

found that when a strong current was passed, we could give the 
- wheel at the point of contact sufficient magnetism to increase its 
adhesion. 

A trial on a large scale has been made by me on the railroad 
from Paris to Lyons with a locomotive of 28 tons weight, draw- 
ing a train of about 100 tons, on a grade of ten millimetres incline 
tion. An official report given to the minister of the publie works, 
states that in this first trial we obtained through the magnetism 
about nine per cent. of additional adhesion. The attraction 04 
state of rest was 650 kilogrammes per wheel, or 1300 kilogrammes 
for a pair of wheels. 4 Be 

It is apparent, that when such a force is concentrated on a tab 
gential point, the magnetized surface must be of considerable © 
tent. In fact, the magnetic radiation was very perceptible at # 
distance of more than eight metres, and at two metres the 
ratus would easily cause two bars of iron weighing 5U0 grammes 
to adhere, © font see SE iagld § 

‘This radiation, which proceeds partly from the magnet and 
partly from the helix, embarasses the results, producing especially 
a loss of force, and 1 have sought to get rid of it. I will say . another occasion how this difficulty is removed for the spe ial case 
of wheels ; [here only state that I have in the presence of this 
radiation conducted the experiments before mentioned ; and thins 
I have conceived the idea of taking three plates of iron united 
perpendicularly to a fourth plate, and of placing the wire only 
on the central arm, in the manner explained. 
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: The following are the dimensions of this electro-magnet, (see. 
gures. ) 

Length oom 
(1 ie (74 

Millimetres, Inches. 
Height ato c = 0-08 ss 3:144 
Length 610° 6 = 0-10 = 3:°937 
Thickness of n = O-OLL cs 0-432 

- a a 0023 = ‘903 

= ns 2-633 

om) — =) a) | n : 
It is clear that by putting plates of iron on the two free sides 

and fixing over the polar surface a plate of steel so as to inclose 

the whole, the copper wire would be as completely protected as 
possible against every species of accident. The electro-magnet 

may be exposed to all kinds of danger without fear of injury, and 
in this State may be used as a brake ou railroads to stop the spee 
or motion of the cars. 

Strength of the other, and the reverse. igs 

Arr, XVIIL—On the Permeability of Metals to Mercury ; by 
i gan M. J. Nicxiss.* 

In an interesting memoir on the permeability of metals to 

meteury, by Prof. Horsford, this author establishes the fact of the 
Petmeability of tin, lead, gold, silver, zinc, and cadmium, aud 
Contests that of copper aud brass. 
The negative results which this chemist has obtained with 

“oppet and brass, have evidently proceeded from the process 
Which he has followed: for, some time since while engaged 
in tay researches on magnetization, I observed positive facts to 
with tary. 1 was using at this time a Bunsen’s battery, 
Fw exterior. The connecting pieces of copper were 
‘ to the zinc; and on amalgamating the latter metal, it 

2 ten happened that the mercury spread itself over the copper 
contact with the zinc: and after a certain time, the met 

~ * Communicated by the author in French for this Journal. 
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of the connecting pieces became brittle, and had on breaking, a 
white color. It was obviously no longer copper, but an amalgam 
of this metal. 

This fact had too important a bearing on the amalgamation of 
zinc, which occupied me at that time, to be allowed to pass with- 
out examination. ‘The experiments which I made on this sub- 
ject, led to the general conclusion, that the metals which absorb 
mercury are permeable by it, and communicate this property to 
the alloys which contain a certain proportion of permeable metal. 
The metals on which I have operated are zinc, iron, cadmium, 
tin, copper, lead, antimony, silver, gold, and platinum. The 
manner of experimenting was suggested by the fact which had led 
to the researches. With a stylet I traced a line or furrow on the 
plate under experiment, and placed a little mercury in this fur 
row. In order to hasten the amalgamation, I introduced, before 
the mercury, a drop of bichlorid of mercury, acidified with hy- 
drochloric acid. By this means, the amalgamation takes place 
instantly, and the surface is fitted to retain at once the quantity 
of mercury necessary for the effect I would produce. 

A plate of zinc, a millimeter thick, is immediately attacked, 
and at the end of a minute, it is cut in two in the direction of 
the furrow. A thicker plate requires more time, and a deeper 
scratch on its surface; with a thickness of six millimeters, the 
plate took ten minutes and a little effort to break it: but in all 
cases the fracture was neat, and in the direction of the scratch oF 
furrow. 

After zinc comes cadmium and tin, then lead, silver, gold, and 
finally copper. All of these metals become amalgamated: the 
mercury infiltrates after a time more or less long, and renders them 
brittle. No permeability has been detected in iron, antimony an 
platinum, and these metals make no amalgam. Daniell has found 
a bar of platinum free from mercury, that had been for six yeats 
im contact with it; and to this time no amalgam of iron has beet 
re ® : 
; ‘There exists, it is true, an amalgam of antimony, but, accord- 
ing to Wallerius, when this amalgam, of a pasty consistence, 
triturated in the air, or when agitated with water, it loses its 
timony in the form of a black powder.* 

_ As to the action of mercury on metals, this fact at least is estab- 
lished : resistance of some to amalgamation, and the easy 
amalgamation of others. We have also shown that the perme’ 
bility takes the same direction; and we may conclude therefore 
that the alloys will participate in these qualities in the order # 
their composition. In fact, a plate of bronze, five millimeters 

te gees ahs ae 

* T should recall, in this connection, that mercury also is reduced to a black poW 
der by agitation in the air, 
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thick, may be cut in two by mercury, after ten minutes of con- 
tact, and a plate half a millimeter thick, yields instantaneously, 
On amalgamating a strip of brass, it may, after a few minutes, be 
reduced to fragments between the thumb and finger. A plate of 
four millimeters required ten minutes to cut it in two. An alloy, 
formed of equal parts of antimony and tin, did not appear to be 
impressed by the mercury. Chaudet’s alloy (3 or 4 per cent. of 
antimony, and 96 to 97 of tin) very elastic in its pure state, 
amalgamates instantly, and is easily cut off. 

It is here seen that if the permeability of brass and copper 
for mercury is not established by the process, based on captllarity, 
followed by Prof. Horsford, we may still make this property evi- 
dent by an inverse course, that is, by inducing infiltration. 

above are well established; for I have been accustomed to use 
this Process for dividing plates of zinc or sheets of brass, in my 
°xperiments on electro-magnetism. 

a ee 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. CorrEsPoNDENCE. 

Correspondence of M. J. Nickles, dated Paris, September, 1852. 
ila was but little done at the Academy. of Sciences during month of August. Vacancies occurred; and the academic chairs 
vacated were filled by the election of several illustrious foreigners, 
Pluck? whom are MM. Mitscherlich, Gustaf and Heinrich Rose, and icker, 

te have been read before the Society, this month; two memoirs 
vs General Physics,—one of them on molecular physics, the other on 

Telation of specific heat to atoms. : : ; 
researches in Molecular Physics—The principal fact of interest in 
dj first, is a new case of isomerism, which its author, M. Pasteur, has 
Scovered, and which facts previously known could not have suggested. 

Hew light on the mechanical rtment of chemical combinations. — of i. eur had previously established the principle that the direction 
ee fotatory molecular action of solutions depended on the hemi- 

rism, and to the left, left-handed. Further, that one and the 

>. ance may furnish examples of both of these characters, or 
.. ei words, that two substances, one right- and the other left-handed, 
oe differ only in crystallographic and rotatory peculiarities, being in 

“tY other respect identical. 
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His first researches had been made*on crystals of tartaric and ra- 
cemic acids. Each of these acids presents both kinds of hemihedrism, 

under the same crystallographic planes, one being the reverse of the 
other. But the two acids, the right- and the left-handed, afforded by 
racemic acid retain their peculiar hemihedral and rotatory properties 

in their compounds when the bases present are without action on polar 

ized light; the two series of sol are identical except in the hemi 

hedrism and the rotatory phenome 
But he has now made.the new ire dv bey, that if, in place of combin- 

ing these acids with bases inactive to polarized light, they are united 

with substances that affect the plane of ie Parek, in some way, all 

aig ceases. The corresponding compounds have no longer the 

same composition, nor the same solubility ; eh do they act in the 
same a when exposed to a high heat. Often the combination is pos 

sible with a right-handed substance, and impossible with the left- handed. 

equivalent with the ordinary bimalate of ammonia, which is active 10 
polarization; but the left-handed bitartrate enters into no combination 

with this bimalate. 
M. Pasteur cites a large number of examples of this kind, and ex: 

~ plains in a simple manner these Rg te phenomena. When the two 
tartaric acids, the right and the left, combine each with an optically 
inactive substance, such as potassa, the inactive substance modifies in 
the same manner the rotatory power of both compoun e two 
acids were identical or not superposable optically, and this is still 
true of the two compoun ut when the two acids are united to an 
active base, as cinchonine; arene i is in iE case an addition to the rota- 
tory power, and in the other a sudtra 

. Pasteur considers it probable fr ai right. handed substances — 
ve a corresponding left-handed condition, and reciprocally. | He 

d in troniformiag cinchonine and quinine into new isomerous 

bases which are inactive to polarized light 
On the relation of Specific Heat to Atoms.—The law of Dulong and 

Peti been extended through the researches of M. Garnier, who 
determined the relation that exists between the specific heat of water 
and that of a simple body on one hand, and between the atomic weight 
of water and that of the same body, on the other. 

If we divide the atomic weight of water 112°5 tino — 
rear by ee om number of the —— atoms, we 

by the focmet (1.0000 +0-0951=10: 5), we: ascertain that the e specific 
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pound bodies. 
These results call to mind a relation brought out by M. Hankel,* 

between the crystalline form of metallic iron (tesseral system) and 
oxyd of antimony (tesseral) on one side, and peroxyd of iron (rhombo- 
hedral) and metallic antimony (rhombohedral) on the other—an alternate 
relation like the preceding, having a resemblance to the above in this 

forded a generalization of a fact observed long since by Biot, namely, 
that substances not possessing double refraction may acquire it from 

tions which matter may undergo under the influence of torsion, trac- 
m 

Untempered steel, twisted in every direction, which retained perfectly 
the form which the torsion had given it, contrary to the opinion of 
some authors (Lagerhjelm and others) with regard to the elasticity of 
this metal, 

Lightning. —Communications to the Academy on cases of light- 

e globulaire,” “ globe fulminant,”) and according to 
es a 1 often accompanies strokes of ordinary lightning. 

'S desirable that the kind of Lightning conductor suggested ‘ 

* Poggendorfi’s Annalen. 
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stances, we know that ozone is produced on such occasions in torrents, 

and plays a principal part. 
I will give in another place, a description of the apparatus used by 

MM. Becquerel and Frémy, in their experiments on electrized oxyget, 

and which with a single element of Bunsen’s battery afforded im @ 
vacuum a continuous spark several centimetres in length. 

Butyric Alcohol.—Among the chemical facts brought forward at the 
Academy the past month, we notice the discovery of butyric alcohol 
by M. Adolph Wurtz. This alcohol, (CsHs)O, HO, which bas been 
detected by M. Wurtz in the caput mortuum of the oil of potatoes, $0 
much studied by chemists, furnishes a new verification of the beautiful 

‘ theory of alcohols of Dumas, in which several lacunes have been e+ 
cently filled by the cerotine and melissine of Mr. Brodie, and by the 

be obtained exclusively with a plate of platinum. The memoir does 
w to determine sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid and numerous 

other bodies. And while waiting for the author to explain himself om 
these points, we may believe that the present condition of analytical 
chemistry is not so bad that the method of Deville has much to chang® 
in its processes. ne 

_ The other memoir is by MM. Fordos and Gélis. Its object is to si™ 
plify, and that very much, so as to render accessible to those little ex 

MM. Fordos.and Gélis—well known for their fine memoirs 00 the 

Cy K+21=1K +1Cy. 

inte seeewk st cs 
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The memoir gives the details of manipulation, and provides for the 
adulterations to which the cyanid of potassium is liable. 

ides the researches which have been presented to the Academy 
of Sciences, which will soon be known in America, if not already 
there are others either unpublished or little known, which merit at least 
@ mention of their titles to engage for them the attention of the scien- 

public. 
_ Of this number, one is the apparatus of Ruhmkorff, already men- 
tioned, by means of which, dynamical electricity is transformed into 
Static electricity. Another is, 

A new Process for determining Dilatations, by M. J. F. S1npeRMAnn, 
the director, as learned as he is modest, of the National Conservatory 
of Arts and Measures. This process was employed for the first time in 
the comparison of the standard meter which formed a part of the col- 
lection of weights and measures sent to the United States by the French 

lie in exchange for the collection of weights and measures from 

the government of the United States. : 
5 The processes hitherto used give the dilatations only to a sixteenth 

- millimeter, which degree of precision had been considered very 

But M 

this process consists essentially in employing a new method for tracing 
#0 Invariable length on the rules used in investigating the dilatation 
between 0° and 100°C. To arrive at this invariable length, M. Silber- 
ten, USeS @ beam compass with very solid points held in a wooden 
trough full of melting ice. ‘This compass is made of a steel rule 1-20 
fang, 5 centimeters wide and about 8 millimeters thick: it carries two 
very solid points, attached at a distance of a meter apart. The points 

pe: 

ngs through which the points of the com 
a Whilst the compass Aes the melting cee Fae. which is under trial 

'S also put in, and this last is kept in for at least two hours. After this 
ime has elapsed, the beam compass is placed on the rule, and after the 

Polnting is done, the latter is taken from the melting ice. The rule is 

~t put in boiling water for two hours, preparatory for the second 

difference of dilatation is then determined by means of 
combination of lenses, the arrangement of which cannot be 

Well explained without ficures. | 
OM. Silbermann has had the kindness to go through this process in my 

ap cc> and it will give some idea of its simplicity when I say, that 

aferwards Tepeated the process with little trouble and very satisfac- 
lory results, 
Peg Same process has also been used to determine the co-efficient of 

the on for a meter of platinum, sent by the French government to 
Great Exhibition at London. 

United absolute dilatation of the meter of annealed steel, sent to the 

Pérats States was found to be 1-0502 millimeters, between the tem- 
tit da of 0° and 100° C. Compared with the standard of platinum, 

ted at the Conservatory of Arts and Measures, the annealed steel 
Senus, Vol. XV, No. 43.—Jan,, 1858. 15 
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meter was found to be 00266 millimeters too short, so that the’ legal 

value of this standard meter is 0°9999774 meters, whilst the brass me- 

ter, also sent to the United States, has the value 1-0002992 meter at 0°. 

Its coéfficient of dilatation was determined by Gambey. In anc 

of induction by the magnetization which it undergoes while the current 
is passing. ds ais 

ae ee opyirdne Spmedtaa: being re-established, hammer is agai? 

raised, and soon. By these alternations, rapidly made, a current of 
induction is produced in the helix with fine wire (the outer). ‘To facil 

6 

* We retain the particulars of the doseription as wztéen out by M, Nickts; be sing to indistinetness in some parts of iat diaring, we are sompallod to omit te 

G84 Atom th oh VE iat erst OO? 

bie ite itu! 
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To experiment with this elegant little machine, the conductors for - 

receiving the electricity developed are fastened in the clamps BB; if these conductors communicate with the ovter and inner surfaces of a 
hey charge it as well as if the jar were put in connection with an ordinary electrical machine. If we connect with this apparatus 

the two balls of an electric egg, a series of sparks is produced, forming 
a true flame, poet si the negative to the sian pole, which de- 

onstrates once more the curious fact discovered by M. Neef, that electric light eepakik <Biaat at the mre pole of the pile. The fact is much more marked when a vacuu made ; as the air ges 
the “ee the igh becomes more distinct, pe when the vacuum ap- 

M, Sinsteden, who has paid much attention to subjects i a kind, 
has arrived at similar results. It was he who sug gested t ost im- 

of the t two eh gre a result some by enveloping each in two 
ed 

bi of tension, as if i In communication witb. an electrical ma 
" t, Mr. Henry and M, Riess have a long time since inde observa- 
pa of a similar character.t 
this machine may also give shocks, By fastening in the clamps BB, 
: «extremities of the conductors which end in the handles, and taking 

( t 

connection with fps 8 facts Wiseh have been stated, it is important 
to mention 4 singular observation made by M. Ru Ruhmkorff, which he 

allo sin ce brought out It h has been seen that the hammer and anvil 
are covered with aetiok foil. But if ca gaaere be substituted, no 
Sensible, sign of static lsainalty is. observed, a ~ hardly any sensation 

of felt. on touching the conductors. with the tongue. Sinsteden 
ewe this singular. effect to the greater pen ate of silver and 
Mae ee is less Resiataagr This does not appear to us admissible, 

or bserved that copper, ‘which is nearly as good a 

eri a oa ial affords nearly the same effects as Pp atinum. 
the fo 

Rives phan apical yy Miraud.—An electro- 

g- 2) is eaieed horizontally, or vena on a flat surface, 
con i connection on one s of the poles of a gal- 

on the other with a ‘fexible “apeiog, GH, which car- 

ies at Ca a plate of soft iron. This spring rests against another spring 

So 

betwee of M. Ruhmkorff and the compan d electro- 
s d ames De (Song ve se apparatus appeas 10 o be “hut little 

: ae & creel poe Journal, vo! pa, 252, 1839.—. 
endorif’s jie May, 1852, Fer 

5: 

a of Dr, er pane Rages ea we be added. There are many points of 
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- DE, which is put in communication with the 

other pole of the pile. When the spring 
C ‘ touches the spring D re the hiopran is 

on. ‘The vibrations produced by this arrange- 
ment are so rapid that it produces iT 
like the buzzing of a fly.* This apparatus has been applied to clectit= 
medical purposes, in which it is a convenient substitute for seine 
wheels. 

Corr espondence of. T. S. Hunt of Montreal, on Atomic Yotestet 

As to atomic volume I have a new suggestion. In the gaseous state, 
volumes and equivalents are identical, and an idea of this kind, as true 
to a certain extent of bodies in the solid form, lies at the basis of the 
calculations of Kopp and yourself ; but while in some cases the volt 
appears identical, in others it varies widely. Now in vapors we shoald, 
from a want of such conformity, have argued that the equivalent was 
rightly fixed, and this you know is readily determined otherwise in 

most organic volatile bodies; while in minerals we have arbitrarily as- 
sumed the simplest ratio of the constituents, as expressing the” “equiva. 
lent, and shaped our atomic volume to this. Now I suppose that all 
bodies i in the same crystalline form have the same atomic volume, and 
hence from this we may calculate their true equivalents ; hence 
relative equivalent being the same, the density is the index of i 
complexity, or in other td Keeper: (pardon the truism,) their de 
gree of condensation. To begin by fixing an equivalent,—Alum (i in the 
regular system,) is 21S aks Oat and with an equivalent of : 
H=1) and sp. gr. 1 5 has a volume of 271. Chrome alum is 2686. 

‘The mean is about 270. Compared with this, magnetite is not ( 
Fe20s) with a volume of 22°7, but 12Fe0, 12Fe203=— = (Fe afeve, O18) 
with volume of 22°7 & 12 2—972: 4,and soon. Rhombohedral and octa- 

hedral specular jron have about the same sp. gr., and if we assume t vholit 
volume to be the same, we have a transition to another system 
change of volume; we have for Corundum, 15°5 pion 
with a volume of 268-5, and homologue of (MasO«s) or el 
So Polybasite, i in which. copper in a double equivalent €u, enters, oh 

have been able to prove,) is accurately represented by 8( Ag, Cu 
(Sb, As)St=MsSb, S12: bat its sp. gr. corresponds to (M16Sb252 
with a volume of 270. Quartz (silica being SiO) is Si2sOz5, at mee 
267. [Mr. Hunt proposes to present his views in detail in our Be 
number,—z. D. p. D.] e 

ct i giles ee oe 

» [This apparatus is very nearly identical e armature bresk- 
piece of Dr. =< Daniel Davi, for an ene 

of an easy adjustment herp os ibang eV y facility * 
gra. C 

PG AEE oe El SSS a kN as an a, oa ai 

ee on 
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IJ. Cuemistry anp Puysics. 

lnvestigation, is obtained by bringing stibmethyl, Sb Mes, into contact 
with iodid of methyl, when the two soon unite to form the iodid as a 
white erystalline mass, easily purified by crystallization, If this iodid 
be distilled with antimoniuret of potassium in a vessel filled with car- 
onic acid gas, an oily liquid, heavier than water and igniting in the 

aif passes over, which the author considers as the isolated radical stib- 
methylium Sb Mes, Stibmethylium forms with one equivalent sulphur, 

lorine, bromine, iodine or oxygen, compounds which possess t 

may be heated to 100? or 140° C. without change, unless the action of 
heat is long continued : heated to 180°-200° they begi and 
then take fire and burn with a voluminous white flame. e com: 
Pounds of -stibmethylium exert no poisonous action on the animal econ- 
omy; the author swallowed two grains dissolved in water without 
*kperiencing any ill effects, The oxyd of stibmethylium is prepared 
by reating a solution of the iodid with oxyd of silver, quickly filtering 

‘assim and ; re g of The 28s and soluble in water and.alcohol. ‘The formula is Sb MesS. 
a lodid of stibmethylium crystallizes in the hexagonal system and 
peg beantiful 6-sided tabular crystals. |! US With iodid. potassium,—w.6.] The chlorid of the new radical 

The > stalline powder represented by the formula, Sb MesCl+-Pt Cle. 
The sulphate of stibmethylium forms large celorless tals which 
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appear to belong to the right-rhombie system, and which have the 
formula, Sb MeaO, SOs-5 aq. ; it is readily soluble both in water and 
alcohol. The author did not succeed in forming an alum with the sul- 
phate of alumina. The bisulphate of stibmethylium forms beautiful hard 
colorless crystals which have the formula Sb MesO.SOs-+HO. SOs. 
The author describes further a nitrate, ae bicarbonate, oxa 
and acid tartrate, but gives no measurements by which to jastify his 
Statement that the compounds of stibmotty ina appear to be isomorph- 
ous with those of potassium and ammonium. Saletan Sur Sir praktische 
Chemie, \wii, 

Note on the Kakodyl of Valerianic Acid.—As the compounds of 
metals with organic radicals are becoming every day of more imp 
tance to the theoretic chemist, I am induced to mention in this p 

me he made in November, 1849, on the 
formation of new organic compounds containing arsenic. When vai 
rianate of potash is cise’ with an equal w eight of arsenous acid, @ 
heavy oily liquid passes r into the receiver, slightly pelle 
color, -~ sroneays. a penetrating and ene eve odor ¢ a 

reome time’to-the air in an se a closed ee vessel 
it became “eompletely converted into a mass of ey es ana hard 
four-sided prisms, which were nearly colorless, and with 
bibulous paper, free from smell. They had an acid. sinusien and may 
have been the valerianie compound corresponding to kakodylic acid. 
These crystals were readily soluble in water. In an attempt to | 
them with oxyd of silver for the purpose of determining their constitl 
tion they were completely decomposed. The oily liquid obtained by 
the distillation above mentioned was soluble in water and appeared t0 
reduce oxyd of mercury to the metallic state. It will be seen that the 
reactions of the substance in question in all respects resemble those © 
the butyric kakodyl obtained by — and exhibit much ——. 
those of the acetic kakodyl of Bunsen. The offensiveness of | 
compounds to non-chemical noses iehmagiaigas persons occ in the 
same building with the writer, have hitherto prevented a further inves 
re at of this subject, which it is to be hoped will engage tut 

‘chemists more advantageously situated.—w. @ 
3. Constitution of Spermacett.—Heintz has published in detail the 

results of his investigation of this subject—results which differ in many 
particulars from those obtained by other chemists. i was 
7 gene by boiling with an alcoholic solution of caustic potash. The 

tion was precipitated by chlorid of barium, and the baryta salts thus 
dunes freed esas ethal by washing with alcohol which at the samé 
time dissolved a portion of a baryta salt soluble in alcohol but 1 
ble in ether. The etherial solution also yielded a third baryta salt. 
Heintz studied separately an alcoholic solution from wh ich the last 

three baryta salts. The ethal was found - ‘possess: paneraseeran 

assigned to it by Dumas, viz.,, CoaHlss0--HO.- ‘The alcoholic solutioa 
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from which the third baryta salt was ern yielded a substance 
fusing at 10°~12° and having the formula C1sH1isQ2, which ma y pos+ 
sibly be the aldehyd of pelargonic acid. The fatty acids in combina- 
tion with baryta were separated from each other by the method of 
partial precipitations Pag by Heintz with so much success in his 
examination of hum n fat. In this manner five homologous acids were 

cetyl. Heintz terms these salts, cocathal, myristathal, cetathal, pal- 
oe and margathal. Their formulas are 

argathal or margarate of cetyl, Cs2H3s30+Cs4Hss0s 
fac or palmitate of ets C32H3s30+Cs2H310s 
Cetathal or cetate of cetyl, C22Hs3s0+Cs0H290s 
“Myristathal or myristate of cetyl, C32Hss0+C2sH290s 
ene or cocinate of cetyl, Cs2Hss0+C2cH2s0s 
Besides these compounds, however, spermaceti contains probably a 
small quantity of olein which is doubtless derived from the oil from 
which the spermaceti has crystallized. A second neutral substance 
Was also obtained in small quantity : it was soluble in ether but only with 
great difficulty so in alcohol ; its formula eipearee to be C2sH26Qs. 

fir praktische Chemie, lvii, 30. 
Korth Positive eine Pictures. sims Martin has given a 

of producing directly positive pictures upon glass, which ap- 
Pears to oo rt ue advantages. Two grammes of cotton are to be 
bream n-cotton by a mixture o! pense ipiaencen 90" bar 
and 100 gr. of cal petie acid: the product is to be well washed, dried, 

disso} lved in a mixture of alcohol and ether so that the solution 

and p 

ing the the Slain with iodid Pee sada The ait plate prepared 
— Usual manner and covered with a thin. layer of ‘this solution is to 

dipped before drying into a bath composed of 1 a distilled water, 
Ye of nitrate pg silver and >, of nitric acid, and the few 

camera. It is then to be dipped into a a bat of sulphate 

a bai i rn and afterward stare washed. — je pic cture is now a ve, 

of Stum it “ae a positive. It is to be , covere with a verre 
r dextrin, dried, and. fra upon a backgrou und of black velvet. 

wee bath i is dg of er 00° and eT diluted with 3 vols. 

ton 
temo Seltvaitents we sali of raisins 2 arsenic by the vola- 

of the chl chlorid—already described in this Journal, (xiv, 259)— 

rr has found by quantitative Leys gr that a portion of the arsenic 
= behind in the retort; so that the process can at best be buta 

i F205 auth even from this point of view is inferior 1 to: o-thiat 

att ari a a 305. 
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6. Cocinon, gee and Lauro-stearon.—De.rrs has prepared and 
analyzed cocinon, and Overbeck, myriston and lauro-stearon. Cocinon, 
as prepared by po distillation of cocinate of lime, crystallizes in light, 
brilliant white scales; it is tasteless and without smell, is soluble in 
ether and alcohol, fuses at 58° C., and solidifies toa re sperma- 
ceti-like mass. Its formate is Ga2Ha202 or C21He2 
and lauro-stearon crystallize in brilliant white scales, aid solidify on 
cooling after fusion in crystalline masses, which become highly electric 

by friction. Myriston has the formula CsoHsoOz2 or C2sH2s0, and 
fuses at 75°C. Lauro-stearon has the formula Cac Ha6Qz or C2 oHiz20, 
and fuses at 66° C.—Pogg. Ann., |xxxvi, 587, 591. 

7. On the Allotropie Modification of Oxyd of Cobalt; by RA 
GenTH of Philadelphia, (communicated for this Journal by Dr. Genta.) 
—One of my students, Mr. Edwin L. Reakirt, has discovered the allo- 
tropic modification of oxyd of cobalt, corresponding in all its proper- 
ties with the allotropic modification ‘of oxyd of nickel, which I de- 

tected several years ago.* It was obtained aan by the decom- 
pee of the carmine chlorid of my cobalt bases, (Fremy’s chlorhy- 

sees) by heat, and after dissolving out the chlorid of 
porta it remained pure. It occurs in iron black, very brilliant micro 
scopic octahedra, with a submetallic lustre. They are not magnetic. 
They are insoluble in hydrochloric or nitric acid, but readily dissolve by 
fusion with bisul Iphate of potash. The quantity Mr small 
for further examinations ; but judging from analogy, there 
to its composition. It contains no nickel. By the Soconiponition of the 
above mentioned salt, I have often obtained metallic cobalt; but never 

before this oxyd. I will mention here, that : have several times ob 
served the oping modification of oxyd of nickel, in quantities: ‘not 
exceeding 0°5 or 1-0 in the metallic nickel manutwetured in 
Cassel and imported to this country. 

8. Observations on the Zodiacal gor made at the Kew Observatory 
from January to ‘April, 1850; by Mr. H. R. Birr, (Proc. Brit. Assocs 
1852, Ath., No. 1298. )—These meena were made at the Obser" 
tory of the British Association during the author’s residence there: It 
appeared to the author that two very important features presented them- 
selves in connection with the observations :—viz., the position of the 
great mass of light being constantly north of the ecliptic,—and, the ap- 
parent change in the form of the light, or at least that portion of it form 
ing the apex of the luminous triangle on the cone of light, which is’ very 

potengiesé dino pronre of observations, those in F ruary present 
@ narrower cone, the axis being very a ‘inclined st wih 

were In this res the are 

those of March, when — cone of light had become ‘m uch larger, the 
apex more rounded, and the inclination of the axis to the ecliptic 
changed. It would appear from the projections that a accompanied the 
observations, that while the great mass of light was still sill northward of of 
the ecliptic the direction of the axis was so inclined that it) 
different position wit with Tespect to the ecliptic: than it digin Febery in Pedra 

# dn on Chitin ‘tis Passi, 8, p. YR. 
rs 
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In the. month of April the author considered the axis of the zodiacal 
light to be slightly north of the ecliptic, the northern side of the cone 

much broader than the cone seen in ebruary. ‘T'wo observations, 
those of March 3 and April 10, were particularized as indicating that 

by Mr, Lowe, at Nottingham. They are described by the author not 
to be of the nature of pulsations in the usual acceptation of the term, but to consist of alternate brightenings and dimmings of the entire 
mass of light such as might be produced by the approach and recess 
of a luminous bod 

ND a correct image of that object, consisting ere omniog from Prec ly the same parts of itas an eye wou 

“ural images as there were such parts; and the photographic pic- 
. re which embraces and confounds into one hideous mass all these, 
of enol which by-itself would be correct, must in the very nature 

' things give a most confused and displeasing representation of the 
ee i Sir David illustrated and proved these assertions by a diagram 

Vol. XV, No, 48.—Jan., 1853. 16 
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placed in front of the lens, pointing out the parts which alone could be 
embraced in a correct perspective view of it, and what parts the large 
lens or mirror would moreover receive and transmit rays from, to be 
jumbled in the photographic picture with that which would alone give 
a correct idea of the object as seen. e showed from the now famil- 

cumference of the aperture, the effect of the combination of the mat 
ginal pictures was most distinctly exhibited and demonstrated, by halos 
extending round the true image, and the sharp cross lines ruled on the 
object and shown in the image with the small lens, but all confused 2 
that with the surrounding apertures. i 

10. On a Rock-Crystal Lens and Decomposed Glass found in Nine 
veh; by Sir Davin Brewster, (Proc. Brit. Assoc., Atheneum, No 
1298.)—Sir David said that he had to bring before the Section ap ob 
ject of so incredible a nature that only the strongest evidence could 
render the statement at all probable :—it was no less than the finding 
of a rock-crystal lens, in the treasure-house at Nineveh, where " 
had for centuries lain entombed in the ruins of that once magnificent 
city. lt was found in company with several bronzes and other 
of value. He had examined the lens with the greatest care and 
taken its several measurements. It was not entirely circular i ™® 
aperture, being 1,8,ths inches in its longer diameter and 1,4,ths me? 
in its shorter. Its general form was that of a plano-concave lens; - 

light,—ihis was badly polished and scratched. The eonvex face 
the lens had not been ground ina dish-shaped tool in the manner 1 

which lenses are now formed, but was shaped on a lapidary’s whe*’ 

or in some such manner. Hence it was unequally thick, but its ¢* 
treme thickness was ths of an inch, its focal length being 44 inehe* 

S eaeae 
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Ithad twelve remains of cavities which had originally contained liquids 
or conde ases; but ten of those had been opened probably in 3 

a powerful electro-magnet, suffered a dim 
act experiment, of at least fifteen millio times. All the compounds o 
ron and all natural substances containing a portion of metallic iron suf- 
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chlorate of copper, he found that in general the —— character 

of the compound results from that of its elements. He has madea 
number of experiments on the laws of equilibrium of domnesitie bod- 

ies in the magnetic field, and on the reciprocal action of diamagnetic 

bodies; the methods of observing used being simple and ingenious, 
chiefly by observing the change of form or the curve of the common 
surface of one fluid when floating on another. He passed over many 
other topics with brief notice ; and concluded with calling Prof. Fara- 
day’s attention to what he believes to be the most important fact of these 

researches, and _— relates to an experimental theory of diamagnetic 

phenomena. abstain from publishing a full abstract, as the au- 

be Peo aig himself to arrange these eget before publication. 
Ona Monies Binocular Camera; by A. Cuavper, (Proc. Brit. 

Pat Ath., No. 1299.)—The author "eehibited a Double Camera for 
taking the two ayabes ic daguerreotypes of groups or individuals,— 
and by which four double pictures could be successively taken with suc 
rapidity as to be exact representations of the same circumstances. It 

would be impossible to make all the mechanical arrangements of this 
instrument intelligible without drawings. The author also exhibited an 
instrument, which called a rice eee by which he coul 
accurately measure the angles, by which could be determined the 
place of the group or figure to be taken, and the position in every 
one of their ssa of the double camera and its slides. 

13. On on’s Theoretic Anticipation of a erystallic Action ; 
by Dr. Tudtntiss (Proc. Brit. Assoc., Ath., No. 1299.)—In an article in 
the Phil. Mag. for March, 1851, Prof. W. Thomeon had drawn attention 

to the fact that Poisson had theoretically anticipated the discovery of mag- 
no-crystallic action by Pliicker ; and, in the Jatest number of the “ Annu- 

al Report of Liebig and Kopp,” Dr. Tyndall’s oe are refer 
red to as especially corroborating the above view s he prized 
the support and coincidence of Prof. Thomson on a ceaagie subject, 
he must decline subscribing to his views in the present instance ; and 

he ise he would prove that the theory of Po oisson was unsuited to 

explain the phenomena of magno-crystallic act By means of @ 
powerful electro-magnet, Dr. Tyndall had been iiehine to prove each 
of his meena by actual experiment. Poisson suppose a! 
body to be an assemblage of magnetic molecules, and in the case 
certain crystalline bodies, he imagined that these molecules 

an ellipsoidal shape. Supposing such a body to be magnetized in @ 
certain direction, and all these ellipsoids to lie with their longer axes! $i 
the same direction, the attraction of such a body parallel to these long’ 
er axes be different from its attraction in a transverse direction. 
" differential action, such as that here indicated, was certainly esiab- 
lished by the experiments of Prof. Faraday and Dr. Tyndall ; but its 
cause is not to be referred to the shape of the molecules, as as supposed 
by Poisson. A crystal of calcareous spar was hung in the magoe™ 
field, and its action exhibited,—its optic axis set equatorial. A mode 

A cry: tal of carbonate of iron was ge ey —its axis 

.. oe S to yon a magnetic model of the stom did the same. Dr 

ay 
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Tyndall then proceeded to show that a bar of magnetic or of diamagnetic 
matier might be caused to set axal or equatorial, by simply varying its 
point of suspension. The experiments were closely watched by Prof. 
Thomson, who certified the success of every one of them.  ‘ Now,” 
proceeded Dr. Tyndall “ we have here two substances, exactly alike in 
exterior shape,—one a crystal built by nature, the other a model con- 
structed by myself; you have seen that the actions of both are iden- 
tical—the one is not to be distinguished from the other. Whatever 
explains the deportment of the model must explain that of the crys- 

This piece of wax is composed of material particles; now I 
ask; what must the effect be if I squeeze this wax between two plates ? 
will it not be to bring the particles more closely together along the line 
on which the pressure is exerted? This is simply what has been done 
in the case of the model, and this peculiar arrangement of its particles 
(without reference to their shape) produces. the effecis which you have 
Witnessed. Now, the action of the model comes under the head of 

totally inadequate to its explanation. Magno-crystallic action is thus 
Proved to be due, not to the shape of the ultimate molecules, but to 
their manner of arran ement.” 
' 14. Examination of Dove’s Theory of Lustre ; by Sir Davia Brew- 
SteR; (Proc. Brit. Assoc., Ath., No. 1300.)--The author explained the 
theory of Dove, which, if we took him correcily, was, that the lustre of 

les and particularly the metallic lustre arose from the light coming 
mM the one stratum of the superficial particles of bodies interfering on 

the eye with the light coming from other and deeper strata,—the regular 
Symmetrical arrangement of the particles in these bodies producing effect 
somewhat analogous to that of mother-of-pearl. But the opinion which 
Sir David himself seemed to incline to, was, that since we know from 
the phenomena of very thin metallic leaves. that lights of very different 

ista 

modate the eye to the distinct vision of these colors. He illustrated 
s by the effects produced when the two figures of a binocular stereo- 

Seope were colored with complementary colors, and viewed together in 
the instrument, 
g; 15. Notice of a Tree struck by Lightning Clandeboye Park; by 

Davin Brewster, (Proc. Brit. Assoc., Ath., No, 1300.)--The tree 
Stood inathick mass of wood, and was not the tallest of the group. The 

lightning bolt struck it laterally. about 15 feet above the ground, exactly 
atthe cleft where the two principal branches rose from the trunk. A 
large Part of the bark and a piece of the solid wood were driven to some 

Ce, and the electric fluid passed down the trunk into the ground, 

*plitting the tree in two by a rent through the whole of its thickness. The 

sats? by. conductor. ion of buildings from this ‘Speci | s, and. that the protection of buildings } 

all iS Of meteor can only be effected by conductors stretching out in 
directions 
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Ill. Grotoey. 

1. On the Connection na pe Theories and the Figure 
of the Earth; by Mr. H. Hennessey, (Proc. Brit. Assoc., Ath., No. 
1299.)—As Geology may be omaiens to oastricie an examination of 
the form and structure of the earth, it follows that every correct geologi- 
cal theory must be capable of explaining the greater as well as the lesser 
inequalities in the figure of our planet. Certain geological theories being 

Playfair and Sir John Herschel that the earth would from such causes 
ultimately tend to assume the form of an oblate spheroid ; but neither 
of these eminent mathematicians has presented such numerical results 

tive fluidity, which agrees with observation. The author also pointed 
out an inconsistency in the theory of climates proposed by Sir Charles 
—_ in order to account for the diminution of temperature at the 

rth’s surface since early geological epochs. This theory would re- 
na a gradual transport of matter from the equator to the poles, in 
order to account for a diminution of the heating surface of dry land at 
the equator. Consequ prope on this theory, the earth would tend to be- 
come prolate inthe of oblate. The author concluded by pointing out 
similar objections to the seneettny views known as the Neptunian the- 

ory and the chemical theory of volcanoes. 
2. Geology and Paleontology of a part of the Rocky Mountain 

Region; by Prof. J. Hatt, (from Capt Stansbury’s Expedition to the 
Great Salt Lake, p. 401.)—This report is made out from the specimens 
collected by Capt. Stansbury and the notes taken in the course of his 
expedition. We insert here some extracts.* 
_“ The first specimens furnished are from the ae side of the Missour! 

Riwe: near and above Fort Leavenworth, (39° 21’ N., 94° 44’ 7) 
These are all from limestone of the peaches ig comel and appar- 
i from the upper of the two great limestones of this period in the 

The most conspicuous fossils are sect gr ‘Terebratula, &e- 
"The route from the Missouri westward shows a oan of this 

i 
It is soon succeeded by strata of cretaceous age, which, from the pet 

a8 Zi" WN: uri and Platte to Fort Kesney. in 40° 3 
98° BOOW yt a sg! worth tee of the Platte to Fort ; pin! 5, 
104° 314’ W.; still west on the same Fork, leaving it for the tributary 
Sweet Water in 424° N. gore og signe Rcmbby Bertnatee ts gre f throug south side of the fabs tale mien se 
130 6! W.) the Moraes aie uated. ev i 
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mens preserved, I have been able to recognize as extending for a con- 
siderable distance on the route between Turkey Creek and Big Sandy. 
Among the cretaceous fossils are a species of Pholadomya, and the 
ceramus, which is so abundant in numerous localities in this region. 
It is quite probable that these beds extend much farther, but I find no 

specimens in the collection; and the notes indicate that there are heav 

deposits of drift, which may have covered the formation below.” * 
“It would appear that the character of the country from near Fo 

4 continuation of the same formation. From the dates marked upon 
Specimens, it is evident that this limestone extends to some distance on the east and west of Fort Laramie. 
The specimens bearing date of July 19th, two days’ march northwest 

of Fort Laramie, (105° W.,) are a feldspathic granite with little quartz 

or mica. The rocks in this locality are doubtless of metamorphic ori- i .. Probably rocks of Silurian age. The specimens collected three 

Stone and thinly laminated sandstones containing fossils. The fossils 

ate some brachiopods, with others similar to Monotis, and we may 
Presume from the described position of the beds, and from the charac- 
ter of the fossils, that these beds are of Devonian age. In the journal 

beds are recorded as dipping at the rate of 15° to the northeast. 
he specimens bearing the mark of July 24th, (105° 50’ W.,) are 

Precisely like those collected at Fort Laramie, and contain the same 
ils. On the same date were seen (according to the jour- 

re gray and red sandstones. On the following day (near 106° W., 
7 recorded a bed of coal, three or four feet thick, with Sigil/aria and 

The specimens of this date sent to me are those of bitumin- 
si Coal and others of soft shale, but without any well-marked vegetable 

From the p 
cord of Sigillaria and Calamites oceurting in the same connection, it 

be Presumed that this coal belongs to the true coal measures ; and 

more extended 
Seal in thi region would be a matter of national importance. 
The record of July 27th (106° 45’ W.,) shows the occurrence of 

ep Shales and sandstones, which may be of the age of the coal, or 

he that formation.” * * * “From the Wind River Mountain 
Pt. Bridger (in 41° 18” N., 110° 32 W.,) the collections ar al éf 

+.» (ertiary, including many specimens of nautilus and others ma- 

Tee Shells.” +s West of Port Pall (43° N., 1124° W.,) are and 
of carboniferous age.” 
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“ The specimens collasied in - the islands and shores of the Great 
Salt Lake are suflici o give a very good idea of the general 
geological features. "The zetia are of metamorphic a con- 
sisting of talcose and mica slates, hornblende rocks, and a few speci- 
mens of granitic or genie character. 

Some specimens of the latter description occur wong the valley of 
Ogden’s River. yk ee Island, Fremont Island, a part of Promon- 
tory Point, and Mud Island, on the east side of the lake. judging from 
the numerous specimens, sapeiat principally of talcose and mica slates, 

with hornblende rock. Carrington Island, Hat Island, a point north by 

In several localities, as at Promontory Point and near Mud Island, the 
metamorphic strata appear to be overlaid by a coarse conglomerate, or 

oarse ea which is partially altered, and assumes the character 
of a quartz 

From all the facts i in my possession, it would appear that these pots 

limestone. Judging from oi relative position of the limestone, 

the metamorphic rocks of Antelope and, Frémont’s Islands, the eer 

axes, occasioned by the elevation of the epi Ri beds. We may 
has also, that the same limestone my Ne ens a Ae the elevated 

e 

the mparinive in the region of the Salt Lake, we are left to infer that 
the coal is to be sought (as elsewhere) above the limestone. Since the 
pater: of coal is proved in one point, (admitting the signi in 
favor of its age being that of the carboniferous 5 oes yw war- 
‘ranted in the conclusion that it once existed over a much w der area, 
and can be sought with success in ie Manconet aes aloha he impor 
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tance of this mineral in that distant region cannot be too highly estima- 
ted, and the geographical position and extent of the beds should be one 
of the first points ascertained in the location of any route of communi- 

tion between the east and the west.” 
The Report contains also descriptions and figures of various fossils, 

mostly from the carboniferous rocks, being species of several corals, 
achlopoda, (one species of ‘Terebratula, three of Productus, three of 

Spirifer, one of Chonetes, one of Orthis,) a few acephala, besides a 
, urotomaria and a Euomphalus, in all 14 new species. One species 
isthe Chonetes variolata of Koninck. 

3. Geological Survey of Canada: Report of Progress for the year 
31-2 ; y W. E. Locan, Provincial Geologist. Printed by order of 

the Legislative Assembly. 121 pp., 8vo, Quebec, 1852—In our last 
Volume we gave a notice of some of the important results of Mr. Lo- 
gan’s Survey. The Report here issued dwells mostly on the discove- 

for 

rsa R. de Loup, was 1900 pennyweights. Phosphate of lime in 
ee 18 disseminated in rocks of the lower Silurian age at several 
ora The amount of phosphoric acid present was ascertained by 
ll a Hunt, chemist to the Survey, (p. 105 of the Report) who 

~ s@ in some of them— 
LR. Ouelle, I. R. Onelle. TIL Lac des Allumettes. IV. Gienville. 

. to Sandston Ca p Sandstone. Conglomerate. 

oma 675 40 36°38 44°70 

ale 3 oy 485 5:14* 5-00* 6:60 
ae 165 970 } "09 (di as. 
| ee : 2°95 Pe, 1262+ — Fe, 8:60t 
"inh ened, 21-10 25°44 49:90 27-90... 
__ Vol matter, H, 215 18. 1°70 5:00 

99°73 95°37 100-00 97°56 

The nodules are of various shapes, sometimes as observed by Mr, 
mes in nodules 

re 
thet ach like worn fragments of slate (IV). Mr. Hunt suggests that 
4.0f@ remains of bones or coprolites, though with hesitation, as this 

age the existence of Vertebrata during the Lower Silurian epoch, 
T information in this report we defer to another number. 

IV. Borany anD Zoovoey. 

Carices America Septentrionalis exsiccate. Edidit H. P. Sart- 

vole? MD. Pars 1-2. Penn Yan, Nov. Ebor. 1848-50.—These two 
ome *S Consist of actual specimens of 158 species and varieties of 
ne Carex, finely prepared, and arranged by Dr. Sartwell with 

lee: eatness and care. The specimens are, for the most part, col- 
ey himself, in his immediate neighborhood, where very many 

are found ; but Dr. Sartwell has taken the utmost pains, by cor- 

» Sears, Vol. XV, No, 43.—Jan., 1853. 17 



respondence with botanists throughout the Union, to obtain from them 
the species peculiar to their respective localities ; and has thus been en- 
abled to include, in his two parts, rather more thana a quarter of the 

known species of this vast ee ; of which ro pacsenia ieee are found 
in almost every part of the globe. 

The time and exertion requisite for such a work as this of Dr. Sart 
well, can only be estimated by the practical collector, who has to 
through bog and brake, ‘ from morn till dewy eve,” loaded with his 
folios and collections. But the search for the various species, 

drying and preparation of specimens, so beautiful as those before us, is 
a matter requiring much time and care ; even in the case of so practised 
& hand as Dr: Sartwell. No reasonable price would be a compensation 
for the production of such volumes, and hence they rarely appear, except 

when offered as labors of love, and gratuitously distributed, as in the 
present’ instance. Dr. a has, for many years past, takonuas 
especial interest in these plants, a 
he eye, has selected ok arranged his specimens: with great 

Each species ies — sheet, to which is ane 
a ephmed label with number, name and synonymes, place of growth, am 
name of collector, when derived from ies hands than his own. 
numerical order of the specimens is that of Dr. Gray’s Manual of: Bot- 
aBy, ct ay _ we shall briefly remark on a few of the species. 

‘No. oica, L.”—This is C. gynocrates, Wormsk., and 
though ery soa resembling C. dioica, differs fro fri species In 
several particulars ; especially by the shorter, loosely lowe red sp 
and the lanceolate, diverging perigynia, which are tid disttnodld nerved, 
and smooth, or very slightly serrulate on the beak. C. dioica pean 
ably confined, on this continent, to Arctic America and: nig 
Mountains. 

* No. 12. C. Sartwellii, Dew.”—This plant, first colleaied in New 
York, by Dr. Sartwell, was dedicated to him by Professor Dewey 30n 
years since ; but it does not appear to possess any sufficient characte 
by which it can be distinguished from No. 71, C. disticha, Huds: its ry 
variable species, in different localities and stages of  iage se ties 

“No. 14. C. prairea, Dew.”—If this is specificall inet from 
C. paniculata, L, (which is very doubtful,) it will probably pte 
the prior name o of C. Ehrhartiana, Hoppe, to which it _ aaa 

red by Dr.’ Boott. 

* No, 21. 6, cephaloidea, Dew.,” pai to be ile a stouter form 
of No. 22, C.c = roa pian Mubl. ;° but No. 75 (from Illinois) 1 
doubtless, the plant of Dewey, w which i is sails diaiaguicheey, 
No, 20, C. spar eniontbs: Muhl., except from its inferior size 

«No. 29. C. gracilis, Ehrh.”—Dr. Boott has ascertained, a 
authentic specimen, that this name belongs to C. loliacea, L. 

commonly that of Schkuhr, C. tenella, will attach to this species, ¢ own 
to American botanists as C. disperma, Dew , 
“No. ‘33. C. spherostachya, gn if distinct from Cc. canescens, Le 

must bear the prior name of Fries, C. vitilis. 
wa No. 40. C. Liddoni, Bott,” es surely nothing rors 
form of No. 11, C. siccata, Ao Bo ; pom 

ge Boi Bb ee a let ead gaa ee 
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different from that of Boott, et is probably confined: to the N. W. 
toast, is, however, the C. Liddoni of Dewey, (Wood's: Holenys) and of 
see (Gray’s Manual of Seta ) 
ve No. 48, CG. straminea, Schk.,” scarcely differs from No. 77,C. alata, 
Torr. ma Gr., except in the rather inferior size of the spikes. - Three 
‘other varieties of fC. straminea are &: ginee in No, 76. 
“No. 49. C. straminea, , Tuck,” is C-adusta, 
ne species edema cane near to - ads which i is generally 

rstood, though without absolute certain wl ar eng: Schk. 
. No. 51, Sg correctly, mek doubtfully, re to C. torta, Boott. 
* “No. 58. C. acuta, L., v. erecta, Dews, C. aperta, Boott ” "This ap- 
‘pears to differ from Boot” s plant, principally in sor: ‘smaller size of the 

and it p would be difficult to distinguish them by eae — 
- acuia, L. has not been found on this contin 

‘tnists gene rally, has never. ete bintadn on din continent. ~ 
© No. 57, C. salina, Wahl.?2” is also a form of C. jerictey Lam., 

pand ninelta ened iperiggy iia. Iti is referred, by Gay, to C. ver- 
Freedl. ‘Tucosa, F, 

goto ids Asnpipiney Dinan sehoeld. deveukier dsosibed:4o-Dt. 
=e ee aaa with the —— ones eit boy Pepfesear 

bs Nox 130. -6. of eaghtbetis Torr. >” iene st Torrey’ s. plant. ae. is, 

‘Pethaps, a stabs: form of No. 129, C: striata; 
© * No. 146... dupulina, Mul.» ° Phe name of 6. gigenen Rose, 

Several (: 
than C, 
a is Drbabie tnt botanists may differ from Dr. Sartwell a to some 

totent an and hone wh6 ateiad fortunate as to possess a set of his valu- 

lars, will have the an 
Son Te j is, indeed, to be regretted that these beautiful specimens can- 
‘Rot, inthe , ‘very nature of the case, be so widely diffused as might be 
‘desired, more meaty pr pe 3/since the ey 

28 ee) eltntty specific. characters 10. the ‘species of so — 

rT rot of. Dr: Sarweit _ better calculated to correct, 
FeO. 

ly aaatnn pre ae ‘arden Algarum. Lundy 8vo, 
1, 1848, tye ii, pars. 2, 1852.—The second part 
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kingdom, as Professor Agardh 1 terms “ss is cee rapid progress i 

wards completion. The first volume (362 pages) contains the Fucoidee 

complete. The two parts of the second volume (720 pages) include 
13 of the 16 orders, as they are called, of the Floridee, or 

Alge, or all except a of Agardh’s series Desmiospermee, subseries 
as only in 1824 that the sysiem Algarum of the 

older Agardh was published, which comprised characters of ail the 
Alge then known, both of salt and fresh water, in a single small 18mo 

volume, of 312 pages. A. G 

3. L. R. Tulasne, Monographia Podostemacearum. (Excerpt. € es 

and anomatous family of aquatic Dicotyledoneous plants, most 
of sual imitate the ose weeds, sac lerte and Mosses in their organs 

of vegetation. Our own single representatives in the United States, and 
from which the order sa iis name, was the earliest known to botanis!s, 
having been detected in Virginia by. Barrister, and by him sent to Plu- 
kenet; although many years elapsed before it was described in Mich 
aux’s Flora Boreali-Americana, under the name of Podostemon » 
phyllum. Meanwhile a related plant had been discovered in Guiana by 
Aublet, bis Mourera fluviatilis. Two other South American _ 
were found by Hu ocr : ~~ a number of Brazilian species 
ing to two or three new genera were discovered by Martius, St. Hilaire, 
and Riedel. Neaaeblia Petit-Thouars had made known three new 
genera of the order from Madagascar. In recent times the number of 
nown species has largely increased, chiefly through the researches of 

the late Dr. Gardner, in Brazil and in Ceylon, and of Mr, Weddell, 10 
the interior of South America. Bongard reduced the known age to 
three ; one of which, his Philocrena, proves to be the same 
Tristicha of Thouars. Endlicher admits six genera. Tulasne has now 
raised the number to twenty ; and has described about eighty species: 
They areall tropical, with three exceptions; namely Tristicha Dregean% 
and Spherothylax algiformis, of the Cape of — Hope, and our ie 

tributaries of the St. Lawre (At leas sl hae it from the - 
River, the mest eastern caan Sciregs into pies Ontario, on the nor 
ern side.) About two-thirds of the whole belong to South America, 
east of the crest of the Andes. Tulasne gives an account, first of the 
anatomy and organography of the plants of this acieageith full teil 
and then considers the question of their affinity. On this point (bey’ 
na indisputable fact that they are dicotyledoneous plants, not withstand- 
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ranges the genera according to progressive complexity, or perfection of 
floral structure 3 beginning with those that are dicecions ( Hydrostachys,) 
or androgynous, and destitute of flural envelops, and ending with those 
that have a true perianth and perfect flowers. Yet even those of com- 

tangs medicine, food, cordage, dyes, &c., being separately enume- 

tated. It affords much interesti ng information respecting a country with 
follow: numbers of our own people now have much to do. e 
posits a few pages of the Flora itself, which is here carried only 

‘ ugh some of the earlier families. We are glad to see that the 

3 ie? : ‘ : m A. Gc. 

fase \"alpers, Annales Botanices Systematice, tom. ii, pp- 1125, iii, 
esti p- 786, 8vo, 1851-52: Leipsic.—The former volume, pub- 

st 't 1848-9, pave the characters of all the species, as far as known 

how needful is such a compilation as the present. The 

Work has cost great labor; and even the few who have access to full 

botanical libraries will be thankful for it, although the pages abound 

wn of the press, and slips or less venial mistakes of the trans- 
NO areal The Genera Am. Bor. Or. Hlustrata, vol. i, is everywhere 

: - Engelmann, under his own name, are attributed to | 
er. 4, for instance, the Portulace on p. 660, et. seq., and the Cac- 
8 P- 680,684, and 686. 1: ci 
ie = ‘ansoury’s Expedition to the Great Salt Lake-—We have briefly 

this very valuable Report in volume xiv, at page 291; and on 
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pages 126-129 of this number have cited from Mr. Hall’s Report on 
the Geological Specimens. The Zoological and Botanical Re; 
connected with the volume contribute very largely to the value of the 

rk 
that on Reptiles by Prof. Baird and Charles Girard; that on were | 
Prof. 8. S. Haldeman ; and that on Botany by Dr. John Torrey. 

The Report on aa oe besides notes on the known 
cies, Putorius vison, P. erminea, Meles labradoria, Gulo luscus, F 

nops, Baird. The first is from the Salt Lake Valley. It resembles the 
Vulpes fulvus, but besides other differences, its tail is six inches longer. 

Color of the back, a mixed grizzled gray, the hairs being dark browa 
at the base, then yellowish:white, and finally tipped with black. The 

toma is from the Prairie road to Bent’s Fort, where it was col- 

lected. by Koed ‘Abert. It is in size between P. borealis and Py bur- 
sarius ; the color is grizzled but lighter than in the P. bursarius; 
there is a strongly marked ee ‘Ciacular space eign ie ini 
diameter on each side of the h 
» Tho Report on Birds 4. oar ‘he new ‘spe cies Sialia 
awe the nsighbortod of the Salt Lake, and the Pipilo Alberti fom 
New Mexico, and notices of many known species. ist 1s k 

ining the names of. over 150 species of birds from west of the 
Mississippi, which are not described in Audubon’s ee hse 4 

_ Among the Reptiles, there are the following new species, the 
of which are illustrated with excellent figures. We cite the brie 
cific descriptions. soot Abe 

Siredon lichenoides, Baird.—Body uniform blackish din st cover al it wi 
licheniform patches of grayish ye yellow; snout rounded as 

ted; toes broad and 
Cnemidophorus tigris, Baird esa Givar —Scales on the suk : soa 

; fo oF indistinct stripes re | the dorsal reg sity real 
_Crotaphytus Wislizenii, Baird and — roporti narrow eee 

= ic plates and scales on the ris small. Yellowish ih 
spotted all over with small pa deeper brown or fap 

Ka, Girard, (syn. op! — thf, 2 

apy sary Pe foral fold Pines : ical in 6, etare fold 
Genus Urs Baird and Girard.— Upper part of the ‘ely Sry kere wit! te ale 

a 1 ' ry apertures; femoral pores, but no anal ones. — 
Via ana, Baird and Girard—Tail slender, elongated. the 
vided with larg d in yerticils; a si fold in addition to 

_ Beelopo us gractominy B. nnd G.— —Head subeonical teales of the back sroportio 
-, ally large; tail of medium size, slender and co 
re | Eilgaria seincicauda, B. and G. a Disk green above; light ash Sloe BOW. ‘leven 

transverse black a dors 

‘pogtetior!7s 8H-9F sere, on. the tail Thirteen to fourteen rows of sales, 8 

| Platodon eee B. and G. —Head 

of black. 
ut, very Jong, and subquadrangular ; olivaceous: roe with oor 

Genus # Cuncmtt, B. and @—Three pairs of frontal plates a mr small a 

* Ghar ia snd Boas a te 
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pees on the sides. A brownish black band across the eyes, from top of 
a; to the angle of the mouth. 
Coluber mormon, B, and G.—Posterior Buea feed very large; vertical plate 

t {lone and very narrow on its middle; eyes larg 
nasicus, B, and G.—Minute ‘aud numerous frontal plates intend of two 

large pairs; two brown stripes over the head; temporal patch very broad. 

oN mon essay on the genus Phrynosoma,” by C. Girard, 
Next ny beautifully illustrated, ai containing the new species Pr. 

modestum, G. 
‘ Prof. Ha Haldeman’ s Report on Insects, contains see ag Aer we 25 new 
species, and is illustrated by two plates rep resenting 13 spec 

vat s Report is illustrated by nine plates, pendant as 
may spe 

7. A "New ‘Genus and Species of Crustacea; by James E1cuts.— 
This — species from the New South Shetlands, belongs to the 

family. It is remarkable for its gigantic size, the length being 
3t inches mi the breadth across the middle 1? inches. It is also pe- 
culiar in having the 6 anterior legs short and monodactyle or ancoral, 
while the 8 posterior are long, stout, triangulate, spinose, and end ina 

short claw, Superior antenne short, half the inferior in length, having 
a very short flagellum ; inferior pair ‘with a multiarticulate flagellum as 
long as the basal portion. Form of body oblong ovate. Abdomen 
Scinted, the last segment subtriangular with sinuato-arcuate sides, and 
subcarinate spy peed along the middle above. Thorax also some- 
what carinate along the middle of the back, and surface of segments 
uiptured : mandibles without palpi. The species is named by Dr. 
rae Alogi antarcticus. The paper is accompanied by “te 

plat representing a dorsal and ventral view of this 

ginal sad aii a separate view of the antennee.— Trans. Albany Ist 

ra 

¥. AsTRONOMY. 

. a New Plisnse ; (nieve: Jour, No: 50. )—On ani 19th of Septem- 
is ber, 1852, another planet, (the twentieth of the Asteroidal group,) was 

Xe by Prof. A. de Gasparis of ar troy It resem bled — star of 

Ns is 0s°73, and N. Deel. 1 53/ 0-6 

eile was discovered nove seg ier next day, by M. Chacornac of 

The Return of the Twin-Comet of Biela, (Astron. Jour., No. 49.)— 

Comet discovered Aug. 26, 1852, by Prof. Secchi of Rome, proves 

'0 be @ portion of the Shiba gH Biela on its expected return. In 

a letter to Dr. dated Rome, Sept. 16, 1852, he says, “| have 

he pleasure of announcing to you that | found this morning the other 

Portion of Biela’s comet. It was very faint, without a nucleus, and of 

Ie arongated ovoid form, ihe apex being turned away from the sun. 

pl oaciar the other part at a distance of about two minutes of time, 

ie Was about half a degree farther south. The extreme faintness of 

did second portion, and my fear of losing the obeervation! of the other 
one Permit me to ae a better observation. * The prin- 

wa the ‘comet did not continue to appear of on same a 
looked quite irregular and had two very faint t streaks : 

more luminous in the centre, but without any nucleus.” 
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3. Shooting Stars of August 9-10, 1852. eee E. pe Jonquizres, 
of the ship Ville de Paris, states (in a letter to M. Arago, printed in 
the Comptes Rendus, Sept. 13, 1852,) that on the 9th and 10th 
1852, he was near Cagliari, Sardinia, and observed under favorable 

circumstances the shooting-stars which appeared at that time. The 
sky was clear, and the meteors were very numerous from the end of 

twilight. Between midnight and 4 a. m. of the 10th, the number (seen 
by one observer?) was about sixty-six per hour. The divergence of 
the meteors was quite constant from a point having a right ascens sion of 
24 20" and north declination of sixty degrees. = 

The next evening, (10ih) the meteors appeared less abundant, but 
after a short time the sky became overcast, and farther observation wan 

impossible. 
VI. Miscettangous INTELLIGENCE. 

¥ § hake, of German Naturalists a Wiesbaden ; (Ath., 1852, No. 
1301. )—This Society, the prototype of our British Association, ” 
ist held its twenty-ninth annual este in the flourishing little town 0! 
assau; which was well calculated, as well from the extent of its i 

lic bailing and their adaptation to scientific réunions and social p! 
so from the geological interest and natural beauties of t 

numerous a body of scientific Prac A correspondent, who was 
present, had furnished us with a sum mary, —which, as following close 
on the account of our own British meeting, will BESET Bae ane 
terest for 1 scientific readers, 

and many of the public buildings and private houses were decked out 
with the national flag waving from ye doorways and roo of 

To bea privileged member of t is Association, with “the right 
speaking and voting in the meeti ny: it is necessar er 
some work bearing on natural history, physics, or spayate 3 but to bee 
come a temporary associate, with the right of being present as & pet 
er >r merely at all the scientific meetings, as well as of taking part!) 

ive social réunions, is free to every one on the very mp 
payment of two Prussian dollars equivalent to scarcely six shillings 

of our money. Hence, when the annual meeting takes place in a tow? 
like this, numbers of the middie and upper classes of inhabitanls 7 
gerly join it, as ae as all scientific #strangers who may happe® on 
Brit yucky - The o ahecis of the society, like those of 

» Of the Germans present there were considerably more | 
hundred names wacky known in the records of sciencey Prof: 

+ a the pratense may be named the octogenarian, Von. Mi from 
ytic chemist, Von Carnall tara tv ines; 

Berlin, Prot Haidiogety enna of the | eri : Institut 
z ge 
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bingen, Schimper of Schwitzingen, Schmaltz of Dresden, Bach of 
pard, Rau of Bern, Lomby of Iburg, Martin of Jena, Rossmissler 

of Leipsic, Lehmann of Hamburgh, Weber and Budge from Bonn, 

ates; and very many others, accompanied by their male friends, graced 
the side benches and galleries during the general meetings, and took 

their seats at the festive board on the occasions of the three public 
dinners, 

__ he first general sitting took place on the morning of the 18th, in 
the great room of the Kursaal. The President, Dr. Fresenius o 

the Society and the advantages offered by Wiesbaden for their see 
. 

‘ 

oe “ 

0 
ful Examination of the Products and Refuse of the Smelting House in 

erence to Geological hypotheses,’ and was followed by Dr. F. Sand- 
berger with a Report of the Geological Society of the Middle Rhine 
and by . Spengler ‘ On the Efficacy of the Waters of Ems in Bron- 
chitis, &c.’ The business of the day closed with a paper by Dr. Gui- 
do Sandberger ‘On the Study of Organic Remains. 

hed strangers gratuitously ; and on two subsequent days fétes cham- 
Pétres were given in their honor by the towns-people, and by the Duke 

ey of the Rhine. 
On Monday, Watettde and Thursday, Sectional Sittings were held 

eight to one o'clock. 
Ps Tuesday and Friday, as on the previous Saturday, General Meet- 
NBS took place in the Kursaal; in one of which Prof. Haidinger gave 
an interesting account of the recently formed Imperial Geological In- 

Metsror: Vienna, of which he is Director. One of the first objec 

D Series, Vol. XV, No. 43,—Jan,, 1853. 18 
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this Institute will be, the production of a series of gelogical maps of the 
Austrian dominions :—the whole of which gigantic undertaking may be 
completed, it is to be hoped, within thirty years,—beginning with Aus- 
tria Proper, and proceeding gradually to the Italian, Hungarian, and 
Bohemian dominions. In the promotion of this plan, the Professor as- 
cribed much credit to the exertions of his countrymen and associates, 
Von Hauer, Von Ettingshausen, &c. 

Prof. Nees von Esenbeck, of ‘Breslau, delivered an Address in honor 

of the 200th anniversary of ‘the e Leopold-Caroline Academy of Science, 
consisting of a brief account of its origin and labors ; and was followed 

with a clever paper by Dr. Posner ‘ On the Influence which the Medi 
cal Frotpesian ought to exercise on the Sanitary condition of their Fel- 
ow Men,’—~a point on which the future welfare of the human race so 

mainly turns 
At the Third General Meeting (Friday) papers were read by Prof. 

Nees ‘On the Responsibilities of the State in regard to Epidemics,— 
which will be published in. the Reports; by Herr Voltz ‘On the Ter 
tiary Basin of Mayence ;’ and by Dr. Rossmassler ‘On the Importance 
of pane Associations for Scientific Objects.’ 

For the be-yenrpadl of the following year, the university town of Tu 
bingen was fixe 

In the Rectioual po BEA the original communications and discuss- 

ions oe so humerous, that we must Jimit ourselves to a partial men- 
tion of 1 

al nies for 3 Crysallgray. Prof. Meguar® On the Deviation af 

am a ‘Sea Section,—Prof. Von Heinz ‘On Animal Fats.’ 
Prof. Seybel ‘On the Progress of Chemical Manufactories in Austria’ 
Prof. Schédler * On the Carbonization of W ood under Water.’ Prof. 
Hoffmann ‘On the Employment of Gas uaa in the Elementaty 
Analysis of Organic Substances, & 

n the Geological Section, Prof. Zimmermann ¢ On very Recent For 
es of Sulphur.’ Prof. F. Sandberger ‘ On the Geology of Nas- 
sa teas Kurr * On F ossil Haman Teeth’-—considered, ei 

nomena produced by Diluvia ad oe in “Scandinavia, Swiizerlane 

and North America.’ Prof. Braun ‘ Oo Fossil Grapes at Salzha 
Prof. von Meyer and Prof. Thiolligre.* On Vertebrata’ in the newly- 
Aiesqvcres lithographic Slate of Cerin, in France. Prof. 

‘Pro dF i Sub-marine Char i 
an.” Prof. Leer ‘Formation of Turf, &c.’ 
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ment of Heat by the Victoria Regina.’ Prof. Schucht ‘On the Mul- 
tplication of Orchideze by Bulbs.’ Prof. Wirtgen ‘ On the Genus Men- - 
ha.’ Prof. Hoffmann ‘ On the Red Fungus on the Potato in Westpha- 

lia.” Prof. Schenk ‘ On the Cultivation of the Silk-worm in — 
rth, 

and vice versd.’ Prof. Seemann ‘On the Fatty Substance obtained from 
the Euphorbiaceous Plant, Stillingia sebifera, very largely used for 
Stearine Candles in England.’ Prof. Brandis ‘ On Atmospheric Show- 
ers of small black round Fungus (Sclerotium semen) near Cologne.’ 

Prof. Hering ‘On the Period of the Circulation’—above half a minute 

In the horse, not accelerated with respiration or beat of the heart. Prof. 

Budge ‘Influence on the Pupil of the Frog of the Section of the An- 
terior and Posterior Spinal Roots.’ Prof. Moleschott ‘ Diminution of 

Carbonie Acid in Respired Air, and of Red Globules in Blood, on re- 
Moval of the Liver and Spleen in Frogs,—~and ‘ On the Formation of 

— 
Schiff * Atrophy of Bone from Section of Nerves.’ Prof. Meyer ‘On 

Microscopical Structure of the Nervous Fibres and Ganglia, and - 
shortening of the Nerves in the Leech by a Muscular Sheath. 

Prof. Waller ‘On the Functions of the Ganglia and Spinal Marrow, as 
investigated by the Section of Spinal Roots.’ Prof. Schlossberger ‘On 
the Chemical Constitution of the Brain in different Animals and Ages.’ 

‘“ucien Bonaparte * On some New Species and Arrangement of Birds. 
Prof. | massler On the Necessity of an Anatomical Investigation of 
the Conchyliz.’ Prof Calwer ‘On ibe Development of the Buccinum 
Matatum ? wherein several ova go to the formation of one individual, 
Whilst from the egg of the Tubularia, on the contrary, as shown by 
Beneden, several embryos come from ove ovum. Prof. Joly ‘ On the 
real External Source of the Blue and Red Coloration of the Cocoon of 
the Silk-worm,? 

edical Section,—Prof, Rau‘ Gutta Percha Ear-tubes and Probes.’ 
Prof. Greisinger ‘Typhus in Egypt’—characterized by bilious symp- 
—— and by enlargement of spleen. Prof. Hofie ‘On Microscopie 
“9348 Occurring in Mucous Exudations.’ Prof. Naumann ‘ On Ex- 

Imos in connexion with Enlargements of Thyroid and Heart.’ 

Prof. Snell * Loss of Cutaneous Sensibility, frequent in the mentally 
: On ged ;’~-18 cases of entire loss, 160 of partial. Prof. Erlenmeyer 

tal Dec angements in the Sense of Touch, and their Relation to Men- 
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the eye-holes 24 inches. Below at middie is a handle for holding it. 
The two pictures to be viewed (one drawn as the object would appear 

a short distance off to the left eye, the other, as to the right eye, and 

the two on one piece of paper, the requisite distance apart) are placed 

against the back piece be. On looking through the eye-pieces, the two 
pictures are superimposed at the middle point between them, and are 

seen as one; the several objects appear at their proper distances, 12 
advance of one another; moreover every part stands out in bold relief, 
heads looking like stationary, etc. This superposition of the two pic 

(3.) In a third kind, (the reflecting stereoscope,) the rays of light are 
bent by reflection from plates of black glass; common glass covered 

impose the two in this mode of viewing them. The reflecting stere” 

Scope Is most easily adapted to eyes of different focal distances, and 
also to pictures of different sizes. The semilenses have the advantage 
of magnifying the pictures. ; 

(4.) Another of Brewster’s stereoscopes is the Total Reflexion Stere?- 
scope. The left eye looks through a prism (fig. 5) from L, and sees 

i i ing 

, ei pictures produces no appreciable injury to the effect. It is essential that 
the angles of the prism ABC and ACB should be equal. If t 
ces AB and AC are made convex by annexing to each a plano-con 
lens, this kind of stereoscope then magnifies the objects seem. 
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In the above we have given only the simpler forms of the ster- foscope for the sake of illustrating the principle on which it is con- structed. They are forms that might be made without the aid of an Optician, 

L 

quired distance between the pictures, look at one 
he eye-piece, and after obtaining the distance off for the 

Posed, it would give a hollow cone; or by using three figures, placing 
another B (which we a. ddioate B’) to the left of A, the hollow and 

sed cone may be seen, alternately, according as B’ or B is superim- 

Teosen.. © Of the two kinds of the requisite nicety for use in the ste- 
» Photography or a binocular camera is required. 
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A camera with several adjustments for producing stereoscopic pic- 
tures was described at the recent meeting of the British Association by 

Mr. A. Claudet (see page 124 
Brewster gives the following directions for drawing on a plane the 

dissimilar representations of solids for the stereoscope (Phil. Mag. [4]; 
iii, 16): 

value, but c’ will lie on the left side of C. Calling E the distance 
between the two eyes, and / the height BC of the solid, we shall: have 

AB: iat Ce and Cc= ‘a » which will give us the results in the 
2AB 

following table, AC being =8 and E=2¢ inches :— 
Height. Height. 

=h, AB. Ce. Bosh... AB. Ce. 
1 7 0-279 inch. 5 3 2-088 inch. 
2 6 0:4166 “« 6 2 B79 ae 
3 5 | eS 7... 1 8°78 25: 
4 4 125... 8 0 Infinite. 

If we now wish, by directing the axes of the eyes beyond MN to b, 
to ascertain the value of Ce’, which will give different depths d of the 
hollow solids corresponding to different values of Cd, we shall have 

Ab: sad :Ce' and Cc’'— ; which, making AC8 inches as before, 
2AB 

will give the following results :— 
Depth. Depth : 
Cb=d. Ad, ce’. Cb=d. Ab. Cel 

1 9 0-139 inch. 7 15 0-58 inch. 
2 10 0-25... 8 16 0-625 . 

3 11 0-34. 9 17 0-662 - 

4 12 04166 “* 10 18 0- 2 

5 13 4 “a ll 19 0-723 

6 i4 0-535 + 12 20 0-15: i 

The values of h and d, when the excentricities Cc, Cc’, as we may oe 

! Coe eae 
them, are known, will be found by the formule h=srR and d=543 

As Ce is always equal to Ce’ in each pair of figures or dissimilar a 

tures, the depth of the hollow solid will always appear much grealé 
than the height of the raised solid one. When Ce and Ce’ are ea 
0-75 h: d=3: 12, and when they are both 0-4166, h:d=2:4 
when they are both 0-139 h: d=0-8: 1-0. ' ; 

3. Pseudoscope of Wheatstone, (Phil. Mag. [4] iii, 151.)—As - 
instrument conveys to the mind false perceptions of all external obje¢ 
the author calls it a Pseudoscope. It consists of two reflecting prisms, 
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placed in a frame, with adjustments, so that, when applied to the eyes, 
separately see the reflected image of the projection 

which usually falls on that eye. This is not the case when the reflec- 
tion of an object is seen in a mirror; for then, not only are the projec- 

Sons of the flowers. A small terrestrial globe appears a concave hem- 
sphere ; when the globe is turned on its axis, the appearance and dis- 
appearance of different portions of the map on its concave surface has 
& very singular effect. A bust regarded in front becomes a deep hol- 

low mask ; when regarded en profile, the appearance is equally striking. 

framed picture, hung against a wall, appears as if im ed ina 
Cavity made in the wall. An object placed before the wall of a room 

*ppears behind the wall, and as if an aperture of the proper dimen- 
ons had been made to allow it to be seen; if the object be illumina- 

ted by @ candle, its shadow appears as far before the object as it actu- 

ally is behind it. 
od, Riddell’s Binocular Microscope.—On page 68 Dr. Riddell has 

sven a description of this important instrument. As figures, whic 
n° ate expecting from him have not arrived, we copy the following 
from a letter of his, published in the Boston Traveller of Dec. 8. 

b i 
a e il 

| 
KA : 

‘ Object to 3 

Mbjective combinati ; Pp : ination. , s tio “od rectangular prisms of fine glass, separating the rays by internal reflec 

- Uuter rectangular prisms, adjustable, for different distances between the eyes. 
Nip Send each bundle of frye in thé direction denoted by the arrows, to be receiv 

E, CCulars and erectors, also adjustable. : : bo’ AS FP > May be bivantod ae ined half way round, so that the object will be above. 

| Dr. Riddell prefers to have the stage fixed, and the slow motion for 

Adjustin the jectiv ade to affect the whole structure 
~0, Pp. slat of the objective, made to altect the 
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5. On the Koh-i-noor Diamond; by Prof. Tennant, (Atheneum, 

No. 1300.)—At the last meeting of the British Association, Dr. Beke 
read a paper ‘On the Diamond Slab supposed to have been cut from 
the Koh-i-noor.’ He stated :—“ At the capture of Coochan there was 
found among the jewels of the harem of Reeza Kooli Khan, the chief 
of that place, a large diamond slab, supposed to have been cut from 
one side of the Koh-i-noor, the great Indian diamond now in the pos- 

session of Her Majesty. It weighed about 130 carats, showed the 
marks of cutting on the flat and largest side, and appeared to corres 

rof. Tenn 
P 

pond in size with the Koh-i-noor. nnant was induced . 

he Koh-i-noor. By this means he was enabled to include the piece 

described by Dr. Beke, and probably the large Russian diamond, as 
forming altogether but portions of one large diamond. The diamond 

belongs to the tesseral crystalline system: it yields readily to cleavage 
in four directions, parallel to the planes of the regular octahedron 
Two of the largest planes of the Koh-i-noor, when exhibited in the 

Crystal Palace, were cleavage planes,—one of them had not been pol 
ished. This proved the specimen to be not a third of the weight of the 
original crystal, which he believed to have been a rhombic dodecahe- 
dron; and if slightly elongated, which is a common form of the dia- 

mond, would agree with Tavernier’s description of it as bearing some 
resemblance to an egg. Sir D. Brewster made some observations, and 
stated that the English translation of Tavernier’s work left out the 

minute details which were fully given in the original. ‘Sir David ex- 

pressed his satisfaction with Mr. Tennant’s illustration,—which clearly 
proved the diamond to be only a small part of a very large a 
stone. 

6. On Glynn and Appel’s Patent Paper for the prevention of Piracy 
and Forgery by the Anastatic Process; by S. Bareson, Esq., (Athe- 
neum, No. 1300.)—As some may be unacquainted with the nature 
of the Anastatic process itself, and of the abuses of which it is capable 
in unscrupulous hands, I think it right, in the first place, to give you & 
short account of its history, nature, and progress. was invented 
some eight or nine years ago by Mr. Rudolph Appel, a native of Silesi 
who came over to this country. Owing to various circumstances, the 

Anastatic printing languished for several years, until tardy justice wes 

done to its inventor at the Great Exhibition in 1851, when a prize medal 

was awarded him. Since that time it has been becoming more gen® 

intricate the design. a 
I will now endeavor to describe the actual operation of Avastali¢ 

printing. The print of which an Anastatic copy is required Is first 

moistened with very dilute nitric acid (one part of acid to seve? © 
water), and then being placed between ‘bibulous paper, all superaband- 
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ance of moisture is removed. The acid being an aqueous solution, 
will not have attached itself to the ink on the paper, printers’ ink being 
of an oily nature ; and if the paper thus prepared be placed on a pol- 
ished sheet of zinc and subjected to pressure, two results follow :—In 

first place, the printed portion will leave a set-off or impression on 
the zinc; and secondly, the nitric acid attached to the non-printed parts 
of the paper will eat away and corrode the zinc, converting the whole, 
in fact, into a very shallow stereotype. The original being removed 
(perfectly uninjured), the whole zinc plate should next be smeared with 
gum-water, which will not stick to the printed or oily part, but will 
attach itself to every other portion of the plate. A charge of printers? 
ink being now applied, this in its turn only attaches itself io the set-off 
obtained from the print. The final process consists in pouring over the 
plate a solution of phosphorous acid, which etches or corrodes more 
deeply the hon-printed portion of the zinc, and produces a surface to 
which printers? ink will not attach. he process is now complete, and 
fom such a prepared zinc plate any number of impressions may be 
Struck off. 

pig by the patent paper invented by Messrs. Glynn & Appel. Itis 

88 beautiful from its simplicity as it is efficacious in its operation. It 

ble salt, the phosphate of copper. Besides this, a very small portion 

- 4 ~.HOte so unlawfully used. Hitherto, elaborate engraving, beauty 
°f design, and executio <e P 
Stomp Suns, Vol. XV, No. 43,—Jan, 1853. 
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tection, and under such conditions a forger must either be a skilful en- 
raver, or employ some person to engrave for him. This fact has gener- 

ally led to the detection of forgery; but you can easily imagine how 
justiy alarmed bankers will become when they learn that any one who 
understands what is ale chemical, that is to say, lithographic printing, 
may, with the aid of a zinc plate, a little nitric acid and a press, be 

able to produce such perfect fac-similes of notes and cheques as to ae 
the scrutiny of the most lynx-eyed of their clerks. You will agree 
with me that it would be wrong, if not criminal, to — \ the ps 
so dangerous a process to facilitate forgery, u unle ess I w t the sa 
time, to produce a safeguard which would absolutely aie such a 
tempts. 
‘ Notic e of the “ Ice Spring” in the Rocky Mountains, (froma 

Th 

States to Oregon and California. It is situated in low mars 
to the right of the Sweetwater river, and about forty miles from the 
South Pass. The ground is filled with springs and about eighteen 

inches beneath the turf, lies a smoot horizontal sheet of ice, 
which remains the year round, protected te “the soil and grass above it. 
At the time of our passing, July 12th, 1849, it was from two to four 
inches thick, but our guide told us that he had seen it a foot deep. It 
is perfectly clear r, and beautifully disposed in hexagonal prisms, sepa 
rating readily at the natural joints. he ice has a slightly. saline taste, 
the ground about it,as with the Sweetwater and Platte river countr 

generally, being impregnated with salts, and the water at one spot neat 
by tasted of sulphur. Not the least singular circumstance was t 
smoothness of the upper surface of the stratum, although formed be 
neath the soil. 

5. Mollusca of the West Indies.—Prof. C. B. Apvams of Amherst 
College, Mass., who has been engaged in personal explorations 0 of the 

sirous of obtaining further facts relating to the distribution of species 
and invites the codperation of any who are willing to aid him. He 

t 

. M. & Co., 
Specimens of doubtful locality would be of little value, and. the neo 8 

should be mioutely stated. In all cases when desired, he will retur® 
other shells in exchange, for — exchanges he is well furnished with 

species from all parts of the w f 

6. E ake in New Reuplaaily —On Saturday night, the Q7th o 

November last, near midnight, an earthquake was felt at Salem, et 
erly, Woburn, Groton and Wenham in Massachusetts, and also at 
eter in New Hampshire. The shock lasted about —— seconds, of 

aroused the people from their slumbers, causing a sensible shaking 
uses, ete. 

7. Fossil Elephant.—The Zanesville (Ohio) —_ reports the “A 
cent discovery of a fossil Elephant on se line of the Central 0 a 

railroad, on the river in the conmaiaa of ae in a toleradly 

begin te of preservation. This is the shindbof theensin apes 
as been discovered in this bank within a few years. One of the 
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was sound, but broken off 8 feet from its base; its circumference at 
the lower end was 26% inches, at the upper 164. Two of the molars 

14 Ib 

Seales and knobs, which were all taken from the gangue ; also in white 
quartz and in ferruginous quartz more or less covered with the red 
oxyd of iron, associated with galena and copper iron pyrites. 

OBITUARY. 

_Gmeon AtcERNon ManTELL, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c., died at 
his residence in Chester Square, London, November 10th, aged, we 
believe, about sixty-four. 

Ofien, during our editorial career of thirty-four years, have we been 
called to the painful duty of recording the death of men, coadjutors 
With us in the cause of science, and of not a few with whom we have 
been connected by ties of personal friendship; but never have we 
been so painfully surprised, as by the recent announcement of the sud- 
den eath of the eminent and excellent man named above. 

irly years ago, his splendid. quarto of 320 pages, with 43 plates, 
devoted to the geology of Sussex, his native county in England, made 
8 appearance. It was followed, at the end of five ears, by a thinner 
quarto, equally a finished production, with 21 plates illustrative of the 
geology of the southeast of England, including Sussex and Tilgate 
forest. These original works, abounding with interesting and instruc- tive observations, established the author’s reputation throughout Europe 
“8 an able geologist, and as an acute and successful expositor. 
The scene of his personal researches ‘in geology, commencing at 

Lewes, his native town, extended from London and its vicinity to 
Brighton on the English channel, and from Dover to the Isle of Portland, 

including Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, and never was a geological 

ing sed advantage of a noble presence, with a voice of great power and 
a 

He 
ch 

His Well deserved celebrity insured on the part of the public a welcome 
i course of a few en 108 to several important works, which, in the course Years, he wrote and published. 
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The Wonders ef Geology, in 2 volumes, was an embodiment and 
enlargement of his lectures, and a more instructive and delightful work 

n that science has never been produced. It passed through several 
editions in England ; and an American edition (printed in London) was 
published, prefaced by an introductory discourse intended to adapt the 
work more particularly to this country. 

The Medals of the Creation, also in two volumes, contained a learned 

and instructive synopsis of the fossils of all ages, and was illustrated 
by numerous excellent figures. : 

The Geology of the Isle of Wight, in one volume, gave a full and 
faithful account of that beautiful and remarkable island, replete with 

fossils and containing in its lower strata, limbs, vertebrae and other bones 
of ancient reptiles more colossal than any that had been before dis- 
covered. This work also is fully illustrated. 

Nearly the last of Dr. Mantell’s great labors was a digested account 
of the fossils in the British Museum, with illustrations ; it forms a thick 

volume, and is entitled Peétrifactions and their Teachings. lt is a very 
interesting and instructive guide through the British Museum, and s 

Two thin quartos, amply illustrated (as usual with the author), one 
on the Fossils of Sussex, and the other on the Geology of Leith Hill, 
are gems in geolog 

His Days’ Walk around Lewes, is an excellent guide in that regio, 
both in geology and archeology. On archeology as regards the pr 
of the existence of man in different geological eras, he delivered an 
important lecture before the Archzological Society of Oxford University: 

To the list of Dr. Mantell’s works, we adda handsome quarto nat 
rative of the visit of William IV. and of Queen Adelaide at the ancient 
borough of Lewes, with original poetry and portraits. Also Thooghts 
on Animalcules, and a splendid Pictorial Atlas of fossils, the illustra- 

tions chiefly selected. 
is numerous memoirs, those on the fossil reptiles of the southeast 

of England—on the Belemnite and Belemnoteuthis—and on the Moa, 
the extinct fossil bird of New Zealand, are among the most remarkable. 

He was employed, near the close of his life, in revising the Medals 
of the Creation for a new edition, in which he was remodelling it 8° 
far as to make it almost a new work 

unfinished state, and it is earn ly to be hoped that some scientific 
— equal to the undertaking, will resume the work and ¢ . 

r (e) . ‘ 

Dr. Mantell, a number of years ago, sustained a severe injury 2 od 
spine, In consequence of a fall from his carriage, and an incuré dk 
tumor arose, which by its pressure upon the nerves of the spinal ch : : ee a 

* His eldest son, Mr. Walter Mantell, living in New Zealand, obtained and seat 
to his father a large collection of the bones of the Moa. 

ates tla ie 

ie. LA 
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ptoduced at first temporary paralysis, and subsequently through life, 
frequent and intense neuralgic suffering, attended by great emaciation. 
Still his powerful and enthusiastic mind rose above hi i 
although they often deprived him of sleep. He wrote several of his 
works while he was a martyr to pain; at the same time he continued 
his professional visits, and at the bed side of his patients, and when in 
socie 

= 

the night preceding his decease. He was then in great suffering; and 
o'clock P. 

aroused his active mind even when suffering intense pain; his powers 
instantly rallied and poured forth treasures of knowledge and often 
"lerary and poetical effusions with a natural eloquence and finished 

Telgns of England, as friends of human liberty, and some of them paid 
the price of their blood. 
ie antell was remarkable for his candor and kindness, and for 
Scientific justice,* especially to original discoverers, whether eminent 

mole, and n iti i 
Courtesy towards the scientific and literary productions of this country 
and their authors. 

_ Although he sold to the British Museum some years since the greater 
Mart of his vast collection of fossils of the southeast of England, his 
Private dwelling was still a rich museum of most interesting objects 
of nature and art :—every thing conspired in perfect unity, to one 

pe Dr. Mantell transmitted to Baron Cuvier the then (1822) newly discovered teeth 
vient” Sigantic fossil reptile, since named the Iguanodon ; and in the record of Cu- 
For ee quoted by Dr. ell in his Geology of Sussex and Fi of Til, si 
iastrions ci 71, are the following expressions, which prove that he gave to 
a ler the credit which was his due: “Ces dents me . H a st eit i Yordre Tec) we Sont certainement inconnus—je crois qu’elles appartient—a : 
des reptiles, be oe 2 Ne ptile herb 

= 
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effect, corresponding with _ — science and elegant taste of the 
lamented proprietor. The combination of exact and thorough 
scientific knowledge with che: suiiresii sm of a discoverer and the rich 
but chastened diction of a poet, were never more remarkably united 

than in him. His letters were a rich feast to his friends. Full o 
information and thought, and the kindest feelings, and being punctual in 
responding to letters addressed to him, those who were so happy as to 
enjoy his confidence and eo always hailed with joy his 
beautiful and well known inscriptio 

Dr. Mantell’s early training in ne was under pious parents, and 

of the Bible by heart. This statement, which came to us from his 
own lips, is in accordance with a fact which illustrates the power of his 

— that, in pt hipaa he would often repeat with perfect facil- 

ity and accuracy, whole pages of his favorite English classics, and wi 

that finished and graceful ea for which he was so remar es 
B. S., Sr 

Dr. Daniet Draxe.—Dr. Drake died in Cincinnati, his place of resi- 
dence, Nov. 7, aged 67 years. _ defer to another number a farther 

obituary of this distinguished m 
Dr. Prarr, senior of the perneattats of the Royal University of Kiel, 

has died within a few months past, at the age of 79. 

VII. Brstiocrapny. 

1. First Principles of Chemistry ; me B. Sema Jn., third agent 
555 pp. 12mo. Philadelphia, Loomis é& Peck. —This work has 
throughout revised and = a great sence re-written by the author, ra 
it has thus been brought up to the present state of the science. Mo 
over the illustrations have been much increased in number. 

The latter portion of the volume, embracing about 160 pp.; is an in- 
troduction to Organic Chemistry, by Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, Chemist 
the Geological Commission of Canada, and has been re-written by him 

_ for the present edition. The author is well known to our readers, 
his various communications to the Journal of Science during the last 

six years, and we find many of his peculiar views embodied in the 
treatise before us. Although limited in its plan, and intended as@ 

work for the young student, there are many points of interest - pate 

ee which render the book not unworthy the notice of more advance 
sc 

The theory of chemical changes announced by Mr. Hunt, i is very sim- 

ple. The changes are reduced to two cases; direct union on the one 
hand, and direct division on the other: either of these may occur Ine? 
pendently of the other, but they are very often united; the body fo 
by the first — is directly broken up by the second, and if the affini- 

division are si the original factors, and we have the © oar of do 
decomposition, or equivalent wabetitotion, } in which proc 
that direct union always forms an intermediate stage. This is illustra 
ted by the case of olefiant gas C4 Ha, ehiek unites directly with Cl2s 
to form the body Ca H Cle; this under conditi 
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up into HCl, and C4 Hs Cl, these being products of substitution from 
Cs Ha, and from Cle ; for these decompositions are always reciprocal, 
and C4 Hs is equivalent to Cl and to H. The author insists that the 
notion of equivalents has been too much restricted by the definitions 
imposed at an early period of the science, and with Gerhardt considers 
fifty-eight parts of manganese in permanganic acid, to be as truly the 
equivalent of Cl and of H, as twenty-eight parts are in the protosalts, 
or eighteen and two-thirds parts, in the persalts of that metal. Organ- 
ie is distinguished from inorganic chemistry, as being the chemistry of 
the carbon series, including all those bodies which evolve carbon in 
their ultimate chemical analysis. But even this distinction is arbitrary, 
and there are groups of homologous bodies which unite the two divis- 
tons. Hydrogen, in its equivalent of four volumes, and represented as 
Ha, is regarded as a type of all the hydrocarbons, and the homologue 
of such as are represented by (C2 Hz)nH2; while hydrochloric acid, 
HCl, the metals, M2, and the hydrid of copper of Wurtz, Cuz H, or 
Cu H, in which cuprosum, or copper in twice its ordinary equivalent, 

Teplaces H, are species of the same type. 
_ Water, represented as H2 Oz, and equal to four volumes of vapor, 
18 In the same way bibasic, being the prototype of oxyds, hydroxyds, 
and sulphids, and the functional homologue of the alcohols, and ethers 
of the formula, (C2 Hez)n, H2 O02. All the other ethers are homolo- 
§0us with their parent acids. These important relations, since recog- 
nized by Gerhardt and Laurent, were first pointed out by the author, in 

© pages of this Journal.* 3 
The Peroxyds like Ba2 Oa, and the corresponding sulphids, are not 

regarded as ies in which the metal unites in a less equivalent than 

in the protoxyds, but, from analogy with the higher sulphuretted ethers, 
48 Protoxyds and protosulphids, which have directly fixed O2 and S2, 
Without g 

Y 8 metal, thus explaining the loss of basicity, which the hy pothesis 
of Gerhardt leaves unaccounted for. This question has been treated 
at length by the author in this Journal.t E 
ee ribing the cyanic compounds, he suggests that oxygen may be 

* hy 
the C2 HN for the Oz He of any alcohol, enables us to add C2 to 

gro 
anic scale 

Bouis ; polycyanids, whose equivalent he finds in the liquid obtained by 
Is 1 y j < . . d 

. ‘M acting with chlorine, aided by sunlight, upon a hot saturate 
“lation of cyanid of mercuy, and having the formula C12 Na Clie, 

* March, 1848, p. 265, and July, 1849, p. 91, et seq. 
t May, 1849, p. 399, and July, 1849, p. 89. 
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contain gener: 
anids being C12 Fe2 Ma Ne, and the ferricyanids, containing iron in 

two-thirds its ordinary equivalent, C12 Fes M3 Ne. These two salts 
are respectively quadri- and tribasic, but in the nitroprussids the first 

form has lost H2 becoming bibasic, and the new type will be C12 Fez 
2 Ne; while in the salts of Playfair, O2 has replaced Cz, or N Oz, 

is substituted for N C2, and the formula becomes (C10 Oz) Fea M2 Ne; 
a constitution which, in another form, Gerhardt has shown to corres- 

pond perfectly with the analytical results obtained by Playfair. 
A similar view is extended to the nitric species of the hydrocarbons, 

and nitrobenzene, C12 Hs N Os, is compared with bitter-almond oil, 
Cis He Oz, by writing its formula (C12 Oz) (Hs N) O2. This novel 
suggestion seems deserving of farther attention. j 

In treating of the oxydating power of a solution of a ferricyanid 
with hydrate of potash, it is suggested that peroxyd of hydrogen is the 

oxydating agent, as the assimilation of 2K from 2K H Oz will give 

ally six equivalents of hydrogen or a metal ; the ferrocy- 
6 

May following, are here reproduced ; and the newly discovered vola- 
tile base piperidine C1o H1i1 N, is noticed as homologous with arsine 
and stibethine. These alkaloids are to the ammonias, what aldehyd is 

to alcohol, differing by Hz. Strecker’s fine researches on the bile are 
embodied, and the close association of the sulphur-acid with the other 

species, serves the author to illustrate his idea of the protein bodies, 
which he regards as mixtures of a species containing sulphur, with 
normal species having the composition of an amid, or rather nitryl of 

cellulose, and represented by C24 Hiz Ns Os; so that it may produ 
C24 H2o0 O20 and 3N Hs by taking up 6H2 Oz. The different forms 

of protein are compared to the isomeric bodies, cellulose, starch, and 
dextrin. 

Gelatin is regarded as a similar derivative of glucose, with four 

equivalents of ammonia, and to be C24 H2o Na Os, capable of reget 
erating grape sugar and ammonia by taking up 8H2 O2. These form- 

ulas, supported by a comparison with many analyses, and by the peeu- 
liar reactions of gelatin and protein, have already been published “ 
this Journal,* and noticed with high commendation, by the editors 0 

the reer” Rendus des Travaux de Chimie, Messrs. Laurent 4? 
t 

we recommend its perusal to all chemical students. jf 
2. AM nm the Equinoctial Storms of March-April, 1850: 

an Inquiry into the extent to which the Rotatory Theory may be applied : 
F. P. B. Martin, Esq., (Atheneum, No. 1294.)—From the notices 

which have from time to time appeared in the pages of the At 

* See this Journal for Jan, 1848, p. 74—Sept,, 1848, p. 259, and Jan., 1849, p. 10% 
+ Comptes Rendus des Tray. for 1850, p. 317. pou 
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is.a collection, from all available sources, of such information as tends 
to prove the correctness of the rotatory theory, as applied not merely 
to the storms of the tropics, but to those also which occasionally strew 
wrecks upon our own shores. An immense mass of information has 
been gathered together, consisting mainly of extracts from logs, mete- 
orological registers, &c., which cannot but prove eminently useful to 
all who are interested in the solution of the problem. From a careful 
examination of Mr. Martin’s examples and reasonings, we feel con- 
vinced of the correctness of his views. Further information is prom- 
ised ; and judging from the character of that before us, it is likely to 
be of much. value. This would, however, be very considerably in- 
creased if the book were to pass through the hands of a publisher :— 
by which means a better tyle of printing would be insured, and the 

tables. [The theory advocated is essentially that of Mr. Redfiel . 
3. Curiosities of the Microscope; or Illustrations of the Minute 

Paris of Creation ; adapted to the capacity of the Young, with colored 
Illustrations ; by Rev. Jos. Wyrtues, M.D., author of the Microscopist, 
etc. 132 Philadelphia, 1852. Lindsay & Blakiston.—This is a 

amuse those for whom it is intended. ‘There are 12 plates, containing 
humerous figures, drawn with much care, even to minute details. e 
Spirit of the work is excellent, and we wish it in the hands of all the 
children of the land. ‘ 
4. Analytical Physics, or Trinology; a New Theory of Physical 
‘en Rosert Forrar. 120 pp. 12mo. London, 1852. H. 

Lavrence Turnegutt, M.D.. Lecturer on Technical Chemistry at the 

Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania. 140 and 46 pp. 8vo. Philadel- Phia, 1952._T 
ed and described in this work, with full details; and the elementary 

Peiples upon which they operate are explained so as to bring the 
e 

the lines of Morse’s Telegraph in the United States have a length of 
a: 

Whole length is stated at 2,150 miles; in Prussia, 1,493 miles; in Aus- 
23 mil ma, 1,053 miles; in France, 400 to 600 miles. 

“> Ohio, 1852. $1 a year.—The Annals of Science made its first 
Stoox Suuizs, Vol. XV, No. 48—Jan,, 1853. 20 
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appearance on the 15th of October, and is issued in semi-monthly num- 
bers of 16 pages, large Svo. It is devoted to practical and theoretical 
science, treating, in its articles and selections, of the subjects of astron- 
omy, geology, zoology, meteorology, physics, practical chemistry and 

the general applications of science, and is calculated to do much for 

pp- 4to, with 8 plates——The Observatory at Georgetown was erected 
mainly for the instruction of students, and this first volume of the An- 

nals contains, as the author, Prof. James Curley, states in his preface, 

a simple account of what was done in building the house and mount 

of the moon and the stars near her. The longitude of the Observato- 
y, is stated at 77° 4’ 33” west of Greenwich, and the latitude 38° 5! 

” north 
The American Polytechnic Journal, a new Monthly Periodical, - 

devoted to Science, Mechanic Arts and Agriculture, conducted by rof. 
Cuas. G. Pace, M.D., late Chief Examiner of Patents, J. J. GREENOUGH, 

M.E., C. L. Frerscumann, C.E.—This new Journal, the first num- 
ber of which is annonnced to appear in January, is under the get 

with scientific excellence, it must secure extended popularity, and uae 
t ition @ 

The Canadian Journal, a Repository of Industry, Science and 
Art; and a Record of the Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. To- 

ronto, Upper Canada. Published by H. Scobie, for the Council of i 
Wi 

tical 

numbers. We observe the name of Captain Lefroy, of the Toronto 
Observatory, among its contributors. : 
_ 10. Palaontographical Society.—The Palzontographical Society has 
just issued a volume for 1852, containing a Monograph of the Bri 

NE Epwarps and Jutes Haine, ad -pae 
Corals from the Permian formation and the Mountain limestone, W!" 
16 4to plates; a Monograph of British Tertiary Cretaceous, Oolitic 
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and Liassic Brachiopoda, by Tuos. Davinson, Parts I, II, and III. 
with 18 plates; a Monograph of the Eocene Mollusca, or Descriptions 
of Shells from the older Tertiaries of England, by Frepericx E. Ep- 
warps, Part II, Pulmonata, with 6 plates; a Monograph of the Echino- 
dermata of the British Tertiaries, with 4 plates, by Prof. E. Fores. 

The illustrations of the publications of the Palzontographical So- 

cost. By a payment of a guinea a year, any person is entitled to 
the volume or volumes of that year. To the geologist they are in- 

1. Quarterly Journal of Microscopic Science, including the Trans- 
actions of the Microscopical Society of London, edited by Epw1n 

NKESTER, M.D., F.R.S. S., and Georce Busk, F.R.C.S.E., 
F.RS., F.L.S.—The first number of this Journal was issued in Octo- 
ber. It contains various papers on microscopic subjects and is illus- 

odjects of interest around him. ‘The Journal of Microscopic Science 
coming to him quarterly will supply what in this respect he needs, be- 
Sides giving the results of profound researches of microscopists abroad. 
We direct attention to the Prospectus of this Journal published with 

- this number of our Journal. 
12, ALExIs Prrrey, (Prof. 4 la Faculté des Sciences de Dijon.)— 

Mémoire sur les Tremblements de Terre ressentis dans la Peninsule 
Turco-hellenique et en Syre. From the Mem. Couronnés, etc., Acad. 
Roy, de Belgique, vol. xxiiii—Note sur les Tremblements de Terre 
ressentis, en 1847, 12 pp. 8vo; en 1848, § pp. 8vo, Bull. Arad. Roy. 

de Belg., vol. xvi ; en 1849, suivie d’un Supplement pour 1847 et 1848, 
Pp. 8vo, Bull. Acad. Roy. de Belg., vol. xvii; en 1850, 20 pp. 8vo, 

Bull. Acad. Roy. de Belg., vol. xviii. - 
Documents relatifs aux Tremblements de Terre dans le nord 

rod P Europe et de V Asie. St. Petersburg, Acad. Impér. des Sciences, 

| 32 pp. 4to. 
ees MM 

. dans le Canada. 62 pp. Svo. Extrait des Annales de la Société 
d Emulation, vol. vii, 1 

MVestigation of earthquakes. His researches have been carried for- 
Ward wit great energy, and he already looks towards generaliza- 
tons of much importance, with regard to the unequal prevalence of 

of science, if an havi cords of earthquakes or aki > persons having rec 
Pts observations at the present time, will send a copy of them to 
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him, and will be placed on record in some of the journals of the day, 
or publications of societies 

13. Norton’s Literary Register, ee) by C. B. Norton, New York. 
12mo., 1852, 25 cts.—-Mr. Norto y his Literary Advertiser, and the 
Register here es is doing sg to distribute a knowledge of the 
Publications Evens monthly from the Press both in this country and 

4 iterary Register for 1853 contains a list of American — 
and English phbtionioas for 1852, a list of Publishers, a Catalogue of — 
the Libraries in the United States, with particular descriptions of the — 
Libraries of Harvard College, Yale College, and Brown University, and 
of the Worcester Antiquarian Library, the New York State Library, 
and Redwood Library. An almanac for 1853 is also connected with 
the Register. The volume is prepared with care and will be found 
highly useful. 

R. Hoge: Beith Pomology. don. yl 
A. bservations a les Notiluques; Memoire sur la Yheg 

ce rll de le quelques Invertébrés mar ; Etudes sur les Types ee de 
bran t des ae nnelés. 170 pp. sve" with several plates. From the Ann. 
Sci. Nat “(3 vol. xi 

C. F. RamMets sas Lehrbuch der Krystallkunde, dee Auiangngen er Krys 
tallogra: a e, Krys gg ho ac und Krystallochemie. 236 pp. 8vo, with 250 wood 
cuts . 3 3 plates. Berlin, Shier ‘ 

EN! and J. WorsaaE: ing i geologisk- 
ceageiaial Retwing, Fortenttelee WN. r.1. Copenhagen 

G. Forcuu. : Hans Christian rsd, et Minde slit a i det Kongelig 
Sesckce Vidstabahornen Selskuba Made denice November, Copeshogeeetae 

: Oversigt over det Kgl. dans fs Vidensbabermes Selskabs For 

MorditrSakesd, tilligemed en Udsigt over N — lands Geognosi. 62 pp- 4 P : 2 
Copenhagen, 1852. Among the minerals of North Greenland there. foe 

1 : 
ac art. 

noticed, hornblende, dolomite with tremolite, tine and actinolite eg bde eng, BN 

silicate of magnesia ((Mg, Fe)’ Si5); also ecti tt lev} coal 
t : , anal ive copper, and 

jasper, calc em, arragonite, quartz crystal and chaleedon: 
tees Ser, Boo. Fut. Hes 1852. ey . Sk 
or p- 210. C. Girard, on Niobe = (bay aes zonata, Boat the harbor of Boe 
ton, limacina Wa Chelse “iene tease Fabr.), Fovia (Gi ird) Warrenii, - - Are ari _ abr.), Fovia (Gira sel ra p Beach, ah hington, D. C ne ensu- 214. Synapia p plies n, oy “Sti mand Kirt ts 220, Oca for er ing year—J. C. Warren, President, CT. ike and D. H. Storer, Vice Dilawa J. Eliot Cabot, Corresponding ios, N. B. Sh urtleff, Treasurer, C. a 
Librarian —p. 222. Axius serratus, n. sp.; Stimpson. —p. 223. Remarks on the Oph 
saurus ventralis; Dr. Shes nce a 224, —_ = _—~ of Ophiolepis Peers 
JAHRESBERICHT p ISSENSCHAFTLI in Hatye, and year 

June, 1849, 1850, on iron with 1 plate gererbosoeg 1350, 190 pp. with 3 platess 
4th Bel = 306 pp. with 4 plafes; are year, 1852, 1st and 2nd parts, 208 PP 

“Bourn DE = Société Twrrriare pes Natvratisres pr Moscov, Nos. 8 / dh . 
851, and No. 1, 1852—No. 3, contains papers on Sunsien Stapty 

L Hochhuth undeseri  Synantherew, by czaninow ; new species of 
s of Ukraine, ete., by Kalenic. r ontalDs 

lensi-dahi Turczaninow ; new species of Cyclopidie, by S. Fischer ; Lepidoptera, by ». ¥ on waves, by A. Caucas 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

: Tux large and constantly increasing number of micro- 
‘ seopical observers, and the demand for information 
< relating to improvements in the Microscope, and dis- 
S coveries made by its aid, have encouraged the belief 

that a Journal devoted entirely to researches prosecuted 
Q by this instrument would be welcomed not only by 

who are professionally interested in its use, but 

by all who employ it for amusement and instruction. 
Although the branches of knowledge in which the 

leroscope is em ployed as an instrument of research are 

very various, yet it so happens that the departments 

a science in which it is used are precisely those most 
intimately connected with each other. It is on this 

ground that the Editors hope to meet with encourage- 

ment from various classes of labourers in the field of 

“ence. No department of knowledge, inquiry in 
Which can in any manner be assisted by the aid of the 

Microscope, will be neglected. In recording the forms 
of minute crystals, the molecular arrangement of mineral 

vodies, and the structure of fossil remains, the Editors 

hope to render assistance to the Chemist, Mineralogist, 

and Geologist. In the investigation of the tissues and 
‘unctions of plants and animals, and the countless forms 
* microscopic creatures, they hope to interest the 

votanist, Zoologist, and Physiologist; whilst in re- 
_ ording all that is being done by the Microscope for the 

elucidation of the minute structure of the human body 

= health, and the state of its fluids and solids in disease, 

,». Fust to be able to secure the support of the 

Medical Profession. 
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At the same time that they anticipate general en- 
couragement, the Editors are happy to announce that 
they have made arrangements with the Microscopical — 
Society of London to publish regularly, with illustra- 

tions, the papers read before that Society. This de- 
partment of the Journal will be paged separately, and 
will for the future constitute the Transactions of the 

Microscopical Society. On the value and importance 
of these Transactions it is unnecessary to enlarge; they 

have at present a large circulation, and the object of 
the Microscopical Society in publishing them in another 
form is, to give them greater publicity, and assist in the 

wider diffusion of all information relating to the use of 
the Microscope. ee 

In addition to these Transactions the Journal will 
contain :-— 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS upon all subjects requiring 
elucidation by the Microscope, and also upon those rela’ 
to the structure and employment of the instrument itself 

II. TRANSLATIONS AND ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS IN ForeEIGN 

Ill. Crrricat Notices’ or Books or INTEREST 10 7 
Microscopist.—These will refer not only to works spel 

relating to the Microscope, but also to such portions of ote! _ 
works as may bear on the subject of microscopical research. — 
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IV. MicroscoricaL Notices AND MEMORANDA, AND Cor- 
RESPONDENCE.—It is intended to include under this head 

Science, may yet have met with individual facts which it 
may be conducive to the instruction of others or the interests 
of science to record. Under this head also will be given, 
references to all works, plates, or memoirs, in which micro- 
scopical subjects are concerned. 

far as possible the proceedings of these bodies, as well as of 
various Natural History and Medical Societies, whe 

teference is made to the Microscope, will be given. 

Se It may be observed, in addition, that it is intended 
0 give illustrations to every paper in which they may 

be required, to the full extent that the means at the dis- 

posal of the Editors will allow. The number, therefore, 

and value of these illustrations will be increased in pro- 

Portion to the success of the Journal. 

Tt is thus confidently anticipated that the projected 

Journal will afford, in the first place, a convenient and 

teady means for the production of original observations 

Properly illustrated ; and, secondly, a mass of informa- 

on, drawn from all sources, and calculated to interest 

not only the scientific observer, physiologist, and patho- 
gist; but also a large class of readers who might 

Consider themselves as belonging to none of the above 

oe the discursive lover of the beauties of the minute 

and Wonderful in creation, as displayed to human gaze 

°y the agency of one of the most important and inter- 

“Sting of man’s inventions—THE MICROSCOPE. 

Pe 
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Assistant. 

ourse of instruction is designed to meet the wants of those intending to 
pursue pactia analysis, medicine, agriculture or manufacturing, as well as tho oe 
who pu se lo engage in tea chi ling or scientific research. It embraces, amo 
other iarcances the analysis of grains, soils and minerals, the es of 
the val f drugs and chem s, and experiments in med dical Chem 

® Laboratory is apn to "viodanita during the whole day ata tnetee of from 
$60 to $70 per term of twelve or fourteen weeks. This ‘ocludies the expense for 

erm 

May 4. Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry will Fle during the first ten 
Sof the winter term; fee, $10. Lectures o Geology, Mineralogy, Ele- 

pary Chemistry and Natural eh pare are eb accessible. 

e, New Haven, September, 1852. 
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Professor of Engineering. 

Penta rveyi ng in all its branches, with the use of instru- 
Sew nredy cises in the field ;—Drawing, topographical, geometri- 
Shades hanical, architectural ; with shad and tinti Descriptive Geometry, 

‘ 8; Linear Perspective, ‘liothattiead Projection ;—Applications 

ical Beh’, Geomet Masonry aud Stone-cutting Civil and Mechan- 
and the prong, ge y;—Principles of Architecture ;—Analy cal Geometry, 

Mach} Differential and Integral Calculus ;—Mech nes ee to 

Bites: =U, and Engineering ;—The Science of ae vite Engineering Field- 

and longi t of Astronomical Instruments for th adneaeton of ie, ‘Jatitude 
ong it 

thes ‘fre at may pursue a partial or a full course, at his option. The studies 
admission to the full course are, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, and 

: pe tteia year is divided into three terms, paar on September 

» Tuition ©, and Ma 4, and continuing about three months 

forthe cour? for the full’ fast of each term, $30 ;—to be pai ii in a ance. Fee 

of Sury veying dlbue, $12. No charge ‘for incidental e xpenses 

baht dct atone : eology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry, and Natural Phi- z ce jsecemibl to students i in thie Depertmne hes 
ody vie Partment of Philos nes on one the ‘Avis also includes other courses of 

" pass a hides 1 exxmination are entitled to the degree of of Phitoe phy, afte itty two years connected with this Department. 
e, New ae Haven, September, 1852. 
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Arr. XIX.— On Changes of Level in the Pacific Ocean; by 
James D. Dana.* 

Evipences of change of level in the Pacific are to be locked 
for In the height or condition of the coral reef formations or de- 
Posits; in the character of the igneous rocks; and in the features 
of the surface, The points of evidence are as follows :— 

A. Evidences of elevation. 
l, Patches of coral reef, er deposits of shelis and sand from 

the reefs, above the level where they are at present forming 5 
€ coral reef-rock has been shown occasionally to increase by 

stowth of coral, to a height of four to six inches above low tide 
level when the tide is but three feet, and to twice this height 
with a tide of six feet. It may, therefore, be stated as a general 
fact that the limit to which coral may grow above ordinary low 
tide, 1s about one-sixth the height of the tide, though it seldom 
allains this height. 

P this arte 4c : : 
i8 a conti article, cited from a chapter in the author’s Expl Exp. Geological Report, 
829, ., sation of the previous depuis on the Pacifie Islands, xi, 857, xii, 25, 165, 
"pe 185, 338, and xiv, 76. 
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fragment of coral or shell; and in most of these particulars they 
are distinct from reef-rocks. (pp. 369, 370, vol. x1. 

2. Sedimentary deposits, or layers of roiled stones intersirati- 3 
fied among the igneous layers. 

Compactness of the igneous rocks.—The great uncertainty 
of this kind of evidence has been shown in another, place. 

B. Evidences of Subsidence. 
1. The existence of wide and deep channels between an island 

and any of iis coral reefs; or in other words, the existence of 
barrier reefs. 

. Lagoon Islands or Aiolls. 
3. Submerged atolls 
4. Deep bay-indentations in coasts as the terminations of val- 

leys.—In the remarks upon the valleys of the Pacific Islands, 1t 
has been shown that they were in general formed by the waters 
of the land, unaided by the sea; that the sea tends only to level 
¢ the coast, or give it an even ontline. When therefore, we 
nd the several valleys continued on beneath the sea, and their 

enclosing ridges standing out in long narrow points, there is rea 
son to suspect that the island has subsided after the formation of 
its valleys. For such an island as Tahiti could not subside eve 

a few scores of feet without changing the even outline into one 
of deep coves or bays, the ridges projecting out to sea on every 
side, like the spread legs of a spider. The absence of such 
coves, on the contrary, is evidence that any subsidence which has 

taken place, has been comparatively small in amount. 
5. Seashore alluvial fiats or deposits. , 
6. The lava surface of « volcanic island, sloping without ™~ 

terruption beneath the water, instead of terminating in 4 shore 
cliff of a hundred feet or so. 

C. Probable evidence of subsidence now in progress. il 
‘l. An atoll reef without green islets, or with but few gic 

spots of verdure.—The accumulation requisite to keep the tee 
at the surface-level, during a slow subsidence, renders it. Jmpossl- 

ble for the reef to rise above the waves unless the subsidence 
extremely slow. 

From the above review of evidences of change of level, it apr 
that where there are no barrier reefs, and only fringing 

at times, other causes, corals may not have begun to grow till 
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clusion either one way or the other, as is done by Darwin, from 
the fact that the reefs are small or wholly wanting, until the pos- 
sible operation of the several causes limiting their distribution 
has been duly considered. 
The influence of volcanoes in preventing the growth of zoo- 

phytes, extends only so far as the submaritie action may heat the 
water, and it may, therefore, be confined within a few miles of a 
Volcanic island, or to certain parts only of its shores. 

_ There are three epochs of changes in elevation which may be 
distinguished and separately considered. 1. The subsidence in- 
dicated by atolls and barrier reefs. 2. Elevations during more 

a rocky island that lies buried beneath the waves. Through 
the equatorial latitudes, such marks of subsidence abound, from 
the Eastern Paumotu to the Western Carolines, a distance of 

toup, Samoa, and the Salomon Islands to the Pelews, it will 
form nearly a straight boundary trending N. 70° W., running be- 

measure the thickness of the coral constituting it, would inform 
y 
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they are actually so many registers placed over the ocean, mark- 
ing out not only the site of a buried island, but also the depth at 
which it lies covered. We have not the means of applying the 
evidence ; but there are facts at hand, which may give at least 
comparative results. 

a. We observe, first, that barrier reefs are, in general, evidence 
of less subsidence than atoll reefs. (xiii, 186.) Consequently the 
great preponderance of the former just below the southern boun- 
dary line of the coral island area, and farther south the entire ab- 
sence of atolls, while atolls prevail so universally north of this 
line, are evidence of little depression just below the line; of less 

farther south ; and of the greatest amount, north of the line or 
over the coral area. 

b. The subsidence producing an atoll, when continued, gradu- 
ally reduces its size, until finally it becomes so small that the la- 
goon is obliterated ; and consequently a prevalence of these small 
islands is presumptive evidence of the greater subsidence. We 
observe, in application of this principle, that the coral islands 
abont the equator, five or ten degrees south, between the Paumo- 

tus and the Tarawan Islands, are the smallest of the ocean: sev- 

eral of them are without lagoons, and some not a mile in diame- 

ter. At the same time, in the Paumotus, and among the Tara- 
wan and Marshall Islands, there are atolls twenty to fifty miles 
in length, and rarely one less than three miles. It is probable, 
therefore, that the subsidence indicated was greatest at some dis- 

tance north of the boundary line, over the region of small equa- 
torial islands, between the meridian of 150° W. and 180°. 

c. When after thus reducing the size of the atoll, the subsi- 
dence continues its progress, or when it is too rapid for the grow- 
ing reef, it finally sinks the coral island, which, therefore, disap- 
pears from the ocean. Now it is aremarkable fact that while the 
islands about the equator above alluded to indicate greater subsl 
dence than farther south, north of these islands, that is, betw 

them and the Hawaiian Group, there is a wide blank of ocean 
in breadth. 

This area lies between the Hawaiian, the Fanning and the Mar- 
shall islands, and stretches off between the first and last of thesé 
groups, far to the northwest. ; 

$ it not then a legitimate conclusion that the subsident 
was least to the south beyond the boundary line, and increased 
northward, was still greater or more rapid over this opel area ; 
that the subsidence which reduced the size of the islands abot 
the equator to mere patches of reef, was farther continuec, 
caused the total disappearance of islands that once existed ove 

this part of the ocean ? i 
d. ‘That the subsidence gradually diminished southwest ger 

from some point of greatest depression situated to the north 
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are basaltic islands of great magnitude. Again, along to the 
horth side of the Vanikoro Group, the Salomon Islands, and New 
teland, there are coral atolls, though scarcely one to the south. 
In view of this combination of evidence, we cannot doubt that 

the subsidence increased from the south to the northward or 
northeastward, and was greatest between the Samoan and Ha- 
Waiian Islands near the centre of the area destitute of islands, 
about longitude 170° to 175° W. and 8° to 10° N. 

Hawaiian Range.—We observe that the western islands in 
the Hawaiian Range, beyond Bird Island, are coral islands, and 
all indicate some participation in this subsidence. To the east- 
Ward in the range, Kauai and Oahu have only fringing reefs, yet 
mMsome places these reefs are half a mile to three-fourths in 
Width. ‘They indicate a long period since they began to grow, 
Which is borne out by the features of Kauai showing a long res- 
Pite from volcanic action. We consequently detect proof of but 
little subsidence of the islands. Moreover, there are no deep 

should, therefore, conclude that these islands lie near the limits 
of the subsiding area, and that the change of level was greatest 

Marquesas.—The arquesas are remarkable for their abrupt 
Shores, often inaccessible cliffs, and deep bays. The absence of 

sentle slopes along the shores, their angular features, abrupt sound- 
1 ar 

cut evidence that they participated in the subsidence of the 
a but not to the same extent. ‘They are nearly destitute of 

Gambier or Mangareva Group.—In the Southern limits of 
ihe Paumotu Archipelago, where, in accordance with the forego- 
ng Views, the least depression in that region should have taken 
Place, there are actually, as we have stated, two high islands, 
Piteairn’s and Gambier’s, There is evidence, however, in the 
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extensive barrier about the Gambier’s (see cut, vol. xiii, p. 130), 
that this subsidence, although less than farther north, was by no 
means of small amount. On page 371, vol. xi, we have estimated 
it at 1150 feet. These islands, therefore, although towards the 
limits of the subsiding area, were still far within it. The valley- 
bays of the Mangareva islets are of great depth, and afford addi- 
tional evidence of the subsidence. 

many parts, are three-fourths of a mile wide, but no inner chan- 
We have estimated the subsidence at one or two hundred 

would afford apparently the same evidence ; and it is quite poss 
ble that the facts indicate a sinking which either preceded the 
ejections that now cover the eastern and western extremities . 

Upolu, or accompanied this change of level. Savaii has smal 
reefs, from which we gather no certain facts bearing on this sub- 
ject. East of Tutuila is the coral island, Rose. It may bé 
therefore, that the greatest subsidence in the group was a oe 
eastern extremity. : | 

Feejee Islands.—We have already remarked upon this group: 
A large amount of subsidence is indicated by the reefs — 
portion of the group, but it was greatest beyond doubt in ' 
northeastern part. ' it 

Ladrones.—The Ladrones appear to have undergone thet 
greatest subsidence at the north extremity of the range, the part 

north have continued longest to burn, the islands are the sma % 

of the group, the whole having disappeared except the summits, 

which still eject cinders. The southern islands of the 
have wide reefs, but they afford no good evidence of any 8h 
extent of subsidence since the reefs began to form. 
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We have thus fo.owed around the borders of the coral area: 
and besides proving the reality of the limits, have ascertained 
some facts with reference to a gradual diminution of the subsi- 
dence towards and beyond these limits. A line from Pitcairns to 
Bird in the Hawaiian Group appears to have a corresponding po- 
sition on the northeast with the southern boundary line of the 
coral area; the two include a large triangular area. An axis 
nearly bisecting this triangular space, drawn from Pitcairns towards 
Japan, actually passes through the region of greatest subsidence, 
as We have before determined it, and may be considered the arial 
line or line of greatest depression for the great area of subsidence. 

It is worthy of special note, that this avial line or line of 
reatest depression coincides in direction with the mean trend of 
the great ranges of islands, it having the course N. 529° W. 
_ The southern boundary line of the coral area, as we have laid 
it down, lies within the area of subsidence, although near its 
limits. -'There are places along this line where this area has been. 
prolonged farther than elsewhere. One of these regions lies be- 
tween Samoa and Rotuma, and extends down to the Feejees and 
Tonga Group; another is east of Samoa, reaching towards the 
Hervey Group. Each of these extensions trends parallel with 
the 8toups of islands; and with the part of the line east of Ta- 
hit. It would seem, therefore, that the Society and Samoa 
islands were regions of less change of level than the deep seas 
about them ; 
What may be the Extent of the Coral Subsidence ?—It is very 

lands has been small compared with that required to submerge 

test. One, two, or five hundred feet could not have buried 

the sea; and can we believe it possible that throughout this large 
“tea, when the two hundred islands now sunk were above the 
Waves, there were none equal in altitude to the mean of these 
heights? "That all should have been within nine thousand feet 
in elevation, is by no means. probable. However moderate our 
*stimate, there must still be allowed a sinking of several thou- 
Sand feet: and however much we increase it within probable 
bounds, we shall not arrive at a more surprising change of level. 

* our continents show that they have undergone. 
Between the New Hebrides and Australia the reefs and islands 

mark out another area of depression, which may have been simul- 
Neously in progress. The long reef of one hundred and fifty 

Tules from the north cape of New Caledonia and the wide barrier 
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on the west cannot be explained without supposing a subsi- 
dence of one or two thousand feet at the least. The distant bar- 
rier of New Holland is proof of as great if not greater subsidence. 

E'ffect of the Subsidence.—The facts surveyed give us a long 
insight into the past, and exhibit to us the Pacific scattered over 
with lofty lands where there are now only humble monumental 
atolls. Had there been no growing coral, the whole would have 
passed without a record. These permanent registers, planted 

es past in various parts of the tropics, exhibit in enduring chat- 
acters the oscillations which the “stable” earth has since undet- 
gone. Thus Divine wisdom creates and makes the creations 1n- 
scribe their own history; and there is a noble pleasure in deci- 
phering even one sentence in this Book of Nature. 

rom the actual extent of the coral reefs and islands, we know 
that the whole amount of high land lost to the Pacific by the 

below the truth. It is apparent that in many cases, islands now 

disjoined, have been once connected, and thus several atolls may, 
have been made about the heights of a single subsiding land of 
large size. Such facts show farther error in the above estimate, 
evincing that the scattered atolls and reefs do not tell half the 
story. Why is it, also, that the Pacific islands are confined t0 
the tropics, if not that beyond thirty degrees the zoophyte could 
not plant its growing registers? 

et we should beware of hastening to the conclusion that a 
continent once occupied the place of the ocean, or a large part - 

it, Which is without proof. ‘I’o establish the former existence 0. 

a Pacific continent is an easy matter for the fancy; but geology 
knows nothing of it, nor even of its probability. : 

The island of Banabe in the Caroline archipelago affords 0 
dence of a subsidence iz progress, as my friend, Mr. Horatio Hale, 

the Philologist of the Expedition, gathered from a foreigner who 
had been for a while a resident on this island. Mr. Hale rematks, 
after explaining the character of certain sacred structures of stone’ 
“It seems evident that the constructions at Ualan and Banabe ate 
of the same kind, and were built for the same purpose. ire 
also clear that when the latter were raised, the islet on which — 
stand was in a different condition from what it now is. For? 

present they are actually in the water; what were once pats: 

now passages for canoes, and as O'Connell [his informant 
‘when the walls are broken down the water enters the inclos* 
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ures.’” Mr. Hale hence infers “that the land, or the whole 
group of Banabe, and perhaps all the neighboring groups, have 
undergone a slight depression.” He also states respecting a small 
islet near Ualan, “ From the description given of Leilei, a change 
of level of one or two feet would render it uninhabitable, and re- 
duce it, in a short time, to the same state~as the isle of ruins at 

nabe.” 2 
Period of the subsidence.—The period during which these 

the facts on this point presented in our review of the geographi- 
cal distribution of corals, (xiii, 338,) since we cannot speak from 
Personal observation. ges : 
_ The subsidence has probably for a considerable period ceased 
1 Most if not all parts of the ocean, and subsequent elevations 
of many islands and groups have taken’ place which we sha 
Soon consider. In some of the Northern Carolines, the Pesca- 
dores, and perhaps sotne of the Marshall Islands, the proportion 
of dry land is so very small compared with the great extent of 
the atoll, that there is reason to suspect a slow sinking even at 
ue Present time: and it is a fact of special interest in connection 
With it that this region is neat the axial line of greatest depres- 
Sion, where, if in anny part, the action should be longest continued. 
Among the Kingsmills and Panmotns there is no reason what- 

ever for Stipposing that a general subsidence is still in progress; 
changes indicated are of a contrary character. 

. +A results to which we have here been led obviously differ: 
10 many particulars from the deductions of Mr. Darwin. 

2. Elevations of Modern Eras in the Pacific. 

Since the period of subsidence, the history of which has oecu- 
Pred us In the preceding pages, there has been no equally gen 
Stcox Szems, Vol. XV, No. 44.—March, 1853. 22 
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elevation. Yet various parts of the ocean bear evidence of chan- 
ges confined to particular islands or groups of islands. While 
the former exemplify one of the grander events in the earth’s his- 
tory, in which a large segment of the globe was concerned, the 
latter exhibit its minor changes over limited areas. The instan- 
ces of these changes are so numerous and so widely scattered, 
that they convince us of acessation in the previous general sub- 
sidence. 

The most convenient mode of reviewing the subject is to state 
in order, the facts relating to each group. 

a. Paumotu Archipelago.—T he islands of this archipelago ap- 
pear in general to have that height which the ocean may give to 
the materials. Nothing was detected which satisfied us of any 
general elevation in progress through the archipelago. 
large extent of wooded land shows only that the islands have 
been long at their present level: and on this point our own, ob- 
servations confirm those of Mr. Darwin. ‘There are examples 
elevation in particular islands however, some of which are of un- 
usual interest. The instances examined hy the Expedition, were 
Honden (or Henuake), Dean’s Island (or Nairsa), Aurora (or Me 
tia), and Clermont Tonnerre. Beside these, Elizabeth Island has 
been described by Beechey, and the same author mentions cel- 

tain facts relating to Ducie’s Island and Osnaburgh, which afford 
some suspicions of a rise. : 

Honden or. Dog Island.—This island is wooded on its differ 
ent sides, and has a shallow lagoon. The beach is eight feet 

high tide, there were numerous shells of ‘Tridacna lying 
ties in the coral rock, precisely as they occur alive on te shore 
reef. As these Tridacnas evidently lived where the shells re 
main, and do not occur alive more than six. or eight inches, of 2 

foot at the most, above low tide, they prove, in connection wi 
the other facts, an elevation of twenty inches or two feet. F 

lairsa or Dean’s Island.—The south side of Dean’s ee 

the largest of the Paumotus, was coasted along by the Peacoe a 
and from the vessel we observed that the rim of land consis! ; 
for miles of an even wall of coral rock, apparently six or eight feet 
above high tide. This wall was broken into rude columms, OF 4 
cavated with arches and caverns; in some places the sea a of 

ried it away from fifty to one hundred rods and then there follow’ 

again a line of columns and walls, with occasional ren 
fore. The reef, formerly lying at the level of low tide, had 
raised above the sea, and subsequently had undergone deg 
tion from the waves. The standing columns had some ag A 
blance in certain parts to the masses seen and there on © 
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shore platforms of other islands; but the latter are only distantly 
scattered masses, while on this island, for the greater part of the 
course, there were long walls of reef-rock. The height moreover 
Was greater, and they occurred too on the leeward side of the - 
sland, ranging along nearly its whole course. 
The elevation here indicated was at least siz feet ; but it may 

have been larger, as the observations were made from ship-board. 
Thirty miles to the sonthward of Dean’s Island, we came to 
— one of the most remarkable examples of elevation in the 
acific 
» Metia.—This island has already been described, and its eleva- 
tion stated at two hundred and fifty feet. (See xii, 40 

Clermont Yonnerre,* according to Mr. Couthouy, shows the 
same evidence of elevation from Tridacnas as Honden Island. 
Clermont Tonnerre and Honden are in the northeastern limits of 
the Panmotus, ; 
Elizabeth Island was early shown to be an elevated coral isl- 

id by Beechey. This distinguished voyager represents it as 
havi '$ perpendicular cliffs fifty feet in height. From his descrip- 
l'on, it is obviously of the same character as Metia; the eleva- 
tion is eiehty feet, 

| Ducie’s Island is described by Beechey as twelve feet high, 
‘ch would indicate an elevation of at least one or wo feet. / 

aburgh Island, according to the same author, affords evi- 
dence of having increased its height since the wreck of the Ma- 
tilda in 1792, He contrasts the change from “a reef of rocks,” 
*S teported by the crew, to “a conspicuously wooded island,” the 
oe when he visited it; and states piper that ~ reer 

n-works, and a large gun (4-pounder) of this vessel were two 
hundred yards snide of she ob of breakers. Captain Beechey 

Sovered with growing corals, (which is improbable,) and could 
jothave raised its level. If there has been any increase of height, 
(which we do not say is certain,) it must have arisen from sub- 

*n coral, which the mountain debris has covered ; but they do 
a appear to indicate a rise of the land. The descriptions by 
altferent authors of the other islands of this group, do not give 
Uficient reason for confidently believing that any of them have 
been elevated. The change, however, of the barrier reef around 
Bolabo into a verdant islet encircling the island, may be evi- 
-* This: q 

ati. 8 Island Was not visited by the writer, as only the officers of the Vincennes 
empted to land on it, vé Te MORES ee 
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dence that a long period has elapsed since the subsidence ceased ; 
and as such a change is not common in the Pacific, we may sus- 
pect that it has been furthered by at least a small amount of ele- 
vation. ‘The observation by the Rev. D. Tyerman with regard 
to the shells found at Huahine high above the sea, may be proof 
of elevation; but the earlier erroneous conclusions with regard 
to Tahiti, teach us to be = in admitting it without.a more 
particular examination of the deposit. 

c. Herveyand Ruruiu Gro oups.—'Ihese groups lie to the south 
we and south of Tahiti. 

Atiu (Wateoo of Cook) is a raised coral island. Cook ob- 
serves that it is “nearly like Mangaia.” The land near the sea 
is only a bank of coral ten or twelve feet high, and steep and 
rugged. ‘The surface of ae island is covered. with verdant hills 
and plains, with no stream 
Mauke is a low clovated — island.f 

_ Mitiaro resembles Mar 
Okatuiaia isa low pa island, not more than six or seven 

feet high avers the beach, which is coral sand. It hasa light- 
reddish soil 

Mangaia is girted by an elevated coral reef three hundred feet 
in height. Mr. Williams speaks of it as coral, witha small piso 
lity of fine-grained basalt in the interior of the island; he states 
again that a broad ridge (the reef) girts the hills $ 

Rurutu has an elevated coral reef one hundred and filly feet 
in height. || 4 

With regard to. the om islands of these groups, Manwai, 
Ailutaki, Rarotonga, Rimetara, Tubuai, and Raivavai, the de 
scriptions by Williams and can appear to show that they have 
undergone vo recent elevation. 

d. Scattered Islands in the latitudes between the Society and Sa- 
moan Groups.— These coral islands, as far as we can ascertail 
are low like the Paumotus, excepting some of the perpen 
north a the equator, and possibly Jarvis and Mald a 

Of anning Group, (situated near the nema south | 
the Gecuia, Grou 

‘ashinglon Isla nd is three miles in diameter, without a proper 
lagoon; the whole sarlond, as seen by us, was covered d densely 

‘ aay ores vol. i, pp. 180, 197. Williams's Miss, Enterprises, i, 47, 48, fist 
m. 

Williams's Miss, Ent., pp. 39, 47, 2 Pg erg pp ear er 
Williams's Miss, Ent., , pp. 48, 50, — See also eee 
Miiisoc Miss. Ent., p. 50 —Stutchbury sentir ‘the coral ae: ats : et 

and fifty feet high, — — = England Journal, i—Tyerman aud Be Uoseribe 

Tock as two hundre took high on one side of the bay and three hundred oF ¥- 

other (ii, 102).—Ellis says that the rocks of the aterior are in part basaltic, and > 
part vi lar lava, iii, 393. ante a Re 
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with cocoanut trees. This unusual size for an island without a 
lagoon: indicates an elevation, which the height of the island, 
estimated at twelve feet, confirms. The elevation may have 
been tio or three feet. 
Palmyra Island, just northwest of Washington, is described 

by Fanning as having two lagoons; the westernmost contains 
twenty fathoms water. Fanning’s Island, to the southeast of 
Washington, is de&cribed by the same voyager as lower than that 
island. The accounts give no evidence of elevation. 

Christmas Island, still farther to the southeast, according to 
the description of Cook, its discoverer, had the rim of Jand in 
some parts three miles wide. He mentions narrow ridges lyin 
parallel with the sea-coast, which “must have been thrown up 
y the sea, though it does not reach within a mile of some o 

these places.” The proof of a small elevation is decided, but its 
amount cannot be determined from the description. The ac- 
count of EF. D. Bennett, (Geographical Jour., vii, 226,) represents 
tas a low coral island. : 

_ Sarvis Island, as seen from the Peacock, appeared to be eigh- 
teen or twenty feet in height, which, if not exaggerated by re- 
fraction, (we think it not probable,) would show an elevation of 
xX oneight feet. This island isa sand flat, with little vegetation, 
and is but two hundred miles south of Christmas Island. ; 

“4aiden, two hundred and fifty miles sontheast of Jarvis, near 
latitude 4° g, and jongitude 155° W., visited by Lord Byron, is scribed as not over forty feet high; but this may be the whole 
height, including the height of the trees. 

& Longa Islands and others in their vicinily. 
All the islands of the Tonga group about which there are reefs, 
Blve evidence of elevation: Tongaiabu and the Hapai islands 

Ist solely of coral, aid are elevated atolls. 
Bua, at the south extremity of the line, has an undulated, 

ek y surface, in some parts eight hundred feet in height. 
as was seen by us from shipboard, there is 

au elevated layer of coral reef-rock, twenty feet thick, worn 
Ot into caverns and with many spout-holes. Between the 
Sonthern shores sed the highest part of the island, we observed 

; '€ distinct terraces. Coral is said to occur at a height of three 
bu Gred feet. From the appearance of the land, we judged that 
the interior was basaltic; but nothing positive was ascertained 

M0 regard to it, | oh 
*%gaiabu (an island visited by us) lies near Ena, and is in 

some parts fifty or sixty feet high, though in general but twenty 
feet. fy has a shallow lagoon, into which there are two entrances ; 

ummocks of coral reef-rock stand eight feet out of water. 
at tka and most of the Hapaii cluster, are stated by Cook 

have abrupt limestone shores, ten to twenty feet in height. 
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Namuka has a lagoon or salt lake at centre one and a half miles 
broad ; and there is a coral rock in one part twenty-five feet 

% 

Vavau, the northern of the Group, according to Williams, isa 
cluster of elevated islands of coral limestone, thirty to one hun- 
dred feet in a having precipitous cliffs, with many excava- 
tions along the co 
P ylstaart’ s Gland. south of Tongatabu, is & small rocky islet 

without coral. Tafua and Proby are volcanic cones, and 
former is still active 

Suvage Island, a ‘little to the east of the Tonga Group, resem- 

bles Vavan in its shed rime and cavernous cliffs. Itis 
elevated one hundr 

Beveridge Reef, a ‘toe miles southeast of Savage, is low 
coral. 
f. Samoan Islands.—No satisfactory evidences of elevation 

were — about these islands. 
g. Scatt Islands, north of Si é 
‘These islands are all of coral, dod. cinta! indicate an elevation 

of one to six feet. On account of the high tides, (4 to 6 feet,) 
the sea may give a height of ten or twelve feet to the land. 

Swain’s, near latitude LL° S., is fifteen to eighteen feet above 
the sea, where highest, and the beach is ten to “twelve feet high. 

It is a small island, with a depression at — but no lagoon. 
ne: height proves an elevation of three to six feet. 

Fakaafo, ninety miles to the north, is pane: feet high. The 

coral reef-rock is raised in some places three feet above. the sa 
ent level of the platform. Elevation at least three feet. 

ukunono, or Duke of ans near Fakaafo, was seen only 

from shipboar a 
Oatafu, or Duke of — is in some parts fourteen feet high. 

Elevation dwo or three fee 
Enderby’s and Birnie %, still farther north, are twelve feet 

high. Judging from the double slope of the beach on Enderby; 
this island may have undergone an elevation of two feet, the 
height of the upper slope; yet we think it —— he 

Gardner’s, Hull, Sydney and Newmarket were visited by t 
Expedition, but no satisfactory evidences of slonatts on the io 
three were observed. The last is stated by Captain Wilkes to 

twenty-five feet in height. 
A. feejee Islands.—The proofs of an elevation of four to six 

feet about the larger Feejee Islands, Viti Lebu and Vanua Leb, 
and also Ovalau, are given in our report on this group. How 

* Cook’s Voyage. —Williams, p. 296. + ane of 
St “Soenaane gaan paper 200 Sy bat pt 

<dathealies ression about the centre, 
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far this rise affected other parts of the group, I have been unable 
definitely to determine: but as the extensive barrier reefs in the 
eastern part of the group, rarely support a green islet, they rather 
indicate a subsidence in those parts than an elevation. 

i. Islands north of the Feejees.—Horne Island, Wallis, Ellice, 
Depeyster, and four islands on the track towards the Kingsmills, 
Were passed by the Peacock; but from the vessel, no evidences 
of elevation could be distinguished. ‘The first two are high 
islands, with barriers, and the others are low coral. Jotuma, 
(177° 15’ E., and 12° 30’ N.,) is another high island, to the west 
of Wallis’s. It has encircling reefs, but we kuow nothing as to 
its changes of level. 

k. Sandwich Islands.—Oahu affords decided proof of an ele- 
vation of twenty-five or thirty feet. There is an impression at 
Honolulu, derived from a supposed increasing height in the reef 
off the harbor, that the island is slowly rising. Upon this point 

the suspected elevation is in progress. 
Kauai presents us with no evidence that the island, at the pres- 

ent time, is ata higher level than when the coral reefs begun: 
or at the most, no elevation is indicated beyond a foot or two, 
The drift sand rock of Koloa appears to be a proof of elevation, 
from its resemblance to those of Northern Oahu: but if so, there 
Must have been a subsidence since, as it now forms a cliff on the 
shore that is gradually wearing away. 

olokai, according to information from the Rev. Mr. Andrews, 

has coral upon its declivities three hundred feet above the sea. 
The sam gentleman informed us that on the western peninsula 
of Maui, coral occurs in some places eight hundred feet above 
the Sea; and specimens of well defined coral were obtained at a 
height of five hundred feet. These islands were not visited by 

€ Writer, 
With regard to Molokai, Mr. Andrews informed the author 

that the coral occurs “ upon the acelivity of the eastern or highest 
Part of the island, over a surface of more than twenty or thirty 
acres, and-extends almost to the sed. We had no means of 
acchirately measuring the height; but the specimens were ob- 
fained at least three hundred feet above the level of the sea, 
and probably four hundred. ‘The specimens have distinctly the 
Keg of coral. The distance from the sea was two to three 

? 

Mr Andrew ‘ ti f the su ; s, who appears to doubt the connection o up 
Posed coral on Maui with reefs, writes to the author as follows : 

‘Inno Case have I seen the coral in a rocky ledge; it is gen- 

Stall Mixed with the lava rock, to which it adheres. It has 
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usually the appearance of burnt lime; and thus, large stones and 
rocks seem as though they had been whitewashed several times 
over, ard sometimes it amounts to an inch in thickness, or an 

inch and a half. At other times the whitewash has found its 
way into cracks in the stones. Sometimes only one side of a 
stone is whitened by it, or only a corner of it. It is sometimes 
soft and crumbly, and at other times quite hard ; and again itis 
mixed with the earth.” From this description it appears to re- 
semble the lime inerustations and seams of Diamond Hill, Paneh- 
bow! and Koko Head, Oahu, which occur at the same height, but 
most certainly give no evidence of elevation, as they have pro- 
ceeded beyond doubt from aqueous eruptions carrying lime in 
solution. Fragments of coral, it will be remembered, occur in 
the tufa of these hills. his evidence from Mani, should there- 
fore be rec with great hesitation until farther examined. 

Besid ove, there are large masses of coral rock, accor 
ding to Mr. poate along the shores of Mani, from two to 
twelve feet above high water. From his descriptions, this rock 
appears to be the reef-rock, like the raised reef of Oahu, ands 
es proof of an elevation of at least twelve feet. 

Kingsmill or Tarawan Group. (Plate I, I, Vol. x 
Taputeouea or Drummond.—This is the southern ‘and of 

the group. The reef rock near the village of Utiroa is a foot 
above low tide level, and consists of large massive eae 

eandrinas. ‘The tide in the Kingsmill seas is seven feet; and 
conseqventy this evidence of a rise might be doubted, as ‘some 

rals may grow to this height where the tide is so high. 

rain Astreas and Meandrinas, as far as observed by the writel 

are not among the species that may undergo exposure at low 
tide, except it be to the amount of three or four inches; and it is 
ot that an elevation of at least ten or twelve inches has 

taken place itt 
Apia or Charlotte's Island, one “of the northernmost of the 

group, has the reef-rock in some parts raised bodily to a height 
six or seven feet above low water level, evidencing this amotl 
of elevation. This elevated reef was observed for long distam” 
ces between the several wovded islets; it resembled the 
reef of Nairsa in the Paumotn Archipelago in its bare, 
and bluff worn front. An islet of the atoll, where we I 
was twelve feet high, and the coral reef-rock was five < pos 
above mi tide. A wall of this rock, having the sa hat 

extends m3 the reef from the islet. There was no ra 
it was due to an actual uplifting of the reef to a height 
siz feet. the 
Nanouli, Kuria, Maiana and Tarawa lying between ‘shits 

two islands above mentioned, were seen only from the ob 

and nothing decisive bearing on the subject of elevation was 

os 

ree alnee, 
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served. On the northeast side of Nanouki there was a hill twenty 
or thirty feet in height covered with trees; but we 
means of learning that it was not artificial. We were, however, 

_ Informed by Kirby, a sailor taken from Kuria, that the reef of 
Apamama was elevated precisely like that of Apia, to a height 
of five feet; and this was confirmed by Lieutenant Dehaven, 
Who was engaged in the survey of the reef. We were told, also, 
that Kuria and Nanouki were similar in having the reef elevated 
though to a less extent. It would hence appear that the eleva- 
tions in the group increase to the northward. 
Maral, to the north of Apia, is wooded throughout. We 

sailed around it without landing, and can only say that it has 
bably been uplifted like the islands south. Makin, the north- 

érnmost island, presented in the distant view no certain evidence 
of elevation. a 
The elevation of the Kingsmills accounts for the long conti- 

huity of the wooded lines of land, an unusual fact considering 
the size of the islands, The amount of fresh water obtained 
fom springs is also uncommon. (xii, 48.) The wear from storms 
would also be greater on islands which have. been elevated. 

m. Radack, Ralick and Caroline Islands.—No evidences of 
elevation in these groupsare yet known. The very small amount 
of wooded land on the Pescadores inclines us to suspect rather a 
Subsidence than an elevation ; and the same fact might be gath- 
ered with regard to some of the islands south, from the charts of 
Kotzebue and Kruesenstern. 

n. Ladrones.—The seventeen islands which constitute this 

stoup, may all have undergone elevations within a recent period, 
but OWing to the absence of coral from the northern, we have ev1- 

dence only with regard to the more southern. : 

. Jam, according to Quoy and Gaymard, has coral rock upon 

de hills more than siz hundred feet (one hundred toises) above 
he sea. 

‘ Rota, the next island north, afforded these authors similar facts, 

indicating the same amount of elevation. 
0. Pelews and neighboring Islands—The island F'eis, three 

hu miles southwest of Guam, is stated by Darwin, on the 
authority of Lutke, to be of coral, and ninety feet high. Mac- 
“enzie Island, seventy-five miles south of Feis, is a low atoll, as 

i, tained by the Expedition. No evidences of elevation are 
Known to occur at the Pelews. _ 
Melanesia nds.—Among the New Hebride; , New Cale- 

donia, Salomon Islands, the evidences of elevation have not yet 
been examined, 
table tea given on the preceding pages are presented in . 

on the next page. 
Senres, Vol. XV, No. 44,—March, 1853. 28 
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The Feejees may be an example of a rise at the west side of a 
group, and possibly a subsidence on the east; while a little far- 
ther east, the Tonga Islands constitute another extended area of 

' elevation. We observe that while the Samoan Islands afford no 
evidences of elevation, the Tonga Islands on the south have been 
raised, and also the Fakaafo Group and others on ‘the north. 

_ € cannot, therefore, distinguish any evidence that a general 
nse is or has been in progress; yet some large areas appear to 
have been simultaneously affected, although the action has often 
been isolated. Metia and Elizabeth Island may have risen ab- 
tuptly : but.the changes of level in the Feejees and the Friendly 
Islands, appear to have taken place by a gradual action. 
—— 

Arr. XX.—On Soleil's Saccharimeter; by W. P. Rippett, 
A.B., New Orleans, Louisiana. 

Tars instrument, so beautiful in theory, and so exact in its 
Practical operations for the analysis of sugars, syrups an mo- 

sses, depends upon that peculiar property of light termed circu- 
polarization ; a modification first noticed by M. Arago in 

“rystal quartz, or rock crystal. 
oarization.—The Newtonian theory of the materiality of 

ula, Of Polarized light, whose planes of vibration ate perpendic- ular toeach other. If again we bring these two of vibra- 

Moduced by vibrations in one plane oly, we ee two 

- It might seem ter at all into the subject of polarization, as ABR unnecessary to enter at all into _ ud} : ho 
rothing new is ‘ Ww! lication plain, to those w . offered ; yet to render the following app rg P. For ' icy or cn the matter ho previous study, it was tho "SW Of the received notions respecting it 
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tions centrally together, without changing their planes, we have, 
as before, one ray of unpolarized light, produced by vibrations in 
two rectangular planes. Thus we have a distinct idea of t 

difference between polarized and unpolarized light. 
There are several ways in which we may thus separate these 

two planes and hence produce polarization: viz, by simple reflec- 
tion at certain angles (differing for different substances); by single 
refraction, as by means of a bundle of thin glass plates ; by double 
refraction, as by means of acrystal of Iceland or cale spar; by 
transmitting a ray through a plate of tourmaline, which. has the 
pro of smothering or absorbing the vibrations in one direc- 
tion and permitting only those of the other plane to pass through. 

Circular polarization is a condition slightly different from 
the above, and is produced only when rectilinear vibrations are 

w 
water be half an undulation behind another of equal size, they 
mutually destroy each other; while the same, if of equal veloci- 

ties, may vibrate én vertical, right angled planes, with no sensible 
interference ; so may we conjecture in regard to these waves © 
dight-bearing ether. 

It may ‘be shown in various ways, that the result of the inter- 
ference of these rectilinear vibrations will be curvilinear vibra 
tions, a Movement which may be likened to “that of the ex 

tremity of ‘the swinging pendulum,” or more aptly to the spiral 
course of a coiled wire. If then we can retard the vibrations 2 
one érection, then briag them centrally in contact with those of 

the other direction, they mutually interfere, and no longer, 4 im 
the case of simply polarized light, produce common light; they 

‘ no longer vibrate in rectilinear planes, but in a curvilinear plane, 
the result of the two forces acting in the original reetilineat 
planes. By varying the amount of this retardation, we may PI” 
duce circular or even elhiplical waves. If this retardation amount 
to the one-fourth of an undulation, the waves will be circular, as 
can be shown by means of a very simple apparatus devised by 
Professor Wheatstone, + ahs 

It is found that crystal quartz possesses in a high degree 20 
power of retarding one of the two sets of vibrations; thus allo’ 
ing, In connection with hight properly polarized, cireular bat 
zation. * species of quartz exhibit what is termed TS 
handed polarization, kence called dextrogyrate ; some, left-h 2 
polarization, hence called levogyrate; the distinction betwe? 
which being as follows: its 

if we place a plate of Iceland spar, cut perpendicular 0 
principal or prismatic axis, in the polariscope, the polarizing © 
analyzing plates being crossed, we shall observe a gorgeous 
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play of colored concentric rings intersected by a rectangular 
black cross, whose arms meet at the centre of the rings. In 
these rings we observe a succession of the seven colors of the 
Spectrum ; and some very singular changes, which need not here 

ing through certain crystals, may usually be traced to the pecu- 
Jar structure or crystallization of said crystal; but quartz, which 
is classed in the same system of crystals with Iceland spar, gives 
us quite a different result when placed in the polariscope. We 
observe a system of prismatic rings, but the black cross in the 
centre is not there, and in its place we have a certain uniform tint 
the hue of which changes successively through the whole range of 
the spectrum, when either the analyzer or polarizer is revolved ; 
for right-handed quartz, if we revolve the analyzer to the right, 
the colors will be seen to succeed each other in the following 

t: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, red, and so 
on; while for the left-handed quartz they will be seen to succeed 
each other in the contrary order, viz.: red, violet, indigo, blue, 
sreen, yellow, orange, red, and’so on; hence to obtain the same 

' order of succession as in the first case we must revolve the an- 

Kind of quartz is called dertrogyrate, the second levogyrate. The width of this cevtral hue, as well as that of the concentric 

the Square root of the thickness of the film of quartz. 

As circular polarization is supposed to result from two sets of 
rectilinear vibrations centrally joined, acting in rectangular planes 
one of the sets being retarded, so colors are su posed to result 

from two sets of rectilinear vibrations, one of which is retarded, 
bat both of which act in the seme plane. 

The application of the foregoing principles for the purposes of 
analysis comes next to be explained. If we take two plates of 
fotemaline, (which by the way must be cut in planes parallel to 
the axis of crystallization,) place them parallel, one with its axis 
Ml vertical, the other with its axis in a horizontal position ; 

permit a ray of common light to strike perpendicular upon 
»—the first will stifle all except the vertical vibrations, while 

the second will stifle all except the horizontal ones; hence no 
light will be permitted to pass through both plates thus placed. 

this position of the two plates of tourmaline, viz.: so as to 
*Xtinguish the light, is termed the azimuth zero, or point of 
Steatest obscuration. If now we place between these two plates 
2 piece of quartz, or any other circularly polarizing substance, the 
effect is immediately noticed from the fact that the light which 

as before obscured by the two tourmaline plates is now seen to 
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pass through the three,—and in order to reéstablish the azimuth 
zero, it is necessary to revolve the analyzer, either to the right or 
left as the case may be, through a certain number of degrees, ac+ 
cording to the thickness of the interposed quartz. If instead of 
the plate of tourmaline, a double refractor be employed fora po- 
larizer, a similar result is observable, except that instead of totally 
shutting out the light at the azimuth zero, we are only able to. 
exclude one image, usually the extraordinary ;i,and so to réestab- 
lish the azimuth zero, we only seek to exclude one of the ima- 
ges, both having been rendered visible by the interposition of the 
quartz; this we do as in the other case, by revolving either the 
analyzer or polarizer. The angle through which it is necessary 
to revolve the analyzer has been found proportionate to the thick- 
ness of the quartz; or if two plates of quartz be interposed, the 
angle of variation will be as the swm of the two thicknesses, if 

. both be right-handed, or both left-handed; or as the difference, 
if one be right and the other left: and the same in regard to all 

muth zero; but it was found no easy matter to judge as accu~ 
rately as was desirable as to this point of greatest obscuration, for 
the analyzer had to be revolved over several degrees ‘before any 
change could be observed. 

A second step was taken by substituting a ray of homogeneous 
light; but still it was found exceedingly difficult to distinguish, 
with a precision sufficiently constant and exact, the precise imut 
of each color; for they seem to flow so readily into each other, 
and besides, of themselves, have something of a margin on the 
spectrum. This defect is very ingeniously surmounted in the 

one left-handed, the other right-handed ; so that any difference 8 

not only doubled, but instead of judging of the identity of any 

certain abstract hue, we have only to identify, by means of the 
compensator, the hues of two juxtaposed semi-discs. 

Soleil's Saccharimeter.—We have now taken a general view of 
the principles on which saccharimetry, by means of circular PO 

larization, depends. It remains briefly to’ speak of the insttt- 

ment constructed by Soleil of Paris, (which I think undoubtedly. 

deserves the first place,) and describe somewhat more minutely 
the process of actual analysis by means of it. aun 
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_ The instrument, of which I propose to give a very brief de- 
scription, was brought from Paris by the Hon. J. P. Benjamin, 
of New Orleans, and now belongs to Prof. J. L. Riddell, of the 
University of Louisiana. It consists of the following parts, com- 
mencing at the extremity farthest from the eye of the observer 
when making an analysis :— 

A B ree : ae eatE ieee eae 
t——*____]] 4 , | z h 
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_ A, Polarizer, a Nicol’s Prism, admitting only one of the polar- 
zed rays to pass through. 

Depolarizer, being a plate of right-handed quartz, cut per- 
Pendicular to the axis of its crystallization. : 
©, the polarizer proper, or analyzer as related to A and B, 
Whose functions are only to produce any desired tint by merely 
tevolving; which is accomplished by means of a thumb-screw, 
Close to the thumb-screw of the compensator. ; 
D, Biqnartz, composed of two juxtaposed plates of quartz, of 

equal thickness, but of contrary rotative power, one being right- 
Nanded, the other left-handed ; by which the difference observed 
iN the tints of the semi-dises, when the right- and left-handed 
tations in the instrument are not in equilibrio, are doubled, since 

tints as observed through the one semi-disc succeed each 
er in the opposite order to what they do as seen through the 
er, 

E, Tube of o servation, 20 and 22 centimeters long, into 
Whieh the liquid Aa gees is poured, and closed by means 
of glass plates, which are held in their place by brass caps closely 

oth, 
oth 

dud and replaced in its proper position in the instrument, the 
hints of > ap babies Hy a sedinnsy and extraordinary disc 
Will be seen to be different and complementary for the reason al- 
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by means of the compensator; and the direction in whieh the 
compensator has to be moved determines the quality of rotation; 

the distance over which it has to be moved determines the quan- 
tity or amount of that rotation. | 7 

, plate of left-handed quartz, equivalent in thickness to the 
two plates of the compensator, G, when set at zero ; and its ob- 
ject is to equilibrate the opposite effect of said compensator. 

, Compensator, composed of two wedge-shaped plates of 
right-handed quartz, the thickness of whose sum may be var 
by sliding their thicker or thinner extremities together ; at zero 
their thickness is equal to that of F’. If the principal part has to 

moved to the right, and the vernier to the left, the specimen 
under examination exerts a rotary influence to the right, and 1s 
consequently right-handed, and vice versa. The scale and vet- 
nier of this compensator is shown separately at 8. 

H, Analyzer, being a double refracting prism. 
J, Eye-piece, with two adjustable lenses, to fit the focus to 

different eyes. ‘The progress of a ray of common light (@) stt- 
king upon A, is as follows:—By A it is polarized, so as to vibrate 

in only one rectilinear plane, (6,) as the vibrations in all other 

planes are smothered. By B this polarized ray (b) is resolved 
into two sets of rectangular vibrations, (c,) one of which is retal- 
ded: by C these again are resolved into two systems of rectilin- 
ear, rectangular vibrations, (d and e,) one set of each system be- 

ing retarded, hence colored rays, one of which (e) only is received 

through D, By E the tint of this colored ray is changed, ¢ 
must be restored by G. The effect of F and G, being equiva 
lent, and mutually neutralizing, may be counted as nothing: } 

H the color of the rays is made visible, by bringing the VIDIe 
tions in a position so as to interfere in the same plane, awhich 1s 
necessary for the production of colored light. hic 

On the seale of the compensator, G, the figures 1 and 2 “ 
respond to quartz of an opposite polarization, whose thickness 18 
land 2 millimetres, and are read 100 and 200 degrees. TI 
smaller divisions are read 10 degrees each, while single degrees 
are read by means of the vernier. The degrees therefore corres 
pond nearly to $° in the deviation of the plane of polarization. 
Among substances which exercise an influerice on the pol 

zing apparatus, the most important, according to Pereira, ate 
par tes oils (those of mustard and bitter almond excepted). 

Aqueous solutions of several kinds of swgar, dextrine, tartare 

acid and tartrates (tartrate of alumina excepted). 
jabetic urine. 

Albuminous urine. 

Alcoholic solutions of camphor and artificial camphor. oh 

Most vegetable juices, shia 8 itt ue 
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While as devoid of this property, we may enumerate water, 
alcohol, pyroxylic spirit, pyroacetic spirit, olive oil, claret wine, 
(with perhaps a trace of left-handed polarization,) champagne, 
citric acid, mannite, liquorice sugar, glycerine, §c. 

It will be seen from the above that sugars of different kinds 
exert different effects in connection with polarization. These ef- 

ts Mr. Pereira classes as follows: 
ae ne eT aie 
2. Grape sugar, (Glucose of Dumas,) . : 
3, Uncrystallizable sugar, (Chulariose of Soubeiran. ) 

Unerystallizable sugar of honey,... . Left-handed. 

cc 

Right-handed. 

_ Unerystallizable sugar obtained by the ac- 
tion of acids on cane sugar, . . . 

Unerystallizable sugar of the juice of fruits, “ _ 
Unerystallizable sugar obtained by the al- 

teration of cane sugar. This constitutes 
the greater part of molasses, . . . “ - 

4. Mannite, 5. Glycerin, and 6, Liquorice sugar, 0 (zero). 
Process of Analysis.—Make the zeros of the compensator (on 

the scale and on the vernier) correspond perfectly; then revolve 
the analyzer by means of the thumb-screw. until the semi-discs 

ve one and the same uniform tint; the two discs will then be 
observed to have complementary colors: thus, if the ordinary disc 

or image be violet, the extraordinary one will be yellow ; if the 
former be red, the latter will be green, &c. The focus of the 
eye-piece may either be adjusted now, or after the liquor is intro- 

Uced into the observation tube; this is done by adjusting the 
distance between the two lenses, to suit different eyes while look- 
ing through the instrument: if done before the liqnor is intro- 

» Water should be placed in the tube, because the focus will 

‘ary somewhat if the tube be empty. 

gar) we weigh, by means of special weights accompanying Cler- 
get's apparatus, 16-471 grammes; place this in a matrass gradua- 
“= ON the neck to 100 and 110 cubic centimetres: pour in water 
Ul the matrass is filled to the 10U c. ¢. mark. if the mixture be 

sufficiently transparent, submit it to observadion in the tube of 20 

"0g agent must be mixed thoroughly with the liquor and allowed 
Saris, Vol. XV, No, 44.—March, 1853. S> 
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to stand two or three minutes, then thrown upon the filter. If 
now the mixture be too highly colored to admit of observation, 

it must be discolored by filtration through bone-black, or anima 
charcoal ; special tubes for which are provided in Clerget’s very 
full and beautiful set of apparatus, which usually accompanies the 
Saccharimeter. The process will require one hour, and possibly 
the liquor may have to be passed through the bone-black several 
times. It must be remembered however, that the first portions 
(a quantity about equal to the volume of bone-black) which come 
through the bone-black, must not be employed in the observations, 
as it is found that the bone-black, until a little saturated, weakens 
the solution. The liquor is next introduced into the tube of 0 
servation, and the rotation noted as before by turning the thumb- 
screw of the compensator till the two semi-discs again exhibit a 
uniform tint. If, previous to filtering through the bone-black, 
the defecating agent has been used, the tube of 22 centimeters 
must be employed to compensate for the consequent dilution ; but 
if the defecating agent has not been used, the tube of 20 centl- 
metres must be employed. It will be observed that using the 
tube of 22 centimetres is the same in effect as adding j;th to me 
strength of the solution as determined in the tube of 20 centim. 

The number of degrees of rotation as read on the scale of the 
compensator, will give the actual per cent of pure sugar in the 
sample. The scale is so graduated that i had weighed 
16-471 grammes of pure sugar, and formed our solution 12 

the same way, by means of the matrass graduated to 100 ¢.C-s 

the rotation as indicated by the degrees of the compe 

mal or standard solution contains 164-71 grammes of pore sue" 

tain other substances which exert a polarizing influence 8° 
times to tige tight, sometimes to the left, it is desirable to disen= 
gage the influence of the same from the influence due to the cane 
sugar. For this purpose we perform what is termed the me 

Process of inversion, which affects the polarizing powet of i“ 
cane sugar only; bat which changes this from right-hand 3 
left-hand sugar. It is accomplished in the following ® 
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From the solution prepared, (defecated and decolorized, if neces- 
sary, as explained,) fill a small matrass to the mark on the neck 
indicating a capacity of 50 c.c., complete the filling of the ma- 
trass to the mark on the neck indicating a capacity of 55 c.c., by 
pouring in {rong hydrochloric acid; place the matrass in a wa- 
ter bath kept uniformly at a temperature of 68° Centigrade, con- 
tinue it there for 15 minutes, and the inversion will be complete, 
Throw this upon a paper filter, and allow the liquid to flow di- 
fectly into the tube of 22 centim. length, which is provided with 
4 Special upright tube for determining the temperature which ex~ 
etts a considerable influence on the rotatory power of inverted 
liquids, and must be carefully noted ; it is better to make the ob- 
servations at some uniform temperature, as for instance 28° or 
30° Centigrade. 

If the rotation be to the left, add it to the rotation to the right 
determined previous to the inversion; if the rotation be still to 

tight, subtract it from the right-handed rotation previously 
determined. In the table, which accompanies Clerget’s appara- 
lus, under the temperature corresponding to the temperature at 
Which the observation after inversion has been made, seek the 
number corresponding to the sum or difference of the degrees of 
Totation determined by the observation, follow to the right hand 
the line of horizontal figures to the column marked A, in which 
sie be found the figures expressing the per cent. by weight of 

“fin the sample; or continue to the column marked B, in 
which will be found the figures expressing the number of grammes 
Per litre contained in the given liquid. Either of these will ex- 
Press the title of sample under analysis—the former gives the title 
by weight, the latter, by volume. ‘ 

t. Clerget, in his ‘ Memoire a la Société d’Encouragement, 
on the analysis of sugars, &c., (where a very full description of 
a apparatus, &c. used in analysis is given,) recommends the 

r fish-glue; dilute this with one deciliter of white wine or 
of diluted alcohol. Treat the mixture with water till the vol- 

Water, till the oxyd which is not dissolved, has become white.” 
When bone-black is used, its volume had best be about one- 
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ing tube, as this greatly facilitates a speedy filtration. The same 
bone-black may be used several times, if care be taken to rinse 
and dry it after each operation. It has been found also, that its 
qualities may be in a great measure restored by burning anew. 

Analysis of Canes.—F rom M. Clerget’s memoirebefore men- 
tioned, I translate, in substance, the following: weigh 200 
grammes of the cut cane, and extract the juice therefrom by 
means of the small special press, endeavoring to make the pres- 
sure as near that exerted by the common sugar presses aS possi- 
ble, in order that the juice may be a fair representative of that 
ustially extracted in the manufactories; from this juice fill the 
graduated matrass to the mark indicating a capacity of 100c.¢.; 
to this add 10 ¢.¢. of the defecating agent as in the analysis of 
sugar and molasses; filter and introduce it into the tube of ob- 
servation 22 centim. long: take the degrees of variation, which 
multiply by 164-71 and divide the quotient by 100 and you will 
have the number of grammes of sugar contained in a liter of the - 

juice; the caleulation may be dispensed with by referring to ‘the 
number expressing degrees of deviation in the column of the 
table marked A, and seeking the corresponding ones of the eo! 
umn marked B, which will give the number of grammes per liter 
contained in the juice. 

now, by means of a very delicate areometer graduated to 
the 10th of a degree, we take the density of the liquid, we MaY 
infer from a very easy comparison between this density, the sae 
charimetric title of the juice and the weight of the pressed cane, 
the actual per cent. of the real sugar contained in the juice to the 
weight of the original cane: for example, a specimen of * 
grammes of Tahiti cane cultivated in the Antilles was submitted 
to the action of the small presse d’essai, and left a pulp weighing 
48 grammes; it consequently produced 152 grammes of juice, © 
which the density was found to be 1089-5; this juice observed 0 

means of the saccharimeter gave a deviation to the rig t of 12 : 
multiplying this number by 164-71 and dividing the progv™ 
by 100, the quantity of sugar per liter was found to be 2 8 
24 c¢., which is the étle which we also find in the column ut 

opposite 124° in the column A. Then we have 1085 (wels ) 
of a litre of the juice) : 204-24 (weight of the sugar per litre) 
+11:0°1882 (the per cent. of the sugar compared to the juice) 
—and 0:1882 multiplied by 152 we obtain the total — 
the sugar extracted by simple pressure from the 200 g's. © bf 
cane, that is, 28 er. 60.¢., or 14°30 per cent. of the weight 
the cane. | oe 

In the analysis of fresh cane juice, it is not usually neces) 
to perform the operation of inversion—a process which must 
be omitted in the examination of molasses and impure 
sugars. et . 
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cumstances, é&c. under which the analyses were made. McCulloh 
asserts that a saturated solution at 212° Fah., will contain 80 p. ec. 
of cane sugar, 50 of which will crystallize. 

he matter has excited considerable interest on the part of the 
government from the fact that it has been said, that nearly pure 
syrups have been imported by refiners under the name of mo- 
lasses; and that the resulting refined sugars have been exported 
under the privilege of the drawback. ‘These syrups (sirops de 
batterie) contain, according to McCulloh, 60 p. c. of cane sugar, 
and may be so disguised as to render it difficult to distinguish 
them from molasses. 
_Texamined with the instrument before mentioned, several sam- 
ples of molasses imported from the West Indies, which Dr. E. H. 
Barton, Inspector of drugs and chemicals, brought from the cus- 
tom house, with the following results : 

Sample A — 50°°6. Right-handed polarization previous to inversion. 
= 15°: (attemp.30°C.) Left-handed “ afler * 

_  Consequent title, 51 per cent. . 
Sample B='44°- “R: polarization previous to inversion. — 

10°- L. - (at temp. 28°) after inversion. 
Consequent title, 42 per cent. 

Sample C — 46°-2. RP. 
24°- LL. P. (at temp. 30°.) 

_ Consequent title, 54:5 per cent. 

Sample D = 62°-7, R. P. 
“fj 20°: LL. P. (at temp. 30°.) 

Consequent title, 64 per cent. 
Sample E — 51°-7._ R. P. 
ae 20° iL. P. (at temp. 30°.) 

Consequent title, 53 per cent. 

Sample F = 49°-5. RB. P, 
10°- L, P. (at temp. 26°.) 

Consequent title, 45 per cent. 

It has been inferred from experiments by Henry and others, 
‘Sane sugar is the primary secretion of the plant, and that 

the tape sugar and unerystallizable sugar contained in molasses 

38 the result of fermentation, decomposition consequent on ill- 
ropes; ent in the manufactories. The okie o_o eo 
sts 1s termed by Dr. Cartwright the worm-destroying sugar, 
While the latter ee Soest ae nea ; having reference to 

properties, 
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McCulloh gives 18 per cent. as the proportional amount of cane 
sugar which he obtained by an analysis of the ripe cane juice, 
but remarks that it is probable that 21 per cent., as obtained by 
Péligot and Casaseca, may be the usual or average proportion, 
since his analysis was made of a particular and unfavorable 
specimen. ; 

He gives the following as the result of his comparative analysts - 
of the three varieties of cane : 

Tahiti Creole. Ribbon. 

Water, - - 68-20 68:76 TAS 
Solid matter, - 31:80 31:24 28:55 

100-00 100-00 100-00 
The proportional yield of sugar from the same he rates Ie 
spectively at 67°884, 62-918 and 63-68. 

In using the saccharimeter of M. Soleil, (or indeed any de- 
pending on polarization,) some difficulty may be experienced in 
properly decolorizing the liquor, which must be quite clear and 
transparent in order to admit of accurate observation. G@ 

_ bone-black at times is very essential. But when once in proper 
order, there can be no doubt as to the general accuracy of its 

> saccharimetric determinations. _ 
The programme of a prize offered by the Société d’Encour 

agement called for a process which should determine, within i100 
per cent., the richness of saccharine substances. The process of 
M. Soleil is much more exact.” 

ae 

Art. XXI.—Observations on some Mounds on the Tensaw 
River; by A. Bigztow, Wesleyan Institute, Newark, N. J. 

of marsh and swamp land. Much of it is impassable ; some of it 
quakes and sinks beneath the tread, and is covered with tall grass 

r 
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North of the Tensaw, land of a similar character extends for ten 
miles. 'The tract between the two rivers is intersected by seve- 
tal creeks and rivers; Middle river, which is wide and deep, 
flows out of the Tensaw soon after the latter leaves the Mobile, 
and running southeast, empties again into the Tensaw; thus cut- 
ting off a triangular portion from the northeast corner of the 
tract. Again, Bottle creek leaves the Tensaw not far to the east 
of Middle river, and running south or west of south, empties 
into Middle river. In this latter triangular piece, are the mounds. 
This area is also intersected by the Dominique creek, which runs 
near to the west side of the mound field, and with which the 
mounds are connected by a series of small mounds now concealed 
by the forest. Along with these creeks and rivers are numerous 
lakes or lagoons, which are affected by the tides, and contain an 
abundance of fish ; indeed the waters teem with them, to an ex- 
tent which surprises one accustomed to throw the line in clearer 
streams. Among the inhabitants of these waters, the alligator is 
hot the least abundant, and in a young state, it is yet used occa- 
Sionally for food, as it appears to have been by the former dwel- 

banks 

“nes, with few shells intermixed with the earth. In sich cases 
they look like small portions of levees, elevated just above the 
high floods, They contain no perceptible relics of former life ; 

@ppear to me to have been thrown up, as places of security 
“sainst high water, by some former people, if not for constant use, 
at least for a summer residence, for the convenience of obtaining 

7 a people unaccustomed or unwilling to till the soil, 
there existed an unfailing source of food, of a kind which is even 

W much used by the ereoles and negroes living there. "The 
abundance of food and the facility of obtaining it, the convenience 
of communication by the various creeks, isolation from disturbing 
tribes, healthiness of the locality,—for the French even went from 
Nobile to their swamp plantations in sammer,—and the mildness 

the Winter, would induce a tribe to make this region their per- 
ent a There is nothing to disprove such a supposition, 
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except the danger and inconvenience of the floods. Against these 
the mounds are a security ; and, in one case a raised ridge is now 
used as the site of some buildings. On the Gnathodon beds and 
the mounds hereafter to be described, relics are often found, the 
most important of which are images. One bust of a person was 
discovered near the bay, which very strikingly exhibits the In- 
dian features, and also considerable skill on the part of the sculp- 
tor; for these images appear to have been first moulded, a 
then cut out by some edged instrument. I would here remark 
that the floods occur at irregular times, usually from February to 
May, but often in June and July, and occasionally in August. 

— or eee = 

The plantation before spoken of, lies on the 'Tensaw and Bottle 
creek, and has acrescent shape; at its southern extremity the eye 
is attracted through an opening in the forest, by an elevated mou 
nearly in the center of a large field, the appearance of which as 
thus seen, is represented in figure 1. This mound is now oval, 

but has the appearance of having been somewhat rectangulat 
when built. It isa striking object in the landscape, both from 
its size and elevation. It has a wide base and gradually tapers 
to the summit, which is 104 feet long by 46 feet wide an 

stands on groynd a little below the surface of the rive 
its sides are covered with trees 40 feet high, and with sh 

d 
se, 

d ae 
sine al : goth nother till i tending along one side of a rectangle and part of posite lie 

ee 
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whole arrangement is so regular and nearly rectangular, as to in- 
duce one to suppose it laid out by a compass tI think it to 
have been done by the eye, according to the position of the 
ground and river. Its position as respects the compass on the 
north side is E, by N. E., but it is parallel with the river and 
general direction of the sides of the field.. The entrance looks 
directly upon the large mound and fronts the whole arrangement. 

4A swamp covered with forests surrounds the whole except the 
entrance from the river. y 

2.—PLAN OF THE MOUNDS AND FIELD. 

“HI opiog 

s ound A, is 803 feet in cirenit; 1995 feet from the “ Creek ; 1200 feet from the tree G; 106 feet from the = _2i. : Mounds ¢, cl, &c.; 116 feet from B B'. 

For a more particular description the reader is referred to fig. 2. 
Bottle Creek. is represented on the east side; L is a part of the 

he usually attending an Indian interment. The beads are 
lobular, three-quarters of an inch in diameter, having a large hole 
tthe string ; they are of elass, translucent, and of a bluish color. 

cl, 2, and e3, form ‘the rtion of a rectangle outside of the 

mounds: ¢3, and the one next to it are much used now for 
Stacking hay to prevent injury by the floods; the others are not 
Wite so high. On cl and c2 many images, beads, and pieces of 
Bas have been found, having been turned up by the plough. 
Pon c2 T-found an old fire-heatth a short distance below the 

Strface, and beside it the bones of various animals now existing 
there,” ‘Those of the alligator were most abundant. B B’ is the 
Szconp Sens, Vol. XV, No. 44,-—March, 1853. 25 
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large rectangular mound; B is about five feet higher than the 
part B’; it is 344 feet long by 250 wide. I think, from its situa- 
ation and appearance that the builders designed to bring up the 
whole to the same elevation, so as to have more room 
greater security. Upon this are found great quantities of broken 
crockery, which evince considerable skill in modelling and fin- 
ishing. Some of the ware must have been very large, and all 
of it is covered on the inside and outside with a thin coat of a 

3. 4. 

> NN 
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finer quality, which answers the purpose of glazing. Some 
the fragments have ears so similar to those used on our iron ss 
eathenware as to induce the belief that the later Indian we, 
of this ware copied from those on the utensils of the Spat 3. 
when among them. One of these forms, represented in fig. 
is suitable for receiving a bail; fig. 4 is attached to the ie 
the upper edge, for conveniently lifting and carrying by © 

<<. 
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aman in a sitting posture and so constructed as to form a pipe, 
the smoke issuing by small holes from the mouth and nose, was 
found here. 

‘ting of small masses of mud and loam as if promiscuously thrown 
together, Very few shells are on them or beneath the surface ; 
I found a few Gnathodon and oyster shells, 
‘Thé trees in the surrounding swamp are comparatively young, 

and there is no a rance of a former growth. The newer part 

Case, a view of a wide region could be had from the high mound, 

and every approach observed. If the forest then existed, I do 

Not see how the ditch EE could have been excavated with 

mock, a higher and firmer land on the east side of the Ten- 
“aw five miles above the bay, are some large rectangular mounds, 
4nd also some ridges extending from a creek to the river. These 

el 8reater age, since very large trees are growing upon them. 

“Heir height is not over five or six feet. 
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These facts, the temptation to a savage people to dwell in the 
midst of so muc 

D 

a wide and high road is traced into the swamp neatly i0 pelle 
direction of the mounds we have been describing, covered with 
large trees. While we wonder at the taste which led any people 
to locate themselves on these marshes, we wonder equally at the 
evidences of a rather numerous population, which are presen 
as we paddle in a light pirogue along the creeks and ito the 
lakes of the region. ; 

++ 
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Arr. XXII.—On the Phosphorescence of some Marine Inverte- 
brata ; by M. A. De Quarreraczs.* n 

I. Historical review of the subject. 

Nomena. Bajo 

gards this light as due to the electricity of the waves, developed 
by the force of opposin Or 
authors have attributed it to phosphoric fires, to the burning 

gf, bubbles _of hydrogen which rise to the surface to explode, 

Ke. &e, The opinion published by Tingry is of a similar na- 

the sun’s rays, which are thrown out again during the 1 © thus explains entirely by physical causes the remarkabl 
tensity of : : ‘ 

IY Of this ph : in tropical seas.T st p osphorescence p sn Pisehg ot Te 

This Opinion. was adopted by Commerson 1n his manuscripts 

Which are deposited in the Library of the Museum. 

one cr age Very much to the point is quoted by Lesson from 

of his manuscripts.{ ‘ Phosphorescence Is owing to a gene- 

Calise, that of the decomposition of animal substances, espe- 

gs les d : Jles, vol, liv, 3d series. 
ad, nity Slieaiccnacencs res soem ak particulidrement de celle des eaux de la mer 

t Dict ee bysique, t. xlvii), 
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cially of whales and seals, which abound in oily matters.” Bory 
de St. Vincent, Oken, and others have adopted the same view. 
There is certainly great appearance of probability in this expla- 
ation, it is sustained by well known facts and sufficiently ac- 

‘ counts for certain circumstances of the phenomenon. Still in 
many cases it is scarcely better founded than the preceding. The 
same appears to have been the opinion of Newland, and of those 
who like him have attributed phosphorescence to the spawn of 
fishes. ji 

But, since the beginning of the last century, careful observa- 
tions have been made; and various observers have found that a 

scribed in a work on the subject, fourteen species of phosphor- 
escent animals.* ; 
_ Many travellers have noticed the phosphorescent properties of 
the Meduse. Spallanzani, by diffusing in milk the mucus from 
their bodies, rendered the liquid luminous.+ Vianelli attributed 
the phosphorescence of the sea to a Nereis; Shaw, to certal 
flexible zoophytes, &c. , 

French naturalists have not been behind in this movement. 
In 1764, Rigaut discovered and described in an unmistakable 
manner the Noctiluca of Suriray; it is to them that he attributes 
the phosphorescence of the British Channel and Atlantic Ocea®- 
The Abbé Dicquemare, by researches in the harbor of Havre 
confirmed the first results, which, forgotten for a time, were 
corroborated by the labors of Suriray at the same locality. *0° 
learned hydrographical engineer, M. de Tessan, rediscovered the 

Noctiluce, cr animals very similar, in the seas of the Cape ® 
Good Hope, at. False Bay.t M. Rang mentions theit presence 
on the coast of Algiers. More recently M. Verhaeghe has been 
led by his investigations at Ostend|| to the same conclusions & 
Dicquemare and Suriray. . 2 Wake 

_ The assertion of Rigaut was manifestly exaggerated ; the od 
tilucze are not alone in producing this pheriomenon. ‘The lumi 
ous properties of various Meduse have been established beyon 
doubt by the testimony of Peron, Macartney, Tilesius, ee 
Forskal, Humboldt, Ehrenberg, Rathke, ete. Peron and ne 
sueur, Humboldt and others after them, have described with 

* Phosphorescencia maris quatuordecim lucescentium animaleuloram ng ee" bus illustrata. Genuze, 1807. + Voyage en Sicile. Avago. 
omptes Rendus de I’ Académie des Sciences, 1840. Rapport fait par M. 

Cited from Gervais, by M. Van Beneden. | aa Recher: Report of M. Van Beneden on the menoir of Dr. Verhaeghe, emitled, a3 
ches sur la cause de la Ebsaphiotescents de Ja mer dans Jes parages d’Ostende ‘ 

letin de Académie royale Belgique, t. xiii, Part ii, p. 8, 1846.) . 

te ee 
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thusiasm the magnificent spectacle presented by shoals of Pyros- 
omas, which in the dark look like streams of fused metal. en- 
derson ascribed the light of the gulf of Guinea principally to the 
Scyllari_ and to Salpas.* Certain Acalephs, Mollusca, Crustacea, 
Annelids, Rotatoria, Lumbrici, Turbellariz, Echinoderms, Zo- 
ophytes and Infusoria have been successively pointed out as 
capable ophosphorescence ; and if we do not here go into more 
detail on this point, it is because the subject has been so fully 
treated by Ehrenberg. In the work which the illustrious Secre- 
tary of the Berlin Academy has devoted to the phosphorescence 
of the sea, he has enumerated 450 authors who have treated 
more or less fully pf the production of light by organized beings ; 

to this memoir we refer those readers who are curious to un- 
derstand thoroughly the history of the question.t We annex a 
table, cited almost’ entire from M. Van Beneden, in which are 
numerated the various species of invertebrate animals whose 

phosphorescence has been established. 

INSECTS. 

@. Lampyris—. noctiluca, L. splendidula, L. italica, L. ignita, L. phosphorea, L. 
nitidula, L. lucida, L. hemiptera, L. japonica. ; - G. Elater—R, noctilucus, E. ignitus, E. shaphioreil E. lampadion, E. retrospiciens, 
E. lucidulus, E. lucernula, E. speculator, . janus, E. pyrophanus, E. luminosus, 
E. lucens, E, extinctus, E. cucujus, E. lucifer. : 

G. Buprestis, —B. ocellata. 
G. Chiroscelis —O, bifenestrata. 

< of Scarabeus.—S, phosphoricus. 
» + adusus—P. spheerocerus. ae 

G. Fulgor—R, aartarte, F, serrata, F. pyrrhorhynchus, F. candelaria. 
@. Pyralis—P. minor 
QR »Achita—A_ gryllotalpa? 

MYRIAPODA. 

a Stolopendr a.—S, electrica, S, phosphorea, 8, morsitans. 

rs CRUSTACEA. 
S. Carcinium—C, opalinum. 
es Erythrocephalus..-E. macropthalmus. 
G. Scyllarus.—Espace indéterminée. 
@. “nem pulex. 
@ Oni a evicornis. 

hotocharis.—P. ltr igera, 
rs Polynoe-—P. Pi Vlenidin) 
os hetopterus,—O, rgamentaceus. 
¢ Pi, ¢us.—L. phosphoreus. 

*<dnaria.—P, retusa, 

Poe. Cited Cited by M. Van Be 
i Bs Leen de Monae: (Abhandl. der Keenigl. Akademie der Wiss. zu Ber- 
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MOLLUSCA. 
G, Helix —H. noctiluca. 
G. Pholas.—P. dactylus. ss 
G. oe om Si atlanticum, P. giganteum. eee. 
G. Phallusia.—P., intestinalis. ae 
G. Paina ase ns." Tile 

ECHINODERMATA, Les 
G. Asterias ? fe ‘ 
G. Ophiura—O, telactes, O. phosphorea. : 6a 

*ACALEPHA, 

G. Pelagia —P. phosphorea, P. noctilue: 
G. Ocea ate Blume nbachii, O. vilbsliag O. hemispherica aseagaets one 

ti eda G oscopica, O. sintillans 
G. ahs fulgens, B. rufescen 
G. a anit ileus. + 

~ &. Mnemia— Dore econg a 

 @. ‘Paiatia Ps ciaashihee P. grisea, 2 rubra, P. argentea. 
elt thas sy 

& Sertularia? 
G. Aleyonia? 

- INFUSORIA. 
G. Ceratium.—c. tripos, C, fusus, a 

. Peridinium.—P. Michaelis, P, acuminatum, P. furca. 
G. Prorocentrum—P. micans. 

. G. Stentor ? RE 
G. Syncheta.—8, baltica. 
G. Noctiluca—N. miliaris. 

We believe that the above list is far from ‘complete, at least as 
regards marine animals. Our own observations enable us to ‘add 
at least two species of Polynée, one species of Syils, some sé 
cies of allied genera, and one or two of Ophiura.* 

II. On the mode of producing light by Marine Invertebrate 

Almost all researches undertaken to discover the mann ner est 
ducing light in animals, have been made on insects, eS aly 
the Lampyri and Elaters. Spallanz nzani, Burmeister, but above 

_ all, Macaire,t have published results apparently decisive. These 
ee 

* In the above list of phosphorescent Crustacea, Oniseus fulgens is 
and the Sattar pong bly belo mic hes the same genus mt Pe Sout [2 vit, 88 

Cypridina are other phosphorescent genera, aS 
- the writer; an and also Lc according to Thom eat. (Zool. Researches, P- sa 
Th f ve red. t0 genus species relerre’ | des 
Reville as igen ham hosphorescent on a voyage to India, (Mem. de YAcad. . 
Sci. Savans E: me Bonk: 41, 

is “ el} wa 
aries Crustacea to this — om was ayer ‘betor e the specie coe 

. Captain Tuckey who states the facts, in his voyage to oenched #0 

words, “with little macs aalnaie td the Scyllarus Genus (a 
; which 

= 
+ indes 

them [Salpe]),”—eyidently inconsistent with the genus Scyllarus, Squilla, po to bo vor different mab The peng 3 ad y eae eb 
_t Journal de Physique, t, xeili, 
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experiments undertaken and varied by Matteucci,* with all the 
soma furnished. by experimental science at the present day, 

ve, we think, no room for doubt. In the insect which he ex- 
amined, the light was produced by an actual slow combustion 
analogous to that of phosphorus exposed to the air. 'This light 
is extinguished in a vacuum and in the irrespirable gases; it re- 
appears by contact with atmospheric air; it is sensibly brightened 
in pure oxygen ; it continues in animals after they are dead, or 
even cut to pieces. The particular substance from which it em- 
anates may be isolated, and may leave upon the fingers or the dis- 
secting instrument a luminous streak which disappears only on 

drying ; a little dampness even, in certain cases, is sufficient to 
testore the phosphorescence; finally, the production of this light is 
accompanied in the living animal, as well as in its dead carcass, 
by the escape of carbonic acid. Everything concurs then to 

Tt 

4 Very different opinion has been set forth by M. Gilbert, an 
Officer of the corps of naval engineers, who without being aware 
of the investigations of others on this subject, had seen the Noc- 
tilucee and describes them rather coarsely but in a manner easily 
;cognized. He explains the production of light in these animals 

Mt the development of electricity from the surface of their bod- 
ies, a development brought out by the action of the waves.{ 

This explanation is evidently untenable even in a merely physi- 
cal point of view, 

~€sson appears to us one of the first, if. not the first, who has 
Seen in Phosphorescence a phenomenon distinct from the physico- 

A i af ho enema 2 acy des corps suger on, 
Ysiologie compar ii Montpellier, 1 

+ Annales Maritimes, 1817 
Szrims, Vol. XV, No. 44.—March, 1853. 26 
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chemical actions which take place in our laboratories, but without 
explaining himself very fully on this subject. This naturalist 
regards phosphorescence as due to Crustacea belonging to dif- 
ferent genera; he allows that the seat of this light, emitted on 
irritation or at the time of procreation, resides in glands placed 
in a variable number on the sides of the thorax. He adds: “this 
light should be regarded, as a fact established by investigation, as 
a modification of the laws of life, and as different from the sim- 

ple sparkling light resulting from the decomposition of animal 
substances.* eek 

Carus, losing sight of the philosophy which prevails in his 
works, adopts the opinion that this phenomenon is a property of 
primary animal matier, which is nothing else than the nervous 
substance and which representing the solar element in the animal 
necessarily appears luminous to the planetary element.+ He then, 
as well as Oken, from whom he cites the passage, “regards the 
jelly of Zoophytes, Medusz, &c., as the nervous substance 1n us 
lowest stage, from which the other substances embraced within 
it have not been isolated.” . 

M. Bérard, cited by Duges,{ regards the phosphorescence of 
animals as due to a kind of luminous imbibition, or purely vilal 
effect, analogous to those which result in different bodies, from 
the action of heat, electricity, light, &e. : 

Dr. Coldstream published in Todd’s Encyclopedia a very intel 
esting article on phosphorescence.§ After having examined 
nature of animal light, the natural or artificial circumstances 

which influence its appearance or intensity, the points of body ™ 
different animals from which it is produced, he sums up all that 
we have learned from different authors of the phosphorescent 
organs, and the different theories proposed to explain these ph 

e quote from this English author some passages from 
this part of his work. 

According to Becearia, Meyen, &c., the phosphorescence of alr 
imals is owing to what they absorb from the rays of the sum 
which they throw out again in the dark. ie 

Spallanzani regards phosphorescence as a kind of combustioP 
sustained by the oxygen of the air. i food 

_ According to Brugnatelli, the light is taken in with the 1% 
and disengaged by particular organs. of 

ire considers the phosphorescent matter as composed 

phosphorus and albumen. The variations of intensity nantes 
in the light arise more or less from the coagulation of the 

Se. Natur., 1826, article Phosphorescence. * Dict. des 

} Traité élémentaire d’anatomie comparée, traduit par Jourdan, t. iL 
Traité de physiologie compar ri

na e > 

ame yelopedia of anatomy and physiology, Part xxii, article Animal lomi
no® 
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Tiedemann, Darwin, H. Davy, Heinrich, Treviranus, Burmeis- 
ter, &c., believe in the secretion of a liquid containing phospho- 
tus, and in the combustion owing to the air introduced by respl- 
Tation 
Macartney and Todd regard phosphorescence as due to the 

hervous fluid concentrated and modified by certain organs, so as 
to appear under the form of light. 
The author next proposes his own theory founded on a sort of 

fusion between the two preceding. With Macartney, he admits 
that phosphorescence is due to an imponderable agent, and com- 
pares it to the production of electricity by certain fishes. But 
considering the well known fact of the luminous traces that cer- 
fain animals leave behind them, he supposes that phosphorus 
oan analogous substance may very well enter into the compo- 
Sion of the organs which produce the light. 

It is plain that Dr. Coldstream, in common with all the authors 
Whom we have cited, believed that phosphorescence should be 
attributed to but one cause. 
This error M. Becquerel* has avoided. After having shown 

that in the Lampyris and other insects, phosphorescence is the re- 
sult of a chemical action at the control of the animal, M. Becquerel 
sates the observations of Khrenberg, and admits with him that 
0 certain inferior animals the production of light is owing to 
a disengagement of electricity. Moreover, he recalls the ob- 
“ervations of MM. Quoy and Gaimard, who had seen. under the 
*quator, near the island of Rawak, small zoophytes, which while 
swimming rapidly, drew after them luminous trains. inally, 

* Becquerel, resting on this fact, and on his own observations 
2 Company with M. Breschet, at Venice, in the waters of 

the Brenta, allows that the phosphorescence of the sea may be 
Wing to an organic substance intimately combined or mingled 

with the water, analogous to that which covers the herring and 
ther fish when they are phosphorescent. ; ; 
» Doctor Coldstream seems not to have known of two memoirs 
Which appeared in Germany, about the same time, and which we 
have Teserved for the close of this history, on account of their pe- 
erat interest ey es au 
“he first of these works is that of M. Ehrenberg, rand it is in- 

- Sontestibly the most complete which has been published on this 
Diack. < To all the facis made known by his predecessors, the 

: ' Traité. de physiq ue pports la chimie i et les sciences male. comparée, dans ses rai ayec Raturelles, t. ii, 1844, : + Loe. Cit. 
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Spongodium vermiculare, as also other Alge regarded as phos- 
phorescent, owe this appearance only to the luminous animal- 
cules adhering to their surface. He describes a new species of 
Polynée (P. fulgurans) found by him in the Baltic, that appa- 
rently plays an important part in the phosphorescence of that 
sea, which also owes its luminous properties to different infa- 
soria. At Christiana and at Helgoland, Ehrenberg observed this 
phenomenon in many species of Meduse; at the last locality 
he met with the Noctiluca miliaris, which he calls Mammaria. 
Ehrenberg describes also the very remarkable mode of phosphot- 
escence which appeared in a Nereid, the Photocharis cirrhigera. 
In that Annelid, the light proceeds from two thick and fleshy 
cirri belonging to the dorsal branch of the feet. The author 
observed sparks, at first isolated,.invade the cirri by degrees, 
until they became luminous in their whole extent; then the 
phosphorescence spread through the whole back, until the animal 
looked like a thread of burning sulphur. The mucus secreted 

a chaplet around the border; these correspond to the large cirri 

sparks, following each other in quick successions, under the yore 
. * t “ 

not always, there is formed by this production of sparks, a muC™, 
laginous humor, gelatinous or aqueous, which is diffased around 
in great abundance, and is evidently placed in a scconeet og 

eve lasts after that has been divided or destroyed. uil 
ight which to the naked eye appears uniform and ae 

shows itself scintillating under the microscope. 

and 
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5th. The viscous humor which envelops and penetrates the 
les seems to, be especially susceptible of acquiring this com- 

municated light, which is constantly reinforced by friction, and 
reappears even when it seems to have ceased. ‘ 
May not the light emitted by living fishes, by Actinias, and 

by many other animals covered with mucosity, be sometimes 
merely communicated ? 

6th. The relations which exist between the production of light 
and the sexual functions are evident in the Coleoptera, although 
the connection of the small luminous sacs with the reproductive 
organs May remain concealed. With many marine hermaphro- 
dite animals, phosphorescence appears to be a means of defence 

7 S yet it is only among the Annelids, and of them only in 
the Photocharis that a peculiar phosphorescent organ has been dis- 
Covered ; it is external, tufted, frequently giving out light, similar 

of 
lore probably luminous, passively and in a secondary manner, 
although their minuteness and transparency have prevented ~ 

lar to the development of electricity, an act which being com- 
Pletel y individual, becomes more feeble and ceases on too fre- 
dent repetition, which reappears after a short interval of repose, 

er out on the open sea. This mode of phosphorescence may 
et artificially by washing or by crushing certain Mol- 

and calephs either in sea-water or in fres| . 2. Phosp or- 
Phetiesg results from the presence of certain living animals, en- 

Wed with a luminous mucus. This continues even after the 

Leuchien 2° Zu Zoologie, von P, J. F. Meyen, funtte A Uber das 

# 
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death of the animal ; it arises from a superficial oxydation of the 
mucous coating, and it can be reproduced after.it seems extinet 
by passing the finger over the animal. The animals which owe 
their luminous property to a secretion are, according to the au- 
thor, Infusoria, Rotifera, Biphoree, Meduse, Astoria, Cuttle fish, 
Sertularie, Pennatule, Planarie, Crustacea, and Annelids. 3. 
The third cause of phosphorescence is in some animals from the 
presence of one or more special organs. Of this number are the 
Pyrosoma, and especially P. Alatantica, whose light of a greenish 
blue is very brilliant. Each individual carries behind its mouth 
a soft opaque substance, of a reddish brown color. This body 
is slightly conical, and under the microscope thirty or forty red 
points may be seen; it is this substance which produces the light. 

If. Observations. , : 

men are deficient. In a note published in 1843, and inserted in 
this Journal,* I endeavored to establish a different opinion, and 
to show, that under the general name of pe eon phe- 
nomena essentially distinct have been confounded, an on 

Without speaking of the phosphorescence arising from animal 
composition, nor of that which results from mucus in a state’ 

two ways: gree 
‘Ist. By the secretion of a peculiar substance exuding = 
— the entire body, or from a special organ. It is probable wo 
in this first mode of phosphorescence, the light always arises from 
a slow combustion. The fact is proved as regards insects, can 
direct experiments are necessary before the same certainty CT 
exist as to marine Invertebrata, Annelids, Molluscs or Radiata. — 

_ 2d. By a vital action, whence results the production of @ pe 
light independent of all material secretion. I had arrived at ne 
result at the time of the publication of my first note. ‘My 
| eM ets 

oo ev alanes Annélides 
* wan my 1s 

2 i 

* Note sur un nouveau mode de phospl bs 
et Ophiures, (Ann. des Se, Nat,, 2¢ séries, t. xix, p. 183.) 
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by observation alone. 1 hope that the experiments which 
form the subject of the latter part of this memoir will reply to all 

With Ehrenberg I had learned to see in the phosphorescence 
of the Annelids and Ophiura which I have examined, an action 
essentially vital; but I cannot regard this action as strictly con- 
fined, either to the organs or the functions of generation, as the 
learned naturalist of Berlin considers it. I find, it is true, in Te- 
viewing my notes, that one of the Polynée which best exhib- 
ited the phosphorescence was filled with Zoospermes in full ma- 
turity, but many other Annelids among those which I have stud- 
led Were not in that state. Even in admitting that the light 
4 2Y be most brilliant at the period of gestation, I should regard 

fact as merely a coincidence arising from the increase of vital 

snetgy which is thus very plainly manifested ‘by all these ani- 
mals. Besides, in. the Ophiura, the independence of the light 
and the generative organs is very evident, since the sparks are 
sen only along the arms, and the reproductive organs are en- 
Closed in the body, whose walls are very thick. 
M. Ehrenberg first made known the fact that the phosphores- 

Celice of Annelids, etc., always results from a combination of mi- 
M0scopic sparks, Here my observations accord entirely with his, 
care compared these little flashes to those which are pro- 
eed from a ‘tableau fulminant’ which has been charged from an 
“€ctrical machine. ; 

_ But M. Ehrenberg has described in the Polynée a special organ 
ere we diff n 

the Svlle and the other little Nereids which have been the sub- 

mae Ptesent this phenomenon. I have seen moreover, some 

“Si and in this case the comparison to a thread of burning sul- 
TiS striking and just. This is the appearance to the nake 

Re : but under the magnifying glass, this thread is divided into 

ee Fange of luminous points corresponding to the feet. 
* am far from denying that certain animals may have organs 
eed with secreting light as certain fishes possess those for se- 

“ting electricity ; but up to this time I have never seen 
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sparkling light show itself except in the muscles and at the mo- 
of contraction. here may, undoubtedly, exist on this 

point, reasonable uncertainty with regard to those Annelids 
whose foot muscles are lodged in the abdomen; but this can- 
not be true with respect to the Ophiura, and nothing is easiet 
than to prove this even to the unaided vision, as in the latter 
the phosphorescence appears along the arm and only during 
movement. Moreover, the details which will be given beyond 
of the phosphorescence of the Noctiluce will show plainly, 1 
believe, that these animals have no special organ for producing 
the light. 

Finally, the Photocharis observed by Ehrenberg secreted & 
liquid which left luminous traces on the objects which came 1 
contact with it. This peculiarity I have also met with in one 
of my Annelids; but generally in the latter and especially also 
the Ophiura, the light was owing entirely to the scintillations 

and di with them. It is however easy to believe that 

the modes of phosphorescence which we have admitted may ¢ 
exist in the same animal. 

(To be continued.) 
pinkie 

Arr. XXIIL—On the question whether Temperature determines 
the Distribution of Marine Species of Animals in Depth; hy 

A. James D. Dan 

Ir is a question of much interest, how far temperature ivi 
ces the range of zoological species in depth. From a survey © 
the facts relating to coral-zoophytes, the author arrived a the 
conclusion that this cause is of but secondary importan™ 
After determining the limiting temperature bounding the com” 
reef seas, and ascertaining the distribution of reefs, it was wad 
to compare this temperature with that of the greatest depths @ 
which the proper reef corals occur. This depth is but ! 3 
Now the limiting temperature, 68°, is reached under the eq” th 
at a depth of 500 feet, and under the parallel of 10° at dep 
of at least 300 feet. There must therefore be some other © of 
besides temperature; and this may be amount of pressurts 
light, or of atmospheric air dissolved in the waters. the 

Prof. Forbes has remarked that the deep sea species ne’ 
HEgean have a boreal character ;+ and Lieut. Spratt has 
tained the temperatures at different depths,} and shown rer 
deep sea species are those which have the widest range of or 
bution, most of them occurring north about the British short — 

eh ee Report on Zoophytes, 1846, p. 103; and on Geology, P- a; ae 

+ Report on the Aigean Tn: Brit. Assoc. 1843, 130. 
t Rep. Brit. pe, sf thera “r a sth 
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north of France. Yet is it true that the species which occur in 
deep water in the ASgean are found in shallow waters of like 
temperature about the more northern coasts? If so, Lieut. Spratt’s 
conclusion, that temperature is the principal influence which gov- 
ems the distribution of marine fauna in depth as well as in lati- 
tudinal distribution, will stand as true. But we believe that 
facts do not bear out this conclusion. Deep se pecies live in 
deep seas in both regions, with but little difference in the depth 
to which they extend. They are boreal in character, when of 

iterranean origin, because they are cold water species; and 
their wide distribution is because of the wide range of tempera- 
ture for which they are fitted, rather than their fitness to endure 
a given temperature which they find at considerable depths to the 
south, and near the surface to the north. 

As this point is one of much importance, we have run over the 
recent tables of dredging, by Prof. E. Forbes, in the A2gean and 
about the British Islands,* to see how far it is borne out; and 

d other results by R. MacAndrew, Esq., at Vigo Bay, Por- 
tugal, Gibraltar, Malta and Pantellaria, Algiers and 'Tunis.T 
‘Dinar opera pee ee eee 

North Scot-|3’th Eng- , , Malta |Algiers 
° . Gibral- - land Pan- and 

0 sr gy eee ao fm Aa po Foes ae tar. am cuit “ellaria. Tunis, 

(Corba nucleus,...... 3-80 | 5-60 | 5-26 | 8-20| 7-80 | 6-50 (8; 35 
neeta cuspidata, .....| 10-80 50} 20 | 45¢t2-185 | ....| 
Sol Phaseolina, ...) 0-80%] 38-80] .... | ....| 7-80. |. | 

Pane Pellucidus, ..... 100: |) 5-60 |. aseerh cMOb xbpeetl ot-ax 1288 
imeem obia ferroensis, ., 3-90 | 5-50 | ...! | 8f/20-40 |..... 10 
ellina donacina, ....:| 1-80 | "5-40 | 2... | sess] 45} +2 [10 

truncata, 0-12 | 0-207 5- pA HAs Mi 
(iutraria elliptica,. |. 0-10 | 0-20 low wat'r 5 pot 

SSE ae 5h ae g ° eleys Mir 6-35 . ie 5-100 | 7-50 8 | 6-40/29- 0! « Venus fasciata,..2./. "1 5290 | 7-50 8 27 6-50 
errucosa, ...., Kes 0-10 5 2-40 | 6-15 | 6 

VOR Bie 0-80 5-50 jlow wat’r Sipe. | S415 | 6-8 

i 7-50 Ls echinatum,...| 5-100} 5-50 jlittoral. | .... Bho | 
wa flexuosa, ......| 3-100 | 5-50 isis At “aa 

Kell; "area red Sng 10-100 | 15-802) 10-12 |15-25| 4-30 | 6 
hia su bicularis,..| 0-90 | 10-40 8 | ....(29-45 | 85-50, 

as ag EOE 10-50 5-25 12 (10-25) 2-50 wees 

barbata, 0...) -15 ge Lies} Pm 6-15 | 8 
tetragona, ...... < 90-80 8 0 | 35-50) 35 

Pectmeuluc we aig wrnle as = : ~ ;, o 12-20) 0-150 | 6-35 

glycimeris,| 5-80 | 5-50} 8-12 ee 
nitida,. .... , ..| 5-60 «| 5-30} 20-95 |12-40/ ..... 
Ducleus, ....., 5-100 | 5-50 | 5-25 20| 2-10 | 640 (8-35 

ver subauriculata,...| 4 15-30 | .e+.--| 35|15-8 nnd 
Sitti... 2.) 9-80 | 0-60] 20) ....;27-185 | ....| 
Maximus, .....|° 9-40 | 10-2 a ae | 35-50 | 6-8 
Opereularis,... | 9-100 | 5-50 | 8-20 (20-40/10-70 | ..../ 

Se Ss oc ol BOO 8-380 8| 7-55 | 6-15.) 
“ephipphium,..| 0-89 | 0-59 10 | ***+|20-40 | 35-50 | 6-35 

* Ren Be es ae 9: ' Brit. Assoc., 1843; and on British Marine Zoology, ibid, 1850, 192. 
t Rep. Brit. Assoc, 1850; p. 284, + Not found living atthe depth stated. 
Secon Series, Vol. XV, No. 44—March, 1853. 
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The great care and thoronghness of Prof. Forbes’s researches, 
and those also of MacAndrew, give peculiar weight to the conclu- 
sions. Those species are taken from the tables which are com- 
mon to these several regions, and with regard to which the ob- 
servations are free from doubt ; and we have confined the list to 
the Acephalous Molluscs; as these appear to be sufficient to test 
the law under discussion. The depth is given in fathoms, — 

It should be observed, that, to carry out the theory, the species 
should be confined to shallower waters to the north than to the 
south. 

To compare fairly this table, it should be noted that the dredg- 
ing at the Shetlands, Orkneys, and north of Scotland, was carried 
to a greater depth than about southern England, fifty fathoms 
being the limit in the latter region, as the waters are shallow, 
Making this allowance, we are still struck with the great depth 
to which the species penetrate at the most northern locality, 
instead of the small depth. Out of the 21 species which are 
mentioned as oceurring in northern Scotland or the Shetlands, 
and the Aigean, 14 or 15 descend to a greater depth in the for 
mer than in the latter ; and nearly all the species common to the 
north and south extremities of the British Islands, are reported 
from the deepest waters at the north. Of the observatious made 
at Vigo Bay, Malta, Pantellaria, Tunis, Algiers and Gibraltar, 
there is but a single example among the above species of a greal- 
er range in depth than occurs in the northernmost locality exam 
ined. The dredging in the Mediterranean by McAndrew, oh 
not carried to as great depths; yet even allowing for this, the 
facts are not a little remarkable. 
, Yow the temperature in the Aigean during the warmer months, 
according to Lieut. Spratt, is as follows, At the surface 76° too" 

. 10 fathoms, seldom below 74° in the summer. 
20 6s rT “ 68° « a 
35 3 ts 3 62 4 Ht ® 
75 “ 5G « &é sf 

100 to 300 « we “« 55 to 554°... 

The temperature of the waters near Southern England 
summer is 62°; and near the Shetlands 55° or less. ce | 
quently the surface summer temperature of the British Channe 
is not found in the Augean at a less depth than 35 fathoms, * 
the surface summer temperature of the Shetland’s is the tem 
ature at one to three hundred fathoms in the Aigean ; aud ot 
species that range to a depth of 100 fathoms about northern yar 
land are found within 30 fathoms of the surface in the gea™, ° ts 
is where the summer temperature is 74° or more. Such fae" 
show the hardiness of the Species in enduring great ranges wowed 
perature. We must therefore conclude that it is not te™ 
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alone or mainly which determines the depth to which species may 
live. It exerts an influence, and species fitted for cold waters may 
be found in the deeper seas where such waters occur. But the 
limit of descent depends on other influences. 

~ Looking at this table in another way, We see, as recognized b 
Prof. Forbes, that species which occur at or near the surface in 
Northern Scotland, are generally met with only at greater depths 
in the Mediterranean ; that is, the minimum depth is less in the 
former case than the latter. Thus Corbula nucleus has for its 
minimum depth in the Mediterranean six fathoms, and in the 
Horthern regions three fathoms. Psammobia JSerroensis has ten 
fathoms for the former, and three for the latter. Other examples 
Will be found in the above table, sufficient to illustrate the prin- 
ciple although many exceptions exist. Thus species that have a 
tange of 100 fathoms beyond Scotland may have the same. in 
the Mediterranean, except that in many cases they do not reach 
a8 Near the surface, where the waters are warm. 

_ the Crustacea of the same seas illustrate this subject in a 
Similar way. But the observations upon them have been made 
with less thoroughness and we have therefore confined our dis- 

S. cussions to Mollusk 

Dc 

Ant. XXIV.—Reixamination of American Minerals: Part Ist. 
~Emerylite; Huphyllite ; Litchfield Mica ; Unionite; Kero-' 
lite } Bowenite ; Williamsite; Lancasterite ; Hydro-magne- 
Sile; Magnesite : by J. Lawrence Smirx, M.D., Professor of 
Chemistry in the University of Virginia, and Georce J. Brusn, 

B., Assistant to the Chemical Department. 

1. Emerylite identical with Margarite. 

ap emerylite Was originally found by one of us on the emery 
Asia Minor, and also on the same mineral coming from the 
Clan Are! ipelago, Siberia, and China; it was subsequently 
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traced by Prof. Silliman, Jr., in connection with the corundum 
occurring in various parts of this country. Its constant occur- 
rence with emery and corundum (forming one of the minerals of 
elimination in their formation) suggested the name emerylite as 
most appropriate, its composition having been found to be differ- 
ent from that of any known mineral. 

It was justly considered an interesting species, on account of 
its accompanying the various forms of corundum wherever ob- 
served; and it may be safely said, that no mineral has been proved 
to be as widely distributed in so short a time after the first an- 
nouncement of its connection with the emery of Asia Minor, and 
the suggestion that it might be found with the corundum of other 
localities. ; 

The analyses which were immediately made of this mineral by 
different chemists, on specimens coming from various parts 0 
the world, showed a uniformity of composition most remarka- 
ble in a micaceous mineral, and so it was considered by a com- 
mittee of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, who reported on this 
subject.* This fact is most clearly seen by reference to the fol- 
lowing table of analyses made in 1850. a : inieaen ee) ae Te eee 

LOCALITIES. Si | Al] Ca; Pe | Me (kK & Nal H| Mo 
Gumuch-dagh, —_—|99-66|50-88|13-56, 1-78 | 050 | 150/341; —— J. L. Smith 
Island of Nicaria, |30-22|19-67/11-57, 1-33 | trace | 2-31 |512) —— ie 

‘ 29-87) 18-48/10°84; 1-63 | trace | 286 4:32] ——| .“ Island of Naxos, — |30-02 49-52/10°82 165 048 1-95 (5°55) ——— x 
iN . 28-90/48-53/11-92| 0-87 [not est’ed/not ested 9°08} —— . 

“ —}3010/50-08/10-80!not estied) at eee Ca 
Gumuch-dagh, 30-90] 18-21) 9-53} 281 “ 461] ——|> 4 
aa % 31-93 18-80} 9-41) 150° | « 3-62| trace | 6 
iberia, 28:5(/5)-02/12-05} 1-78 “ — /notest’ed 5-04} —— 

Village Green, Pa. /32-3) 10.34 1066, —— | 030 | 221 ——— |W.J.Craw 
. 31-06/51-20; 9-24; —— | 098 | 297 — 

re 3160/10) — | 050 | 1 427; —— Z 
‘ -18/51-40)10-87; ——~ | O72 | 277 /452} ——| 

Buncombe Co.,N.C.|29-17/43-40| 9-87), —~ | 124 | 615 {3-99 F203 Silliman, 
Unionville, Pa.,  /29-99/50-57|11-31| —— | O62 | 2 514 — |W.) Cam 

“ 32:15154-28111-36' trace | 0:05 ‘notest’ed'0'50| —— 'Hartshom™ 

It ‘was suspected by us, at the time the species was an 
that it might prove identical with margarite, but not having 
latter mineral at hand, we had to proceed on the known ana! 
of it which we here give. The Ist is by Dumeril; the seco? 
by the Géttingen Laboratory on the authority of Hausmann. 

a Si Al Fe m 

1. 8700 = 4050 4°50 896 1-24 1-00=98'20 ; 

% 33°50 58-00 4a 1-50 0-03 preiet 

analyses differing so materially from those of emery’ These 
fully justified the formation of the species. sae 

s soon as margarite could be procured, it was subjectl 
analysis and the inaecuracy of former analyses proved ; but ' 

* O .. 6 Vivntn' Ans! Cataninen Dek 2th: 1850 * 
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had not at that time sufficient of the mineral to complete the 
Investigation as desired. {n the mean time Hermann* reanalyzed 
It, found a different composition from any previous one, and con- 
curring with the one that had been made by us, as well as with 

_ those more recently made which are here given. 
Si Al Fe Ca Mg Na kK H 

1. 2847 50°24 165 = =11°50 070 187 trace 5:00 99:26 

2. 28°64 516 1225 0-68 201+ 4°76=100°00 
These correspond to the formula 

RSi+3A1?Si+3H. 

Atoms. At. weight. Per ct. Oxygen ratio. 

Silica, A 2309-24 30°58 4 
Alumina, 6 3850°8 50-99 6 
Lime, 3 10545 13:96 1 
Water, 3 337-5 A-A7 1 

The specimen of margarite examined was received from Dr. 
tantz of Bonn, and came from Sterzing in the Tyrol, the origi- 

nal locality, 
By these analyses it will be seen that margarite and emerylite 

ate identical, and the former name having priority of date (al- 
though the composition of the mineral was not made out until 
lately,) it must doubtless replace the latter, unless its geological 
4ppropriateness can sustain it. 

: 2. Euphyllite of Silliman. 
‘his mineral was first analyzed by Crooke, but the analysis 

having been made by a fusion with carbonate of baryta, 
sund to be incorrect. It was reanalyzed by Erni and Garrett.t 

found no Water, his analyses give the same formula as Erni’s, 
minus the water, : 
_ Our results differ essentially from those heretofore obtained, as 
seen by the following analyses: 

2, 3. 4, 
Silica, 4099 3964 4021 40-96 
Alumina, 43:00 4240 4150 41-40 
Peroxyd of iron, 1:30 160 150 130 Lime, - 1-01 1:00 1:88 1-11 
gignesia, 62 70 78 70 

a, 304 394 325 325 
Potash, 5-16 5-16 4-26 4:26 
Water, 500 508 591 623 

100-32 99°52 99:29 99-21 
SCSI at ieee aie atta” 

* J. £. pr. Chem., liii, 1, + By the difference. 
+ This Journal, [2], viii, $82 ; Dana’s Mineralogy, 3d ed, p. 362. 
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No. 1 was from a specimen in our own collection. No. 2 was 
from the original specimen in Prof. Silliman’s cabinet. Nos. 3 
and 4 were specimens received from Messrs. Williams and Jeffries 
of Westchester, Pa. Sp. Gr. No. 1 and 2, 2:83. The analyses 
give the formula, 8 Si+Rs Si2+oH. 

‘ 
toms. At. weight. Per ct. Oxygen ratio. 

Silica, 3 1731°93 39: 
Alumina, 3 1925-40 44:05 9 
Soda, 193°60 4:43 ‘ 1 
Potash, 5 394-42 6-74 
Water, 2 225-00 5-15 2 

This mineral in its most beautiful form, is of rare occurrence 
(analyses 1 and 2 are of this variety); there is, however, another 
variety, not differing essentially in physical characters, or 12 
chemical composition, which is found in considerable abundance 
at the locality. ; 
In all probability the mineral alluded to as Muscovite? 1n the 

memoir on the minerals associated with emery* is this mineral; 
and when we may be able to get at certain specimens from Asi@ 
Minor, containing this mica in a pure state, this point will be 
investigated. It is of much interest towards tracing out its ge 
ogical connection with corundum formations widely separated, 

d in which respect it may resemble emerylite. 

3. Mica from Litchfield, Conn. 

This mineral is associated with the Kyanite of Litchfield. cS 
Hard general appearance it resembles margarodite. ardness = 9%) 

Sp. Gr. 2:76. Almost colorless, having a faint tinge of green. 

Transparent. Lustre pearly. The results of two analyses g2¥° 

Si A Meo: Os Mv Nei Ke Heo 
1. 4460 3623 134 037 050 trace 410 620 , War “~ 

2 4450 7-10 undet. undet. #00 50 OO 
‘These correspond very closely with Liebnerite, as well 3s 

with Damourite, and some analyses of margarodite. Annexed 
are the analyses for comparison : 

; Si Al Fe Mn Mg KK. Na Ht Marigns. Liebnerite, 4466 3651 175 —— 140 990 092 #49 =m 

Damourite, 45°22 87°87 trace —— —— 1120 —— pps v8 Margarodite, 4623 3308 348 trace 210 887 145 #12 
. a . + i : ut _ The silica and peroxydst in these analyses are identical, » to 

in common with many of the micas, it is extremely difficut of 
deduce any one formula that would be a correct expressio? 

* This Journal, [2], xi, 62. 
¢ Conchdeding the itera: Ribiasibtceien jusceeyt 
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protoxyds. ‘This is rendered more obvious by comparing their 
oxygen ratios. 

1, Litchfield mica,.. ... .,.. 1: 
& Liebnerite, . . . 0, 'a: w.. 120882 OAS 

i eye. Sy pe 
4. Margarodite, . .°. . «. . 1:616: 8-95 

The striking similarity of these species would lead ns to sus- 
pect, that if new analyses were made of specimens from the 
original localities, they might prove identical. In all physical 
characters, except structure, there is a complete correspondence. 

their chemical constitution, owing to slight differences in the 

4, Unionite, identical with Oligoclase. 
This mineral was described by Prof. Silliman, Jr., in this Jour- 

nal; [2], viii, 384, The following are its characters. In general 
appearatice it resembles a soda spodumene. It has a very distinct 
cleavage in one direction. Lustre vitreous. Color white. d 
hess 6. Sp. Gr. 2-61. It is found with euphyllite at the corun- 
dum locality near Unionville, Pa. The results of three analyses 
are as follows: 

_ bi Al Fe C2 Mg © Na ; 
‘45 10-94 136 = 1-02==100°41 

: 6445 2097 = trace «= OTT.—“‘ikS= «dE S864 == 10009 
21-70 trace 0°85 0-49 — _ — «2102 

The third analysis, owing to an accident, is incomplete ; the 
“nstituents determined are given for comparison. _The oxygen 
sito of these analyses is very nearly 1:3:9, which gives. the formula ® $i+21 Sit, "his is the formula of oligoclase : the anal- 
Yses correspond with that species, and the physical characters 

being the same, there can be no doubt as to the identity of Un- 
‘onite and oligoclase, 

It is believed that this is the first time that oligoclase has been 
observed in the United States. 

5. Kerolite of Unionville, Pa., a hydrated silicate of Alumina. 

Associated with euphyllite and Unionite, there occurs a pe- 
iat amorphous mineral, which has been circulated among some 

Xaminations of the minerals from this locality, we thought it 

- Sufficient importance to ascertain its chemical composition. 

In physical characters it resembles Kerolite. Hardness 2-25. 
Sp. Gr. 2-92. Color yellowish white. Brittle. Crumbles to 
Pleces when thrown in water. Analysis gave: ; 

ie ; Naték Hf 
enanO ‘sen Fa ele trace —«-22°39==09°64 
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_Of the water 1:04 per cent. were lost by 24 hours’ desiccation 
over sulphuric acid, 8:81 per cent. by heating to 212°, and the 
remainder at a red heat. wee 

In chemical composition it is near halloysite. It is an imper 
fectly formed mineral, and consequently is not homogeneous; it 

passes into euphyllite and felspar. 

6. Bowenite, identical with Serpentine. 

This mineral occurs at Smithfield, R. I., and was described by 
Bowen* as a variety of nephrite. His analysis gave: 

i Mg a Fe Al Mn sit 
44°69 34°63 425 175 0°56 trace 13°42 

eS its surface ; it first gives way, but ultimately scratches the 
ass, 

Highly translucent. Structure granular, and exceedingly toug 
We give analyses of three specimens. No. 1 was from the cabr 
net of Prof. Silliman, Jr., No. 2 from the mineralogical collectiou 
of Harvard University, received from Prof. Cook, No. 3 from the 
Lederer collection in Yale College. 

} Mg e Ca 
1 42°20 trace 42°50 156 trace 13 apne 
z. 2-56 trace 43-15 0-9 12 ht 
3. 42°10 trace 41-23 V1 1-90 12-77 9F 

_ These analyses give the oxygen ratio 4: 3: 2, and the formula 
2Mg* Sit+3Mg H*, which calculated, is : 

Si Mg H 
43°5 43°8 tA ieee he 

This is the composition, and formula of serpentine, and t 
fact of its identity with that species is also borne out by its phY* 
ical characters. tless 

_ The large amount of lime obtained by Bowen, was doubties 
due to the limestone and tremolite with which it is often very 
intimately associated; much care is required to separate 
substances entirely from the Bowenite, but the mineral so pe 
fied, contains no lime. 2 

7. Williamsite, identical with Serpentine. 

We notice that this species is considered distinct by P. rof. ag 
ard in the last edition of his mineralogy, notwithstanding ? 
been shown to be serpentine by Hermann ;{ and previously 

* This Journal, [1], vi, 346, os Mines | 3d ed, p- 265: 

+ Jf pe Chom, Bh Seton mrs 
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an analysis made by one of us, published in Dana’s Mineralogy, 
page 692. In this analysis referred to, 3:35 per eent. of alumina 
and iron were obtained; we have since examined the relative 
proportions of these substances, and find that the amount was 
due to iron with but a trace of alumina. Two analyses, made 
from very pure specimens, gave: 

. “1 ; 
1 * Mg Fe Ni Ht 

1, 41°60 trace 4111 8°24 0:50 12 7C==299'15 
2 42°60 trace 41°90 1-62 0°40 12°70 = 99-22 

Ic is evident from these analyses that the mineral is identical 
With serpentine, and affords the same formula as the mineral last 
mentioned. It may be well to remark that great care was taken 
to see that no magnesia accompanied the oxyd of iron in its pre- 
cipitation by ammonia; not satisfied with adding an excess of 
sal-ammoniac to the solution before the addition of the ammonia, 
we re-dissolved the precipitate. added sal-ammoniac, and re-pre- 
Cipitated the oxyd of iron: this was done even a third time, be- 
fore the last traces of magnesia were got rid of, or that we were 
sure that the amount of iron would not be increased by contains 
Ing Magnesia—a circumstance in which sufficient precaution is 
hot always used. What is here said of oxyd of iron is equally 
true of alumina. 

8. Laneasterite } a mechanical mixture of Brucite and Hydro- 
magnesite. 

While on a mineral ogical excursion to the localities near Texas, 
Pa., a few months since, in company with Mr. W. W. ies, we 

ved at Wood’s Mine a peculiar magnesian mineral, some- 
What resembling Lancasterite ; a chemical examination showed 
It to be hydro-magnesite. The composition of it, as well as its 

strong resemblance to some specimens of Lancasterite, led to a 

Laneasterite is described as occurring “ foliated like Brucite,” 
but Sometimes in crystals “resembling somewhat stilbite or gyp- 
stm.” As we desired to see whether these forms were identical 
10 chemical composition, a portion of the foliated mineral was 
“welully selected, aud the amount of carbonic acid determined— 
t was but a trace: the magnesia and water being estimated gave 

same amount as is found in Brucite ; there wasalso a trace of 
Manganese and j 

s tory,) we are aware he found great difficulty in obtaining 

> Seaizs, Vol. XV, No. 44.—March, 1853. 28 
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a constant composition, and it was only after a series of analyses 
that he obtained any concordant results. The specimens he 
examined were both crystallized and foliated, the folia in some 
cases overlying the crystalline portion. With this explanation the 
composition he obtained is easily understood. 

The following are the results of our analyses. Nos. 1 and 2 
were foliated. Nos. 3 and 4 were of the radiated variety. 

a 2: a: 4, 

Magnesia, 66°30 66:25 42:30 4400 
Protoxyd of iron, ‘50 ‘ 1-00 trace trace 

* manganese, trace trace trace 
Carbonic acid, 1-27 trace 36:74 3660 

ter, 31:93 32:75 20°96 19-40 

Direct determination of water, 20°10 

The foliated variety gives the exact composition of Brucite. 
In two determinations of loss by heat, the numbers 34-30 and 

35°67 were obtained ; great difficulty was found in obtaining the 
Brucite perfectly pure owing to its intimate association with 
hydro-magnesite. ie 

The radiated variety (as before stated) gives the composition! 
of hydro-magnesite, and to show that the original analyses were 
made froma mixture of these minerals, we give Dr. Enni's te 

sults* for comparison. 

Mg Fe é i Total. 
0-01 1-01 27-07 21:60 9969 

50°72 96 26°85 21:47 10000 

9. Hydro-magnesite found crystallized. 

The hydro-magnesite above mentioned is extremely beantifl, 
and in appearance resembles very much the Thomsonite from Kil- 
patrick in Scotland. Its structure is highly crystalline and 10 some 
instances forms distinct crystals, which have been considered 38 
monoclinic? (Dana); the diagonal cleavage is very distinct. Hane 
ness 3-3-5 (scratching calcite with ease). Sp. Gr. 2-145-2'18- 
oceurs at Wood’s Mine, Texas, Lancaster County, Pa., 10 8 1g 
which are sometimes half an inch in thickness, and at er 
Mine in veins, generally from one-tenth to one-fifth of ani 
wide, having a beautifully radiated structure. The results 
two analyses of a specimen from Wood’s Mine are as follows: 

. 

Magnesia, 43:20 42:51 
Carbonic acid, 36-69 P| a oe 
Water, 20°11 S076 

* From Dana’s Mineralogy, p. 213. 
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A direct determination of the water gave 19'83 peret. These 
analyses give the oxygen ratio 2: 3:2, and the formula 

3(Mg C+H)+Mg H 
which calculated gives faerie 

‘i ie G ir 
44°68 35°86 19:46 

he composition and formula are the same as obtained b 
Kobell and Wachtmeister for hydro-magnesite from Negroponte 
and Hoboken. 
_Ye are not aware that this species has heretofore been observed 

With a crystalline structure. 

10. The supposed Magnesite of Hoboken, shown to be Arragonite. 

In connection with the foregoing investigations, it was thought 
that an examination of some of the anhydrous carbonates of mag- 

pe 
hot unfrequently occurring in delicate needle crystals.) A care- 
W qualitative examination of the needle crystals, showed them 

to be carbonate of lime, with scarcely a trace of magnesia; they 
have the form. of Arragonite. Specimens from Staten-Island 
and the vicinity of Westchester, Pa., were examined, with like 
tesults, The crystals from the serpentine quarry near West- 
chester are frequently transparent and are among the most beau- 
ful specimens of crystallized Arragonite that have been observ: 
in this country. 

Lab. University of Va., Jan. 18th, 1853. 

Arr, XXV.-_A4 Consideration of some of the Phenomena and 

~ Laws of Sound, and their application in the Construction of 
Buildings designed. especially for Musical Effect ;* by J. B. 
Urnam, M.D., Boston. 

* Axcurrecture,” says Thomas Hope in his well known His- 
torical Essay, “is pease dee an art of direct utility.” 
It more than all others adapts itself to the tastes and habits and 
cupations of the people. Everywhere this fitness for a definite 
Object, and adaptation of means to the end is apparent. It is an 
de too, that keeps pace with the progress of the world, and 
fore accept whatever aids Science and Philosophy may offer 

Ms improvement. 
Ps The toni * & r " i ~ 

es discussed in thi formed the subject of a series of articles re- 
Pred publ in Dwicht’s Deal of Music,” under the title of “ Acoustic 
thoughts . They are here given somewhat more at length, with such additional 

48 a further investigation of the matter has furnished. 
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~The connection which Music has with Architecture is analo- 
gous to that between the mind and the body. As the former re- 
quires for its due exercise the perfection of the latter, so music, 
when confined within the walls of a building, is dependent, for 
its full power and expression, upon a certain fitness and adapta- 
tion of form and construction. This fitness results, in part, from 
the associations naturally connected with some styles of architec- 
ture. Thus the forms of the ancient cathedrals are most befit- 
ting the majestic movements of the oratorio and the solemn mass. 
We there experience the most sublime effects of music, although 
this is a result to which the primary design of the architecture 
did not lock. But we also find the deductions from rmoderu scl 
ence to correspond, in great measure, with these accidental rela- 
tions ; for the forms and proportions of the cathedral partake of 
those that we should now suggest for structures designed for mt- 
sical effect. With as good reason, therefore, as the terms naval, 
military, and ecclesiastical, are applied to architecture, may We 
not claim for music also a distinctive department in this seience? 

_ The subject, in this view, has not yet received from the Profes- 
sion the attention its interest and importance demand. ‘Throug 
out the Continent of Europe, and especially in those portions 
of it we have been accustomed to regard as the home of the at's, 
this assertion will be found to hold true. While religion, a8" 
should, has received most homage, and the receptacles for paint 
ings aud statuary (in latter years more particularly ) are arrans" 
with strict regard to their full and proper effect, music has rarely 
found a fitting abode. If we turn to our own country, this trath 
is still more apparent. Here, until quite recently, no bnilding 

Birmingham Town Hall, and the Philbarmonic Hall at Liverpo” 
are still, without doubt, the finest structures of the kind in exist 

en : . 0 
upon the province of the professional architect, nor to ae 
put forth a theory which shall stand, unscathed in every Po" > 

beset with peculiar difficulties. Our knowledge of sound 7 
the laws of acoustics must still be considered very imper®” 

oe et ae 

* Within the past season the Boston Music Hall has been completed and dep 

aps estes Ee priate u: This building embodies in its construction the res' ults 
a series of laborious investigations, and experiments made by a committee: Fie ef 
for the purpose. _ Considering uncertain deductions, hitherto of all ine : 

Frias ctroctir Rea may justly be regarded as satisfuetory and od pod 
' hae a € a it dupe 
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Many collateral circumstances, too, come in to complicate and 
disturb the best contrived theories of acoustic effect. 

Within a few years past, several committees have been appoint 
ed by the English Parliament to consider, practically and scien- 
tifically, the whole matter, who have summoned before them the 
Most eminent architects of the day, and after profiting by the 
learning and experience of all, have found their conclusions sadly 
at variance with each other. They found, too, that facts did not 
confirm the most plausible doctrines, and were almost led to ques- 
tion the truth of the fixed and immutable laws of science. 
Where the best authorities thus differ, and science and learning 
have failed to arrive at satisfactory results, it would be presump- 

tion in Us to expect to point outa plan that will overcome all pre- 
vious defects, or to hope to arrive, at once, at perfection. This, 
if done at all, can only be accomplished after much severe and 
patient investigation, aided by a series of costly experiments. All 
We can hope to do here, is to consider candidly what has already 

said aud written on this subject, and by careful comparison 
of facts, and the use of whatever further aids philosophy and re- 

ren may have afforded us, endeavor to reconcile contradictory 
°pinions, and, possibly, suggest a few additional inferences which 
may prove of practical utility. : 

Ye shall commence with a consideration of some of the facts 
and phenomena connected with the modern approved doctrine of 
Sound, which have a practical bearing upon our subject. 

According to the views of Herschell, sounds of all kinds agree 
I these particulars : : 

1. The excitement of a motion in the sounding body. © 
2% The communication of this motion to the air or other me- 

dium Which is interposed between the sounding body and our ears. 

3. he propagation of such motion from particle to particle of 
Such an intermedium in due succession. ; lave: 

* Its communication from the particles of the intermedium 
adjacent, to the ear itself. 

: 418 Conveyance in the ear by a certain mechanism, to the 
auditory nerves, . 

6. The excitement of sensation. as Herschel|’s idea (as set forth in his celebrated treatise in the 
Encyclopedia Metropolitana,) plainly is, that sound, when once 
F Oduced, is governed by laws almost wholly analogous to those 

“tisfactorily explained and made of practical value. 
i € propagation of the original impulse in air and other elas- 
tie fluid media has been best illustrated by the motion of waves 
Upon the Surface of a placid lake. If we drop a stone into a 
Othe of Water, a series of elevations and depressions chase oh 

*t rapidly along the surface, extending, with equal velocity in 
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every direction, till they gradually subside and mingle in the gen- 
eral level. The movement thus produced in the water, is appa- 
rent only. It is the impulse, communicated from particle to par- 
ticle in the water of which the wave consists, not the motion of 
the water itself. Precisely analogous to this is the communica 
tion of sound in air, except that, in this latter case, as the impres- 
sion is produced in, rather than upon, the surface of an elastic 
medium, it spreads equally every way, and would form, instead 
of concentric circles, concentric spherical lamine. 

The velocity of sound, as also its intensity, varies according to 
the nature and condition of the medium through which it 1s 
transmitted. In adry atmosphere, and at the freezing tempera 
ture, sound travels at the rate of three hundred and sixty-three 

- yards, or one thousand and ninety feet in a second. For every 
additional degree of Fahrenheit this velocity is increased about 
one thousandth part. 
- In the different gases this result is found to vary considerably, 

the velocity in hydrogen being nearly three times greater, ana! 
carbonic and sulphuric acid gases much less than in common ait. 
Through liquids the velocity is greatly increased, moving 1n Wa 
ter, at the temperature of 46° 6’ Fahrenheit, at the rate of four 
thousand seven hundred and eight feet per second. 

The propagation or conduction of sound through solid bodies, 
presents many interesting points of consideration. Solids af 
good conductors in proportion to their hardness and elasticity; — 

he conv 

ance of sound along the cast iron pipes of Paris, instituted by 

According to Chladni, the relative velocities of sound in dif- 
fere i , : nt solids are as in the following table: cy in tnt, poeta 

Tin, - 1" in - * 7,80 
Silver, __ - » eR ane 9,300 
Dbrass, - “ - - - ,800 

Baked clay, * a 10,000 to 12,000 
Copper, Ke - 12,500 
Glass, . és Z ~ 17,500 
Tron,* - | i : 2; AT BOU ee 

Wopdi.gh xatious Kinds,, >... 11,000.to ABT 
* It will be seen there is a t discrepancy between the result in 1rop on the 

stated, and that obtained by aaepainertn: of Biot. Hersche peerves tet 
error in this case throws a doubt on all the rest; unless, teel 
—Eneye. Metropol, Art. Sound. 
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Of the woods, fir appears to be among the best conductors, 
sound being conveyed through it at the rate of 17,300 feet per 

on 
The intensity, also, of sound differs in media of different 

chemical and mechanical natures. It varies in atmospheric air 
with its density or specific gravity. Hawksbee, in his experi 
ments detailed in the London Philosophical Transactions, with 
an atmosphere in the usual state, heard a bell at the distance of 
30 yards. With a force of two atmospheres at 60 yards. With 
a force of three atmospheres at 90 yards. But he did not notice 
4 corresponding increase of sound with greater densities. 

Priestly ascertained by experiment that the sound of a bell in 

air. 
in atmospheric air at the distance of fifty-six feet, ceased to be 
heard in oxygen at sixty-three feet, in carbonic acid gas at forty- 
eight feet, and in hydrogen at eleven feet. Chladni also found 
that the sound from h ydrogen gas in an organ pipe was feeble and 
difficult to distinguish, while that of oxygen was stronger than 
that of common air. If hydrogen gas be breathed for a few mo- 
meuts, the effect upon the voice is precisely the same as that no- 
heed by: travellers in ascending very high mountains; the vocal tones, in both instances, becoming enfeebled and raised in pitch. 

In certain states of the atmosphere sounds are conveyed over 
Water or a surface of frozen snow or ice with remarkable cioag 
ess, 1 to 
authenticated, in which, under these circumstances, and in the 
.°ar still air of a winter’s morning, a conversation has been car- 

“unrise, the voice, and occasionally the laugh of the sailors on 

b een heard at a place at Portsmouth, distant two and a half miles 
a ig shay line. On the authority of Derham,* the human voice 
a been 

miles. 'The sound of a military band, at the hour of roll-call, 
casa heard at a distance of twenty-one miles from Edinburg 

tle, 
effect of sound propagated through mixed media is ex- The 

ceedingly curious and instructive, and, in connection here, de- 
= careful consideration. We have already seen the fa- 

ment les imperfectly mixed, or is interrupted by empty 

* Philosophical Transactions, 1708. 
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ces, the sound will either be greatly diminished or entirely 
destroyed. As an analogous illustration of this, witness the dif 
ficulty with which light is transmitted through a glass filled with 
cracks, imperfections and impurities. 

So, also, when the medium is a mixture of gases, vapors oF 
liquids, ora combination of the one with the other, the effect, 

on both the velocity and intensity of the sound, is still more 
striking. Mr. Leslie found by experiment that, when the air of 
a receiver was only half exhausted and the deficiency supplied 

with hydrogen gas, the sound of an enclosed bell was thereby 
diminished so as to become scarcely audible. Recognizing, 
again, the analogy of light and sound, in this respect, Herschel 
thus illnstrates its imperfect transmission through a mixture of 
ilerent densities. 

When the light passes from a portion of the water to the brandy, of 
from the brandy to the water, a part of it suffers reflection, and as the 

the light will also suffer refraction. ow, a s must take place 

many hundred times while the light is passing through a large glass e 
of these imperfectly blended liquids, it is not difficult to unders 
how we are unable to see objects distinctly through the mixture. With 
sound the effect is precisely the same, but if the two media are of very 
different characters, the one a gas and the other a fluid, as in the oa 
of falling rain, or the one a gas and the other a solid, as in the cas® d 
falling or newly fallen snow, the scattering and deadening of the sour 
is still more complete.” 

: tet ee ae The effects here produced are attributed, as in solids, oar | 
of homogeneity in the medium or substance through whien a 
sound is passed. ‘The explanation given by Mr. Herschel 3s ® 
follows: : 

- The sonorous pulses, in their passage through the wnat 
every instant, changing their medium. Now at every chan 

ys 
Sieur é : dt 

the direction of propagation of the transmitted part is changed, rect 

tude of no” 
: ng ane 

interfering with each other in all directions. Now, Vv toes eX 
lace, a mutual destruction of the waves, to a greater oF - which 

arises, and the sound is stifled or obstructed. But of all ae tk 
obstruct the propagation of sound, one of the most effective |” 4 
want of perfect adhesion at the juncture of the pars, f 
nedium consists. The effect of this may be conceived, — 
the superficial strata of molecules of each medium when ! 
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sooner, some later. 

_ This will account for the phenomena of double sounds, some- 
times heard in particular states of the atmosphere, and (it seems 
tous,) also, for the peculiar harshness and discordant nature of 
musical tones, when heard in similar circumstances. Every mil- 
itary band which attempts to play in the early morning, when 
the air is loaded with vapors, and the earth reeking with fogs and 
exhalations, is conscious of the unusual difficulty attending the 
effort, and the listener, under such conditions, cannot fail to re- 
mark the unsatisfactory nature of the music. Hence we can 
understand the importance of measures to preserve the air within 
& concert room in a uniform state. 

_ On the other hand, it is a curious fact, that, in their passage ' 
through a bland and pure atmosphere, even inharmonious sounds * 
will amalgamate and strike upon the ear with a pleasant accent. 
Space or distance, in this case, seems to act as a purifier of soun 

art, perhaps, in the greater permeating power of musical or har- 
Monious sounds over mere noise (for such all discord ma 

other in immediate contact, when the homogeneity of either is dis- 
turbed, is obtained in the experiment originally made by Chladni: 

By reproduci “gree” ucing the effervescence, the sound is again deadene 

~ The Cause of the result obtained by M. Chladni, is, says Mr. 

sos Seats, Vol. XV, No, 44.—March, 1853. 29 
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Herschell, that the glass and the contained liquid, in order to give a 
musical tone, must vibrate regularly in unison as a system, and if any 
considerable part of a system is unsusceptible of regular vibration, the 
whole must be so.” 

transmitted to a fluid medium. The converse of this must also 
be true, i. e. when a sound passes from a fluid to a solid in con- 
tact with it, if this latter medium be not uniform and homoge- 
neous in its structure. Thus every musical performance is mod- 
ified essentially in its quality by the nature of the structure 1n 
which it is given; and hence the importance of attention, in this 
particular, to the choice of materials, and manner of constructing 
the walls of an apartment built for musical effect. | 

some of the principles just stated can, also, be explained 
many facts and phenomena in the natural wor Seis 

‘he deep and awful silence which reigns in the elevated regions 
of the globe is owing, not only to the lack of the ordinary sounds 
of animated nature, but to the diminished density of the air act- 

ing, as we have seen, both to enfeeble and modify the powers of 
speech, and deaden the force of such sounds as actually exist. 

e period of night seems peculiarly adapted to the formation 
and transmission of sound, especially musical sounds. If we may 
credit the reports of travellers, the tones of those birds in the 

equatorial regions which sing at night are singularly plaimtive 
and melodious, as we know to be the case with the mocking bird, 
the whippoor-will and the nightingale. To certain sensitive 
minds, almost all sounds, at this season, partake of a musical chat- 
acter; to such there is melody in the running waters of a bros; 
the hum of insects is a song ;—the voice of falling water mingles 
with the rising wind and the distant surging of the ocean to oe 
amighty chorus. The hush of nature, even, in the silent elo- 
quence of night, is woven into harmony, and 

“The mute still air 
Is music slumbering on her instrument.” 

In the case just mentioned, the sound is excited in a solid and 
u 

_ But the attention of the most unimaginative cannot fail, at such 
times, to be arrested by the prevalence of sounds of which they 

ere that 

of the great cataract of the Orinoco, when heard at night, int 
plains which surround the mission of Apures, was three UM” 
louder than during the day. The explanation given by this emir 
nent traveller, and repeated by Mr. Herschell, is as follows: 

“In a hot day, when a warm current of air ascends from the heated 
ground and mingles with the cold air above of a different pier gp a 
transparency of the atmosphere is so much affected that every 
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distant object over a fire or flame of a candle. The air is, therefore, 
during the day, a mixed medium, in which the sounds are reflected and 
scattered in passing through streams and strata of different densities, 
as in the experiment of mixing atmospheric air and hydrogen. At 
midnight, on the contrary, when the air is transparent and of a uniform - 

nsity, as may be seen by the brilliancy and number of the stars, the 
slightest sound reaches the ear without interruption.” 

In this greater distinctness of sounds by night, doubtless, some- 
thing must be attributed to the-absence of the usual noises of t 
day, and the consequent greater sensibility of the auditory appa- 
tats to impressions ; but the reasoning above given is philosoph- 
ically correct, 

the human voice—whatever be the quantity, pitch or quality 
of the original impulse, the sonorous wave reaches the ear in equal 
intervals of time. It would need but the slightest infringement 
of this law to change our highest enjoyment into the intensest 
suffering, 

A general idea of the divergence and decay of sound is obtain- 
ed from the illustration before given of dropping a pebble into an 

untufiled pool ; if not interrupted by the surface of a wall or other 
Stacie, the wave thus produced spreads from its common centre, 

diminishing gradually in height till, at length, it sinks into the 
general level. So sounds in empty space, as ordinarily produced, 
diverge in all directions from the sonorous centre till their energy 

IS lost in the distance. ‘The intensit y of sound decays in receding 

‘om its origin as the square of the distance increases. : 

he sympathy of sound and motion is exceedingly curious. 
Every fundamental note has its complimentary or harmonic ad- 

duced 

“If two cords of the same material and equal tension be taken, the 

phe being only one-third the length of the other, and the shorter string 
be sounded, the vibrations will be communicated to the other by the 
‘atervention of the air, which latter will vibrate in three parts each 
dual to the shorter string and each performing the same number of 
Vibrations ina given time.”’ 

This tendency of one vibrating body to throw another into the 
ime state of vibration, is well illustrated in the motion of two 

Fees fixed to the same support. For a long time it has 
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been known that clocks and watches in such a situation will mod- 
ify each other’s motions, and compel a perfect coincidence of ac- 
tion. So two chords or organ pipes, placed in each other's vicin- 
ity, and sounded together, will often be found in unison, thoug 
their respective notes differ a little when sounded separately. In 
this way, in a powerful orchestra, one or more refractory instru- 
ments are oftentimes compelled to play in tune. On much the 
same principle we would explain the requirement of harmonic 
relations in the proportions of a building constructed for musical 

rposes. 
The subject of Catacoustics, or the doctrine of reflected sound, 

is, perhaps, the most unsatisfactory in its results of any branch of 
physical science ; and, yet, upon its due appreciation depends, in 
very great measure, our hope of success in the attempt to make 
the laws of sound of any practical value in their application to the 
question under consideration. 

This part of acoustics may be subdivided into reflection proper 
(which includes echo) and reverberation. Much indistinctness 

appears to have prevailed in the treatment of this subject by au 
thors, as well as a singular want of discrimination as to the pre 
cise cause and effect, in the case of many phenomena which are 

commonly referred to the principle of reflection of sound, and 

many ingenious theories have been offered to explain the same 

result. Keeping in mind, however, the strict analogy hereto: 
observed in the laws of light and sound, it does not seem to us 
necessary to depart here from the idea of this intimate connection. 

If an obstacle, as a blank wall, be interposed between the source 
of sound and the ear, the sonorous wave is thereby arrested ints 
direct course, and the indirect pulses only take effect. Could any 
contrivance be adopted which would mark the track of sound, the 

space behind such obstacle interposed would be left in shadow; 
and if water be the medium through which the sound is passe® 
the occlusion is still more complete, and would, in this ase; be 
equivalent to a total eclipse, as we are taught by experiments ace 
tually made. But if the point of the original sound and the heater 
be on the same side of the wall, and the ear in a favorable a 
tion, both the direct sound and the reflection from the surface 
the wall will be heard, producing a reinforcement and slight pro- 
longing of the original note or its distinct repetition, according as 

ean never otherwise than mar the genuine musical effect, 8” 
the hearer is in such close proximity to the 
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face that the original note and its reflection are received as one 
and the same sound. Of course, we must not be understood as 
speaking here of a single musical note sustained, but of the sue- 
cession and combination of tones that go to form a musical idea. 
Resonance is well exemplified in the sounding-board of a piano- 
forte or the body of a viol, and is, in effect, synchronous with the 
original impulse, while reflection implies some interval between 
the primary and secondary or reflected sound. Now, in reality, 
this latter can never happen without some injury to the perfection 
of asequence of musical sounds, though, practically, as above 
suggested, in a room of small dimensions the ear will scarcely be 
sensible of any confusion from this cause alone. It is in large 
apartments, (such as we shall see are essential, on other grounds, 
to. le perfection of musical effect,) that we experience the dis- 
turbing influence of reflection, which therefore we must study to 
ngs and obviate by all the means which science has afford- 

us. 
The laws which govern the reflection of sound are, as stated 

by Mr. Herschel, esseiitially the same as in the case of light; the 
angle of incidence, or the inclination at which the sound falls 
Upon the wall, is equal to the angle of reflection or the inelina- 
lion at. which it is returned from the wall. 

hen the nature of the reflection is such as to cause a distinct 
Tepetition of the original sound, one or more times, it is called 
~H0. As regards the nature of echo, and the conditions requisite 
for its formation, there exists still much uncertainty; it wou 
Seem to be but a modification of reflection, as just stated, but it also 

Ap the repetitions were more distinct and numerous ina 
digas saunders also states that a house in Lambeth Marsh pro- 
y echo in winter, but none in summer. __ . 

we Many remarkable echos have been found in our own coun- re The tegion of the White Mountains, as almost every one 
~ WS; abounds. in them, As the writer was journeying in the ah 
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northern parts of Vermont, in the autumn of 1851, a singularly 
beautiful echo was noticed on the borders of a small lake, known 
as Island Pond. The voice, pitched on a high key, was answer- 
ed distinctly thirty-six times, and the discharge of a fowling piece 
was followed by a prolonged roar which lasted for several seconds. 
This experiment was made on an evening following a balmy day 
in October. A dense forest skirted the opposite edge of the lake, 
from whose level a series of lofty hills rose in the form of an am- 
phitheatre. The atmosphere had been hazy during the day; 
but the sky at the time was partially overcast, and the air moist 
and warm; rain followed the next day. 

(To be continued.) 

Art. XXVL—Considerations on the Theory of Chemical 
Changes, and on Equivalent Volumes; by T. 8. Huns, of 

_ the Geological Commission of Canada. 

Iv the proposed inquiry we commence by distinguishing be- 
tween the phenomena which belong to the domain of physics, 
and those which make up. the chemical history of matter. We 
conceive of matter as influenced by two forces, one of which 
produces condensation, attraction, and unity, and the other expal- 
sion, repulsion, and plurality. Weight, as the result of attraction, 
is a universal property of matter. Besides this, we have its vati- 
ous conditions of consistence, shape and volume, with the rela- 

tion of the latter to weight, constituting specific gravity, and wad 
relations of heat, light, electricity and magnetism. A deseriptio® 
of these qualities and relations constitutes the physical history of 
matter, and the group of characters which serve to distinguish 
one species from another, may be designated the apparent or spe 
cific form of a species, as distinguished from its essential Jor ‘fc 
The forces above mentioned modify physically the spec’ 

of such changes, consists the chemical activity of matter yo 

oduction 
which belongs to organic existences. The distinetion 7 
from that individuation which marks the results of ener 

uality not only of the organism, but of its several parts, ie 
evident as we ascend the scale of organic life, while more”. 
bodies have a specific existence, but no individuality ; 
does not destroy them. Solidity or crystallization is 
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ment of individuation, and crystals like the tissues of plants and 
animals, must be destroyed before they can become the subjects 
of chemical change; “corpora non agunt nisi sint soluta.” 
- That mode of generation which produces individuals like the 
parent, can present no analogy to the phenomena under consider- 

| is or alte tion, and met hosis, are 

Vision on the other. In the first case, two or more bodies unite, 
and merge their specific characters in those of a new species. In 
the second case, this process is reversed, and a body breaks up 
into two or more new species. Metamorphosis is in the same 
manner of two kinds; in metamorphosis by condensation, only 
one species is concerned, and in that by expansion, the result is 
homogeneous, and without specific difference. 
_ The chemical history of bodies is a record of these changes ; 
tis in fact their genealogy. The processes of union and divis- 

altemate with each other, and a species produced by the first, may 
Yield by division, species unlike its parents. [rom this succes- 
0n results double decomposition or equivalent substitution, which 
always involves a union followed by division, although under the 

lary conditions, the process cannot be arrested at the inter- 
late stage, 

The prevalence of certain modes of division in related species, 
8iven rise to the different hypotheses of copulates and radi- 

cals, which have been made the ground of systems of classifica- 
on; but these hypotheses are based on the notion of dualism, 

1 and can have no place in a theory of the science. A bod 
May divide into two hs more new species, yet it is evident that 

may ia ible with Yield other species whose preéxistence is incompatible witt 
we st hor can sis preéxistence of any species but those which 

t have called primary, be admitted as possible. Apart from 

tettena, or those of its derived species, can ever be a subject of 
“lenee, for it transcends the limits of hnman knowledge. 
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For these reasons, it is conceived that the notion of preéxisting 
elements or groups of elements, should find no place in the the- 
ory of chemistry. Of the relation which subsists between the 
igher species, and those derived from them, we can only assert 

the possibility, and under proper conditions, the certainty of pro- 
ducing the one from the other. Ultimate chemical analyses, and 
the formulas deduced from them, serve to show what changes are 
possible in any body, or to what new species it may give rise by 
its changes. ‘t 

Chemical union is interpenetration, as Kant has taught, and 
not juxtaposition, as conceived by the atomistic chemists. When 
bodies unite, their bulks, like their specific characters, are lostin 
that of the new species. Gases and vapors unite in the propor 
tion of one volume of each, or in some other simple ‘ratio, and 
the resulting species in the gaseous state occupies one volume, 8° 
that the specific gravity of the new species is the sum of t 
of its factors. "The converse of this is true in division, and the 
united volumes of the resulting species, are some simple multiple 
of that of the parent ; in metamorphosis a similar ratio is always 

and two of hydrogen, this was assumed to be the equivalent 

water, and of hydrogen, while oxygen was represented by 

But two volumes of hydrogen unite without condensation otic 

gas, are found to be eqnivalent to four volumes of chlorine, vA 

drogen, or water-vapor. Hence four volumes are to be taken. 
ine of water, and it becomes H2O2 ; term equi 

ent of 18; corresponding to H Cl, and to volatile s as 

ally, whose equivalents oe represented by four volumes of vapor 
from these, the equivalents of non-volatile species are determin? 

by comparison. 
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Hydrogen, chlorine and some other primary species offer appa- 
Tent exceptions to the general law of condensation and equiva- 
lency of volumes. When four volumes of chlorine unite with 
four of olefiant gas, or naphthaline, the product is condensed into 
four volumes; but if the chlorine unite with the same volume of 
hydrogen gas, there is no condensation, and eight volumes or two 
equivalents of hydrochloric gas are produced. ‘This, however, 
is explained when we find that four volumes of the chloro-hydro- 
carbon MH, Cle, may break up into four of a new species M Cl, 

produced from four volumes of water-vapor, to represent two 
*quivalents, it should equal eight volumes instead of two, so that 
condensed to one-fourth, precisely as the vapor of sulphur is 
Condensed to one-twelfth of its theoretical volume. As there are 
no bodies which are known to yield for four volumes, a less quan- 
lity than two volumes of oxygen, this may be taken to represent 
its equivalent, and the condensation of the theoretical volume, is 

ich constitutes polymerism, and evidently offers no exception 

tog law of equivalent volumes. 
le 

ie The same rul 
“Y shown, necessarily holds in regard to the number of atoms 

onD Senies, Vol. XV, No. 44,—March, 1853. * 90 
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of carbon, as well as to the oxygen and sulphur, if we take for 
their equivalent weights, the numbers 6, 8 and 16 respectively.* 
It is to be remarked that while the co-efficients of H, Cl or N, 
in formulas where these are associated, may be odd numbers, 
those of O, S, and C are always even; this seems a conclusive 
reason for doubling the equivalents of the latter, or dividing those 
of hydrogen, chlorine, the metals, etc., according as four or two 
volumes are taken for the equivalent. yy 

I have elsewhere pointed out that carbon and oxygen sustain 
such relations, that C:H: may be compared with O2Hy» an 
with O2Mz, and by the substitution of nitrogen for hydrogen, 

with C:HN, prussic acid, and OzNz nitrous oxyd, (the so-called 
compounds of nitrous oxyd with bases are probably O2MN, cor 
responding to the cyanids, C2MN;) while the peroxyd of hy- 
drogen, OsH:2, corresponds to O.N2, nitric oxyd, and to C:Ns, 
cyanogen. This relation has important bearings on the history 

, 

of the cyanic series, and the nitric derivatives of the hydro- 
bons. 

morphous silicates, whose formulas differ by nOz Mz, as the tour . 
malines, and the silicates of alumina and magnesia, while the 
latter, with many zeolites, exhibit a similar difference of nO* 

tral 

as well as in others differing by nClz, The observations of Pas 
teur and Nicklés have greatly extended the application of thes? 
cases, which assume a new importance in connection with the 
views here brought forward, and demand further study-t 

_ But to return: we have seen that in gases and vapors, the es 

cific gravity of a Species enables us to fix its equivalent, whi 

_* See Laurent’s Récherches sur Jes combinaisons azotées, Ann. de Chimie on 

gs sig Toe 1846, and the American Journal of Science for Sept. 1848, P. ‘3 
See page 502 of my Introduction to Organic bmg ts Ra preer we 1833, 

Pit of Chemistry,” Phila.: 1852; and this Jou hoe 

ee See Laurent, Comptes Rendus de l’Acad,, t. xvi, p. 353, and p. 257 of Si 
Gahan Cpt Rendus des Travaux de Chimie for 1848 ; also Pasteur, iid, P 

dus des Travaux, for 1849, p. 347. 
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is often,a multiple by some whole number, of that calculated 
from the results of ultimate analysis. As the equivalents of non- 
Volatile Species are generally assumed to be those quantities which 
Sustain the simplest ratio to certain volatile ones, the rea equiva- 
lent weight corresponding to four volumes of vapor, and conse- 
quently the theoretical vapor-density of such species, is liable to 
adegree of the same uncertainty as those deduced from ultimate 
analysis. Having, however, determined the true equivalent of a 
species, from the density of its vapor, the inquiry arises whether 
4 definite and constant relation may not be discovered between 
ls vapor-density, and the specific gravity of a species in the solid 
Sate. Such a relation being established, and the value of the 
condensation in passing from a gaseous to a solid state being 
known, the equivalents of solids, like those of vapors, might be 

tmined from their specific gravities. 
- Aconnection between equivalent weight and density is evident 
NM some allied and isomorphous species. H. Kopp, in dividing 

“we assumed equivalent weights of such bodies by their specific 
Stavities, obtained quantities which were found to be equal for 
Some of these related species. These numbers evidently rep- 
tésent the volumes of equivalents, and in accordance with the 
#omic hypothesis, are said to denote the atomic volumes. The 
nguiry of Kopp has been pursued by many investigators, among 
whom are Schroeder, Filhol, Playfair and Joule, and more recently, 
Dana, Their results show that the volumes thus calculated for 
related Species of similar crystallization, are generally ident 
PF sustain to each other some simple ratio; while Mr. Dana, who 
has compared isomorphous species of unlike chemical constitu- 
Non, finds that the calculated volumes are often to each other, as 

~ © humber of equivalents of elements, in the formulas represent- 
ing the Species; thus leading to the conclusion that the real 

} 

“quivalent Weight is either a mean of that of all the elements, or 

i ights of these by the number of elements, are nearly equal. 
ey divide by the number of elements, the equivalents calcu- 

1p €quivalents vary with the specific gravity. : 

hese investigations have been principally confined to native 

‘40d artificial mineral species, and the equivalents have been cal- 

eilated from the formulas of Berzelius and Rammelsberg, which 

*88.the simplest ratios deducible from analysis. While in 
wuformity With the dualistic notions, a mineral like calcite or 
Pg Was regarded as a compound of one equivalent of car- 

“© acid and one of lime or magnesia, dolomite was said to be 
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composed of one equivalent of each of these carbonates, or of 
two to three, as the case might be, while its density was the 
mean of those of its constituents; thus implying that this union, 
unlike that observed in gases, is juxtaposition, and not interpene- 
tration. This system of formulas has introduced such difficulties 
into the study of the relations before us, that we find Mr. D 
led to the conclusion that ‘the elemental molecules are not com> 
bined together or united with one another, in a compound, but 
that under their mutual influence, each is changed alike, and be- 
comes a mean result of the molecular forces in action.’* 

The solution of these difficulties is very simple, and will have 
been inferred from the plan of our inquiry. It is found in the 
principle that all species crystallizing in the same shape, have 
the same equivalent volume ; so that their equivalent weights, a 
in the case of vapors, are directly as their densities, and the equiv 

alents of mineral species are as much more elevated than those 

of the carbon series, as their specific gravities are higher. ~The 
rhombohedral carbonates must be represented as salts having from 
twelve to eighteen equivalents of base, replaceable so as to give 

rise to a great number of species, aud the variations in the vo 
ume of different carbonates, as observed by Kopp, indicate the 
existence of several homologous genera, which are jsomorphous. 

The researches of Playfair and Joule have led them to 
conclusion that in some hydrated salts which crystallize with 
twenty and twenty-four equivalents of water, as the carbonate, 

the triphosphates and triarseniates of soda, the calculated volume, 
coincides with that obtained by multiplying the volume © ee 

9°8 for HO with an equivalent weight of 9;) by the number of 
equivalents of water. This result is thus explained; wate! . 
these salts isin the same state of condensation as in Ice, 

24HO thus condensed would occupy the volume of 24x98= 
235, which is identical with that of the rhombic phosphate, @® 
20 x9:'8=198- is with that of the carbonate of soda, C2NasOs, 
20HO. Alum, crystallizing with 24 HO, has a volume nee 
greater than that of phosphate of soda, and according to Play! 
‘aud Joule, equals that of the water in the state of ice, with he 
addition of the bases, the acid being excluded.f In reality, 1 
“equivalent volume of alum is to that of the rhombic phosphate : 

270:235, and 24HO crystallizing in the monometric i 
would have the same volume as alum, with a specific gravity 
about ‘8, giving for HO, 11-25 instead of 9°8. eee 

_ What are called the atomic volumes of crystallized ener 
the comparative volumes of their crystals. In the rhomboh™ 
system, the length of the vertical axis being constant, the volUR® et ae ee 
, ae aN CEREW TY ecw s PST SEN So ol Ree 

* This Journal, [2], vol. ix, p. 245. 48, 
wah rn Soc. Quar, Journai, | p. 139, cited in Liebig and Kopp’s An- Rep, 1847 
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Ore, 12H:O2, and hydrogen being unity, its equivalent is at 
least 474-6, which with a specific gravity of 1-75, gives a volume 
of about 270. Again grape sugar is not less than C2:H21O24, 

‘volved in fusion and solution, have been led to conclude ; first, 
that crystallized salts are polymeric of these same salts in solu- 

H0n, i.e, are represented by formulas which are multiples of 
those deduced from analysis; secondly, that double salts, and 

“4, Comptes Rendus, xxii, 823-1140, and xxiii, 199-411; cited in Liebig and Kopp's 
Report for 1847-48, vol. i, p. 40. 
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CsH6O2, Ci oHi2Os2, and CicH: eO2, have very nearly the 

same specific gravity, so that the condensation is inversely as 
their vapor-equivalents. The densities of wine-alcohol, acetic 
acid and aldehyd in the liquid state, vary as their equivalents, so 
that the calculated volumes are 57:5, 55°5 and 55. . Formic and 
valeric acids show a similar relation in density to their respective 
alcohols, their calculated volumes being to these as 37°3:3 , and 

108: 106-7. If to these we add butyric acid, which gives a vol- 
ume of 90, and the density of whose alcohol has not yet been de- 
termined, the liquid volumes for the four acids C2H20Os, C,H:0s, 

CeH:O: and Ci0H1¢O., are 37-3, 55°5, 90, and 108» These 
numbers approximate to multiples of the liquid volume of water 
H:O2, which is 18; or taking this as unity, are very nearly as 
2,3, 5 and 6. The interval between 3 and 5 corresponds to pro 
pionie acid Cs6H «Os, of whose specific gravity I find no recorded 
observati The density of many of these liquids 1s not accu 
rately known, and the results of different experimenters are not 

precisely accordant. The specific gravity at their boiling points 
should probably be chosen for the purpose of comparison, ® 
these approximations lead us to expect that future observations 
will establish a simple relation between the densities of liquids 
and their vapors. 

In a succeeding paper, it is proposed to apply the principles 
explained in the present essay, in an examination of the equiva 
lents of a number of minerals and other crystallized species. 

Montreal, C. E., Dec. 12, 1852. 

Arr. XXVIL—New and ready method of determining the At 
kalies in Minerals: Part lst—~The Quantitative Determine 
tion of the Alkalies in the siliceous minerals not soluble 
Acids: with a note on a new method of forming the Prony 
of Nitrogen; by J. Lawrence Smiru, M.D., Professor © 
Chemistry in the University of Virginia. 

in 

1. In the examination for alkalies in the class of minerals alln- 

me refer- 

the alkalies, to arrive at the other substances as well as the @ “a 
lies, will in many instances embarrass the anal yst as to his rest 
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this condition of things will be alluded to in another part of this 
paper, as reference is now had to the quantitative determination 
of the alkalies, discarding whatever else the mineral may contain. 
_ 3. In the determination of the alkalies in silicates not soluble 
acids, three important points present themselves ; 

_ 4, Ihe means necessary to render the silicate soluble. 
Il. The separation of the other ingredients from the alkalies, 

More especially magnesia. | 
I. The removal of the sal-ammoniac unavoidably accumula- 

ted in the process of analysis. ; 
Itall three of these, the processes adopted will be found to 

differ essentially from those now in use; and they are made 
town only after much experience by the author, in which their 
advantages have been most fairly tested, comparatively with me- 

ds already employed. In order that these processes may serve 
a well in the hands of others, they will be given with some 

I. Method of rendering the Silicate soluble. 

_A. To render the silicate soluble, various plans have been pro- 
posed, all of which have their objections. Among the agents 
used for the purpose, are baryta and several of its compounds, 
Wz.: the nitrate, carbonate, and chlorid. 
5. The first of these is undoubtedly the best decomposing 

agent of the four, could we use a platinum crucible to heat the 
mixture of it and the mineral ; as it is, a silver crucible is neces- 
“ty, and this is not always capable of standing the requisite heat. 

According to Rose, “the silver crucible must be very strong, for 
uf thin, the action of a red heat might crack it, and a portion o 

used mass would ooze out through the crevices.” It also 

may happen that a heat higher than the point of fusion of silver 
Necessary to a complete decomposition of the mineral, _ 

6. All that is here said of caustic baryta is. equally applicable 
0 nitrate of baryta. . : 

7. The chlorid of baryum has been lately proposed ; but its 

decomposing properties are very feeble, as the chlorine in combi- 

nation with the baryum is not liberated at a white heat, and few 
. “les are able to produce the decomposition. It may succeed 

With Some of the feldspars, but decomposes very imperfectly even 

the . So it is rather a risk to employ it with an unknown 
Substance 

8. The carbonate of baryta is the compound of baryta most 

emnerally employed for silica decompositions ; still this is attend. 
iy with much difficulty, owing to the infusibility of this salt, and 

™Mpossibility of driving off the carbonic acid by heat alone ; 

and even if this latter were possible, the objection pertaining to 

suc baryta would then arise. | 
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9. The following extract from Rose’s Analytical Chemistry, 
(translation by Normandy, in a note by the translator,) presents 
fairly the difficulties casnendlite this method of docontpatngaas 
silicates : 
“The heat applied is so intense, that some precautions must be ta- 

ken. The platinum setae containing the mixture should be exposed 
first to the heat of an argand-lamp, and when the mass begins to agglu- 
tinate, the crucible iootd be closed, and its cover tied down with pla- 

tinum wire, then placed in a Hessian crucible, closed up also; the 

whole is placed upon an inverted crucible, and submitted to the action 

of the blast of a wind furnace, aegis ing first gradually with a red 
heat, piling on more coke, so as o fil up the furnace, and increasing 
the heat to the highest possible bitch. until the Hessian crucible begins 
to soften. It is absolutely necessary to the success of the gacborye 
that the Hessian crucible should be closed as well as possible, which is 
best done by luting the cover with fire-clay ; the Hessian crucible vid 

its epee having fused together, cannot be separated, except by 
ing, &c. 

It will be seen in reading this extract, that the heat requivellt 1s 
not ordinarily at the command of most chemists, in fact no other 

variety of furnace ed a Sefstroem can be depended on for a 
complete decomposit 

austic lime aiid its salts ra also been recommended and 
long used for the more imperfec t decomposition of 1 ae 

carbonate well mixed with many silicates finely pulverized er 
decompose them completely at a white heat, but no one 
lime is capable of meeting the demand of the entire range © ‘tk 
kaline silicates. 

11. In consideration of these difficulties, Berzait proposed 
the use AG hydro-fluoric acid, and this method w en applied with 
the numerous precautions required, will serve 3 “decot 
most all dienes still, according to Rose, there are silicious con 
pounds that cannot be completely decomposed by hydro-fluoric 
acid. Besides, this acid is a most disagreeable one to manipula 
with, whether we employ Brunner’s apparatus, or Laurent’s meth- 

od, or what is always the best, the concentrated acid, For! 
prepare . I may also add, that the necessity of using sulph a 
acid, after the decomposition is made, is another “pbjectionab 
feature i in this process. we 

- The above furnishes a hasty review of the methods 
are now possessed of for decomposing the poten in order 
determine their alkalies; their merits can be c trasted W wih 
those a bi taethod about to be described. 

13. substitute he decomposing agent which I present as @ 
for all oth and as bapabie of meeting ‘the tere a em sed 
in the commencement of this article, 1 is a micture © 
lime and fluor spar. 
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14. Carbonate of lime I have used for more than six years 
for decomposing certain of the alkaline silicates, and more suc- 
cessfully than carbonate of baryta; still, in numerous instan- 
ces, the decomposition was far from complete, and the method 
unsatisfactory. Notwithstanding these failures, I felt convinced 
that lime was the most powerful decomposing agent that could 
be conveniently employed for this purpose, as it could be used 
i it$-caustic state in a platinum crucible, without injuring the 

Various methods resorted to, it will suffice to state that the object 
In view 

> and lime, which would render the mixture fluid at a bright 

heither of which have any marked decomposing action on | 
silicates; in fact their action is simply that of fluxes, which ena- 
ble the lime and silicate to come in contact in a liquid state, ef- 
fecting nothing beyond that. It is with the fluorid of caletum 
that we have to do in this part of the paper, leaving the details 
on the use of the chlorid of calcium until farther experiments 
we made to test fairly its value. ; 
16. The manner in which I proceed is as follows: = 
Palverize the silicate to a sufficient degree of fineness—it is 

~. Tequired that the levigation be carried to any great extent; 
Mix intimately, in. a glazed porcelain mortar, a weighed portion 
ren mineral With one part of pure fluor 8 and four to 2 

ecipitat of lime,* introduce it into a piati- © 9Sth ag pitated carbonate ey | 

lhe Boor cia iety, free fi all impurities ; it is , is the transparent variety, free trom imp j 
many and abundantly procured in an as well as in all other countries, The carbo- 

(the of lime is made by dissolving cale spar or pure marble in hydrochloric acid, 
milk of7: acid may be used,) adding an ex é ; lime water or 
oxy yd lime is then poured on the solution until it is alkaline. By this means any 
Henle alumina, or magnesia will be thrown down. To th 
times in of earbonate of ammonia is added, and the precipitate washed seve 
% wet distilled water, Tt is best to prepare one’s own carbonate of lime, for as 
tia, be “Tule, little reliance can be placed on the carbonates of lime, baryta, stron- 
tttange Fe being recipitated by carbonate of ammonia, for in more than one 

he Belt TaN tetiads “OF beryta sold va bonate of 

‘> Srnms, Vol. XV, No. 44,—March, 1853. 31 
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num crucible capable of holding three times the bulk of mixed 
powder. The platinum crucible should then be placed in one of 
earthern ware, with a little magnesia on the bottom. (I always 
prefer the crucible made in F'rance, called Beaufay’s crueible to 
enclose platinum crucibles, when heated in a furnace, as their 
form and cleanliness make them superior to the Hessian crucible 
for this purpose.) The crucible may then be covered and intro- 
duced in any form of furnace where a bright red heat can be 
procured, 

17. Ihave been using a common open portable furnace, heap- 
ing charcoal over the top of the crucible; and so easily does 
the effect take place, that in no instance has there been a 
failure of complete decomposition with as simple a-means of 
heating as the above, and 1 have ascertained that an alcoholic 
lamp, with a large circular wick, such as Jackson’s lamp, urged 
with a bellows, will answer for making a complete decomposition 

of Zircon in twenty-five minutes. This circumstance is not sta- 
ted to recommend the use of a lamp for every mineral decompo- 
sition, when a simple portable furnace and charcoal are so acces 

sible, and their effects so much more to be depended upon thana 
lamp. rom 30. minutes to one hour’s exposure to the heat 1s 

recommended. $ 

on, were Zircon, Kyanite, Beryl, Topaz, Spodumene, Marge 
rite, Margaurodite, and Feldspars of different descriptions. All 

were readily decomposed by the method just described, and with- 
out any particular care in levigating them; one gramme of the 

tained—which was 64:8 per cent. wath little iron. This © 
cludes the first point to be considered in this article, namely, ne 
means necessary to render the silicates soluble ; the next poilt a 
the separation of the alkalies. ae 
ed IL. Separation of the other ingredients from the Alkalies. a 

is laid = 

its side in a capsule of platinum or lain, the latter ca2 2 fed porcelain tne 4 

used with perfect Safety to the accuracy of the result. A eee 
tity of dilute hydro-chloric acid is poured into the Epes 
part of acid to two of water; the whole is heated over 4 “ 
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when the contents of the crucible are rapidly dissolved out, the 
crucible is taken out and washed over the capsule, the contents 
of the capsule are then evaporated to dryness over a sand-bath, 
and if thought necessary, it may be completed over the lamp, 
Without danger of the spitting which occurs in the soda fusion ; 
this evaporation to dryness is not absolutely necessary, but the 
advantage of it is, that any great excess of hydrochlorie acid is 
got rid of, and the precipitate in the next operation is less bulky 
than it otherwise would be. ; 
20.To the dry mass a little hydrochloric acid is added, and 

carbonate of ammonia is slowly added until there is an excess of 
the same ; the solution becomes at first quite thick with the pre- 
Cipitate, but-in a short time (especially with a little warming over 

’ it might contain (in a feldspar, for instance,) were this latter 
Precipitated separatel y by ammonia; and this circumstance is of 
much importance in diminishing the length of the operations and 
e-amount of water accumulated by filtering it from several 
Mecipitates, “i 
©. Tt will -be seen that thus far, the operations have been car- 
"ed on in the eapsule in which the fasion was dissolved. .'The 
Contents of the capsule are now thrown on a filter, but before 
ong this, it is well to pour on a little of the solution of the 

Carbonate of ammonia, and see if the clear part of the liquid be 
tendered turbid, in other words, ascertain if sufficient car 
of ammonia had been originally added. oe 
22. The solution that passes through the filter contains much 
_ moniac, the alkalies of the mineral, and a little lime. If 
magnesia be one of the ingredients of the silicate examined, some 
of this is also present; and in still rarer instances some of the 
arths soluble in carbonate of ammonia. ‘This last complicates 
me degree the remaining steps in the analysis. It is best to let 

ae: pass into a glass flask; the — of pen at wr 
<j, . ‘2 another vessel, and concentrated to a sma Ik, 

des fo the first filtrate, and the whole boiled for some time to 
wwe off the carbonate of ammonia.* When no great haste is 

inated in the matter, the whole filtrate (first portions as well as 
Washings ) are collected in a beaker, aud concentrated over a 

Sand-bath, What remains now to do, is to separate from the al- 
S the substances above alluded to. I commence by getting 

* What f P e 5 gs Temains j ae , fluorid of calcium, oxyd of iron, “atbonate of 1; in the filter is silica, alumina, ' 
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rid of the sal-ammoniac, and this brings me to the third part of 
this paper. 

IIL. The removal of the Sal-ammoniac unavoidably accumula- 
ted in the process of Analysis. 

23. ‘This is probably one of the greatest annoyances to the an- 
alyst in his examination of minerals; first, from the manner in 
which the salt creeps up the sides of the vessel in which the 
evaporation to dryness is carried on, and secondly from the great 
difficulty of preventing loss of the chlorids of the fixed’ alkalies, 
during the volatilization of the sal-ammoniac. A better idea is 
formed of this by an experiment with a known quantity of the 
alkalies mixed with sal-ammoniac. An array of the precautions 
requisite to be taken, can be seen in Rose’s last edition (German ) 
pages 6 and 7. Owing to these difficulties, which my experience 
has often led me to contend with, the method about to be men 
tioned was contrived ; it recommends vite both on account of 
its simplicity and eens of opera 

aving some e back disciced the decomposing of 
produced by heating ccatltioicectine with nitric acid, the n re of 

igated t 
made use of to decompose entirely the sal-ammoniac ; the result 
of the investigation was that the sal-ammoniac co ould be com 
pletely de ecomposed at a low temperature into ‘gaseous pro 
and it was immediately adopted in my analytical cape with the 
greatest ae both as to accuracy of results, as” ‘well as 
economy of la 

* Formation of eines pure Protoxyd of Nitrogen by the action. of Nitri itrie acid 0% 
Sal-ammoniac.—The experiments made y the nitric acid heated with baal scores 
niac, to test the character of the decomposition, have resulted in the discovery 

e troug e hot water, 
heat was applied to the flask, and before the temperature reached 140° Fah, # 

; © be given off, and at 160° it came off rapidly, and continued to do so chat 

the lamp was withdrawn. A small amount of red fumes appeared i in the flask, bil : 1 ected in are 

co 

experiment th the pr 

le: over hot distilled water, mnt a a sltion of caustic te ‘introduced and 

: ; this latter was subsequently analyzed for the chil wh 

y ‘oan three different portions, collected at the inning, middle wet 

of the process, rocess, the proportions of the chlorine to the whole bulk of the gas 

37 zg, and i. The amount of protoxyd of nitrogen due to the ammonia iD 

of sal-ammoniac and its equivalent of nitric acid, is oni cubic a es 

iia ved fax Geta being shaken up with cold water for 
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- 25.-The manner of proceeding is as follows. To the filtrate 
and washings concentrated in the way mentioned (22) and still 
temaining in the flask, pure nitric acid is added—about three 
grammes of it to every gramme of sal-ammoniac supposed to 
exist in the liquid; a little habit will suffice to guide one in add- 
lng the nitric acid, as even a large excess has no effect on the 
accuracy of the analysis. 

26. The flask is now warmed very gently, and before it reaches 
the boiling point of water, a gaseous decomposition will take 
place with great rapidity. This is caused by the decomposition 
of-the sal-ammoniac in the manner described in the note. — It is 
ho advantage to push the decomposition with too great rapidity ; 
@moderately warm place on the sand-bath is best adapted for this 
Purpose. With proper precautions the heat can be continued 

nd the contents of the flask evaporated to dryness in that ves- 
sel 5 but it is more judicious to pour the contents of the flask, 

sand-bath oroveralamp. I prefer the latter, as at the end of 
the operation the heat can be increased to four or five hundred 

27. By this operation, which requires no superintendence, one 
hundred grammes of sal-ammoniac might be separated as easily 
and safely as- one gramme from five milligrammes of alkalies, 
tnd no loss of the latter be experienced, hat remains in the 
“apsule occupies a very small bulk; this is now dissolved in the 

VSR a ay 

_ ‘be almost entirely absorbed by the water. What remained was a mixture 

Soe eee and a little air, some nitrous or hyponitrous acid forms during the whole 
: » if ieee nitric be used; if, however, hea diluted, little or none is 

and the gas is readily given off at about 212° Fah. : 

iments, hs eotoxed of nitrogen constituted from seven-eighths to 

the wh its chlo- 

t of the decomposition which takes place, 1s. j 
of af 1°, At first, I supposed that, the decomposition resulted in the formation 

that tt volumes of NO, rh and N, but it appears that such is not the case, and 

all ry small ion of the ammonia cpt its equivalent of nitric = 
ie aci itric 

¢ acid, does undergo the decomposition 
ean mall amounts of chlorine and nitrogen 

At the time this method was first tried, I also tried the decom- 
j moniac, that has been shown by Mau- 

sult in the formation of chess and 
4; Dut the difficulty of controlling the decomposition once commenced, the 

Tender up of the pevanaan Pa the necessity of Saving the salts dry to begin with, 

in Pensa d (which was proposed by the author for forming ) useless 

~* esses for removing the sal-ammoniac in analysis. 
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capsule with a little water, (the funnel must be washed with a 
_ little water,) small quantities of a solution of carbonate of am- 

monia added, and the solution gently evaporated nearly to dry- 
ness. This is done to separate what little lime may have es- 
caped the first action of the carbonate of ammonia or. may have 
passed through the filter (22) in solution in carbonic acid. If 
any of the earths soluble in carbonate of ammonia existed in the 

mineral, those now become separated along with the lime. 
28. A little more water is now added to the contents of the 

of ammonia into the platinum capsule or crucible, and covering 
it up so as to have an ammoniacal atmosphere around the: : 
which will ensnre the volatilization of the last traces of free sal 
phuric acid. The alkalies are now in the state of pure sul phates 

may be weighed as such. The manner of separating the 
alkalies from each other will be mentioned in the second part o 
this paper. ie 

30. Thus far the mineral has been supposed to contain we 
magnesia. If this alkaline earth be present, we take the resid é 
as found in the capsule, (26) dissolve it in a little water, ne 
add sufficient pure lime-water,* to render the solution alka en 
boil and filter; the magnesia will in this simple way be § paral 
from the alkalies. The sclution which has passed through ded 
filter is treated with carbonate of ammonia in the manner all 
aise. | | ee ee - 

* If lime water be made it is well to an it of lime of the best quality, and 

ates two three portions of distilled water shaken up should be thrown 8¥0 
as containing the amount of alkali ti p : { 
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ae ~ the process continued and conn’ as described 

In the second. part of this paper qualitative examinations of 
the alkalies in silicates will be alluded to, as well as the separa 
tion of the alkalies from each other. 

mmary.—F use one part of mineral with one of fluorid of 
ealciam and four to five of carbonate of lime; dissolve out the 

hess and redissolve ; precipitate with carbonate of ammonia; 
filter, boil and concentrate the filtrate; add vite acid, heat and 
evaporate to o dryness; dissolve the dry mass in a little water and 
tteat with carbonate of ammonia; filter and concentrate, then 
add sulphuric acid, boil for a little while; pour in a platinum 
ctucible, evaporate to dryness and ignite. ‘If magnesia be pres- 
fit treat with abedalenty prior to the last binplicesic of carbon- 
ate of ammon 
“Laboratory of a University of Virginia, Jan. 21st, 1853. 

4. ae 

Arr. XXVIIL — Abstract of a Metrologia Journal kept at Ma- 
1852: Lat. 39° 25’ N., es Ohio, for the Year ; and Long. 

tik of Wadi GAH by 8S. P. iesac MD. 
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: Bis 
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108 | fla iede < #3 & & 

ets ets a |g 
2.\8)2 6 S18 go S70 hee tae 
24:66|60/-23, 13.18| 208s. & W. &S W. 29°80. 28-65 1°15 

12} 15' 14) 3:66) ws. w. GE. (29°75 28°55 1:20 
12; 12° 19) 4:30)N. NW.&E SE. 29°90 28-98) ‘92 

Bonar | on the Year.—The mean temperature for the year 
ity, 20 vaeyng but little from the annual average of this local- 

sal - mercury in Fahrenheit, fell to 
at other points higher up the Muskingum 
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river, it sunk to 27°, 28°, and 30° below—at Union, five miles 
above the mouth, at 2 o’clock in the morning it had fallen to -279; 

at sunrise it was at ~-23°—at Waterford, twenty miles above, the 
thermometer of my friend, Doct. G. Bowen, at 2 a. m. indicate 
a fall to -30° below; as daylight appeared it rose to -25° or -24° 
—at Zanesville it fell to -27°, and remained at that all the latter 
part of the night, being observed each hour by Mr. Coxe. 
The cold seems to have travelled in currents or veins; being 

more intense in the valley of the Muskingum than in any other 
portion of the State. The centre of the river valley is from one 
hundred and fifty to two hundred feet lower than the adjacent 
country, and the coldest air being the heaviest, would descend 
into the lowest places. It has been remarked that the cold was 

peach tree in the country down to the surface of the snow. It 
now destroyed the peach in low grounds but not on the hills— 
also quince trees, killing the fruit buds and small branches of the 

stood the trial very well, the latter being partly 90>" oe 

and is one of the most beautiful of all the hardy flow 
shrubs that I have seen. ven our native evergreens, Kalmis 
latifolia; and Rhododendron, suffered severely in theit ae" 
buds, not opening a single blossom. Chinese Arborvil® © r 

killed outright. The Judas tree was dressed” in mournme 
. 

| 
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not showing any of its rich purple flowers; while the Cornus 
Florida was not at all disturbed, but bloomed with the usual pro- 
fusion and beauty. Coming as it does at the same time with the 
Judas tree, the latter was much missed on the hill sides and for- 
test openings. It will take several years to replace our peach 
orchards in their former flourishing condition. 
_ The amount of rain and melted snow for the year is forty-six 
inches and fifty-hundredths ; being somewhat over the average 
amount, which may be placed at forty-two inches, or three anda 
half feet. The greatest quantity in any one month, fell in April, 
being seven inches and ,7,°,ths. The rain was pretty equally dis- 
tributed, falling at those times where most needed for the suste- 
hance and growth of plants. 
_ Winter.—The mean temperature of winter was 29°-29, which 
8S several degrees below the usual mean. 

pring.—The mean of the spring temperature was 51°31, 
and is rather lower than common, it often being about equal to 
the mean of the year. Vegetation was rather backward; ver- 
nal flowers seemed shy of appearing, and kept behind their usual 

nongahela, at Brownsville, the water was higher than at the great 
flood of 1832—at Pittsburgh nearly as high—at Wheeling thir- 

t 

by the mouths of creeks, inlets, and a broader river-bed, that a 
hse of six feet at Pittsburgh, makes only two feet at Marietta, 
With all the aid of intervening affluents. At the period of its 
greatest height, plum, pear and cherry trees were in bloom, many 
gardens made, and fields of corn planted. The fruit of currants 

800seberries was destroyed, where covered by the water. 
_Summer.—T he mean temperature of summer was 69°°38, 
Which is rather low, being cool for this climate. July was the 
hottest month, being 73°, The greatest heat was 92°, while in 
August it was only 85°. In June it was not above 88°, so that 
;_ 'amer was a very agreeable and pleasant season ; ripening 
the fruits in due time, and completing the growth of crops of 
sain and grass in great perfection. 
Autumn.—The mean of autumn was 54°72, showing a very 
nd and temperate season; there being no frost to destroy plants 

82 Stomp Saies, Vol, XV, No. 4ti—March, 1853, 
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until the 10th of November. The latter half of that month was 
cold and stormy, with flights of snow. 

Floral Calendar.—March 8th, Pewee heard; 10th, Yellow 
Crocus in bloom; 15th, white and purple Crocus; 17th, Hepati- 
ca triloba—a week later than usual; 19th, Cat-bird heard, Crown 
Imperial one and a half feet high. Gt 

April 3d, Crown Imperial in bloom; 11th, Sanguinaria Cana- 
densis, Hyacinth; 17th, Plum and Imperial Gage ; 23d, Peach in 
bloom on the hills, where it escaped the cold of January ; 26th 
Pear tree ; 27th, Apple tree—it is usually a week or more behind 
the Peach, but this year nearly at the same time. 

May 8th, Quince in bloom, where it escaped the cold; 9th, 
Cornus Florida; 13th, Tradescantha virg.; 14th, Weigelia rosea, 
Syringa fragrans; 15th, Mocasin flower, yellow and white; 24th, 
Locust tree ; 27th, Syringa Philadel phica. noni 
June 18th, White Lily, and Amaryllis formosissima ; 21st, Red 

Raspberry ripe ; 28th, Wheat harvest begins; 29th, Asclepias de- 
currens in bloom. 

’ July 2d, Actea racemosa in bloom; 4th, Early Chandler apple 
ripe ; 22d, Blackberry ripe. 

Art. XXIX.—On a probably new element with Iridosmine and 
Platinum, from California; by Dr. F. A. Gentu.* 

with water. With a good magnifying glass I found that they 

tin; they dissolved in nitric acid, yielding a crystalline aa ar 

phuric acid precipitated the solution in nitric acid brown. AP y 

on cooling wer opalescent ; the same reaction took place ™ 

* From the Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci, Philad, Dec, 186% P- 90 
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» The quantity of this metal was too small for further experi- 
ments, but these reactions show that it is neither tin nor any 
other known element, although it has some relations to tin; but 
itis distinguished from it— . 

1. By its solubility in nitric acid. 
2. By its brown precipitate with hydrosulphuric acid. 
3. By not being readily oxydized before the blowpipe into a 

White oxyd, and by its other blowpipe-reactions. é 
May not the grains of native tin observed by Hermann in the 

auriferous sands from Siberia be the same substance ? 
_ 4 An examination of the white grains, which were insoluble 
in hydrochloric acid, gave (after a few scales of native gold had 
been extracted by quite diluted aqua regia) the following results. 
, Of 0:9366 germs. were 0-4625 grms. or 49-4 p. c. Sisserskite 
(Ir Oss) in brilliant lead-colored scales, some of which were im- 
Perfect six-sided prisms. d 

the remaining grains and scales (0:4741 grms.) had a tin- 
White color and were treated with aqua regia, as long as it acted 
upon them. Three rounded grains remained undissolved in aqua 
rea, which, I suppose, were Platin-Iridium. They weighed 
00202 rms. =2°2 p. c. : 
The balance of 0-4539 erms. or 48-4 p. c. was native Platinum. 
enn composition of the sample received by Dr. Chas. M. 

etherill was therefore . 

New element and gold, not estimated. 

Sisserskite, . ‘ «> 494 pe 
~ Platin-iridium, i oo eee OR Deke 

Native platinum, =. «see, GRA bo, 

This native platinum is not pure, but contains, like that from 
other localities, other substances, both alloyed and mechanically 

ked with it. | ; 
f When the 0-4539 grms. were dissolved in aqua regia, 0-0031 

ae fine ‘68 p. c. of Sisserskite remained undissolved in minute 

The Solution was evaporated to dryness in a water-bath, dis- 
soly 1 in alcohol and precipitated with chlorid of ammonium. 
The brick-red double salt thus formed was washed ont with alco- 
bol, “then dried and powerfully heated. The ignited residue 
veighed 04206 grms. It was treated with weak aqua regia, 
Which left undissolved 0-0110 erms. of Iridium and Rhodium = 
42 p. ¢. (This is of course, only an approximate estimation 

°f Iridium, etc.) This presence of Rhodium and Palladium 
Was also ascertained, but [ did not make any quantitative esti- 
Peres ge because the quantity I had to dispose of was entirely 
sual for the estimation of substances which can be separated 

Ywith the greatest difficulty. eee 
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The filtrate from the double salts of Platinum, etc., precipita- 
ted by ammonia gave 0-0432 grms. of sesquioxyd of iron = 
6:66 p. c. of iron. The composition of this native Platinum is 
therefore ve 

Platinum, (with palladium,) = 90-24 
Iridium, (with rhodium, ) = 242 
Tron, i : : = 666 
Sisserskite, ee 6S 

160-00 

Arr. XXX.—On the Causes which may have produced Chan- 
ges in the Earth’s Superficial Temperature; by W. Hopxiss, 
Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Pres. G.S., and Pres. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 
—With a Map. 

(Continued from p. 86.) 

1. On the Height of the Snow-line and Descent of Glaciers be- 
low it at the present time. 

20. Knowing the mean annual temperature at any place on 
the earth’s surface, we can calculate for that place the height at 
which the mean annual temperature of the atmosphere will be 
that of freezing, provided we know the rate at which the mean 
temperature decreases, in ascending from+the lower into higher 
regions of the atmosphere. This rate has been determined wit 
sufficient accuracy for our purpose. It is necessary to make @ 
distinction between those observations which have been made 10 
balloons or on the sides of comparatively steep mountains, and 
those which have been made on extensive elevated table-lands 
the results in the two cases being very different. Of the BIS 
class, Humboldt has given us* the results of nine cases, 10 whieh 
the observations were made at different heights, varying from 
about 5,000 to 18,000 feet. The mean of the results gives 191-4 
metres, or about 638 feet for 1° Cent., which is equivalent to 
feet for 1° Fahr. In Gay-Lussac’s balloon ascent, the obser 
tions gave 193 metres for 1° C., up to the height of about 12,000 
eet. At greater heights the decrease of temperature bien ate 
what more rapid, and was at the rate of 1° for 187 metres for ths 
whole height ascended, which amounted to upwards ol 4%)" 
feet. We may adopt, without risk of material error, 190 metres 
for 1° C., or 350 feet for 1° F. In some particular cases, how" 
ever, 320 feet would probably be nearer the truth. _ hich 
Humboldt has also made some valuable observations, W)" 

show the effect of extensive high table-lands in raising the 3 
perature above that which would be given by calculations 18°” 

Ear” ii AMMEN eR 
F 4 cut te ieee 

* Recueils Astronomiques of his Travels in S. America, vol. i, p. 129. 

, 
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ed on the result just enunciated. In ascending from one table- 
land to another, the decrease of temperature is much slower than 
if we should ascend in a balloon, or up the side of a steep moun- 
tain. The following table exhibits the results of Humboldt’s 
— on four of the highest table-lands on the new con- 

BGS) 
"a ne 

Pees ee Lane Height. winneneires To tor G Psa | 

; see metres, ° metres. 

eS 013s 2907 15:0 0 9 
Popayan, - - - - | 92 96N 1796 206 2881 
San. Fé di Bogota, - | 4 35 y. 2660 16°5 256-0 
Mexico, -'- - - - 19 26 w. 9277 16-9 249°3 

_ The mean of the numbers in the last column is 258-4 metres. 
This is equivalent to 478 feet of height for 1° F., instead of 350 
feet, as in the former case. The high general temperature of the 
plains of Tibet (as indicated by the nature of their produce), in 
Proportion to their enormous elevation, is doubtless due to the 
Same cause. 
From these results it appears, that we may take a decrease of 

1° F. as corresponding to an elevation varying, according to cir- 
cumstances, from 320 to 500 feet; the smaller number being ap- 
Plicable to small, or, if high, very steep mountains, and the lat- 
ter to large massive ranges presenting extensive table-lands along 

21. Before the publication of the admirable observations of 
Humboldt, it was usually assumed, in speculations respecting the 
ine of perpetual snow, that it coincided with that of + La- 
ler observations have shown the error of this hypothesis, espe- 
cially in the higher latitudes. Humboldt has given the following 
results, deduced from his own observations and those of others, 

‘Specting the mean annual temperature at the limit of perpetual 
Stow, in different latitudes : 
At Chimborazo, Apes temperature ‘ = 32°04 2°-7—34°-7 F, 

lat. = 19-997 g_ of the snow-line 
At St. rear ae “ ‘sc = 32° — §°-7=25°°3 

tat. = 46° N, 
At the Polar Circle 7 “c = 32° —10°-8=21°2 

Hence it follows that near the equator the snow-line is nearly 
000 feet lower than that of 32°, while at St. Gothard it is high- 

& than this latter line by about 2000 feet, and at some places on 
the Polar circle by about 3500 feet, according to Humboldt. But 

a that latitude in the northern hemisphere the height of the 
;LoW-line above that of 32° appears to be very variable, as might 
“pected from the very different conditions under which dif- 

are situated along the same parallel of latitude, In 
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while in Iceland the two lines must nearly coincide. 
Lam not aware of other similar observations on the tempera- 

ture of the snow-line, or on the relative heights of that line and 
of the line of 32°. The height of the snow-line, however, has 
been ascertained in several other places, and the height of the 
line of 32° F. may be calculated, and their relative positions 

north-eastern Asia it is probably much greater than 3500 feet, 
ide stag 

termined. ‘Thus for the Pyrenees (lat. =42° 30’) we have by 
observation,— 

Height of snow-line........ = 9300 feet. 

The mean annual temperature at the level of the sea may be ta- 
ken at 56°, and therefore the decrease up to the line of 32° will 
be 24°; and, allowing 320 feet ascent for a decrease of 1°F., 
we shall have,— iii 

 ._. Height of the line of 32°.... =7680 feet... 

Consequently the height of the snow-line will exceed that of the 
line of freezing temperature by 1620 feet. et. 

_A sumilar caleulation for the Caucasus (lat. 42° 30’), where the 

height of the snow-line is rather more than 10,000 feet, gives the 
height of the line of 32° less than 8000 feet, and therefore lower 
than the former by about 2500 feet. And again, for the Hima- 
laya we have similar results. On the south side of this range, 10 
latitude 32° N., we may take the mean annual temperature, inde 
pendently of elevation, at 67° F., or 35° above the freezing tem- 
perature, and, allowing 400 feet for a decrease of 1° F’. in ascend- 
ing the southern slope of the mountains ($ 20, p. 48), the 
height of the line of freezing temperature will be 14,000 feet. 
The height. of the snow-line, as given by Captain Strachey, 1§ 
there 16,000 feet, or 2000 feet higher than the former line. On 
the north side of the range, allowing 2° F. in the mean annual 
temperature, independent of elevation, for the difference of latt- 
tude as compared with the south side, and 480 feet of ascent for 
each degree of temperature (¢ 20), we have 15,940 feet for the 

height of the line of 32°. Also we have, on the same authority 
as the above, the height of the snow-line 18,500 feet, or upwards 
of 2600 feet above the former line. : 

These calculated results as to the difference of heights of the 
snow-line and that of the temperature of 32° may not of them- 

selves be entitled to much confidence, compared with thant 
duced from observation; but they show that the data on W of 
the ca ‘lations are founded are in accordance with the result gi 4 observation in other cases, __ ) cht of the It appears from the preceding facts, that the height of the 

snow-line, with reference to the line of 32° F., increases, Ube” anes. conditions, as we proceed northward from the ee 
or | on Y this phenomenon we may assign two principal causes, W2"" 
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itis important for us to notice, in order that we may be able the 
to understand the real analogies between actual cases of’ 

observation and the hypothetical cases of past geological epochs, 
At places near the equator, and especially at great elevations, 

there is little variation of temperature from one season to another, 
us suppose a case in which the temperature should be entire- 

ly equable. The snow-line would be absolutely stationary, 
Above this line the snow would tend to accumulate by constant 
deposition, until this tendency should be exactly counteracted by 
destructive causes, such as the direct action of the sun’s rays, 
evaporation, drifting by the wind, avalanches, &c. The snow- 
line would be that beneath which these antagonistic causes would 
Cease to be in equilibrium, and its position would manifestly de- 
pend ceteris paribus on the quantity of snow produced in the 
atmospheric region directly over that upper portion of the moun- 
tain which should be bounded by the snow-line. If the quanti- 
ty of snow thus formed and falling on the mountain should be 
very small, the destructive causes would not allow it to remain 
Permanently at so low a level as that of the line of freezing tem- 

siow-line. On the contrary, if a comparatively large quantity 
of snow should fall on the mountain, the snow-line might de- 
Scend to a considerable distance below that of freezing temper- 

But let us now suppose the annual temperature to vary from 
summer heat to winter cold, the mean annual temperature re- 
maining the same. It is manifest that the variable snow-line du- 
ting the year would in winter be below, and in summer above 
the permanent snow-line of the previous case, the extent of this 
8scillation being proportionate to that of the temperature during 
the year, But the highest or summer position of this variable 
how-line is what is properly called the snow-line. Thus, while, 

wha temperature in which the variation from summer to win- 
ter should be comparatively small, the snow-line should be below 
the line of freezing temperature, it might. be far above that line 
if the oscillation of temperature were great, although the mean 

annual temperature should be the same in both cases. 
Considering then the position of the snow-line with reference 

to the line of 32°, the conditions which produce its low- 
“st positions are those which secure a moist atmosphere with an 

-boximately equable annual temperature. Comparing places 
in the same latitude, an insular position will have a lower posi- 

i € snow-line than a continental one. In comparing a 

i. Hear the equator with one in the higher latitudes, there will 
4; uch greater humidity in the atmosphere and much less vari- 
tion in the annual temperature in the former case than in the 

later, and both these causes tend roduce a much lower posi- 
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tion of the snow-line, with reference to the line of 32°, in the 
former case than in the latter. These general causes, independ- 
ently of the action of mere partial causes, are sufficient to ex- 
plain the general results of observation above given 

23. After the preceding considerations respecting the relative 
positions of the = of 32° F. and the snow-line, I pr to 
examine the distances, measured vertically, to which the princi- 
pal known Doce descend below this latter line, which forms 
the limit of a glacier’s superficial increase. Such distance must 
depend on the depth of the glacier, the rate of its motion, @ 
the activity of the destructive agencies to which it is ex 

pected, as appears from the following table. ‘The glaciers speci 
fied are all of the first order in magnitude, except, perhaps, that 
of the Maladetta. 

Height ape os Heig’t of} i « 
Names. above Name of glaciers. low'r em be 4 

the sea.| 5 of glac*r.¢n sae 

“feet. | feet. | “feet. | feet. 
La Maladetta 11,300 2,000. Gl. de la Maladetta -7,600_|_1,700_ 

ek..+..| 15,000| 4,700 Desdaroki....-.- \6,400_ | 330 
f og abbas is 4,300 Gl. des Bois ..... 3,700. | 5,300 
| A Behe bor ae | 5900 pai 

Gl. des Bos The Alps, Mont Blane | 16,000 weft! ct oc Breas | 4a = 

Mas 1 de Grindelwald 3,500 | 5,0 
| Grindel wall cae 4,500 ‘GL d’Aletsch .... 4,500 4 

C ountains. | § | GL de P 14 saps Fit na 
7 500 soll aia wal | eeatalatinates 6,800 | 1,300 (GL of Lodalskaabe | 1,700 say 

an Fields, (Plateau of Ju- | Gl. of Niygaate «. 1,100 | 4 
| [ stedal.... 1 6,000 | soo Go Naas Th 13500} 4,000) 

The Table is ee Fon er memoir of M. Durocher, in the nee des 

Mines, 4 sér. tom. 847. 

Tt will be hea that the descent of the Aar glacier below 

the snow-line is considerably less than that of any other equal 
large glacier enumerated in the above table. This I concelve 

to be due to the very small inclination of the bed of that glacier 
towards its lower extremity. If we reject this example as 
alous, the mean descent of the remaining nine great g 
low the snow-line is about 4500 feet. we 

here are also three glaciers in the Himalayas, from the 
tremities of which the Pindur, the Gori, and the Ganges noe 
The cers ed of these sources have been incidentally abo 

being respectively 11,946, 11,543, and 13,500 feet 

Taking Enipe: Strachey’s-estimate of the height of the snow 

 * See a Strachey’s Paper “On the Snow-line in the Himdlay sod 

Soc., Bengal, April 1 1849; and Edinb, New Phil. Journ.. vol. xvii, R 

Cecarene Ben ac eceraRy of the Provinces vinces of Kumion and Garhwal’ Fier 

laciers be- 
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as 16,000 feet in that region, we have 4054, 4457, and 2500 feet 
for the descents of these glaciers below the snow-line. The two 

are in very near accordance with the mean of the cases 
above given; the last more nearly accords with the smaller de- 
Sceuts of the glacier of the Aar, and is probably due to a similar 

The glaciers which proceed from more limited spaces for the 
accumulation of snow and ice descend below the snow-line to 

much shorter than those above given. 

2, Height of the Snow-line, and Descent of Glaciers below it in 
the hypothetical cases of § I. 

The degree of cold requisite to produce glaciers on a mountain 
might obviously be caused by the elevation of the mountain. I 
Shall, in the first place, suppose former glaciers in western Eu- 

Tope to have been due to this cause alone, and determine the gen- 
eral elevation of that region which would be necessary to pro- 

such effects, rejecting the supposition, as altogether improb- 
able, that each individual mountain which exhibits glacial phe- 
homena was locally elevated independently of any corresponding 
elevation of the surrounding region. I shall then proceed to the 

thetical cases of the previous section. 
4. The present mean annual temperature of the Alps may be 

taken at 55°-5 F. (§ 13, p. 77); or 23-5 above the freezing 
temperature. The height of the snow-line is about 9000 feet, 
and that of the line of 32° F. abo 

ten 

elevation, equal to about 9300 feet ; and assuming’ the height of 
the snow-line to exceed this, as at present, by 2000 feet, the 
height of that line would be 11,300 feet. It is probable that the 
“aclets would not in this case descend quite so far below this 

line as at present. Suppose them to descend 4300 feet below it ; 
the height of their lower extremities would then be about 7000 
feet above the level of the sea. Consequently the glaciers would 

1 into the level of the lake of Geneva, provided the eleva- 
tion of the region placed that lake 7000 feet above the sea, or 
about feet above its present level. 
Henee, if blocks on the Jura have been transported from the 

Alps by the agency of ice, the Alps must, according to our pres- 
“nt hypothesis, have been at least 6000 feet higher than at pres- 
ber, Supposing the surrounding region to some extent to have 

~*n elevated at the same time. 
OND Sxnres, Vol. XV, No. 44,—March, 1853. 33 
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The present mean annual temperature of Snowdon is about 
49°'5 F., or 17°95 above the freezing temperature. Assuming 
the general elevation of western Europe, Snowdon would stand 
on a wide elevated table-land, and we may take the decrease of 
temperature at 1° F. for about 450 feet.* This would give the 
height of the line of 32° equal to rather more than 7800 feet, 
and, supposing the snow-line 2200 feet higher, we have 10,000 
feet for the height of this latter line. Now to produce glaciers 
of considerable magnitude on Snowdon, its summit must proba- 
bly rise some 1000 feet above the snow-line, or to the height of 
11,000 feet. Hence the whole region must be elevated between 

In higher latitudes the required elevation would be smaller; but 
speaking generally, in order that glaciers should exist on our pres 
ent mountains of sufficient magnitude to descend down to thet 
present bases, in consequence of a general elevation of western 
Europe, it would be necessary that that region should © raised 

into an elevated range from the polar circle to the south of the 

ture from January to July, would be 619 F. instead of wir 
present, and the quantity of snow falling during the year in 
doubtless be much diminished by the entire absence of seal 
the surrounding region. It would seem probable that the pos 
tion of the snow-line would be as much raised by these causes, 
as it would be lowered by the diminution of temperature. “a 

over, it is probable, that the glaciers would not descend so far 
low the snow-line as at present, on account of the diminution I 

ir mass, arising from the diminished quantity of a 
conceive it probable, therefore, that the Alpine glaciers wou rer 

end, in the case now contemplated, to points less ¢© 

* I take this num e the elevati 9 of the oy 

rounding region sem og swing oma Sg fabloland than that eae hs 
around the Alps. 
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than at present above the level of the sea. In such case it would 
be necessary to give to the Alpine region about the same addi- 
tional elevation as in the former case ($ 24) in order that the 
glaciers should descend to the lake of Geneva. 
_ 4he mean annual temperature of Snowdon would be nearly 
30° F., and the’ isothermal of the mean annual temperature of 

would pass through the mountains of the southwest of Ire- 
land Which present many indications of former glaciers. Along 
this isothermal, the line of 32° F. would coincide with the sur- 
face of the earth, and the height of the snow-line above it would 
be identical with the absolute height of that line, which would 
therefore be about 2500 feet, if the distance between these two 
lines should be the same as at present. For the reasons assigned, 
im the preceding paragraph, this distance, however, would un- 
doubtedly be much greater than at present. The oscillation 

fom Winter to summer temperature would amount to no less 

than 73° & F. (§ 15), whereas it is at present only 23°. The 
Present distance, therefore, between the two lines in question 
being taken at about 2500 feet, it is probable, I think, that in the 
“ase now considered, it would not be less than two or three times 

the knowledge we possess of the Altai mountains in the 
hortheast of Asia. ‘hose mountains rise to the height of 9000 
o 10,000 feet, and the mean annual temperature is under 32° F.; 

hing proof that the snow-line cannot in all probability be 
wer than the above estimate. : 
In Proceeding farther to the north, the snow-line would prob- 

ably Meet the level of the sea about the latitude of the northern 
Patt of Scotland. In all higher latitudes the surface of the earth 
_ covered with perpetual snow. 

was ollows, then, that if the Atlantic were converted into dry 
“4, it Would still be necessary, in order to obtain glaciers to the 

Buia: Tequired by observed phenomena, that the western part of 
aio, should be elevated into a range extending nearly from 

40th to the 60th parallel of latitude, and higher than the 
“ont Surface by some 4000 or 5000 feet. 
86. L now proceed to that which I consider by far the most 
the ortant of our hypothetical cases,—that in which we assume 

~ absenee of the Gulfstream and the submergence of a large 
portion of northern and central Europe beneath the ocean. There 
5° difficulty in this case in accounting for the existence of 

lati &rs in the northern parts of Scotland and in more northern 
~©8; but it is necessary to consider carefully how far the 

Whie ‘ons of their existence in the more southern latitudes in 
I will 2202 of glacial phenomena are observed, could be fulfilled. 

first consider the Snowdonian region. 
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. Let us suppose Snowdon and the surrounding country lowered 
500 feet below its present level. If the whole of Europe were 
depressed to the same amount, a large portion of it would be sub- 
merged beneath the ocean; but we are at liberty to suppose any 
part of it depressed to a greater amount, if necessary to produce 
the more complete submergence here assumed. I have estimated 
the most probable mean annual temperature of Snowdon at 39° 
or 40° F., in the absence of the Gulf-stream (¢ 13, p. 77) and 
of any cold current from the north; and I have also shown that 
it would be little altered by the submergence of Europe beneath 
the sea (§ 18, p. 85). This would give the height of the line 
of 32° F’. equal to at least 2200 feet, or about 800 feet below the 

the 
northwest coast of Iceland, is, according to Makenzie, 
and that of the snow-line upon it 2734 feet, as measured Sr 
J.T. Stanley. The mean annual temperature there Js ee 
38°, and consequently the height of the line of 32° must On 
about 2000 feet, upwards of 700 feet below the snow-line. 
the south coast of Iceland the mean annual temperature 1S 
40°, and the height of the line of 32°, consequently, —— 
3000 feet. The height of Eyafialla Jokul is about 5500 1%) 
and the height of the snow-line is probably much igen nger® 
Snefell. The glaciers there are stated to descend nearly 0" 
level of the sea. Pa ‘sland of 

I have estimated the mean annual temperature of the be at 
8S. Georgia at 38°. Consequently, the line of 32° will more 
about the elevation of 2000 feet. It is very desirable that snow" 
accurate observations should be made on the height of the 
ea that island than, I believe, have haiherte: Se vgs to tle 

vague assertion that the snow-line there descelu ~ 
isen from confounding ** vel of. the ocean, has probably arisen from eegee 
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line with the level to which the glaciers descend. . All we seem 
to know is, that glaciers descend to the margin of the sea; but 
before we can reason conclusively on this, as a case analogous to 
that of Snowdon or of other mountains in our own islands, it. is 
hecessary to know more than I have at present been able to as- 
certain, respecting the height and configuration of the mountains 
from which the glaciers descend. Mr. Darwin in his. Journal 
quotes Cook’s description of the island, but it contains no accu- 
rate information on the points in question, although it would lead 
tothe inference that the snow-line must be considerably below 
the line of 32° F, 
‘ It would seem very possible then, that the snow-line on Snow- 
don in the present hypothetical case might not be higher than 
the line of 32° F., the height of which is above estimated at 

00 feet. Glaciers might thus descend from a snow-line little 
More than 2000 feet high to the level of the sea. 
_27. If, in addition to the hypothesis of the absence of the 
Gulf. ream, we adopt that of a cold current from the north, 

‘Weeping over the submerged portions of northern and western 
Europe, we shall have an additional cause which might probably 

"lower the mean annual temperature of Snowdon and the neigh- 
§ Tegion by 3° or 4° below that above assumed. Such a 

current would also tend to equalize the summer and winter tem- 
Peratures, since its effect would there be principally or entirely 
ced on the summer temperature, which might possibly be 

ered 6° or 8°. The snow-line would thus be brought at 
least 1000 or 1200 feet lower than above supposed. This would 
be sufficient to account for glaciers descending to the sea, not 

ouly on Snowdon, but also on the lower mountains of the west 
of Treland / 
28, Conclusions, but somewhat vague, have been drawn re- 

SPecting the former possible existence of glaciers in western Eu- 

the two regions has been frequently, I think, overlooked. In the 
“ase we have been discussing, the mean annual temperatures in 

~~ sponding latitudes in the two hemispheres would be almost 
®xactly the same, and probably the quantity of moisture in the 
peuosPhere and the quantity of snow in similar positions might 
+ lng the same; but the greater extent of land which must 
© €Xisted in the northern hemisphere, as compared with the 
Southern, in the more recent geological periods, must have ren- 

But in this comparison the relative heights of the mountains in 
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tion, however, between the western coast of South America and 
that of Europe consists in the great difference in the heights of 
their mountains. A glacier is described by Mr. Darwin* as de- 
scending to the sea-level in the Gulf of Penas, on the west coast 
of America, in latitude 46° 40’. According to Dove's 
map, we have for that place— ie 

July temperature, . ; ; : 407 Fes 
January temperature, : : ; 50 ta five 
Mean annual temperature, . : ; A5 N 

Hence the height of the line of 329 must be about 4500 feet. 
The difference between the January and July temperatures 1s 
only 10°, the latter being considerably reduced by the cold cur- 
rent passing round Cape Horn. This, with the proximity of the 
Pacific, is highly favorable to a low position of the snow-line. 
It may probably lie near the line of 32°, or even connieas 
lower, in which case the glacier must descend between 4000 a 

5000 feet below it. This coincides with the distances to which 
almost all glaciers of the first order descend below the snow-line 
($ 23, p. 252) and presents nothing anomalous. It is described as 
a very large glacier, descending from a lofty mountain, which 
rises, undoubtedly, many thousand feet above the snow-line. It 
is in this respect that the analogy between the glaciers of South 
America and those which may have formerly existed on such 
mountains as those of the British Islands entirely fails. With 
the same climatal conditions, we might have glaciers descending 
tis sea-level in the one case, without a trace of glaciers in the 
other. 

29. I shall now discuss the case of the Alps. Adopting the 
hypothesis of a current from the north, it is manifest that such & 
current would, as already remarked, tend much to equalize tb 
temperature from the latitude of Snowdon to that of the Alps 1, 
the present region of western Europe, precisely as the Gulf-stream 
now equalizes in so remarkable a degree the temperatures of the 

than at present, and the latter also to the production of S20 

. * Darwin’s Journal, p. 284. 2 
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Under such circumstances glaciers might descend to the sea-level, 
Where the configuration of the mountains should be sufficienly 
favorable to their descent, and supposing the sea to stand at such 
atelative height as to reach the bases of the mountains. ‘That 
this was the case, I have little doubt; for with the conviction 
that an enormous erratic block like the pierre a bot, above Neuf- 
chatel, must have been transported across the valley of Switzer- 
land by floating ice, I think it most probable that the whole Al- 
= region was, at the glacial period, 2000 or 3000 feet at least 
Wer than its present level; so that the sea might not only ex- 

tend to the base of the Alpine range, but might also penetrate 
into many of its lower valleys. 

_ Thus it appears from this investigation, that the same condi- 
tions which would produce glaciers on our Welsh and Irish moun- 
tains, descending to the level of the sea from a snow-line from 
1000 to 1500 feet above that level, might also produce similar 
Phenomena in the Alps with a snow-line 5000 or 6000 feet above 
the ‘sea, In more northerly regions there would, of course, be 
ho difficulty in accounting for the existence of similar glaciers. 

(To be continued.) 

_[Norr.—The Map which we have added to this volume in 
illustration of Prof. opkins’s paper, is a copy of one of the iso- 
“ermal charts of Dove—that for January ; except that we have 
made it throughout a winter chart by substituting for the January 
lines south of the equator the July lines, July being midwinter 
i the Southern hemisphere. The positions over Europe and 
the Atlantic of the lines of 32°, 23° and 14° in Prof. Hopkins’s 
hypothetical cases, are shown by interrupted lines connecting 
Dove's lines (the dotted lines) of the same name.—Ebs. | 

Pe 

Amr. XXXI.— Brief Characters of some New Genera and Spe- 
Kd Nyctaginacea, principally collected in Texas and New 

¥ Mexico, by Cuartes Waieut, Esq., under the direction of 
Col. J. D, Granam, U. 8. Topogr. Engineers, late Chief of the 

eI Scientific Corps of the Mexican Boundar? Commission; by 

“84 Gray, M.D. 

ACLEISANTHES, Nov. Gen. 

itvolucrum nullum. Perigonium tubulosum vel tubzeforme, 
bo patulo 5-angulato. Stamina sepius 5, inclusa. Stylus 

oak €xsertus : Stigma peltatum leve. Fructus ovoideus vel * 
i, andracens, 5-10-costatus. Embryo conduplicatus, albumen 

bys sum includens; cotyledone interiori minore.—Herbe radi- 
“ibus tuberosis caulibus decumbentibus vel diffusis; foliis op- 
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positis petiolatis; floribus albis vel albidis solitariis (raro geminatis) 
terminalibus vel sabe ernie subsessilibus bracteolis 2 beer 
ulatis parvis subte 
A genus vriniGipalty distinguished from Mirabilis by the svi 

of an involuere; whence the name. From Nyctaginia, with 
which Choisy confounded one species, it abundantly differs in its 
solitary or subsolitary and sessile flowers, destitute of an involu- 
cre, unless the pair of minute subtending bracts be so called, and 
in the included filaments. In this, as in most eb aig heve gen- 
era, a portion of the flowers, especially the earlier ones, are 
cociously fertilized in the bud, while the perigonium is yet small; 
when the latter, being arrested in its development by the growth 
of the fructifying ovary, never expands. 

L. Actetsaytues crasstvoria (sp. nov.) : scabro-puberula ; ; 
caulibus decumbentibus ; foliis crasso-coriaceis ovatis basi rotut- 
datis mucronatis: tubo perigonii limbo ter quaterve longiore; 
fructu ovoideo vix costato.—High prairies of San Felipe Creek, 

irht. 

2. ACLEISANTHES LoNcIFLORa’(sp. bee! ¥: glabra; caulibus basi 
suffruticosis divaricato-ramosissimis aeltaidehoriits summisve 
rhomboideo-lanceolatis acuminatis margine undulatis ; tubo pet: 
gonii prelongo gracili (5-6-pollicari) ; fractu cylindraceo > 
lato.—Valley of the Limpio; and near San Antonio, Texas 
Hoy No. 599.) Stony hills of the Pecos, May. ( Wright, 
No. 1704.) Also collected in Texas by Prof. R en" and by 
Mr. Lindheimer ; and in Northern Mexico by Dr. sh 
Leaves variable in shape, about an inch long. I have seen ittle 
mature fruit, and no precociously fructified flowers. 

3. AcLEIsanTHEs BerianpIEeRt: glabra, diffusa ; foliis cordatis 
reniformibus ovatisve obtusis vel acutis parvis; tubo Bec 
limbo duplo triplove longiore.—Nyctaginia obtusa, C see 
DC. Prodr. 13, p. 429.—Corpus Christi, and on the Rio G io 
Texas. Between the Rio Frio and the Nueces, Texas, Ber 
dier. Near Montgrey and Matamoras, Gregg.—Leaves 4 
to two thirds of an inch in length, not including the slender if 
tiole, variable in shape. Flowers white, tinged with hn 

ading, as in all the species. Fruit unknown |. —Choisy gsc 
the leaves of his Nyctaginia obtusa as “cuneate-oblong, obits: origin 
at both ends ;” but a rude sketch which I made from the 
specimen, in the Candollean herbarium, exhibits them as rou it is 

: €, or somewhat reniform. I doubt not, age i 

the plant here characterized, although other points in t 
ter are more or less at variance with my incomplete spine 
No. 1705 - Wright’s collection, from hiils between the Sa” 
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lipe and the Pecos, may belong to this species; but it is as likely 
to be a depauperat® state of the preceding. These specimens 
have no developed flowers. , 

4, ACLEISANTHES ANISOPHYLLA (sp. nov.): glabella, humifusa ; 
foliis ovalibus seu ovatis basi obliquis vel oblique subcordatis in 
odem pari valde inzequalibus, altero nunc fere abortivo; tubo pe- 

tigonii evoluti limbo pluries longiore ; fructu 10-costato.—Prairies 
of Turkey Creek and Elm Creek, W. Texas, May. ( Wright, 
No. 598, 1706.)—Leaves somewhat resembling those of Allionia 
ineatnata, especially the glabrous variety, but much more une- 
qual; the larger one of each pair an inch or an inch and a half 
long, on a petiole of three or four lines in length ; while the 
smaller one is never longer than the petiole of its fellow, in the 
lowest cauline, and the latest rameal pairs sometimes obsolete or 
hearty so. The full-grown flowers are an inch and a half to two 
Inches in length; the precociously fertilized ones much smaller. 
Ihave seen the fruit only from the latter, and that not fully 
med; it is fusiform, or ovoid-oblong, and only two lines in 

* 

PENTACROPHYS, Nov. Gen. 
’ 

Tnvolucruam e bracteolis 3 subulatis, florem solitarium subsessi- 
lem fulcrans. Perigonium (perfectum ignotum,) florum in ala- 
“ito precoque fecundatorum tubulosum, breve. Stamina 2 

Stigma peltatum leve. Fructus cylindricus, truncatus, 5-costa- 
lus, costis crassis suberosis apice glandula magna umbonatis. 
Embryo conduplicatus, albumen farinosum ineludens ; cotyledone 
ittetiori minore. Herba humilis, e radice lignescente multicau- 
lis, diffusa, viscoso-pubens, scabrida; foliis oppositis petiolatis 
valibus ; floribus axillaribus et terminalibus parvulis. 

ACROPHYs Wricutu.—Stony prairies at the Big Bend of 

the San Pedro River, and between the Pecos and the Limpio, on 

Situmn, all of which were precociously fertilized, but not a sin- 
gle flower attained its full development. ‘The indigenous speci- 

; bore abundance of fruit, the younger surmounted by 
the undeveloped perigonium, but no expanded flowers were seen. 
From analogy, however, such may be expected to occur. In 
one instance, two flowers were detected in the same involucre, if 

or four lines lo A . . 

; ; its very thick ribs leave only narrow grooves 

between them. The mepatciel tissue of these ribs abounds in 
tubular cells, containing a spirally coiled thread, which is usually 
disengaged Upon the application of moisture. Dr. Torrey has. 

Seams, Vol. XV, No, 44.—March, 1853. : 
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except Pisonia. The position of this genus is evidently between 
the preceding and the following. ~ ° 

SELINOCARPUS, Nov. Gen. 
Involucrum nullum. Perigonum (perfectum) cyathiforme, vel 

infundibulari-tubulosum, limbo 5-angulari. Stamina 2 seu | 
mox exserta. Stylus filiformis: stigma peltatum leve. Fructus 
5-alatus (vel abortu 3-4-alatus), alis scariosis aveniis. Embryo 
conduplicatus, albumen farinosum includens; cotyledone inter- 
ori minore. Herb humiles (vel suffruticuli), e radice tuberosa 
seu lignescente multicaules; foliis oppositis subineequalibus alter- 
nisve petiolatis ; floribus terminalibus vel pseudo-axillaribus 
sepius geminatis vel fasciculatis; bracteolis 1-3 subulatis min 
mis seu abortivis. 

The fruit of these plants much resembles that of certain Um- 
belliferze, such as Cymopterus and Selinum (whence the name). 
Much of it is produced from flowers precociously fertilized in the 
bud, as in all the allied genera. Besides the two subjoined spe- 

cies, there is ome with suffruticose stems in the late Dr. Gregg’s 
Mexican collection; but my specimen is too imperfect for de- 
scription. 

1, Se.inocarrus pirrusus (sp. nov.): pube hirtella subvisco- 

liis ovatis seu ovato-oblongis obtusis; floribus seepius gemunalis 
subsessilibus ; tubo perigonii evoluti elongato (sesquipollicari) ; 

and tufted. The flowers, when geminate as well as when soli- 
tary, are each subtended by 2 or 3 small and subulate bractlets, 
which therefore do not properly represent an involucre. 4% 
unopened perigonium of the precociously fructified flowers 
which usually persists until the fruit is ripe, does not ex 
line in length ; while the fully developed flowers are an inch 
ahalf long. The fruit from the two kinds of flowers is Just © 
same: it is three lines long, broadly oval in circumseription; 1 
cluding the wings, which are as wide as the body. 
entirely veinless, and almost wholly consist of parallel, vet 
and filiform cells, which, on being torn asunder in water, 
attenuated gelatinous threads. 

2. Seuinocarpus cHENoPopioIDEs (sp. NOV. )y pulveralento 
“baie subcinereus ; caule erecto ramoso ; foliis late ovatis 

subcordatis repandis longe petiolatis demum glabratis; 
cymuloso-fasciculatis pedicellatis parvis ; perigonio etialn ev 
brevi, cyathiformi, tubo subnullo; staminibus 2,—Valleys neat 
Providence Creek to the Rio Grande, New Mexico ; als? 

y long 
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Lake Santa Maria, Chihuahua; April, June. ( Wright, No. 1707.) 
Stems nearly a foot high. Leaves often alternate, twice the size 
of those of the preceding species, whitened, at least when young, 
with an apparently farinose fine pubescence, somewhat as in a 
/enopodiu lowers pretty numerous in terminal and alar, 
cymulose clusters. Bractlets minute and solitary, or none. T 
‘panded perigonium barely two lines in length. Fruit nearly 

asin §, diffusus, but slightly obovate in outline. Embryo as in 
phys and Acleisanthes. ; 

(To be continued.) 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. CorrESPONDENCE, 

Correspondence of M. J. Nicklés, dated Paris, January 9, 1853. 

erties: to the rotation of the earth. 
te followed the first announce- 

the subject and had arrived at inter- 
the results. Leaving unsettled 
fae of justice to each o 
.~ Physicists, we give a descrip- 

establishes 
ae by him before he knew of 
to 5 t’, (fig. 1,) is a torus 

NZe, poised on its axis by 
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motion, equal to 150 turns a second. It is unnecessary to describe the 
apparatus for producing this motion, as any apparatus will answer that 
can be adapted to the pinion and will give the requisite rapidity. The 

center of the torus is occupied by a thin disk which carries a plate of 
glass with parallel surfaces or a metallic mirror, by means of which, 
the exact plane of rotation of the moving object ean be observed through 
the reflection of a distant mark. The torus and its axis are su 
by a cylindrical ring 6, b’, (fi di 
which is occupied by the axis of the torus. In this ring are the ¢ 

cal pivot-holes, g, 9’, in which the two points of the axle of the torus 

n play and be more or less restrained in their movement. Al 

the screws with pivot-holes, the ring carries the vertical screws, t, ¥, 
which in connection with the other horizontal screws, v, v’, serve to ad- 

two agate plates on a third ring, d, d’, (fig. 1,) the exterior member 
the system. 

The apparatus is brought into exact equilibrium, with the knife blades 

the ring which carries it always remaining horizontal, so that, like the 

other will cause it immediately to dip accordingly. The exterior ring 
its 

vertical diameter contains the arrangement for suspension. This ar 
rangement consists of a hook 0, on the upper side of the ring for a taching a thread of untwisted silk; this silk thread is protected 
a vertical tube (f, fig. 1) and is attached to a thumbscrew ™, whic 
serves to raise or let down the ring a little, as may be needed. _ 

The piece which carries the hook passes through a double pieces & 
whose upper part acts in fixing-the ring in its position; but : 
no friction as the' object is only to prevent a pendulum movement It 
the ring. On the lower side, this ring carries a conical point, g.¥ the 
moves in a pivot-hole without touching, the object of which like 
part g, is simply to prevent a swinging motion. ; with 

his apparatus is supported by a semicircle, p, having 4 vgnets 
thumbscrews, a, a’, for making it horizontal, so as to place the 
and the large ring in a perfectly vertical plane. | ‘cle 

The torus and its ring may be easily taken out from the outer oe 
to be adjusted to the apparatus employed for setting the torus 1 roe in 
att moment this rotation is obtained, the whole system 1S f the piaa 

of rotation soon become a great i pparent. : 
or the purpose of measuring the apparent motion of the a val 

cle (or rather the actual motion of the observer) a large ring Jevel to Mg ag minutes, bole 
with the knife blades; and there is a microscope having a Axe" 
adjusted to the eye-piece, for reading the smallest divisions. I hn 

iantieaten eee of the circle is easily shown to be pro” 
OL 3 lat itude ( zs ¢ . 
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_ If in place of putting the knife blades on the agate plates, we insert 
the points of the screws, q, q', which carry the axis of the torus, by 
which all movement of inclination in the inner circle is prevented, we : ich 

Parallel to the axis of the diurnal rotation of the earth, so that the direc- 
tion of the movement of the torus is the same with that of the diurnal 

iin: 
_ This apparatus M. Foucault calls a gyroscope, and by its aid we may 
find the pole, and the east and west points, determine the latitude of a 

Place, and study the rapidity of the earth’s motions, without recourse 
either to astronomical observations, the magnetic needle, or a pendulum. 
The apparatus has. been admirably constructed by M. Froment. Other 
capable mechanicians had given it up; but it proved mere play to this 
“stinguished artist who bas so largely extended the limits of precision in 
Philosophical instrumehts. We shall more than once entertain our read- 
. with the apparatus, and especially, the,electro-magnetic machines of 
55 Froment. Everything connected with electricity is manufactured in 
Sestablishment, and it is a treat to gain access to his private apart- 

ments where. there are all kinds of electro-magnetic machines, and 
bom some whose electro-magneis make 12,000 inversions per 

_ Influence on Astronomical Observatories of vibrations produced by 
Passing on roads, and other causes.—The Paris Observatory 

(ane Toads, have for a long time been observed, and they have inter- 

“ with their observations, especially those made with the aid of re- 
on rom ame i These difficulties, which have been 

by all astronomers who have observed in circumstances like those 

Yais, ris, came under the consideration at the same time of M. Ma 

hoes, ‘ma small but elegant observatory constructed at the centre of 

buildings of the old abbey of Fontenay, near Montbard, and close 

a Planning, unbeknown to one another, a method of overcoming 
: difficulties, M. Mauvais happened to pass by Montbard, and meet- 
aa >eguin, mentioned to him his project; and since then they have 

mn, United in their endeavors, and have hit upon an extremely simple 
od 1. °F Protecting the mercury from external vibrations. The meth- 

“tha 5° take a strap of vulcanized caoutchouc, fold it double and fix in 
Pg >that is, at the middle of the band, the stand which supports 

™ercurial horizon ; then attach a cord to each end of the strap and 
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fasten it to the.ceiling. It is essential to success that the mercury 
should not be so heavy as os injure the elasticity of the strap, or sub- 
ject it to its maximum of tension. Messrs. Seguin and Mauvais have 

thus secured good results an the caoutchouc band ; ; they have found 
that in order to extinguish the vibvatious indicated, prt by trac- 

tion is preferable to elasticity by pressure. The solut 0 this diffi- 
culty will be welcomed by astronomers, and capella by M. Airy, 

who after having ee a thick bed of sand in one of the halls of 
the Greenwich Obse rvatory, for his Pina horizon, still found that it 

had not the steadiness required by his zenith reflection telescope, aa 

who has extended his Segara ~ nearly all the instruments used for 
measuring the intensity of cu 

pretz has treated this yearn profoundly by a series of experi- 
ments which aw limits of this communication will not allow me to Te 

port. The fundamental fact established is that the tangents of the de- 

viations are not necessari ily proportional to the intensity of the current, 

d that they can be considered proportional only when the great circle 
in which the current passes has a diameter of a meter, and the le! 
of the needle is not under 3 centimeter 

Such large needles will in fact have little sensitiveness ; but they may 
be made as sensitive as small needles, by substituting, for the plate of 

the great circle, four large wires, 5 to 8 millimetres in section, insulated 
from one another by being wound with silk. 

The tangents of the deviations of this instrument por ater 
sity “a ayn currents, and we have thus a true proport heometer 

replace the four large wires by a bundle of twelve to twenty 

wires ‘of smaller size, (for example, three to four ee wou 
have proportional rheoscopes, sufficiently sensitive 
intensity of the feeblest currents. In order that the refer 
ded circle should correspond with the precision of the spar 
necessary that the circle should be about 30 centimeters in dia 

These rheometers and feonanias may also be used for 
ordinary rheometers and rheosc and 

The formula used by Despretz for the pr ere of his results, 
which accords with experience, is not ie nary formula, 

Te 
in which T represents the intensity of alba magnetism, 
more complex formula, 

2 
I=(1+3e?) tang Give —_ sin 20 

which is founded on the theory of Presto In this formula, I repre 

but the 

of the needle eae the radius of the iaie of the re the Acade- 

its obj 
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ister the changes of direction in a vessel for every 3 minutes during 
the 24 hours. The marking is made on a compass-card ; and it e 
bles the captain to control with certainty the direction followed by his 
ship, and overlook most effectively the maneuvers of the steersman and 

This self-register consists of 3 principal parts; 1, a clock-movement 
placed at the center of the apparatus, for causing the point or pivot 

he fire ha 

~~ Stat progress, and threatened a complete destruction of the 

buildings d be had. is cri resen 
: 1 

engine, and immediately the steam penetrated through the work-shops, 

the fire Was seen to diminish, and soon was reduced to so trifling an 
Sxtent that it was easily mastered when aid arrived. ut 

ls fact cannot have too great publicity ; and it is especially im- 
Portant that manufacturers, captains of vessels, and superintendents of 
Work-shops should be familiar with it. . 
On read.—It is generally admitted that fresh bread differs from 

ht, when stale. 
M. Boussingault has recently shown that the difference between the 

a id stale condition is not due to a diminution of the water, but to 

Peculiar molecular condition which takes place on cooling, and which 
Thenard a8 long as the temperature remains below a certain limit. M. 
dtate whi pains: this. transformation by considering the bread a hy- 

Which heat softens, and a low temperature hardens, or renders 
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less soft. The same effect takes place actually with many 
as grains, resins, wax, caoutchouc, gutta percha: it is simply a sofien- 
ing by heat, and hardening by cold. rd) 28 

Bread quite stale may be rendered tender after exposure in an oven, 
heated to 70° C. (158° F.) M. Boussingault has shown that the soften- 
ing may be produced at a temperature between 50° and 60°C., a 

take place a number of times. The loss of water is of very: 

amount. M. Boussingault has observed that bread will become stale 
even when kept in an atmosphere saturated with moisture. 

Chemical Papers read before the Academy of Sciences.—Many com- 
munications have been made to the Academy of Sciences since my last 
communication. Several of them have especially a theoretical bearing 
and cannot be analyzed in this place. Of this nature is a memoir of 
the uric chlorosulphalic and percarbonic compounds, by M. Laurent, 
whose impaired health now for two years has weakened his physical 

vigor, but without diminishing his relish for science, or his passion for 
research. Another paper is on an application of the theory of achro- 

active, in spite of his 80 years. There are also notes by M. Babinet, 
and M. Zantedeschi, on the longitudinal lines of the spectrum, ete. ete: 

Electrical Machines.—The common electrical machine,so much neg 
lected since it has been dethroned by the pile, still receives from time 
to time some little improvement. It will be remembered that a means 
of avoiding the influence of atmospheric humidity, by covering with a 
thin layer of tallow the glass supports of the conductors, was !tfo- 
duced by M. Munch of Strasburg, a physicist who invented a pile that 
bears his name, the pile of Munch. 

Under the hands of M. Provenzali of Rome, the electrical machine is. 
in the way of new progress. This physicist has found that aia 

of moist air and give always a considerable quantity of electric In order to a the se sparks, it is necessary to have the insu 
lating sheet strongly electrized. 

ich i very M aper.—It is well known that paper pie ing white when first made, often becomes yellow some time serie | 
used. The yellow color is not always uniform, but as iat. Io > ; a : 



process of discoloration may not be commonly used in America, judg- 
— some paper I have seen, I make a brief mention of the subject. 

Lhe researches were made here by a manufacturer who conbines in 
a egree science and technology Gélis recognized at first 
warning of color was not due to any alteration in the ligneous 

, and was she to iron, But wha iron ? and 

Impregnates the paper. Colorless itself, this chlorid gradually absorbs 
wen On exposure to the air, and thus the coloration takes place. 

is therefore not a remedy against iron but against chlorine that is 
Tequired, The hyposulphite of soda is the simple antidote, and a very 

into oe. acid. 
For testing the complete removal of the chlorine, M. Gélis uses a 

liquor made of iodid of potassium and amidon (starch). This liquor 
becomes j instantly blue if there is the least trace of arsine: 

ae loring ap Aironet: the Food of the Silk-w ms.—The inter- 
researches 

of animals ior Che matters taken with their food, are well 
a These obsery appear to have i arty an Teabe ale 

the erat For son which ee i 

ertheless a long step has been taken through tho experiments of M. 
tela who vio employed the pang 08 the red colorin oring matter used by 

“mulberry with this substance and has thus obtained beautiful 

Poa of a rose red ie See nee in tint pa a pparently permanent. 

i 
Commercial men a circular i ie 1 i or asco and with no indi- 

its origin, announcing a large adulteration of the sulphate of 
Minne by a product little known, the sulphate of quinidine. It has 

ie Much interest among dealers in quinine, and many method 
been 2 ig en for detecting the presence of quinidine in sulphate 

as organic base has been studied successively by MM. Henry 
oe dre, Winckler, Howard, Zimmer, and Leers. MM. Henry and 
ondre, its Scape soseiaaced ita ag of _suiniiee MM. 

Stomp fom Vol. XV, No. a Morth, 18 
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quinas ; moreover they give no processes for obtaining the substance. 
M. Howard has announced that the base is abundantly risen ae 

mists are om gs re in the composition a sce pro 

the qui inidine ine, and n of them states the i ep between the 
quinine and seinition seduticode’ in the suspected bar 

The most striking characteristics of the quinidine ine to be its 
constant crystallization, its very slight solubility in ether, the 
Prine side of its sulphate in water compared with that of the sulphate 
Oe qui 
MM. Bougue and Schiuffelé have Sy Agno a rset Grenada Quin 

grammes» of bark have afforded as pure quinine as that extracted from 
Q. Calysaya; the sulphate has all the characters of the sulphate of 

quinine and shows no trace of quinidine 
In the black bittern which affords es et the quinidine MM. 

Bouquet and Schauffelé have found some grammes stallized 
ucts, resembling quinidine in some of their pm aa hatitad dif 

pen to - nea ~_ it. The total quantity of this cry 

ese authors conchide that the properties of the quinidine me 
uncertain that it is prudent to wait for more investigation before admit 
ting it among ascertained chemical bases 

Electric Telegraph.—In the Revue Encyclopedique of M. Moigne te 
following line of electric telegraphs is said a proje ected d :—From Loo 
don to Paris and Lyons, continued to Cham and Turin, and to Gee 
nda on the Mediterranean: ; the Sardinian ss al will unite — 
with Spezia; a submarine company will continue it to Bastia act 
the et island of Gorgona; thence from Bastia to sine = Sill 
A submarine wire uniting Sicily and the African coast can be 
without great difficulty. This interval passed, a centre of telegraphie 

communications will be established at Tunis which the French go¥ 
ernment will extend to Bougie and my 0d and the English ish gover 
ment to Tripoli, Alexandria, Cairo and Sue le sii ifs 

Il. Cuemisty anp Puysics. 

1. On the Ep pipolic Dispersion of Light.—Stoxes has published thé 
results of an investigation of the very remarkable phonomens ae 

panying the action of certain substances am light, aoe 
rewster, and subsequently more carefully examined by 

Herschel observed that a weak solution of sulphate of quinine apne 

_—— 

On account of the brief time between the receipt of the man Farge ilk dhe ee RA stare 
of his paper treating of the standard meter, as ee “ 
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Héive gy ha y 
rer hel, epipolized, To explain this remarkable appearance, Stokes 

that in the process of internal dispersion the refrangibility of 

is mode 
of explanation beyond all doubt. A pure solar spectrum was formed 
mn al manner, and a glass vessel containing a weak solution of 
sulphate of quinine placed ji The rays belonging to the greater 

been water. But from a point about half-way between the fix 
lines Gand H to far beyond the visible extreme violet, the incident 
Tays gave rise to light of a sky blue color which emanated in all direc- 

ons from the portion of the fluid under the influence of the incident 
tays. ‘The anterior surface of the blue space coincided of course with 
the inner Surface of the glass in which the fluid was contained; the 

The fixed lines belonging to the violet and the-invisible region bey 

Whe eautifully represented by dark planes interrupting the blue space. 
hen the eye was properly placed, these planes were projected into 

lites, "and Professor Stokes indentified these with the fixed lines in 
Becquerel’s map of the chemical spectrum. The blue dispersed light 

> 1s not 

ps neous, but consists of rays having a wide range of refrangibility, 

Sst Passing beyond the limits of refrangibility of the spectrum visi- 

he ne to do with the phenomenon of true internal dispersion. 
Iternal dispersion proves to be almost universal in solutions 

directly from different parts of vegetables. ‘The tint of the dis 

Persed: light and the part of the spectrum at which dispersion begins, 

on iterent in-different cases. In a decoction of madder in a solution 

bong the dispersion begins above the fixed line D and continues 
low penence far beyond the extreme violet; the dispersed light is yel- 

oF yellowish orange. In studying these phenomena it is not ne- 

ae to use either fluids or clear solids, but washed papers produce, 
ach pe oPerly examined, the same effect. ‘Turmeric paper and paper 

anility appears to be rare among inorganic compounds, but glass 

: peroxyd of uranium and solutions of the salts of this oxyd 
tions. “re remarkable excep) 
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directions, as if the solid or fluid were self-luminous while under the 

influence of the incident rays. The effects produced on similar media 
lead to interesting information with respect to the nature of various 

flam s the feeble flame of alcohol is extremely brilliant with 

regard to invisible rays of very high refrangibility. o hy- 

gen appears to abound in rays of still higher refrangibility, while th 

light of the electric spark as tested by a weak solution of sul te of 
quinine, is found to be very rich in invisible rays of excessively 

high refrangibility, such as would place them far beyond the limls 
he maps hitherto made of the fixed lines in the chemical part of 

phoro-genic rays of an electric spark are nothing more than rays 
the same nature as those of light, but which are invisible and of very 
high refrangibility. If so, they ought to be stopped by a very small 

ndex of circular polarization, form part of every complete 1 ? 
: The abstract of Prob 

partly verbatim, leaves us however in doubt as to many important 

heir refrat 
or whether 

ie ams sifted through the medium which produces pyre pec 
is then capable of affecting a daguerreot late. slancesew antes © 

8 gue ype p “ it is not impossi- 

le that by a still further diminution of refrangibility, ray$ a. 
light can be converted into rays of heat.—w. G.] cademy 
2. On Heliochromics.—Nizrce has communicated to the A 

a third memoir upon this subject, which contains mapy ibe gras 
eo and bss appears to bring us nearer to the sep he Oa 
problem of photography—the production of images © ey 
natural colors. After having shown the possibility of reproducing °F 
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ored engravings upon metallic plates, as had already been accomplished 

more brilliant of the dark colors. The most difficult color to obtain 
’ the others, is the green of foliage, the green rays being almost as 

inert as the black ones; clear green colors, particularly if brilliant, as 
glazed green paper, were, however, reproduced in a satisfactory 
manner. In all cases, the colors produced were transitory, and no 

. Method of permanently fixing them has yet been devised, but 

antimony to fluorine and has found that but a single compound of these 
elements, namely, the terfluorid, exists. When an aqueous solution of 

fluohydrie acid is poured upon oxyd of antimony, a solution immedi- 
ately takes place accompanied by the evolution of great heat. By 

transpa- 

ammonium, the fluorid of-antimony forms salts represented by the 

formulas Sb F's .3NaF, SbF .2LF, SbFe.2NHsF. From these re- 

Pohl the general formula SbFs.(1.2.3) RF. Flickiger adopts 
ue views of Bonsdorff, Boullay, Thomson and Hare, in regard to the 
Sonstitution of the so-called fluorids, and considers them as perfectly 
gous to oxygen salts of corresponding constitution. [This 
View, lon arnestly maintai in this country by Dr. Hare, is 
Ene gaining ground at the present day, though but a few years 
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tion of acetic and butyric acids. When oxychlorid of phosphorus, 
PCls Oz, is brought into contact with valerianate of potash, a violent 
reaction takes place and the odor of the oxychlorid disappears. By 
treating the mass with a weak solution of carbonate of potash, and then 
with ether, and evaporating the etherial solution, the anhydrous acidis 

obtained as a limpid, highly mobile liquid, lighter than water, and pos 
sessing a feeble odor of apples. The liquid boils at 215°, and distills 
over perfectly colorless: its vapor irritates the eyes and provokes 

coughing. The reaction by which the anhydrous yalerianic acid is 
obtained, is represented by the equations, ai 

PClsO2+3(C10Hs0zs, KO)=POs 83KO+3(C10Hs02Cl) 
3(C10Hs0s, KO)+3(C10H902Cl)=8KCI+3(C10H30s) ss 

the oxychlorid of valeryl, CioH»O2Cl, is here first set free and then 
reacts on another portion of the valerianate of pota 

Peers nd : rs 

ted sesquioxyd of cobalt, Heated in the air the substance fe 
: red yapors of ype 

gi age 
2(CO, KO, N20s)+HO, as representing the constitution of this 7° 
markable compound, but his analysis was conducted by 0 

complex process which could hardly give accurate results, and t resent 
action with caustic potash shows conclusively that the cobalt Is PF : 

Re as sesquioxyd and not as protoxyd.|—Compies Rendus, xxxV ee . 
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6. Separation of Manganese from Iron and Nickel ; by Dr. T. 
Scuzn,* St. Louis, Mo.—If a current of chlorine is passed through a 
dilated solution of acetate of manganese, or better, through a mixture 
of chlorid of manganese and acetate of soda, the acetate of manga- 
nese is decomposed after a very short time and all the manganese 
Precipitated as peroxyd, while the acetates of iron and of nickel are 
not affected under similar circumstances. Therefore, if a solution of 

lori anganese nickel and iron contains free hydrochloric 
acid, a sufficient quantity of acetate of soda is added to convert all the 
chlorids into acetates and bind the free hydrochloric acid. The free 
acetic acid thus liberated, does not prevent the formation of peroxyd 
‘Manganese. By this method, cobalt cannot be separated from man- 

» because it is also partly precipitated. 
1. Phosphoric Acid in some of its relations to Physiology and Pa- 

thology ; by D. Breep, M.D., of New York.—Early in 1850, Profes- 
sor Liebig directed my attention to the chemical constitution of the 

us System, as an important and unexplorable field. My first ob- 
Ject was to determine the constituents of the incombustible matter of 
the brain, by burning that organ, and then analyzing the ash. Nearl 
50 per cent. of the ash of an ox’s brain proved to be phosphoric acid, 

Seatch upon the subject of phosphoric acid in urine. After making 
“Fal Dun determinations? of that acid in normal human urine, 

am led to the following conclusions :— oeee 
Ist. A person weighing 150 Ibs., in health, of regular habits, dis- 

charges unifomly about 4,000 grammes (average of 24 days) of phos- 
Phorie acid in 24 hours. . é 

2d. The quantity is greater during the day than during the night, 
| per cent. and per hour. : 

- The amount of water drank in 24 hours does not materially 
alter the quantity of phosphoric acid discharged. ; 
ath. Taking an excess of common salt diminishes the amount of 

Phosphoric acid, while taking potash increases it. : 
¢ eae accompanying statistics derived from experiments which I 
made in the hospitals of Giessen and Ziirich, it will appear that dis- 
The generally very much reduce the amount of phosphoric acid. 

Pi and the patient not much emaciated, gave an extremely smal 

ido! acid, compared with the normal standard: the amount of 
ml Was ine in the cases of epilepsy and apoplexy, and not Much din: in 

*h diminished in the case of mollities ossium. 

= B ‘ 

“Madder 32 Oversight in the chemical dictionary of Booth and Morfit, article 
Written gy ol's name is written “Shiel;” in the article “Sanguinarin,” it is even 

t See “Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie,” 1851; also the Report of the Amer- 

ie iation for the Advancement of Science, 1851. 
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As it has lately been shown that nine or more species of phosphoric 
acid exist, it nin SE wenn: to inquire, what modification that sub- 
stance assumes in urine; and, as tending to the solution of the a4 
lem, the following vanitis are oe nt. 

chlo 
method of aay teens for setae in presence of acetate of 
soda, and then determining the amount of iron equi to neutralize 
the phosphoric acid, I found that one atom of ria of iron (Fe20s), 
corresponds to one atom of phosphoric acid (POs). We dou 

water is present in both these cases, we probably have in urine tribasi¢ 
oe Poe. acid, corresponding to the following formula: Fe20s-- 

PO 
bic centimetres. Grammes- 

— Ist, rurerrseceds in the joints. —Urine of 24 as 1322 Phos. acid, ra 
1050 g 

. «“ “ . 1990. ..%: Se ea 
2d, Carcinoma of the liver: « e o> gggeed « 2204 

. “ “ "50 “ “ 9191 

“ “ 400 “ 1862 

“ “ 465 “ bap 2107 

“ “ 1187 “ « 2812 

8d, Phthisis: «“ «4996 
& “ = 42 “ « _J4l1l 
« “ 1219 “ & 1790 

4th, Intermittent Fever: “ «“ 20. tae ae 
«& “ 463 “ « 9-421 

“ “a 947 “ «9°82 

“ “ 1303 « * 2-970 

5th, Apoplexy : “ “ 1188 “ “ 5428 ‘ 

“ #1886... % oe Gem 
“ “ 1415 % & “ | 5660 

« “ 1415 5 

ws é ‘ “ « $260 Raley: Say Geoitts oleh sm 
5 i 

“ ee ee ae | yore 
«“ « 1820 } — 
“ “ 1217 « « “ 1 3407 

“ «“ 1217 3991 

3 “ “ 1165 x« “ | 3-391. 

Nena «“ « 1165 AS die 

. Ith, Mollities Ossium : “ “ sa bes ce 
‘“ “587 ir 
* sg 544) x & “ 4 Le 

bad 544 3-070 

- we 633 “ & | 
“ “ 633 ' . 3070 

* One half of the amount for 48 hours. 

bes 
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thee 9 Hl. Momaacr AND een 

“ On Petalite and aE Faget by C. Rammetssene, (Ann, der Physik und Chemie, Ixxxv, 544, 1852.)—The discrepancies in the analyses of these minerals have led M. Rammelsberg to new researches with regard to ek composition, and we here give an abstract of his paper ig the subjec 
nalyses ae made by means of carbonate of soda and hydro- booris ish and with special precautions for accuracy. The following 

are the results. Specific gravity of the Uto mineral, 3°1327; of that 
137. of Tyrol, 31 é 

Ut6. Tyrol. 
‘ 

oe Face ane i" 

; With carb. soda. With hydrofl. acid.  Withcarb, soda. Withhydrof. acid, Silica, 65°02 undet. 65°53 
Alumina, 27-70 29:47 80-26 2791 29°97 29-25 
Protox, iron, trace trace trace undet. 140 1-45 
Lime, 0°80 020) ad O84 087. 1-07 
Magnesia, 0-16 trace 5 “"@t 009 0:06 0:06 
Lithia, 550 535 4°49 

_ Soda, 0-51 007 * Taek = howe Oia 007 
Mean of the results 

Bi 1 fen Gal Mg? Ti: Re EK 1. Uta, . 65°02 29°14 ¢trace..050 O15 547 046 0:14=100°88 
Oxygen, 83°78 1361 014 006 3800 O11 

*, Tyrol, 6553 2904 142 097 O07 449 007 0-07=10161 
Oxygen, 34-05 1356 0°31 026 003 246 002 O01 

The first ves the oxygen ‘ratio 3:33 : 13°61 : 33-°78=1: 4:0: 10-1. 

The seco ee ad "3-09 : 13°56 : 34-051: 4-4: 11-0. 
Taking. 1:4: 10 as the most posleable ratio, the formula becomes 

Re Sie 441 Se, 

making Spodumene a compound of two bisilicates.* 
_The patbe! of Hagen of the Uté mineral, gave as a mean, 65-022 

of. Silica to 26°837 of ue with 3-836 te lithia, affording the oxy- 

Gen ratio 8:00 : 12-5; :33°79=1: rt AS 11-26, which Hagen makes 
14g: 12, siete found the o 1:4:12. For the Sterling 

(Mass, ) spodumene Hagen cbiktndd, silica 65247, and alumina 27°556. 
M. mmelsberg next cites the analyses of Mr. G. J. Brush from this 

nal (vol. x, p: 870), and alludes to its agreeing with Stromeyer’s 
‘nalysis of the Uts mineral in the silica, in which this last mentioned 
chemist differs from Arfvedson, Regnault and Hagen who found 65 to 

ewe ae . Bere gravity of the Norwich spodumene according 
". Brush, 3: 

65:3 40 earlier —— of the spodamene of Conway, Bowen found 
3 p. ©. of silica and 24:5 of alum 
From all the analyses, A ca ee infers that the formula he has 

Meduced j is the true formula. 

ob Koha ei deduced a similar formula, before soda was Inorg > Ae 

"ND Szates, Vol. XV, No, 44.—March, 1853. 36 
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The measurements of the crystals given by Hartwall and Dana, with 
the figure by the latter,* are next cited, and a comparison made with 

only, made by means of the common goniom eter, and some 

faces were quite uneven. The ihisning comparison is made. 
Augi ene 

M:M= 87° 06' N:N= 8? 

M:r 133 33 N:M _— 118 to 133° 30’ 

i) as 136 27 N:1 137 to 136 30 

ee2 90 00 M:1 $0 ; 
rid 74 01 P:M 69 40 
Ste 120 38 a:a 117 

o:r 103 20 a:M 100. 30 
S22 80 28 1? :t? 79 30 

2il 139 56 t2:1 139 45 to 140° 

0:0 95 36 a? :a? 
o:r 118 24 a2:M - 116 

The plane b®? has not been observed in augite. Its nae to M 
: ae, was ascertained to be 107°. It must therefore be the plane a ; 

other planes will have for the axes a, b, c, ie and 6 being the a and 
¢ the vertical) :—N (M Augite) =a: b: cee M(r)=a: ab he 
wa:b:ac; P(t) aa:ab:c; a a(s) =a’: b:e; 7 ()=¢ 
a? (0) =a':b:2c; b8=a:4b: ae. 
The isomorphism of spodumene and augite is an example of a simi 

larity of form hi unlike constitution. Still naive is rte analogy be 
for Piny 318) 

ber of atoms of elements in the compound. The atomic ss diopside (lime- -magnesia ae. is 2043" 74, the specific gravity yi 
ence the atomic volum 23. The number of atoms of eleml in Ga’ Sit Mg? Si2 is 28, and therefore 623+-28=22.+ In sa the number of atoms is 66; r if alumina contains 1 of aluminium i 

stead of 2, it is 62; dividin ng 2840, by these numbers we have auc 
etalite. i de —_ of petalite afforded Rammelsberg as t 

mean of his resul 
. 

7 > 30 ris 
9 18:58 33 Oxygen, 40°42 8°67 1°91 1. Affording the ratio 2:11 : 8:67 : 40°42—0'95 : 3:86: 18=1: ne "The 1:4: 18 gives of Sis+-<A1Sie; and 1:4: 20 gives Ro Bis +4BiSit. of former a abe percentage, Silica 76: 43, alumina = ise ange 

ise. — oe x, 7 264, and Dana’s a 3d edit, p. 693. . 
way as 

— formal is cued Sor Te oth fey, hon the number yt ata 
poe — the next se: atina ibis 

ve made 2 *°% 
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soda 1:14—=100. Castor, according to Plattner, afforded silica 78-01, 
alumina 18°85, lithia 2°76, agreeing nearly with petalite in its alu- 
mina and silica. Still according to Plattner it contains no soda, and it 
afforded the ratio 1:6:27. We have not therefore as yet sufficient 
grounds for pronouncing them identical. 

2. On Humite; by M. RamMeEtsperc, (Ibid. vol. Ixxxvi, p. 413.)— 
Rammelsberg gives the following as the results of his analyses of the 
three varieties or types of Humite, (see this Journal, vol. xiv, p. 175.) 

Si Mg a Fe Fe 
L 3480 60-08 beac 2°40 — 8:47 = 100-75 
TL - "33:26 57-99 o-74 2°30 1:06 5-04 == 100-32 
TIL 3667 56°83 — 1°67 —. 261 == 97-78 

for HI, 36. ammelsberg shows farther the equality of atomic volume 
between Olivine and Humite, according with the similarity of crystalli- 
zation pointed out by Scacchi. 

8. Fossil Bones, probably Reptilian, from the Coal formation of 
Nova Scotia, discovered by Mr. Dawson and Sir Charles Lyell, (Bos- 

Tra 

Char y 
‘harles Lyell, in September last, in the interior of an erect fossil tree, 

re i ts 

‘tae Was much smaller, probably not more than 6 inches in length. 
_ nthe same roup of fossils are observed fragments of jaw-bones With conical teeth, and scul ptured dermal plates, probably parts of the 

Hane batrachian quadrupeds. There was also found associated with 

inet the shell of a Mollusk, apparently a pulmoniferous gasteropod, 
(Cyclostoma or Pupa?) a family of land shells, of which no represent- 

nves bad previously been met with in rocks of so high antiquity. 

IV. Borany anp Zoonoey. 

Moat, Grundziige der Anatomie und Physiologie der vegeta- 
“a le. Braunschweig, 1851; pp. 152, 8vo.—This is a sepa- le issue of an article by Prof. Mohl in Wagner’s Handwérterbuch 

iologie. i i 

kk. @: 
.~ Hermann Schacht, Die Pflanzenzelle, der innere Bau, und das 
— der Gewiichse. Berlin, 1852; pp. 472, tab. 20, roy. 8vo.—This 

latest and fullest general treatise on the whole subject of vegeta- 
@natomy and physiology; and by an author who has exhibited 
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much talent for this kind of research. It is illustrated by 390 good 
original figures, on stone, in 20 plates. As to the formation of the 
embryo he holds the Schleidenian view.—In connexion with the above, 
we may enumerate two treatises by Hofmeister of Leipsic, namely, 
Die Entstehung des Embryo der Phanerogamen, 1849, pp. 89, tab. 14, 
Ato, and Vergleichende Untersuchungen der Keimung, Entfaltung und 
Fruchtbildung héherer Kryptogamen, und der Samenbildung der Co- 
niferen, 1851, pp. 179, tab. 33 ;—two works of which we should be glad 
to give an extended analysis. A. G 

3. Lindley, Folia Orchidacea; an Enumeration of the known species 

Lindley is given onthe cover ;—in which we are surprised to find one 
of Nuttall. 

We call the attention of our correspondents and botanical friends, va 
: : ino 

each genus. 
sesved: at The second part, containing Epimedium, was probably issve” Christmas. 
“No th 4. Remarks on the Mode of Vegetation of European atte 

Aimerican Trees transported to Madeira; by Prof. OswatD ron (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., [2], x, 396, from Bib. Univ. de Geneva, ie 
1852, p. 325.) Heer, of Zurich, so well known by his pane tions on the botanical geography of the Swiss mountains, having” hes compelled by the state of his health to make some stay at ena employed his time while there, in studying, in various points a “ the vegetation of that island, the climate of which is remarkably eq’ 
ble throughout the year. 
Since his return he has laid before the Société Helvétiqu 

ical phenomena of vegetation. After remarking that all t wy oftet | 
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during the cool season, he observes how much the species introduced 
from more northern countries contrast with these indigenous species in 
their mode of vegetation. ¥ ’ 
The oak and the beech, for instance, continue to lose their leaves 
during the winter, although the weather is then milder than it is in sev- 
eral parts of Europe during the summer. Thus, at Funchal, the leaves 
of oaks (Quercus pedunculata) planted in some public gardens and 
promenades, began to grow yellow at the end of October, and gradu- 
ally became dried up to the ist of January. Some isolated trees began 
fo shoot by the 10th of January, and were green again on the 6th of 
February ; but all the others remained in a state of repose and were 
hot generally covered with new leaves until the 20th of February. In 
ie ordon’s garden, at an elevation of 1800 feet, they were a month 
later, 

The leaves 

upon the trees, until they began to shoot in the spring, which was about 
the Ist of April. At F unchal, the terminal buds were open by the 8th 
of April, and the lateral a little later. nig 

_ At Glaris, the period of repose of the beech on an average is 194 
ys; in Madeira, where the cold season is like the summer at Glaris, 

Madeira itis only 110 days, or 49 days less than the beech. M. Heer 
s"PPoses that this difference may arise from the beeches of Madeira 
having been introduced from England and the oaks from Portugal, so 

examples in the hothouse culture of tropical plants,—there is a proof 

of that important physiological law, too often forgotten by meteorolo- 
Bisis, that the Same temperature or the same sum of temperatures, com- 
dined with the season, does not always produce the same effect upon or- 
Sanized beings. 

votes wove race of a species and another, and even up to a certain 
Point between one individual and another, but also between one period 

“4 another,—the same heat after the repose of vegetation for instance, 

Rot producing the same effect as in other circumstances. 

eira, the Platanus occidentalis, a native of the United States, 
loses its leaves very slowly from the middle of October, or rather they 

Sradually become yellow and fall afterwards from the action of wind 
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and rain. The repose is complete in January, February, and up to 
April, during a period of 87 days. The Liriodendron tulipifera, also 
a native of North America, has a complete repose of 151 days, 

The apple and pear trees generally begin to lose their leaves in De- 
cember. They come into flower, at Funchal, by the 7th of April, and 
their fruit is collected in August. There are, however, varieties of 

apple and pear trees which flower and produce fruit twice in the year, 

and one variety of apple is perpetually in flower an i peach 
trees about the 4th of November already exhibit some flowers amongst 
their leaves; they then, to the great astonishment of M. Heer, contin- 

ing in abundance during the months of December and Jan- 
uary, and the fruit came to maturity from the 23d of February to the 

end of the summer. In February there were flowers on the upper 
parts of the trees and fruit below, and it was also then the leaves were 

renewed, the interval between the falling and shooting of the leaves 
being scarcely sensible. The vines around Funchal began to lose their 
leaves about the 24th of October. The soil of the vineyards in winter 
offered the singular appearance of being covered with the flowers of 
Oralis speciosa (a Cape plant) and of Calendula arvensis. New 
leaves appeared by the end of March, and by the 8th of April the 
vines were completely in leaf, with young floral grapes. The flowers 
open at the end of April and the beginning of May, and the vintage 
takes a in September. The repose lasts 157 days. 

will appear from the following dimensions :—length along the pera.» 
curve, 6 ft. 8 in.; from the base straight to the point, 4 ft. 23 19-3 ue 
feet from the base, to which length I suppose was imbedded in pre 
straight to the point, 3 ft. 32 in. The dimensions of the jaw are— wre 
the angle to the symphysis 19 in., from the condyloid process ' 

cess 18 in., from base of angle to top of the coracoid process © 
he jaw contained only one molar; this tooth was very eraser 

width of the upper surface 34 in., the length 13, of which 43 hal 

The remains were found 40 feet below the surface and 60 above tht 
level of the lake, in a layer of sand, superimposed on which were pai 
cessive layers of cemented gravel and sand, the layers of ees of 
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which must have flowed into Lake Ontario. To the east of this bar is 
Burlington Bay, the head of Lake Ontario, from which it is separated 
by a similar bar through which a canal is cut into the lake, and which 
bank I am informed is still rising. To the west are the Dundas marsh- 
es, which find their exit into Burlington Bay round the point of Bur- 
lington Heights, and through which the Desjardin Canal is carried. 
Behind Dundas, running east and west, is a long, deep and wide valley 

down which valley doubtless once flowed a large yo Z 
ing a coffer-dam near this spot for the foundation of a bridge 

where the railroad will cross the Desjardin Canal, were found, deep in 
the silt, the scapular and some fragments of the bones of the extremi- 
ties of an herbivorous animal about the size of a fallow-deer. 

V.-AsTronomy. 

1. The Nineteenth Asteroid.—The planet discovered on the 22d of 
ae 1852, by Mr. J. R. Hind of London, has been named Fortuna. 

of this n 
one? Rimker from the Hamburg observations of September.30, Oc- 

' Epoch 1852, November 0, m. t. Berlin. 

Mean longitude, Sn Sie i. 3 
tude of perihelion, : 94 32 39 ‘7 } Mean Equinox 

“ - ® asc. node, .. 207 8 47°6§ 1853, Jan. 0. 
40 28° Inclination, : : : 0 1 

Angle of excentricity, ae SAS 
Log. of semi-axis major, _. 0-3890493 
“mean daily motion, . 2-9664326 

Hi New Planets— Twenty-first Asteroid, (Astr. Jour., No. 52.)—At 
"lS on the 15th of November, 1852, another planet, which has been 

h Ag 
he of the 9:10 magnitude. Mr. G. Rimker has computed the fol- 

ae elements, from observations made at Paris, November 18, and 
mburg, November 28 and December 3. 

Epoch 1852, December 0-0. Berlin m. t. 

Mean longitude 61? 29 23" 
Long. of een : i ng-of perihelion, . 809 53 19 ; . 3 ae a Z 78 38 48 “4 Mean Equinox 1853-0. 

Melioation, = | * 3 19° 49-7 
ise ofexcentricity, . 19 51 55:2 

g. Of semi-axis major, 0-4157699 
mean daily motion,  2°9263517 

Nove:ttemty-second Asteroid, (Astr. Jour., No. 52.)—On the 16th of 

*vember, 1852, Mr. J. R. Hind discovered a new planet which he 
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estimates as of the 10°9th magnitude. By comparison with Pro 
10056, he obtained Nov. 17, 11 51™ 525 Gr. m.t, BR. A. 50 120 

493- 38, and N. P. D. 65° 26 44"5. Mr. E. Vogel has salon the 
following elements from observations of November 19, 24 and 20. 

Epoch 1852, December 0-0, Greenwich m.t.  . 
Mean longitude, : ’29° 2” OD bee 
Long. of perihelion, : ; 46 13 28 ‘9 Mean 

se asc. node, ‘ \ 66 53° 61 nae. 18520. 
incltnaslon ; ; 14 20 12 6 Ee 
Angle of excentricity, ; : 6 O 118 

Log. of semi-axis major, . : 04685289 
iy daily motion, .— - 703'-41748 
Aor being baiteieid to name this planet, has proposed to 

cll it Callio 
5. Twenty- third Asteroid, (Astr. Jour.)—In a letter to the editor of 

the Ariromomical Journal, Mr. J. R. Hind announces the discovery 

another planet at 6) 30m of Dec. 15, 1852. He describes it as shining 
like a star of the 10-Lith magnitude, with a pale bluish light. By 

¢c spa with LaLanpE 6129, he found the following pasion : 
1852. Greenwich m. t. RA. Pree 

Dee. 15. 7h 18m 39s-Q Bh 12m 45-98 73° ‘10! 164 

8 42 2-0 312 2-70 73 10! ives 
Daily motion about : 5 ~ 393 a9'5 
Mr. oe bn the ae of Mr. Hind, has selected for this we 

the name Tha 

vis Misceccaniows INTELLIGENCE. 
9, 

1. Eriesson’s Caloric Engine.—The m moving power ricsson S 
Engine is well known to be the expansion of air by het; gee nes 
sion at 32° F. is about 7}5 for each degree of Fahrenheit added. 

with much interest for the final alk an shall test its ge a9 

admitted as a successful rival of sea or a large and geo 

drawing of Ericsson’s Caloric Engine, we refer our readers to eo 
mn the February number of Appleton’s Mechanics’ Magazine, \ a 

j Cap aoe’ 

are mainly am this Shae, and from Capt. Ericsson’s dese ae Leia 

he Fad 6 feet in diameter, a about 1 foot ap oat 

up and dows cette with the same pith the two — ‘ower cy 
connected by two rods. ‘The working piston, or that of the 
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inder, is two feet or so thick, the interior being filled with clay and 
charcoal to prevent the conduction of heat through from below. 

On one side of either large cylinder near the bottom, there is an open- 
ing for the entrance of the air for raising the piston and for its passage 
out as the piston descends; and close by this opening, just outside, 

isa mesh-work of wire, called the regenerator, through which 
the air passes, both on entering and going out. This regenerator is 26 
inches high and wide, and is filled with 200 disks of wire-net, having 
10 meshes to the inch, making 67,600 meshes in each disk, and 

000 in the whole regenerator, forming thus an apparatus for cool- 
ing the air that leaves the engine, and at the same time for warming 
the air that enters. There are 414 miles of wire in each regenerator, 
and the amount of surface it presents is 2014 square feet, equal to the 
entire surface of 4 steam boilers, 40 feet long, and 4 feet in diameter. 
The air going out loses about 480° F. of its temperature, and the same 
amount is the next mom municated to the air passin in. 

The supply-cylinder, (upon each working cylinder,) is simply a pump 
for pumping in air. As its piston descends (simultaneously with the 

working piston), a valve at top opens from external pressure, and air 
sin from without. On rising, the pressure closes this valve, and 

opens another ; and through the latter the air passes into a flue, opening 
into the air-receiver—a large rectangular box placed vertically, meas- 

Piston, ‘Thus there is a free communication for the air from the upper 
cylinder (the supply-cylinder) through the air-receiver alongside into 

‘rough the air-recciver and regenerator to the lower cylinder below 

the piston ; and So it goes on as just described. 
. We have thus given the particulars respecting one of the great cyl- 
inders, and its subsidiary supply-cylinder. The other of the pair is 

Secoxp Semis, Vol. XV, No. 44—March, 1853. 37 
% 
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“The fire acts directly against the bottom of the large cylinders. 
When the engine is in full action, the air entering, say at a temper 

ature of 60°, will be heated to 450° on passing through the regenera- 
tor, by taking up the heat left in the regenerator by the hot air that had 

just before passed out; and as 480° are all that are required, the bal- 

ance is supplied by the fire. The air at 480°, on now leaving the cyl- 

inder, is cooled down to 90° F., or but 30° above the temperature befo 

entering. So great is the effect of the regenerator that the temperature 
near the regenerator on the side next the cylinder, and that on the op- 
posite side, in all cases differ by at least 350° F., when there are sufi- 
cient fires in the furnaces. y 

Mr. Ericsson makes the following statements : rich 
“In regard to loss of heat, the result of ample trial has been, that at 

no time has the temperature of the escaping air exceeded that of 
the entering air by more than 30°. As this differential temperature 
exhibits the positive loss of heal, it becomes important to ascertain 
its amount in pounds of coal: the area of the supply piston is 2626 

‘square inches, and its stroke two feet; hence 36,4, cubic feet of atmos- 
_pheric air is supplied for each stroke, and therefore at 30 strokes 1© 
cubic feet, and for both cylinders 2184 cubic feet per minute 131,040 
cubic feet per hour. The weight of atmospheric air is nearly 183 et 
bic feet to the pound, and hence it will be seen that 9706 pounds of alt 
pass through the engine every hour. We know that one pound of _ 
will raise the temperature of 10 pounds of water 1100°; the specific 

38,5 pounds of air will be elevated in temperature 1100° ire 
ound of w the observed loss of heat in the engine pie Seo 

§ ° = o> 3 5 wa o " ry > res 2 oa 3 x Qo =} s 2] S 3 — oc. S 5 ° = > ® ® 3 7a: 5 
a>) a 

Ss 

that radiation will be prevented ; as the machine stands, a horse-PO” 
is produced by a consumption of less than 11 ounces to the horse-poW 

_ er per hour. : aii 

“©The following particulars are of considerable practical importance 

_, “Ast. The valves g and A [for the ingress of air to the are 
der and from it] are not subjected to heat, the ealorie 5°" 

_ taken up by the wires before reaching the valves. mre 
; “2d. The temperature of the ‘aabibig of the working pistons 40% 
not exceed boiling heat at any time. found that 

3d. As only a slow radiating fire is needed, it has been rexndits 
ec her Hibben applied to the under side Oe eee the best 

or Several weeks ; this ively that the € be! ii chitin fend this proves conclusively . Es 

il Chey 

Tes ips ae 
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“4th. A hole of half an inch in diameter, kept open for several 
hours in the valve chest, does not sensibly affect the pressure in the air- 
receiver, so abundant is the supply of air; this fact has surprised all 
practical men who have seen the engine ; it proves completely that the 
machine need not be perfectly air-tight, as suppose 
“oth. After putting a moderate quantity of fuel into the furnace, it 

has been found that the engine works with full power for three hours 
without fresh feed, and after removing the fires entirely, it has fre- 
quently worked for one hour.” 

€ pass from these observations on the stationary test-engine to a 
few words on the ship, of which, Mr. Ericsson in his paper does not 
Particularly speak. 

_ Inthe ship Ericsson, there are 4 working cylinders, the diameter of 
each being 168 inches, and the stroke 6 feet. The diameter of the 
Supply cylinders is 187 inches. Iron wire of one-sixteenth of an inch 
1s for the regenerator. The amount of coal consumed by the 
four furnaces per day, is 6 to 7 tons. ‘The disks of the regenerators 
have each 500,000 meshes, and the temperature of the air within the 
Working piston when in action is stated at 444° F. The valve cutting 
off the air on the up stroke is closed when the piston has risen ;53,ths 
of the whole stroke, . 
ve do not at present undertake to discuss the probable success or 

failure of this important enterprise. We have been told that the ship 

a ear 
and others hope ; the contrary must be the desire of all well-wishers 
of humanity. . 

Canadian Institute at Toronto, Capt. J. H. Lefroy, we observe the an- 
rom Can- 

i, Jeans of which these observations have been made during so con- 
siderable a fumber of years, should also be withdrawn from this con- 
nent and returned to England. i If its fate as a national observatory is sealed,—and it appears to be 
®etually so.—_we shall be gratified to learn that the local government 

8$'Well as amon military gentlemen occasionally resident in Canada, 
hy © cannot ochtakees it coma be successful in contributing largely, as 
nan, .o? to the progress ; 1¢! 
magnetic, meteorological and auroral observations, Toronto is one of 
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the most important points in North America. We hope to hear that 
active efforts have been made for the } iar toate of such an Institu- 
tion and we shall cordially wish it succ 

The self-regisiering magnetical iathcitioite that have been success- 
fully used in Canada by Capt. Lefroy, are peculiarly excellent and 
exact in their records, and it is very desirable that similar instruments 
should be introduced at Washington, Cambridge, and other o 
ries in the United States 

3. The Total- Reflexion Stereoscope ;* by Sir Davin Brewster, 
(Phil. Mag., [4] ili, 20. .)—This form of the stereoscope requires only & 
small prism and one iagram, or picture of the solid, as seen by oné 
eye; the other diagram, or picture which is to be combined with it, be- 

instru- ing created by total aginte from the base of the prism is i 
ment is shown in fig. 1, where D is the picture of a cone as seen by 
the: left eye L, and ABC | is the prism, whose base BC is so large that 
when the eye is placed close to it, it may see, by reflexion, the whole of 
the diagram D. The angles ABC, ACB must be equal, but may be of 
any _mngsiade, Great accuracy ‘in the equality of the angles is not 

nd a prism constructed by a lapidary out of a fragment of 
thiek pl pall glass the face BC being one of the surfaces of the plate, 

— answer the purpose.t When the prism is aed at abe, fig. oe 
end of a conical tube LD, and the diagram D, at the other ene © 

tures 2 formed C one reflexion, we as combine pve dissimilar a 
into a raised cone, as in the figure, or into a hollow one, if the pict 
at D is turned round 180°. 

dete Pte m aba, pe BO, 

weft sc the ay rier er ‘a Bed, ‘te. + ithe re paral cides BO 

aces of the. 
only, the work of the pulang f the plate-glass, and inclined faces Be 
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we wish to make a microscopic stereoscope of this form, or to 
magnify the drawings, we have only to cement plano-convex lenses, 
the requisite focal length, upon the faces AB, AC of the prism, or ae 

imperfection arising from the difference of paths in the reflected and 
direct pencils, ‘This difference is so trivial, that it might be corrected 

4. Notice of a Chromatic Stereoscope; by Sir Davin Brewster, K.H., 
PRS.,V.P.R.S,. Edin., (Phil. Mag., [4] iii, 31.)—In the year 1848, I 
‘ommunicated to the British Association, at Swansea, a brief notice of 
the Principle of this instrument.* : ape 

We look with both eyes through a lens, about 24 inches in diame- 
ter or Upwards, at an object having colors of different refrangibilities, 

Such as the colored lines on a map, a red rose among green leaves, or 
any scarlet object upon a blue ground, or in general any two simple 
**lors not of the same degree of refrangibility, the to colors will ap- 

” 
are 'mages of different colors being thus separated, the eyes unite 
e 43 in the stereoscope, and the red image takes its place nearer 

observer than the blue one, in the very same manner as the two 

Ph Portions of the dissimilar stereoscopic figures stand up in relief 

wi; distance from their more remote portions. The reverse of this 

Vill take Place if we use a concave lens, or if we turn the refracting 
8 of the two prisms inwards. ; 

* See Report of the British Association at Swansea, 1848, Trans. of Sect., p. 48. 
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Hence it follows, and experiment confirms the inference, that we 
give solidity and relief to plane figures by a suitable application of 

color to parts that are placed at different distances from the eye. 

hese effects are greatly increased by using lenses of highly-dis- 
persing flint glass, oil of — and other fluids, and avoiding the use 
of compound colors in the objects placed in the stereosco 

5. Spots on the Sun, (L’Institut, No. 984.) —M. Ropo.px Wor writes 
with reference to the recently discovered periodicity in the spots on the 
sun, that he is engaged upon an extended memoir on the subject, which 

will comprise all of importance that is on record respecting yee’ 

since their discovery, and the results of his own observa} tions. He has. 

spots should be fixed at 11-111 -+ 0-038 years, so that 9 periods are just 
equal toacentury. In the second chapter he will show that for each cele 

tury, the years 0, 11:11, 22-22, 33-33, 44-44, 55:56, 66°67, 77°78, 88°89 
correspo: to the minima of solar spots. The interval between the mini- 

_ 18 2, 
from the observations show. that the meteor was 253 kilometers® 

the earth when seen at Bordeaux, and from Bordeaux at the same ti 
268 kilometers; and when seen at Toulouse it was 1494 k. fi 

rth. Apparent rapidity from M. Abria’s valuation 214°4 k. ; The 
Petit’s, 624 k. Absolute rapidity i in space, from M. Petit, 75 k. 
F ee Becostling to M. Petit’s observations was 215 meters” cal bd 
ap yards); and he concludes that the meteor was a cosmical 

ides * new Meteoric stone from Giitersloh.—Last year M. eee 
spre: to the Prussian Academy at Berlin a meteoric stone of 
ell at Gittersioh on the 17th of Abril according to the testim 
Dr. Stohiman. M. Rose has since received another a piece se 
the same ber aud a rath weighing over three 0 nces Was 
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tothe Academy by M. Stohiman. The cabinet of Meteorites at the 
Museum of Berlin contains meteorites from 97 localities, 33 of which 
are meteoric irons, and 64 meteoric stones. The whole 
ber of distinct meteoric irons according to Dr. Wm. S. Clarke now 
amounts to si 

OBITUARY. 

estern 
medicine. His great work on the Diseases of the Valley of North 
America is the result of well-directed industry, and the most indefati- 
gable research. ‘The first volume only has yet been published. We 

his youth lived most vividly in h ; din his fervid descriptions, y in his memory, and in his ript 
they glowed in all their original beauty and freshness. He was always 

what rough professional experience, he often brought in 
anecdotes creditable to those who were his competitors for the public 
favor. His 

* e a ; 

things both late ond small, from the treatment of a hypochondriac 

lived there when it ittle village, and he lived to see it a great 
city, the * Queen pei on! It i not strange then that he loved 
‘he city consecrated to his heart by affliction, by adversity and by pros- 
Perity—the city in which he had met with both success and suffering— 
Where his affections had ripened, flourished and decayed—where the 
FP full of reminiscences of gladness as well as of gloom—where 

had been for half a century, a period marked by events of the: ioe 
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have excited more general attention, or attracted a greater number 
students anxious to listen to the wisdom which fell from his lips. .He 

ical College. 
From what we know of his habits, we trust that he has left behind 

ent and merit, and many are now on the stage of life who look back 

with feelings of profound gratitude to the generous sympathy and many 
indnesses he showed them in their days of trial. He was not only @ 

man of high talent, but he was also one of the most painstaking and 
laborious students that we have ever known. His success is mainly !0 
be attributed to his unswerving diligence. He was never satisfied as 

long as he knew that he was ignorant of any of the phases of a 
ee His example in this respect is valuable and ought to be followed 

The facts in the above notice are somewhat abridged from an article 
published in a Cincinnati paper, and copied into the Louisville Weekly 
Journal, We believe them not to be exaggerated. , 
D e was perhaps the first writer who called the attentio of 

geologists to the drift and boulders in the vicinity of Cincinnati, and 

his little volume, in which the facts are contained, may still be read 
with advantage. B, S. SBoy 

ror. C. B, Apams.—The steamer Perel, which arrived at New To 

from St. Thomas, W. I., on Saturday, brought the sad intelligence 7 

of Vermont, and his reports in that capacity have been saa ia 

a valuable elementary work upo logy ee 

nd enriched 
pecies» Zoe 

a few years past his attention had become particularly directed wae a 

ological Geography, a field in which he saw that a rich ba! 1 
scientific truth was yet to be gathered. The last volume of the it of 

of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York, contains parte in 

is sojourn for a few weeks at Panama, in the Winter of 160° 1 

the form of a treatise upon the Zoological Province of Panamt distti- 

catalogue of its mollusks, and full notes upon their geographical - 

— ASS 
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pa 
haustion, and died on the 19th of January.——V. Y. Daily Times, Feb. 1, 
We have from time to time had occasion to notice the publications 

of Prof. Adams ; and only in our last number we annou 
Pearance of his last great work, on the Mollusks of Panama, and the 
labors in which he was engaged in the neighboring seas. Some of the 
Tesults of his investigations are embodied in the Paper in the preceding 

tumber (vol. xiv, p. 389) on the Geographical Distribution of Mollusca, 
be Mr. T. Bland. 

EA 

Sears C. Walker was born at Wilmington, Mass., on the f 
Mare ©; graduated at Harvard University in 1825; taught a pri- 
Yale school in Philadelphia for seyeral years ; or a considerable 
Period actuary in the Pennsylvania Life Insurance Company ; a short 
time attached to the National Observatory, but for several years prece- 
ding his death was one of the assistants of the U. S. Coast Survey. 

Asa child, his precociousness was the wonder of the village. At 
College, he was remarkable for his aptness in acquiring languages, 

Afierwards he became an enthusiastic devotee of science e are 

chives of the American Philosophical Society, Franklin Institute, 
Smithsonian Institution, and other learned societies here and in Europe 
all attest a zeal for scientific research, which has at last resulted in his 

tdom. For the last three or four years, apart from his ng wed 

480 his brain gave way, and he was for sever 
asylum. In Ocoke ra he was thought to be so far recovered as to 

; a sec ly. : 
Tn the circles of ee both here and abroad, his death will be 

ply elt; for he had with them an extensive correspondence and & 

es, Vol, XV, No, 44,—March, 1858, . 38 fi 
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growing reputation. But beyond these, and his own family circle, he 
was little known. In politics he never mingle or the ordi 
amusements and excitements of the world he had no taste. . His one 
absorbing passion was a love of science, and that for its own sake. 
Seldom has there been a man so highly gifted, of more retiring mod- 
esty, or greater meekness and simplicity of character.—Cin. Gaz, 
Feb. } ee 
[We subjoin the following sketch of Mr. Walker’s scientific labors 

given at a meeting of the officers and members of the U.S. Coast 

accomplished. During this discussion he reached the —— 

investigation, which was not completed at the time of his decease. 
the midst of it, the new, attractive, and important subject of determitr 

ing differences of longitnde by the telegraph was committed 10 
and he threw all his zeal and knowledge into the solution of this pro 
lem, and brought it to the successful condition in which it now IS 

regulated to different times—as, for example, mean solar and 
and seized all the consequences flowing from this principle. 

- graphing of transits of stars was original with him. mee of the 
_ He soon became satisfied of the necessity for graphic regist'y © 

‘ume results, and invited the coéperation of Mr. Saxton, anes * 
of Prof. Mitchell, and of Dr. Locke in the solution. With him origi 
ated the application of this method to the registry of time obser inget” 
for general ast i loped b 

1 

jous modes : a dope # BY SPrie research 
» and known as the “ American Method hil ‘ifference 

are his mind found there to do, and, aside from this and labors of a 
and nightly routine in computing and observing, 

’ 
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ence; nor.can I trust myself now in an analysis of the mind and heart 
of this friend for many years. I have faintly pencilled his doings 
while closely connected with our work, shadowing merely his claims 

prvesie the truth. With death, apparently not distant, before my eyes, 
am pleased to think that I have not countenanced error, through fear 

or favor. . Neither have I in any case modified my sentiments so as to 

oo hor becaus 
hills and valleys, exploring the rugged shores of the ocean, or sear ch- 
7 the cultivated fields, has not been in a sense of His 

® Him who alone doeth great wonders,’ be all glory and praise. 

> farewell.”’* : : 
ee three volumes of his werk on British birds were published 

Ban eo a * Manual of Geology.” a volume on * British Quadru- 

Peds,” forming the seventh of Jardine’ Naturalists Library, besides 
ee other works and memoirs. ; 

Woe VII. BrenrocRaPHy. 

Wy Report on the Geology of the Lake Superior Land District ; by 

}.Fosver and J, D. Wairney, U. S. Geologists. Part Il. The 
ate Region together with the General Geology. 406 pp., 8vo. Sen- 

figeocument, Special Session, March, 1851; Executive No. 4.—The 

det of Messrs. Foster and Whitney’s Geological Report was no- 

enter al some length in vol. xii, (p. 222) of this Journal. This second part 

i tag fully into geological details and principles, and embraces 

Beolc "ations of the highest value to the science. Many points in the 

of the United States are ably discussed, and established as a 
t a 

B > > * Atheneum, 1852, p. 998. 
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part of the now known history of ancient epochs in this hemisphere. 
Among these, is the age of the extensive red sandstone formation of the 
Lake Superior region, which more from its intersection by trap dykes 
rather than frem any other reason, was formerly referred to the same age 
with the Connecticut river red sandstone. It appears to be settled that 
these rocks, as Messrs. Foster and Whitney announced in the first part 

of their Report, are as old as the lowest Silurian. The occurrence of 
Lingula and Trilobites in this group, must be considered, the authors 

observe, as conclusively settling its age. r. an of Canada, from 
Surveys there made, announces that the evidence is clear and indis- 

putably conclusive. 

nd able 

in its science. The author, among the first of American geol 

rocks and fossils of the West, and to the general progress — 
cal science. The volume gives elaborate descriptions of t 
tal formations of the Upper Mississippi, taking up the seve 
order, describing their features, materials, fossils, range, 

~ economical bearing. of Middle Next follow Dr. J. G. Norwood’s Report on the Geology %. south 
d Western Minnesota; Col. Whittlesey’s Report on LAbprscwe™ i 

of Lake Superior; Dr. B. F. Shumard’s Report on Geol wid Kettle of the St. Peter's, Mississippi, Wisconsin, Barraloo, Sake 
Rivers Dr. Joseph Leidy’s Memoir on the Fossil Mammalia i. 
tilia collected during the survey, in which are descriptions nd add 
new genera as well ag species. An Appendix on the fossils, ~ ' 
tional chemical examinations by the author, with a catalogue most it 
by C.C. Parry, and birds by H. Pratten, close this large and 
portant volume. The quarto volume of plates, contains fifteen 

of geolo’ 
he geolog” 

ra 
extent, and 
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fossils, of unusual beauty, (seven of which are devoted to the remarka- 
ble mammalia from the Eocene tertiary of Nebraska,) besides various 
Views, sections and maps. We might interest our readers with ex- 
tended citations from its pages, but can add in this place only the fol- 
lowing extracts relating to 

general features and ancient Mammalia of the Mauvaises Terres 
of Nebraska. 

“After leaving the locality on Sage creek, [a southern branch of the 

stitute a world of its own, and which appears to have been formed, 
partly by an extensive vertical fault, partly by the long-continued influ- 
ence of t scooping action of denudation. 
The width of this valley may be about thirty miles, and its whole 

length about ninety, as it stretches away westwardly, towards the base 
the gloomy and dark range of mountains known as the Black Hills. 

lis most depressed portion, three hundred feet below the general level 
of the surrounding country, is clothed with scanty grasses, covert 

® soil similar to that of the higher ground. 
To the Surrounding country, however, the Mauvaises Terres present 

the most striking contrast. From the uniform, monotonous, open prai- 
Tie, the traveller suddenly descends one or two hundred feet, into a val- 
ley that looks as if it had sunk away from the surrounding world ; 
leaving Standing, all over it, thousands of abrupt, irregular, prismatic, and columnar masses, frequently capped with irregular pyramids, and 
Stretching up to a height of from one to two hundred feet, or more, — 

So thickly are these natural towers studded over the surface of this 
*xltaordinary region, that the traveller threads his way through deep, 
confined, abyrinthine passages, not unlike the narrow, irregular streets 
and lanes of some quaint old town of the European continent. Viewed 
In the distance, indeed, these rocky piles, in their endless succession, 
8ssume the appearance of massive artificial structures, decked out with 

all the accessories of buttress and turret, arched doorway and clus-— 
wred shaft, pinnacle, and finial, and tapering spire. One might almost 

imagine oneself approaching some magnificent city of the dead, where 
the labor and the genius of forgotten nations had left behind them a 
(ude of monuments of art and skill. 

the realities of the scene soon dissipate the delusions of the distance. 
The castellated forms which fancy had conjured up have vanished; and 
ound, on every side, is bleak and barren desolation. : 

Then, too, if the exploration be made in midsummer, the scorching 
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wayfarer through this pathless waste, are reflected back from the white 
or ash-colored walls that rise around, unmitigated by a breath of alty 
or the shelter of a solitary shrub. 

he drooping spirits ef the scorched explorer are not permitted, 
however, to flag. The fossil treasures of the way, well repay its sul- 
triness and fatigue. At every me objects of the highest interest pre- 

sent themselves. Em ed in the debris, lie strewn, in the grealest 

profusion, organic relics of seaaincs animals. All speak of a vast fresh- 
‘water deposit of the early Tertiary Period, and disclose the former ex- 
istence of most remarkable races, that roamed about in bygone ages 

high up in the Valley of the Missouri, towards the sources of its wes 
tern tributaries ; where now pastures the big-horned Ovis montana, the 
shaggy buffalo or American bison, and the elegant and slooderifs con- 
structed antelope. 

very specimen as yet brought from the Bad Lands, proves to be.of 
species that became exterminated before the mammoth and mastodon 
lived, and which differ in their specific character, not alone from all liv- 
ing animals, but also from all ene obtained even from cotemporane- 

ous geological formations elsew 
long with a single existing akan the Rhinoceros, many new gene- 

ta never before known to science have been discovered, and some, '0 
us at this day, anomalous pase which combine in a anatomy 
structures now found only in different orders. They f m, indeed, 
connecting links between the pachyderms, vlaniigoeaant ‘ob digiti- 

es. For example, in one of the specimens from this strange local 
me described by Dr. Leidy under the name of Archeotherium, we find 

ted characters belonging now to the above three orders; for the 
pec teeth are constructed after the model of those of the hog, pecc® 
ry, and babyroussa; the canines as in the bear; while the upper pat 
of the skull, the cheek-bones, and the temporal fossa assume the 

and dimensions which belong to the cat tribe. Another, the Oreodon 
of Leidy, has grinding teeth like the elk and deer, with canines resem 
bling the omnivorous thick-skinned animals; being, in fact, @ mee 
which lived both on flesh and vegetables, and yet chewed the cud me 
our cloven-footed grazers. 

ssociated with these extinct races, we behold ae in the saw 

Terres, abundant remains of fossil pachydermata, of gigantic dimen 
sions, and allied in their anasaeny: § to that aeonien family of pro 
ean animals, of which the tapir ma be takes asa ens jt 

while, in 

the: 

gy psum quarries of Mon ntmartre, near Paris, but are distinct in spe ae 

and one, at least,of this genus, discovered in the Bad La nds (4 
therium Proutii), must have attained a much larger size t ae te 
which the Paris basin afforded. In a green, argillo-calcareouss i 

stratum, situated within ten feet of the base of the sections #J® 
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this species was found, measuring, as it lay in its matrix, five feet along 
the range of the teeth, but in such a friable condition, that only a por- 
tion of it could be dislodged ; and this, notwithstanding all the precau- 
tions used in packing and transportation, fell to pieces before reaching 
Indiana.” . ? i: 2 
The author continues with remarks on other Fossil Mammalia from 

this singular region Descriptions of the above and other fossils, in- ec 

ag four species of Fossil Turtle, are given in the chapter by Dr. 

itis as old at least as the lowest Silurian. Dr. Owen even suggests 
that it probably underlies the Lingula and Orbicula beds of the Upper 

| 

ted by several hundred magnified representations ; by ANDREW PritcH- 
ARD, M.R.I., &c. . A’new edition, enlarged. London: 1852.—In pre- 
paring the new edition of this useful work, Mr. Pritchard has been 
aided by J. T. Arlidge, and the result of their united labors has been 
the production of a volume containing a large amount of new and in- 
teresting matter in addition to the contents of the preceding edition. 
Without increasing the cost of the work, the number of engravings has 
been doubled, and many additions have been made to the text. Among 

are compilations from Ehrenberg’s numerous papers read before 
the Berlin Academy, including the description of many new genera 

i rk of Ralfs on the Desmidiez has 

y, and from the writings of Kiitsing, Dujardin, Siebold, Stein, 
&e. Ip fact, great industry ou to seat been exerted in collecting 
every thing novel relating to the Infusoria. We must however, express 
our regret that the editors have not devoted more time to the arrange- 
sent and connection of the heterogeneous materials thus assembled. 
lis true that it well represents the present state of this department of 
“lence, in which all is in confusion. But there are parts of the sub- 
Jeet which are no longer doubtful, and we regret that we are presented 

with many erroneous generic and specific characters taken from the 
now obsolete descriptions of Ehrenberg, Kiitsing and others. We al- 

» the surface of various siliceous. shells which may readily be shown 
is lined objects ya iective of even one inch focal distance. 

Pe the decision of these. questions afforded by the action of 
hydrofluoric acid, (see this leon 349,) by means of which it has 
that put beyond all doubt that the apertures have no existence, and 

‘What have borne this name are neither elevations nor depressions 

» but in reality the thickest portion of the shells. As many of 
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Ehrenberg’s generic characters, as well as Kittsing’s classification of 
the Diatomacee into Astomatice and Stomatice are founded on errors 

vissima,” by Ehrenberg and by Kiitsing, we do not hesitate to assert 
that not one of them is smooth. In fact, a Diatomaceous shell on 

test objects furnished by the Naviculm. ; 
In connection with this subject, we quote the following remarks in 

which the difficulty of resolving the markings on the Diatomaceous 

test objects is greatly overrated. ‘The authors state that ‘* those who 
make the structure of these shells a special study, require from forty 

to fifty minutes manipulation with a. first rate instrument, and all the 
modern appliances for obtaining intense oblique light, before they can 
shew certain strie or dots on a well known specimen.” we 

know by numerous trials made with Spencer’s objectives upon the most 
difficult test object now known, viz. the Grammatophora from Prove 

the field of view, two minutes is a very large allowance of t 
exhibition of its markings by sunlight, and this too, withou 
ingenious appliances for oblique illumination, on which the 
artists have lately devoted so much labor. gee 

e regret to see numerous typographical errors in this — ‘of 

among others one on page 102 which deprives Spencer of the er ve 
30° of aperture beyond what is there stated. Instead of bis objec 
having an angle of 147° as there stated, it should be 174°". “ 

Although we have thus pointed out some faults of this edition, 
yet can sincerely say that there is no work extant in which so 
valuable information concerning the Infusoria can be found; 
microscopist should add it to his library. ae some 
A. On the Origin of the Forms and Present Condilion of Aus 

the Clusters of Stars and several of the Nebula ; by SrErzEx from ANDER, Prof. Math. and Astron. in the College of New Jersey, (Tt 
Astronomical Journal, Nos. 36 to 44, 1852.) —The gener by 

the recent tel 

Some are simple elliptical clusters, with a brighter center; 

sist of two or three rings with an irregular fringe to the ext 

are literally broken rings; others are like dumb-bells; 

# See this Journal, 2nd Ser,, vol. xiii, p. 31. 
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‘comma in form, having a circular head, produced on one side into a 
long spirally curving extremity. And others seem like tornadoes in 
the heavens, whose currents rushing spirally about a center car 

no known 
laws of force have hitherto been found sufficient to explain the strange 
mode of aggregation of worlds exhibited by nebule. Prof. Alexander 
has undertaken to review and compare these various forms, and en- 
deavors to trace their correspondence with the nebular theory, extend- 
i ifying it so as to embrace the universe. He concludes that 

spheroidal form, takes up the classes of nebula in order, and points 

out the processes of development through which they may be supposed 
tohave passed. He considers first those whose original form was a 

5. Chemical Field Lectures for Agriculturists; by Dr. Juxis 
DotPHus Sréckuarpt, Prof. in the Royal Acad. of Agric., at Tha- 

rand. Translated from the German. Edited with notes by James E. 

hed. CHER. 2 . 
Prof. Stéckhardt’s waite aba of Lectures or Chapters on practica 
‘Subjects connected with Agriculture—viz. : the Nourishment of Plants 

» Principles of Human Physiology, with their chief applications to 
Psychology, Patholouy, Pisrapeulice, Hygiene and Forensic Medi- 
ane; by Wu. B. Carventer, M.D., F.R.S. *.GS., 

*tysiology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of London,. 

Pood the fourth and enlarged London edition, 

enter’s Human Physiology is too well known and too highly ap- 
lated to need poe ee This new edition by Lea and Blan- 

Stcoxp Seems, Vol: XV, No. 44—March, 1853. 39 
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hard has received many and large additions, increasing very much 
its value. It makes the previous editions apper r altogether antiquated. 
The author in his Preface, observes ‘ that on commencing the prepara- 
tion of the new edition (fourth) he found that nothing short of an en- 
tire remodelling of the preceding edition would in any way satisfy his 
notions of what such a treatise should be.” He was led therefore to 

undergo te i, is entirely new; and another on the structural ele- 
ments of the human body and the vital actions which they exhibit, is 
cae so. The: ae also in the Sepier: on the functions of the 

awi 
tions and Sections of Geometrical Solids; Archilectur 
Mechanism and Topographical Drawing ; with Bevis ny on ap 5 Method 
of of tetohing “ subject. For the use of Academies and Common 
Schools ; by D. H. Manan, LL.D., Professor of Civil Bogiveong 

&c., &c., in the U.S. Military Academy. 156 pp., 8v w York, 
1852: J. Wi iley.—The ability and a cla of the Be of Prof. 
Mahan of West Point are well known. This volume is one much 

chemical components of the human body and the changes which they | 

mprovements in making Sugar.” Articles on agriculture, vine of: 
ture, merino s eep, and feat miscellaneous articles of pract! 
value or general interest close the number. This Journal will be found 

highly peer ip all engaged in the mechanic arts, to any who ar 
terested in nts or inventions, to the miner and worker in me 
the Ptutinic. and not less, to the man of science or genera Tea 

ides original papers, it presents’ records of recent dis 

in this country and Euro ope, and also full lists of patents issued i in t 

nue Siates, with explanations or details of those of spare Pith 

- 

es: taitution, to the Senate and House of Repres sentaltoe showing 

the year 1851, and the Proceedings of the Board of Regents ™P. # 

Be I PP-, 8vo. Washington, 1852.—This institution is pursuing 
a noble course in its publication of original works and m 
comin a real advance in knowle dge. It is thus becoming ® 
Source of new truths from which all may draw who wish to Pp 
the conan enlightenment and progress of the country. We not us 
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frequently h 

M 
the Transactions of the American Phil. Soc., vol. x; by Joser# 

ish M.D. 4to, with 9 lithographic plates.—Dr. Leidy has m 
large contributions to our knowledge of the ancient Mammalia of this 

e 

core page. The memoirs whose titles are above cited, contain 
4 "iptions of other species. Of American Fossil Ox, he enumerates 
Species, Bison latifrons, L., (Bos latifrons, Harlan,) Bison antiquus, L., 

lithe : of Sus. The 
®t plates illustrating these papers are excellent, and exhibit 

ue care and precision in the drawings. : 
re Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel- 
id +The Proceedings of thé Academy are issued every two months 
taj make every two years, a volume of 350 to 400 pages. They con- 

* he large amount of matter on Zoology and other sciences, including 
é rous descriptions of new species, and announcements of new facts, 

hg ag by some of the ablest scientific investigators in the United 

si 5's 8B = fe.) hf as g oo [sh 5. (er) ba oO ay Q oO “ > Q pet] ° o 4 oO i] 8 

fete Price 
pide es five volumes 8 dollars. Address Dr. Wm. 8. Zantzinger, 
ca, ats Esq., Philadelphia. 
~ M Werner, Ph. D.: Chemical Examination of Two Minerals from the 
: a of Reading, Pa., and on the occurrence of Gold in Pennsylvania ; 
hs 4 new variety of Asphalt, Melan-asphalt. From the Trans. Amer. Phil. 
it our and 8 Pp- 4to.—These and other papers of Dr. Wetherill we shall cite from 

8. Ma : Experiments on the Artificial production of Crystallized Mine- 

Tnaugural Dissertation on Promotion to the rank of Doctor of Philosophy 
Augusta University. 32 pp., 8vo. Géttingen, 1852.—This important 

aia ‘ 

Orchard, Rural Architecture, The Fireside, The Garden and ‘ 
if paid in 2 50 if not paid in 

2 
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C. Gmanp: Bibliographia Americana Historico-N: Naturalis, for 1851, sani 

December, 1862, Published by the Snihsonian Institution. 
: 

C.M apan; an Ae papi ica eG eee a with numerot 

flastatigns. 365 PP, 12mo, es G. P 0. = 

i: a ot empreats Sicily, a siiiscuabe 187 PP ino, New York, 1852. 6.1 

Putna’ 
Paookepnas Boston Soc, Nat. Hisrony.—NOV EMBER, 1852p. ¥s: On 

so 

es n : 

p. 228. On New Ascidia from - = S. coast; MM. in innate eee on 

some Moa bones; Dr. Kneeland—p. 2 Note on Alligators teeth ; J. Wyman= 

DECEMBE R.—On a nest of the Teaaate (Pomotus vulgaris) in gravel at the bottom 

of apond; C. 7. Jackson—p. 243. Two new genera and ribose new species of Ht 

lothuria; W. O. Ayres.—p. 247. On the ae jest a) its formatie ; W. 

—p. nluric _ var 

part (Hlbe ki 
naa ah és pee wasn 4 

clarke eta Pt erecta hy 2, Ute 1, Sceloporus 4, Cnemidophor
vs) 

Prestiodon 1, Elgaria 1); 8. F F Beard an wry C. Girard.—p.
 139, Remarks on the Co 

arnt of ty Unite Asides » J. L. LeCon
 to oNo. ¥ sat a a peci 

iurus ; ‘onte.—p. 149. Synopsis of the Scydmenide o » United Sas; 

- E. Le Conte—p. HA Catalogue of the Melyrides of the United States-and 

scriptions of new Species, . Le Conte-—p. 173, New, Repti es.in the Museum? 

the Smithsonian Hstitation 3d part
 , (Amblystoma 1 species, Rana 1, Buf

o if i 

etl and C. Girard—p.174. Descriptions of New Reptiles collected by the ©.» 

: art : er! 

cs rica ; 

notus 2 species, ae 1 i, Sceloporus 2; Psammap is 1, Elgaria 1, Bowe 
saurus (nov. gen.) 1, Crotalus RES Reo veep - ‘Tepiophis % Buld iver * 
(nov. gen) 1); Haltowell:=- =p i 
£. Hallowell—p. 184. New Bi irds 3 in the “calTegtion of the Academy. of Natural $ 
ences of |] hiladelphia, {Ammodenss 1 species, Emberiza 1, Spermest es 2, Eph 
2, Larus 1, Mergus | Noe rd) -Eatalogt of the Haleyonide in the cal ee 

Academy: J. Cassi seg ee Observations on the geology of Mi 
ete.; D. le Oueh 46 192, “On sn Tear} sell of the Southern Statess ; 

me hast. 194. Ona new species of Numineus Voodhouse.—p. 198. SE" 
on the Tertiary strata of St. Doming and Vi vet Miss. 7. A. ‘onal 
Notes onshells and descriptigns of some new species; 7. A. ats rad—P- 002 
new pou¢hed rats of the genera beat sat “ sr gana ; 8. W. Woodhouss = aip¢ 
On a new Struthus; S.-W. Woodhouse. —p. 2 Ona néw genus (Dinos is 

SWo new phecies of African serpents (Dinpphie Hammondii and Dendrophis oy 
web i Wi he . 206. NewN otth.America es eg (Lapras 

‘ 4 
oma a 

new ole! p a 

a aridosmine and Platinium from California; ¥. A. el 210. we ii; 

pts we Wisconsin; P. 2. Hoy—p. 212. Analysis of the cotton plant SW” § 
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rary Pir oy tellre: 219. Correspondence of Mr. Le: hee 
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DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND THE ARTS 
IN YALE COLLEGE. 

SCHOOL, OF CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL SCIENCE. 

JOHN A. PORTER, 

Acting Professor of Agricultural and Analytical Chemistry. 

W. J. CRAW, 
Assistant. 

‘THe course of j instruction is designed to meet the wants of those veg ana to pursue 
pacical analysis, medicine, agriculture or copes as wella p 

Ibg or scie = research. it embraces, iron b they applications, the 
: grains, soils and min rals, f the value of drugs and chem- 
teals, and reimente in medi cal C 
The Labora ory is open to atedlents a ‘the whole day at a charge of from $60 to 

Per term of tele or fourteen baer This includes the expense for materials consumed 
Mie use of apparatus. Studen e received for any ior not less than a mont 
ae 4 part of each day in see Laboratory, and are charged accordingly. Previous 
sy oF Oh emistry _ ote et | to pa ssio’ - 

ew hie Septem 1852. 

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, 

Be vunse WILLIAM A. NORTON, 
a Professor of Engineering. - 

of Instruction 
. 

tectura exercises in the fi Id ;—Drawing, topograp eat } 

Pesenint ae a a Deser niptiv ve Geometry, sie a and Shadows enone 

>» 480m 
tnd Stone.g Principles of Sram ettng, a and ta Civil snd _ hanical “Engineering, go ene Sed neip! Me. 
chanics, try. 

with Ap a trart Machine per Engineering ;—the ce of ¢ onstruction wine feving Wielanoe tee of ery and Engi Instruments for a determination of 
itude, &c. 

rp py pursue a partial or a full course, at his 0} ot “piission in the full course are, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, a a ite : come 
raise year is divided into autres 0 the ech. on Sep! 

bout t oc 
Jee, foe the fa full “tebe a : ch term, $30 be paid in advance, Fee for the 

¥ Surveying alone, $12, No pets for incidental expenses. 

on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry, and Natural Philosophy 
to students 

whet we of Philosophy pier yor Arts also ineludes other courses of study, for 

o pase omation satisfactory ex po mina are entitled to the a tome: of Bachelor of 
‘Yae ecb or wo yore on ected with this Departm 

°S¢, New Haven, September, 1858. ‘’ 
1 
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THE BANKER’S MAGAZINE, 
J. SMITH HOMANS, Enpiror anv PvuBLisHER. 

THE BANKER’S MAGAZINE 
CONTAINS IN ADDITION TO ITS OTHER PAPERS, A REPUBLICATION OF 

THE FOLLOWING 
INTERESTING ARTICLES UPON GOLD AND SILVER, 
FOR THE USE OF BANK DIRECTORS, BANK OFFICERS, AND OTHERS. 

I. Essay on the Production of an and Silver; and its Fluctuations. 
By Baron Atexanper von Humzotpr. ‘Translated for the Banker's 
Magazine, from the ‘* Journal des serie ” (This is the last con- 
tribution by the eminent author upon the subject of the Precious Metals.) 

II. On the Distribution of Gold Ore over the Earth’s Surface, and oa 
the Structure of California, as ei with that of the Ural Moun- 

tains. By Sir Ropericx |. Murcu 
lil. pa ame of California,—Efects on the Fixed Price of Gold. 

IV. Essay on Money, Coins, Bullion, &c. By J. R. McCuttoc#, 
Esq., with Copious Tables of the Gold and Silver Coins of all Nations; 

their Value, Weight, Fineness, é&c., from the Earliest Periods to 1 
. The Cost and Production of the Precious Metals.—1. The Cost 

of the Precious Metals. 2. Cost of Production. 3. Uses of Gold. 
4, Annual cannon of Gold and Silver. 5. str dard’ of the Cur- 

rency. 6. Prices of Labor, &c. (Edinburgh Review.) 
VI. The Relative Value of Gold and Silver.—1. Production of = 

and Silver, 1840, 1848, 1850. 2. Supplies from Russia. 3, Gold aa 
Silver both Legal Tender in France. 4, Permanent Change in Re s 
tive Values probable. (London Economist.) 

VII. New Varieties of Gold and Silver Coins, Counterfeit poe 
with Mint Values. B R. Ecxretpr and W. E. Du Bois, Ye 
of the United States Mine: 63 Engravings of Recent Coins af 
United States and South America. 

VIII. The Supply and Consumption of Gold and Silver,—P gin 
ent, and Prospective. (London Economist. 

. The Future Supply of Go Id. io Times.) 
x The Natural Formation of Gold _ (London Athen Site So 

dtitutes for Baite r. 2. Aeohist of the Sans Goldsmiths of Eng’ 

and their Mode of transacting Business. 3. Account of the eel 
Scotland. 4. Origin of Gold and Silver Coins in England. 2 Attemp’s 

the Government to issue SpuriousCoin. By W. J. Law inte 
ous Facts relating to Gold. (London Banker's “Mage: a 

XII. Gold and Silver,—their Supply, Production, and Relative" 
German _ ewes. ., Deutsche Vierteljahrs Schrift, Erstes ato 

agen Value of Gold.—1. Cost of P ucion 
Effects of. —. Supply. 3. Who are the Chief Sufferers 

Depreciation in i Value of Gold? 2, New 
XV. Fac-Similes of Recent Coins.—1. The English Florin. Gold 

Five- ‘franc Piece of 1852. 3. New California Coins. 4: 4, New 

a aie te Rica, New Grenada, and Central — 
ont - ’ . octavo. rms, Five Dollars per annum. 

SMITH HOMANS, - Wall st, New York, 111 11 Washington #4 
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HUMPHREYS JOURNAL, 
DEVOTED TO THE DAGUERREIAN AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTS—-ALSO EM- 

BRACING THE SCIENCE PERTAINING TO HELIOGRAPHY. 

Vou. IV.—Seconp Serres. 

NEW YORK.—Pustisuep semi-Monraty By 

S. D. HUMPHREY. 

LONDON.—Trusyzr & Co. (late Delf & Trubner, 12 Paternoster Row.) 

The foregoing is the title page of the oldest publication ever pub- lished, devoted t to the Photographic Art. Each number contains six- 
teen large octavo page 

Terms to American “wshecsiiains one dollar per annum in advance, Foreign subscribers postage in addition. American orders addressed to 
Ss. D. H H roe Yo 

gitfopenn subscribers address TRUBNER & Co., Lonnon. 
Me oe 

EDWARD N. KENT, 
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST, 

116 JOHN ST., NEW YORK. 

CHEMICAL APPARATUS, 
RARE CHEMICALS anp PURE REAGENTS; 

A ee apc See ae Edition) with prices annexed, fur- 
oad gratis on applicati 

[3t] 

American and Foreign Minerals for Sale. 

Tue attention of Minernlouielt, Professors and Principals of Colleges 

T cademies, is invited to the following ubseribers having 

1 oS Counties—consisting in part of the following : Gpiuelies, Sap- 
j big ranklinites, Hornblendes, Pyroxenes, Scapoli ites, Monroelite, 
ay enetites, Cale g ar from the Hudson, Jenkinsite, Warwickite, 
aan les, Yttro- Cerite, Crichtonite, Quartz and Copper, Aawtieg “oe 

_ oes of “sh cogs will ‘be — for INSPECTION to those who 

favor us with their order dd 
J. JENKINS, ee or 

March, 1959 SILAS R, HORTON, Craigville, Orange Co., ne ‘e 
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THE BRITISH PALAOZOIC FOSSILS, 

Avpep by Professor Sedgwick to the hag Museum. By 
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ie tid een tn Koby tie Operations of the U. &. 
orce Maruror, Electrotypist: being a 

oat “i mcr : + Saves, Assistant in charge of the Coast 
Survey Office.* With a Plat 

and processes here err are entirel 
hibit the advantages derived from tie introduc- 

it will be necessary to consider the scientific principles in- 
d in their use, and ome to take a cursory view of the his- 
of the electrotyping ar 
€ art of working sbeies by electric currents is of very re- 

; ‘introduction and although it has advanced with great ra- 
, tis yet, perhaps, in a state of infancy in its applications, 
crudeness in the modes of conducting it. 
 Clectro-deposition of metals was observed by most experi- 

With the voltaic battery. As early as 1804 electro-gild- 

been successfully practised ; pri rong idea of making 
by electric currents does not se o have occurred to 

one previous to the intrdtion of, Daniel’s battery, to 
lectro-casting i is incident 
T the introduction of art battery, it simultaneously 

to several persons that electric currents might be u 

Dated Hlsirotype Laboratory, Coast Survey Office, a November 29, 

as Appendix 55 to Senate Document, N 

Sums, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 40 

jou 
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to make castings of a finer kind than were obtained by melting 
and pouring. Propositions to this effect are about all that can be 
attributed to the rival claimants for the invention of electro-met- 
allurgy ; for neither the English nor Russian philosopher revealed 
what had not been known before. 

Yet to Jacobi and Spencer is due the merit of having called 
public attention to the subject; for in doing this, they have con- 
ferred benefits on the world greater, perhaps, than by making 
an original discovery. 

After the publications of Jacobi and of Spencer had called the 
attention of the scientific world to the new art, the principles in- 
volved in it became the study of several eminent philosophers, 
who disclosed the methods to be followed for obtaining reguline 
metal. After this, several departments of electro-metallurgy 
rapidly advanced. Electro-plating, and the multiplication of 
pages of letter-press work, as pages of type, and wood-cuts, (elec- 
tro-stereoty ping, ) were soon extensively practised ; but the copy- 
ing of the delicate touches of the copper-plate engraver (the 
electrotype proper) was beset with difficulties. On account of 
the great value of the engraved plate, together with the risk of 
its being detroyed in the attempt to copy it, and the uncertainty 

as to whether the duplicate would have good metallic properties, 
even if the operator should have the good fortune to obtain one, 
this department of the art, (the first and most beautiful of Spen- 
cer’s suggestions,) was allowed to rest as an experiment or 
confined to articles of small size and value. 

Adhesion of deposite to matriz.—Electro-metallurgy requires 
that the deposited metal should have all its cohesive properties. 
If such a deposit of copper is made on a clean plate of copper 
it is obvious that the deposited metal will cohere with the plate 
on which it is made, and an elaborately engraved plate would 
thus be converted into a mere mass of metal. The electroty, 
art, therefore, cannot exist before means are provided for prevel 
ing this destructive adhesion. 

Various plans for overcoming this difficulty have been proposed. 
All these, however, have a common feature, which is to prevent 
the deposit and matrix from touching by means of an interven 
ing film of heterogeneous matter. 
_ Mr. Smee proposes to use that coating of air which adheres 8 

firmly to polished metals, (so strikingly exhibited when the at- 
. 

tempt is made to wet a polished knife-blade.) To obtain = 
air coating, he directs that, after every attachment has been mace 
hi ao rea it be placed in a cool and moist cellar for a few days 

introducing it into the electrotype vat. oe 
moke, black lead, oils, and powders, and wax, have also been 

proposed for covering the face of the plate. 
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The method nsed in the British ordnance survey is perhaps 
the best of all these. ‘This is conducted as follows: The plate 
is fitst well oiled, and the oil well wiped away with soft bread. 
The plate is then heated to above the temperature of melting 
wax, and a cake of white wax pressed against the edge. The 

_sithaving removed the air from the plate, the wax will flash 
over it in an extremely thin sheet or film. All excess of wax is 

en to be wi away with a fine linen cloth, free from lint. 
The plate must be left to cool before introducing it into the vat. 
To smear the face of the finely engraved plate is in opposition 

‘9 the fundamental idea of the electrotype, which is that of 
atomic casting. In the process of Mr. Smee, air bubbles will be 
Mained in the fine lines of the graving, thus mutilating the 
“Py; Moreover, the face of the new plate is waved from the 
ailation of the stratum of air when receiving the first portion of 
copper. . 

fa the Waxing process it is almost impossible to free every 

line from excess of wax. Even days of tedious application do 
tot insure perfection. In addition to the éoarseness of these va- 
tous methods, they are extremely uncertain as to whether they 
effeet the purpose for which they are applied. 
It was always observed that if the deposited metal was not de- 

in mechanical properties, it stuck very hard to the original, 
aid the plates had to be subjected to violent jarring, heating and 
beating, to separate them. But if the deposited metal was of 
ella quality, then most fikely the deposit was inseparably 
United to it. From these circumstances attending the adhesion 

lb Considering the sticking of the plates, after homogeneous 
faction or cohesion, heterogeneous attraction or adhesion de- 
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This force is very powerful between some bodies, while be- 
tween others it is very slight. Air adheres very strongly to 
metals, as before referred to; hence a film of air may unite two 
copper plates, even though they are separated beyond the dis- 
tance at which cohesive attraction takes place. 
Wax is a common ingredient in cements; its adhesive "- 

ties have become proverbial; its use is evidently improper. 
Therefore a substance having a strong adhesive attraction for the 

plates must not be on the face, and the cohesive foree of the sur- 
face particles must be suspended by other methods than making 
the deposited metal deficient in mechanical properties. 

_ It was hoped that a substance could be found that would act uni- 
formly and gently on the surface of the engraved plate, and which 
in destroying the homogeneous attraction of the surface particles, 
would, by chemical union with them, form an insoluble and fri- 
able compound, having but a slight adhesion to the plate. Iwas 
led to select iodine for the experiment on account of its sparing 
solubility in water, its high equivalent number, and innoxious 
qualities. A copper plate was well cleaned, exposed to the vapor 
of iodine, and electrotyped ; the deposit separated from it readily. 
This was repeated some hundred times with invariable success. 

_ It was found, in cleaning large plates for the application of the 
iodine vapor, that while one part of the plate was being cleaned, 
another part would tarnish, and hence a uniform action of the 

iodine could not be obtained. This led to silvering the plates 
before iodizing, which facilitated the cleaning and exhibited the . 
action of the halogen. A silvered plate was washed with an 
alcoholic solution of iodine and electrotyped; the electrotype 
separated from the matrix yet more readily than before, the iodid 
of silver serving better to prevent adhesion than the iodid of 
copper. ‘ 
_But it was soon observed that a plate prepared on a dull day 

did not separate so readily as one prepared under a bright sky, 
and on experimenting it was found that a plate iodized and eX- 
posed to sunshine would separate with very great facility; while 
a plate iodized ona rainy day, and placed in a dark room for a 
ew hours before introducing it into the vat, might stick so har 
as to require some of the old resorts of heating and jarring * 
Separate it from the matrix. 

_ The process of iodizing and exposing to light has now been 
applied to a very great extent of finely engraved surface, and ft 
no case has the least difficulty been found in lifting one plate 

by intervening between the : ity of 100) : 0g bet: he plates; but the quantity i wi 
ed | plate must be thought insufficient to effect it by 

mere mechanical separation when 
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of strong alcohol. If one grain of the solution is required to 
Wet a square foot, it will give but ;;1,,;th of a grain of iodine 
a square foot. But as the iodine evaporates rapidly with the 
alcohol, probably the actual quantity on a square foot does not 
exceed one-hundred-thousandth part of a grain. 

king the weight of a cubic inch of iodine at 1,250 grains, 
and supposing that it remains on the silver surface in its elemen- 
lary state, instead of forming iodid of silver, then we have 1,250 
x 144 100,000 = 18,000,000,000, only one-eighteen-thousand- 
millionth part of an inch for the thickness of the coating of 
iodine. Even if we suppose that the solar rays decompose the) 
lodid of silver, and leave the iodine in vapor on the plate, it will 
I only one-forty-four-millionth part of an inch—a thickness 

to be taken as nothing in a mechanical view. 
_To test the effect of the chemical method of preventing ad- 
hesion on the sharpness of the engraved lines, an engraving was 
“ven times successively transferred from plate to plate, when the 

: Closest inspection failed to show any inferiority of impressions 
from the last plate as compared with those from the first. 
Ti ime and expense of electro-casting.—Next in importance to 

Securing a certain and easy separation of the matrix and casting 
is bringing the entire time and expense of electrotyping within 
the narrowest limits. 
4. Smee and others have shown that the quality of electro- 

metal is determined by certain relations between the rapidity of 

“ming the plate and the strength of the solution in which it is 
.l€d. Both the common operations of the electro-metallur- 

gist, and the improvements he proposes, must conform to these 

relations, : 
_ As small quantities of electricity are easily set in motion, small~ 
Sized electro-castings are readily made in six or eight days. ‘To 

oped € castings in a short time requires a powerful current, 

elem om Plish the corresponding augmentation 1n the effective 
ite action has proved a somewhat difficult matter. 

. At the date of the “Aide Mémoire to the Military Sciences,” 
Itis Stated that in the ordnance survey one pound of copper was. 
the ted in twenty-four hours on a plate of eight square feet, 
by Plates being made ductile enough to bear hammering only 

? Continued agitation of the electrolytic solutions. 
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At this rate, to make a plate one-eighth of an inch thick will 
require forty-five days. So far as I am informed, the above per- 
formance has not been excelled, as to quality and time, on large 
work anywhere prior to its being attained as now to be described. 

The first and most obvious suggestion for increasing the rate 
of deposition is to enlarge the battery; this, however, is incapa- 
ble of producing the desired end. 

To present this subject in a clear and satisfactory manner, I 
will make use of the celebrated formula of Professor Ohm, who 

deduced from mathematical reasoning, and established by experi- 
ment, that the effective force of the current from any battery 
was directly as the electromotive force, and inversely as the re- 
sistance offered to that force. 

‘To express this, he gave the equation — =Q, in which E 

represents the electromotive force, or affinity of acid for zine, 
and Rr the resistance to the current generated by that force; 
R representing the resistance offered to it from the liquid con- 
tained between the positive and negative elements of the battery, 

and r the resistance offered by the object on which the battery 
is working, and Q the amount of work executed, or the quantity 

of the current obtained. 
The resistance of conductors has been found to be directly as 

the length, and inversely as the section. 
o far as concerns form of arrangement, E is constant for the : 

materials used, as it depends on their chemical relations, @ can 
therefore be favorably affected only by varying R or r. Now, as 
R represents the resistance of the liquid contained between the 
battery plates, to increase the size of the plates is only to increase 
the section of the liquid, or, in other words, to diminish the re- 

sistance represented by R. The expression, R fete wynie: 

that, if the resistance in the battery is small compared to the ex- ternal resistance, the gain of effect from enlarging the battery 
plates is but small. ; : 

To determine the relative value of R, as compared with 7; * 
tery was constructed so as to collect and measure the ga 

evolved by its action. 
the } were placed in contact with each other, and the 

gas evolved in thirty minutes taken as a unit of effect. Ass 
this case the current did not pass through anything but he tery, is no resistance to be represented by r, or rin the za 
mula will be equal to 0 and Q=F=1 

The battery was then attached to a pair of electrodes, ae 
certain solution of sulphate of copper and sulphuric acid, espe 
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tially recommended by all the writers on electro-metallurgy, the 
arrangement being such as to produce good metal. 
now evolved in thirty minutes was found only one-twentieth of 
the former amount; hence the introduction of the resistance, ft, 

had diminished Q twenty times, and Ray =Q=5)5 R Whence 

risequal to 19 R. ‘To exhibit the effect of battery enlargement, 

we now have Q=i7749 If m=1, then Q=05; if m=2, 

Q=0512; if m=3, Q=-0518; if m=4, Q=-0524, &e., &e. 
This shows a gain of only a fortieth from doubling the size of 
the battery, &c.—an advantage too small to repay for the en- 
lagement. ‘These calculations are in accordance with experi- 
mental results from small batteries, but in large ones the neces- 
sity of further separating the plates, in increasing their size, 
makes the resistance increase, instead of diminish, and there is 
consequently a loss from enlargement. It is not, therefore, by 
merely increasing the battery surface that the time for electro- 
typing can be shortened. 

t. Smee, the distinguished writer on electro-metallurgy, by 
covering the negative plate of the battery with pulverulent pla- 
num, produced a very energetic form of the instrument. en 

plate is freshly platinized, it acts violently, and throws off 
the hydrogen in torrents. But this increased energy of the plate 

S$ gradually lost, from the electric current depositing upon it 
npurities from the zine. ial 

S this deposit has a strong attraction for the hydrogen, it is 

‘ttm which would restore the original platinum to its energy. 
This I attained, at length, by immersing the plate in a solution 
of per-chlorid of iron, which almost immediately restores the 

the decomposing cell, the time for making a casting was re- 

This is * peep E in the formula, and this will sometimes in- 

a We unite the effective force of many batteries by joining their 
dissimilar ends in consecutive order. As the current in such an 
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arrangement has to traverse every battery in the chain, R will 
be multiplied as as times as we multiply E. The formula 

then becomes Q== . When the value of r and R are 
aS 

nearly equal, and we have batteries of definite construction to 
work with, it becomes a matter of some importance to determine 
whether we shall use the whole galvanic apparatus, as a sing 
electrical equivalent, by connecting all the similar parts of all 
be battery cells, or whether we shall convert it into a battery of 
Fx irs, in consecutive order, by joining dissimilar ends. 

ai ividing the battery is doubling R, and to double the electrical 
equivalents is also to double R, we shall i no bas R fourfold by the 

double arrangement. Instead of Q =R7 “we haveQ= TRar 

Taking R=r we have Q=:50 in the single arrangement, and 
Q=-40 in the double—showing that we may double the ex- 
pense, and yet make the casting more slowly than rast Con- 
ditions as ae are of frequent occurrence, and a knowledge of 
them without experimenting is of very great sage 

‘For R=107, with a single equivalent of battery, = 416" 

0:0909. For two batteries in series Qasr a0 166. The 

use of two batteries in consecutive order, as thus exhibited, 
doubles the expense, but does not double the effect. A rega 
for economy prohibits us from further increasing the series. “To 

E 2k 
represent an effect double of rs we have 7) s=)= = OR4r 

eer eS 

As As dividing R by 2 is doubling the battery surface, we may now 
ke Q=-183. The gain per cent., now indicated by doubling 

de ich makes it advantageous to make this increase when 
two consecutive batteries are used. 

The difficulty of obtaining large flat plates of silver proved @ 
serious obstacle in effecting an increase of battery vas te wd 
os jrregularity of = surface requires the plate to be placed 

e from the zinc, thereby augmenting R, the 
po thing sought to ie diminished. 
Plates could be made flat by the planishing hammer ; but the 

operation being expensive, and the plates ereeeey”! ‘liable fe 
accidents in use, economy prohibited this mode of nbier 
plates. Though the plating of metallic bodies with aipeee 
been well executed, it had not yet been determined that ang 
casting of silver could be executed in a desirable manner, and a? 
a moderate expense and trouble. At first, every attempt tomake 
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plates weighing 2,500 grains to the square foot failed, on account 
of the impossibility of observing Mr. Smee’s laws of electro-me- 
tallization for the time required. 
Bat after modifying the solutions of silver, and using a register 

battery, a plate could be made in thirty hours, perfectly flat, and 
possessing the mechanical qualities of hardness, elasticity, and 
malleability, in an eminent degree, and not costing over 16 cents 
per ounce for the making. wigs 
The perfectly flat plates admit of a very close approximation 

tothe zincs. Their size may therefore be increased to more 
than twice their former surface, as in the double arrangement, 

ller toR 

This experiment indicated that the batteries were not greatly 
by ordinary variations of temperature. Advantage was 

then taken of this development to secure a more perfect ventila- 
- Accordingly, a small room, to contain the battery, was 

Pattitioned off from the general apartment by a glass partition, and large outward openings made at the top and at the bottom of 
f room, to give a circulation of air for carrying off the battery 

IN size to the greatest useful extent, it was sought to increase 
by diminishing r, or the electrolytic resistance. It was sought 
i the conducting power of the electrolyte by adding 

fasily decomposable salts to it; but with no success. The ac- 
celerating effect of temperature being found, as above stated, to 
be confined chiefly to the decomposition cell, it was evident that 
by using the electrolyte alone, at a high temperature, a consider- 
able advantage might ensue. 

ONOOnD Senins, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 41 
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To determine the most advantageous working temperature, 
end the resulting gain of effect, a voltameter battery was con- 
nected to a pair of electrodes, in the solution formerly described 
as being generally recommended. Each electrode had five square 
inches of face, and was coated on the back to prevent radiation. 
They were placed one inch apart, and had thin plates of wood 

und against their edges, to prevent any lateral spread of the 
current in passing between them. ‘he following was then ob- 
tained : 
Battery plates in contact gave 300 cubic inches gas per hour. 

Electrodes in contact . 216 do. do. Oo, 
Current through electrolyte, at 58°, gave 16 cubic in. gas per h. 23°15 

do. do. 60° do. 20 do. do. 18:15 

do. do. 300° «do. 27. «do. do. 13°00 

do. do. 196*..; do. 3%. _.do. do. 8:96 

The last column of figures shows the value of the resistance 
of the solution, as compared with R of the formula. This ¢ 
umn was obtained by first uniting the battery plates, and after- 
wards the electrodes. 
From the above table it appears that heat may be made to di- 

minish the resistance in the decomposition cell in the proportion 

of 2-58 to 1; and the whole resistance by 2:25. Andas nr 

se 
R-++r ; therefore, by heating the electrolyte, we may with a sin- 

gle electrical equivalent make a plate as rapidly as by working at 

atmospheric temperatures with two batteries in consecutive order, 

with double surfaces, (four times the battery and twice the ex- 
se. 

But as Smee’s laws require that, in forming a plate, certain 
mutual conditions of apparatus be maintained, it follows that 
alterations in one element or condition must be attended by co 
responding changes in the others. Hence, if the temperature 
the electrolyte be raised to a certain point, and the apparatus cor 
respondingly adjusted, it is evident that, to aVoid incessant ad- 
justment, the original temperature must be maintained. 

Thus, to avail ourselves of the advantages experimentally 
found from heating the solutions, an apparatus for steadily main 
taining a high temperature in the electrolyte through several sue 
cessive days becomes indispensable. nr gre 
__ As the electrotype operations are not suspended at night, 138 
important that the heating apparatus should perform its office for 
at least twelve hours without supervision or replenishing 1S fuel 
and its action should be sensibly uniform, during all 
between successive replenishings. 
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_ Such an apparatus I have devised, and is now in use. A peck 
of charcoal furnishes fuel for twelve hours, and maintains 100 

lons of copper solutions steadily, at any required point be- 
tween 100° and 200°. 
_ With the above arrangement in use, I have made a large re- 
verse or alto, and returned the original to the engraving depart- 
ment in 55 hours from its being placed in my hands. This time 
eevee trimming the edges and the preparations to prevent ad- 

on. 
Again recurring to Ohm’s formula, the relative value of R i 

oe 1 . rwas once more experimentally found. This gave R:r:: 

rO= 71 = 920, a great improvement as compared with the 
. : , 

first determination of R:r::1: 19, or Qrris Having 

how made r so small compared with R, the size of the battery can 
be profitably increased until the result is about 0:24. Moreover, 
using a double arrangement of cells with double surfaces, for a 

doub| (eran ‘40, As the rela- ible effect, we now have 2 i 0 s 

live resistance of the electrolyte becomes now still smaller, we may 
yet more increase the battery surface until the result is nearly 0°5. 

he electrotype has now ceased to be a mere experiment, un- 
certain, expensive, and slow. I have lately formed plates of most excellent quality, at the rate of three pounds to the square 
foot, in 24 hours. This rate will require but two days to form 
ste of our largest plates, having ten square feet surface, and one- th of an inch thick. 

in the electrolytic solution. 
besited metal is governed solely 
Wantity of the electricity passing throug 
‘mount of metal the solution contains. 

—The quality of the de- 

the relations between the 
h any solution and the 
The usual supposition 

-S that the acid of the salt goes to one electrode and the me 

ite other, but it is now ascertained that no such spine, ees 

®s place ; for, while the acid is carried to the positive elec “a . 
the metal is not carried to the negative electrode. Hence, how- 

“et strong the solution on commenci 

and the electrode is soon sur- 

With a weak solution. This state of things must be 

ih, ized in adjusting our battery arrangements. Electrotypists 

“ot aware of this fact find themselves much perplexed by 
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to accomplish with large plates what is so easily done with med- 
als or small plates. ; 

It would, at first sight, appear that, by strengthening the solu- 
- tion of sulphate of copper, a more rapid supply of metal to the 

electrode would be obtained. Unfortunately, the effect of this 
.is to diminish the solvent capacity of the water in the solution 
for the sulphate formed on the positive electrode by the action 
of the transferred acid. The grand essential in electrolysis is 
liquidity. Thus, if the quantity of free water surrounding th 
positive electrode be small, this electrode is soon enveloped in 
a saturated solution, and the newly-formed salt remains undis- 
solved upon it. This salt, being a. non-conductor, virtually ex- 

cludes the electrode from the solution, and thus arrests the cur- 
rent, except when the efflux of saturated solution permits the 
salt to dissolve, and so reopens the passage for the current i 
irregular quantities. From this spasmodic action result plates of 
copper-sand, or sometimes copper as soft as lead. ti. 

By applying heat to the solution when this state of things 

exists, the solvent capacity of the water for the salt is increased, 

rapid diffusion takes place, the salt is carried to the negative elec- 

trode, and the exhausted water to the positive electrode ; the dor- 

mant batteries rush into uninterrupted action, and in a short time 
a plate is deposited, having all the hardness and elasticity of ham- 
mered or rolled copper. Smee’s conditions, then, seem to main- 
tain themselves, The electrotypist’s axiom of “ work slowly,” 
requires to be reversed into “the quicker the work, the better 
the quality.” 

Laboratory apparatus.—Ficure 1 is a plan of the coast survey 
electrotype laboratory. The glazed partition, b, 6, 0, 4, with 4 

r, d, separates the battery room from the general laboratory, 
and permits an easy inspection of the batteries, without exposure 
to their fumes. The laboratory floor is about six feet above the 
ground, and slopes inward from the sides towards the scuttle 

holes, h, h, h, h, arranged for discharging the waste liquids spilled 
upon the floor. To obviate the deleterious effects of working 
on a floor saturated with chemical agents, when any solutions 
are spilled, the floor is wel! flooded and brushed,, the water pas* 
ing off through the scuttle holes. There are four battery cells, 
placed as indicated, B, B, B, B.A rectangular India-rubber bag, 

a ‘ 

tallic tion unites all the zine plates of a cell, and another 
pe: all the silver plates ch cell can be used as an 1M : 

7; Of two, three, or four cells can be connected 10 stat 
secutive or simultaneous order, or all combined into two pairs af 
pres in consecutive or simultaneous order, or into one group 

ee and one of one. . The position of the vertical - 
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ing vat is shown at V, and that of the horizontal vat at H. Sis 
alarge tub for washing plates. The tub C contains the solution 
of chlorid of iron. Q is the quicksilver tub, and W, W, are 
fresh water tubs. F is the furnace, and d, d, ¢, c, are heating 
tubes connecting with the vat H. T' isa flat iron table. 

Fig. 2 exhibits a cell and its included plates, with their mode 
of suspension. 
Fig. 3 represents the suspending frame of wood and the at- 

tached plate, P, prepared for immersion in the vertical vat. 
Fig. 4 shows the vertical vat and the plates suspended in ity 
Pig. 5 represents the adjustable plate-supporting frame used in 

the horizontal vat. 
Fig. 6 exhibits the interior arrangement of the horizontal vat, 

a blank plate and an engraved original being in position; also the 

Naches a heat of 180°, In principle this furnace is similar to a 
bath-heater. A tubular helix of lead is coiled within it like the 
worm of a still, and the terminating branches c and d lead to the 
horizontal vat, the branch ¢ uniting the top of the vat just below . 

8¢ shows it to be plane. It is then weighed aud fixed in the 

Vettical plate frame ee two copper hooks. The engraved plate 

'S then Similarly fixed in a similar frame, when both are placed 

a vertical vat and connected with the battery. 
_.& process does not go on well when the plates are vertical, 
bat it is Necessary to start the castings in this position to preven 

dust, motes, or specks of impurities, from settling on the face. 

rd € rolled plate dissolves, its impurities rapidly render the so- 

lution muddy, and endanger the face of the forming plate. For 
rommon electroty pes dust or mote specks are not detrimental ; 

~ the coast survey copper plates being not inferior in fineness 

lines to fine steel plates, the effect of impurities settling on the 
of their copies is to give the impressions a clouded appear- 
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ance. On first immersing the plate, the solution should, there- 
fore be perfectly clean. Formerly, after each use of the vertical 
vat, it was emptied and washed out. When the solution had de- 
posited its sediment it was drawn off and strained through very 
fine cotton. ‘This whole operation was extremely disagreeable, 
and consumed a whole day of one man. 

a simple expedient I have saved the necessity of cleaning 
the vat oftener than once a month. ‘T'o guard the new plate 
from specks and impurities, a bag of fine cotton is drawn over a 
slight. wooden frame, which keeps it distended. An hour or 
more before the solution is wanted, the bag, with its included 
frame, is placed on top of the solution and loaded with the cop- 

per bars used to support the plate frames. ‘The weight causes 
the bag to sink gradually, filtering the contained solution as it 
goes down; the impurities cannot wholly choke the meshes 
of the cloth, asa fresh portion is constantly brought into action 
during the sinking. I thus filter the solution without taking it 

from the vat or disturbing the sediment, saving much labor, time, 
and annoyance. 

The plate remains in the vertical vat over night, and prepara- 
tions are made in the morning to transfer it to the horizontal vat. 
The furnace is first brought into action. A new plate of blan 
copper, an inch larger than the matrix, is flattened on the iron 

table, and bolted to the edges of wooden bars by platinum bolts, 

. for the purpose of preventing the plate from sagging downwa 

when supported horizontally. The plate so arranged is called 

the strapped plate. The coated matrix is then taken from the 
Vertical vat, disengaged from its frame, and arranged in the hori- 

zontal frame. A wooden wall, an inch high, then surrounds the 
plate, and on this wall the strapped plate is laid, when the whole 
combination is placed in the horizontal vat and the connection 
with the battery established. The positive plate is then taken 

from the vertical vat and its loss of weight noted and recorded. 
From the known superficial area of the matrix, the quantity of 
copper required for a casting one-eighth of an inch thick is com- 

puted and recorded. The blank copper consumed in both vats 
must equal this amount before the required thickness is reached, 

allowance being made for impurities of rolled copper and rough 

ey will begin to drop on the electrotype; this plate went 

therefore, be removed from the vat and a new one imm 4 
supplied. The dirty plate is then washed in the large water ¢ 
and when cleaned j ; 
the amount of loss the action of the batteries is tested, and It 
found, if Smee’s laws are being observed. Vigilance must now 
be exercised in watchin ies and rate of work, and the 
power must be varied to suit circumstances. 

aned its loss of weight is found and recorded. Y 
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‘The entire working battery generally requires renewal once a 
day, the process being conducted as follows: One zine and one 
silver plate are taken from the battery; the silver placed in the 
solution of chlorid of iron, and the zine taken to the water tub 
outside the door of the battery room, where it is scrubbed clean 
with a hard brush. It is then re-amalgamated at the quicksilver 
tub, and taken back to the battery. The silver plate is trans- 
ferred from the chlorid of iron solution to the adjacent fresh 
Water tub. Another plate is then transferred from the battery to 
the chlorid solution, and another zine cleaned, washed, and put 

k in the battery with the first silver. In this manner the whole 
tery can be renewed without sensibly interrupting its action. 

_ When the loss of weight from the rolled copper in both vats 
Indicates that the required thickness of the electrotype is gained, 

plate is withdrawn from the battery, detached from its frame, 
its back smoothed, and its edges filed, until a separation can be 

By separation, the original becomes liberated, and the 
alto or reversed relief is silvered and electrotyped exactly as an 
‘nginal. The copy from it, or the electrotyped basso, will, if 

Process has been properly conducted, be a perfect fac-simile 
of the original, and in hardness, ductility, and elasticity, will 
“qual the best rolled and hammered or planished copper plate. 

Arr, XXXTII.— Brief Characters of some New Genera and 

Species of Nyctaginacee, principally collected in Texas and 
ew Mexico, by Cuarues Wricut, Esq., under the direction of 

Col. J.D, Grauam, U.S. Topogr. Engineers, late Chief of the 
Scientific Corps of the Mexican Boundary Commission; by 
Asa Ray, M, 

(Concluded from p. 263.) 

& A : 
herd, Hook.—The excellent specimens gathered by Mr. Wright 
on the Rio Grande, New Mexico, plainly show Dr. Torrey’s A. 
micrantha was founded on the precociously fertilized state of a 
Pecies, the fully developed flowers of which are the very largest 
. the genus. I will not hesitate, in this case, to change the spe- 
Ty, name. In the appendix to Stansbury’s Exploration of the 
alley of the Great Salt Lake, p. 395, Dr. Torrey suggests that 

7e plant in question may be only a small-flowered state of Abro- 
ha mellifera. 
decguifestly different species, the fruit of which is winged, in- 

 @nd more strongly than in any other genuine Abronia,—so 
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much so as to forbid the separation of Tripterocalyx as any thing 
more than a subgenus,—but the wings are triangular, pointed, and 
entirely lateral, not meeting over the summit of the fruit. ‘Its 
flowers too are greenish, while those of A. cycloptera are light 
purple. Furthermore, what Dr. Torrey takes for the Abronia 
mellifera is the A. fragrans, Nutt. in herb. Hook., which is dis- 

first noticed by Dr. Torrey in his A. micrantha, he has since 
shown to exist throughout the genus; the inner cotyledon being 
constantly wanting. Dr. Torrey’s observation appears to have 

Prof. Choisy’s notice. In Emory’s Report, Dr. Torrey 
has further corrected the character of the genus, especially noti- 
cing the adhesion of the filaments to the tube of the perigonium, 
and the two-cleft lobes of the limb of the latter, which are not 
‘deciduous,’ but involute after anthesis. 

QUAMOCLIDION, Chois. 

1. Quamocitipion oxyBarHoines (sp. nov.): caulibus procum- 
benti-diffusis gracilibus; foliis omnibus profunde cordatis longi 

uscule petiolatis, infimis reniformibus, superioribus acuminalls 
nunc subangulatis; involucro trifloro profunde 5-fido cum pedun- 

culis laxe paniculatis glanduloso-viscosissimo, lobis ovatis acu- 
tiusculis perigonio campanulato paullo brevioribus; staminibus 3; 

fructn subgloboso-obovoideo.—At the foot of mountains east © 
El Paso, in the shade of high rocks ( Wright, No. 596): also 
in mountain ravines of the Chiricahui Mountains, at Guadalupe 

Pass ( Wright, No. 1721 in part); Sept., Oct. In habit and foli- 
age this plant resembles Choisy’s Quamoclidion nyctagineum, 
except that it is more slender, and smaller in all its parts, and the 
leaves (from one to two inches in length and breadth) all have a 
reniform-cordate base. he involucre is very similar, except that 
the lobes are not acuminate, and scarcely acute; they are nl' 
3 lines long; those of Q. nyctagineum, said by Choisy to be 

lines in length, are twice that length in my original specimen. 
The few flowers seen of the present plant show a campannlsts 

perigonium, barely four lines long, with no tube, except the — 

ular base, and only three stamens. The fruit is smooth, destitu 
of ribs or angles, glabrous, blackish, and very obscurely rugulose- 
reticulated under a lens. Our plant is probably a congener le 
Choisy’s Q.? angulatum (if what was represented as a roultip 
stigma in Mocino and Sesse’s drawing be no more than t d 

coarsely granulated simple stigma of this and other species): 4? 7 
perhaps closely related to it; but the stamens are only ena 

apparently not “long exserted.” ‘Their number and the a 
and size of the perigohium would refer the species to OY 

er 
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phus; but I rely rather on the strongly five-ribbed fruit, with the 
at length dilated and scarious involucre, to distinguish that genus. 
Quamoclidion, strengthened by this and the following species, 
itseems most convenient to retain as a genus, although it differs 
from Mirabilis only as the first section of Oxybaphus differs from 
he second. While the form of the perigonium of the present 
Species is as in Oxybaphus, that of the following resembles that 
of Mirabilis. | 
2% Quamoctipion MuLTIFLoRUM (Torr. ined.): caulibus sub- 
etectis; foliis breviuscule petiolatis subcordatis acutis ; involucro 
magno glabro campanulato 5-fido 4-8-floro; perigonio infundi- 
buliformi, limbo expanso; staminibus 4~5. Oxybaphus mullti- 

Wislizenus, &c. The involucre is an inch in length; and the 
full-grown perigonium fully two inches long. In the original de- 
Stiption, Dr. " orrey plainly stated that the involucre is “ quin- 
quefid,” and therefore gamophyllous. 
ahs 

geen BOERHAVIA, Linn. 

a § 1. Fructus 5-angulatus vel 5-costatus, obpyramidatus vel 
obovatus. 

1. Borrnavra PURPURASCENS (sp. nov.): caulibus e radice an- 

Bited ns th 
a pedicels therefore approximate, less than a line in 

With purple, very viscous, enveloping the frnit, at length decidu- 
US of these the broader one is the true bract, although borne 
>, /& pedicel above its. middle; the two lateral are the proper 
bractlets, Perigonium purple, a line and a half long, without 
“Y constricted tube. Fruit a line and a half long, peslectiy 

_ vt atid glabrous, not at all corrugated, with 5 rather distant 
Stoon Seuixs, Vol. XV, No, 45,—May, 1853. 42 
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and narrow salient ribs.—The following appears to be more nearly 
related to this than to any other; but it is probably a distinct 
species. 

ERHAVIA Wricutm (sp. nov.): caulibus e radice annua 
erectis sracilibas laxe ramosis ramisque glanduloso-viscosis ; foliis 
oblongis undulatis nigro-punctatis subtus albidis, summis lineari- 
us; pedunculis paniculatis spiculam brevem demum sparsifloram 

gerentibus : pedicellis brevissimis basi unibracteatis apice bibrac- 
teolatis ; bracteis bracteolisque ovatis cuspidato-acuminatis cilia- 
tis flore evoluto brevioribus; staminibus 3-4; fructu breviter ob- 
ovato glabro inter costas 5 crassas ueuikea: Pebbly hills near El 
Paso, Sept. (Wright, No. 610). Near Messillas, Northern Mex- 
ico, Gregg (No. 533, scarcely in flower)? Plant about a foot 
high. Leaves thickish, small. Rhachis of the slender, sige 
ted, and mostly simple spikes an inch or more in length. 
and bractlets purplish, deciduous. Perigonium smaller than in 
the preceding species, pale. Fruit barely a line in length. 

. Borrmavia Lineariroxia (sp. nov.): caulibus e radice lige 
nescente diffusis paniculato-ramosissimis glanduloso-viscosis s basi 
hispidis seu villosis; foliis linearibus et lanceolatis brevissime pe- 

tiolatis. mucronato-acutatis crassiusculis margine revolutis parce 
hispidis; floribus effuse eymosis breviter pedicellatis singulis basi 
3-5- bracteolatis ; bracteolis persistentibus; staminibus 5; fructt 
clavato-oblongo elabro utrinque obtusissimo, costis nerassitiodge 

Var. 8. glabrata: caulibus inferne arr: glabris vel glabratis— 
Western Texas, common, Wright, (No. 8, 1724,) Lindheimer 
atin Mexico, Gregg. Plant siete, a ae d, form- 

g large bunches. Perigonium purple ; the limb rotate: when 
fully expanded, and half an inch in diameter: constricted t tube 
scarcely any. Fruit a line and a half lo ong. 

§ 2. Fructus 10-costatus, turbinatus. Perigonium hypocrate- 
Seren, tubo subelongato villosissimo. Flores Feit 

uodos ramorum paniculie. 

_ BoeRHAvIA ERIOSOLENA (sp. nov.): glabra; caule erecto hine 

inde glutinoso superne ramisque floridis nudis; foliis carnosis. oxay 

tis nune subcordatis margive denticulato-glandulosis junioribus 

subtus petiolisjue parce hirtallis, superioribus in bracteas subDUr 

parvas pe sprennionss pedicellis brevibus seu. brevissi0nls; 
riosis oblongis cuspidato-acuminalis sub ni 

vertieillatis involuceliam eflicientibus persistetibus fructu tur 
nato crasse 10)-cos o breviorbus; 

heave 
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at each node of the elongated branches of the cymosely pan- 
leulate, ample inflorescence, forming a fascicle, which at length 
is frequently evolute into a proliferous branch. Tube of the per- 
onium a line and a half long above the abruptly enlarged 
fructiferous portion, very villous with long and spreading or im- 
plexed hairs; the limb 4 or 5 lines wide when fully expanded. 
Fruit (immature) two lines long. 

§ 3. Fructus leviter 10-costatus, elongato-clavatus, rectus, su- 
tne sepius muricato-glandulosus. Perigonium (majusculum) 

cyathiforme vel infundibuliforme. Flores umbellati. 

5. Borrnavia Granamt (sp. nov.): glabra; canle gracili e ra- 
dice perenni.erecto ; foliis cordatis repandis, summis ovatis mu- 
ctonatis ; pedunculis paniculatis seu primariis alaribus solitariis 
folia multum superantibus; umbella 7-12-flora; perigonii limbo 
cyathiformi viridi-flavo, tubo (supra basim fructiferam) brevis- 

0; staminibus 2; fructu lineari-clavato viscoso-puberulo su- 
Petne parce muricato-glanduloso pedicello eguilongo demum 
seniculato-deflexo. Rocky hills of the Sonoita, Sonora, Wright 
(No, 17 Bracts 5 or 6; minute, forming an inconspicuous 
livolucre, deciduous. Pedicels 4 to 6 lines long. Perigonium 

most two lines long above the fructiferous base. Stigma pel- 
late, as in the genus generally.—Perhaps too closely related to 
B. scandens ; but the stem appears to ‘be truly upright, and 
~ Constricted tube of the perigonium is extremely short. The 
“pecies is dedicated to Col. J. D. Graham, under whose auspices 
the specimens were collected. Some of the flowers fructify pre- 
*etiously, as in so many Nyctaginaceee. 

$3. (Senxenzerera) Fructus leviter 10-costatus, elongato-cla- 
Vatus, curvatus, hine gibbosus, demum genicnlato-deflexus. Peri- 
s0vium infundibuliforme (majusculum). Flores racemosi, unt- 

bracteati, ebracteolati. (Tinantia, Mart. §- Gal., non Schweid- 
Veller. Lindenia, Mart. § Gal. olim, non Hook. Senkenbergia, 
Schauer. ) 

a Borrwavra cinposa, Pavon in herb.—Lindenia gypsophi- 

ides, Mart. § Gal. in Bull. Acad. Bruz., 10, No. 4, p. 17. 
opaitia gypsophiloides, Mart. §° Gal, 1c. 11, No. 4, p. 30; 
Chois. in DC. rodr. 13, p. 457. Senkenbergia annulata, 

| {1.—Mexico, Mocino § Sesse, Ga- 

_the same raceme, expanded their rather handsome, rose-purp 
3 The pedicels Petigonium (the limb 4 lines in diameter). are 

4 
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barely a line long, much shorter than they are described by Choi- 
sy ; while the ripe fruit, in well developed specimens, is 4 or 5 
lines long (3 lines, Choisy): it is articulated with the apex of 
the pedicel (as it is in a glabrous, eae destitute of 

its lillorenteiles and the singular form of the fruit. I pif the 
later name of Senkenbergia ‘for this subgenus, because there is an 
earlier genus Tinantia or Tinnantia. The first published spe- 
cific name “gypsophiloides” is so inappropriate, that I venture, 
in restoring the plant to Boerhaavia, to adopt the characteristic 
name given by Pavon in his herbarium. 

The other species distributed in Mr. Wright’s numbered collee 
tions appear to be: B. erecta, Linn. various forms, all of them 
apparently with annual roots '(No. 609, 1726, 1727, shee B. 
panroutata, Rich. (No. 611); and B. viscosa, ‘Lag. (No. 612). 

Art. XXXIV.—On the Discovery of two species of Tricho- 
manes in the State of Alabama, one of which is paste pie! 
Asa Gray, M.D. 

Wiru one exception, no iswsbuptiniuanees Fern has been 
supposed to grow within the limits of the United States; 0% 
when the nature of our climate is considered, would an hb such 

Fern be expected to occur, except, perhaps, in Florida. 
exceptional case referred to, that of Hym menophyllum rey 
Swartz, said by Willdenow to come from Pennsylvania, as W' 
as the West Indies, doubtless rests on some mistake. At least 

ste enumerated in the Catalozus Ricakanas 4088 sept 
2) of Muhlenberg, who was Willdenow’s chief North American 

4 nace nor is it found in the Muhlenbergian herbarium 

“Se :scab rson, so far as | know, who pretends to have e seen 
the ae m bikie country is Pursh, who, in his Vora 

Amer. ans 

r i= sim the habitat “In shad y forests; on the trunks of 

nsylvania and Virginia, v. v.” I fear that this eee 
al cannot be implicitly received, however, since more tT 

ors pee — in which this author has oe the ae 

of a species and employed the sign v. v. where he never 

a locality No chi of any yma 
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lum was to be found in the herbarium, chiefly of Virginian and 
Pennsylvanian plants, which Pursh formed for his patron, Pro- 
fessor Barton, nor in that which he communicated to the late 
Mr, Lambert, and used in the preparation of his Flora. 
However the case may be in respect to that plant, it is no 

peo: from J to | 
I; and even to the Sandwich Islands; while in the Old 
d it is found in Ireland, in the Azores, Madeira, Teneriffe, 

and even in Nepal. 
|, The plant occurs, in Alabama, on the face of sandstone cliffs 

~ Verhanging rocks of the kind, sheltered both from the sun 
And rain, ~ ee damp by percolation, or by the spray of adja- 
‘ent cascades, at least for a great part of the year. I am greatly 
ae 

a m8! ; recej i i t+ to the printer, Mr. Beaumont states 
that he apache le oa ~ ted 1850, in Franklin County, 

and has enclosed to me ‘a fruiting specimen collected at that time. oe 
nt T ig that species, as now received by Hooker, to comprise the 7: brevisetum, 

+L. scandens, Hedw., de. 
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indebted to Mr. Beaumont for live roots of the plant, os 
though carefully itis in a Ward c case, I have not yet s 
ceeded in causing to vegetat 

On the 8th inst. dary 1853), Mr. Peters was so fortunate 
as to detect, in the same region, a second species of Trichomanes, 
of a small size, with undivided fronds, growing in animals tufts, 
‘The specimens, which I have just received from the discoverer 
in a letter, have very little fruit, enough however to ascertain the 
genus, and to show that they belong to a new species, of Hooker's 
first section of true Trichomanes, and of his second subdivision, 
which contains T. muscoides, T. erosum, T. pusillum, and T. 

apodum. Our new Fern is more nearly related to the first of 
these (chiefly a West Indian species), having the involucre 
equally immersed in the body of the frond (which is not the 
ease with the other species), and the receptacle very short. But 
the shape of the fronds, their slender stipes, and the total absence 
of an intramarginal vein are abundantly distinctive characters. 
In the shape of the broader fronds, and in the stellate hairs 
which sparsely beset their margins, our plant may - likened to 
T. reptans; but that species has a close and flabellate venation, 

and a cylindrical, exserted involucre, with a deeply two-li 

orifice. 
I add the characters of the species, which may appropriately 

bear the name of its discoverer. 

Tricnomanrs Perersm (sp. nov.): pusillum ; caudicibus fili- 
formibus tomentosis intricato-ceespitosis ; frondibus (3-6 lineas 
longis) oblongo-lanceolatis ovato-oblongis vel minoribus late obo- 

vatis cuneatisve undulatis majoribus subpinnatifido-sinuatis obtu- 

sis glabberrimis (junioribus margine hine inde pilis nigris 2-3- fur- 
cats ciliatis) penninerviis in stipitem gracilem attenuatis; venis 

reatis vel pinnato-ramosis liberis (intramarginali nallo) ; sore 
solivario terminali ; indus sio immerso © tabalos-infundbulnns 

oe fronds, as in T. Betis are very diverse in shape. 
The dilated-cuneate ones might be taken for the sterile form; 

e that, more frequently than the na rrower fi aad 
year a terminal indusium, which, however, is sterile 

empty. There is a peculiarity about the venation; some af 
branches of the primary veins being evanescent to owards. the 

» SO as apparently to lie free and independent in the fi 
The slender stipe i is as long as the frond itself. 
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Arr. XXXV.—On a method of exhibiting the Phenomena of 
<4 Api with the Compound Microscope; by Oapen N. 
Roop, A.B. 

[Read before the Berzelian Society of Yale College, March 8.] 

We proceed in the first place to describe a method by which 
any ohe possessing a compound microscope, may, almost without 
other apparatus, repeat in a highly satisfactory manner, all the 
ordinary experiments connected with the subject of diffraction: 
secondly we shall notice one or two of its bearings on micro- 
Scopic vision. 
For observing the phenomena of diffraction, an object lens, the 
half-inch for instance, is to be screwed to the lower end of the 
compound body, and the eye-piece is to be removed: if then the 
inside of the compound body is not well blackened, this must be 
attended to. A convenient way of obtaining a non-reflecting 
surface will be to coil a piece of black paper within the body. 
The instrument thus prepared is to be placed ona table, and a 
beam of sunlight thrown up through the objective by the mirror. 
Atoll of blackened pasteboard eight or ten inches in length, and 

the first reckoning from the centre will be yellow and dark red ; 

the second, blue, yellow, orange, red; the third, blue, green, yel- 
low, ted; the fourth, faint green and faint red. If however the 
rr be larger, (,1,th of an inch,) the eye-piece should be 

ig placed in one end of it, and the other fitting around the com- 

Pound body ; if then an aperture of ;};th of 
Shed card be viewed in this manner, the fringes will be seen, 

wits, may readil be made by placing a piece of sheet-lead on 
Some hard se nlp as a steel plate, and then pressing a fine 
Medle into. the lead. If the aperture be too large for being 
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eye-piece may be placed directly on the slit: a white space will 
be seen running across the field bordered on either side by broad 
bands of yellow, red, blue, yellow, red, green, &c.; the colors 
following in the order given above. Four orders can in this way 
be observed ; the phenomenon is exceedingly beautiful, the col- 
ors being very brilliant. By using a micrometer eye-piece, certain 
proportions which were observed by Fraunhofer to obtain among 
he bands, may be noticed. The experiment of the slits gener- 

ally succeeds better than that of the circular apertures, though if 
the slits are not perfectly regular, the bands following in an in- 
verse manner the irregularities, will be arranged in jagged lines. 
For observing the rings of color or of darkness formed within 
circular apertures or slits, gas light is preferable, though they 
may be shown by sunlight. A circular aperture, ;',th of an inch 

it two small rings of blue and red. If the eye-piece be placed 

ning parallel to its edges, and fine lines of light will project some 
distance into the shadow. When the eye-piece is removed fen 
inches the dark lines develop into colored fringes. If a piece of 
iron wire, ;4,;th of an inch in diameter, be placed as above, with 
the eye-piece at 11 inches, the centre of its shadow will be 0% 
cupied by a line of light: if the wire is as fine as 745th bf an 
inch, the eye-piece may be placed directly on it. With a larger 
size, and the eye-piece properly placed, six or seven lines of light 
and darkness can be distinctly seen; and in general the exter 
fringes will be distinct in proportion to the small size of the wit 
while the internal lines are the reverse to a limited extent. Ifa 

circular opaque body, ;';th or th of an inch be placed on 
plate of thin glass, and viewed by the eye-piece at ten gor 4 | 
besides the external fringes a circular white spot will be seen 
the centre of the shadow, as though the body had been poe 
ted. If fine chalk powder, &c., be sprinkled on the glass pia" 
and viewed by the eye-piece at ten inches, it presents an appe® 
ance of numerous fine dark lines, arranged in minute roe 
theit diameters being inversely as the size of the particles of ¢ : 
‘ For tepeating some of M. Fraunhofer’s experiments on sor 

tings, an ordinary stage micrometer, having equi-distant lines as 
at ;y,th or 545th of an inch apart, may be used.- faerie 
placed as above, shows a white space in the middle, with 
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tain number of prismatic spectra on either side, the purity of the 
colors being dependent on the regularity with which the lines 
areruled. With lines ;4,th of an inch apart, five spectra on 
either side were observed. If however the cornea of a fly be 
taken as a grating, and viewed at 11 inches, a central white spot 
is seen, surrounded on all sides with great numbers of prismatic 

The appearance is one of great beauty. 
Having thus described an easy method of performing expeti- 

ments on diffraction, we proceed to notice one or two of its bear- 
ings On Microscopic vision. And we would state in the outset, 
that all the experiments alluded to above may be performed by 
the microscope when arranged as it ordinarily is for observation ; 
that is, let an inch or a half inch objective be screwed on, th 
eye-piece being in its proper position; let parallel rays of the sun 
be thrown up through the body by the plane mirror, and let an 
aperture > ;',,th or ;,';,th of an inch be placed on the stage and 
viewed as an ordinary object. As long as the aperture is in focus, 
nothing remarkable will be observed, but if the compound body 
carried within or without the focus, the aperture will be seen 
to dilate and to become surrounded with colored rings precisely 
as above, Reckoning from the centre, the rings wil be yellow, 
dark red, blue, yellow, red, blue, é&c. If a fine slit be used in- 
 -aG, the same sets of colored bands are seen as described above ; 
Meither case, as the object lens approaches the focal point the 
Hngs or bands contract and disappear. By turning the light a 
little obliquely, so as to make it faint, or by using a larger aper- 
ture with rather faint sunlight, dark rings or lines can be observed 
Mn the centre of the white spot. If the edge of an opaque body 
“© drought into the field of sunlight, and if it is a little out of 
the focus, it will be seen bordered with the same dark or colored 

Nes as described above. ‘To observe the internal fringes let a 
Piece of fine wire, (-1,th of an inch,) be placed on the stage, 

200 

and viewed a little out of the focus, it will be seen filled up in- 

ffom the centre, they will be, blue, yellow, red, blue, &c., this 
: case when direct ( 

Phenomena being different with oblique hight. 
_ We have now seen that when the direct rays of the sun, or a 

observed that when f even 200 diameters, the ob- - ed tha under a power of even ; rs, 
Het being most accurately aed. it exhibits marked phenomena 
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of diffraction. Let us now take one of the simplest cases of 
bodies viewed by oblique light, viz. a single fibre of black silk, a 
single strand of a spider’s web, or a fine scratch in glass ; let it be 
viewed under a power of 400 diameters, the light being that of 
the sun, thrown obliquely across the object most aceurately fo- 
cused. The object will be seen to dilate, and three bands of 
color, blue, red and yellow, will represent it; the colors all broad 
and distinct. Within the bands and running parallel with them, 
are great numbers of fine dark lines, placed very near to each 
other, and with éonsiderable regularity, and in fact closely resem- 
bling the lines on certain test objects; moreover, it would seem 
that the better the object lens, the more distinct the lines beeome. 
That these black lines are only fringes of diffraction may be 
readily shown, for by moving the compound body a little out of 
focus, they develop into the ordinary colored fringes. If the 
line be a strand from the spider’s web, the fine black lines are 
very abundant, and extend on one side a considerable distance 
beyond the colored space. If a fine scratch on glass be view 

in this manner, under 400 diameters, the light can be so arranged 
that it shall exhibit the same phenomena; in general, if the hne 
has any breadth, and if it be rotated so that the light is thrown 

along its length, a position will ordinarily be found when the ex- 

ternal fringes for the most part disappear, while the internal ones, 
if there are any, become more distinct. The foregoing may per 
haps throw some light on the fact that so many persons see 
gitudinal lines on test objects, (Navieule,) while they fail to 
show the transverse ; but nevertheless, in using very oblique sun- 
light not only is a single line always accompanied by many par- 

allel fringes of diffraction, but after these have been made to dis- 
appear by revolving the line, often a distinct set of ee 

t wo 

In viewing fine gratings under the microscope, that species of 
illumination called background should be employed, and m , 

of an artificial grating which could not readily be procured sul- 

Tt will be noticed that when the light is thus thrown along the 
lines, the scale is generally of a dull blue; on revolving it — 

Bg from blue to bright red, to orange, to yellow: ” 

the next stage it is very bright and slightly tinged with ve 

turning it farther, it changes from yellow to red, to the origi! f 

dark blue. When it has reached its maximum of brightness 
d bod: 

beautiful prismati 

scale, consisting of red, orange, yello n and blue. 
jth ange, ye ow, green = . 

scales of the Lepisma, with the one inch objective, show — 
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similar spectra side by side, others three ; others again, one prin- 
cipal spectrum near the spot where the image of the scale van- 
ished, and another faint spectrum which advances or recedes from 
the principal one, as the compound body is moved up and down, 
The distinctness of the colors in these spectra, depending as they 
do on the regularity with which the lines are drawn, furnish a 
means of forming a judgment on this point. The spectra are of 
couse formed at right angles to the direction of the lines. By 
means of these spectra the existence of lines on certain scales was 

determined was quite coarse—could readily be seen by the naked 
“Y¢; by using a fine line in the micrometer eye-piece, it is evi- 
deut that this method admits of being carried much farther. 
In conclusion, we would remark that this subject seems worthy 

the ic 
“opie obj cts, but also because it is probable that by a skillful 

Use of Dishes at ‘diffraction, we should be able to detect, in- 

ditectly, the existence of certain kinds of structure, when th 
Dest objectives had wholly failed to demonstrate it. 
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Art, XXXVI.—On Minerals accompanying Chromic Iron; 
b y Tsomas H. Garrett. 

In a former essay in this Journal, (vol. xiv, p, 45,) I embraced 
only chromic iron, and in the present I propose to introduce sev- 
eral of the minerals accompanying it. 

Kimmererite.—This beautiful mineral occurs in considerable 
quantity in chromic iron and its associated serpentine at Wood’s 
Pit, and at the mine on the line between Pennsylvania and Ma- 
tyland, a few miles from Texas, Lancaster Co., Pa. It forms 
vein-like projections in the ore and serpentine, or lines seams bé 

agonal prism. ‘The form is right rhombic, presenting hexagonal 
tablets with bevelled edges. The combinations are the vertical 
rhombic prism with the large main end plain and small Jateral end 
planes, (forming a hexagon,) a lateral rhombic prism on the edges 
of the end planes, and the octahedron replacing the edges of the 
vertical rhombic prism. 

The following are the results of my analysis of a pure spec 
men, between fibrous and foliated, and selected with care. 

Silica, 37-657 
Oxyd of chrome, . é ; 3-604 
Alumina, . : ; ‘ 11:823 
Magnesia, . F , : Q4-974 
ime, : : ; : 4113 

Protoxyd of iron, . : 2-499 
Protoxyd of nickel, i 0672 

er, ’ . ’ 13-582 

98-924 

_ The simplest formula accordin lysis would be a He simples g to the analysis ° 
2(R20s, 3Si0:)+11(RO, HO), And here I may be allowed © 
draw attention to a remarkable feature among some of the ray) 
merous taleose minerals ; that in a large proportion of them t 
number of equivalents of water and of RO bases 18 ed’ 
Hartwall’s formula for Kammererite is 2(RO SiOs)+ R202, S10? 
+6HO, although 54HO satisfies the analysis more exactly. 

1 
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Genth has recently analyzed the same mineral from Lancaster 
Co., and given it the name of Rhodophyllite, with the formula 
3(RO Si0s)+2(R2Os, Si0s)+9(MgO HO) which agrees well 
with his analysis. Hermann’s recent analysis of the same min- 
eral from the Ural is unquestionably erroneous. 
Ido not therefore consider the true formula of Kammererite 

as absolutely determined, and since these hydrotalcose minerals 
Insensibly pass into each other, Dana has undoubtedly acted ju- 
diciously in placing Kammererite under the previously deter- 
mined Pyrosclerite, especially as they are both trimetric. : 
bronzite.—This mineral is repeatedly seen in the serpentine 

near Texas, half a mile west of the village, constituting large 
masses, which are highly crystalline, foliated and fibrous. A 
selected specimen from this locality yielded : 

Silica, , ‘ ’ . 55-451 
Alumina, , V1 
Magnesia, . 31-832 
Protoxyd of iron, . 9°603 
Protoxyd of manganese, 0-984 

98997 
: Although parts of the same mass were penetrated by chromic 
fon, yet neither chrome nor nickel have influenced the Bronzite. 
Its formula is RO, AlsOs-+14(3RO, 2SiOs), the first member is. 
‘vidently an impurity, and the last which is the true formula of 
the mineral, is that of Augite, and not that of Anthophyllite, as 
thas been generally called. It will be observed to agree closely 
With the Bronzite from Ultenthal, analyzed by Regnault (Dana’s 
Min. 3d ed., p. 269), but the mineral from Texas is not charac- 
letized by the usual metalloidal lustre of Bronzite. 
Emerald Nickel.—This mineral with its brilliant green color, 

Sottrasts strongly with the lustrous black of the chromic iron in 
Which it occurs, and with the purple or lilac hue of Kammere- 
nite. It either forms so thin a coating upon the chromic iron or 
ose minerals, or is so intimately and uniformly blended with 

the latter, that I have not been able to obtain a specimen suffi- 
“ently pure to determine its exact composition. The following 
ahalysis was made of small fragments selected with great care: 

*) +. Silica, " : . . 36'823 
Alumina and oxyd of iron, 6 
Magnesia, . ; ‘ 16-579 

e, : . ‘ 3°839 

Oxyd of nickel, . . 30837 
Carbonic acid, , : sl 4363 
Water, ’ 8-551 
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The oxyd of nickel may be in slight excess. The proportion 
of equivalents is, 

SiO MgO CaO NiO C02 HO 
1 8 4 

If we may theorize upon such a complex composition, I would 
suggest as the most likely grouping of the mixture: 

4(2Ni0, CO2, HO) Emerald nickel (pure). 
6(Mg0O, SiO:, HO) Meerschaum. 
3Mg0O, 28103 Augite. 

I have not found a single specimen, which upon treating with 
acid, will not show a white talcose residuum, which appears to 

be Meerschaum, and not Marmolite as I had at first supposed. 

ite.—It is found in crystalline masses with mamillary 
surfaces lining cavities and fissures in the serpentine rock near 

It yielded : 
Carbonate of lime, . : : 51:90 
Carbonate of magnesia, : ; 46°86 
Carbonate of iron, . } ; 1-24 

100-00 

CaO, CO2 +MgO,COz. Although magnesia is in very great ex- 

Arr. XXXVII.—On the Causes which may have owned 
Changes in the Earth’s Superficial Temperature; by "- 
Hopkins, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Pres. G.S., and Pres. Cambridge 
Phil. Soc. 

(Concluded from p. 259.) é 

3. Discussion of the Relative Claims of the preceding Hypotheses. 

Piers ali idered eses discusse __ + Have already stated that I considered the oid peg account for 

Texas, and that surrounding the chromic iron at Wood’s Mine. 
Id 
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its surface had commenced. Undoubtedly this cause may be ap 
pealed to as sufficient for the production of almost any amount of 
terrestrial temperature ; but, if the temperatures thus to be ac- 
counted for be many degrees above the existing temperatures, we 
can account for them by this theory only with reference to peri- 
ods of very remote geological antiquity. I have also shown that 
any sensible effects of a difference of intensity in stellar radiation 
can be referred only to similarly remote epochs, and even for 
those periods the theory founded upon this notion appears to me 
vague and unsatisfactory. 

lat radiation. This cause, once admitted, might undoubtedly be 
deemed adequate to account for all the changes in question, nor 
oes there appear to be any well-defined d-priori objection to it. 

class of allied, but independent phenomena. The reception of 
such a theory must always be accompanied with great reserve, 
and must depend less on its own positive claims, than on an equal 
% greater want of such claims on the part of rival theories. 
The theory which attributes the changes of terrestrial temper- 

“old is by local elevation. If we attribute the former presumed 
Cold of western Europe to this cause alone, it would be necessary 
®T have shown ($ 24, p. 253), to elevate the whole region into a 
Vast Mountain-range, attaining in some parts the height of 10,000 
leet or upwards. But all geological experience assures us that 
ouch mountain-range exists without numerous dislocations and 
ether phen the Phenomena of elevation having determinate relations to 
\ 
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elevated tract. Of such characteristic phenomena not the slight- 
est traces have been recognized. If it be urged that the eleva- 
tion might be more local than here supposed, I would reply that 
such an hypothesis would rather strengthen than weaken the ob- 
jection: for the more local the elevation, the more certainly, I 

think, would it be accompanied with dislocations which cou 
not escape detection. I should reject without hesitation any the- 
ory founded on the hypothesis of an elevation during the glacial 
period, at all approximating to that which would be necessary to 
produce the required degree of cold. 

81, Again, a great degree of cold might be produced by the 
conversion of a sufficient portion of the Atlantic into dry land, 
But this would also require an elevation of western Europe, prob- 
ably of several thousand feet ($ 25, p. 254). Now if the cold of the 
glacial epoch were thus produced, this enormous area of the At- 
lantic must have been uplifted from its former level immediately 
previous to that epoch, and must since have again subsided, 
Considering the probable depth of the Atlantic Ocean, this move- 

ment must indeed have been enormous, and yet, although occut- 
ring at the most recent geological period, not a trace of it is 0 

servable either on the European or American side of the Atlantic. 
Under any circumstances, a theory founded on such an hypothe- 
sis, would, I think, be most unsatisfactory, and cannot be accept- 
ed in opposition to any other theory which may be free from ob- 
jJections of so grave a character. : 

We may also observe, that any theory of the production of 
cold solely by the elevation of the regions presenting glacial phe- 
nomena would be insufficient to account for many of these phe- 
nomena. It would be necessary that such a theory should em- 
brace also the depression of such regions beneath the level of the 
sea, either before or after their elevation, for some of the phenom 
ena in question may be referred to floating ice and currents: 

water with quite as much certainty as others can be to the action 
of glaciers. f 

-82. Again, I have shown that the requisite degree of cold for 
the production of glaciers might arise from the diversion of the 
Gulf-stream into some other channel, the submergence of 4 great 

fromthe north. This diversion of the Gulf-stream igo 

produced by the elevation of a portion of the bed of the, Allan- 

rt therefore liable to the same ohjnenen ' 

which may be made against the supposition of the more HO 

portion of the Atlantic having been elevated into dry land dunpé 
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the glacial period. But there is another mode in which the di- 
version of this great current may, as it appears to me, have been 
eflected, and to which I would especially direct the attention of 
geologists. 
33. On the west of the continent of North America, a contin- 
lots and lofty range of mountains, the Rocky Mountains, ex- 
tends from Mexico to the Arctic Sea. Another, but far less lofty 
chain, the Allechanies, runs parallel to the eastern coast from near 
the Gulf of Mexico to the St. Lawrence. The great valley 

ue 
along the eastern base of the Rocky Mountaiss. 
The Gulf-stream, flowing through the Straits of Bahama, and 

afterwards, in its northeastern direction, towards the North Sea 
and the coasts of Europe, is a current reflected from the shores | 
of the Gulf of Mexico in consequence of the impossibility of its 
fhtinning the northwestern course by which it reaches the 

~ Sut in the case now su 

* See Sir J hn Ri , “Qn some points of the Physical Geology of 
North America, ea,” cao pookd . Geol. Soc. 1851, vol. vii, p. 212. | 
- Stcox> Seutes, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. Ab Sai kd 
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34: It is probable that every great oceanic current must have 
its counter-current. Now, if the mass of water constituting the 
Gulf-stream were poured, as here supposed, directly into the Are- 
tic Ocean, the only course, which any great counter-current from 
that ocean could follow, would seem to be through the North Sea 
intervening between the coasts of Norway and Greenland, and 
across the submerged portion of northern Europe. There would 
in fact be no other considerable opening from the north ; for even 
if we suppose the low lands of northern Asia to be submerged, 
the mountain-ranges of that region would still offer an insupera- 
ble bar to any egress, except in the direction above indicated, for 
the waters of the Arctic Ocean. The opening through Behring’s 

Straits would probably not be worthy of notice. ‘These consid- 
erations appear to me to increase considerably the probability that 
this diverted course of the Gulf-stream would be attended by a 
cold current over the region now occupied by the continent of 
northern and western Europe. : 

35. The theory which I have here proposed respecting the di- 
version of the Gulf-stream, is not to be regarded as resting on ap 
hypothesis framed simply to enable us to account for a particular 
class of phenomena. I regard it, on the contrary, as resting 0n@ 
necessary inference from the submergence of the North Ameri 
can continent ; for, I repeat, if that continent were submerged to 
the depth implied, as I believe by the most conclusive geological 
evidence, the course of the Gulf-stream could be no other that 

it is by no means necessary to extend the supposition to the 

of the land was sufficient to admit the current to the Arctic Sea, 
or after its course had been again impeded, or altogether — 

ui 
t would 

doubtlessly, as I have above remarked, increase, and probably 
very much increase, the temperature of the region corresponding 
to the present shores of the Arctic Sea; for nearly the whole 
that mass of warm water, which now elevates so remarkably 

temperature of the northern Atlantic up to the North Sea, ob 
then proceed to discharge itself into the Arctic Sea between t 
Rocky Mountains and Hudson’s Bay, by a course shorter, oa 
direct, and probably therefore more rapid, than that by which . 
now reaches the coast of Iceland. I should consider I mos 
probable that it would produce a temperature in the regio8 cond 
the northeastern flank of the Rocky Mountains, and extending 
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to the present northern shores of the American continent, higher 
than that of Iceland, and more nearly resembling that of some 
parts of our own island. 

to learn whether any distinct indications had been observed of 
this climatal condition of the region in question, and recollecting 
tohave heard my friend Prof. E. Forbes make incidental men- 

sions, to ascertain the precise locality in which these remains 
had been found, and the period to which they belonged. A few 
days ago I received his reply, stating that these plants might be- 
long to the pleistocene period, and that the locality in which they 

been found was precisely that above spoken of, along the 
flanks of the Rocky Mountains and between them and Hudsou’s 

Y; as the region of which the temperature would probably be 
80 much affected by the warm current from the Gulf of Mexico. 
Teannot but regard these remains as strongly confirmative of the 
view which I have now ventured to propound. ~ 
Bat how, it may be asked, could such a warm current be con- 

‘istent with the glacial phenomena of the North American conti- 
hent? I have already intimated the reply to this question. ‘The 
exact period of these phenomena might be either anterior or pos- 
leriot to that during which the Gulf-stream made its way to the 
Arctic Sea. Suppose the superficial configuration of that conti- 
nent previous to its submergence to have been similar to its pres- 
*nt configuration. A gradual subsidence might convert the nor- 
‘ern portion of the continent into an arctic sea long before a 

land Were only approximately and not accurately similar, or if 
the submergence were more rapid in the north than in the south, 

the boundary of the extended Arctic Ocean might pass sgt to 

Valley of the Mississippi, before the Gulf of Mexico extended its 
Waters much to the north of its present boundary. In like man- 
het, similar conditions might obtain during the subsequent emer- 
8etce of the land. Minor hypotheses of this kind, entirely sub- 

lary to the general hypothesis with which they are associated, 

Must be considered as always admissible, and can only be tested 

Y observed phenomena. One remark, however, should here be 

: The periods of greatest cold in America and western 
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Europe respectively could not, according to this theory, be eract- 
ly synchronous. Assuming, as we have done, the Gulf-stream 
to have existed during the supposed changes of level of the North 
American and European continents, it must have exerted its 
warming influence in the more northern latitudes, either as a di- 
rect current along the flanks of the Rocky Mountains, or as a re- 
flected one on the western coasts of Europe. The cold due to 
the absence of its influence in both these regions could not be 
strictly simultaneous, although belonging to the same geological 

r iod. This is an essential conclusion of the theory. I know 

lantic, and a similar difficulty must attach to the hypothesis of a 
shallow sea-bottom. The continuity of the northern anne 

e 
to avoid the far more difficult hypothesis just mentioned. J 

A note will be found towards the close of this volume on the isothermal ome 
illustrating this paper, issued with our March number. 
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‘Arr, XXXVIIL.— Observations on a newly discovered Ani- 
ish malcule; by J. W. Baiey. . 

| 

| _ Tue animalcules described in the following pages were found 
in great numbers in the bottom of a small vessel or “aquarium,” 
in Which colonies of Plumatella, Melicerta, and Limnias had been 
kept. Of all the forms which can with certainty be referred to 
the animal kingdom, there are few which at first sight are so 

| little likely to be recognized as animals as those about to be 
| described. 
) If the reader will imagine a bag made of some soft extensible 

material so thin as to be transparent like glass, so soft as to yield 
teadily by extension when subjected to internal pressure, and so 
small as to be microscopic ; this bag, filled with particles of sand, 
Shells of Diatomacee, portions of Alge or Desmidiez, and wit 
fragments of variously colored cotton, woolen, and linen fibres, 

Will give a picture of the animal; to complete which it is only 
Necessary to add a few loose strings to the bag, (figs. 1 and 2,) 
fo represent the variable radiant processes which it possesses 
around the mouth, 

hi dk . 

) 

' JMO 2 3 4 
TES sc: 
Ae etme 

a 

Scale of ten 1000ths of an inch, 

When I first saw these curious creatures they attracted but 
little 
Masses 

attention, as I supposed they were merely excrementitious 

due to some of the aquatic animals living in the vessel 
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where they occurred. A more careful examination showed that 
they moved spontaneously and even with some degree of rapidity; 
and that this motion was due to radiant, branching, and variable 
feelers, or “rhizopods,” which were thrown out near one ex- 
tremity. By attaching these feelers to various objects the animal 
was enabled by means of them, to pull itself along, or to change 
its position at will. 

The most common form in which these creatures occur is that 

ular or pyriform state (figs. 1 and 2) may be considered as the 
normal condition of these creatures; but the imagination can 
scarcely conceive of forms more varied and extraordinary than 
they assume in order to accommodate themselves to the shape of 
substances which they may have swallowed. 

better idea than words can convey of these bizarre shapes 
will be obtained by a glance at some of the figures, (figs. 3, 
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, on the preceding page,) in which are repre 
sented various individuals in the shapes they presented after 
swallowing bits of woolen, cotton, or linen fibres derived from 

the dust of the room in which they were kept. 

Another curious set of forms appears to be produced by at 
rocess of spontane P batieake ous fission or self-division, for I know 0 ia 

w ' Way to explain such forms as those represet'” 

figs. 10, 11, 12. It will be seen that these figures show wh 
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appear to be all the stages of fission from a slight depression in 
the posterior portion as in fig. 10, to an almost complete separa- 
tion into two individuals, as in fig. 12, where a narrow isthmus 
alone connects the two portions. Although these successive 
states have not as yet been seen to occur in the same individual, 
Ithink the figures just referred to leave little doubt that the pro- 
cess of spontaneous division so common among animalcules is 

y the creatures now under consideration. 

17 

's was decided beyond a doubt by a series of continued ob- 
“etvations upon situs individuals, one of which, while swallow- 
08 a thread, was seen to assume successively the forms repre- 
“uted in figures 20 to 23, and another one while disgorging a 
thread changed shape as shown in figs. 24 to 31. ; 
1 The substance of which these animals are composed is much 
ike that composing the bodies of the various species of Amoeba, 
being soft, and extensible. It is probably 
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out any true integument, and is colored yellow by tincture of 
iodine. It appears to resist internal pressure with considerable 
force, and it is but rarely that it appears to be completely broken 
through by any of the matters, however hard, which are con- 
tained within it. I have however found some individuals, as 

represented in fig. 32, which had voluntarily impaled themselves 
upon long fibres which were distinctly seen projecting through 
the animalcules at each end, and these animals were seen mov 
freely along from one end of the fibre to the other without ap- 
pearing to experience any inconvenience from the perforation. 
I have occasionally found them attached in this se to filaments 
of Conferva and Draparnaldia, which were still alive at one ex- 
tremity. The traces of internal structure or organization are 
exceedingly slight. Occasionally, when a portion ‘of the body is 

vacant, some slender thread-like lines may be seen in the 
interior, as shown at a in fig. 40. 

ee —— a 

CaS Sa i 

a, 

ne |) <—S> 

| In many individuals, (see fig. 33,) I have seen the peer? 
| the mouth of transparent rounded masses, which rapi : 

each other until they were heaped up about the mou 7 
like ‘@ set of soap bubbles and were then as rapidly drawn a 

again. The more common appearance however is that show 

belonging’ w ihe marine Foraminifera or  Plytlai os 
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versa, and are at one moment seen in a state of tension, 
= 34, and then wrinkled and collapsed, as in figs. 35 and 36, 
or changed into various rounded processes (as in figs. 37 to 39) 
which can be wholly retracted. In figs. 34 to 39 are shown 

tome of these changes which were seen to take place in succes- 

on Kat ch "tentacle. These feelers, tentacles, variable 

izopods are not like the pseudopods of Amoeba, 
mere pro Protrusions of the surface, nor are they thrown out as in 

that 8enus from all parts of the animal. They on the contrary 

— those of a Diffingia in being confined to ~ vicinity of 

Srnizs, Vol. XV, No, 45—May 1°53 
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the mouth; but they are much more slender and more repeatedly 
branched than in any Difflugia which I have seen. By means 
of these organs the animals pull themselves along, when lying 
upon their side, and they also creep by means of them, with the 
mouth downwards, moving onwards with a slow gliding motion 
like that of a Difflugia. 

Besides the heterogeneous collection of matters which these 
animals swallow, and which can be seen distinctly with all the 
forms and colors through the transparent exterior, there is also in 
most specimens a considerable number of small globules scattered 
without order, whose nature is very doubtful, for as yet there is 
no proof whether they are ova, oil drops, or something else. 
When these creatures have swallowed bits of fibres which 

have been dyed of various colors, the reds, blues, scarlets, &c. 0 
these filaments may be distinctly perceived through the sides 
of the animal, but the spectacle becomes still more curious 
when seen by polarized light, when the particles of quartz, 

ac. contained within these creatures also display their gor- 

animals, a distinct blue color was often seen all over the surface 

of many of the grains of sand in their stomach. The starch 
giving rise to this color was doubtless derived from bits of boiled 
beans and potatoes which had occasionally been introduced ito 

the aquarium as food for other animalecules. Another fact which 
appears to show that the sand, &c. is not swallowed merely t0 
increase the absorbing surface, as Dujardin suggests may be the 

; i d are case in Amoeba, is that these particles of san 

bodies are received, is a true stomach, and they therefore mabi- 

festly cannot be considered as polygastric animals. As tot @ po 

sition of these creatures in the system of Zoology, it 1s © a 

that they belong to the Infusorial Rhizopoda of Dujardin, 
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connect the genus Amoeba with Difflugia, agreeing with the first 
in the soft body without shell, but differing in having true feelers 
or rhizopods confined to the anterior portion of their body, an 
by not throwing pseudopods from other parts. From Difflugia 
and the whole family of Arcellina, these forms are distinguished 
by having no lorica or shell. They are, however, closely allied 
to the Arcellina, and are very nearly what some of the species of 
this group would be, if deprived of their rigid external coverings. 

order to give to these curious beings at least a temporary 
name and place, I propose to found for their reception a new ge- 
hus named and characterized as follows, viz: 

PampHacus, nov. gen. 

Animals of the class of Rhizopoda (intermediate between 
Amoeba and Arcellina) without shell or lorica, and composed of 
asoft colorless matter easily extended by internal pressure, but 
hot spontaneously protruded into pseudopods. Feelers or rhizo- 
Pods, slender, numerous, radiant, branching and confined to the 
heighborhood of the mouth. ie: 

pecies 1. Pamphagus mutabilis.—This species, which is the 
only one now known, is sufficiently described above. Its habi- 
lat is probably the bottom of small pools and streams of fresh 
Water, as it was found in vast numbers in an aquarium supplied 
from such places in the vicinity of West Point.. It will proba- 
bly be found to be a common form, and as it presents the condi- 
lions of animal life in almost the lowest degree of simplicity, 

and can be preserved and studied with great ease, it will well re- 
Ward the attention of microscopists. I have thousands of these 

animals now living in mid-winter, and with a little care they 
ay probably be kept until the return of warm weather, when 
other interesting facts may possibly be added to the observations 
here recorded, The sketches above given, except figs. 34 to 39 
Inclusive, are all drawn to the scale on page 341, which shows 
ten one-thousandths of an inch equally magnified with the draw- 
‘ngs. These sketches were all made by means of a camera 
lucida eye-piece attached to the microscope. ‘The objective em- 
Ployed in making these drawings was a new one of surpassing 
*xcellence, of 4 inch focal distance, made by Spencer. 
West Point, N. Y., Jan. 14, 1853, 
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Art. XXXIX.—A Consideration of some of the Phenomena 
— and Laws of Sound, and their application in the Construction 

of Buildings designed especially for Musical Effect ; by J. B. 
Uruam, M.D., Boston. 

(Continued from p. 226.) 

We have treated of reflection and echo, in their relation to our 
subject, in a preceding number of this Journal. Intimately con- 
nected with, and yet distinct in some points from these attributes 
of sound, is reverberation. By it we understand that prolonga- 
tion of the sound in buildings, as if it were rolled about Jong 
after the original impulse and its ordinary reflections have ceased. 
This seems to us to consist of the residuary sound, or that por 
‘tion of the sonorous wave which is neither absorbed nor reflected, 
but which, adhering to the walls of a room, is rolled along theit 
surface till it gradually diesaway. The action of light imping- 
ing against a wall, under certain conditions, will, perhaps, aid us 
to understand this. When a ray of light is incident on the sur 

ce of an, transparent, uncrystallized medium, a portion of it's 
reflected, another portion of it is absorbed, and the remaining part 
is dispersed in all directions, and serves to render the surlace 
‘visi 

Just so it would appear to he in the case of seund impinging 
against any plane surface. From this hypothesis we should ine 

er that rounded corners and arched ceilings would facilitate the 

progress and keep up the prolongation of this residuary portion. 
Such conditions we find are actually favorable to the greatest 
amount of reverberation; and what is stronger proof of the truth 
of onr position, it takes place, oftentimes, in an apartment 100 

small for the injurious effect of direct reflection. — A striking case 
in point is found in the arched recitation rooms of Girard College 
in Philadelphia. These rooms, eight in number, are fifty feet 
square in the clear, and twenty-five feet high, with solid walls, 

smoothly finished, and an arched ceiling extending over each ID 

the form of adome. We visited these rooms in 1846, while the 

college was in process of construction, and then ventured the 
iction that they could never be made to serve the purpé i 

t which they were intended, unless altered from their origin 

opted to remedy the difficulty. In their original 0 se 
State, the prolongation of the sound in these rooms contin 

uly SIX seconds.* . fully 
— 

_ * It is but justice to state here that the ¢ es of this mode of constrny 
tion were fully appreciated by the architect, Mr. Walter. In his final report, spe 
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On re-visiting the College the present season, and repeating our — 
experiments in these rooms, we found the effect of the remedial 
measures adopted to be remarkably striking. In one room, which 
ad been treated simply by papering upon the solid walls and ex- 

tending festoons of cotton cloth from the apex of the dome to 
the corners and centre of the cornices in each side, the reverbe- 
ration was reduced to four and a half seconds; and in others, in 
Which a partition of cloth was stretched across the room horizon- 
tally, from the opposite cornices, thus completely shutting off the 
arched ceiling of stone, and substituting a level surface of yield- 
ing canvas, its duration was only half a second. By whose sug- 
gestion these simple contrivances were tried, we could not learn, 
pe retroe they originated with the skillful architect of the 
uilding. . 
Another argument that such is the nature of reverberation, is 

derived from the fact that those apartments found to possess the 
quality of a whispering gallery, (which is generally explained on 
the principle of the conduction of sound along the surface of the 
walls and ceiling,) are always domed or of ellipsoidal shape, and 
they are those in which the reverberation is also greatest. Among 
the most celebrated of these is that of St. Paul’s Cathedral, (a 
circular and domed apartment about one hundred and twenty feet 
i diameter,) in which a whisper is conveyed two or three hun- 
ted feet. The shutting of a door produces a rumbling like dis- 

fant thunder. The rotunda of the Capitol at Washington is 
hinety-six feet in diameter and ninety-six feet high, the dome of 
Which is a fine whispering gallery. The reverberation in this 

lege, Which extends upward the whole height of the building, 

“immer of 1843, are still fresh in memory. The principal 
apartment here (called Washington’s Hall) is two hundred and 
pee ny es 

mg in reference i tion of these rooms, he says: “ are, 
nated arate cotennien tinea and these results were an- 
Ucipated in the earliest stages of the work; but as Mr. Girard left no ona 
Per in’reference to this part of the design, we were compelled to take the letter 
‘the will as our guide, let the results be what they might. meen 
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seventy feet long by from twenty to thirty broad, and fifty feet 
high. Says an enthusiastic writer, in describing this apartment: 

“The curious explorer now witnesses something amazingly sublime. 
The walls are strung with musical colums which, by moving a stick 

over them, will produce a confusion of discordant sounds. ‘The dru m, 
the tamborine, the organ, are each represented and their notes, discor- 

dant heard alone, together aid the full concert, while the sound-boa 

roars its melancholy murmur through the whole. But to pepe’ to de- 
scribe what is here seen and felt is quite in vain; nor c rson 

re even the faintest idea of the sublimity and obi 8 of this sub- 
e until he witnesses its magnificence, nor then can he 

find language copious enough to express his emotions.’ 

no exaggeration. As is well known, this cave is formed 
in selibetons rock, and abounds in huge, irregular, and grotesque 
apartments, extendin ng out, in every direction, ea recesses and 

galleries, and cro te wit th lofty domes and inverted spires. In 
almost every part of the cavern, sounds of thst loudness are 
as prolonged ie intensified to a degree that is absolutely 

- But a few days subsequent to our visit, this cave was 
Sueniiated by two thousand lamps, and a band of music made 

orm in one of its most resounding portions. Much have 
we regretted since, that it was not our fortune to be present on so 

unique and sublime an occasion. To the eye, the effect must 

ing one V 
qiecwhelming é discord, which could be raeesns oully to the “fabled 

owing of the mountains in agony. 

c vasto rex Aolus antro 

m 
tli indignantes magne cum murmure montis 
Ci 

various stages of Saivhing. are, in this connection, both interest- 

tune important. This room is 130 feet in length, “ 78 in 

found to er inconsiderable, while a good degree of rove b 
i 80 ' 

oe the walls, The operation of plastering was done with des- 
patch ; anc 

still soft at and moist, the page pom of the hall was at its min 

mum, and its resonance at the same time almost wholly g0)® 
Heard under these conditions, the articulations of the voice wet? 
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1 
walls and ceiling was made smooth, and had become completely 
hardened, reverberation was very much in the ascendant, though 
still, in a measure, checked by the staging which filled up the 
Mterior of the hall like a forest of masts. On the removal of the 
Staging, a powerful tone of the voice was prolonged four to four 
anda half seconds. This was when the room was empty, an 
completely devoid of upholstery and carpeting. When the floor 
of the main hall and balconies was covered with benches, having 
cushioned seats and backs, the aisles carpeted and the semi-circu- 
ar Windows near the ceiling shielded with curtains of canvas, 

the change was very marked, and the presence of a moderately 
large andience so completed the cure as that no injurious excess 
of sound remained. Should it be required, on any occasion, to 
teduce still further this reverberatory property, it can (in the 
‘pinion of the writer) be readily and perfectly accomplished by 
the use of additional upholstery, and the adoption of a simple 

the room, nor mar, to any extent, its architectural beauty.* 
Mr. J. Scott Russell, whose opinion, in almost all matters of 

“entific enquiry, is entitled to profound respect, has adopted a 
iflerent view of the nature of reflection and reverberation from 

i 
Mr 
tion 

* The writer ] lted with reference to the acoustic defects of 
the new Town Hall tai W cbiocath, par The size of this hall is about 80 feet by 
56, and 28 feet in height. “It has perfectly smooth walls and ceiling. re 

~ © Windows h side. has no dra or upholstery whatever. Te- 
fhe tation is ftrsieton tb ae great as oer the building wholly unfit for 
"ke gy for which it was intended. Some measures were recommended for its 

vi : ement, the s f which remains to be seen. — : 
i The reverberation in St. Paul's Church, Boston, which is usually very considerable, 
‘e checked by the customary decorations of the Christmas season, that the utter 

of the speaker is then much more distinct than at other times. sie 
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thus reflected from a plane surface, only when the angle of inci- 
dence is greater than forty-five degrees, whereas, if the sonorous 
wave is incident on a surface at an angle less than forty-five de- 
grees, it suffers little or no reflection, but is moved along in close 
proximity to the plane against which it is projected, and thus 
gives rise to the phenomena of reverberation. Mr. Russell de- 
rives from these supposed facts some practical suggestions, which 
he deems important in the construction of buildings intended for 
public speaking. Such rooms, he contends, should be so ar- 

‘maxims he lays down in order to avoid (on his theory) the undue 

* 

r. Russell further says that, though, in his own mind, oe 
convinced the action of sound, in these particulars, 18:20, 0000" 
ance with the manner just stated, he can offer no philosophical 

of sound may be considered a force of continuous progres 
while such is not the case with a ray or wave of light, (@ ites 
ence, the existence of which we must deny in toto,) we will no 

delay, in this connection, to follow out and refute his saree It is satisfactory to us, that the doctrines we have adopiel 
regard to reflection and reverberation of sound are strong 12 UIE" 
nalogy to the known laws of light, in its similar phenomen?, 
and, while on this ground, we can equally well explain the pei 

important maxims deduced by Mr. Russell, we will nee , 
seek to disturb those harmonious relations of sound wit ight, 

* The walls of the Boston Music Hal thus treated, and the ceiling is deeP'¥ 
pannelled, me. ow Hada 
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hon and full appreciation of music, are to be found in the free 
ait, where the medium through which the sound passes is with- 

or reverberation. There is no sublimer sound than the mingling 
of.a thousand voices and instruments in an open field ; so, on the 
surface of a lake, ina calm evening, music will seem to fill the air 
with a distinctness of utterance, and melt upon the ear witha 
delicacy, not elsewhere found. Handel knew this when he con- 
inved his celebrated water music to gratify his sovereign, George 
], whose anger he had incurred. But, in the nature of things, 
“specially with a climate like ours, it is rare that music can be thus 
Worshipped at her own shrine. Moreover the sensitiveness of many 
of the instruments which compose the orchestra at the present 
day, forbids their ever being used without injury in the open air, 

When confined within the four walls of a building. ‘Theoreti- 
cally, could we secure the read ge and equal diffusion of 
sound over the whole apartment, without the intervention of re- 
Verberation or disturbing echoes, we should have a perfect Music 
om, in every part of which the auditor would hear with equal 

distinctness and accuracy. How to approximate to this is the 
Problem that here demands our serious attention. 

It seems almost superfluous, in this connection, to allude to the 
necessity of a retired position or other measures to exclude ex~ 

| sound, as an important requisite of a Concert Room. But 
“se are points hitherto much neglected. 
Jo ee fees sity the saultitadieous cries and sounds of busy 
life Produce a constant discord, which the spirit of music seeks 
Stoop Szrres, Vol. KV, No. 45—May, 1853. 46 
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to avoid. Much of the difficulty and annoyance complained of 
in the old House of Commons buildings, resulted from this cause 

ne. 
The site, therefore of every building intended for musical pur- 

poses should be such as to exclude, as far as possible, all access 
to these external sounds, whether by direct communication or by 
conduction. If position alone will not secure this desideratum, 
much can be done, in aid of the object, by the proper construc- 
tion of the building itself. It is advantageous, on this account, 
to have corridors extending completely round the room, thus cut- 
ting off all direct communication from without. Double walls 

with a noisy street or vicinity. D. B. 
such connection is unavoidable, that all these openings be ar- 

On this point, the evidence of the witnesses examined by the 
Committee of the House of Commons is at variance. But in the 

Principles of science. In a music room, fortunately, we M87" ” 
‘deal with sounds which originate in but one portion of serie ment, and which are, therefore, far more within our contro’. e all 

As to shape, the circular, the quadrate, the oblong; a a 
found their advocates. The principal argument in favor 

* Reid’s Mustrations of ‘Ventilation; Art, Communication of Sound. 

(OE ES 
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more than anything else, perhaps, mars the excellence of a 
Musical performance. On the same principle we must reject the 
Semi-circle, the oval, ellipse, and all other modifications of the 
circular form. So, also, should arched ceilings, rounded corners, 
“omes, concavities and all curvilinear forms, in whatever part of 
the room, be discarded, as much as possible, as tending to aug- 

Ment the reverberatory power, and as having the effect, moreover, 
'0 collect and throw the sound in masses in different points, 
instead of allowing its equal diffusion throughout the whole 
‘partment. ee” 
, On the authority of the Rt. Hon. J. W. Croker, in his evidence 
before the House of Commons Committee appointed in 1833, the 

a very bad hearing house.” 

about fifty-five feet, surmounted by a high spherical dome. 

vaied quadrangular form is not ) 
Stated, but there is a greater lateral expansion and consequent loss 
of sound in a square room than in one of the same area whose 
length is greater than its width; hence, in a room of a parallelo- 
8am shape, a given sound will be conveyed to ali parts of it 
With Sreater force than in the former case. 

It is considered by many that, in a smai/ room, the shape is of 
little or ho consequence, as regards the sound, inasmuch as the 

t Plaints of the Irish House of Commons, which is a circle of 

‘Car, (say they,) cannot appreciate its defects. This is, ~ ae 
‘tue in a room whose greatest diameter does not exceed fty- 
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feet, so far as direct reflection is concerned; but, as we have al- 

ready observed, in the case of the recitation rooms at Girard Col- 
lege, which come inside of these measurements, the reverbera- 
tion may yet be very great. 

The Melodeon at Boston is imperfectly ellipsoidal in shape, 
with smooth walls and ceilings. Its length, width and height 
are, respectively, 1133, 57 and 35 feet. In the centre of the 

The proportions, as well as the form of a music room, are not 
a matter of indifference. We have already noticed the tendency 
of one vibrating body or medium to throw another, in con 

or in its immediate vicinity, into a similar state of vibration. In 
this way the oscillations of the contained air of a room, commu- 

“ nicated to its walls, produce therein a sympathetic vibration, 

which will be more or less perfect according as the structure 

these walls, their subdivisions and general relations of length, 
width and height, approximate to the acoustic conditions requ! 

From this comes resonance, as we understand, the existence of 
which, to a considerable extent, in some rooms gives to the voice 

that peculiar brilliancy and resilient power which every singer 
must have noticed. 

The experiments of M. Savart on the sonorous vibrations of 
solids are interesting in this connection, as showing the nature 

resonance and how the original sound is thereby intensii’s 
whether the resonant body is in actual contact with that wl 

cing the primary sound or not.* A ready illustration may be © 
tained by singing a note in the vicinity of a large drinking glass; 
and in the still more familiar experiment of speaking inside the 
mouth of a barrel. In both these cases the solid materials are 
put in vibration and impart a peculiar quality as well as intensity 
‘tothe tone. Instances are on record where glasses ave hat 
broken in this way, by a powerful voice. To satisfy oneself tha 
the vibrations are thus communicated in a well-constructed musi 

room, it is only necessary to place the hand upon the walls doe 

the performance of a symphony or chorus, and they may 

ubibhed mr he ee Savart to the-Roysl: Academy of Sclenoes.of Pa 
in the Annales de Chimie ; Waren OF go Encye. Metrop. for cope 
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among the finest music rooms in existence. More recently also, 
Mr. J. Scott Russell has advocated the use of aliquot parts of 
some common multiple, for the proportions, in length, width 
and height, of speaking and concert rooms, though upon what 
grounds we do not find distinctly stated. 

Our own belief is that we are to look for the explanation of 
these requirements simply to the phenomena exhibited in the vi- 
bration of musical strings and pipes. 

ays Mr. Herschell : 
a cord, although vibrating freely, may yet have any number of 

Points equally distributed at aliquot parts of its whole length, which 
never leave the axis, and between which the vibrating portions are 
equal and similar. Such points of rest are called nodes or nodal 
seg ; the intermediate portions which vibrate are termed ventral seg- 
nents, 

_ See the subjoined figures, which are taken from the Encyclo- 
Pedia Metropolitana. 

qonaqnerecns*Seretesenys,. 

setae sene. - nnsmnteereeegy | 
I ails Stans ys cigs eee ies aa aa as.” AT | mete: ages | 

the String, and nding in the former case to a double, in the lat- 
tet to a triple rapidity of vibration. If a small piece of light paper, 

* The : at recently erected, are in accordance .., ~€ proportions of the Boston Music Hall, recently er y 
ner ut. Russell's views in this respect, being in length, width and height, respect- 
ely, 130, 78, and 65 feet. 
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But if a string, in the act of vibration, be touched at any other 
than these nodal points, its vibrations will be immediately con- 
fused and clogged. Precisely thus, in our view, is the ease of 
the walls of an apartment. Here the whole extent of the wall, 

enclosing the four sides, may be regarded in the light of a vibra- 
ting string ; and the angles of the wall should come in the points, 
required by the harmonic subdivision of the vibrating surface, 
which we have just seen must be placed at aliquot parts of its 
entire length. These angles would then mark the nodal points, 
or points of rest. And following out this reasoning, we wou 

still further and suggest that all the necessary breakages and 
interruptions by pillars, pilasters, doors and windows, should cor- 
respond with the nodal points in the wall, so as thus to interfere 
as little as possible with the free vibration of the whole, or its 

rts. 

A room thus constructed will possess distinctly its key note, 
which every public speaker will find it to his comfort to seek out 
and regard. ba 

_ But aside from these important considerations of position, 
shape, and proportions required in a structure of the kind pro- 

posed, magnitude, or a large capacity is indispensable to give to 

-music its full power. The most sublime effects of the oratorio 

and symphony can only be produced in spacious buildings ; this 

is independent of the number of the audience, and, in gre 
measure, too, of the vocal and orchestral force employed. ‘ 
Gardiner was admitted to the rehearsal of the first grand perfor- 
mance in York Cathedral in 1825, when only five auditors were 
present. The choral and instrumental band consisted of six 
hundred performers. In one of his desultory volumes he thus 
speaks of that occasion : 

* Glory be to God,’ the effect was more than the senses could mien 
much was the sound augmented by the vast space of this noble a 
ing; nor was it till those overpowering concussions ceased that the 

b 32 
. 

agination could recover itse 

_ And in another place, referring to the same subject, he remarks : 

sis Who has not observed the peculiar lustre imparted to am 
performance in a spacious church, which, heard in other situations 

“would give the ear no pleasure ?” “rill 
~ Washington Irving, in his “Sketch Book,” thus beantifal iy 

and with gra hic power describes the effect of a sudden b 

music amid the vast silence of Westminster Abbey: 

“The sound of casual footsteps had d. I could only hear, 70” ind | ps had ceased. Ic 
and then, the distant voice of the priest repeating the evening ent 
and the faint res; yonses of the choir; these paused for a ume, ™ 

was hushed. The stillness, the desertion and obscurity that were 
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wally prevailing around, gave a deeper and more solemn interest to the * * * * * * mr 
_ “Suddenly the notes of the deep laboring organ burst upon the ear, 
falling with doubled and redoubled intensity, and rolling, as it were, buge billows of sound., How well do their volume-and grandeur ac- 
cord with this mighty building. With what pomp do they swell through 
ls vast vaults, and breathe their awful harmony through those caves of 

of the choir break out into sweet gushes of melody; they soar aloft, 
and warble along the roof, and seem to play about these lofty vaults 
€ the pure airs of heaven. Again the pealing organ heaves its 

thrilling thunders, compressing air into music, and rolling it forth upon 
the soul. What long-drawn cadences! What solemn, sweeping con- 
cords! It grows more dense and powerful—it fills the vast pile, and 
seems to jar the very walls. And now it is winding up in full jubilee— 
itis rising from the earth to heaven—the very soul seems rapt away, 
and ating upwards on this swelling tide of harmony !” 

The commemoration of Handel, which took place in West- 
Minster Abbey in 17 84, forms one of the grandest musical epochs 
in history. ‘This festival lasted five days, and was conducted in 
Presence of the Royal Family and many of the nobility of the: 
fealm, and the public in general to the number of three or four 
thousand persons. The number employed in the instrumental 
and choral band amounted to between five and six hundred. In 

1834, just fifty years afterwards, this festival was repeated, and 
cee account of it, a writer in the Musical Library speaks as 
follows : 

“The nave of the Abbey is 150 feet long, and, including the aisles, 
22 feet wide ; its height 101 feet. This space was converted into a 

‘om about eight feet from the floor to the middle of the great window ; 
we principal singers and the instrumental performers occupying the 

the arches. In each aisle was built a long deep gallery extending from 
the orchestra to the royal boxes, and projecting from the wall to about 
three feet beyond the columns. The galleries contained several rows 
Of seats, rising to the key-stone of the arches. The aisles below were 
fitted P in a manner similar to the galleries. : 
. lis admitted that the performers, on the present occasion, excelled 

+ ounted to five hundred and ninety-one; and the band generally, 
both instrumental and vocal, can only be mentioned in terms of the 

St praj 
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- But we need not go so far away for evidence and illustration 
in proof of our position. Who among those present at the late 
opening festival of the Boston Music Hall could fail to notice the 
peculiar mellow effect of Handel’s “ Hallelujah,” and “The 
Heavens are telling,” though rendered by a force of fifty instru- 
ments and five hundred voices? 

These effects, in the instances above mentioned, may be, in 
part, attributed to the associations of time and place, but in great- 
er part, we contend, are they owing to the architectural qualities 
of the building. And the explanation is to be found, doubtless, 
in the fact before alluded to, that distance aids in fusing together 
and harmonizing musical sounds. Let any one, who is skeptical 
of this truth, but listen to a band of indifferent performers in the 
open air, on a summer’s evening, first in close proximity to the 
players, and then at a distance, and he cannot fail to be con- 

vinced. It is the test of a good organ to throw out its sounds 
with fulness and opulence, into the body of a church, though on 

a near approach its tones may be meagre and thin. ‘Thus sound 

requires room for its perfect development ;—and as a rare paint- 
ing, which on near inspection appears crude and unfinished, will 
ripen into harmony and just proportions when allowed its requl- 
‘site distance, so, in the case of a musical performance, an ample 

space has, in itself, a mellowing influence upon the harshness that 

always exists in greater or less degree, seeming as it were to pu 

rify the sound in some measure of its inharmonious elements and 

suffer it to fall with richer effect upon the ear. 
Thus far, in this connection, we have spoken only of orches- 

tral and choral harmony ; but it is a mistake to suppose that cho- 
ral or orchestral floods of sound are required to fill such ample 
space, while the tones of a single voice therein would be em- 

ost. ‘There is a lustre likewise imparted to the inton@- 
tion of a single voice or instrument, in similar circumstances, 
when rightly managed, such as no narrow limits can give. '"° 
speak here of an apartment constructed in accordance with i" 

principles previously given, in which the sound is not unduly 
absorbed, overpowered, wasted or confused. 

reac the 

tion of about two-ninths farther in a direct line than laterally ; 

and that being distinetly audible on each side of the speaker at® 
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distance of seventy-five feet it will be as plainly heard at a dis- 
tance of ninety-two feet in front of him, declining in strength 
behind him so as not to be clearly heard at much more than thir- 
ty feet. The following diagram will aid us to understand this ; 
the position of the speaker is represented by the point of inter- 
section of the straight lines.* 

: 2, 

a
 

% 
75 ft. 75ft. 

| 92 ft. - 

The figure that would conform to these measurements it will 
Seen is an imperfect ellipse whose major and minor axes are 

spectively 150 and 122 feet. This is the space allotted to the 
“ound in the ordinary exertions of speaking, and under the usual 
onditions of the atmosphere. We have seen, however, that, 
When the medium is in a state of absolute purity, vocal sounds 

ii teadily conveyed over an extent far greater than that just sta- 

led. We shall have occasion to allude to this point again when 

We come to the subject of ventilation and warming. 
The calculations of Mr. Wyatt, we repeat, refer only to the 

Power of the vocal tones in the ordinary efforts of articulate 
Speech ; but of the capacity of the human voice, when rightly 

: * Vide Gwilt’s Encyclopedia of Architecture. 

"conn Serres, Vol. XV, No, 45,—May, 1853. 47 
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sound would have been wholly lost. The tones of a 
violin which were not conspicuous in the rank and file of the 
orchestra, have been observed to stand out with singular promi- 
nence and beauty as the hearer receded toa distance. It follows, 
as a corollary from this, that a perfect intonation of voice or in- 
strument is required to insure its legitimate and full power, and 
in this particular, as has been truly remarked by a keen observer, 
Mr. J. S. Dwight,) the effect in a building of proper construc- 

tion is a measure of the accuracy and excellence of the perform- 
ance. 

In our choice of materials, wherewith to form the walls of a 
structure best adapted for the display of musical eflects, we 
should be guided by the principles laid down on a former page. 

ave seen that, in the communication of vibrations from one 
medium to another of different density, a want of homogeneity, 
in the receiving medium, impairs the quality of the transmitte 
sound. This is well illustrated by the experiment of Chladni in 
the communication of the sonorous vibrations from a glass to the 
contained liquid, when its homogeneity is disturbed. Here the 
sound is excited in a solid and transmitted to a fluid medium. 

whole and its parts. But this is presupposing such unity of 
structure as before mentioned, without which no harmonie ia 
portions would produce the intended results. . 
_In the selection of materials for building we are of necessit¥ 
limited to wood, brick and stone. Of the woods, various spe¢ 
of the pine appear to be among the best resonants and conduet- 
ors of sound, and are therefore well fitted for our 0 te 
Should a building be entirely constructed of this material (we 
have no reference here to a mere lining of wood) it would pie 
less best answer the end in view. But the greater expense oh 
risk attending this mode of building will prove a sufficient 
~~ to its use, io choiee: 

tween brick and stone, there seems to be but little chol™ 
By the preceding considerations, however, we are led _ 
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opinion that the one or the other should alone be employed, and 
that the substance used as a cement should partake of the nature 
of the solid material, that thus the whole mass may more nearly 
resemble a uniform structure. In this connection arises the ques- 
tion as to the proper finish of the internal face of such wall, this 
being the surface presented to the sound. 
: (Lo be continued.) 

Arr. XL.—WNotice of the Meteoric Iron found near Seneca River, 
_ Cayuga County, N. Y.; by Cuartes Upuam Sueparp, M.D. 

| Tus iron was very briefly announced in the November num- 
ber of this Journal (vol. xiv, p. 439,) by Prof. O. Root of Hamil- 
ton College, Clinton, N. Y. The weight of the mass was be- 
tween eight and ten pounds. It was picked up by a farmer, 
while engaged in excavating a ditch; his attention having been 
arrested by its unusual weight, as compared with ordinary stones. 
A thick coating of limonite (hydrous oxyd of iron) formed the 
entire outside of the mass. Its general figure was somewhat 
drop-shape ; although the customary depressions found on the 

) ‘Surfaces of meteorites, were visible also, in the present instance. 

Tam indebted to Prof. Root for a very perfect tetrahedral frag- 
Ment (of about two ounces weight) which must have formed the 
little end of the meteor; and to Le- 

y C. Partridge, ., of Seneca 
Palls for a thick slice (of four and a 

ounces) which apparently, is a 
“ction across the mass, next below 
the above. 
The figure here given represents 

Cal ae . 
linear intervals between the bars, to 

~ triangular and rhomboidal patches which are: sh 

drawing, and to the borders of the very circumscribed and irreg- 

bubbles of nearly pure hydrogen gas. 
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After the corrosion has been permitted to go on for a number 
of minutes, the linear intervals above mentioned, exhibit a 
checked appearance, as if a single row of little prisms had been 
inserted between the broad bars. ‘These prisms evidently con- 
sist of the same alloy as the broad pillars, between which they 
are thrust, since their tops, like the surfaces of the bars, escape 
corrosion, and are left after the action has ceased at the same 
level with the bars themselves. ‘Their presence, in the peculiar 
position they occupy, confers upon this iron a very remarkable 
feature, totally unlike any other I have seen. Indeed in all other 
ighly crystalline specimens, we have a series of perfectly con- 

tinuous lines and edges, in place of the checkered rows here 
displayed. 

The shaded triangular and rhomboidal areas, when their sur- 
faces are well cleaned by a dilute aqua regia (and polished), and 
examined under a lens, are seen to be finely striated with the 
same beaded or checkered lines as those above described in the 
linear intervals. 

The more circumscribed areas (three of which are represented 
in the central bar of the figure) consist of a silver-white muine- 
ral, believed to be new; and which will be more particularly de- 
scribed farther on. This substance is not acted upon by the hy- 
drochloric acid; but an envelop of meteoric pyrites, by which 
it is more or less surrounded, is briskly attacked: and from these 

regions the odor of sulphuretted hydrogen is plainly perceived. 
At a place marked A in the figure, is a semicircular vein of this 
white mineral, where the pyrites is quite abundant. 

The want of continuity in the larger bars and their rounded 
terminations also, serve still farther to distinguish at first glance, 
the Seneca River iron from nearly all others. hi 
A solution of sulphate of copper dropped upon a moistened 

surface of the iron, immediately gives rise to a precipitate of me- 
tallic copper. It is therefore not in the passive state of the 

reene county (Tenn.) iron, and of some others, as discovered 
by Wohler. 

Beneath the coating of limonite is found a very distinct layer 

of compact, black magnetite, which must have constituted no 
original crust of the meteor. Its thickness in some places }8 rs 
of an inch. The specific gravity of the iron is 7°337.. ish, 

At possesses a medium hardness, and takes a very high pol all 

» Which is remarkable for its whiteness. The easy 
Cleavage in the Seneca River mass is very obvious; and W 

* The Burlington iron was found 90 miles to the eastward of the present mass 
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torn asunder, in place of presenting a hackly fracture, leaves 
surfaces with pyramidal cavities and projections. fi 
_ Analysis. —The iron dissolved very slowly in cold hydrochlo- 
tic acid, attended by the extrication of hydrogen gas, along with 
which, sulphuretted hydrogen was occasionally evolved,—as be- 
came apparent by passing the gas through a solution of nitrate 
of silver. As the solution proceeded the surface of the iron be= 
came coated with a brownish flocculent matter, resembling some~ 
what the development of carbon on steel by nitric acid. These 
flocculi at length separated from the iron, collected into light 
coherent. masses, and floated about in the liquid,—discharging 
little bubbles of gas, and subsiding finally in masses of much 
diminished size to the bottom, where they rested upon the broken 
crystals of the shining white, metallic mineral, above referred to. 
As the solution proceeded very slowly, it was repeatedly quick- 
ened by a gentle heat, for half an hour at atime. Three days 
elapsed however, before the action of the hydrochloric acid was 
Completed upon 50 grains of the iron. A second fragment of 20 
ey Was treated in a similar manner, and with the same general 
result, 

Among the insoluble matter from the first fragment were found 
tWo very brilliant, black, octahedral crystals, whose weight to- 

ter was only 0-005 of a grain. They were unmagnetic. 
Each of them was measured by the reflective goniometer, and 
Clearly ascertained to be a regular octahedron. And as chromi- 
um was found in the acid solution of the iron, it cannot perhaps 
ceeded as an unauthorized ee ce to consider its 

ystals belonging to the species chromite, the more especiall 
this mineral sie decane been observed in meteorites, though 

ors which I have called dyslytite, and which besides ra eh 
Content of silicon, has iron, nickel, phosphorus, chromium 
carbon, in some unknown combination.* é 

Colored ) crystallized substance, whose weight was |: 

Iron, isa mineral which I believe to be undescribed, if not 

Wholly new. It mav have been seen before; but if so, it would 

‘pear to have been confounded with the foliated, metallic sub- 
a sy 

.* The gradual shrinki ‘ tter under the long continued action shrinking of this floeculent matter , 
7p the hydrochloric aald kitted with the escape of gas, suggested the idea, that 

hitrogen exists in these bodies, it might perbaps be detected here, as a solid, or 
nanrh a8 &@ pulverulent azotide of iron, nickel or metAm —— emg 

of eo 3 : by M. Schreetter (Ann. der Pharm, xxxvi, 
The same cre rents eons tide of chromi These eames 

t® decomposed by heat and by strong acids. 
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stance, which is also insoluble, and which has been called Schrei- 
bersite by Patera; though this designation cannot be maintained, 
inasmuch as I had previously called another meteoric mineral by 
this name. 

I propose the name of Partschite for the substance now under 
consideration, in honor of the eminent Prof. Paul Partsch of Vi- 
enna, whose contributions to astrolithology in the description of 
the meteoric collection of the Imperial Museum at Vienna, have 
been so important to: the progress of this interesting branch 
knowledge. 

Properties of Schreibersite of Patera. Properties of Partschite. 

H.=6°6. H. = 56. 
Sp. er ae ‘01—7-22. 
Mag Magnetic. ; 

Color | bone yellow Color silver-white, or only with 

: a tinge of reddish-grey. 
Elast ic. Brittle 

Tn thin plates. In four-sided oblique prisms, 
with dihedral summits, whose 
faces correspond to the pris- 
matic edges. 

Streak dark grey. 
Composition.—Iron, 87:20; | When powdered, quickly ie 

nickel, 7-24; phosphorus, ble in aqua regia. It cont 
7°26; ‘carbon ? = 98°70, iron, eee magnesium, and 

phospho 

The proportions of the different substances — the Seneca 
River meteorite, as ascertained in the two analyses, were as fol- 
lows :— 

Nickeliferous iron, . : 98-69 
Partschite, (with trace of pyrites,) sn ree 
Dyslytite, . j 0:25 
Chromite, j . é : 0-01 

100-00 

: oo iron gave, 
‘a Tron, : 2 ‘ : 92°40 
Bini paren ; : ; . coe: ee 

: 100-00 

, magnesium, tin, manganese? phosphorus, sulphur 
in  insees 

Charleston, S. C., Dec, 24th, 1852. 
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Arr. XLIL—WNotice of the “ Mastodon Giganteus” of Dr. 
J. C. Warren.* : 

_ We have already briefly announced the publication of the 
magnificent volume on the “ Mastodon Giganteus,” by the eminent 
Surgeon and scholar, Dr. Warren. Turning aside from the pro- 
fession which he has honored by his profound knowledge and 
Successful labors, he here enters the arena of Science, and sub- 
stantiates his claims to a distinguished place among the Zoolo- 
gists of the age 

Dr. Warren has the rare pleasure of possessing the noblest 
Specimen of the Mastodon giganteus that has yet been discov- 
ered; and fortunate it is for the old mastodon, that it has found 
a final resting place with one who has had the generosity and 
ability to raise so munificent a mausoleum to its memory. A 
Second skeleton was afterwards purchased by Dr. Warren, to 

him in his researches; and, for the same purpose, he has 
also added to his collection the skeleton of an elephant. This 
elephant—the one accidentally drowned a few years since in the 
Delaware—stands in his fine hall, by the side of the huge masto- 
don, and although a large animal of the kind, it is but a pigmy 
comparison. Dr. Warren was thus well equipped for the pros- 
“ctition of his researches; and no labor or expense has been 
‘pared, either in carrying forward his investigations or in the pub- 
lication of his results. . 

Rear Newburgh on the Hudson, where the skeleton was exhumed. 
Among wooded hills lies a large morass, part of which in the 

re) 

Surface peat of the bog, and the subjacent marl, leaving the skel- 
ton as it was found lying sprawling out, with the ribs and nearly 
‘very bone in place. The fore-feet extend beyond the head, and 
the hinder are thrown forward near the body. 

_4t was in the summer of 1845 that this burial place of the an- 

“lent giant was first disturbed. The swampy land was then dry. 
t. Brewster, while digging in the place to obtain the earth for 

fertilizing his fields in the vicinity, after penetrating through two 
*et of peat bog, one foot of red moss, and a foot of the shell 
atl, struck upon the head of the animal. The exhumation 

Went on rapidly the next day, and the cranium, ‘bones of the 
“Pine, tail, pelvis and ribs were successively found, for the most part 
n their natural relation to each other ;” and at the end of the sec- 

day, nearl y the whole skeleton had been exposed. The bones 

* : : : 
tion of 1 f the Mastodon Giganteus of North America, by 

John ¢. Naren, a ve pm 4to, with a frontispiece and 27 plates in 4to. 
Boston: 1852, J, Wilson & Son’ 42 School Street. 
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Were in an admirable state of preservation. It seems from the 
position, Dr. Warren observes, as if the animal had stretched out 
its fore feet in a forward direction, to extricate itself from a mo- 
rass into which it had sunk. 

Even the undigested food of the animal appears to have been 
partly preserved. Dr. Prime testifies that* “in the midst of the 
ribs, imbedded in the marl, and unmixed with shells or carbonate 
of lime, was a mass of matter composed principally of the twigs 
of trees, broken into pieces of about two inches in length, and 
varying in size from very small twigs to half an inch in diame- 
ter. There was mixed with these a large quantity of finer vege 
table substance like finely divided leaves; the whole amounting 
to from four to six bushels. From the appearance of this and its 
situation, it was supposed to be the contents of the stomach; and 
this opinion was confirmed on removing the pelvis, underneath 
which in the direction of the last of the intestines, was a train ©: 
the same material, about three feet in length, and four inches in 
diameter.” ‘The subsequent examination of a portion of this ma- 
terial by Dr. Warren, Prof. Gray, and Dr. Carpenter, supports the 
opinion here expressed ; and both from this case and other exam- 
ples of exhumed mastodons, it is shown that the mastodon lived 
on stems or twigs of trees; part of the material found was prob- 
ably ‘‘some kind of spruce or fir.” 

Such are some of the facts which are here published by Dr 
Warren concerning the discovery and food of the mastodon. 

In his account of the animal, after his historical sketch, and 
some observations on the name of the species, he enters upon the 
description of the various parts of the skeleton, in detail ; and 

excellent lithographic plates illustrate these chapters. One © 
these plates, of very large size, represents, in an admirable style, 
the entire skeleton. The following are some of the dimensions 
given: 

Feet. In, 
Height of skeleton, ; , aed ide ae 
Length from anterior extremity of face to the commence- 

_ ment of the tail, ; ‘ : . , . 17 5 
Circumference of the trunk around the ribs, - . 37 8 
Length of tail, ‘ . : ; ‘ ; . 3 
nae “a it4 trun ; ‘ : : r "i 2 10 

_“ _ “ head from the occipital condyles in a straight | 4 
_ _line to anterior edge of tusk-socket, .  . + 
Entire length of tusk, : siege m o 
L pth of socket of tusk, : : ; ‘ . 3 8 
External length of tusk, .  . rien adage 

* p. 144. 
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' There are 7 cervical vertebra, 20 dorsal, 3 lumbar, and 5 sa- 
cral. The ribs are twenty in number, 13 true, and 7 false. 
From the 6th to the 11th their length is between 52 and 543 
inches. The first has more the appéarance of a clavicle than a 
nb, and is 28 inches long. Bearing on the number of ribs, Dr. 
Warren observes, (p. 31,) 
“The last two false ribs on the right side are co-ossified for the 

space of 8 inches ;—the result of a fracture near their vertebral attach- 
ments: the union of these ribs, at its broadest part, measures 8 inches. 

lese bones are perfectly smooth within, and without are quite strong, 
atthe place of union and massive. This fracture is of great import- 

, as he union is verified the remark of Cuvier, who found only 
19 ribs, but stated that there would, in his opinion, be hereafter found 
‘wenty—a fact entirely established in this specimen, first by the articu- 

‘ar surface on the side of the 20th dorsal vertebra; and second, by the 
Co-ossification of the 19th and 20th ribs.” 

_ After describing the several bones throughout the structure, the 
author treats at considerable length of the characters of the teeth. 
Those of the elephant are first described by way of comparison, 
their number (twenty-four exclusive of the tusks), composition, 
and form being considered. On taking up the odontography o 

"€ Mastodon, the author commences with some general observa- 
tions, and then proceeds to a minute account of each of the teeth 
iM succession, Omitting the mass of details, we cite the follow- 
ing from his General Remarks, pages 61 to 64: 
“While the teeth of the elephant are, as already said, composed of 

pre kinds of hard matter, dentine, enamel, and cement, those of the 

astodon giganteus are constituted principally of two of these substan- 

Ment, by its perpendicular interposed layers, constitutes a substantial 

Part of the body of the tooth, as well as a protecting covering to its 

surface. A great portion of the Mastodon tooth is formed by dentine. 
; © Mamillary eminences, or mastoid projections also have a basis : 
the same substance, but they are invested with a covering of enamel, 

| i ion, measures from the sixth to the possess 
earth of an inch in thickness. In teeth which have been worn, the 

: nd 

. ; h ican Elephant. teus, nie lozenge-shaped ridges of the Alncan, roe 

The number of the teeth was long involved in mystery. The gen- 

Us of Cuvier Sissel the wit to a knowledge of their number, differ- 

and development. He advanced no farther in the path he had 

°Pened than to the fourth, or, at the utmost, fifth tooth; making the 

48 ‘Stoonp Szams, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 
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whole number to be from sixteen to twenty, exclusive of the great inci- 

least probable, that the animal possessed an intermediate tooth between 

the second tooth with three denticles, and that with four cane 

more of the first teeth have disappeared. The sixth and 
much larger, and formed in a mould different from any of the ot 

_ The plates represent in beautiful style the dentition of several 
skeletons, exhibiting the jaws and teeth of different ages- a 

The tusks, which are incisor teeth, enormously develo ‘ 

treated of in the following chapter, as follows, pp- 87—90: 

“ Besides the regular intermaxillary tusks, there are two very — 
ones, which show themselves in the upper jaw at the earliest per! iis 
life, but shortly disappear and are succeeded by the permanent ad. 
This is shown by cutting into the tusk-socket of our calf elephant 

hers. 
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The fact well established in regard to the elephant, seems to afford 
presumption, that besides the great intermaxillary tusks of the Masto- 
on, there may be others in the upper or lower jaw, which appearing 
at an early period of life, are, in the greater number of instances, lost 
before the animal has advanced far in its existence. 
_ In the present specimen of the Mastodon, there are two tusks in the 
Upper and one in the lower jaw on the left side. Two undoubtedly 
existed in the lower jaw, at an early period of life, as the relic of the 
right cavity is perfectly distinct, retaining a depth of an inch anda 

If, and nearly its original diameter. 
The Superior Tusks.—The tusks of the upper jaw were ten feet and 

middle portion, rather more than two feet, has crumble : 
— portion, of about the same length with the anterior, is broken 

in one diameter than in the other, making the largest seven inches and 
ahalf. The bases are surrounded external! y by circular elevations, at 
first two inches distant from each other, bat gradually increasing in 
distance, until, at about two feet from the extremities of the bases, they 

disappear entirely. 
he tusk is composed of lamin which at the internal extremity of 

me socket, are not more than a line in thickness. ‘These laminze in- 

crease in number as we advance from the butts, so that where the tusk is 
Sues from its socket at the distance of rather more than two feet from the 
ome extremity, the internal cavity has diminished from seven inches 
Ndiameter to two by two and a half. The plates into which the tusk 
has Separated in drying are generally an eighth of an inch in thickness, 
some of them nearly an inch. The external surface has a brown ap- 

oma the layers which have been recently uncovered are of a 

er color, 
F 

The following analysis of a portion of the tusk has been kindly fur- 
~l@d me by Dr. Chas. T. Jackson: 
Animal matter (cartilage), - . ae % 

__ Phosphate and Mee of lime, fluorid of calcium, é&c., gor 
, Water, F ; ‘ : : . eae 

" 100-0 

Glass was etched with the fluorine. The constituents of the tusk are 
Phosphate of lime, carbonate of lime, fluorid of caleium, phosphate * : 

ne of the circular marks seen at the 

Posterior extremity. The. point anteriorly is worn away for the space 
inches on one side, as is general 

“yy? Proboscidian family. . é bie 
“hen the tusks were frat discovered, they lay with their oon tad 

SutWards, their points approaching each other; having apparently tu 
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in their sockets after the soft parts which retained them were decom- 
o as to loosen their attachments. For the weight of the head 

a new im nce to this tusk, as one distinctive character between the 

g astodon, and the genus Elephas; a distinction which M. de 
lainville, Dr. Fal and others, have been willing to pass over. 

with a horizontal line of about 45°. It has a cavity an inch and @ 
in diameter at the internal extremity, the thickness of the ge being 
one-fourth of an inch; this cavity is of a conical form, and two 
deep. The rest of the tusk appears to be solid. The anterior extrem 
ity is rounded and about an inch in diameter; on one side it h 

Worn away to the extent of four inches. ‘The worn surface 1s ce 

ternal layer is exposed in this abrasion, and exhibits the thickness of an 

a number of circles, to the amount of ten or eleven, extending me 

€s€ strie are distant from each other from a fourth to an © of 

t is seen 
It 

to be composed of lamine about the sixth of an inch in thickness 
rm and fF, ¢. | ep f decomposition. n 

Vs 
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Dr. Warren mentions more or less fully and figures other Mas- 
todon skeletons found in the United States. Plates 16, 18, 19, are 
devoted to the Shawangunk head found at Scotchtown, Orange 
Go., New York, which is particularly described. The size of this 
head is not exceeded by that of any other hitherto discovered. 
Its greatest breadth is 31 inches, its vertical elevation 334 inghes 
and the length from the ridge of the occipital plane to the ex- 
tremity of the intermaxillary bones, is 48 inches 
The characteristics of some other species of Mastodon occupy 
Veral pages of the work; and the so-called T'etracaulodon is re- 

cognized as the male of Mastodon giganteus. 
_ The work closes with a dissertation on the food and snpposed 
discovery of hair of the M. giganteus, and on its geological situa- 
tion and causes of preservation. ‘The author states that of the five 
skeletons known at this time, three have been found in the fresh 
Water marshes of Orange Co., N. Y., a fourth in an interior mo- 
Tass in New Jersey, and the fifth near the banks of the Missouri, 
probably in a fresh water deposit. Scattered bones are common 
ftom various parts of the country, and even from the far north. 
“Hey are reported from the surface, soil, peat marshes, beds of 
marl or loam, etc.; but, as Lyell observes, there is yet no satis- 
factory evidence of their occurrence beneath the proper drift. 
. The North American Mastodon bones hitherto found appear to 

Ng to the same species, excepting a single tooth, reported from 

10 be, a true Maryland fossil, closely related to the Mast 

———— 

Arr. XLII.— Notices of the Rarer Minerals and New Locali- 

_ lies in Western North Carolina; by C. L. Hunter, M.D. 

§ : The Diamond.—'The occurrence of the diamond in the United 

tes is now no longer a matter 0 

although logical indications favored its existence in the auril- 

ous Tegion of the South. By some, the truth of the newspaper 
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account was totally denied, and set down as only a marvellous 
story. By others, it was more charitably pronounced a mistake in 
the discoverer, on the ground that diamonds could be found only 
in South America, or the East Indies. The little gem, however, 
after a time was produced and exhibited to several scientific 
indiyiduals, including Prof. Silliman and Prof. Shepard, who a 
nounced upon its genuineness in accordance with the published 
statement. This first diamond was found, several years since, 
in Rutherford County, N. C., in the gold washings commonly 
known as alluvial deposit. It weighs about one carat and a 
half, is of a yellowish color, and presents one of the elongated 
adamantoid shapes. It may be seen figured in both Dana’s and 
Shepard’s Mineralogy (3d edition). arly in the spring of the 
past year (1852) another diamond was found by the writer of 
this article, in a similar deposit, in Lincoln Co., N. C. It weighs 
about half a carat, is nearly clear, with a delicate greenish tinge, 
and presents the same elongated shape as the Rutherford diamond. 
Tn the summer also of the past year another diamond was fount 
in Mecklenburg County, N.C. "It weighs about three-fourths of 
a carat, is nearly of the first water, and resembles more nearly 
than either of the preceding, a brilliant, just elaborated by the 
artistic skill of the lapidary. It is also reported upon 
authority that several small diamonds have been found in the 

gold washings of Georgia. In every instance, thus far, these 
little gems have been found in alluvial deposit, or drift, in which 

may be seen rounded pebbles. The peculiar conglomerate calie™ 

cascalho, strictly speaking, has not been identified; but in sev 
eral places I have seen a stratum of gravel very compact, and 
agglutinated as it were by a ferruginous sedimentary ~~ 
constituting an aggregate somewhat analogous to this, and per 
haps, the repository of the diamond. Be this as it may, the en 
couraging fact is here presented that in the auriferous region, ox- 
tending from Mecklenburg Co. to Rutherford Co. in North ¢ a 
lina, and thence southerly to Hall Co. in Georgia, embracing * 
section of country at least 75 miles wide by 150 long, — 
mond may be sought for by the gold miner, with every i 20 
of success. It is to be regretted that these recent discoveries © 
not been made previous to the extensive gold mining ee 
Ps Burke, McDowell, Rutherford, Lincoln, and ae el 

aos Loma! = 
“oa a 2, = go o = g a = od = a 8 Q =) a = =: a 4 oO > 3 S is) = 

with large gravel-piles, extending for miles along . 
n 

manner, regardless of any other reward than the “ eae 

gravel 
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mines in the Southern States, or in California, to keep a “* sharp 
look ont”? for this rare and valuable gem? 
_ Gold.—In noticing this rather abundant metal, it is not.intended 
to tire the reader with a lengthy detail of golden statistics, with 
which our newspapers are almost daily teeming, but simply to 
present a few curious facts, not generally known, connected 
with the history of its discovery in this country. The first gold 
found in North Carolina, and probably in the United States, in 
valuable quantity, (always excepting the mysterious diggings, 
and unknown discoveries of our aboriginal predecessors,) was in 
1799, at the celebrated “ Reed Mine,” in Cabarrus County, N. C, 
It was found by a little son of Mr. Reed, about 12 years old, 

on a small stream called ‘‘ Meadow Creek.” The lump of ‘“yel- 
low metal” thus discovered, said to have been of the size of a 

t 

Reed carried the “ lump of strange metal” in his wagon to Fay- 
etteville, an inland town of considerable trade; and while there 

diately proposed buying it. To this proposal its owner readily ~~ ying it. To this proposal i 
acceded, and sold it to the jeweller for the trifling sum of three 

800n afterwards was richly rewarded by finding the large mass 

80 extensively known, weighing ‘28 lbs. steelyard weight. 

In 1804, and ‘a few subsequent years, numerous other masses or 

“lumps” were found, weighing from one ounce to sixteen pounds. 

lu the “Medical Repository,” published in 1804, this 5 een 
( is 

North Carolina, whose contagious influences have spread, not 
only to her. sister states of Virginia, South Carolina, and Georgia, 

- to the distant shores of the Pacific, and now threaten to 

3 the equanimity of the “Green Mountain boys.” Thus 

both extremes of the Alleghany chain—its southern and northern 
tmini—and the auriferous valleys of the more lofty Rocky 

Untains, have been aroused to arms,—not of slaughter, but 

9 new employment of the pick and the shovel. 
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Corundum.—A few years since, a straggling bowlder of coran- 
dum was found in Buncombe County, N.C. The mass, when 
broken afforded good specimens of a deep blue color, and highly 
crystalline lamellated structure. As it was merely an erratic 
block, it would be well for the mineralogical tourist to search for 
its original situation in the adjacent mountain ranges whence 
it was probably drifted. During the:spring of last year I had the 
pleasure of discovering a locality of this mineral in Gaston Co., 
N. C. The specimens thus far obtained, although small, not ex- 
ceeding 3 or 4 inches in diameter, are interesting from the fact 
that they were found in place. It is quite probable that future 
exploration will bring to light larger and more valuable specimens. 
The corundum is here generally associated with an aggregate 
of mica and quartz. In some of the specimens, with drusy 

r iron. 
Emery.—At the above corundum locality, may also be ob- 

Amethyst.—An interesting locality of this mineral is found at 
Randleman’s in Lincoln County. The crystals are remarkable 
for their size, beauty, and for the splendid groups in which they 
frequently occur. ‘They are mostly of a smoky, or dark purple 
color, but occasionally, beautiful pink or rose-colored crystals are 
found. Perhaps no locality in the southern states has produc 
so many fine specimens. taal 

Chalcedonic quartz.—An interesting locality of this variety 
quartz is found in Rutherford County. The crystals are hollo i, 
nearly pseudomorphs of calcite, and have their interior cavities 
lined with crystals of chaleedony. Frequently the cavities ar 
filled with water, and hence are known by the name of waier 
ry: is fluid, however, is liable, on exposure, to ak 
by evaporation through scarcely visible fissures, leaving 4 Y 
lowish powder, sometimes called mountain mea ; 
Lazulite—This rare and interesting mineral was eps 

ered in 1822, by the late Dr. H. S. Hunter, near “Cro ) 
Mountain,” in the southern part of Lincoln County (now ek 
Specimens were forwarded by him to Prof. Olmsted, sone 
tached to the University of North Carolina, and noticed in 

a 
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“Report,” (2d part) addressed to the “Board of Agriculture.” 
A few years since, a more abundant locality was discovered about. 
20 miles northeast of the former near the southern terminus of 
Clubb’s Mountain. The lazulite is here found pervading an are- 

eous and micaceous quartz, appearing to constitute its matrix, 
Occasionally it is found imbedded in compact quartz, and in the 
triangular cavities of a reddish kyanite. It occurs massive, but 
imperfect crystallizations may be traced on some of the specimens, 
This locality is exceedingly rich in the variety of its mineral 
productions, including gold, the most precious, and iron, the most 
useful of metals. Here, from a gently rising elevation of two or 
thtee acres, the mineralogist may obtain the handsome addition 
to his cabinet of twelve or fifteen different species—some o 
them rare and quite desirable. . 
Kyanite.—At the lazulite locality just noticed are also found 

several varieties of kyanite, constituting, perhaps, two or more 
species. Some of the specimens are of a handsome bluish green 
color, with numerous lamelle diverging in different directions. 
Sometimes kyanite and tale or pyrophyllite are associated, form- 
ng large globular masses. his is the locality alluded to in 
Shepard’s Mineralogy (3d edition) but wrongly printed ‘‘ Chubb’s 
Mountain.” It derives its name from one Gasper Olubb, a sub- 
Montane resident of the Revolutionary period, whose eccentricity 
of character and marvellous tales are still remembered by the 

inhabitants. ; 
Leopardite.—This is a singular spotted rock, found in Mecklen- 

burg County, in the vicinity of the flourishing town of Char- 
lotte. It occurs in large masses, generally presenting a rhom- 

dal or trapezoidal shape. It is noticed by Prof. Shepard, ae 
der the head of feldspar, as the ‘leopard stone of Charlotte, N.C. 
It is regarded by the same authority, as a composition of compact 
“spar and quartz, the spots being produced by the oryds of 
ron and manganese. When broken at right angles to the per- 
Vading Stripes, this mineral presents the singular spotted appear- 

Which has given origin to the name “leopa 4 - 
hame is quite characteristic of a rather unique rock, I at, 

It rece} ish, and might be ves a good polish, and mig here to state that the block, 

ge compare favorably with its numerous associates in that 
'Y structure, 
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The preceding notices embrace but a small number of the 
rarer minerals and undescribed localities in western North 
Carolina. On a future occasion the subject may be resumed, 
and additional facts and observations presented sufficiently in- 
oo it is hoped, to claim the attention of the scienti 
reader. 

Arr, XLIIL—Review of Mr. Blake’s Article on the Flow of 
Elastic Fluids ;* by Jount E. Henpricxs. 

Arter making some introductory remarks, the writer says: 
“Tf the velocity with which a fluid flows through an orifice be 

represented by V, the density under which it passes the orifice by 
D, and the area of the orifice by S, then the product VDS is the 
measure of the quantity of the fluid discharged in a given ume. 
It is an established law in the dynamics of fluids, that the veloc- 
ity of the flow is directly as the square root of the pressure, a0 
inversely as the square root of the density. If then the efficient 
pressure which produces the flow be represented by P, the ge 
law expressed by symbols will be 

VDS a DSvP : 5 (a) 
WD 

In order to prove that this formula does not properly represent 
the relation which the author intended it to represent, 1 will en- 
deavor to show that the formula (a) is only applicable to cases 
where P is a momentary force, and does not apply in the investl- 
gation attempted by Mr. Blake; and that, therefore, his determr 
nations are not to be relied upon as necessarily true. 

If a momentary force P impinge upon a body 4, it will give ' 
that body a velocity V and momentum m. And because oy effect is proportionate to its cause, we shall have maP. i 
Also, because the momentum of a body is that body multiph 
by its velocity, we = bv. (c) 

by substituting for m in (b) its value as found in (c) we 

have bY oP, or Va> (4) 

_ And if 6 represent a column of elastic fluid whose poe nen 
Section is 8; density D, and velocity V, the expression (d) 

i a P /P a when comes V a. B60 a2 . And w 
ST Spa’ Whence V it 17 iene : 

* Art, No, 12, Vol. 5, (second series) of the Am, Jour. of Science and Arts 
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§ is constant Vx sa and consequently 
vD 

VDS a: DSYP (e) 
VD 

Hence if P be a momentary force which acts upon 6 for a single 
nstant, then will the formula (a), which is identical with (e), 
lepresent correctly the relation between V, D and P, at the orifice. 

gain, if a constant accelerating force P, act continually upon 
abody } during a time ¢, it will give to that body at the end of 
the time ¢ a velocity V and momentum m. And because the ef- 

. (f) 
Also because the momentum of a body is equal to the product of 
the body multiplied by its velocity, we have m= bV. 
And by substituting for m in (f) its value as found in (g) we 

have 6V co tP, or Vc a whence by substituting VDS for 6 and 

a /7p 
reducing and supposing S constant, we have V « . , and there- 

fore, by multiplying both sides by DS, we have 
Jw 

Vis oo (h) 
VD 

Now it is sufficiently obvious that this formula can be iden- 
_ Neal with (a) only when ¢ is equal to unity. Hence if (a) represent 

herally the relation between V and P, on the supposition that 
. 8a constant accelerating force, it follows that the velocity V 
in the formula (h) must have been induced in a unit of time, 
Whatever distance the body may have traversed. Wherefore, in 

t supposition, V must vary as the distance traversed, or as the 
of the discharging vessel when the body is a fluid genera- 

ted at its farther end. But the space traversed by a body in con- 
quence of the action of a constant accelerating force is as the 

Square of the last acquired velocity. Consequently the last ac- 
quired Velocity, or V in the formula (h), must vary as the square 
ot of the space traversed ; and because if the fluid is generated 
at one end of the discharging vessel, and discharged at the other, 

the space it will have to traverse after motion commences and 
*lore it attains the velocity V will be the length of the dischar- 

80g vessel, therefore V in the formula ( h) must vary as the 
“Ware root of the length of the discharging vessel. Now be- 

,  Y Cannot, at the same time, vary both as the length and as 
the Square root of the length of the discharging vessel, therefore 
We cannot restrict ¢ to unity in the formula (h). And conse- 
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quently P in the formula (a) cannot be a constant accelerating 
orce. . 
Lastly, if any variable accelerating force P, act continually 

upon a body 4, it will give to that body at the end of the indefi- 
nitely small time dit, a velocity dV and momentum dm. An 

use the effect or momentum is proportional to its cause, viz: 
to the force P multiplied by the time of its action dt, we have 

- dma dtP. AG 
And because the momentum of a body is that body multiplied 
by its velocity, we have dm=bdV. k 
By substituting for dm in (i) its value as found in (k), we have 

P : 
bdV cc dtP or dV o and because 6 is a constant quantity, we 

aiP : 
have Voc Lak, whence by substituting for 5 its value VDS, re- 

| | 3 v 
ducing, and regarding S constant, we derive Ve a and 

consequently VDS « oe (1) 
D 

Now it is obvious that this formula (1) cannot be identical with 
(a), unless P be a constant quantity ; but in that case the formula 
(1) will reduce to (h), which it has been shown cannot be identi- 

cal with (a), therefore the formula (1) cannot be identical with 
(a). Consequently P in the formula (a) is necessarily a moment 
ary force, and therefore the velocity induced thereby must be 

uniform. But Mr. Blake has shown independently of the formula 
(a), that in the flow of elastic fluids, the velocity increases as the 
fluid approaches the orifice, therefore the formula (a) which he 
employs in his investigation is not applicable to the case he is 

pei S and consequently his determinations are not necessé 
y true. 
Auburn, Ind., Feb, 14, 1853. 5 

ee 

Arr, XLIV.—On a New System of Electro-Magnets ; bY M. 
betes J. Nicxuis.* 

“Tur discrepancy pointed out by me between the conclusion of 
M. Dub, and tha oe M. Muller ps MM. Lenz and Jacobi, as ' 
the in nence of the length of the arms of an electro-magie 
the weight carried by them, is only apparent; each of te 4 
Opinions is based on a special case. ‘The elongation of the arm 

has in fact Some influence*(as M. Dub asserts,) when, (as se 

* An addition to the former paper at page 104 of this volume. 
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lengths, as follows: 
: Millimeters. __ Millimeters, 

No. 1. 0-050 long, No. 3. 0°150 long. 
No. 2. 0-100 long. No, 4. 0200 long. 

The helix consists of 94 metres of copper wire, a millimeter in 
section, forming a coil of 754 turns. Cylinder No. 3 was plac 
in the helix. The weights are given in grammes. 

aS Tang. 11° 20 Tang. 7° 15/ 

are bs pet a me ba AR og 
0, 1700 gr. 1750 0. 9 

No. 1 No. ‘1. 1100 50 
0 2, 2000 2150 | No. 2. 1210 1250 

No. 3 2150 2940 | No. 3 1260 1300 
3+1 2250 2290 | 3+1 1300 ~—«- 1320 
842, 2290 2300 342. 1320 1340 
No. 6. 2300 Mei @ 1340 1340-45 
The influence of the clongation of the magnetic bar upon the 

attraction is obvious. Nevertheless it has its limit, from which 
it the attraction diminishes as the length of the magnet in- 

teases. This is shown in the following table, in which the 
same method was adopted, but with a more feeble current. 

Tang. 11° 20’ 

Length added, * Weight lifted. Weight falls. 
0. 720 * 800 

1 5 1000 

No. 2, 1000 1170 
No. 3. 1050 1140 
No. 4. 1150 1 
No, 5, 1050 1200 
No. 6. 1050 . 1210 

6-1. 1 : 1170 
6-+-2. ‘ 950 000 
6+-4, ‘ 960 990 
6+7. 890 ; 940 

. It is here apparent that the attraction decreases from No. 5. It 

8 also seen that the decrease is more rapid when the bar is made 

of two or more pieces, instead of being in a single solid piece. 
This fact, which I have established in various ways, is of great 

the construction of electro-magnets. 
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2. Horse-shoe Magnets.—As the horse-shoe magnet is only 2 
curved bar with a helix about either extremity, the same results 
would be expected as with straight bar-magnets, that is, the in- 
crease in the length of the arms should exert an influence on the 
attraction produced by each of the poles when these poles act 

} will mention some of the results which I have obtained, 

bearing in this direction. 
The electro-magnet employed was the system of Mr. Joule,* 

except that the coarse wire was replaced by 60 metres of wire 1 
- millimeter in section, making a coil of 324 turns. 

f ° i t . 

fang Of Reduced current, — Total current, 5 

Tron added to the Weight borne by Iron added to the Weight borne by 
N. Pole. the S. Pole. S. Pole. the N. Pole. 

0 grammes. 180 gr. 0 gr. 175-190 gr. 
174 B2B is) 174 335 

15° 10’ 
Current tang. =: ca 

320 440 320 
‘The same results have been obtained with horse-shoe magnets 

of different forms, and also with the electro-magnet of 3 arms or 
trifurcate, which variety is the special subject of this notice. 

Hence the proposition of M. Dub is true, as long as the arma- 
ture is in contact with only one pole of the magnet. But we 
shall show that this is not so, when both poles act together. 

e experiments were made with two horse-shoe magnets of 
the same section (0-010) and of different lengths; one, 4 de- 
cimeters in total length, the other 8. The helices bad each 665 
turns of a copper wire, 1 millimeter in section; they were free, 
so that they might easily be removed. I will call the smaller 
magnet b, and the larger, 6’. The intensities of the current were 
ascertained by means of a rheostat. 

hese determinations had been already made when the me- 
moir of M. Despretz appeared, on the non-proportionality ene 
the tangents of the deviations and the intensities. But it ae = 
no use to apply to these experiments, or to the following, the for 
mula of M. Despretz, as they have special reference to the 0.4 
erties of electro-magnets, leaving out of view the currents whic 
act in t : 

The weights carried by the two opposite poles, were 28 
grammes as follows: 

Tan. 4° 20/ Tan. 7° 40) Tan. ee 
5100 ‘ 7500 gr. 10500 gr. 5 : grammes . gr 10700 

5100. , 

* Annals of Electricity, v, 187. 
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a Tan. 4° 20’ Tan. 7° 40’ Tan. 12° 20/ 
5000 gr. 7289 gr. 10590 gr. 

“5200 7610 11000. 
5100 

._ The same electro-magnets were used in these experiments as 
in the last. I add to the tables of the results, the preceding re- 
sults, as well as those obtained in determining the weight sup- 

| If on the contrary, the two helices are of the same direction, the 

Ported by a single pole of these magnets. The currents are the 
above. 

] 

Same as ab 

- Tan. 4° 20/ 
2 pol I A singl 

ila deaee tases ere Sst, Gamma tectaes tee alee 
{ 2500 gr. 5100 gr. 1800 gr. 600 gr. 
2300 5200 

: 00 5000 5105 54500 
b 3500 5200 

5100 

Tan. 7° 40’ 

b 4800 500 4100 2500 
‘ 5000 7600 2500 

By 5800 7289 5000 2000 
{ 6000 7610 4800 

. Tan. 12° 20 
3 7000 10500 | 5000 2600 

| { 6900 10700 4850 

B 9000 10590 4800 3500 
{ 8600 11000 5000 

It follows from these facts :— 
1. That in all cases, it is an advantage to use both poles even 

When only one is under the influence of the current. 
2. That a horse-shoe magnet, furnished with a single helix, has 

More attractive power when its arms are short than when long. 
it is on these principles, that the trifurcate electro-magnet of 

Mine is constructed. 
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I will now add more data to complete my former communica- 
tion. By its properties this electro-magnet calls to mind the 
magnets ‘a points conséquents,” its middle pole being much 
stronger than the two outer. 

With this magnet we may obtain a rectilinear motion, which 
I have in fact found to be true, though in a less degree, with the 
ordinary magnets. Ihave stated in my preceding note that the 
two lateral arms of the new magnet are larger than the middle 
arm. On placing a cylinder of iron at the origin of the arms 
perpendicular to their direction, this cylinder rolls with great force 
towards the centre of the magnet, and returns as often as it 1s 
put back to its first position. This movement back and forth, 
which may be increased in extent, takes place, whatever the po- 

sition of the apparatus, or inclination of the poles. 
This movement appears to deserve some attention, for it ena- 

bles us to construct electro-magnetic machines in which the mag- 
nets act in contact, without producing a shock; for it is well 
known that with the ordinary machines, the shocks when the 
magnets touch deteriorate rapidly the power of the machine. 

The table below gives the force of attraction exerted by these 
Magnets with currents of different intensities. ‘The armature here 
used has the size of the central arm; it weighs 1030 grammes; 
and its rectangular form adapts it well for the experiments, 

since it may be made to touch by the small or long side, in aa 
axial or equatorial direction, according as it may be desired to act 

With one, two or three poles; and finally, by using the Jarge sur 
face, the magnetic radiation may be almost entirely intercepted, 
and we may thus obtain the weights lifted as given in the 4t 

column. 
The total current of the battery was tan. 56° 25’; the reduc- 

tion observed when the helix was in the circuit, tan. 49° 55 
The different intensities were ascertained by means of a rheostat. 

3 Poles. 

Armature presented Armature presented 
Current. Middle pole. 2 Poles. by its edge. by its large § 

Tan. 49°55’ = Skil. ~—- 80 kil. 130 kil. 180 kil. 
46°10 = 2 68 120 142 
14° 45) 6 15 142 

oe AY 30 3 4 142 

~ With an armature of different form these relations are changes 

thus a ru iron, Om: ong, 0™-02 broad, an 0 al 
oy ce the ratio of $ between the weigh PE lite 
y the middle pole and the three polar surfaces united. 

drical.; aaaeeee et given analogous of 0-015 section, have 
results. eal 
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a: XLV.—Abstract of Meteorological Observations made at 
Burlington, Vit., in 1852 > by Z. 'THompson. 

Location. Lat, 44° 29/, Long. 73° 11’, one mile east of 
Lake Champlain and 256 feet above it, 

BAROMETER. _ 
Mean. | Higher Tota ] Range , Ww X 

° fe} oO “ : 

1436 | 39 | -17 | 66 
23:19] 52 | 12.6}: 64 
2850] 49 |-8 | 57 
39°86 | 58 91° {1 87 
5616 | 85 32 | 58 
64°34 | 97 39. |. 58 : 
71:08 | 93 48 | 45 
66-44 | 90 47 | 48 ' 
59-42 | 90 |) 84 6 . 
795 | 44 a7...) 44 

35°58 | 54 15. | 89 | 29 0-17 | 1:17 
30°32 | 58 }-4 ‘| 62 | 29°71 | 3039 |} 2900] 1:39 

44-77 114 | 99-66 ! "169 

NT SP, Ae WEATHER. | SNOW. | WATER. 

_N. NV E. B. [8.8 8. |S. W.| W.|N, . Fair. | Cloudy, | | Inches. | Inches aa 
12} 2-)a) 1 }1e},0 bay 2 19.) 24 1-03 
5/4)1}2)12) 218) 8] 20.).9 124 .3'69., 
9/0/1/)2/ 12) 0} 3)°4) 16 tee + Lee 

1} 8i1rie} 4}1 ad WE} ABS ae 115 
B12) 2) 4459 lo del Sire R ly ee eS - Oe} PORE 
6).1.}0] 0] 14),215] 2] 25 Bol 2. 4°76 
419 F 1 \t4e_ Te a oe 8 0 499 | 
11} 2/0/14 19) 272} 1 8 0 150 
9/0/0}1} 13) 2} 3} 2 7 0 | 180 
10/1 /0}9/]18! 2/1].4] 15 | 16 0 411 
10;0!o/1, 8) 2 ae ft ig (38 2-90 

: 8/20 3 n/t) 4 |i fou boar {926 
LO or e130 ise T3935 esi 135 ' 108 2882 | 

, The results contained in the above ae are io from 
P, M. 

The warmest day in 1852 was June 15th, wie averaged 
814°; nae: the oa heat in the shade was 97° on the 16th of 

» at 2pm. 

the coh nnual fall in the geteding Seniesa youn and 
SEconp Seems, Vol. XV, No, 45.—May, 1853. 
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inches less than in 1851. The whole amount of water between 
the 15th of April and the 3d of June, (7 weeks) was only 0:90 
in. The mean fall of water in May for the fourteen years pre- 
ceding 1852, was 3:07 in., and the smallest quantity in May in 
any one of those years was 1:55 inches, in 1842. The greatest 

fall of water in any one month, in the fifteen years ending with 
the year 1852, was 8°11 inches in October, 1850. 

The fall of snow in 1852 was 32 inches more than in 1851, 
and 5 inches less than in 1850. During the year there were 54 
days of tolerable sleighing in Burlington and vicinity, thirty-two 
days less than last year. The broad part of Lake Champlain, 
opposite Burlington, froze over January 18th, and broke up April 
19th, but was not clear of ice through its whole’ length till the 
3d of May, when the Line Boats commenced running. 
water of the lake was highest on the 12th of May, being then 1 
foot 8 inches below extreme high-water mark, and it was lowest 
on the 4th of October, being then 7 feet 9 inches below high- 
water mark—change of level of the lake in the year 6 ft. 1 inch. 
The extreme change of level has not been known to exe 
eight feet. 

Robins were seen the 16th, Blue Birds the 17th, and Song 

Cherries 20th, Siberian Crab-apple 23d, Pear 25th, Common Ap- 
ple 28th. The Summer Yellow Bird appeared the 5th, Balti- 

more Orioles the 7th, Bobolinks the 10th, and May Beetles 
2st of May. 

The Aurora Borealis was observed on 35 different evenings 
the course of the year, the most remarkable of which was on the 

19th of February. : 
he temperature of the water of Lake Champlain, at the 

depth of 125 feet, when the whole surface of the lake was ns 

ered with ice, was 344° on the Sth of April. "This was after the 

rivers flowing into the lake had broken up, and the temperature 
of the water where the examination was made, had doubtless 
‘been reduced by the ice-cold water brought in by the are 
The general temperature of the water of the lake, after ie 

had ota and the waters had been thoroughly agitate? ™) 
ds, was, the on the 23d of April, 363°. 
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Arr. XLVL—Some Account of the Proteus anguinus> by 
Jno. C. Darron, Jz, M.D. With a Plate. 

Iv the Austrian province of Carniola there are a large number 
of grottoes, the two most remarkable of which are in the imme: 
diate vicinity of Adelsberg, a small post-town, about thirty-five 
miles inland from Trieste. The larger of these, which is the 
only one usually visited by travellers, and which is justly cele- 
brated for the extent of its passages, and for the elegance and va- 
Niety of its Stalactites, has its entrance on the side of a hill, about 
fifteen minutes’ walk from the village. It is called by the in- 
habitants the “Grotto of Adelsberg.”’ A small stream flows into 
its mouth, but disappears after a short distance through one of 
the numerous chasms which open into the principal passage. e 
stotto penetrates the hill in a nearly horizontal direction, and can 
easily be followed for a distance of one to two miles. It has 
‘ en explored for nearly twice that distance, but the passage 
8 difficult and dangerous, and its termination has never yet been 
tached. In the waters of this cavern there are found occasion- 
ally a few crabs and fishes, of the same species as those met 
With outside, and which have been carried in by the stream 

met 

With; and though they exist also in other parts of Carniola, they 

ate more abundant in the Magdelena Grotto than elsewhere. 

Unlike the « Adelsberg Grotto,” this cavern receives no strea 

at its mouth, and penetrates the hill in a steep downward direc- 
lion, instead of horizontally. After descending, for about fifteen 

ihinutes, by an exceedingly rough and irregular passage, partly 
tocky and partly covered with soft mud, the visitor comes - a 

Pool of still water, varying from 12 to 18 feet in depth, ar ng 

‘0 the season, beyond which the cavern cannot be explored. It 
$n this pool that the Proteus is met with. The water appa- 
fently communicates with that of the Adelsberg Grotto ; as it is 
always turbid when the latter is so, and vice versa. 5 eee a 
“ths are, of course, perfectly dark, and can be explored only wit 
lorches, The temperature, in the latter part of August, wes 
about 40° to 50° FY and probably does not vary much throug : 

out the year, It is certain, at least, that in winter it is muc 
ugher in the interior of the grotto than outside. The Prowme 
'Staken in small hand-nets by the peasants, who watch fort ‘ 

animal as he lies almost motionless near the bottom of the poo 4 

and capture him by a sudden motion of the net. They are no 
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very abundant, however, and as they can be taken only when 
the water is perfectly clear, it is seldom that more than 15 or 20 

are obtained during the course of a year. 'The animals should 
be kept afterward in obscurity, and at a temperature as nearly as 
possible resembling that of the grotto. It 1s necessary, also, to 
change the water in which they are kept regularly every day. 
With these precautions it is said they may be preserved alive for 
an indefinite length of time. I have myself kept one of them 
for several weeks without giving it any food, and at the end of 
that time it was as active, and nearly as well-conditioned as ever; 
only the branchize had become somewhat smaller. I am told by 

Mr. Fitzinger, the Superintendent of the Department of Reptiles 
in the Vienna Zoological Museum, that they have been kept at 
the Museum for over six years, without any other food than the 
organic matters usually existing in fresh water. : 

It is very commonly believed that the Proteus is found only in 
the Magdalena Grotto. This, however, is an error; as it appears, 
by a report of Mr. Fitzinger’s to the Imperial Academy of Sci- 
ences, in Oct. 1850, that there are no less than thirty-one differ- 
ent localities in which the animal is said to have been found since 

it was first discovered in 1751. Mr. Fitzinger, himself, has seen 
specimens from eleven different localities. Of these the Magda- 
lena Grotto supplied much the greater number, viz.: 312 out of 
479. The reporter states that, in almost every instance, the aml- 
mals coming from different grottoes, present such striking pecu- 
liarities in size, color and shape, that they cannot be consi ered 
as belonging to the same species. Accordingly, he rejects the 
the old name of Proteus Anguinus and adopts instead the generie 
name ‘‘ Hypochthon.” In this genus he comprises seven differ- 

ent species, as follows: ; 
Hypochthon Zoisii, Hypochthon Laurentii; 

i Schreibersii, “ xanthostictus, 
$ Freyeri, sf * Carrare. 
os Haidingeri, : pee 

Six of these species are found in various grottoes of Carniola, 
and the seventh in Dalmatia. ‘Two different species never exist 
together in the same locality, though sometimes the same ee 
is found in more than one grotto. One of the principal marks 

distinction is their size; the maximum length of the different 
Species varying from 94 to 114 inches. The tint of the skin 1s 

Im some species more rosy, in others yellowish. he head 1s 
haped, triangular, or more globular in form. The eyes, 

also, are more distinctly visible in some species than in others; 
and vary somewhat as to their situation. 

The living Specimen from which the drawing for the ~ 

was made (fig. 1) came from the Magdalena Grotto. It 
ongs to the ibed l smallest of the species described. by Mr. Fitzinges 
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viz.: the H. Laurentii. Specimens of two other species, the 
H. Haidingeri and H. Freyeri were obtained afterwards at the 
Vienna Museum for purposes of dissection. 

toed 
smaller and more feeble than the anterior. The first cireum~ 
stance which strikes the notice of the observer is the almost en- 
tire absence of color, and the transparency of the tissues, which 
allow the cutaneous and subcutaneous vessels, and even the veins 
and arteries of the extremities to be perceived without difficulty. 
he heart can be distinctly seen through the skin, at the anterior 

part of the neck, beating 48 to 50 times per minute. The 
dark color of the liver, also, shows through the integument 
very plainly on the under surface of the abdomen. ‘The whole 
aspect of the animal reminds one very strongly of the foetal con- 
dition of the higher vertebrata, particularly about the extremities, 
Where the transparency of the integuments shows to best advan- 
‘lage. Notwithstanding, however, its delicacy and apparent fee- 
bleness, its motions are occasionally very rapid and energetic. 
They consist of swift undulating movements of the eel-like body 

‘tail. ‘Ihe limbs are nearly useless during rapid progression, 
and remain almost motionless, applied to the sides of the body. 
It is only in the slow motions of crawling and turning, that the 
®xtremities are used, and then only in a feeble and imperfect — 
manner. The gills, three in number on each side of the neck, 
are in the form of long tufts; each principal stem being divided 

into six or seven branches, and these again subdivided into fine 

Wigs. When the Proteus is in rapid motion, they become dis- 
tended With blood, and of a bright scarlet color, contrasting finely 

With the light yellowish, indefinite hue of the rest of the body. 
a state of rest, however, they are often perfectly pale, like 

any other part of the surface. The animal occasionally lifts its 
he mouth or nostrils, 

the Proteus can live many hours; carrying on its respiration by 
the langs and through the skin only; but in a warm apartment 

Particularly if the skin is wiped dry, as I have myself ascertained 
by tryi the : t: I 

Se cin tadict pany of the head nearly to the end of the tail, 
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there are minute punctiform openings, the orifices of cutaneous 
follicles, which exude an abundance of transparent colorless mu- 

cus. The peritoneal cavity is also filled with a similar exudation. 
There are but few peculiarities about the skeleton. The bod- 

ies of the vertebre are articulated to each other by concave sur- 
faces as in the fishes, instead of one of the articulating surfaces 
being concave and the other convex, as is the general rule among 

reptiles. 'The anterior extremities consist of a cartilaginous cla- 
vicle and scapula, fused into a single’ piece, a humerus, radius and 
ulna, three carpal pieces, and three digits, the two inner ones of 
which have three phalanges each, and the outer one, which is 
shorter, only two. The posterior extremities are supported by 
a simple pelvic ring, resting against the sides of the vertebral col- 
umn. ‘They are composed of a femur, tibia and fibula, a tarsus 
composed of three pieces, precisely similar to those of the carpus, 
and two digits of three phalanges each. All these parts are el- 
tirely cartilaginous, or so slightly ossified that it is difficult to be 
sure whether there is any trne bony formation or not. The snout 

is rather broad and thick. The nostrils open on the under sur- 

face of the upper lip, as in Lepidosiren Paradora. They are 
continued into a cylindrical, membranous canal, something less 

than a third of an inch long; situated in the thickness of the 

lip. There is a long row of fine, sharp, conical teeth in both. 
upper and lower jaw; and in the upper, there is also a 
much shorter row, in front of the first. The tongue is errone 

_ ously stated by R. Wagner (Comp. Anat. Vertebrata) to be want- 
ing. It is, on the contrary, very easily seen; about one-eighth 
of an inch long, but consisting only of mucous membrane and 
adipose tissue. The animal has the vertical stomach aud abort 
intestinal canal of the allied genera.. The anus is a longitudinal 

slit, just behind the junction of the posterior extremities with the 
The liver is a long, lobulated organ, wrapped round see 

stomach and upper part of the intestinal canal, and extending 

nearly two-thirds the whole length of the abdominal cavity: 

The heart, enclosed in a pericardium, is composed of a sing! 

auricle and ventricle. The arterial trunk arising-from the ventrir 
cle is partially converted into a double canal by an imperfect ne 
gitudinal partition. It sends off, on each side, three ser 
arteries, and the returning branchial veins unite immediately © 

oe situation of the heart, to form a single descending * aorta. 
lungs are simple, elongated. thin, membranous sacs, Se 

“by a fold of Seitoneurs oneal the posterior abdominal wall, aud 
somewhat unsymmetrically developed. The left runs downs 
from its opening into the cesophagus, nearly three-quarters a 
whole length of the abdominal cavity; the right but little 

one-balf the length. The blood globules of this animal 4: 
been long known to be remarkable on account of their large 57° 
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They can be easily found almost unaltered in the blood vessels, 
aud particularly in those of the gills, even in specimens which 

ve been kept for a long time in spirit. ‘They are of a flattened 
oval shape, like those of the frog, with a central, white, granular, 
roundish nucleus, also somewhat flattened. The length of the 
globules varied, in the specimen examined, from -0016 to -0023 
nen. ‘The breadth is usually -0013, and the thickness -00U3, 
As this last measurement is exactly the diameter of the human 
blood globule, some estimate may be made of the difference be-~ 
tween them. In fig. 4 the blood globules of human blood, of 
the frog, and of the Proteus (a, b, and c) are magnified in the 
Same proportion, in order to show their relative sizes. The mus- 
cular fibres of the body are also very large, and very distinctly 
Stiated. T'heir diameter varies from ‘0019 to ‘0036 inch. The 
herve-fibres were not remarkably large, those from the facial 
measuring only -00027 inch in diameter. 
The two most interesting peculiarities of the animal, taken in 

Connexion with its subterranean mode of life, are. the colorless 
condition of its skin, and the imperfect development of its visual 
organs. At first, the eyes seem to be altogether wanting; but 
on close examination, they may be discovered, in the recent state, 
% two minute blackish points, situated about the junction of the 
anterior and middle thirds of the head (fig. 1). When the ani- 
mal has been preserved in spirits, it is sometimes impossible to 
distinguish them until the integuments have been removed. 

Y are then found lying immediately beneath the skin, imbed- 

In a small quantity of adipose tissue (fig. 2). In an individ- 

ual Measuring 82 inches in length, the eyeball was ;,th of an 

a in diameter; and the optic nerve, just before joining the 

» stsnd of aninch. Notwithstanding its minute size, how- 

ret, the eye is sufficiently well developed as to its structure. 
The sclerotic is covered with brownish spots, mostly hexagonal 

shape, and which are more thickly crowded and deeper in 

“lade just at the margin of the cornea, where they form 2 cca 

ish ring (fig. 3), The crystalline lens is globular, and risth o 
at inch in diameter. There were some appearances of a nearly 

Pétison with the size of the animal, and in having a somewhat , 

7 oe fr 
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following are the longitudinal measurements of the brain of a 
Triton cristatus, 61 inches long, and that of a Proteus anguinus 

: 

1 . ‘ 87 inches long: 
Triton. Proteus. 

Hemispherical lobes, 5 millimetres. 43 millimetres. 
Tubercula Quadrigemina, 23 a 24 eee 
Cerebellum, . . 1 ff 14 it 
The two brains could hardly be distinguished from each other, 

except for the fact that the olfactory nerve in the Proteus runs 
forward for some distance as a trunk along the inner side of the 
membranous olfactory canal, while in the Triton it breaks up 
into branches immediately on leaving the anterior extremity of 
the brain (fig. 5). : a 

It will be seen that the suppression of the visual organs in 
these animals is not, by any means, complete. There are, how- 
ever, other creatures existing in the same localities with the Pro- 
teus, in which the eyes are altogether absent. ‘T'wo species of 
Crustaceans are found in the caves of Carniola, viz: Palemon 

There is much resemblance, in regard to the condition of the 
eyes, between the Proteus and Lepidosiren Paradoxa. In the 
two specimens of Lepidosiren, dissected by Prof. Bischoff, and 
described by him in a monograph on the subject, the eyes a 
“hardly a line in diameter,” though one of the animals measure 
over three feet in length. The opening of the eyelids 1s wanit- 

ing, also, in Lepidosiren as in Proteus, and the eyeball vce vase 
pletely covered by the integument. So little is known, hones 
of the mode of life of Lepidosiren, that it is impossible to deter 
mine whether the cause of the imperfection be the same 1 b 
animals. 

that 
a gland which exists elsewhere only in the oviparous species 

the Proteus, 

the naked Amphibia; so that the Proteus is probably also © 
rous. But nothing more definite has been discovered. One 
man observer (yon Schreibers) endeavored to ascertain this Peles 
by examining specimens of Proteus, taken from their cave td 

vipa- 

Ger- 
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only succeeded in finding the ovaries unusually developed in a 
lew instances. H. Fitzinger, himself, has met with the ovaries 
ina state of active development in only one instance; and up to 
the present time, according to him, neither ova nor embryos have 
ever yet been discovered in the oviducts. 

quiescence, the right ovary was 0-98 of an inch long,—the left 
Somewhat smaller. The cavity of the organs was lined by a 
mucous membrane, beneath which were to bé seen the whitish, 

globular, nearly transparent ova, varying in diameter from ,';th 
of an inch downward. The oviducts were a pair of slender and 
Perfectly straight tubes, which, commencing by a wide aperture, 
at some distance anterior to the ovaries, and rinning down on the 
ouler and posterior aspect of these organs, opened into the clo- 
aa, Just above the orifices of the ureters. 

In another specimen, however, obtained at the Vienna Muse- 
Um, the organs were in a high state of development. The right 
ovary was 1-75 inches, the left 1-64 inches long, and they con- 
tained, together, 66 roundish, opaque ova, of a deep yellow color, 
and evidently just ready to be discharged. ‘Their average size 
Was a little less than 4th of an inch in diameter. The oviducts 
Were much larger than in the other specimen, and exceedingly 
contorted, so that they must have attained two or three times their 

ordinary length. None of the ova, however, had yet left the 
ovaries, so that nothing new could be learned with regard to the 

— Westion of viviparity. 
ee 

Arr. XLVIL—On Ericsson’s Hot Air, or Caloric Engine ; by 
Witttam A. Norton, Professor of Civil Engineering in Yale 
College, 

mance. 'The notice referred to describes the stationary test-en- 
gine of 60 horse-power, which was set up in the manufactory of 

- 
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double, the two cylinders being placed one above the other... The 
lower one, which is the larger of the two, is called the working 
cylinder, and the other the supply cylinder. The working eyl- 
inder is entirely open at the top, and the supply cylinder at the 
bottom. The pistons which play in the two cylinders are con- 
nected by eight strong iron columns, and move up and down to- 
gether; the length of the stroke is therefore, of necessity, the 
same for each, viz: 6 feet. For the sake of distinction, the pis- 
ton in the working eylinder is called the working piston, and the 

piston in the supply cylinder the supply piston. Underneatl 
each working cylinder is a furnace, which heats the air in this 
cylinder beneath the piston, and by thus increasing its expansive 
force, furnishes the motive power of the engine. The expansive 
force of this heated air drives the working piston up, and with it 

the supply piston. During the ascent the air above the supply 
piston which is compressed before it passes through a communi 
cating pipe into the working cylinder, and receiving an accession 
of heat keeps up the ascensional force. When the pistons have 

reached their highest point, a valve is opened by the machine, 
which establishes a free communication between the compresse 
and heated air under the working piston and the external air; it 
flows out, and the two connected pistons descend by their own 
weight. It is to be observed, however, that the mechanical effect 
of this descending weight is but a compensation for the dimimu- 
tion of mechanical effect produced by the same weight in the as- 

cent, and that the weight of the pistons therefore forms no part 
of the real motive power of the engine. ~ more 

Confining our attention to the pair of double cylinders posited 
on either side of the main shaft, in the vacant space between the 
working and supply cylinders is placed a horizontal working 
beam, turning upon a shaft lying between the two double eylin- 
ders. One of the supply pistons is connected with one en 
of this working beam and the other with the other end; by 
means of links and connecting rods: and so, by the alternate ac- 

tion of the two working pistons, a reciprocating movement 1S 
communicated to the working beam. It will be seen therefore, 

that one double cylinder, with the necessary appurtenances, eof 
Stitutes a single acting engine, and that each contiguous Pe 
double cylinders, standing on either side of the main shaft, DY 

ds of a work- 
beam, form a double acting engine; that they accomp! 

same end as one double acting steam engine. ingly 
The shaft of the paddle wheels of the Eriesson is, according 

driven by two double acting engines; one before and the other 
abaft the shaft. Each of these engines has its separate working 

: The power is transferred from each of peed oe 
ms to the shaft, (which, it is to be observed, is copsie 

the connection of their pistons with the opposite en 
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elevated,) by means of a connecting rod passing from the nearer 
end to the crank of the paddle-shaft. The two connecting rods 
are attached to the same crank-pin; and the relative position of 
the shaft and working beams is such that each of the connecting 
rods has a mean deviation of about 45° from the vertical position, 
and when one rod is passing the dead centre the other is acting 
upon the shaft with the maximum leverage. 
From what has been stated, it will be seen that in studying 

the essential theory of the new engine, we may confine our at- 
tention to one of the double cylinders with its accompanying 
mechanical arrangements, which taken together form one single 
acting engine. ‘The essential parts of this engine are shown in 
the annexed diagram, which is a copy of Ericsson’s representa- 

| | ee 
i  § ten. « sia 

b 

hese are, respectively, the tion of the stati ine, Or the stationary epgine. 

wee piston rods; the furnace ; ouble cylinder, with the pistons and pis' 
a large coy eA by pipes with the top of the sup- 
Ply cylinder and the bottom. of the working cylinder, called the 
eter ; and a piece of apparatus placed in the lowermost of 
ese pipes, called the Regenerator. The working piston in the 

engines of the Ericsson, has a diameter of 14 feet, and the supply 

'* Reduced from a plate in Appletow’s Mechanics Magazine for February. 
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piston a diameter of 11 feet 5 inches. The ratio of the’ areas 
of these pistons, and therefore also the ratio of the volumes 
of the two cylinders is as 3 to 2. The working piston is six feet 
deep, and concave underneath to fit the cylinder-bottom. The 
top and bottom, as well as the sides, are of iron, but the space 
between them is filled with gypsum and charcoal, non-conduc- 
tors of heat. The packing of the piston is at the top. The 
working cylinder is of necessity prolonged six feet below the 
position of the top of the piston when at its lowest point, thus 
forming a large vessel, called the heater, or heating chamber, 
into which the air passes from the receiver. By this arrange- 

guage. ‘The communications between the receiver and the heat- 

er, and between the heater and the external air are closed by tw 
puppet-valves. These valves are shown in the diagram at g au 
h. The one I will call the upper, and the other the lower valve. 
Tl le thermometers at J, », m, serve to indicate the temperature of 

he. it When the working piston reaches 
point, that is, is nearly in contact with the cylinder 

erneath forced Up. 
: 48 of the stroke this valve is closed, and the heated 

air acts expansively to the end of the stroke. ‘The lower valve 
is now opened, and the same body of air escapes through it into 

| 
| 
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the vertical pipe ¢, which communicates with the external air ; 
passing again through the regenerator, on its exit. 7 
‘The Regenerator is an admirable contrivance of Captain Eries- 

son’s for abstracting the heat, or the greater portion of it, from 
the escaping air and restoring it again to an equal body of air en- 
leting the cylinder, to repeat the work performed by the air 
Which has just escaped ; that is, for employing the same amount 
of heat over and over again. The regenerator consists of a large 
untber of disks of wire-netting, placed side by side, and in a ver- 
tical position, in a marginal frame by which they are held very 
nearly in contact with each other, (see the diagram.) Each disk 
issix feet high and four feet broad, the wire of which it is made 
sth of an inch in diameter, and there are tens of thousands 
of minute meshes in the whole extent of the disk. The num- 
ber of meshes in all the disks, added to the equal number of in- 
lerstitial spaces between the disks, make up, it is stated, over 20 
tons of minute cells through which the air passes and repasses, 

writs way to and from the working cylinder. In this way it is 
ght into contact with several thousand square feet of metallic 

surface, and parts with or imbibes heat almost instantaneously. 
It stated that Captain Ericsson estimates the time occupied by a 
Particle of air in traversing the regenerator at about ;;th of a 
“cond, and that this small interval of time suffices for the trans- 

of some 400° of heat from the escaping air to the wire, or 
‘the wire to the entering cold air. The clear opening for 

e of the air through the regenerator is about twelve 
Square feet, | ' es 

We are told that the escape or waste air deposits all of its heat, 
vith the exception of about 30°, in the regenerator, the ther- 
Mometer at m never standing more than 30° higher than that at 
L Briesson estimates that in the case of the stationary engine, 
i amount of fuel wasted in the process of transfer, was 0 

et hour per horse- d the entire consumption about 11 2-power, and the entire Pp . : 

Iees. (See last number of this Journal, p. 286.) But it should 
: be observed that his calculation involves the supposition that the 

‘timated horse-power (60) was realized in the actual working 

the engine. of 
a g1 

bility of this, after we have considered the details of the per- 

ice of the engines of the Ericsson. — 
After the engine has got into full operation, and the regenera- 

bet reached its normal condition, there is a great difference 

‘ Ween ‘the temperatures of the inner and outer surfaces of the 
theeterator. We are told that in the case of the regenerator of 
The tionary engines this difference was never less than 350°. 

“© explanation is found in the fact that the heated air, on its 
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escape through the regenerator, must undergo a continual dimi- 
nution of temperature, as it parts with its heat to the successive 
disks of wire-netting, and on the other hand the entering cold 
air, on passing through the successive disks, which are of a higher 
and higher temperature, will tend to lower the temperature of 
each one of these disks, and at the same time to increase the 
difference of temperature between the outer and inner surfaces of 
the regenerator, and thus to compensate for the tendency to equi- 
librium of temperature produced by the flow of heat from the 
inner towards the cooler outer surface. For, while it will reduce 
the temperature of the outer surface, if the regenerator has suffi- 
cient thickness, nearly to an equality with the temperature of 
the external air, the inner surface being exposed towards a highly 
heated enclosure will be less affected. It is to be observed that 
the temperature of the external surface of the regenerator cannot 
at any time be greater than that of the air escaping through the 
pipe 7, and that the temperature of the internal surface can never 
be less than that of the air issuing from this surface, on its pas 
sage into the working cylinder, or rather, heating chamber. 

The preparation necessary for starting the engine consists 

“keeping up a slow fire in the furnaces, for about two hours, 

until the various parts contained within the brick work sball 
have become moderately heated, and then charging the receiver 

with air by means of a hand-pump,” until the guage shows @ 
pressure of about eight pounds above that of the external ait. 
The upper valve, g, is then opened by a starting bar, an 
compressed air flows into the working cylinder, and begis the 
work of raising the piston. 

We are now prepared to inquire into the 

THEORY OF THE MOTIVE POWER OF THE ENGINE. 

[will first state a few principles which it is important should 
be kept in view. 

1. The expansive force of the heated air under the working 
piston must be somewhat less than that of the compressed alr 10 
the receiver; otherwise the air in’ the receiver would have ne 
tendency to flow from it into the heating chamber. The differ- 

ence may not amount to more than a few ounces; it depet 
on the obstructions that exist to the free flow of the air and 

the relative size of the aperture of- communication and heating 

oe When the air is flowing from .the supply cylinder into ct 

receiver its elastic force must exceed that of the air 1” ~ 
ceiver; for the additional reason, beside that just stated, that t of 
valves in the supply-piston would close if no such difference 
pressure. Wie eels : = 

. 
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3. Since the two connected pistons are of unequal size, and 
the elastic force of the air pressing upon them the same or nearly 

sire, and the two pistons are urged up with a force equal to the 
difference of these pressures. This statement is here made with 

5, hen the engine has reached its permanent working state 
the quantity of air admitted into the working cylinder each up- 

© teceiver, from the supply cylinder, during the same interval. 
pies it must be less, by reason of the waste from leakage and 

anc é. 

Now it will be perceived that if this quantity of air, after being 
admitted-into the working cylinder, as just supposed, retained the 

quantity Originally filled the supply cylinder, at this pressure. 
Bat if We suppose its temperature to be elevated 480°, or there- 

chamber, its elastic foree would be doubled, or amount to 30 lbs. 

Per square inch, To realize this supposition the ‘compressed air 

30 receiver must therefore have an expansive force of over 

. lbs., or 15 lbs. above the atmospheric pressure. If the work- 

ng temperature in the lower cylinder were 384° above the tem- 
“ture of the external air instead of 480°, then the pressure in 

iit eylinder, and of necessity therefore in the receiver, wou 
It Ibs. above the atmospheric pressure, (i.e. 3¢3ths of 15 lbs.) 
Will be seen then that the working pressure in the receiver 
oe Working temperature.in the principal cylinder are neces- 
“nly connected together—that the one determines the other 
‘Cis here supposed that there is no leakage or clearance, but 
the fact is Otherwise; and therefore the quantity of air admitted 

the working cylinder, each ascending stroke, is less than 



r 
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that which is expelled from the supply cylinder into the receiver. 
If we suppose the pressure in receiver to be 8 lbs. above the 
atmospheric pressure, and that the leakage and clearance, at this 
pressure amounts to 4, then # of the air furnished by the supply 
cylinder will enter the working cylinder, and its elastic force, 
for the 3 stroke, would be reduced to 114 lbs. (? of 15 ibs.), by 
the expansion, if the temperature remained unchanged, but the 
480° of additional heat will augment this to 224 Ibs., or 15 Ibs. 
+ 74lbs. Now 8 lbs. above the atmosphere, is the actual work- 
ing pressure of the engines, we may conclude therefore, that 
if the working temperature is 480° above the atmospheric tem- 
perature or a little less, the waste from leakage and clearance, 
during the double stroke, must amount to nearly 4. The actual 
working temperature is undoubtedly less than this, but how much 
Ihave not been able to ascertain with certainty. The actual 
leakage is therefore less than 4, but its exact amount cannot at 
present be determined. According to the newspaper accounts 
the working temperature, on the trial trip, was about 450°, or 
418° above the temperature of the air (taken at 32°). This 
would make the waste, from leakage and clearance, about }. It 
‘undoubtedly lies between 4 and }. 

Working at a given temperature, and with a given cut off, the 
leakage will determine the working pressure. To show this, 
suppose the elevation of temperature to be 480°, and the leakage 

4 at a pressure of 8 lbs., shown by the receiver-guage; then at 
12 Ibs. pressure the leakage, if we disregard the clearance which 
is comparatively small, would be 2ths, and the elastic force of 

the air in the working cylinder would be reduced from 73 lbs. to 
3% lbs. If the communications remained the same, so great a 

gine would be nearly in its permanent working condition. shit 

~ From this cause, (viz., the leakage,) mainly, as it would seem, 

the expected pressure of 12 |bs. has not been obtained in t 

power of the caloric engine. Suppose that the constant nr 
in the receiver is 15 lbs. +15 Ibs. . On this supposition air W 

the end of the stroke ata little above this. At : ° pressure a little a - ; 
end of the 4 stroke of the supply piston the body of air which 
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originally filled the supply cylinder at 15 Ibs. pressure, will oc- 
cupy one-half the space at 30 Ibs. pressure. Now, while the 
communication between the receiver and the working cylinder 
continues open, that is during the 3 stroke, if we disregard the 
eakage, &c., the same quantity of air, at the same pressure 
of 30 lbs., will flow from the former to the latter. It is capable 
of filling a space equal to one-half of the supply cylinder, or 
what amounts to the same, one-third of the working cylinder, at 
e same temperature, without any change of pressure; there- 

fore in expanding to fill two-thirds of the working cylinder its 
€xpansive force will be reduced to 15 lbs. ‘To compensate for 
this it is only necessary that its temperature, as fast as it flows in, 
encld be elevated 480°, when its expansive force will be retained 
at 30 Ibs, 
A similar explanation may be given for any other supposed 
Pressure and temperature, and the question of the leakage may 
be considered from this point of view. 
_ithas been stated that the cut off, whatever may be the rela- 
live size of the two cylinders, should be so adjusted that the por- 
tion of the working cylinder into which the air is admitted while 

valve remains open, will be equal in volume to the whole 
Supply cylinder. To show this, we will at first leave the leakage 
out of view, and denote the fractional part of the stroke answer- 
mg to the cut off supposed, (in the present engines 3) by a, and 
alarger fraction of the stroke, answering to a different cut off, by 
b Let 6 be m times greater than a. Now, if we conceive the 
fractional cut-off-stroke to be less than a, the actual working pres- 

ini , the mean effective pressure, for t 
Whole stroke, will be less than when a is used. — If, on the other 

and its working force will be vibes 2 (supposing working temper- 

480° +.32°); whereas, for the cut off a the force will ature to be i 

be 15 x2, and in the subsequent expansion from a to 6, the mean 

ee throughout the fractional stroke 4 will be greater than 

Pan since this will be the actual force after the expansion to b. 

, the same will be true if we take the leakage into account; 
for suppose the leakage to reduce the pressure of the air that fills 
4; before it is heated, to ad then when heated 480° the pressure 
% _™m 

becomes = 2, which we will put equal to k. Now, if we sup- 
Pose, as before, the cut off to be increased from a to b, the force 

Szrus, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 52 
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; k ‘ 
k will be reduced to 5 but the mean effective pressure for the 

same fractional stroke 6, when the cut off a is used, will be greater 

than this, and the actual pressure after the expansion to }, will be z 

So that the constant pressure for the b cut off is equal to the 
pressure for the a cut off reduced by the expansion to 6. : 

It may be well to inquire, in this connection, into the proper 
relative size to be given to the supply and working cylinders to 
obtain the greatest amount of motive power from the engine. 
Let A = area of supply piston, and 2 = ratio of working to sup- 
ply piston; then, by what we have seen, the portion of the stroke 
during which the air is flowing into the working cylinder, and 

acting with its full constant pressure is equal to Pi Calling 

this pressure per square inch, P, the following proportion gives us 
the mean. effective pressure (p) on working piston, for the whole 

stroke, viz., :hyp. log. z+1::P: spol) 1 Fats The meant 
£ 

effective upward pressure upon the whole piston will therefore be 
P log. +P 

expressed by xAz, or P.Alog.z+P.A. The down 

ward pressure on the working piston = 151bs. x Az, and hence 
the resulting effective pressure = P.A log. ¢4+-P.A —15Az. With 
the aid of the differential calculus, we find this expression to be 

a maximum when @=F5, (more accurately a3) from which 

from 

The 

This would make the radius of pate 
t. It was Ericsson’s original design ‘4 © 

t eae f the ealori¢ , set US See Now how the power of the engines of he *® 
ship is to be determined. tthe ae & press ures upon the t 

lta pressure of 12 Ibs. instead of 8 Ibs. were used, the 

a 

~ 
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pistons are the same, or nearly the same, while the communications 
are open; the pressure on the top of the supply piston begins at 
I5lbs., becomes 8 lbs. + 15 |bs. at the 3 stroke from the end 
(more accurately °°, ), and continues the same to the end of the 
stroke. The air is shut off from the working cylinder at the same 
fractional part of the stroke, and acts expansively to the end of the 
stoke. The mean effective pressure per square inch, for the 
Whole stroke, is then the same upon both pistons. It may be 
found in the usual manner, by the use of hyperbolic logarithms, 
Multiply this, diminished by 15 lbs., into the difference between 
the areas of the two pistons, expressed in square inches, and 
again into the velocity of the piston per minute, and divide the 
Product by 33,000, and the result will be the horse-power of one 
of the engines. 
But it is to be observed that the result thus obtained will be 

somewhat too large, for the following reasons. 1. The actual 
Presstire in the supply cylinder is greater than the pressure in the 
feceiver (8 lbs.), and the actual pressure in the working cylinder 

is less than this. 2. During the § stroke from the commence- 
ment, the outlet valves at the top of the supply cylinder remain 
tlosed, and consequently the expansive force of the air in the re- 
‘eiver must be somewhat reduced by the flow of air from it into 
the working cylinder, 3. After the cut off valve is closed, the 
elastic pressure of the air in the working cylinder during the re- 
maining 4 stroke, must be diminished somewhat by leakage. 
The effect of this leakage has not hitherto been taken into ac- 
count, . ; 
“ts PERFORMANCE. 

_ There have been two trial trips of the Ericsson, in the New 
York harbor and bay, and the ship has subsequently made a suc- 
cessful trip to Alexandria and back. On the first occasion, only 
the inventor, owners and crew were present. The perform- 

ance on the occasion of the second trip (Jan. 11th, 1853) was 
Witnessed by the members of the New York press, and a few 
si gentlemen, present by invitation. The results of ' me 

fave been published in all the New York papers, but the differ- 
ent accounts disagree very materially on most of the important 
Points, By personal inquiry and by consulting the most reliable 
accounts I have endeavored to come as near to the truth as pos- 

sible, The following are the principal results: 

No. of revolutions of wheels per minute, (according to 
Rs Gs eae Same, Seientie ding to other most reliable authorities), . ae 
Speed through the water, (according to Ericsson), ‘ 
alt tt 6 geet poets to other authorities), 7 — “ 
Working pressure in receiver, per square inch, . ‘ A ice 
Consumption of anthracite coal in 24 hours, . . 6 tons. 

sueen 
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The two estimates of the speed through the water are quite 
different, but the number of revolutions of the paddle wheels, as 
stated by different authorities, lies between 9 and 94. The num- 
ber of revolutions, about which there is but little disagreement, 
will enable us to obtain by calculation a pretty close approxima- 
tion to the speed. For this purpose we have the following data. 
Diameter of the wheels from centre of pressure to centre of pres 
sure, 30} feet; paddles 32 in number, on each wheel, and 104 
feet long by 16 inches deep; dip of the wheels 44 inches. ‘The 
following quantities were obtained by calculation, viz: number 
of paddles in water, on each wheel, 7; immersed paddle surface 
on both wheels, 196 square feet; area of midship section, at 17 
feet draft, 520 square feet; ratio of immersed paddle surface to 
area of midship section, 1 to 2653; same for steamship Arctic, 
1 to 1662 (see Journal of Franklin Institute for Jan., 1853, No. 
1, p. 33); slip of wheels of Arctic, 19-32 per cent. From which 
we find the slip of the wheels of the Ericsson, on the trial trip, 
to have been 24:4 per cent. The distance passed over by the 
centre of pressure of wheels was 9°88 miles per hour. Hence, 
allowing for the slip, the speed of the ship was 7-47 miles per 

our. If we allow for the less oblique action of the paddles in 
the case of the Ericsson than in that of the Arctic, we find the 
speed to have been 7:57 miles per hour (the slip of the wheels 
being reduced to about 23-4 from this cause). 

here is some little uncertainty with regard to the area of the 
midship section. Although I have not succeeded in obtaining 
the data necessary for an exact calculation of this element, the 

information furnished me in reference to the model of the Erics- 

son as compared with that of the steamers of the Collins line, 
has enabled me to approximate very nearly to a correct result. 
The rule by which the calculation was made has been tested by 
trying it upon a large number of ships. It gives results, 10 a 
most every instance, a little too small; thus for the Arctic, | ; 
result is 662, and the true area is 685. The greater “dead-rise 
of the Ericsson may diminish the area, as compared with the 

Aretic, some 30 square feet; which would make it about 510 

sqnare feet. It in all probability, lies between 520 and 500. 

_ Af we take it at 500, the slip of the wheels comes out 23 pet 
cent., and the speed of the ship 7-61* miles. In view of all that 

has now been stated, we may conclude that the average a 

the on through the water, on the trial trip, could not we 

excested 7% statute miles per hour; and was most pro : 
about 74 miles. 

Horsepower of the E'ricsson’s Engines, developed on the — 
trip. Working pressure of air, 8 lbs.+15 Ibs.  Sapposing # 

comes out 7°88 miles, ced oe apes ae y Genie 
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ent off to be at 12 (=-652) of the stroke, then the mean effect- 
We pressure, in each cylinder, would be 6:4 lbs.+165 Ibs. ; and 
the horse-power of both engines, calculated by the rule given 
on page 403, would be 311. If we take the cut off oe. Re 
it is stated to be in some accounts, then the mean effective press- 
wein the working cylinder we find to be 6-04 Ibs. +15 Ibs., 
While that in the supply cylinder remains at 64+15. With 
these data the result obtained for the horse-power is 259. 
For a mean effective pressure, in each cylinder, equal to 6 lbs. 

the result is 292; and for 64 Ibs., it is 316. 
The power developed by the engines on the trial trip, was un- 
ubtedly less than the determination above obtained (311), for 

reasons mentioned on page 403; we may safely conclude 
that & could not have exceeded 300 horses-power. It was probably 
less, This is but one-half of the full power of the engines, ac- — 
cording to Captain Ericsson’s estimate. his estimate supposes 
4 Working pressure of 12 lbs. to be employed, whereas, by reason 
of leakage, &c., but 8 lbs. could be obtained. In fact, making 

calculation on the supposition of a working pressure of 12 
°s., and taking the cut off at 3 stroke, neglecting also the clear- 
ance, which is not known, I find the horse-power of the two en- 
sites to be 640. The allowance for clearance, and other causes 
t teduction which have been indicated (see p. 403), may well 
“duce this determination to 600. : eee 

| _ The power, but for practical difficulties, may be indefinitely 
| * ive by enlarging both cylinders, keeping their relative size 

_ltis stated that Captain Ericsson has fixed upon 12 Ibs. as the 
highest limit likely to be practically reached in the working of 
‘lotic engines. "This must be regarded as an indication either 
at itis not expected the leakage will be entirely stopped, or 
that it is Supposed that it will not be regarded as safe and eco- 

homical, to work at the high temperature of 500°, and upwards, 
"<Ssary to double the expansive force of the air. ’ | 
Consumption of Fuel, on trial trip, 6 tons of anthracite coal 

et day, or 560 Ibs, per hour. This amounts to 1°07 ; 
'Se-bower per hour. If the full power of the engines (6U0) 

Were to be developed, the expenditure would be 0-93 Ibs. per 
Power per hour. On the other hand, if we allow that the 
a of pressure in the receiver over that in the working cylin- 
1) ON the trial trip, was se of a pound per square inch, and the 

pressure in the supply cylinder over that in the receiver 
the Same, we find that, with a cut off at 3, the horse-power de- 
Veloped could not have been more than 248. The expenditure 
f fuel, answering to this determination, would be 2-26 Ibs. per 
_ "ower per hour, 
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COMPARISON WITH THE STEAM ENGINE. 

1. Comparative Consumption of Fuel. 

This is presented in the following table. 

Tasre I. 

Name of ship, \Press, of steam or power. Lbs. of bit. coal.; Eauiv. Ibs. of anth. coal,! 

ay Ibs. i bs. | 
Ericsson, ....... 64 300 iy 1:87 
ieee cas. 6'3 and 6:9 248 sgebes Fs cieee 

ce 103 600* bate 0-93 v | 
Humboldt, 29-1 2397 2-71 9:23 to 2°37 | 
Franklin, ......- 203 1732 3°55 2-48 
Washington, 18:3 9 3:38 2°37 
MUNGO 355. sae 17-4 3-42. 2:39 

OBI, 24 « os 0+ « 23-4 1732 ae 2°59 | 
RPCOr ri se coe. 23°4 1732 cas 2°59 
MGoN: 55) eee 22°5 534 3°81 2°66 

Fulton, (the third,)| , 31°8 823 te 2717 
South America,..! 31°8 1168 en 2°60 

_ The second column shows the mean effective pressure of the 
steam, or air, per square inch, on the piston; the third the real 

rse-power actually developed by the engines of each ship; the 
fourth the number of pounds of bituminous coal, per horse-powet 
per hour, consumed ; the fifth the equivalent amount of anthra- 
cite of coal, i. e., the number of pounds that would do the same 
work. These several quantities answer to the average perform- 
ance of the engines, except in the case of the South America, (a 
Hudson river boat,) in which they show the maximum perform- 
ance. The data for the calculations were obtained for the most 

rt, from Stuart’s “Naval and Mail Steamers of the nited 
States.” The mean effective pressure of the steam, for the whole 
stroke, has, in each instance been diminished 2 Ibs. to allow {or 
the reaction of the imperfectly condensed steam on the other side 
-of the piston. The reductions from the fourth to the fifth column 
were effected, except in the case of the Humboldt, by multiply- 
i 

ing by zi; (nearly in accordance with the results of certain expe 

it ing results were obtained by diminishing vere 
er 

pressure 2!bs., which is about the usual excess 
the cylinder pressure. ez oat 

ee seinen wt 0 pressure of 
12 Thain the enews estimate of the power of the engines pressure jf 
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TasBie II. 
Haine of ship. ec. Pratt, steam Htitee-piwik: ae Se Equiv: Ibe. Of anth; 

ibs. lbs. Ibs. 
Ericsson, ........ 6-4 300 187 

ak oi eee 6°83 to 6°9 248 2-26 
yee 10°38 600 

Humboldt, 20°5 2235 2°91 2°31 to 2°54 
SS Se ei 18°8 1607 3°82 

Washington, 169 911 3°66 2:56 
Fawkes 160 866 3°72 

ete b:0,9 21-7 1606 ; 2°80 
Eig Oa tek bie > 9 Ea g 1606 J 2°80 

pM ORAS .S 208 49 4:12 2°88 
Ppl, . 14:0 539 5:26 68 
Pardee sst i 19-0 2290 x 3:50 

ulton, (the third,)) 30-1 776 ee 2°93 
‘South America, . . 80°1 1104 9-15 

_In the two cases of the Arctic and Mississippi, the mean effec- 
tive cylinder pressure was obtained by an indicator. The results, 
given for the other steam ships would doubtless be nearer the 
exact truth if an additional allowance of from 1]b. to 2lbs. were 
made for the greater reaction of the partially condensed steam in 
the cylinder than in the condenser. If an allowance of 2 lbs, be 
made, on this account, we obtain the following result. 

2 : Tasie Il. 

: Name of ship. Effec. press. of st = p : gee - Equiv. Ibs. of anth. 

Ibs, Tbs. te 
dt oe. s.. 185 2017 3-22 2°65 to 2°82 

*, Ry cvs tees, 16-8 1436 427 2-99 safe 
ashington, ....] 15 862 415 2-90 
~ ae a 14 758 4:22 2-97 

PePast AY 19-7 1458 : nto 
» enas 19°7 1458 ‘ 

ca a 18:8 446 4°56 3:18 . 

hea 4g nS 140 539 526 : 1s 

Arctic, ek 19 2290 eae 
Fulton... ott} oga 727 pier ea AS 

America,..} 28-1 1036 cree 2-94 

The average consumption of anthracite coal by the several 
Steam ships named in the table is 3:11 Ibs. per horse-power per 

®d; then the gain in the expenditure of fuel, would be in the 
Tatio of 1 to 3-39. But we shall soon see, in another connection, 
that the comparison ought rather to be made with the numbers 
given in Table IL, If this be done, (omitting the results obtained 
for the ississippi and the Arctic, which correspond more nearly 
gabe Supposition made in Table IIL), we find the advantage in 

or of the Ericsson, in so far as it has hitherto shown its capa~ 
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bilities to be in the proportion of 5 to 7:3, or 5 to 6; that is, to 
be in all probability, in a ratio lying between these two limits. 
If we make a comparison with the Washington and the Hum- 

_boldt, the highest admissible ratio is found to be ~ and the 

57 
lowest —. : 

We conclude therefore that the saving of fuel hitherto effected 
in comparison with the condensing steam engine, in its most eco- 
nomical operation, is not more than 2,* and may be as low as ;. 

At the same time it is to be observed that if the supposed in- 
herent capabilities of the new engine should be realized, the sa- 
ving effected might amount to no less than 70 per cent. 

2. Weight of the Engine. 

Calculation of the Weight of the Engines of the Ericsson.— 
Weight of hull, from 1200 to 1300 tons, as deduced from the 

weight of the hull of the Arctic; displacement, at 17 feet draft, 
2200 tons, as calculated by the builders of the ship; ballast, 200 
tons of pig iron; weight of masts and rigging, coal, &c., 00 
tons, at the outside: hence weight of the engines and paddle 
wheels, = 2200 — 1300 —200—100=600 tons, or 2200-1200 
— 200 — 100=700 tons. ee 

I find that the same rule for the calculation of the displace- 
ment, from the length, breadth, and depth, which gives the dis- 
placement of the Arctic correctly, and a near approximation to 
that of American steamships generally, makes that of the Erics- 

son at 17 feet draft, about 2600 tons, which is 400 tons above 
the estimate made by the builders of the ship; a fact which 4s 
to be attributed, doubtless, to the peculiar model of the ship. 

self pod 
Horse- power. Weight. Rates of weight to borse-powers 

Mississippi, ....| 539 (developed) 494 tons. ool 
issouri,......./ 600 (estimated) 500 0 

eae A Se 367 061 
ichigan, ...... ae 160 0-48 
iagara,.......| 1440 (developed) 150 _ gee 

t 800 ‘“s 600 $20 

Se 300... * 700 2:33 
OS Sam 600 (estimated) 600 1:00 

ee en be made with the Ohio and Georgia, the saving may be 

t This shows the horse-power of the Mississippi developed in its average 
DRESS re ean be no doubt that its full power is 

i . eee oF the weight to the horse-power is as low as 0°82. 

would be deemed @ sufficient allowance. Reducing the total weight hoa ca 

f we take the lowest determination of the horse-power of the Ericsson, on, Viz, 248, 
the ight t > it 2°82. : : 

the norse 
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The numbers given in the second column inclnde the weight 
of the boilers, water in boilers, coal bunkers, and all appurtenan- 
ces, together with the weight of the paddle wheels, ~ 
It appears from this comparison that, in proportion to the actual 
lorse-power, the weight of the Ericsson’s engines is about three ° 
times as great as the ordinary weight of the engines of sea 
steamers; and in proportion to the estimated power, more than 

/ per cent. greater. 

3. Space occupied by the Engines. 

_This point has been attentively considered by a correspondent 
of the Journal of the Franklin Institute (see the second February 
number of the Journal, p. 128), who shows that here also the 
advantage is on the side of the steam engine ;—the economy of 
space being nearly twice as great. 

4, Friction and other Resistances. 

We may obtain an estimate of the comparative resistance, in 
the two forms of engine, to be overcome by the moving power, 
by teducing the power of several steam engines to the speed and 
immersed midship section of the Ericsson on the occasion of the 

inal trip; that is, calculate what reduced power they would have 
if they were just capable of propelling with a speed of 7 or 74 

Son at 17 feet draft, i. e. 520 square feet. This may be effected 

by observing that the horse-power will vary nearly as the cube 

A Ca PTI ees REDUCED HORSE-PU WER. 
Horse-power, | Speed. 4 miles, 

a ae | miles. 

539 84 

2290 4 

Util + 471 

S a j 576 + 183 

o. 
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can be set up of superiority on the part of the hot air engine over 
the steam engine, on the ground that the resistance incident to 
the movement of the engine is decidedly less. Also, on observ- 
ing that the horses-power given in Table IL. were used in making 
‘the calculations for the Washington, Fulton and 8S. America, it 
wi seen that the statement just made is still true if we in- 
clude among the several resistances in play in the steam engine, 

the excess of the reaction of the partially condensed steam in 
the cylinder over that of the same in the condenser. e may 
hence conclude that we were justified in making the statement 
that the comparative consumption of fuel by the two engines, 
in producing the same useful effect, is to be ascertained by taking 
the determinations of expenditure given in the last column of 
Table II, rather than the larger values to be found in Table IIL. 

5, Adaptation to the production of high velocities. 

At double the speed of the Ericsson on the trial trip, that is at 
14 to 15 miles per hour, the horse-power would be about eight 
times greater, or about 2400; and the quantity of coal consumed, 
deduced from the present capabilities of the engine, would be 
eight times greater, or 48 tons per day. This supposes the draft 
to remain the same, whereas it will be materially increased by 
the necessary augmentation of the weight of the engines. in 

fact the weight of the engines at the speed supposed would 
be about three times as great as their present weight. At her 
present draft, (viz., 17 feet,) an additional weight of 200 tons 

would sink the hull of the Ericsson one foot. ‘Taking the lowest 

estimate of the weight of the present engines (600 tons), the 
necessary addition of weight would not be less than 1200 tons; 

which would sink the hull nearly 6 feet, or increase the draft to 
about 23 feet, that is, make the draft after the 200 tons ballast 1s 
removed, 22 feet; which is from 1 to 2 feet deeper than the oe 
line. The midship section would thereby be enlarged to 7 0 
square feet, and therefore the power necessary for the production 
of the double velocity augmented in the proportion of 520 to 
720. If this be done, we find the required horse-power to be 

mika would 
produced by the engines and the necessary supply of coal woul 
still be below the load-line. Again, if it should be conjectured 
that the consumption of coal will not be augmented, 
of the caloric engine, in the same proportion as the 
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power, to show that this supposition is erroneous it is only neces- 
Sary to state that, asa matter of fact, the amount of coal con- 
sumed for each horse-power by the engines of the Ericsson, is 
even greater than that consumed by the stationary calorie engine. 
Ericsson gives 60 as the horse-power of the stationary engine, 
and 0-6 Ibs. per horse-power per hour as its consumption of fuel, 
and 600 and 0-9 lbs. as the corresponding quantities in the case 
of the Eriesson’s engines. 
_ Let is now see what will be the result in case the estimated 
capabilities of the caloric engine should be realized. If the 
horse-power should be increased from 300 to 600, the speed of 
the ship would be increased nearly in the proportion of the 
¥300 to the */600, or of 669 to 8-43; that is, to 8:82 or 9:45 
miles per hour, according as the speed on the trial trip is taken at Torat 74 miles. To obtain a speed of 15-5 miles, which is the 
speed of the Arctic in still water, the expenditure of fuel must 

Must be admitted to be within the bounds of sorted that vo} 

oric ships may hereafter compete successfully with these ‘. e 
brated Steam-ships. At least this conclusion seems to follow, 
Unless we have underrated the necessary weight of the caloric 
ehgines. It must be left to time to decide the question, whether 
the full estimated power of the caloric engines can be actually 
Stained ; and whether, therefore, the results which have ere in- 
dicated, will, from being a mere ideal limit, ever come to be an 

actual realization. 
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With her present capabilities the average speed of the Ericsson 
at sea would not exceed 6 miles per hour (see Journal of the 
Franklin Institute for February, No. 2, p. 127); and she would 
require 24 days to perform the voyage to Liverpool (3550 statute 
miles). It seems highly probable that her speed will be increased 
by alterations and improvements in her machinery, but it is to be 
observed that when depressed to her load-line, the full estimated 
power of her engines will propel her at no more rapid rate than 
84 miles per hour, in still water, and less than 7 miles per hour 
at sea. 

6. Application to Inland Navigation, &c. 

The weight of the caloric engine, and the large amount of 
space which it requires, would seem to preclude all hope of ap- 

plying it successfully, in its present form, to river or lake naviga- 
tion or to railroad locomotion. (See table on p. 408.) In its 
application to manufacturing purposes and to the drains of mines, 

¢., the same objections will have much less force, and a favora- 
ble result may therefore be more confidently expected. In this 
point of view, however, a comparison should be instituted be- 
tween the caloric engine, and the high pressure steam engine 
working very expansively. 

General Conclusions. 

The more important general conclusions to which this com- 
parison has conducted are, 

1. That Ericsson’s Hot Air engine, as compared with the con- 
densing marine steam engine in its most economical operation, 
has shown the ability to do the same work with the use of from 
3 to $ less fuel; and that if its full estimated power should here- 

after be developed, the saving effected would be 70 per cent. 
_%. That, for the same actual power its weight is about three 

times as great as that of the marine steam engine, and that in 
case its estimated power should be obtained, its weight would be 
a8 much as 30 per cent. greater. ' d 
8, That, in respect to the space occupied by the engines an 
coal, the advantage is decidedly in favor of the steam engine. 
A. That, the great weight of the engine in proportion to “ 
power developed, must prevent, for the present, the realization © 

Shieh speed in the propulsion of vessels, At the same time it 
18 to be admitted that the full estimated power is adequate to ro 
reduction of high velocities. Time alone can decide the ques~ 

tion whether or not this maximum power is really obtainable. ‘ 

RS ‘The 8reat weight of the engine, and the space occupied | Y 
it In its present form, will in all probability prevent its adoption 
for the purposes of inland navigation and railroad locomotion, 
in preference to the steam engine. If used asa land engin@, 
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these features will be less objectionable ; accordingly it is only 
in this form of application, and in those cases of marine naviga- 
tion in which speed is likely to be sacrificed to economy of fuel, 
that the caloric engine may be confidently expected to achieve a 
decided triumph over the condensing steam engine. 
Although this discussion has brought us to the conclusion that 
hew motor is not likely to equal the extravagant expectations 

Which are so widely entertained with regard to its capabilities, 
still it must be freely conceded that the invention of a new en- 
gine in respect to which a just claim to superiority over the steam 
engine can be asserted, in any particular, is a great achievement, 
and that the ingenuity and mechanical skill displayed in the in- 
Yention and construction of the Caloric Engine cannot be too 
highly extolled, 
OO 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. CorRESPONDENCE. 

Correspondence of M. J. Nicklés, dated Paris, January 9, 1853. 

*ompanying drawings received by me from M. Silbermann. 
Figure l represents the rule of steel (a, a’) plunged in a bath of 

melting ice, by which it is thus kept at an unvarying length; 4, 0’, are 
the dry points, for marking the length upon the bar under experiment ; 

mains to complete the description, which I can readily do with the ac- 
ber 

Paratus, fig. 2, contrived M. Silbermann for comparing the meter 

Sent to the United States Wich the Governmental Standard. The fol- 

). Dg are explanations of this apparatus, which may obviously be ap- 

“to the study of dilatations in general. 
‘The base of this Comparator’ consists of two rules aa’, bb’, of 

the same breadth and nearly of the same length; they are placed one 
The lower rule, 52’, is of bronze, the upper a a’, (upon which the meter 
nc trial is placed,) of platinum. Each is 30 millimeters in breadth. 
Their other dimensions are as follows : 

Length. 
jmm-}2 

"se 7 00 

Thickness. 
Platinum rule, gnm-50 
Bronze « 
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The length of the meter is obtained between the heel-points, d, d@’, (or 
the extremities of the shorter arms df, d’f',) of two levers, de, d’e’, 

one lever at either extremity of the measure; the longer arms of which 
levers serve to multiply any minute differences of length in meters 
placed between the heel-points. The axes, ff’, upon which the levers 
move, are firmly fixed to the lower rule. The short arms, df, d'f’, 

are 8 millimeters long, and are curved. The long arms, fe, f’ e’, are 

160 mm. lon ese levers are placed vertically, above the rule to 

e 
The lever d’e’, (situated on the side a’, to the right in figure 2 

where the two rules are united together,) serves as a striker against one 
end of the meter under trial, the axis of rotation (/’) of this lever being 

the plate g hi, is measured by the micrometer screw, which is there- 
fore the measuring apparatus, properly so called. 

In order not to injure the extremities of the introduced meter, the 
two levers are held against these extremities only by means of a smal 
spring, 7, l’, the power of which does not exceed five grammes. 

=] o 

he 

zontal, 

At the summit m, m’, of the piece constituting the support of each 

ther on the top of the lever; 

to give still greater exactness to the observation, there is an rie aed 
to each support. If the small arms of the levers d, d’, are 1- | 
of a millimeter out of the way, it is indicated at the extremily of a 
long arm by half a division on the vernier, a quantity quite appreciab 
by means of the lenses. mee ith the 

the support. ‘This screw is situated in the prolongation of the uppe. 
sur on ae the platinu : lene reste) 22 Yahi 

The micrometric screw, s, above alluded to, makes just a sem a meter each revolution. The head ¢, is divided into 500 paris, — subdivided into 5000 by a vernier, (v) fixed to the support. a al. 
meter is thus graduated to 10,000 parts, which is equivalent to ; 
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lionths of a meter, or the relation between a meter and a quarter of ar 
terrestrial meridian. This screw turns between two points x, screwed 
into the slide which supports the contact lever, and is situated in the 
same line with the points of contact. 

The delicacy of the points of contact being ascertained, there is es 
a condition to be provided for, viz.: the invariability of the distan 

tween the two heel-points of the ae ers, an invariability ee 
disturbed by variations of temperatu 
To insure an invariable length in = bronze rule, which serves as a 

support to the levers, M. Silbermann applies to this rule, the rule aad 
of platinum, which, as the dilatation of the two metals is very different, 

makes of the couple a thermometer of Borda (fig. 2); and it indicates 
for each instant, the temperature of the system. This is the object of 
uniting the two rules at one end c, by a pin which goes through both, 
while at the other end, they are free. The difference of dilatation is 
indicated by a scale c, divided into fourths of millimeters, traced upon 

the platinum rule. A vernier made of a plate of platinum is fixed 
against the bronze rule, which divides 24 of these fourths into 25 parts, 
and indicates thus hundredths of a millimeter. This plate serves also” 
to guide the platinum rule, while the foot of the nut of the micrometric 
screw guides the rule on the other side. 
For og aan the sovoments of dilatation of aus thermometer of 

2, the le ever d” f” e”, (fig. 2) is introduced. The arc e’ which ter- 

tes the arm of the’ lever, f” e”, carriers a vernier which moves 
Pp si a divided arc, m’, whose foot carries the axis f”, of the lever 
fixed to the bronze rule b 3’. The divisions of the vernier register 
50ths of a degree of temperature. 

This apparatus for the comparisons (‘‘ comparateur”) rests on sev- 
eral pieces, y, of equal thickness, and these on a support of brass, ac- 
curately plane 

“he following i is briefly the method of using ons me plese in com: — 
paring a meter under trial with the prototype stan 

The standard is put upon the Borda <i bia (ig 2); the whole 
in ice; by means of 1, its extremity is put into coincidence © 

with d', so that the two zero marks e! m’, are coincident; then by 
means of the screw ¢, the slide ghi, is moved until the extremity d of 
the small arm of the lever touches this extremity of the standard meter, 
80 as to bring into coincidence the two zero marks. : 
This same operation is performed with the meter under trial and the 
ae is noted on v. This reading is quite correct, only whea the 

7 ometer indicates that the temperature has not varied. 
“Standard Meter.—The standard meter is made of annealed 

Ee nitiee of these two rules carry each a 
the bronze rule is cut on a silver plate, ve 

The vernier is fixed: upon the stee 

measu meter may be used for comparison with meters which: 
= meter rade between the cxtttediitns: or. onto a the surface. In the former ¢ meter is inserted between 
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heel-pieces, d, d’, and in the other the graduated part of the meter is 
placed under the two microscopes, 9, o’. 
The divisions ff’ g, &c., on this meter serve to correct for tempera- 

ture and to reduce it to the standard temperature, which is that of 
melting ice. 
The above descriptions will suffice, I think, for repeating the compar- 
ns, and also for generalizing the, results, while we wait for the pub- 

lication of M. Silbermann’s memoir. The employment of Borda’s 
thermometer, which is a novelty in this department, is of great impor- 
lance, as it registers the slightest change of temperature. 

comparing Standard Weights in a Vacuum.—Before leaving 
this subject of weights and measures, I add a few words on M. Silber- 
mann’s process for comparing standard weights in the vacuum of an 
alf-pump, a-process deemed impracticable, until accomplished by M. 
ilbermann, and whose success shows that in the physical sciences 

there is nothing we need despair of. 
€ weight under trial is a brass kilogramme. Two bell-glasses 

(fig. 4) are taken, large enough to contain the weight, equal in volume 

. 

(0°20 litre) and in weight, and furnished above with a smail stop-cock. 
ch bell-glass is placed on a disk of ground glass, used as a move- 

able plate. 
The disk and bell-glass are united by the method of M. Poinset, su- 

perintendant of the Laboratory of M. Payen, at the Conservatory of 
tis and Measures; that is, by covering the edge of the bell-glass with 

a thin band of vulcanized caoutchouc from which the excess of sulphur 
has been removed by means of a potash lye. The band thus arranged, 
intervenes between the bell-glass and the plate, and if sufficiently thin, 

Vacuum is maintained in perfection. 
_ After placing the eae I kilogram in one of the bell-glasses, the 

kilogram under trial is placed in the other. ‘The vacuum is then made 
in both together by means of an air-pump ; hydrogen 1s introduced be- 

it is complete ; after expelling which, by continued pumping, the 

Pressure is so far reduced as ordinarily not to exceed two millimeters, 

80 that the weight of hydrogen left, representing this pressure, 1s not 
appreciable to the balance. : 
The weight to be considered is moreover the difference of the weights 

of the displaced volumes, a weight inferior to that of the hydrogen, 
Which is itself under this pressure only 

0:20 lit. x 0-0898 gram. X3mM. _ 9.90047 gr. 
760 mm. 

* hardly 5-hundredths of a milligramme. 
After’ putting hie! 8h cchandaal bell-glasses, each on one of the 

Scales of a balance and establishing an equilibrium by means of small 

Veights, the bell-glass containing the standard kilogram is removed and 
Teplaced by the kilogram under trial. The vacuum is made as before, 
and reduced precisely to the same degree of pressure, after which the 

bell-glass is placed on the scale of the balance and poised with a small 
Wei ht, which weight enters into the calculation. 

- Series, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 
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Correspondence of M. Nicklés dated Paris, March 8, 1853. 

Caloric Engine.—The use of hot air as a motive power in place of 
steam has been the general topic of conversation among men of intel- 

5 hay 

ently to Captain Ericsson, MM. Franchot, Lemoine, and Lobereau, 
who, unknown to one another, have applied it in the construction of 
machines; it is evidence of their good faith in the question that they 
have each patented their inventions, which they would not have ven- 
tured to have done, if they had been aware of previous inventions of 
the kind. 

M. Burdin, mining engineer, brought out a machine of another kind, 
using in place of a metallic network, a column of sand, which without 

doubt is less effectual. He was occupied in the construction of a ma- 
chine of 8 to 10 horse-power, on this basis, when the revolution in Feb- 
ruary changed the nature of his labors. 

The priority, so much disputed, appears at present to belong to M. 
Franchot,t as well as to Captain Ericsson, for the latter does not date 

his title anterior to 1838, which is the same period with the patent of 

M. Franchot. 
_ A machine of this kind constructed by M. Franchot was submitted 
in 1840 to a commission named by the Academy of Sciences, com- 
posed of MM. Poncelet, Séguier, Coriolis, Savary, and Pouillet, and it 

was put in operation before these judges. M. Pouillet, who was charge 
with reporting on the engine, used his efforts towards burying the me- 

moir of M. Franchot in the “cartons” of the Academy, with his usual 
aversion to innovations in general; an aversion which he exhibited bee 

fore the full Chamber of Deputies, with reference to the Electric Tele- 
raph, speaking of it as Utopian, and chimerical, at a time when this 

admirable invention was already in successful action in the United 
Sates, : 
_- We do not describe here this machine, as it has only an historical 

f 

Niepce, afterwards inventors of the daguerreotype. PF 
cademy of Sciences an apparatus which they called a pyreoloph as 

trongly heated produced the effect of steam. It was the subject 

fet Be et and Carnot.—N : aici sedis 

called « ht in a short time some moderator,” which have — Hs to himself the 
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aid, is a hindrance in the machine, such persons alleging that the great- 
er part of the heat is lost in the state of latent heat, and that there is a 
set-off for the rest in the resistance which the metallic network offers 
to the passage outward of the hot air. 
MM. Galy-Cazalat and Liais, who have come out as the opponents 

of Ericsson’s invention, do not appear to understand the true use of the 
Fegenerator, to which they attribute a uniform temperature after the 
column of hot air has deposited there its caloric, and deny wholly its 

away with the regenerator, and give, per horse-power, 40 square de- 
cimeters to the surface heated. ‘* This surface in the caloric engine,” 
Says he, “is so small and so highly heated that it allows two-thirds of 
the heat to escape uselessly into the atmosphere ; so that the economy 
due to the regenerator, were it real, should be reckoned only with ref- 

the sa 
plan of which is still kept secret; and it was afterwards abandoned for 

isdiuaiiaijdaiaaiamngt. 

_ * See this Journal, this volume, p. 106, 
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Chemists will be surprised to learn that M. Belleville owes his suc- 
cess to the use of iron for the pipes alluded to. The drawing of this 
metal into pipes of a certain length—a recent invention by M. Gan- 
dillot—has come to the assistance of M. Belleville ; and the iron is so 

perfectly soldered as to resist the strongest pressure. 
** To create vapor in like manner as it is destroyed in the worm of 

a still,” says M. Seguier, ‘‘ was one of the most important problems to 
be resolved in the present state of science.” ‘There is also one other, 
which is, that of employing vapor directly, without an intervening 
medium. 

Much labor has been spent upon the study of reaction, and the known 
principle that reaction equals action. But that which is incontestable 
as a principle, has not yet been established by practice. ‘The invention 

contemplation for several years. 
It is evident that by the direct use of steam and the worm of M. Belle- 

ville, the steam engine will not occupy one-tenth the space, nor have 
a tenth part of the weight, nor cost as much by one-tenth, as the 
ordinary engine. 

It appears that the human mind cannot arrive at simplicity ee 
is li r 

rain from the first diaphragm to the scond, from the second to the third 
and so on. ~ esides, on the first diaphragm, which is convex, the W 
goes from the center to the circumference; on the second, 

possible surface, which is farther augmented in extent by the small holes. 
The diaphragms are kept at the right distance apart by rods of iron- 
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give uniformly to the steam the tension desired. The usual pressure 
in the boiler is 5 to 10 atmospheres.. 

In bringing the generator into action, it is heated dry for some min- 
utes; then by means of a hand pump, a few glasses of water are 

thrown into the boiler, the steam-guage being put in connection, and 25 
minutes afterward, the engine is brought into action which feeds thence 
the boiler. 

In an experiment continued for 9 hours, 351 kilograms of water 
were evaporated, whose initial temperature was 39° C, The coal con- 
sumed was 81 kilograms; pressure produced, 10 atmospheres. This 

pressure supposes a temperature of about 181° C., and since, accord- 

ing to Baudrimont, iron possesses its greatest tenacity at near 200° C., 

invention is ex . He recognizes the following. 
1. The decomposition of water, by the red-hot metal. 
2. Excess or deficiency in the supply for the boiler. As to the first, 

if it takes place, there is actually no increase in the volume of the vapor} 
6 volumes of steam (3120), plus 2 of iron (Fe2), give 6H-+Fe?0*. 

As to the second, it is apparent that the vapor will decrease rapidly as 
the supply is suspended, and the danger will thus be averted. But it 
may be feared that the bottom of the boiler being no longer supplied 
with water will redden strongly ; and that when water is admitted, this 

yesult 

The 

fear of such a catastrophe is dissipated on inspecting figure 1, where it 1s 

: Engine of M. Andrand, called Electro-caloric.—In 1844, after rae 
eral Eeyeratory trials, M. Andrand put in action on the railroad pie 
Paris to Versailles an air-locomotive, in the presence of a commissio® 

‘ semblance, It by government. though with some points of re = sihoug P gooretes™ 
was hot recisely a caloric engine like that of Ericsson, agai er 

_ -ndrand enters no claim of priority. ‘The locomotive acted ~ ws 

air at first compressed in a heater and then dilated by the heat. T 

acted at high pressure and the generator consisted of a worm plunged 

in a fire for the purpose ; on passing through this spiral tube, the 2 
was dilated, then on reaching the motor cylinders it underwent § 
tional dilatation, for the concave bottom of the cylinders were fur 
with plates of cast iron, which were at a whi 
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The dilatation thus obtained, increased three-fold, according to M. 
Andrand, the power of the condensed air; whence he concluded that 
inorder to arrive at a practical solution of the problem, the previous 
compression could be dispensed with, and obtain at the same time the 
condensation of the air by using for this purpose part of the expansive 
force of the caloric. 
_M. Andrand has not put this idea into practice. But in the course of. 

his trials he has several times remarked an unexpected fact which we 
here mention. 
Before making his air-locomotive public, M. Andrand had had it in 

operation within his workshop. en the reservoir was well filled 
with condensed air, the fire of the dilatator was made and the iron 
— of the bottom of the cylinders were brought to a white heat. 

ne, it was only necessary to open the stop-cock of the reservoir 
'o set the machine in motion, and cause the two driving wheels to re- 
Volve. But while the apparatus was heating up, and before the valve 
Was opened, it happened several times that the machine started sponta- 

neously and communicated to the two wheels a frightful velocity. 
The phenomena continued from 30 to 40 seconds, then ceased, without 
his discovering how it was produced or why it stopped. M. Andrand 
has not succeeded in repeating itat will. Already, some three years be- 

explain everything by a word, who know the precise cause of the 
ra, steamboat explosions, the potato-disease, &c., do not fail to 

convinced that he has. been witness of the mechanical work of the 

electricity excited by the heat. . 
“Setting aside an explanation whic 

give it a continued action; t 

Moderately heated aiid fed successively with a very small quantity of air 
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dry or moist perhaps, will suffice to generate an enormous force, which 
M. Andrand estimates at 10 or 12 atmospheres, and this with an ex- 
pense of heat which is altogether insignificant. e shall have then, 
says he, electro-caloric engines which shall leave far behind steam en- 

gines, however perfect, and shall realize under volumes of small ex- 

tent, the marvels attributed to the apparatus of M. Ericsson. 
Finally M. Andrand closes his voluminous memoir by the following 

considerations. ‘‘Steam boilers are found, as regards electricity, in 

conditions analogous to those of our hot-air chambers; it is probable 
even, that with equal volumes, they contain a much larger quantity. Is 
it not natural that the phenomena which I have observed, as a matter 

chance, in our hot-air cylinders, should be sometimes reproduced in 
steam boilers ? 

‘It is known that explosions are more violent, the greater the amount 
of electricity ; and on the other hand, that the quantity of electricity ts 

greatest when the steam is of moderate tension, as in steamboats o! 

ow pressure engines. And these s 
hich often explode, while the locomotives which are high pressure, 

very seldom explode.” In support of these considerations, M. And- 

neither the volatilization of this metal. a 
In order to verify a fact in analytical chemistry concerning the sili- 

cates, M. Henri St. Claire Deville put a platinum crucible closed with 
its cover, in-a Hessian crucible, and placed it in a small laboratory 

The combustible consisted accidentally of peseiger cinders 

lows of a forge. On returning afier some time to examine the § 
the silicate he saw with surprise that the platinum crucible, as well as 
the Hessian, was reduced to a paste, perfectly fused. 
“d On reporting the facts to the Academy, M. Deville presented a pla- 

tinum crucible, which he had caused to melt in lime; he bad also o 
cover of platinum upon which there were numerous globules of vola- 
tilized platinum, and also a specimen of pure silver fused in grape: 
_ As sandstone is perfectly fusible at these temperatures, M. ser 
substitutes for it some compact lime containing a little silica, which 
had carved into a crucible ; the air reached the furnace throug® @ og 
of iron piereed with holes arranged circularly to a distance 
meters around the center. 

I have seen the apparatus, and observed the simple and easy method 
of using it; the humble appearance of this small furnace stands out 

— . ¥ 
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the more remarkably in the magnificent laboratory of the Ecole Nor- 
male, where M. Deville carries on bis labors. This chemist has also succeeded in volatilizing silica, which had already been previously done by M. Gaudin, with a gas blowpipe of his invention, fed by oxygen. 

It is essential for success that the combustible should be of the 
Proper kind, and finely divided. The best is made of the residue of 
the combustion of coal, mixed with cinders such as escape from the 
grate of a furnace, and are called ‘ escarbilles.” Coke and charcoal 
have produced nothing satisfactory. 

M. Deville informs me that he has found no difference between 
i ‘ » however, that he has not 

compared the electro-chemical properties of these metals, nor the ac- 
tion on light. 

branch of industry which bas been created by M. Remy, an humble 
sherman among the mountains of the Vosges. Deferring to another 

time further remarks, I will here state that I have recently seen in the 
&partment of M. Millet, an arrangement for the breeding of salmon and 
tout; and in the space of two months, the apparatus of M. Millet, 
Placed upon the marble of a fireplace, has brought out 19,000 young 
Salmons, and more than 10,000 young trout. ; 
» Prize.—The Aerostatic and Meteorological Society of Paris offers a 
Prize for the best material for enclosing hydrogen. The prize isa 
medal of gold, of the value of 300 francs. 

. ie Ke aie blication of Despretz’s memoir on 
the omntee of -Tangeniacesenine in to undertake a series of 

some 

'S only nec 

P 
Plane. It was found as the direct result of these experiments, that 

* This Journal, xv, 266, March, 1853. 

Szoonp Senis, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. : 
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ties. In order to form tangent galvanometers of great sensibility, 
Gaugain proposes to place the centre of the needle at the apex of a 
right cone, the angle of which can easily be determined for a needle 
of any given length. If the surface of the cone be wound with wire 
covered with silk, each spire will produce a deviation, the tangent of 

which will measure the intensity of the current, and the conical multi 
plier thus formed will of course enjoy the same property. The results 
obtained by Gaugain have been submitted to an analytical investigation 
by Bravais, who has found that they are readily deduced from Am- 

pere’s theory, and that the error committed in supposing an exact pro- 
portionality is very small when the radius of the circle is not less than 

three times the length of the needle. In the case of a needle the 
length of which is one-sixth of the radius this error would be about 

Tz50 of the whole intensity.—Compies Rendus, xxxvi, 191, Jan. 24, 

2. ‘On the double refraction produced by compression in Crystals be- 
longing to the regular syslem.—WxrtHEim has communicated the re- 
apis of a second investigation* of this subject, which are as follows: 

Every miners! species belonging to the regular system has @ 
en co-efficient of elasticity determinable with sufficient accuracy 

y means of the an thle tone which is given by plates vibrating 
irgnes nee’ with both ends free. 

2.) Crystals which exhibit only the faces of the cube, behave like 
homogeneous bodies toward external forces. Under equal circumstan- 

the extraordinary and the ordinay ray, whatever be the direction m 
which the force acts, provided only that it is always perpendicular io 

the surfaces of the crystal. 
n the case of rock salt and fluor spar, which crystallize in 

cubes, the difference of path for an equal linear compression is a 
the same as in sealed species of glass; the aaah doubly refracting 
power is also the same. 

.) Alum, abich crys stallizes in cubo-oct tabield eh does not behave 
like an optically homogeneous body, although its elasticity is ‘equal in 
all directions. The forces which must be applied to produce an equal 
difference of path often vary as 1:4 according to the direction in 
which they a 

(5.) It has already been shown that in alum the optical and mechan- 
ical axes do not coincide ; this acdc takes place as if the posi- 
tion of the optic axes had been traced beforehand within the erystal ; 
it is exhibited hc oa right or pee the left of the observer accor- 

ing the other of me two faces traversed by the ray is 

~ a 

ee 

a This displacement is the more considerable in — perpen- 
dicular t oO Hs aces of the cube, the less regularly the’ se faces are 

itis zero or almost zero in crystals with the prasoe faces 

the cube, but but it increases in proportion as these faces differ from the 
form of a square, and it is ofien from 20° to 25° when, in consequence 
of of these of formation which we usually consider 28 

* This Journal, xiii, 411, May, 1852. 
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of no account, one of the sides of the rectangle is almost twice as long as the other. 
_{7.) The displacement does not occur in all the six positions of the 
parallelopiped, but only in the two positions in which the ray is perpen- 
dicular to the faces of the cube, 

(8.) On the contrary we observe displacements in all the six posi- 
tions when the parallelopiped has been cut perpendicularly to the octa- 
hedral faces of the crystal, but these displacements are of different 

“(9.) All these phenomena; the unequal optical compressibility as 
Well as the rotation of the optical ellipsoid, appear to have their origin 
in the permanent effects produced by tensions or pressures which take 

face in the act of crystallization ; we know that the mechanical or 
molecular elasticity is independent of the changes of form which the 
dody has previously undergone; but the optical elasticity preserves as 
it were the impression. ; 

(10.) An octahedron of fluor spar presented an example of a dis- 
placement of 45°, while cubic crystals of the same mineral offered no 
Wace of it; this fact evidently supports the hypothesis just expressed. 
(11) All the facts which we observe when we em loy compression 
lo'convert crystals of the regular system into repulsive doubly refract- 
ing crystals, are reproduced in a precisely similar manner which we 
use extension to convert them into positive crystals.—Comptes Rendus, 
XXXV 

3. On the Electrolytic Law.—Burr has taken up the consideration of 
Faraday’s law of electrolytic action, and has demonstrated by careful 

Studied the fermentation of citrate of lime both in the raw state, as pro- 

duced by saturating lemon juice with chalk, and as obtained by em- 
pring pure materials and adding yeast to bring on the fermentation. 

8a mixture of carbonic acid and hydrogen ; : 
We citrate of lime nae disappeared yields a white soluble lime salt, 

: Which, decomposed by nitrate of silver, gives crystalline silver salts 
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which on analysis proved to be mixtures of acetate and butyrate of sil- 
ver. The products of the fermentation of citric acid are therefore hy- 

drogen, carbonic, acetic, and butyric acids, and the decomposition may 

be represented by the equation 

4(C12Hs011, 3H0)+4HO=3(C4H402)+2(CsHs02)+20 CO2+8H. 
It is however possible that lactic acid is an intermediate product in this 

decomposition and that this acid by a further decomposition yields hy- 
drogen, butyric, and carbonic acids.—Comples Rendus, xxxvi, 

5. On the compounds of Glycerine with Acids.—Berrnetot has 
succeeded in preparing a number of compounds analogous to the natu- 
ral fats and oils, by the method employed by Pélouze and Gélis in ob- 
taining butyrine, and which is in fact identical with that commonly used 

in etherifying the fatty acids. e acid is mixed with syrupy glyce- 

rine, the mixture heated to 100° and a current of chlorhydrie acid 

passed into the liquid during several hours, the mixture being kept at 

100°: the whole is then allowed to cool in the current of gas and then 

abandoned for hours, days, or even weeks. ‘The mixture is then satu- 

rated with carbonate of soda and purified by washing. The acetic 

was found to have the formula C20oH10010. Hemipinic acid proves 
to be bibasic and is represented by the formula C20HsQ10-+' 
By the action of nitric acid upon cotarnin the author obtained the 
apophyllenic acid of Wohler, and found it to be CickIzNOs, so that 
a iffers from anthranilic acid only by 2CO2.—Journal fiir prakt. 

« Chemie. 
7. On the constitution of Mutton Tallow, Human Fat and Sper- 

macett,—HerintTz has published a continuation of his researches U 

the fatty acids and has arrived at interesting and important resulls. 
e results in the author’s words are as follows : soe 

1.) The fluid portion of mutton tallow has the same constitution a8 
the corresponding portion of human fat. It consists essentially of ole 
but contains another fluid fat in small quantity, which yields by sapop 
fication a fluid acid having a lower equivalent weight than oleic acid. 

_ (2 The solid portion of mutton tallow consists of stearin and palmi-— 

tin; by its Saponification we obtain only stearic and palmitic acids. 

-) The constitution of stearic acid is not represented by the form- 
ula CesHeceOs+2Ho, but by Cs¢eH2503-+-HO. 

4.) Stearate of soda is C26H35Qs, NaO, and the stearates of coppets 

lead, silver, magnesia and baryta, have a similar constitution and 47 
anhydrous. . 

* 
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(5.) Stearic ether is not an acid compound, but is simply CseHssOz 
CsH;O §U. 

(6.) Anthropic acid is a mixture of about 7 parts of palmitic acid 
and 5 parts of stearic acid. 

(7.) Margaric acid is a mixture of about 10 parts of palmitic with 1 
part of stearic acid. 

8.) The solid portion of human fat consists only of stearin and 
palmitin. In this fat palmitin predominates while stearin makes up the 
great mass of mutton fat, ; 

(9.) Neither Stearophanic nor margaric acids are contained among 
the products of the saponification of spermaceti. The acids resulting 
from this saponification are the stearic, palmitic, cetic, myristic and 

ic. 
(10.) The supposed pure ethal is a mixture of two alcohols, Ethal 

and Stethal (hydrate of oxyl of cetyl and hydrate of oxyd of stethyt). 
oe) Ethal consists of C22HssO0+HO and Stethal of CaceHsz 

0. 
(12.) Spermaceti consists of compounds of the oxyds of cetyl and 

Stethyl with stearic, palmitic, cetic, myristic and cocinic acids.—Pogg, 
2. W. G. Ann., Ixxxvii, 553, No. 12, 1852 

8. On the manufacture of Glycerin; by CamrBELt Morrit, M.D.— 
Glycerin is generally made, on the large scale, either by directly sa- 
Ponifying oil with oxyd of lead; or from the ** waste,” or spent leys of 

Soap makers. The first mode of obtaining it, is complex and ex- 
pensive, while in the latter, the difficulty of wholly separating the sa- 
line matters of the waste” renders it impossible to obtain a perfectly 
pure product, In view of these obstacles, and the increasing demand for the article, both in medicine and perfumery, I submit a new pro- 

fess which has been found, by actual practice, to combine the great 
and desirable advantages of economy of time, labor an money. 
Take one hundred pounds of oil; tallow, lard or “ stearin, (pressed 
rd,) place it ina clean iron bound barrel, and melt it by the direct 

§pplication of a current of steam. While still fluid and hot, add 15 
Pounds of lime, previously slaked and made into a milk with 2} gal- 
lons of water, then cover the vessel, and continue the steaming for 
sveral hours, or until the completion of the saponification. This is 
known when a sample of the resulting and cooled soap gives a smoot 

and lustrous surface on being scraped with the finger nail, and breaks 
With a cracking noise. By this treatment, the fat is decomposed, its 
acids unite with the lime to form insoluble lime soap, while the elimin- 
~¢ glycerin remains in solution in the water along with the excess of 
lime. “A fter it has been sufficiently boiled, it is‘allowed to cool and 
‘title, and is then to be strained through a crash cloth. 

_*he soap is reserved for sale to stearic candle makers, or else may 
be feconverted into saleable fat by the process given at pp. 432 
Morfir’s « Applied Chemistry.” : - 
The strained liquid contains only the glycerin and excess of lime. 

It must be carefully concentrated by steam heat. During evaporation, 

® Portion of the lime is deposited on account of its lesser solubility in hot 
than in cold wai The remainder is removed by treating the evapo- ter. t 
Tated liquid with a current of carbonic acid gas, boiling by steam heat 
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to convert any soluble bi-carbonate of lime that may have been formed, 
into insoluble neutral carbonate, allowing repose, decanting or straining 
of the clear supernatant liquid from the. precipitated carbonate of lime, 

and she Rade 2 as before, if necessary, to drive off any ex- 

cess of w 
As ction fixed or injurious is employed in the process, the glyce- 

rin, thus prepared, sai “i triage pure. 
Baltimore, Md., Mar 

lil. Mrineratocy anp GeEooey. 

=1. Mineratocicat Notices, No. V. 

(1.) New Works. 

Das Krystallo-chemische Mineralsystem von Gustav Rose, 156 p 

8vo, with 10 wood-cuts. Leipzig, 1852.—A classified catalogue rot 
minerals, based on the system of Berzelius, with their chemical form- 
ulas, follows an introductory chapter of 16 pages. ‘The classification 
gy ee the following grand divisions, 

mple bodies : ‘with the subdivisions, (1) Tesseral, (2) Dimetric, 
(9 "phansbabedral, (4) Trimetric and Clinohedral. 
; . Compoun nds of Antimony, Arsenic, Tellurium, Sulphur and Se- 
enium 

if. Compounds of Chlorine, Fluorine, Bromine and Iodin 

their system of sealalesile 

Elemente der Mi ee von Carl Friepertca Naumann, Professor 
an der Univ. Leipzig. 3d edit. 448 pp. 8vo, with 385 wo casa Leip- 

into mathematical formulas.” The icieel and chemical characte 
and classification of minerals occupy the next 90 pages, and are t reated 

with Any uch detail and system. In his classification of species, W 

enumerates and describes 643 species of minerals, giving the erystal- 
lography and chemical characters of pene briefly but. with precision, 
and mentioning the prominent localitie 
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Lehrbuch der Krystallkunde oder Anfangsgriinde der Krystallo- 
graphie, Krystallophysik, und Krystallochemie, von C. F. RAMMELS- 
BERG, Dr. und Professor an der Universitat zu Berlin, ete. 236 pp. 8vo, 
with 250 wood-cuts.--This work is a Text-book of elementary Crys- 
lallography, in which the subject is presented with clearness, and well 
illustrated with figures. The Chapter on Isomorphism and other points 
in chemical crystallography, give special value to the work. 

Owen’s Report on the Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and 
Minnesota. Noticed in this volume, p. 296. 

Foster and Whitney’s Report on the Lake Superior Region, 2nd 
Part. Noticed in this volume, p- 295. 

(2.) New Species. 
On Osteolite, a new mineral near Apatite; by C. Bromers, (Ann. 

Ch. Pharm., Ixxix, 1; in Ausz. Pharm. Centr., 1851, $01; here from 
eb. u. Kopp’s Jahresb. f. 1851, p. 813.)—Osteolite is externally a “ p 

chalky or clay-like mineral, not becoming plastic in water. Within, it 
is 
like 
i 

ne granular or compact and resembles lithographic stone. Taste 
P 

me. Nitric and hydrochloric acids dissolve it, producing a little gela- 

Pe Se Pew my KO Cs EH +19 
L 3688 4941 450 185 093 047 O76 062 181 228= 99°51 

iL. s : vi 27 : 079 O81 046 234 345=-101:28 
ME Brie aoaos sen gal, trace, 108 070. OD; RED 
Also a trace of chlorine in No. 1. The mineral contains therefore 86 

P. ¢. of phosphate of lime (Ca? B), but fails in the fluorid and chlorid 

Which characterizes apatite. It is a product proceeding from the alter- 
ation of dolerite. 

Dimorphin, from a Fumarole of the Solfatara, Phlegrzean Fields ; 

A. Scaccu1, (Mem. Geol. Sulla Campania, Mem. iii, and J. f. pr. Chem., 

lv, 56.)—Dimorphin is a sulphuret of arsenic; the exact constitution 

in small orange yellow trimetric erystals of adamantine lustre; powder 

“affron yellow. G.=3-58. ae 
A. Scacchi distinguishes two types of crystals, represented in figures 

and 2 (copied with a different lettering). 
‘N€ vertical and two lateral axes a “ae 

In o e rati a: 820-1: 1: : 1-15 

In opligiag a:6:cx=1:; 1-658: 1-508. 
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The first affords the vertical prisms 121° 38’ and 96° 20’; the octa- 
hedron 119° 14’, oe Hy 98° 40’; the brachydiagonal prism (basal 
angle of prism) "1B? 4 

ae 

In the second, there is the vertical prism 122° 14’ (calculated, 127° 
48’ observed) ; the octahedron 126° 40’, 120° 40’, 83° 52’; the brachy- 
vy ape prism 12', 

make ti in the above ratios for the axes, then 

For Type], a:b: e==1: 1-287: 1:153=0-777 : 1: 0-896. 
For Type Il, @:b:c==1: 1-658 : 1-508—0-663 : 1: 0-903. . 

aS the same 2 vertical axes, and the difference would be simply vi 

morphous substitutions. The axes will then be as follows :— 
Type I, a:b:¢= 0-777: 1: 0896. 

Se Ty arb: o== 0-754: 1: 0-903. 

_ The planes in this case will have the symbols given on the wipe af 
, except the lettering, from Scacchi), in which the bes 5 

_ ogre gence $a:1b: 1c, and that of type Il, Ja: a 

ve the shorter lateral axis parallel to the observe bf 
In igure 1, oe to ort the angle P23 

P 40’; = 160" 4% ; 131° 50. 
lv, 

ldlinophane, a new mineral; Ta. Scnerrer, (J. f. pr- Chem-» 

seg )—This Species is near Leucophane and possibly identical with it 

is color, jee; yellow, citron or honey yellow; lustre vitreous 5 

hardness 5; G.=3-00, Only one distinct cleavage. Composition— 
; poate ee Be BY BeGiny Fe oa. Be. ee 
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with 0-3 of niobic acid, zirconia, oxyd of cerium and yttria98'8, It 
comes from the zircon-syenite of Frederiksvirn, Norway, along with 
eleolite, black mica, violet-blue fluor and magnetic iron. 

Sunadin, or glassy feldspar.—Naumann recognizes this as a dis- 
tinct species (Min. 3d edit., p. 800). It is monoclinic like orthoclase ; 
but the angle of the rhombic prism is 119° 13', and the inclination of 
the axis 68° 55! (65° 47! in orthoclase). Formula same as for ortho- 
_ but often contains lime and magnesia. Common in trachyte and 

onolite. 

Montmorillonite.—This name is given by Salvetat to a species near 
Halloysite, analyzed by Damour, from Montmorillon, Department of 

Vie Formula Ai Sit+ 6H. 
On Scleretinite, a new Fossil Resin, from the coal measures of Wi- 

gan, England; by J. W. Mauuer, (Phil. Mag. [4], 4, 261.)—Occurs 
imsmall drops or tears from the size of a pea to that of a hazel-nut. 
Brittle, with the fracture chonchoidal. Translucent in thin splinters. 
olor black, but by transmitted light reddish brown; streak cinnamon- 
town. Lustre between vitreous and resinous, rather brilliant. G= 
1136. H.=3. Heated on platinum foil it swells up, burns like pitch, 

Position :— 
Carbon. Hydrogen. Oxygen. Ash. 

1. 7674 8°86 10°72 ~ 868 
2. 7715 9-05 10°12 3°68 

affording the ratio C1°H?O=carbon 77°05, hydrogen 8-99, oxygen | 
10°28, ash 3-68. Taking the number of atoms of carbon at 40, which 
exists in so many resins, the formula becomes C*#°H?28O#, It is near- 

€st in composition to amber, which contains C*°H®?04. 

(3.) Described Species. 

Diamond.—The diamond has been found in the Australian gold 
region. 

, Misenite, a hydrous sulphate of potash from Misene, Phlegraan 
fields ; A. Scaveai, aceeananaiehe sulla Campania, Mem. ili, 

v, 54 
and occurs in silky fibres of a dirt 

heated and gives she water. Compost — 

8 k #1 H 
56-93 36:57 0-38 612 

qT ime or saleratus occur near the Sweet- 
water Rivel, Heke” pig tic cale with sulphate of soda and reat 

Tid of sodium. Three grammes of the salt in dry powder afforded 

Stoonp Sens, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. Ste: scdepalls sd 
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Dr. L. D. Gale 0°9030 of carbonic acid corresponding to 1°73289 
grammes of the sesquicarbonate. (Stansbury’s Rep., p. 420.) 

Alum from Alum Point, Great Salt Lake. ‘This alum is found by 
Dr. L. D. Gale (Stansbury’s Report, &c., p. 420) to be a manganese 
alum, and crystallizes in acicular 4-sided (?) prisms. Taste like that 
of ordinary alum but less strong. It occurs as an efflorescence on @ 
slate rock. The specimen received by Dr. L. D. Gale was recrystal- 
lized before analysis, as it had lost part of the water. It afforded in 
an imperfect analysis 

Mn Al 8 
730 89 40 18:0 

Heavy Spar.—Analysis of a crystalline variety from Pee 

near Dust, by E. reser ese b. pr. Pharm., xxiii, 348; Lieb. 
‘Ko opp’s Jahresb. f. 1851, p. 8 

BaS sr8 Si Fe H 
93°92 0°86 3°75 0°64 0°50=99°67T 

Arragonite of Thurnberg, near Durlach.—Analysis by E. Rizcet, 
sitid }—carbonate of lime 96:04, carb. strontian 2°20, #e 0-06, water 

‘62. 

Cale Spar.—The crystallography of calc spar has been revised with 
‘great mie by F. X. M. Ziprz.. The whole number of distinc! 
forms i viz: 36 rhombohedrons, 79 scalenohedrons, 7 pyram mids, 
and 5 prismatic — the terminal plane. enkschrifien der 
mathem.-naturw. Classe d. kais. Acad. d. Wissensch. in Wien, Bd. 
ili; and Lieb. u. Kopp’ Jahresb. f. 1851, p. 817-820.) 

Carrara pane ie] of best Shes — ded P. M. Kzpret, on 

quartz dani 0: Het 

Limestones. paras of Silurian limestones of the Lake Superior 
region, by Foster & Wurrney, loc. cit. p. 192. The limestones con 
tain for the most part a large amount of maghesia. 

[ a af Lake Superior Region ; Foster & Wurtney’s Rep.» loc- 
cit., 

“ee —Crystals of Selenite are common in connection with an 

impure limestone in the Des Moines “un Iowa. D. D. OWEN, #€P- 
Geol. Survey, Wisconsin, etc., 1 . 9 

_ On Lancasterite and Magnesite ; 3 L. Smrru, and G. J, Brvst.— 
This vol, p. 213, 214 

Apati Piamsioa oe has analyzed the pseudo-tpatiic of ngs 
thaupt, anid ‘obtained the following constitution, showing that it is 
impure apatite . f. pr. Chem. ly, 486). 

ee: Mg Fe cess ' 

4720 489850 178 | 
Ths toons core i cael eee 
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Phosphate of lime nodules in Silurian rocks of Canada.—W. E. 
Locan in Rep. Progress of Geol. Survey of Canada, 1852, p. 28; 
with analyses by T. S. Hunt, p. 105. This volume, p. 129. 
On Childrenite ; C. RaMMELSBERG, (Pogg Pane , Ixxxv, 435).—This 

rare mineral is trimmetrié; with the ax s 06711 :1:063912. The 
crystals are yellow, yellowish brown, end Reena black, and form 

uses on spathic iron. G=3-28—3:247. H=5. Gives on heating 
much water, colors the blowpipe flame bluish green, and with the fluxes 
gives the reaction of iron and manganese. Dissolves in muriatic acid 
in powder after long digestion, and the solution contains ee 
acid, ralumine, and the oxyds of iron and manganese. Analysis 

Mn g 
28-92 14-44 30-68 9-07 O14 16°98 

Oxygen 16°20 674 681 2-08 014 15°09 

gen ratio for acid, peroxyd, protoxyds and water, 15: 6:8: 15, 
giving the formula (2 Ra Ba Ae B)+4 15H. 

Quartz.— A large 6-sided prism, 2 feet long, as eee by Prof. C. U. 
SHEPARD, now weighing 175 pounds, was foun /aterbury, Vt. by 
Me. M Carleton. The a ot se broadest branes planes is 14 
ot of the others, 8 and 9 in 

al.— Analyses by G. ile ne d. Chem. u. Phys. Geol. ” ii, 
185), Liebig und Kopp’s Jahresb, for 1851, 762) of I, a brown shining o 

opal from Trachyte of Rosenau in the Siebengebirge ; Il, a dull yellow- 
ish, ib.; III, a yellow, ibid ia ignition : 

Bi x1 Fe Ca Mg kK 
Ta 9612 050 330 iérace 008 —=100—Iose by dguition su 
Lb 9600 3:49 640 006100 “ 
Ia 9449 060 485 trace 060 —=100 “ “ * - 71 
1,6 94-67 5-26 ce OE OUST = 5-95 
Ill, 95:55 437 —_- -— = 99°92 
Magnesian Opal, from near Harmanjick, Asia Minor.—J. Law- 

RENCE Sire obtained for the oo of this opal, which occurs 

With serpentine and carbonate of magnes : 
Silica 92-00, Water 4°15, Magnesia 3:00. 

It occurs also on the island of Mytilene. 

Datholite of Isle Royal.—Analysis of the massive variety by Poeres 
Watney (loc. cit., p. 101). a aoe 

én ee 
ae 34:68 2188 (eas) ee 2, © 

Gymnite.—A se ine mineral from the T tibed by Lres- 

ENER and aed Von examined by Ae Oellacher (Zeitschr. d, Ager 

~ — pe: 922+ im Ausz. Jabrb. d. k. k. geol. Reichsanst. 

1850), iv, 608: here from Lieb. u. Kopp’s Jabresb. fiir 1851, 
and F. Kobell (Minch, gelerte Anz. (1851) xxxiii, 1; 

lt looks like gum arabic, and is brittle, 

transparent or translucent; color yellowish white to honey-yellow. 
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solves in sqnonnrag hydrochloric acid, with a separation of floceu- 
Tent silica. Analyses: 

i Mg Fe Apatite iH 
I. By Oellacher, 4040. 35°85 0'38 O17 22°60=100°00 
IL By Kobell, 41:50 38°30 — — 20°50==100'30 

Formula according to Oellacher, Mg Sit+Mg H*; Kobell, Mg? Si+3H. 

rele ag in pope —Mr. T. S. Hunt gives the following analysis 

(Logan’s Rep.) of a serpentine from Ham—a variety of a greenish 
white sia Suuibitasarics ; 

Si Al, Be (loss) 
43-4 & 

A serpentine of a grayish- -green color fect Ireland, Cacia afforded 

* Silica 43°70, magnesia 23°46, alumina with peroxyd of iron 2300, 
water 11:57==101-73. G. =2°652—2:658. Another serpentine rock 
from near Nicolet rock, had the specific gravity 2°7 
rh Bowenite, and Williamsite.—J. ctrienel SmitH and G. 

J. Brusn. This vol. p. 211, 212. 

Ta naa —G. Ro: mes Werner’s Talc of Taberg in 
‘Seon “abioh according to Svanberg’s analysis is near chlorite. 

Clinochlore.—The following is a figure, natural size, of a large 

3. 

crystal of clinochlore fiom the cabinet of Thos. F. Seal, of Philadel> 
phia. The measurements ya vary so widely that we do not at P: 
publish our results. It has a rhombohedral aspect.—J. D. Dana. 
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_ Pyrovene.—R. Hermann has applied his principles of “ Heterome- 
tism” to several minerals referred by him to the Pyroxene series. (J. 
f. pr. Chem., lvii, 193). The paper hardly admits of an abstract. 

On the Chlorite of Achmatovsk, in the Urals.—M. Koxscuarov has 
described and figured some remarkable crystals of the chlorite of Ach- 
matovsk, (Verhandl. der min. Ges. zu St. Petersburg, 1850-1851). 
The form is rhombohedral, and hemihedrally so (or tetartohedral, to 
the hexagonal prism.) There is a resemblance in some of them toa 
common form of specular iron. One of the crystals is nearly 6 milli- 
meters in diameter, and is remarkably perfect and symmetrical in its 
faces. The others are 1 to 14 millimeters across. Figures 4, 5, 6 

4, i 

Re Raigg 4g,’ gp: g—152° 3, R: $2152" 82, P: 2—102" 10, Pere 55’. Borg of the other angles determined by Kokscha- 
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v from different tye are +R:—R=125° 38’, P (OR): $R= 
118° 5, KR: ER—80° 2)’, P: $R=117° 25, P: 2R—102° 32’. The 
vertical axis'as stated is I 94818, the lateral being 1. 

Kokscharov reviews the angles of chlorite crystals as given by other 
observers. Ina chlorite from Zillerthal, P : mR= 104° 10’/—104° 20’, 
G. Rose. }R gives for this angle 104° 15’. P(OR) : aR 196° 32’, 
near 126° 35’ an fats deduced from Descloiseaux’s measurements of 
a Zillerthal crystal. Breithaupt gives the angle for the terminal i 

of a rhombohedron 106° 16’ 15”; this gives OR : mR=136° 9 17"; 
and mR therefore equals 2R, which gives OR : 2R = 136° 2' 50’. 
Lophoite of Breithaupt has the angle OR : mR=105° 14’—105° 25/, 
and Descloiseaux calculating from the pyramidal angles 132° 40’ and 
106° 40’, obtained 105° 33’. mR in this case equals 2R, and OR: $R 
=105° 32’, 

Pennine gezending to Frobel gives the angle OR : mR=99° 0’; this 
corresponds to +4R; OR: +4R—99° I’ 16”. Descloiseaux makes this 
angle 100° 30’ 40”, which, would correspond to 12R; OR: 12R=100° 
29 37". I2R:412R—63° 14) 

Kémmererite of Nordenskidld (Rhodochrome of G. Rose), el 
Kokscharov the angles, partly by calculation, Pia sR— ; 

R=93° 58’, 28K: 28R—60° 55’, 22R : 22 —60° 28/ tog ‘the 
crystal figured (fig. 7) is- a hexagonal prism, n nearly barrel-shaped, 
owing to the planes 22R and 22R, which vary but little in direction 
or Ten the esrny es planes. In another erystal P : $R=109° 4’ 22" and 

8! 

The Rhodonite or Fowlerite of New ee in massive specimens 
of a reddish color, afforded Rammelsberg (J. f. pr. Chem., lv, 486) : 

Si Me fe. Sar Sterne 
4670 3130 835 510 630 «281 «02810074 

Oxygen, 2425 7017 185 1007 18 

On Humite ; by C. Rammetszerc. This vol. P 279. 

Hoe. G.=2-617 tat 99° FY. Color peach-blossom red, gray! 

_ me & Fe Ni Mg Ca Li Na Na kK 

5 - BB41 18°15 trace 35°86 _— rer 0°10 12779210050 Sere 1111.” 685 148 —— S529 0:28 010 13:12=101 
Oxy. 1712 619 212 032 —— 1408 —— 0-11 002 11°66 

Oxy, gen ratio, for = Pe: rotoxyds, peroxyds and silica, equals 
11-66. “4-53 “Fal: w 16. 1997 I 238 ” Fluorine and Pp 
phoric or boracie foie Ser not be detect ae 
aed mine ral has been analyzed also ol Mr. Garth: nee this 

= ge 332. 

sse has a TE (Bull. Geol. Soe , France, [2], ix; 122) 0 pyros- 
elena! (2) from the crystalline limestone of the Vosges (at St. Philippe) 
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es emerald green; lustre greasy ; hardness ae that it has been 
considered a ip walaiys G, =2°622. Attacked completely by aomes 

Si x - he Ma Ca Me (by diff) 
88°29 26°54 trace 0°59 trace 0°67 22:16 Ii: 65—=100 
Pyrosclerite is often confounded with aay “9008 its structure is 

usually more or less foliated, though sometimes fibro 

On Pimelite—W. Barr (J. f. pr. Chem. lv, 49) has analyzed one 
of two minerals called Pimelite by Karsten—the harder kind—and ob- 
tained, as the mean of two analyses 

Si He uote Ni tt 
35°80 269 23°04 14°66 2-78 21-08=100 

Oxygen, 18:60 0-81 10°79 5-69 0:50 18°69 
The oxygen ratio for the ae protoxyds, peroxyds and silica, is 

18:69 : 6:28 : 11-60 : 18-60, whence M. Baer deduces the ratio 3; 1:2 
:3, and the formula (Mg, Ni)? Si+2 (Al, Be) Si-toHt. 

Specific gravity 2°71 to 2°76. Heated in a tube, blackens and yields 
water and a bituminous odor. . with soda gives a slag, and some 
nickel may be washed from the charcoal. H. 2: 5; lustre waxy ; feel 
Dissolve translucent on the edges; does not adhere to the tongue. 
osetia in muriatic ee even after heating. 

i, 134). 
A silesian iasal ana lyze ed by C. Schmidt (Pogg. Ann. si, 986, 

and called Pimelite, is a different species, and is called Alizite 
Glocker. Its specific gravity is 1-44—1-46. Composition: 

Si M Fre te oe 
5463 <a 5:89 113 016 0°30 

Be = oxygen ratio 1:2: 6, and the formula 2(Ni, Mg) si tt 

Pipe ys from Nassau.—F resents, after separating the sand and 
hydrated ane from aclay from Nassau, gives the following for its 

Mposition, according to one of his analyses: Silica 55°40, Alumina 

S104, w ater 8-00; in another specimen he found 9°13 of water. Fre- 

Senius deduces the formula: 
41 Sit off —=Si 57-14, Al 31-72, H 1114100. 

Hone-slate or Novaculite—A very superior quality occurs on Carp 
River, Lake Superior Region (Foster & Whitney, loc. cit., p. 83). 

Zeolit -—The Pectolite found on the Isle of Skye at 
Storr, aforted Be Ad Scot t (Jameson’s Edinb. New Phil. J., liii, 
277) : 

ce Me Na i 
sor ioe tad 0396 7670 5-058=99-805 

Biving the oxygen ratio for the water, soda, lime, silica, 2 : 1:4: 12, 
Whence Dr. Scott deduces the formula, 

oo» Na Si+Cas Bit+-2Hi—siliea 526, lime 324, soda 9-1, water 59. 
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It is in compact fibrous paaeees; of silky lustre, and is exceedingly 
tough. G,=2'784. BB. fuses to a bead without intumescence. I 
tially soluble in hydrochloric acid with the aid of heat, viscid flakes of 
— separating. 

olecite occurs in greenstone in long “sore needles, on the island 
of Mull. Composition according to Dr. Sco 

Si Al lime Hf 
46214 27-00 13°450 13°780=100°444 

corresponding to the formula of Scolecite. 
Natrolite is found at Bishoptown, Renfrewshire, in pure acicular 

crystals, 2 inches long, “interlaced into a felty mass,” associated with 
mesolite in ong radiated needles, and calc spar. Composition, accord- 
ing to Dr. S 

Si Al N H 
47-626 27-170 15124 9°780=99°700 

The Laumonite of sad in Skye, afforded Dr. Scott: 
Si Ca 

53048 a 943 9676 14:639==100°306 

It is associated with stilbite. me same mineral from Snizort in 

Skye, has been analyzed by Conne 

Leonhardite of Copper Falls, Lake Superior Region.—Messrs. Fos- 
TER and Wuirtney (loc. cit., 104) g ive the following analyses of a 
mineral which resembles S aanibulle. bt remains unaltered: they were 
made by Mr. G. O. Barnes, under the direction of Mr. Whitney : 

Si Al Ca H 
55°96 21:04 10°49 os 1:98=99°42 

55:04 22°34 10°64 . 11°98==99'95 

Algerite.—After an examination of many specimens of this mineral 
in different cabihets, and especially a fine suite in the collection of 
Mr. Wm. S. Vaux, I am satisfied that the form of the crystals is a 

square prism. In external appearance, they would not be distinguished 

— top a and this naturally suggests some relation to that spec! ies. 

Feld of o Granite of the Lake Superi ior Region.—Messts- 
“he ett rd Whit edu cit.) give the following results of an analysis 

is 0 

Si AldlittlePe Ca K Na H 
6670 1868 = 030 957 85S 0°70=99'53 

Oxygen, 3466 = 8 64 2.68 0°62 

Um ite ech ie ligoclans J. Lawrence Suita and G. J. 
Brusu. This vol., 

On Petalite and eae: C. iste This vol., p- 277- 

Spodumene and Petalite are reviewed by R. Hermann (ibid., Pe 276) 
mene, and varidhs species ‘efe rred to the same types. 5; ape 

and — are considered as belonging to he spodunens fil 
in crystallization. and not to the pyroxene family, although so near 

CS 
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In the application of heteromerism to spodumene, (J. f. pr. Ch., Ivii, 
276,) he supposes the two fundamental compounds (a) —=R* Si? +8 Sis ; 
(b)=oR* Siz-+2% Si2, and.makes the varieties or species to consist of aand b either singly or in different proportions. 
‘The Petalite family is made to consist of petalite, castor, heulandite, 

. + desmine (stilbite), edelforsite, neurolite and brewsterite. Petalite is 
described as monoclinic, like heulandite, the angle between one cleav- 
age face (corresponding to M in fig. 1, heulandite, Dana’s Min.) an 
another less distinct (plane & of figure referred to) being 117° 30’, and 
a third in the same vertical series, 141° 30/. plane in the same se- 
tes observed by Breithaupt in his Castor (corresponding to T in the 
heulandite figure) makes with M the angle 129°, 

Siilbite is recognized as monoclinic, Breithaupt having shown that 
the ordinary forms are compound crystals and related to heulandite. 

Garnet.— A massive reddish translucent garnet from Haddam afforded 
Rammelsberg (J. f. pr. Chem., lv, 487) 

Si Al Fe Mn Oa Mg 
3616 1976 11:10 8218 0:58 0°22 

Oxygen, 1879 923 .246 721 016  009—G.=4-2%8 
Allanite in Canada. Occurs sparingly in thin tables in a feldspathic 

rock on the mountain road from St. Joachim to ay St. Paul, about two 
leagues before reaching the latter place (T. S. Hunt in Logan’s Rep., 
Cit.y p. 120), 

Orthite in Syenite near Dresden.—The similar associations of or- 
thite at Dresden and Hitteroe are pointed out by E. F. Zschau in a pa- 
Per in Leonh. u. Bronn’s N. Jahrbuch, 1852, p. 652. 

Mineral resembling Schorlomite.--C. BercEMann (Pogg. Ann. Ixxxiv, 
as analyzed a mineral from Brevig, resembling a little schor- 

Jomite but with the form of garnet. It occurs in large crystals with zir- 
Con, titanic iron, in feldspar, H.=5. G. =3°58, after heating 3 

BB. infasible ; with soda a yellowish glass; with borax, both when hot 
and cold, a yellowish green pearl. In hydrochloric acid dissolves easily 
before heating and with more difficulty after heating. Analysis :— 

set Bt rE Redes Ca Mn 
33°35 84°60 25°80 181 

There is also a trace of magnesia and potash. Separating the titanie 

oxyd and part of the oxyd of iron as titanic iron, and the zirconia as 

. et, and Bergemann 
aes 

Ti, Zr | ' 
3°67 = 98°61 

zircon, the rest would have the composition of garn 
Supposes that this may be the true nature of the mineral 

Mica—Errtine on a new form of twin crystal of mica. (Ann. der 
Ch. u. Pharm., Ixxxii, 337.) 
2 hlogopite.—A rica in the crystalline limestone of the Vosges, 
Was found by Delesse (Bull: Soc. Geol., [2], ix, 121) to consist of — 

Si Ga Mg Na K _ F lossbyign 
Sethe ed teas Jee O-10° 070 3032 1:00 T17 022 151==9997 

Oxygen, 1951 925 037° 002 020 1173 026 1-22 aie 
~ Bkconp Sunnis, Vol, XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. NS Geom 
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It is remarkable for the large proportion of magnesia. Formula 
3R* Sit#: Si, Delesse observes that phlogopite occurs in granular 

limestones, especially the dolomitic, in France as well as in Ameriea. 

On Emerylite, Euphyllite, Margarite, Mica; by J, Lawrence 
Smirnz and G. J, Brusu.—This volume, p. 207. wt 

Emerylite. —=G. Rose — —— Min., 1852, p. 40) makes em- 
iphanite er the formula ~~ hey Sisk SiH. 

[The analyses of maryarite i oni and a y Dr. J. Lawrence 
Smith and G. J. Brush, prove its identity with pein aan See this 
volume, PP- 46 and 208. ] 

e vi 

mann’s view of Heteromerism, in explaining the composition. 

Lapis — in the Cordilleras of the Andes.—Mr. F. Fizip men- 
tions (Quart. J. Chem. Soc., iv, 331) the occurrence of large masses 
of RN bright blue rock in the Cordilleras, which proved on analysis to be 

is Lazuli, interspersed with small veins of pure carbonate of lime. 

The particular locality is not mentioned. It afforded on analysis :-~ 

Si #1 8 Fe G Ca 
8760 1121 165 0:08 086 966 «(1505 10=9971 

Searing 9 and Epidote ; R. Hermann. (Jour. f. pr. Chem., 
ly, 451.) 

Euclase.—An analysis by J. W. Matter, (Phil. Mag. [4] ¥; 127,) 
afforded— 

1 Be Fe Sn 
44-18 3187 21-43 1:31 0359914 

The formula deduced by Mr, Mallet is $e2 Si+2H1 Si, or if alumina and 
glucina are isomorphous, (#e, 4l)4 Si?. Specific gravity, 3°036. 

Lg of Beryl from granite of Hirschgasse near Heidelberg, by 
TRAGER ; and a Beryl from Zwiesel in Bavaria, by W. Ma¥=®, 

(Jahrb. ‘Vin. 1851, 185; Lieb. and K.’s Jahersb. f, 1851, 779.)— 
Si Al Fe Be Mn 

66:90 18-15 2-95 12-20 ——- =100'20 
66°56 17-82 2°43 12°66 O1l = 99°58 

~ Orangite.—Analysis by Damour, Sons - Mines, fh ts 587. ie 
ti T ~ Ga Kk ’ 'b 
T%52 (1165 159 «088 1-13 028 031 O17 O14 van ea _ 

The fors formula Th? Si--2Tf, is that of Thorite, with which the species 's 
nti 

On ie Sphene of Grenville, Canada; by T. S. Hunr, (Logan's 
Rep., loc. cit., p- 118.)—-This sphene, Shinad Lederite by Shepard, 

‘occurs In crystals and masses in a vein of plumbago, with tabular spats 

feldspar, pyroxene, idocrase and rarely zircon and cinnamon~ sa 
garnet. H.—=5:5. G,—3-49-3-499, from one locality ; 3510 
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another. Color light clove-brown or chocolate brown ;_ translucent, 
The following analysis shows it to be identical with common sphene. : r Ti and trace of iron. Si n 

0:00 3183 28°31 0'40=100°54 
At Montreal, Yamaska, Monnoir and Brome mountains. The crystals 

are imbedded in feldspar, minute, of an amber or honey-yellow color, 
transparent, brilliant, and highly modified. 
Schorlomite.--_Rammetspera has revised his analyses of this mineral 

and states that the formula of J. D. Whitney is the correct one.* Ram- 
melsberg writes it 28? Site Tit. He obtained, (J. f. pr. Ch., Iv, 488,) 

a 

. 2 al 22°34 20°11 157 29°38 136 

Oxygen, 13:11 8:87 603 035 8:36 Ob4 

On Molybdenite from near Reading, Pa.; by C. M. Wernerttt, 
(Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., x, 345.)--The molybdenite occurs in plates 
and scales in quartz. G.==4°52. BB. on charcoal, white fumes coat- 

ing the coal; alone in a tube, fumes of sulphurous acid. In the pla- 
tinum forceps, colored the outer flame yellowish green. Analysis 
gave Dr. Wetherill :—— 

Mo Fe Si H 
83°198 65°727 3495 2283 0297 

affording, if the impurities are excluded, Sulphur 40-668, molybdenum 
59°332— 100. 

Surface uneven and edges rounded as if ‘subjected to an incipient 
‘usion. G.= 4-595. Composition, Silica 34°07, zirconia 63°50, per- 
oxyd of iron 2-02, water 0-50—= e4 

The proportion of antimony to tron in the ore is about 32 to 

antimony veins of the regions are froma meter to a meter and a half 

In width, but unfortunately they have little horizontal extent, being lost 

0 ramifications, or abruptly disappearing. 

_ Native Metallic Iron.-—-Dr. ANDREWS in an examination into the 
Minute structure of basalt, has found evidence of the existence of iron 
Manative state. After pulverizing the rock and separating with a 
Magnet the grains that were attracted by it, he subjected these grains, 
which were mostly magnetic iron, to the action of an acid solution of 
Sulphate of copper in the field of a microscope. This salt produces 
No change with the oxyd, but if a trace of pure iron be present, 

* The analyses in Dana’s Mineralogy, 3d edit., p. 394, should properly be credited 

to J. D. Whitney.—s. p. p. 
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copper is deposited. In his trials, there were occasional deposits of 
copper in crystalline bunches; the a of which obtained was little 

more than one-fiftieth of an inch in diameter. He observes that with 

100 grains of the rock, 3 or 4 deposits of copper can usually be o 
tained. The basalt of the Gianv’s Causeway affords this evidence of 
the presence of native iron, but less so, than the Slievemish basalt. 

‘he same result would be produced, if the vo or cobalt were 
present in fine grains; but Dr. Andrews considers this very improbable. 
The same basalt afforded, on pe i a examination, augite, mag- 
etic iron, pyrites and a colorless glassy mineral. 

The metamorphic rock of eet tal le clay of the Lias, 

somewhat resembling Lydian stone in external appearance—under a 
microscope is everywhere thickly studded with perfect cubes of pyriles, 
20 of which could often be counted in the space of 1-100th of an inch 

square ; they measured each way about 1-2000th of an inch. With a 

enenels minute particles or crystals of magnetic iron were found in 
the same rock. 

On MickeliGonaia iron pyrites, from Kearney Ore Bed, Gouverneur, 
St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.; by Prof. C. U. Suerarp, (Proc. Amer. As- 
soc., vi, (Albany meeting :) p. 230.)——-This mineral occurs in botryoidal 

concretions, somewhat radiated structure and pale bronze color, at the 

same place with Millerite. H.—=5:5. G.=4-863. The presence of 
nickel was ascertained, but not cy eo al 

Limonite containing Vanadium.—A limonite (bohnerz) from Staats- 
wald Hardt, ethics contains according to Dr. A. Mille r (J. f 
pr ene lvil, 124) about 0-05 p. c. of chrpune acid and bt over 

of vanadic acid, 
On a Tron irs of the Lake Superior Region, etc. —Messrs 

TER and Wuirney’s Report on the Lake Superior Land Dewiel, Part 

Il, 1851, p. 50-77. Ores with a metallic lustre and appearance of pu- 
rity from the Jackson’s Company location afforded 

1. Massive. 9, Slaty. 

Oxygen, 29:46 29-09 
ron, 68:07 69:09 

Insoluble, 2-89— 100-42 1-64=99'82 
It is a mixture of the peroxyd and meer oxyd. <A fine grained 

ore, from the Marquette Company’s ore bed afforded iron 70°22, OXY- 
n 29°53, insoluble 0-°20—99-95 ; ebrrelpending to peroxyd of iron 

58, magnetic oxyd 9°17, silica 0:20. Some of the ores are pure per 
oxyds, but many are mixtures of the two oxyds. 7 

_ Tron ores in the Des Moines Coal Fields.—Dr. D. D. Owen has nA 

cted i carbonates of iron of Des Moines, a 

a ee oscopic > pinguas which occur in it. 
— a v, [Cincinnati meeting,] 47.) de 

a ore from India; by Dr. A. J. Scott, (James 
w Phil. J., 1852, liii, 277.)--The ore from Vizianagram “ 

bh vce a =450. Breaks with difficulty ; powder dark prow 
ake 

Si le HK  RedoxotMo ..0 
$300 12910 $389 0539 13-786 1-864==99°735 
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The oxyd of manganese corresponds nearly to the sesquioxyd, the, per- 
centage being manganese 70°63, oxygen 29- ’ it 

Another ore from Bimlapatam, afforded, besides impurities, red oxyd 
of manganese 76-117, oxygen 0°655, which is a little less oxygen than 
Is required to make it a sesquioxyd. 

Franklinite of New Jersey.--Mr. A. C. Farrincton, (Proc. Amer. 
Assoc., vi, 241) has observed the interesting fact, that the Franklinite 
of the large vein is strongly magnetic where it adjoins the igneous rock 
enclosing it, (being taken up by a magnet when pulverized) but gradu- 
ally diminishes in its magnetism on receding from the walls of syenite, 
it being perceptible only for four feet. Mr. Farrington inferred that 
the metal near the walls was protoxyd mainly and peroxyd remote 
from them, and a mixture in other parts. 

_Triphyline of Bodenmais.—RammeE.ssexc has analyzed this mineral 
(Pogg. Ann., Ixxxv, 439) with the following result. 

Fe Mn . 2a.) ok: ee 
Analysis I, 89°35 4142 948 708 4107 O85 128 —-== 99°98 

Mean of four anal, 40°72. 39:97 980 728 145 058 —- 0:25==100+05 
22°82 887 219 400 037 010 

Formula for the mean result, 3k? f+2R4 8; for the first analysis 
which gives the oxygen ratio 10:7, R* B+ Rs B. 

The triphyline on alteration, loses its alkali, takes up water and oxy- 
gen, the iron and manganese becoming peroxyds. The mineral fro 
Norwich, Mass., and Damour’s Adluaudite are of this kind. The Trip- 
lite. of Limoges, according to Berzelius, has the formula Ré B. if 

, Tbe Heterosite of Limoges, or a brownish violet mineral from this 
locality, afforded Rammelsberg, ¥ tt J 

Fe € ssi 
: 32°18 31:46 30°01 6°35 

giving the formula #7 £446E But reckoning it as a protoxyd com- 

pound, the formula becomes, excluding the water, R* B+Rs P. 

This of viewing them 

ity is still a fact, for many of the erystals, (we speak from observation) 
ive the angle M : T, 90°, and these crystals include the smaller ones, 

Which are most likely to give the normal form. There is therefore 
better evidence, that the crystals are right than oblique ; and we believe 

from our observations that the right prism is also the more prevalent 
form ere is some doubt as to some of Prof. Shepard’s angles. 

The angle P:M (OP: a@ P’ a) is given at 90°, while M make 
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aP’a and «P] is stated at 119°; while the angles made “ors e 
and D with the plane x, on the intermediate edge, are given at 138° 45/ 
and 167°; the sum of which should equal 299° (119°-+-180°).] 

alena.—Galena of the Upper Mississippi, 7 ig Owen, Rep. Geol. 
Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, p. 6 

White Lead ore of aoe in Durham.—Analysis by J. A. Pa 
- oe eos J. Chem. Soc., 175); oxyd of lead 83:56, hee 

=09.61. 

On strate in Newberry District, S. C.; by C. U. Saeparp, 
Proc. Am. Assoc., vi, 281.)—Occurs in apparently regular hexagonal 
prisms, and 6-sided very acute pyramids. Color pale greenish or yel- 
lowish white 

Miitookive *_-RaMMELSBERG has analyzed this ore (Pogg. Mera 
and deduces the formula, Pb Cl+-Pb 0, ee to 55-62 Pb C 
44°38 Pb O. 

Molybdate of Lead.—This ore from Wheatley’s Mine, near Phenix- 
ville, Chester Co. Pa., has been examined by C. M. WETHERILL (Proc. 

Nat. “Sei. Philad., 1852, 55 and 119) without detecting any 
chromium. The color of the crystals is light re 

Native Copper of the Lake Superior region.—Foster and WHITNEY 
observe that the crystals from this region are ae tetrahexahedrous, 
formed by a bevelment of the edges of a cu The largest men- 
tioned was one-fourth of an inch in diameter ae cit., p. 99). 

Crystals of analcime occur at Copper Falls whlel: are penetrated 

throughout with delicate ramifications of metallic copper, so that if the 

analcime should be dissolved away, the form of the crystal would still 
remain in the copper.——Jb. 

— ore from between the Mississippi and Kickapoo ; by 
Dr. D. D. Owen (Rep. Geol. Survey of Wisconsin, lowa and Minneso- 
ta, 4to, 1852, p. 53). This ore is an impure one, resembling chryso- 
colla, in eetann being of a light green Keon waxy lustre and 
fracture, and very brittle. Analysis of a specimen of average quality, 
afforded, protoxyd of copper 25°0 lentieasontiog to 19:87 of coppet)s 
peroxyd of iron 48-7, protoxyd of manganese: 0-2, insoluble Oe. 
with a trace of oxyd of iron 8: 3, alumina 0°6, carbonate of lime 0 
carbonic acid 5-0, water 11:2—99-98, 

_ Copper ore, containing Gold.—-This ore, described by Mr. F. tion 

4. Che Soc., iv, 332,) is soft, of _greasy ara) jr bright 

Au 
0-008 

Ee % Sb Cu Zn Fe Ag 
80350 SIZ S084 = 86-720 = 7260 «1-282 0075 

* In this Journal, xii, 988, from Phil. Mag,, [4], ii, 120. 
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» According to M. Domeyko, the ore consists of a mixture of galena, 
ion pyrites, blende and gray copper, in amorphous quartz as the 
matrix. 

ee aeevcnne. EAeRSena found in a chrysocolla (J. f. pr. Chem., 
vy, 488) 

i Ou Fe Oa g 
g 42°32 1:63* 1-76 1-06 20°68 

n, 16-9 85 — 050 0°42 18°31 
Formula, Cu* Si?+-6H. 

Copper ores of Adelaide, Australia.—The following ores are re- 
ported as coming from different mines near Adelaide, Red Copper 
ore, Azurite, Malachite, Chrysocolla, Atacamite, with specular iron, 
Galena and native Bismuth. The last is accompanied with Bismuth 
ochre and Iron ochre in a red flinty rock.—A. L. Sack, in Jahresb. 
nat. Ver. Halle, 1851, 57. 

Arsenical Nickel—An ore from Allemont afforded Rammelsberg 
(J. f. pr. Chem., lv, 486) : 

s As Ni Fe 
229 eye! 18°71 6:82—G=6-411 

Chloro-bromid of Silver from Chili.—This ore afforded Domeyko 
(Elementos de Mineralogia, 1845, 203), in three trials: 

Chlorid of Silver, , 51-0 52'8 51:0 
Bromid of Silver, 7 49-0 47-2 49-0 

lized in shining cubes and cubo-octahedrons, having an asparagus or 

==6'31—5-43. The fo i 

lo. 
Mr. P. Yorke has recently analyzed similar erystals (Quart. J. Chem. 

Soc., iv, 2) from Chili, and obtained, Chlorid of Silver 53-2, Bromid of 
Silver 46-8. Whence he has the formula 3Ag Cl+2Ag Br=Ag Ci 
53:7, Ag Br 46-3. Specific gravity 5°53. 

Cinnabar.—J. Scnasvs has investigated the crystals of this mineral, 
and obtained for the fundamental rhombohedron, 92° 37’ 6”, the ineli- 

nation of the faces on the terminal plane (OR) being 127° 5’ 45”. ° 
angle of the rhombohedron —2R is 71° 47 10”; —3R=110° 7’ 44”; 

=101° 56’ 30”. 

“ Cinnabar of California ; by A. Beatzy.—Specimens of this cinna- 

bar afforded the specific gravity 4°410, and the composition : 

: 70°13 Quicksilver, . . 69°36 °] 69-90 
Sulphur, . soi ete 11-26 11-29 
Irom... 02% hao rele Gee seer 1-23 
ime, . 1-40 eis 1-40 

z 0-61 —_—— 0-61 

Magnesi s rs 0-49 —- 

ake 14°30 14-52 1441 

; * Peroxyd of iron and alumina, 
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The Almaden ore affords quicksilver 37-79, sulphur 16-22, iron 10:36, 
silica and alumina 35:12. The ore of Moschellandsberg, gives quick- 

silver 66°86, sulphur 11-43, — residue 17:09; and that of Wolf- 
stein, 18:00 p. c. of quicksilve 

Crystal of Native Gold. eine C. U. Sueparp describes (Proc. 
mer. Assoc., vi, 231) a crystal measuring 2ths of an inch across, 

weight 121-1 grains. Form the pentagonal dodecahedron. The edges 
are raised, asin many other California crystals of this metal. 

Gold in Pennsylvania.—Dr. C. M. WertTHERILL mentions (Trans. 

Amer. Phil. Soc., x, 350) the occurrence of gold in the earth obtained 

on digging a well : ; the exact place is not certain, but it was probably 
in Franconia township, Montgomery Co. Several rocks of the neigh- 

borhood on trial proved to contain gold in traces along with pyrites and 

magnetic iron. In the earth from the well, along with the spangle of 
gold, a white malleable particle of metal was found which gave the re- 

actions of native tin. Judging from the amount of gold obtained, one 

pme yoan® of the earth would afford 0-4 grammes of gold, worth 

Gold ‘of fede —-Specific gravity of worn froarments of gold from 
the R. du Loup, 15°761, 16-490, 16654, 17-60, 17°77. The third 
specimen after being hivomertd toa fin plate, aa poe) annealed, 
had the sp. gr. 17° 034; and the fifth after the same process, 17-848. 
These two afforded, (1) gold 86-40, silver 13-60, “(il) pen ‘8 77, sil- 

ver 12°23. A third in fine stiles; gave gold 89-24, silver 10°76; 

G. = 16°57. 
Gold in Vermont.—This volume, p. 174. 
Tridosmine and Platinum of California,—associated with a probably 

new element; Dr. F. ha Gentx, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1852, 
209,) this volume, p. 246. 

Platinum and Iridosmine. in Canada.—-The gold washings of the 
Riviére du Loup and R. des Plantes, afford grains of Platinum ; there 
are also tin-while grains, generally hexagonal in ig which prove to 
be Iridosmine. (T.S. Hunt in Logan’s Rep., cit ce 120.) 
On the Leeper of Chondrodite ; by J. D.D na.—The chem- 

ical identity of Hum d Chondrodite is well aa but the crystal- 
lography of the two rk eh been shown to be accordant. The writer 

given in his Mineralogy (2d edit., p. 388, and 3d edit. p. 280), and 
in this Journal, vol. xlvi, fig. 6, p. 381 1 (1846), the only figure of a 
erystal of chondrodite yet published. It represents an acute oblique 

1 havi 

side > edge) — a0, Mt: :é—157°, M:é= 
a tie lngcnal edge, or plane ) ars aa over the 

he surfaces were not quite smooth and the an ngles 
were siven aS approximations only. 

Can now exhibit the resemblance to Scacchi’s figures. of age 
in “Pogg. Ann 1851, Erginz., ii, 161, and this Jour. [2], xiv, eh. ine 
hemihedral Tori of humite is is represented evidently in the chon — 
Consequently the planes M are planes of an ort 



ee 
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’ M:€=136°. Now 42 (4-@) in Type III, makes an angle 
with $-2 (Scacchi’s n°)* of 134° 23. Again, M:é==157°, and this 
is very nearly the angle of 42 (4-@) on $ or 4 (r* or r® of Scacchi). 
But the inclination of €:& over a is 127°; and this equals nearly the 
angle between 4-5(n°) and 4(r°), one above and the other below the 
plane of the lateral axes, this angle being according to our calculation 
126° 52’. Considering the dissimilarity of the three types in Humite 
and the unevenness of the surfaces measured, the coincidences are as 
tlose as could be expected. 

Again, the prism a bas the angle 85°; and calculation gives for the 
corresponding angle of @-3 in humite (a plane not given by Scacchi 
but between his o and 02), 85° 34’. There is also another plane (4) in the 
figure of chondrodite which is probably the brachydiagonal. prism 4-, 
judging from the inclination of this plane on the edge between & and é, 
Which according to the writer’s observation was 168°. . 
Note on Tabular Spar or Wollastonite; by J. D. Dana.—ln the 

usual mode of viewing the crystals of this species, the relation to Py- 
foxene which exists is not shown. But making the clinodiagonal the 
vertical axis, there is then a vertical prism of 87° 28’ (e, e’, in Brooke 
and Miller’s figure), varying but 23 minutes from that of pyroxene. 
The inclination of the axes is 69° 48 The vertical axis in tabular 
Spar is about one-fifth shorter than in ordinary Pyroxene, and this is 

main point of distinction in the form of the crystals. 

2. Notice of a crystal of Fischerite; by Nicnoras Koxscuarov, 
(communicated for this Journal.)-—-The Fischerite occurs in small trans- 
lucent crystalline plates and crystals in the fissures of a ferruginous 

and for the other 99° 56’ (mean of 8 trials). The first measurements 

should have the preference ; and taking the prism as the prism of the 
fundamental series, we have, for the vertical (a) and lateral axes (4, c) 

the ratio a:b:ce—2:168196:1 i é 

also the prism or P—118? 32’ and 61° 28’, and the prism &P3—99° 524’ 
and 80° 74’; ¢P: Px =120° 44, aP¥: aPe —189° 56}. 
Te 

esttidonsl 

* Tn sis ’s figures, his planes 7, are made of the general form 
wi in thts a, of See IPS: aiid Yas ma of the form mP3, In givitig: the 

raphic symbols above we omit the P. 

+t In the analyses of humite, p. 279, Fe, should be Fl. 

Srrizs, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 58 
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3. On Argentiferous Galena from Arkansas ; by Prof. W. W. Ma- 
THER, (communicated for this Journal).—Some of this ore from a lo- 
cality not communicated, was lately sent me for cupellation. Different 
specimens afforded silver, varying from 44 to 71 ounces of silver to the 
ton of lead. I have cupelled hundreds of lead ores, and although I have 
never cupelled one without finding a trace of silver, there are few as 

such statements. I had never seen it, neither had any one on the Ge- 
ological survey of Ohio seen or described it, till last autumn, when f 

this coal bed. Persons not acquainted with modes of examination, aud 
the liability of deception, seeing the coal in the hill and along the 
slope of the hill, where slides had occurred but were not recognized, 

will be the only fuel used for smelting. The iron ores are so abundant 

that the lands on an average will yield 5,000 to 10,000 tons of iron 
per acre. 

5. On the supposed bed of Coral at a high elevation, on the Island 
of Maui; by Dr. C. F. Winstow, (from a letter to J. D. Dana, dated 
Naltham, Mass., March 13, 1853.)—In your paper on Changes of 

Level in the Pacific Ocean, published in the March No. of the Am. 
four n., at pages 171 and 172, 1 notice the account given you by my 
riend, Rev. Mr. Andrews of Molokai, of the existence ef coral forma- 

ocean, you ob: 
et: further examined. In this you are right. I have been ye, on 

ns 
pressio 

-lt was calcareous, 
to decide the question of its organic origin. Sulphuric acid exhib c rganic origin. Sulphuric acia ext 

Tany times, and examined them with some care. My first a 
n, like that of Mr. Andrews, on simply looking at the rock, wast teareoakee 7 

a a! 
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Rev. Mr. Alexander, (a very acute and highly informed gentleman who 
is the Principal of the Lahainaluna Seminary,) on the nature and origin 
of this rock, he inforrned me that his first opinions were similar to my 
own, and that he had submitted it to sufficient examination to convince 
him that there was no Jime in its composition. This belt of rock is 
about 400 or 500 feet of perpendicular elevation above his residence, 
and about 1200 feet above the sea. , 

rom the evidence in my possession on that point, I think you may 
assume, without fear of contradiction, that no coral formation exists on 
the very elevated side,of West Maui. 

IV. Botany. 

1. Principles of the Anatomy and Physiology of the Vegetable Ceil; 
y Huco von Mont, M.D., etc., Prof. Bot. Univ. Tubingen, ete. ete. 

Translated (with the author’s permission) by Arthur Henfrey, F.R.S., 
With an illustrative plate and numerous wood-cuts. London: 

Van Voorst, 1852, pp. 158, 8vo.—We desire in a special manner to 
commend this condensed treatise not only to botanists, but to animal 
physiologists, to medical students, and to all who would obtain a clear 
view of the present state of vegetable anatomy and physiology,—a 
knowledge of which, most interesting in itself, is almost indispensable 
to the correct understanding of the minute anatomy and physiology of 
animals. Prof. Mohl is, without question, the first of vegetable anato- 
mists, and his statements carry with them the highest authority on this 
class of subjects. We copy the short preface which he has contribu- 
ted to the English translation, as it gives a clear view of the nature 
and scope of the work. 

ight be | 

sole This intention, together wiih the circum- 
bole exposition into the 

few sheets, rendered it necessary to direct especial attention 
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became requisite to take account of the plants of higher rank, and of 
the various organs which these possess. ‘The treatise, therefore, con- 

tains, if an imperfect, still in many respects, a more extensive resumé 

of Vegetable Physiology, than might be conjectured from the title. 
“ Unhappily, the Physiology of Plants is a science which yet lies in 

its earliest infancy. Few of its dogmas can be regarded as settled be- 
yond doubt; at every step we meet with imperfect observations, and 
consequently with the most contradictory views; thus, for example, 

Opinions are still quite divided regarding the doctrines of the develop- 
ment of the cell, of the origin of the embryo, and of the existence of 
an impregnation in the higher Cryptogams. Both in these and in other 
cases, the small compass of the present treatise forbids a more exlen- 
sive detail of the researches upon which the opposing views are foun- 
ded; I hope, however, that I have succeeded in making clearly prom- 

inent the chief points upon which these contests turn, and thus in facil- 
itating the formation of a judgment by the reader; and I have never 
neglected to indicate the literature from which further instruction is to 

be derived.”. ; 
It may be well to notice the views of so excellent an observer upon 

the view that considers them as intercellular passages which have ac- 

quired membranous linings. (p. 2.) He denies that the membrane 
nascent cells is soluble in water, as Schleiden states. (p. 9. e brief- 
ly states the grounds on which, in his controversy with Harting and 
Mulder, he successfully maintains that the primary cell-membrane is 
thickened by successive concentric layers of cellulose deposited on its 

inner face. ‘The combination of spiral markings and pits on the wood- 
cells of Taxus and Torreya, as also in the Linden, is explained by con- 
sidering the former to belong to a second layer or deposition, within 
that to which the pits belong. This tertiary membrane or deposit forms 
the spiral fibre or band in the cells of the seed-coat of Collomia, the 
hairs of the achenium of Senecio, &c. (p. 18.) The whole subject — 

the chemical reactions of cellulose, but which may be removed by pre 

Vious maceration in caustic potash and nitric acid. He now maintaiDs, 

in opposition to his early view (still defended by Schleiden) that the 
ntercellular substance is a product or secretion of the cell, and mgd 

rsally distributed mass in which the cells are imbedded. (p- 33:) 
shows that the thickened ‘ cuticle” of Unger, Mulder, Harting, &- 

; ai layers of cell-membrane, deposited from the in 
w 

phy 5 
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mordial utricle, or nitrogenous membrane, developed over its surface ; 
and then the cell-membrane (of cellulose) is deposited upon this. In 
Cryptogamous plants, such masses, of larger or smaller size, may be- 
come coated with a cell-membrane witliout any proper nucleus appear- 
ing. (p. 57-60.) Thus much for what relates to the anatomical condi- 
tion of the cell. 

Under the second head, the Physiological Condition of the Cell, our 
author treats first, of the cell as an organ of nutrition, next, as an or- 
gan of propagation, and finally, as an organ of motion. He pronoun- 
ces against the Knightian doctrine, that plants ultimately degenerate 

parenchymatous tissue of the root, ascends through the woody tissue, 
and that the assimilated sap returns through the bark, and thence more 
or less into the wood by means of the medullary rays, is very neatly 
Shown. “A few simple experiments leave no doubt about this. * * 
If the bark of a plant, best of a tree, is cut through in a ring down to 

above the wound; but if the wood is cut through, the greatest care be- 

ing taken to avoid injuring the bark, that portion of the plant above the 
he wood of the stem and branches 

by the powerful ex- 

Ing it fit to be applied to the nutrition of the plant. To this end the 
sap flows backwards from the leaves through the bark to the lower 

If the bark is cut off the 

stem in a ring, the growth of the portion below the wound stands as it 

are produced, é&c. ; roan 
'S Increased beyond the usual measure, thicker layers of wood are de- 

Posited, more fruit is perfected, this ripens sooner, &c. The deposition 

of starch which occurs in the cells of the medullary rays in autumn, 
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goes to prove, that the portion of assimilated sap which is not used for 
nutrition on the way to the root, runs back to the wood through these 
horizontal medullary rays; and thus the sap describes a kind of circle, 
not, indeed, in determinate vessels, but in a definite path leading 
through the different parts of the plant. It is difficult to conceive how 
in recent times the results of these experiments could have been ques- 
tioned, and the existence of the descending current in the bark denied. 

which the sap contained in the upper part of the plant must soon be- 

come greatly concentrated and potential for development (Schleiden, 

nation may be received as satisfactory.” (p. 70,71.) After some ex- 
cellent oe of criticism, Moh! ce that the discovery of en 

ot fully solved the problem of the movement of the sap in 
plants, sithough f in all probability it dots play an important, and i 

‘the question, whether plants live on inorganic food alone, or take in 
also organic matters, Mohl gives a sensible answer, rejecting the ex- 

treme view of Liebig, while still fully recognizing the great office and 
result of vegetation. (p. 78.) According to , Moh hl, , however, it is proved 
that plants do not absorb the carbonic acid diss al ved in water with the 

latter by means of their roots, (p. 81); but this seems hardly reconci+ 

lable with several facts stated on the next page, from which it is justly 

concluded that carbonic acid is carried up with the ascending sap into 
the leaves. From the fact that plants perish so soon in air deprived of 

all.oxygen gas, that sensitive leaves lose their irritability under such 

circumstances, &c., Mohl concludes, apparently with good reason, 
the absorption of oxygen and the exhalation of carbonic acid i in plants 

he life of 

described by Schuhz; i is = positively canihes to take afer in en ‘dh bj ‘ 
except as pr y mechanical causes. That the milky 

juice is not a trent iaatesah still less the nutrient juice, is @ 
manifest. (p. 

cell as an organ of propagation is treated, first a 
multiplication of plants by division ; second, by ici 
seeds. The n of certain Confervoid Alga, such as 4y$' 
is said to bear no analogy to sexual reproduction (p. 113); @ conclusion 
which may be questioned. A good summary is given of the of 

known respecting the free and spontaneous movements of the spores 
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the lower Alge (p. 115); and also of the recent discoveries respecting 
the bisexual reproduction of the higher Cryptogamia. The reprint of 
enfrey’s Report, in the January and March numbers of this Journal, 

has placed our readers au courant with the present state of know wledge 
on this interesting subject. It should be noticed that Mohl denies the 
existence of antheridia in lower Cr ryptogamia, ti Thallophytes; but 
maintains that the small bodies, moving by two cilia, discovered by De- 
caisue and ‘Thuret in the Fucacem, are more properly a second kind of 
Spores, analogous to the small spores of the Floridee, of the 
Hature of the seminal filaments of Ferns, Mosses, &c. (p. 117.) The 
later researches of Itzigsohn, Thuret, Tulasne, &c., however, lead rather 
fo the conclusion that the lower Cryptogamia (except the very lowest) 
are likewise bisexual.* 

Itzigsohn, in Botanische Zeitung, May, 1850.—Here it is announced that the 
Hack dots on the surface of the frond of sede rrera ciliaris eae Dees that is, 

from which escape animalcular-like corpuscles that m ely in water, 
pom similar to those of Mosses and Liverworts. ter ater a ge t others 
had failed to detect these movements, he announces that they had. be 

Rabenhorst, after many ineffectual trials. He also (Dee. he Feb. ny states 
t these “spermatozoids” do not ingen vital movements until after the macera 

a 
e (DL. R.), Mé " 

2 rp Lchedae.: in Ann. Sciences Netnration ois ser., xviil, No. 1, 2, 3, 4, ones 
: 6 plates—A most admirable and complete memoir, elucid in in an unequal- 
led Giaee the whole structure and morphology of the Lichenes.. It is to be hoped 
that the author will publish it in a separate form; as it ten oy a new era in 

y. at ee — of the so-called Antheridia (which alone we can 
here notre, recognized the universal occurrence of these bodies in 

seca sry thei pasted and developments but aN has never a 
any free movement of the uscles, except general molecular or Brown 
Motion, common to all riilete particles. Fes therefore’ to See to the oo called ae 
theridia the name of abe 4 and t np Se corpuscles the name of 

fa. He uuhesi tingly” reognines in deme seer raya 

—— at least in funetion, to those 9 sed sA 
bs iat eg is ally motionless, and of a fam tae and there joe probably 

ng male organs likewise @ athena to the fa t these 
dak tat ‘abrercles “ "had were particulary wel ey Dillenius, more iy a century 

in Borrera essed and tha ghd in 1784, expre: the opinion that they 
fonstituted the male apparatus i 

Decaisne & sate apart af ie sur les Antilles et les Spores de quelques Fu- 

ous; in A , ili, p. 5—Here the corpuscles known to the earlier 

ovement 1s 
dicas et les Antheridie des Erypesgonses. 

the Aca nT corona a ~~ : esearches com! : vie et eopioits 
Were rewarded by t t prize for natural sciences, 
has bee published pad aged a Sei. Nat., 3rd ser., xiv, oe on crass, 1851 > mie 

m 
h the same functio ‘ those which the i ents of the 

Samia fulfill. The Antheridia of Chara (in which Thuret first di red t 

Whose vibration ents aré moved), m8 the Liverworts, eee 

facts mentioned : Re 

Laveillt, in aan an Nok ae ye. p. 119, as indicated the probable exist 
of antheridia in in Fungi. - 
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Under the head of Reproduction by Seeds, Mohl gives an interesting 
and critical account of the development and structure of the pollen an 
the ovule, and of the origin of the embryo. ‘The latter arises by cell- 
multiplication of the germinal vesicle, a cell produced by free cell- _ 
formation in the embryo-sac usually before the pollen-tube has reached 

tion of it, and the formation of the embryo from the apex of the pollen- 
tube itself, as taught by Schleiden, are wholly repudiated ; and indeed 
the Schleidenian doctrine may now considered as thoroughly de- 
molished, by the direct observations of Amici, Mohl, Muller, Hofmeis- 

ne. 
The Cell as an Organ of Motion is considered as respects movements 

of individual cells through the agency of vibratile cilia, as respects the 
directions and curvature assumed by organs, and as respects movements 
by irritation of stimuli, &c., giving an excellent summary of our know- 

2dge on these points, with much admirable criticism; which want of 
space prevents us from noticing in detail. Our notice will have served 

its purpose if it direct attention to a treatise, small in compass an 

erate in price, but of the highest authority on these subjects of 
common interest to all naturalists and physiologists. Mr. Henfrey’s 
name is a sufficient voucher for the faithfulness of the translation. But, 
with equal correctness, the German might have been rendered into 
more flowing and idiomatic English. Pak 

2. Dr. Hooker’s Flora of New Zealand.—The third part, which has 
now appeared, carries this work from the Ericaces to the Orchidace®, 
and the plates from pl. 41 to 60. A. 6. 

he Oak- Vegetation of America, (Americas Ege-vegetation, §c-) 
abridged from two popular lectures delivered before. the Association of 
Natural History of Copenhagen, by Prof. LigsMan. Translated 

Dr. Watuica.—This is reproduced in Hooker’s Journal of Botany for 
Dec. and January last, and is a very interesting article, especially that 
part of it which relates to the oaks of Mexico, where the author trav- 
elled and collected extensively. Prof. Liebmann is now, we believes 
the successor of Prof. Schouw, the celebrated writer on the Geography 
of Plants, of whose lamented decease we have recent intelligence. 

4. Martius, Flora Braziliensis, Fasc. XI, Liepsic, 1852, pp- 79, fol», 
with 24 plates. This new part of the Brazilian flora, the publication 

ich is again actively resumed, contains the Piperinee, a class 
+ 

e 
ant, the 

4 'perace Me ae jes; Pi orphe, 4 species; Enckea, 4 species; Peltobryon, oa 
<n Ser ie empecics ; Ottonia, 19 species. Besides bre peek 
trations of this family, a single physi ical plate represen 
in the primeval foreiaa ‘of Braz AL eee oe ee ee Sean 
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V. AstTRoNomyY. 

1, New Comet, (Astron. Journal, No. 54.)--A telescopic comet 
was discovered near star 63 in the Constellation Eridanus, March 
8, 1853, by Mr. Chas. W. Tuttle, assistant at Harvard College Ob- 
servatory. 

2. Thalia, (Astron. Jour., No. 55.)—The following elements of this 
planet have been communicated by W. Oeltzen of Vienna. They are 
Computed from observations at Liverpool Dec. 16, Berlin Dec. 29, 
and Hamburg, Jan. 11. 

Epoch, 1852, December 29°37907, m. t. Greenwich. 
Mean anomaly, - 324° 30/ 35/0 ) Mean Eqx. 
Long. of asc. node, - - 67 52:42 at 1853°0. 
Inclination, - : - 19 27 0 
Angle between perih. and node, 54 44 27-7 
Angle of excentricity, - 12 31 26-1 
Log. of semi-axis major, 0-212976 

s mean daily motion, - 2930543 

3. Fortuna, (Astronom. Nachrichten, No. 836.)—-The following ele- 
ments were computed by Mr. Carl Brulins from Berlin observations of 

Aug, 28, Sept. 27 and Oct. 27. 

Epoch 1852, Sept. 27:354061. 
Mean anomaly, - + julieen juste een BRE. i Mit 
“longitude, - - eo! - ~~ a re . 

. of perihelion, - - - - 

se - node, - - - - 211.16 57 6 
Inclination, ™ x “ - + 32 35 -0 

ngle of excentricity, . - = - - 9 48 18 ‘9 
Log. of semi-axis major, - - - 0:390678 
“mean daily motion, - +. - 2963990 

» 4. Parallax of a Star.—In a previous No. of this Journal* it was 
Stated that M. H. Faye, of Paris, had found for the parallax of an un- 
hamed star in Ursa Major (1830 of Groombridge’s Catalogue of Cir- 

cumpolar Stars) 1706. M. Peters, on the contrary, made it only 

028 ; ichmann, 0-18; and M. Otto Struve, 0703. In these 
Investigations it was assumed that the stars of comparison had no par- 
allax. “M. Wichmann has continued his labors upon this star, and the 

New results to which he has arrived are given in part in a letter to M. 
aye; a part of which is here given in translation from the Compies 

Rendus (tom. 35, p. 859, Dec. 13, 1852). 
“During the past year I have made with the aid of the heliometer a 

New series of observations upon this star (1830 G.) using for compari- 
Son not only the stars selected by Schlueter, but also the star used by 

yourself. ‘This last I designate by a”, and those of Schlueter by a and 

5 (@’ and a’ being situated upon one side of 1830 G. and a upon the 

* 2d Series, vol. iii, p. 444. 

Szconp Serres, Vol, XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. bog 
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opposite side.) The result of my researches may be expressed as 
follows : . 

1. The parallax of a” is equal to that of a’. 
2. The parallax of a is 1-17 greater than that of a’. 
3. The parallax of 1880 G. is 0-14 greater than the arithmetical 

mean of the parallaxes of a and a’; i. e., it is 0/72 greater than the 
parallax of a’ or of a’. 

Thus the mysterious discordance which before existed between the 
parallax obtained by you in 1846, and that given by the Konigsberg 
heliometer is explained by the interesting fact that the star of compar- 
ison a is nearer to us than 1830 G. You know that my reduction of 
the observations made by M. Schlueter gave for the parallax of 1830 G. 
0-18, on the supposition that the stars of comparison had no paral- 
lax, a result obtained by the discussion of differences of distance. But 

tion is presented, in the same direction, and of the same amount. To 

explain this | have formed two hypotheses; one, that this variation In 

presents the observations very well, without leaving periodic errors 0 

Of 1830G. Of the star @ 

By Schlueter’s observations, —0'"75 — "15 

ied 2 =0"-68 =1"19 

: Or if we deny the difference of parallax of the stars of comparison, 

it will necessarily result from the observations made with the heliome- 

tions are arranged in such a manner, as you will see in my memoir, 
that the differences of distance and the consequent result are wholly 
free from the influence of the periodic change which is manifested in the 
sum of the distances, whatever may be the cause of it. The jnevita- 

ble alternative is, that the parallax of 1830 G. is less than 0-2, a value 
Not at all probable, or that the star a is nearer to us than 1830 & | 

have no doubt that the last, which is indicated by the observations, 1S 
the truth ; and I believe this interesting result is established so surely 

by the heliometric measures, that it will be very difficult to pre 

ie ‘8° parallax of this star of comparison which I have found 

ot exist.” 
ee i ee 

* Astronomische Nachrichten, Nos, 840-844. r 
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VI. Miscettaneous INTELLIGENCE. 

1. Meteorological Observations at Burlington, Vt.; by Z. Tuomp- 
Son.—Mr. Thompson adds the following to his paper at p. 385. List 
of the appearances of the Aurora Borealis observed at Burlington i 
1852 : 

Jan. 19, distinct arch and streamers; 21, part of anarch inthe N.E.; 
age auroral light; 25, ibid. ; 26, ibid. 

vertex of one being about 8° and the other 18° hig 
Feb. 19, very splendid aurora, appeared soon afier sunset, at first in 

the form of an arch, spanning the heavens from N. W. to 8. E. and 
passing 8° or 10° S. W. of the zenith, the northwestern position being 
Strongly tinged with red and umber. At the vertex of the arch, there 
was the appearance of radiation. ‘The meteor continued moving and 
flashing over the northern half of the heavens during the whole night, 
and was visible till nearly sunrise the next morning. 27, two distinct 
arches with streamers. 

ch 7. Meteor moderate—no distinct arch; 10, meteor faint 5 
16, aurora very bright but low in N.; 19, aurora borealis low in N.; 
20, ibid. 

April 8, aurora borealis faint; 13, aurora very bright in the N.; 
14, ibid. ; 17, faint; 20, ibid. . ote 

ay 3, aurora borealis faint; 5, ibid.; 8, ibid.; 9, ibid.; 14, ibid. ; 
18, distinct arch. 

une 11, aurora borealis very splendid—motions exceedingly rapid ; 
16, aurora glow with streamers. es 

July 5, aurora, with faint streamers; 12, auroral arch 15° in N. at 
P.M 
Aug. 10, aurora borealis faint; 11, ibid. in N. E. ade 
Sept. 6, aurora borealis broad arch—vertex of the under margin 11 

high at 9 p. o., and well defined; 17, aurora arch about 8° high from 
7 re P.M.; 18, slight aurora borealis. 

ct. 5 and 6, slight aurora borealis. 
Nov. 11, splendid aurora borealis from 7 to9 p.m. At 83h. “nn 

archés, one @5? and the other 30° high under the N. pole, with short 

Streamers under the lower arch. At9, very — streamers in N. E., 

ec. 8, slight aurora in N.E. . : Endl ines.—A chart of isothermal lines accom- 
2 Chart of Tsothermal Lines. W. Hopkins’s paper on Changes 

of Climate, especially the part from pages 72 to 86. his chart is 

through those points Y 
for Santini’ and so o South of the equator, the lines are the same, 

but are twice nearer, the temperatures differing by 43° F. 
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On the annexed cut, also copied, of reduced ee from Dove, the 
same lines north of the equator are shown on.a rth pole view of the 

globe ; it exhibits the region of greatest cold seat northern Asia. 

Many deductions flow from such a chart. We allude only to one in 

this place. ‘To the north, on the parallel of 60°, the mean temperature 

of the earth varies from —264° F. (in northern America) to —13°, 

—4°, +5°, +14°, +23°, +39°, +40° (in the northern yao vite 
then decreases again regularly to —40°, the intense co d of nort 

Asia; and then i again increases to +23°. Such a wide variation 0 

temperature on the same parallel, contrasts strikingly wit 

uniformity along the line of 60° south; and it suggests reasons 

electrical and other meteorological disturbances on a ‘grand scale at the 

ae which can have no parallel at the south. Re 
is Re- elcher’s Artesian Well, in St. Louis, (from the St. Loui 

; of the 

wali in this tet The well, ehiah we think was eo arly 

in the year 1849, has now attained the great — of 1590 feet. 
the hands, 

The iron 
rth, *2 

inches i in Prot and between 700 ean 800 aaa in weig 

attached to poles, severally about 30 feet long, that are screwe 
other to extend to the full depth of the well. The whole is moved by 
a “doctor,” worked by the boilers used for the refinery engines. Bev- 

a 

aa ii at alt iin ne 
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sufficient interest for publication : 
Ist, Through limestone, 28 feet; 2d, shale 2; 3d, limestone 231; 

4th, cherty rock 15; 5th, limestone 74; 6th, shale 30; 7th, limestone 
75; 8th, shale 14; 9th, limestone 38$; 10th, sandy shale 64; 11th, 
limestone 1284; 12th, red marl 15; 13th, shale 80; 14th, red marl 

minous marl 15; 19th, shale 80; 20th, limestone 134; 2Ist, cherty 
rock 62; 22d, limestone 138; 23d, shale 70; 24th, limestone 20; 
25th, shale 56; 26th, limestone 34; white soft sandstone 15 feet. 

The well was first commenced, we understand, as a cistern. From 
the surface of the ground, where it is fourteen feet in diameter, it has a 
conical form, lessening at the depth of thirty feet to a diameter of six 
feet. Thence the diameter is again lessened to sixteen inches, until the 
depth of 78 feet from the surface is attained. From that point it is 
diminished to nine inches, and this diameter is preserved to the depth 
of 457 feet, Passing this line the diameter to the present bottom of 
the well, is three and a half inches. 

The lowest summer stand of the Mississippi river is passed in the 
first strata of shale, at a depth of twenty-nine or thirty feet from the 
surface. The water in the well, however, is always higher than the 
water line of the river, and is not affected by the variations of the lat. 

tr. The first appearance of gas was found at a depth of 466 feet, in 
@ stratum of shale one and a half feet thick, which was strongly imbued 

and thirty-two feet below the city of St. Lo 
ne same layer; two hundred feet 

rning, lost much of its weight. In 
lowed, the salt in the water increased to 2} per cent. 

passed, was a bed of chert, struck at a depth of 1179 feet from the 

surface, and going down 62 feet. In this layer, the. salt in the water 

increased to full three per cent. The boring 
Y the statement above, in a bed : 

Promising that has yet been struck for a supply of water, such as is 

ranted, 
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The Artesian well of Mr. Belcher is already one of the deepest in 
this country; it is considerably more than half the depth of the cele- 
brated Artesian well in Westphalia, Germany, which is sunk 2,385 feet. 
If the recent indications do not deceive, a supply of sweet pure water 
will be soon obtained. 

4. Washington Territory.—Among the few acts of positive legisla- 
tion consummated at the Session of Congress just concluded, that or- 
ganizing the new Territory of Washington is one of the most impor- 

tant and interesting. 

** Washington Territory” (so named with singular eid thera 
mencla- 

on the west. We derive from a scientific and well-informed source 
some particulars respecting this Territory, not readily accessible to the 
public, which we present to our readers. 

‘Washington Territory” lies chiefly between latitudes 46° and 49° 
and between longitudes 110° and 125° west of Greenwich. The boun- 
dary initial points and parallels must soon be accurately determined, 

and it must be decided where the crest of the Rocky Mountains really 
is. This latter problem may not be easy of solution, for Lewis | 
Clark, Father de Smet, the Irving Astoria Map, and the Indian Bureau | 

and Topograpical Bureau maps all represent these mountains different- 
ly. Lewis & Clark exhibit four distinct ranges, with which the best re- 
cent explorations essentially agree; indicating at least three parallel 
ranges running nearly northwest, instead of the more prevalent indica- 
tion of a single north and south range. Exploration may show the 

obable. There 
are thus several important geographical questions connected with the 

s 
_ “ Washington Territory” has within its limits portions as well ex- 

plored and others as nearly unknown as can be found west of the Mis- 

e 
Wilkes, two sheets out of six being now published. It was surveyed 
by Belcher, in 1839, and two sheets are published among the Admiral- 

ty cha: The Coast Survey has twice surveyed its mouth, and pub- 
Hi “one sheet. comparison of these several surveys Ww! 

vey published by Capt. Wilkes. ‘The Admiralty charts cover the Straits 
e Fuca and many harbors on the mainland and on Vancow 
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Georgia, and the channels leading to and making up Puget’s Sound, 
with much detail. The shores of this wonderful network of channels 

value. Through a surprising extent of line they are directly accessi- 
ble for ocean vessels, and form, as it were, an immense network of 
harbor. They present the foundation for a kind of agricultural Venice, 
far into the heart of the west half of Washington, the resources of 
which they will greatly aid in developing. Fort Nisqually and Olym- 
pia, at the southern extremity of Puget’s Sound, must rapidly advance 
with the growth of the Territory. 

The interior portion of this section is but imperfectly known. The 
land office surveys north of the Columbia have as yet made little 
progress ;. but the sketches prepared in that office give more recent and 
correct information than is elsewhere to be found on the section between 
that river and Puget’s Sound. On penetrating farther towards the 
ocky Mountains, the country is essentially unknown. The narrative 

of Lewis and Clark, the book on Oregon Missions, by Father de Smet, 

and 49°, on both sides, is still a good field for exploration. Much may 
be expected from Dr. Evans, who is engaged in a geological reconnois- 

i aken him much among 

charge of the Coast Survey Office for over three years. A head grad- 

uate at West Point, a highly efficient constructing officer of Engineers, 

giv 
ace, soil, resources, products, and peculiarities of a region, so soon to 

become a State with a voice in our National Councils. Those who 

best know him are confident he will be able to accomplish this, and 
much more, in addition to those important and laborious duties which 

will devolve on him in organizing and putting into thorough operation 

machinery of a new Territorial Government. H. 
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OBITUARY. 
Antuony D. Stantey, Professor of Mathematics in Yale College, 

died on the 16th of March, aged 43 years. Mr. Stanley held the office 
of Tutor in Yale College from 1832 to 1836, when he was appointed 
Professor of Mathematics ; and after two years in Europe, he entered 
upon his new duties in 1838. From that period to 1849, he pursued 
the life of a faithful teacher and was besides untiring in his studies and 
investigations. His principal contribution to this Journal appeared in 

the third volume (1847). He published also an elementary ‘Treatise on 
Spherical Geometry and Trigonometry, and a volume of Logarithmic 
and other Mathematical Tables. The latter work was one of vast labor, 
as he undertook the thorough revision of existing tables; and in the 
course of it he detected several errors in the tables of Callet, Vega, 

Babbage and Shortrede. The work was printed with extreme care, an 
but two errors have yet been pointed out. A severe cold, taken in 1849, 
ended finally in settled consumption, from which he found but partial 
relief in a visit during 1850 to Egypt and Syria. After his return he 
resumed for a while his duties in college, but soon left them and retired 

to his home in East Hartford, where he died. Prof. Stanley was a man 
of deep devotion to his favorite pursuit, of great ability and accuracy in 

research, and of the highest moral worth. A natural diffidence and 

reserve led him to withhold from publication much that would have 

proved an honor to himself and of value to science. 
Von Bucu.—This eminent geologist died at Berlin, on the 4th of 

March, aged 79 years. The following is a letter from Humboldt to 
Sir R. I. Murchison, announcing his death, (Atheneum, No 1824). 

** That I should be destined—I, an old man of ei hty-three—to an- 

the 2d of March. 
“He and I were united by a friendship of sixty-three years,—a 

wae ewer: knew interruption. I found him in 1791, in 
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a master; and his affection (like that of Gay Lussac and that of Arago who were also his friends) sustained me in my labors. He was four years my junior,—and nothing forewarned me of this misfortune. It 18 not at the distance of a few hours only from such a loss, that I ean say More respecting it. Pity me,—and accept the homage of my pro- found respect and affectionate devotion.” 

VII. Bretiograpry. 

8 
2. Handbook. of Universal Geography, being a Gazetteer of the 

World. Edited by T. Carey Catuicot, A.M. 856 pp. 12mo. New York, 
1853. G. P. Putnam & Co. A very excellent Gazetteer, embracing 
a large compass with great fullness. The notices of places are brief, 
and by this means it is rendered wonderfully comprehensive, consider- 
ing the size of the work. 

__ 8. Elements of Geology; by Auonzo Gray, A.M., author of Ele- 
ments of Chemistry and Elements of Natural Philosophy, and C. B. 
Apans, A.M., Fellow of the Amer. Acad. of Arts and Sciences, Prof. 
in Amherst College, &c. 354 pp. 12mo. 1853. 
—This work is a brief review of the elements of Geology, prepared for 

s instruction in Schools and Colleg It com ; 
the various agencies employed in producing changes in the earth’s sur- 
face, inorganic and organic, and thence proceeds to the arrangement, 

It is illustrated Structure and historical feletioks of the earth’s strata. 

Y Many wood-cuts. : 
4. Catalogue of North American: Reptiles in the Museum of the 

Smithsonian Institution. Part I. SERPENTS: by S. F. Barrp and 
C.Girarp. Washington: Smithsonian Institution. 

5 
172 pp. 8vo. Jan., 

1853.—Although styled a Catalogue, this volume contains de scriptions 

Ex. Doe. No. 3. 
port of G. Mathiot on Electrotyping as employed by the Coast Survey. 

6. A Synopsis or Systematic Catalogue of the 
the United States ; by A. CuaPP, M.D. apse pp- 8vo. Philadelphia, 

185 Presented to the American Medical Association, at its session 
y Dr. Clapp has been prepared with in May, 1852.—This catalogue b i cite “and cbiustek See aE abeMical and historical; etal ad much care, and contains notes 

greatly to its interest and value. 
Szconp Serums, Vol. XV, No. 45.—May, 1853. 60 
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